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SPECIAL NOTICE
The abstract sections of the supplements of Aeronautical Engineering can be
bound separately. Individual abstracts can be located readily by means of the page num-
bers given at each entry, e.g., p0630 N81-32290. To assist the user in binding Supple-
ments SP-7037 (132) through SP-7037 (143). a title page is included in the back of this
Cumulative Index.
NASA SP-7037(144)
A CUMULATIVE INDEX
TO
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
A Continuing Bibliography
This Cumulative Index supersedes the indexes
contained in supplements [SP-7037(132) through
SP-7037(i43)] published by NASA during 1981.
l\|/\CT/\ Scientific and Technical Information Branch 1982
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Washington, DC
This index is available as NTISUB/141/093 from the National Technical Information Service
(NTIS). Springfield. Virginia 22161 at the price of $10.00 domestic; $20.00 foreign.
INTRODUCTION
WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS
This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7037(132) through
NASA SP-7037(143) of Aeronautical Engineering: A Continuing Bibliography. NASA SP-7037
and its supplements have been compiled through the cooperative efforts of the American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA). Entries prepared by the two contributing organizations are identified as follows:
1. NASA entries by their STAR accession numbers (N81 -10000 series).
2. AIAA entries by their IAA accession numbers (A81 -10000 series).
HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED
This Cumulative Index includes a subject index, a personal author index, a corporate source
index, a contract number index, and a report/accession number index.
HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX
Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index:
1. Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable," i.e., not a valid
term, and the following term or terms are used instead. For example:
AIRCRAFT PROTUBERANCES
U PROTUBERANCES
FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
U FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
2. Narrower Term (NT) references refer the user to more specific headings in the same
subject area, under which additional material on the subject may be found. For
example:
FLOW RESISTANCE
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
NT FRICTION DRAG
NT SUPERSONIC DRAG
In addition, a searcher may use the title or title and title extension in the index to narrow
further his quest for particular items. This is because subject terms readily include more than
one class of document. For example:
AIRLINE OPERATIONS
All-weather operations, including
pilot role, instrument landing
systems and guidance aids.
Airport congestion as constraint on
air travel, considering runway
capacity and adjusted demand.
illustrates a case where two references on different topics are listed under the same subject
term.
tn
HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX
All personal authors used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear
in the index. Differences in transliteration schemes may require multiple searching of the index
for variants of an author's name. For example:
EMELIANOV, M. D. . ;• .
and . .
YEMELYANOV, M. D. , ".
I
HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX ' '
The corporate source index entries are abridged versions of the corporate sources used in the
abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements. The corporate source supplementary
(organizational component) does not appear in the index. For example:
BOEING CO.. SEATTLE. WASH. MILITARY AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS DIV.
(Source citation entry)
BOEING CO.. SEATTLE. WASH. (Source index entry)
HOW TO USE THE CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX
All contract numbers that are identified in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements
appear in this index. Changes by agencies in the style in which contract numbers are presented,
may require multiple searching for variants. For example:
AF 33(615)-71-C-1758
F33615-71-C-1758
HOW TO USE THE REPORT/ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
All report numbers that have been assigned by the corporate source, monitoring agency or
cataloging activity appear in this index. Variations in initial cataloging may result in different
report number series. For example:
TP-924
ONERA-TP-924
IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT
The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the indexes may
be found in the appropriate Supplement. The page-number range of each Supplement appears
on the inside front cover of this index. Once the range of page numbers containing the selected
accession number is located in the second column, the desired Supplement number will be
found in the first column. For example:
Page 281 will be found in Supplement 137.
AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS
Information concerning the availability of documents announced in the Aeronautical Engineering
supplements is found in the Introduction to the most currently issued supplement.
IV
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The title is used to provide a description of the subject matter. When the
title is. insufficiently descriptive of the document content, a title extension is
added, separated from the title by' three hyphens. The STAR or IAA
accession number is included in each entry to assist the user in locating the
abstract in the abstract section of an individual issue of Aeronautical
Engineering. If applicable a report number is also included as an aid in
identifying the document. The page and accession numbers are located
beneath and to the right of the title. Under any one subject heading the
accession numbers are arranged in sequence with the IAA accession numbers
appearing first.
A-6 AIBCBAFf
Circulation Control ling /CCS/ flight tests
p0122 481-19169
A-7 A ISC BAFT
Inpleoenting Aircraft Structural Life Hanagement
to reduce structural cost of olinership
[SAiE P4PBB 1331] p0352 481-31376
A jet engine monitor /JEM/ for the 14-7C
[4IAA PAPBE 81-1562] p0507 481-40947
4-7 conposite outer wing service experience
p0530 461-43617
A synopsis of the Bavj 4-7 Aircraft Fuel
Conservation program
[4144 PAPEB 81-1681] . p0535 481-43949
Abstract interface specifications for the A-7E
device interface Bodole
[AD-A092696] p0202 H81-16770
Design, development, and evaluation of lightweight
hydraulic system, phase 1 4-7 aircraft
[40-4097505] p0388 881-23075
A-10 AIBCBAFX
Design and test of a graphite-epoxy composite 4-10
slat
p0006 481-11339
Application cf wel'dbonding to 1-10 production
aircraft
p0013 481-11652
VHI-DBF precipitation-static interference effects
on aircraft
p0056 481-14258
Simulated A-10 coohat environment
[SAE PAPBB 801187] ' p0401 481-34199
A-104 Operational flight Trainer simulator flight
control system and aerodynamics
[4144 81-0964) p0414 481-36555
A-10/TF34 Turbine Engine Bonitoring System
evaluation and implementation
[4144 PAPEE 81-1447] p0505 481-40880
. Advanced flight simulator: Utilization in 4-10
conversion-and air-tc-surf ace attack'training
[AD-A09460B] p0254 H81-18066
A-10/SEF34 Turbine Engine flonitoring System (1EBS)
p0599 881-31211
A-300 AIBCB4FT
Development of the 4300 fin in modern composite
fibre construction
p0013 481-11653
Airbus Industrie's heavenly tains - 4310 and
4300-600
pOOIS 481-12348
Stress measurements on landing gear for the Airbus
4-300 B2
p0119 A81-19299
Airbus Industrie - Past, present and future /26th
Bitchell Bemorial Lecture/
p0284 481-27907
Current and future use of an AIDS integrated EBS
Aircraft Integrated Data System for Engine
Bonitoring
[S4E F4PEB 801219] p0404 481-34225
The 4IBBOS hydraulic systems
[SBIAS-802-111-111] . p0427 H81-24055
Protection against wing icing for Airbus 4300 and
43 1C
[B4SA-TB-76584] . p0494 881-27079
Development of a CFC window frame, using short
fiber pressing technology jet aircraft cabin
windows
£BHFT-FE-i-80-032] . p0499 H81-27208
ABLATED iOSEIIPS
0 PAN! PBOGBAH
ABLATIVE HATEBIALS
Captive carry and free flight rain erosion
considerations for reinforced ablative
fluorocarbon radome materials
p0103 A81-17453
ABOBI AIPABATOS .
Analysis of ejection seat stability using easy
program, volume 1
[AD-4096597]. p0373 H81-22033
ABBASIOB
Abradable compressor and turbine seals, volume 2
[B4S4-CB-159662] p0497 881-27098
ABSOBBBBS (B4TEBIALS)
Acoustic structures titanium brazing method
for producing honeycomb structures for jet
engine noise.reduction
pOOOl A81-10272
4BSOBPTIOI SPBCTBOSCOPZ
The application of 0V spectroscopy to the
quantitative analysis of nitrogen oxide
p0089 881-13008
AC (COBBEBT)
U ALTEBBATIHG COBBBBT
AC GEBEBATOBS
Advanced generating system eguipment for aircraft
p0420. 481-37414
Computer analysis of 400 BZ Aircraft electrical
generator .test data
[4D-4100785] p0552 881-29354
Dynamic simulation of airborne high power systems
[40-4101316] ' ' p0552 B81-29362
Solar Brayton engine/alternator set
p0588 881-30529
4CCELEB4IBD LIFE TESTS
Evaluation of compressor blade endurance limits ry
an accelerated method
. p0177 481-22182
TF41/Lamilloy Accelerated flission Test
[4144 P4PEB 81-1349] pOSOl 481-40833
The implications of laboratory accelerated
conditioning of carbon fibre composites
p0039 B81-11129
Helicopter gearbox testing
p0488 881-26137
ACCELBBATIOI
Further studies of the influence of thermal
effects on the predicted acceleration of gas
turbines -
CiSSE PAPEB 81-6T-21 ) p0311 481-29938
ACCELEB4IIOI (PBISICS)
BT 4BGOL4B ACCELEEATIOB
BT DECELEBATIOB
83 BIGB ACCELEBATIOjl
BT SPIB BEDOCTICH
A-1
ACCELERATION STBESSBS (PH1SIOIOGI) SUBJECT IHDBI
VI TBANSVEBSE ACCELHBATICN
Simulation of apparent acceleration on flight
test stands
' / ' p0223 481-23405
The behavior of quartz oscillators in the presence
. '••• of accelerations in sissile and aircraft
time-frequency navigation systems
[ONBBA. IP HO. 1981-31] p0351 A81-31285
Effect of acceleration snitching daring INS
in-flight alignment
p0458 A61-388S7
• Kinematic properties of rotary-King and 'filed-wing
aircraft in,stead; coordinated bigh-g tarns
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1855] p0560 A81-44554
. ' Two-axis, fluidically controlled throst vector
control system for an ejection seat
[AD-A093868] p020U H81-16996
ACCBLBBATION STBESSBS (PHYSICIOGY) '
NT CENTBIFOGIHG STBISS ' '
Development cf a flight simulation capability in
the dynamic environment simulator
[AIAA 81-0978] pO«15 A81-36566
Physiological effects of high-G flight - Their
impact on flight simulator design •
CAIiA 81-OS86] p0416 A81-36573
BIOCOMAID system (bionic ccntrol of acceleration
induced dimming )
[AD-A102510] p0601 N81-31234
ACCBLBBAJIOH TO1BBAHCE '
Escape from nilitary fighters - A modern perspective
p0176 A81-22096
Evaluation of AFIT/P-16 restraint concepts in the
* or - 2Gy environment
[AD-A094323] p0249 N81-18034
ACCELEBOBBTEBS
Determination of in-flight helicopter loads
p0573 A81-46618
Statistical review of counting accelerometer data
for Davy and Marine fleet- aircraft
. [AD-A095617] p0334 N81-20070
Airplane Ming vibrations doe.to atnospheric
turbulence
[NASA-Cfi-3431] p0438 N81-24679
Statistical review of counting accelerometer data
for Navy and Marine fleet aircraft from 1
January 1962 to 31 December 1980
[AD-A102495] : . p0596 N81-31187
ACCEPTABILITY
Noncoherent C-band transponder standards
£AD-A091282] ' p0095 J81-13251
ACCEPTANCE
0 ACCEPTABILITY
ACCIDENT IBVESIIGATION
NT AIBCflAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
Civil aviation safety. IV - Accident severity-
p0068 A£l-16422
The apparent ignoring cf pilot fatigue by the N1SB
in airline crashes • '
p0177 A81-22104
Evaluation of safety programs with respect to the
causes of.general aviation accidents. Volume 2:
Appendices - . '
[AD-A089181] p0023 N81-10023
Annual review of aircraft accident data, U.S.
General aviation calendar year 1978
[PB80-201916] p0024 081-10028
Experiences with flight recorders obtained by '
analyzing aircraft accidents • '
- . - • - . . • p0328 N81-20019
Definition- of investigative areas for human-factor
aspects of aircraft accidents
[AD-A101601] p0580 H81-30102
Procedural handbook for escape system/accident
• investigation helmet usage aspects, including
failure analysis
[AD-A102803] p0628 S81-32130
ACCIDENT PHBVEBTION
Hind shear effects on aircraft •- low-level shear
and clear-air turbulence as accident causes
p0067 A81-16136
Helicopter alarms - The use of ALA1 incident and
accident record cards •
pOlOO A81-16689
Death and injury in aerial spraying - Pre-crasb,
crash, and post-crash prevention strategies
p0177 A81-22115
Evaluation of safety programs Hiti respect to the
causes of general aviation accidents. Volume 2:
Appendices •
[AD-A089181] . p0023 N81-10023
CAT altitude avoidance system
[NASA-CASE-NPO-15351-1] p0202 N81-16677
Evaluation of ezplosafe. , Explosion suppression
'system for aircraft fuel tank protection
[AD-A093125] p0209 N81-17047
Hind shear systems implementation plan,
benefit/cost study
£AD-A094168] ., • ' p0253 S81-18055
Results of an active beacon collision avoidanpe
experiment conducted in the Los' Angeles airspace
[AD-A096235] p0340 N81-21053
ACCIDENTS
NT BIBD-AIBCBAFT COLLISIONS '
ACCBEIION
0 DEPOSITION
ACCOBOLATOBS
NT SOLAS COLLECTOBS
NT SCLAB BEFLECTOBS
ACCOBACI
Air-to-air gunnery systems test and evaluation
P0544 N81-29073
Impact of prediction accuracy on costs - noise
^technology applications in helicopters
[AD-A101768] p0589 B81-30911
ACID BAIN
prevention of corrosion and fatigue failure of
helicopter gas turbine compressors
£HLB-HP-80024-U] pOoOO N81.-31222
ACOOSTIC ATtBHDATION
NT SHOCK HAVE ATTENUATION
Sandwich structures with high transmission less
p0151 A81-20069
Theoretical and experimental evaluation of
transmission loss of cylinders
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1971] p0618 481-48612
Analysis of pressure spectra measurements in a
ducted combustion system
[NASA-TH-81583] p0146 N81-15768
Evaluation of alternative procedures for
atmospheric absorption adjustments during noise
certification. Volume 2: Computer program
[AD-A093267] p0221.N81-17853
Lateral attenuation of high-by-pass ratio engined
aircraft noise
[BASA-TH-81968] p0394 H6.1-23862
An experimental investigation of a large delta P
settling chamber for a supersonic .pilot guiet
tunnel .
[HASA-CB-3436] p043« N81-24112
Study of noise reduction characteristics of
multilayered panels and dual pane windows with
Helmholtz resonators
[HASA-CB-164370J p0438 N81-24857
Static tests of excess ground attenuation at
lallops Flight Center
[BASA-CB-3135] p0491 B81-26846
Flying helmet attenuation, and the measurement,
with particular reference to the flk 4 helmet
p0604 N81-31473
ACODSIIC COHBOSTION
0 COHBOS1IOB S1ABILITI
ACOUSTIC DOCIS
Acoustic structures titanium brazing method
for producing honeycomb structures for jet
engine noise redaction
P0001 A81-10272
• Application of the equivalent surface source
aethod to the acoustics of duct systems vith
non-uniform wall' impedance
p0055 A81-13824
Sound radiation from a finite length unflanged
circular duct with uniform axial flow. I -
Theoretical analysis. II - Computed radiation
characteristics
; pOlOO A81-16712
A general napping procedure for variable area duct
acoustics '
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0094] p0160 A81-20597
Numerical techniques in linear duct acoustics '- A
status report '
[ASBE PAPEB 80-HA/NC-2] p0170 481-21120
Development of an analytical technique for the
optimization of jet. engine and duct acoustic
liners
[NASA-CB-164872] p0639 H81-33205
ACOUSTIC EBISSION • '
Acoustic emission and corrosion
p0153 A61-20211
1-2
SOBJECT IIDBI ACOOSIIC SIBOLATIOB
The use of acoustic emission for detecting and
evaluating of fatigue cracks severity during'
static and cyclic loading of structure elenents
p0153 A81-20214
In-flight fatigue crack monitoring using acoustic
eaission
. p0361 A81-32857
Acoustic emission techniques for in-flight
structural monitoring
[SAE PAPEB 801211] p0404 S81-34219
Acoustic spectrun analysis for gyro bearings.
[AIAA.PAPEE 81-1616] p0524 481-13128
Acoustic eaission as a BDE technique for
deternining composite rotor blade reliability
[AD-A090440] ' p0076 081-12070
Application of optical methods to the study of jet
noise and turbulence
[ISl-CO-201/80] p0147 B81-15819
Evaluation of alternative procedures for
atmospheric absorption adjustments during noise
certification. Volume 3: Tables of atmospheric
, absorption losses aircraft noise
[AD-4093144] p0221 H81-17848
VCE early acoustic test results of General
. Electric's high-radios ratio coannnlar plug nozzle
p0245 H81-17999
The use of acoustic emission for detection of
active corrosion and degraded adhesive bonding
in aircraft structure
[AD-A102923] p0631 H81-32522
ACOOSTIC EICJIATIOI
Acoustic fatigue strength of fiber-reinforced
plastic panels
p0169 A81-20873
Acoustic and turbulence measurements of a
tone-excited jet with and without flight
simulation
[AIAA PAPEE 81-2007] , p0621 A81-48640
Effect of excitation on coaxial'jet noise as
observed by an .elliptic mirror
[AIAA PAPEE 81-2044] ' p0621 A81-48651
ACOUSTIC FATIGUE
Acoustic fatigue assessient in the design of
aerospace vehicles
' p0059 A81-14395
Sonic fatigue design techniques for graphite-etoxy
stiffened-skin panels
[AIAA 81-0633] . p0305 A81-29488
ACOOSIIC 6BBBBATOBS
0 SOUND GENERATOBS
ACOOSIIC IBPBDAHCB
Effect of a semi-annular thermal acoustic shield
on jet exhaust noise
[BASA-TB-81615] p0044 H81-11770
ACOOSIIC HBASOBBBBBIS
HT HOISE BEASOEEBEBT
. Experiments on effective source locations and
velocity dependence cf the broad tand noise from
a rotating rod
p0016 481-11724
Simple method for prediction of aircraft noise
contours ' " '.
pOOSO 181-13217
Design, construction and testing of an improved
aircraft propeller
p0449 481-37635
Hoise reduction test facilities at Douglas Aircraft
P0570 A81-46375
Aircraft noise.identification system - Application
for inflight position detector
p0570 A81-46376
The impact and future direction of aircraft noise
certification
' , .
 P0570 A81-46377
Theoretical and experimental evaluation of
transmission loss of cylinders
[AIAA PAPBE 81-1971] p0618 481-48612
Effects of blade-vane ratio and lotor-stator
spacing on fan ncise with forward velocity
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2032] ' p0620 A81-48628
Comparative acoustic wind-tunnel measurements and
theoretical correlaticns -on subsonic aircraft
propellers at full-scale and model-scale
[AIAA. PAPEB 81-2004] p0620 481-48634
Improved methods for fan sound field determination
[BASA-CB-165188] p0147 381-15769
Helicopter noise contour development techniques
and directivity analysis
[4D-A093426] 'p0221 881-17851
Aerodynamic and acoustic behavior of a IF-12 inlet
at static conditions
[BASA-CB-163106] p0342 B81-21079
Study of an experimental probe for the measurement
of the acoustic pressure inside an air flow
[BSA-TT-633] . p0344 B81-21340
Handbook of aircraft noise metrics • . <
[BASA-CB-3406] p0345 B81-21871
Comparison of predicted engine core noise with
proposed FAA helicopter noise certification
requirements
[ BASA-TB-.81739] . . p0381 H81-22839
Classification of operating conditions of
tnrbomachines f rom solid borne sound •
. p0382 881-23015
Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental, Engine
(QCSEE); acoustic performance of a 50.8-cm (20
inch) diameter variable pitch fan and inlet,
test results and analysis, volume 1
[BASA-CB-135117] . p0497 B81-27097
Gun harmonisation using the sector acoustic oiss
distance indicator
p0544 881-29074
ACOOSIIC BOZZLBS •
.Flight and.tunnel test results of .the BDC
mechanical jet noise suppressor nozzle
p0245 N81-18000
ACOOSIIC PBOPAGATIOH
Propagation of three-dimensional acoustic
perturbations in channels of.variable
cross-sectional area at frequencies close to
cutoff frequency • .
p0119 A81-19338
The sonic boom from an aircraft flying along an
arbitrary path in a stratified atmosphere in'the
presence of a three-component wind
p0123 A81-1S636
Convective amplification of gas'.turbine engine
internal noise sources
p0171 A81-21595
Effect of a semi-annular thermal acoustic shield
on jet exhaust noise
. p0178 A81-22532
The dominant acoustic radiation surfaces of a
helicopter cabin • -
. . p0468.A81-40102
Analytical characteristics methods: Applications
[ m-EBBPBIHT-1980-10] p0021 B81-10011
The propeller tip vortex. A possible contributor
to aircraft cabin noise
[BASA-TB-81768] . pQ380 B81-2.2838
ACOOSIIC CBOEBBIIES
BT ACOOSTIC IHPEDABCB
BT ACOOSIIC .SCATTEBIBG .
BT ACOOSTIC VELOCITY
ST S008D I8TEBSITI . .
Sound radiation from a>finite length unflanged
circular duct with uniform axial flow. I -
Theoretical analysis. II - Computed radiation
characteristics
: . p0100 A81-16712
Acoustic radiation from honeycomb sandwich- plates
p0151 A81-20070
Acoustics of rotors utilizing circulation control
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0092] p0160 A81-20596
Perspectives on jet noise
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0428] . p0168 A81-20829
Effect of facility variation on the acoustic
characteristics of three single stream nozzles
p0178 A81-22534
Evaluation of the acoustic and aerodynamic
characteristics of several slot-baffle
configurations for transonic wind tunnel walls
[AD-A093957] p0217 H81-17106
'ACOOSIIC BAOIAIIOB
0 SODBD iAVES
ACOOSIIC SCATTBBIBG
An experimental study of transmission, reflection
. and scattering of sound in a free jet flight
simulation facility and comparison with theory
p0289 461-28943
A study of the effect of terrain on helicopter
noise propagation by acoustical- modeling
[AD-A097626] • p0394 B81-23864
ACOOSIIC SIBOLAII01
Acoustic facilities for human factors research at
BASA Langley Besearch Center: Description and
.operational capabilities
[8ASA-IB-81975] p0446 B81-25765
A-3
ACOOS1IC STABILITY SUBJECT IIDBI
ACOOSIIC STABILITY
0 PBEQOEHCI STABILITY
ACOUSJIC ?ELOCIIY
Two methods for calculating the load on the
.surface of a slender bod; executing axisymmetric
vibrations in a sonic gas flow
p0004 481-10920
Calculation of viscous, sonic flow over
hemisphere-cylinder at 19 deg incidence - The
capturing of nose vortices
[AIAA PftPEE 81-0189] p0162 A81-20661
Charts for determining potential minimum
sonic-boom overpressures for supersonic cruise
aircraft . ' .
EHASA-TP-1820] p0337 B81-21016
ACOOSTIC VIBR1TIOBS
0 SOOHD BATES
ACOUSTICS
BT AEBOACOOSTICS
HI PSICHOACODS1ICS :
Transonic rotor noise - theoretical and
ezperinental comparisons
[AD-A090806] p0088 B81-12824
The Oalembertooeter
£ISL-CO-220/79] . p0133 H81r14292
The 1980 Aircraft Safety and Operating Problems,
part 2
£HASA-CP-2170-PI-2] p0267 H81-19056
Temporal integration in low frequency auditor;
detection
.[AD-A098161] . pO«38 B81-24862
Boise and performance of propellers for light
aircraft
£HASA-CB-165732] p0491 B81-26845
Clear speech: A strategeo for improving radio
communications and automatic speech recognition
in noise
p0603 B81-31453
ACOOSTO-OPTICS
Acousto-optic deflection applied to a laser tracker
p0463 A61-39526
ACQUISITIOH
BT DATA ACQUISITION
BT TABGET ACQUISITION .
Airborne .Systems Software Acguisiticn Engineering
Guidebook for software cost analysis and
estimating
£AB-A100215] p05«3 B81-28785
Airborne Systems Software Acquisition Engineering
Guidebook for contracting for software acquisition
[AD-A100217] p0543 H81-28786
Airborne Systems software Acguisition Engineering
Guidebook for application and use of the
guidebooks (series overview) .
£AD-rA100216] . p0543 B81-28787
Airborne Systems Software Acquisition Engineering
Guidebook for supportable airborne software
[AD-A100213J. . p0543 B81-28788
Airborne Systems software Acguisition Engineering
Guidebook for software development and support
facilities .
£AD-A100214] P0543 B81-28789
ACTIBOHBTEBS
BT ISFBABED DEIECTOBS
HT IHPBABED SCANBEBS
BT IBFBAB2D SPiCTEOfllTEES
HT HICHOIAVB BADIOflETBBS
ACTIVE CCHTB01
DFVLB-dynamic model testing in wind tunnels for
active controls research
. . . . . . . p0014 A81-11670
Burnerical sianlaticos of a segmented-plennm,
perforated, adaptive-wall wind tunnel
£41AA PAPEE 81-0160] p0162 A81-20640
Active controls for civil aircraft
. - • • • • pC228 A81-24070
Transonic maneuver/cruise airfoil design employing
active diffusion control
p0239 A81-26511
Low drag airfoil design utilizing passive laminar
flow and coupled diffusion control
' •'; p0239 A81-26512
Badio Technical Commission for Aeronautics,
Technical Symposium and Annual Assembly Heeting,
Washington. D.C., November 20, 21, 1980,
proceedings
•i • . . p0285 A61-28293
Impact of active controls on aircraft design and
operations - A helicopter industry perspective
p0285 A81-28294
The impact of active controls on general aviation
. airplanes of the late 1980s
• , •• p0285 A81-28295
A new method of airfoil flutter control
p0367 481-33844
Generalized active control - Its potential and
directions of research
f A A A F PAPEB HT 80-29]
 ; p0369 A8J-.33928
Integrated .active controls impact on supersonic
cruise vehicle structural design
[SAE PAPER 801210] , p0404 A81-34218
Is it safe - The safety assessment of aircraft
systems, v - some particular technigues
. p0454 A81-38174
Active control of the helicopter rotor for
vibration reduction
£AHS 80-68] . p0479 A81-40188
An active control system for helicopter vibration
reduction by higher harmonic pitch
[AHS 80-71] pO«79 A81-40189
Active elimination of stall conditions in
helicopters
p0571 A81-46605
A unified approach to the optimal design of
adaptive and" gain scheduled controllers to
achieve minimum helicopter rotor vibration
' p0573 A81-46619
The flying qualities of aircraft with actively
augmented pitch and yaw stability
£ABC-B/H-3848] ~ p0082 H81-12113
Transonic wing technology for transport aircraft
p0188 N81-16002
Active controls for flutter suppression and gust
alleviation in supersonic aircraft IF-17
flutter model
(BASA'CB-163934] p0216 B81-17097
Design for active and passive flatter suppression
and gust alleviation
p0253 B81-18063
Advanced aerodynamics and active controls.
Selected BASA research
[BASA-CP-2172] p0259 B81-19001
Laugley Besearch Center contributions in advancing
active control technology
p0259 B61-19002
Status and future plans of the Drones for
Aerodynamic and Structural Testing (DAST) program
Aeroelastic Besearch King (ABR)
p0259 H81-19003
Ground and flight test experience with a triple
redundant digital fly by wire control system
installed in F-8C aircraft
p0259 BS1-19006
Integrated Application of Active Controls (IAAC)
technology to an advanced subsonic transport:
Project plan
£BASA-CB-3305] p0332 B81-20062
High frequency 'drive mechanism for an active
controls systems aircraft control surface
p0378 B81-22400
Generalities on active control. Potentials and
' research trends
ESBIAS-802-111-112] - p0427 B81-24056
Flight test results of an active flutter
suppression system installed on a remotely
piloted research vehicle '•
[BASA-TB-83132] p0486 B81-26118
Qualitative comparison of calculated turbulence
responses with wind-tunnel measurements for a
DC-10 derivative wing with an active control
system
.[BASA-TH-83144] = p0491 B81-26496
Determination of low-speed longitudinal
maneuvering criteria for transport aircraft with
advanced flight control systems "
[HIB-TB-79127-0] p0498 B81-27118
Some experiences with active control of <
• aeroelastic response
[BiSA-TH-83179], p0587 B81-30469
Investigation of unsteady airloads on wings with
oscillating control for active control purposes
[AGABD-B-699] p0635 B81-33161
ACSBATOE DISKS .
Supersonic stall flutter of high-speed fans
[ASBE CAPEB 81-GT-184] • p0317 A81-3C076
Semi-actuator disk theory .for compressor choke
' : flutter
£HiSA-CB-3426] p0442 B81-25075
A-fl
3OBJECT IHDEZ ADBBSIVE BOHDIBG
ACXOATOBS
Development and application of a moving base
visual flight simulator including the design of
hydraulic actuators with hydrostatic bearings.
p0010 A81-11633
Evaluation of the effect of actuator time lag on
the ainimai control power of a VIOL aircraft
p0319 A81-30160
The use of power-adaptive and power-reversible
flight control actuation systems to achieve
hydraulic pover and system weight savings
[S&E PAPBB 801190] p0401 A81-34201
The substantiation of the structural integrity of
the T.AH-64 control actuators with material
variations
CAHS 80-51] p0478 A81-40178
Portable servoactnator test system
[AIAA PAEEE 81-1620] p0525 A81-43130
Sensor/actuator failure detection and isolation
for airbreathing propulsion systems
p0564 AS 1-45551
Sensor/actuator failure detection for turbofan
engines
p0080 N61-12104
The effects of the direction of control loading on
' a one-dimensional tracking task
[AD-A092459] p0197 H81-16067
Fault-tolerant actuation concept for a research
test aircraft
[AD-A093113] p0216 H81-17100
Fly-by-wire versus dual aechanical controls for
the Advanced Scout Helicopter: Quantitative
comparison
[AD-A096089] p0343 N81-21085
Fiber optics for aircraft engine/inlet control
[BASA-Tfl-82654] p0597 S81-31190
ACOI1I
HT VISUAL ACOITI
ADAPTIVE COITBO1
HT ACTIVE COHTBOL
HT SELF ADAPTIVE CCB1EOL SYSTEMS
A concept for dynamic control of BPV information
system parameters
p0049 A81-12796
Adaptive airfoils and wings for efficient
transonic flight
p0153 A81-20349
Adaptive control for electronic conntermeasures
p0155 A81-20470
Bind tunnel nodel support, controlled by four
microprocessors
[OHBBA, TP HO. 1980-149] p0174 481-21917
On the application of self-adaptive flight control
system based on energy balance theory
p0224 A81-23733
Bission Adaptive Ring research programme
p0227 A81-24057
The controlled growth method - A tool for
structural optimization
£AIAA 81-0549] p0301 A81-29400
Adaptive-wall wind-tunnel development for
transonic testing
p0352 A81-31367
The use of power-adaptive and power-reversible
flight control actuation systems to achieve
hydraulic power and system weight savings
[SAE PAPEB 801190] . p0401 A81-34201
Adaptive aultivariable model following for
aircraft control
p0564 A61-45540
A unified approach to the optimal design of
adaptive .and gain scheduled controllers to
achieve minimum helicopter rotor vibration
p0573 A81-46619
Adaptive features and measurement reguirements for
advanced surveillance radars
p0617 A81-48544
Propulsion Controls, 1979 air breathing engine
' control
[HASA-CP-2137] p0078 H81-12090
Boad map to adaptive optimal control jet
engine control
p0079 H81-120S8
Engine identification for adaptive control
pOOSO 881-12100
Closed loop control systems: Aircraft. Citations
fro a the BUS data base
[PB80-813710] \ p0082 B81-12114
Farther investigations of adaptive-wall wind tunnels
[AD-A091774] p0131 H81-13977
Bodel reference adaptive control for multi-input
multi-output systems
p0258 B61-16698
Adaptive-wall wind-tunnel investigations
f A'D-A096325] p0343 H61-21088
F<-8C adaptive control law refinement and software
development
[HASA-CB-163093] p0377 H81-22059
Automated Plasma Spray (APS) process feasibility
study
[HASA-Cfi-165418] p0597 H81-31193
ADAPTIVE COBTBO1 SISTEHS
0 ADAPTIVE COHTBOL
ADAPTIVE FILTEBS
Correction procedures for aircraft noise data. •
Volume 3: Filter effects
[AD-A091016] p0096 H81-13719
ADDITIVES
HT 4BTIICING ADDITIVES
BT AHTIOXIDAHTS
HT OIL ADDITIVES
HT PEGPE11AHT ADDITIVES
Drag reduction - Jet breakup correlation with
kerosene-based additives
p0225 A81-23923
Effects on anti-static additives on aircraft
capacitance fuel gaging systems
[AD-A092907] p0211 H81-17059
The use of AntiHisting Kerosene (AHK) in turbojet
engines
p0267 H61-19063
Aircraft Besearch and Technology for Antimisting
Kerosene Conference
[AD-A101347] p0580 B81-30103
ADBEBOBETEBS
0 ADBESIOK TESTS
ADHESIOB TESXS
Hon-destructive testing of adhesive-bonded joints
p0153 A81-20162
Adhesive bonding of avionic structures
p0181 A81-22646
ADHESIVE BOHDIH6 .
Application of weldbonding to A-10 production :
aircraft •
p0013 A81-11652
Automatization of the adhesion process for
supporting airframe parts in light contour systems
p0118 A81-19297
Hon-destructive testing of adhesive-bonded joints
p0153 A81-20162
The 1980*s - Payoff decade for advanced materials;
Proceedings of the Twenty-fifth national
Symposium and Exhibition, San Diego, Calif., Bay
6-8, 1980
p0181 A81-22636
Adhesive bonding of avioaic structures
p0181 481-22646
Graphite polyimide fabrication research for
supersonic cruise aircraft
p0182 A81-22665
Prospects for bonding primary aircraft structure
in the 80*s
P0182 A81-22679
Developments in the analysis and repair of cracked
and uncracked structures
p0354 481-31561
Bonded laminated structures in aircraft manufacture
Enssian book
p0366 481-33700
Adhesive bonding of aircraft primary structures
[SAE PAFZB 801209] p0404 481-34217
Structural aspects in applications of adhesive
bonding • . .
tFOK-BO-1238] p0514 A81-42139
Future applications of adhesive bonding in the
D.S. Air Force
p0558 A81-44378
Eepair of adhesive bonded structure on commercial
aircraft
p0559 A81-44394
Developments in aircraft structural materials
[BLB-HP-790U2-0] p0077 B81-12081
Aircraft surface coatings study: .Energy efficient
transport program sprayed and adhesive
bonded coatings for drag reduction
[HASA-CB-158954] p0084 H81-12225
A-5
ADHESI¥BS SUBJECT IBDBX
Surface finishing
ENASA-CASE-HSC-12631-3] p0132 B81.-14077
Scarf joints in unidirectional carbon fiber
reinforced plastics tests of repairs made
using adhesives
fBD-258] p0336 H81-20193
Thirty years experience with primary, adhesive
bonded structures aircraft construction
fFOK-BO-1240] p0541 H81-28189
Nondestructive testing of adhesive bonded joints
£FOK-BO-1241] p0542 N81-28190
Fatigue properties of adhesive-bonded laminated
sheet material cf aloiinum alloys
£?TH-LB-276] p0542 B81-28489
Operational experience Kith adhesive bonded
structures aircraft structures
fFOK-BO-1235] p0582 N81-30124
The use of acoustic emission for detection of
active corrosion and degraded adhesive bonding
in aircraft structure
£.40-4102923] p0631 B61-32522
ADHESIVES . •
Polymer research in rapid runway repair materials
£40-4089606] . . - pOO.30 H81-10080
. Evaluation of high-temperature structural
adhesives for extended service
p0247 N81-18010
ADIABATIC FLOS
4diabatic gas flov. Citations from the BUS data
base
£FB80-808546] p0026 N81-10048
ADHI1TAHCE
D E1ECTBIC4L IHPED4BCE
4BBI4L IH4GEBI
0 AEEIAL PHO10GB4PHY
4EBI41 PB05OGB4PHT.
Aerial survey photography
p0018 481-12350
Aerial surveying of small areas from a small
remotely controlled drone
p0107 481-17525
Iri-bar reading correction for oblique imagery
p0178 481-22495
4n; ml /moving target indicator/, algorithm forpassive sensors . . .
p0320 481-30239
Helicopter rctor blade effects on cast-mounted
sensor images
• p0350 481-31114
. Charge-coupled device /CCD/ camera/memory
optimization for expendable autonomous vehicles
p0357 481-32491
Analysis, design and simulation of line scan
aerial surveillance systems
p0357 481-32492
Comparative efficiency of aircraft and satellites
in the remote sensing of earth resources
p0412 481-35739
KS-127A long range obligue reconnaissance camera
for BF-4 aircraft
. p0462 481-39419
BF-5B tactical reconnaissance standoff photography
concept
p0462 481-39421
Big "H 1 , little 'c', integrated data annotation
and sensor control for long range obligue
photograph; /LOBOP/ increased reliability
and reduced complexity
p0462 A81-3SH35
Image stabilization techniques for long range
reconnaissance camera
;. . P0462 481-39436
Dynamic simulation of hybrid video compression
of airborne reconnaissance systems
:
 : p0463 481-39555
Staring infrared mosaic observation of an F-15
aircraft
. P0463 461-39636
Image processing design for autonomous acquisition
of targets
p0562 481-44700
ABBIAL BBCOHHAISSABCB
Applications of nev technology in the infrared
p0350 481-31126
The Bundesvehr Drone Progran - Ihere are ve.today
P0458 481-38806
Long focal length, high altitude standoff •
reconnaissance; Proceedings of the Seminar, San
Diego, CA, July 29, 30, 1980
. . p0461 461-39417
KS-127A long range oblique reconnaissance camera
for flF-4 aircraft I •
; p0462 481-39419
BF-5E tactical reconnaissance standoff photography
concept /
P0462 481-39421
Integrated sensor control system for BF-5E
demonstrator
p0462 461-39438
Dynamic simulation of hybrid video compression
- of airborne reconnaissance systems
p0463 481-39555
Survivors on the BPV front
p0577 481-46725
Tabulations of ambient ozone data obtained by G4SP
airliners, Harch 1975 to December 1977
fNASA-TH-81528] >- p0096 H81-13568
AEBIAI BDDDEBS
Airbus - Budder unit in carbon fiber technology
pO»51> 481-37651
Development of the carbon fiber-reinforced side
rudder for the Airbus
EDGIB PAPEB 81-055] p0607 A81-47551
Thrust augmented spin recovery device
[B4S4-CASE-1AB-11970-2] p0275 B81-19130
Manufacturing development of DC-10 advanced rudder
fHASA-CB-159060] p0494 B81-27077
AEBOACOOSUCS
An experimental investigation of jet screech by
air jet impingement on solid boundaries
.pOOOS 481-11302
Some thoughts on the effects of flight on jet
noise as observed in actual flight and in wind
tunnels
p0016 481-11723
Sound generation by vortex shedding from a profile
within a channel
p0054 481-13570
Influence of boundary-layer suction on the
emission spectrum on a thin plate performing
oscillations under the action of pressure
pulsations in aircraft noise reduction
p0054 481-13573
Application of the equivalent surface source
method to the acoustics of duct systems with
non-uniform nail impedance
P0055 A81-13824
The effects of noise on laminar flov control drag
reduction systems
p0058 481-14390
Kadiation boundary conditions for wave-like
equations numerical jet acoustics
experimentation -
p0153 481-20223
Sound sources in aerodynamics - Fact and fiction
£4144 F4PEB 81-0056] ; p0159 481-2C570
Experiments on the linear and non-linear evolution
of the double helical instability in jets
f A I A A PAPEB 81-0415] p0168 A81-2C818
Generation of vortex noise in flov past a profile
in a channel
p0238 481-26134
Influence of boundary-layer suction on the
spectrum of radiation from a thin plate
-vibrating under the action of pressure
fluctuations — in aircraft noise reduction
p0238 481-26137
Discussion of the 'pressure-source aerosonic theory
and of Doak's criticism
p0238 481-26189
The displacement-thickness theory of trailing edge
noise
p0348 481-30785
Noise characteristics of tvo parallel jets with
unequal flov
£4I4A P4PEB 80-0168] p0354 481-31601
The NASA high-speed turboprop program[SAE PAPEB 801120] p0396 A.°1-34156
Trailing-edge airframe noise source studies o-i
aircraft wings
EAIAA PAPBB so-0976] p04n AC1-35634
The dominant acoustic radiation surfaces of a
helicopter cabin
P0468 A81-40102
Acoustic shock waves generated by a transonic
helicopter blade
£4HS 80-63] p0479 481-40186
SUBJECT IBDEI ABBODIHABIC CBABACSBBISTICS
Aerodynamic and acoustic iehavior of a IF-12 inlet
at static conditions
[Alii PAPEE 81-1597] ' p0508 281-40972
• Pressure fluctuations on the surface of a sial!
passenger aircraft. I - Periodic disturbances
caused by the rotation of the propeller
p0561 181-44615
Pressure fluctuations on the surface of a snail
passenger aircraft. II - The effect of the
turbulent boundary layer
p0562 A81-44618
An acoustic source modelling technique to predict
the near sound field of axisymmetric turbulent
jets
[AIAA PAPBB 81-2022] . p0618 A61-48606
Contributions to the theory of side edge flap noise
[AIAA PAPEE 81-2036] p0619 A61-48625
Comparative acoustic Mind-tunnel measurements and
theoretical correlations on subsonic aircraft
propellers at full-scale and model-scale
[AIAA PAPEE 81-2004] p0620 A81-48634
Hixer nozzle aeroacoustic characteristics for the
energy efficient engine
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1994] p0621 A81-48639
Acoustic and turbulence measurements of a
tone-excited jet with and without flight
simulation
[AIAA PAPBB 81-2007] p0621 A81-48640
Prediction method for aeroacoustic loads' on under
the wing blown flaps
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2038] p0621 A81-48644
A novel airborne technique for free-field
measurements of aircraft noise above the flight
path with application to noise-shielding studies
[AIAA PAPEE 81-2028] p0621 A81-48647
Noise radiated from inverted velocity profile jets
under simulated flight
[AIAA PAPEE 81-2026] p0623 A81-49729
Shielding concepts for jet noise
[AIAA PAPEE 81-2020] p0623 S81-49730
Boise and noise abatement in fans and blowers: A
review
[J>PVJ,B-FB-80-16] p0138 S81-14796
Analysis of pressure spectra measurements in a
ducted combustion system
[HASA-TH-81583] p0146 B81-15768
Fluid-dynamic and aeroacoustic investigations of
shrouded jets noise prediction (aircraft)
p0256 H81-18318
Coupling of unsteady lift to acoustic duct modes
in an axial flow fan
[AD-A095080] p0274 N81-19124
Airframe noise of a small model transport aircraft
and scaling effects Boeing 747
. [HASA-TP-1858] p0380 881-22832
Comparison of NASA and contractor results from
aeroacoustic tests of QCSEE OTH engine.
[HASA-TH-81761] p0443 881-25079
Aeroacoustics of a porous plug jet. noise suppressor
. [HASA-CB-164549] pOSOO B81-27884
Unsteady swirling flows in gas turbines
aircraft engines and aeroacoustics
[AD-A102852] p0629 B81-32150
User's manual for a computer program to calculate
discrete frequency noise of conventional and
advanced propellers
[HASA-TH-83135] p0631 B81-32966
AEBODI8AHIC AXIS
0 AEBODIHAHIC EALAHCE
ABRODIHABIC BALABCB
Botor blade aeroelastic stability and response in
forward flight
p0467 A81-40089
Helicopter trio by periodic shooting with
Hewton-Baphson iteration
p0573 A81-46621
Some dynamic properties of rigid tvo-.bladed fully
gioballed tip-jet helicopter rotor with
circulation ccnticl
[AD-A094031] p0252 881-18054
Application of superconducting coils to the BASA
prototype magnetic balance
[BASA-CB-165660] p0336 B81-20086
Apparatus for and >ethcd of compensating dynamic
unbalance
[BASA-CASE-GSC-12550-1] p0378 H81-22358
AEBODIHABIC BBAEES
BT DBAG CHDTES
BT LEADING EDGE SLA3S
HT TBAILING-EDGB FLAPS
BT ilBG FLAPS . :
AEBODIBABIC B02Z
0 FLOTTEB
AEBODIBABIC CBBTBB
D ABBODINABIC BALABCE
ABBODIHAHIC CHABACTBJUSTICS
BT ABBODIBABIC BALANCE
BT AEBODIBABIC DBAG
BT AEBODIHABIC STABILITY
HT IN1EBFBEENCE LIFT
BT JET LIFT. .
BT LIFT - '.
BT SOPEBSCHIC DBAG
BT ZEBO LIFT.
Comparative performance of two centrifugal fan
impellers, differing in blade section
pOOOT A81-10162
Helicopter tail configurations to survive tail
rotor loss
. . p0003 A81-10768
The .aerodynamic characteristics of some new BAE
. blade sections, and their potential influence on
rotor performance
. . . . . . p0004 A81-10769
Numerical optimization - An assessment of its role
in transport aircraft aerodynamic'design through
a case study
p0006 181-11604
Advanced combat aircraft wing design
• p0007 A81-11608
A study of the air inlet efficiency of a comtat
aircraft concept with dorsal inlet
P0008 A81-11615
Dynamic stability parameters at high angles of
attack '
P0009 A81-11624
Identification of longitudinal flying
characteristics of .an aeroplane and the effect'
of nonstationary aerodynamics
. p0010 A81-11627
Low-speed airfoil section research at Delft
University of Technology
pOOlO -A81-11636
Design and tests of an helicopter rotor blade with
evolutive profile
[OBEBA, TP BO. 1980^ 125] p0011 A81-1 1638
Study of a variable sweep wing in sub or transonic
- flow
[OHEBA, TP BO. 1978-106] p0058 A81-14391
Design and analysis of slat systems in transonic
flow
p0058 A81-14392
Influence of a change in power at the propeller on
the properties of the aircraft
p0059 A81-14754
Choking effects in the blade rows of turbomachines
P0061 A81-15269
Besea'rch on a high work axial gas generator turbine
[SAE PAPEE 800618] p0062 A81-15338
Test results from an analytically designed axial
compressor stage of V. 65:1 pressure ratio
[SAE PAPEB 800629] p0063 A81-15344
Calculation of the nonlinear aerodynamic
characteristics of finite-span wing
P0063 A81-15388
The aerodynamics of airfoil boats
p0065 A81-15705
Hethod for reducing the tangential velocities in
aircraft trailing vortices .
p0066 A81-15880
Numerical lifting line theory applied to drocped
leading-edge wings below and above stall
P0066 A81-15881
Aerodynamic effects of body slots on a guided
projectile with cruciform surfaces
[AIAA PAPBB 79-1658] p0066 A81-15887
Concorde aerodynamics and associated systems
development Book
pOlOl A81-16718
The method of snperelements in the dynamics of
complex structures '
p0101 A81-16969
Optimum selection of main-parameters for the
reverse design of a supersonic military aircraft
p0102 A81-17047
Aerodynamic design of a ducted propeller -
Optimization of efficiency
P0102 A81-17146
iBBODIBAHIC CHABACTBBISIICS C01ID SOBJBCT IHDEI
Variational principles and generalized variational
principles for the hybrid aerodynamic problem of
airfoil cascades on an arbitrary stream sheet of
revolution
p0107 481-17741
.Aerodynamic calculations and design of subcritical
aerofoils
pOlpS 481-17804
in aerodynamic design aethcd for transonic axial
flow compressor stage
p0108 481-17805
Characteristics of the velocity field near a
wing-body combination located at an angle of
attack to an cnccming supersonic flow
p0119 481-19337
Drag redaction through fcrnation flight
[DGLB P4PEE 80-106] p0120 481-19393
Experimental investigation of a right angle wing
with partially separated flow with and without
ground effects
[DGLB P4PEB 80-111] p0120 481-19397
Conditions of generation and methods of damping
the inlet vortex of a turbojet engine
p0121 481-19442
Honlinear aerodynanic characteristics of a thin
airfoil of arbitrary [lane configuration
p0123 481-19629
Lifting-line theory of cbligue wings - Application
of the Galerkin aethcd to the lifting-line
equation
p0149 481-1S873
Experimental study of the influence of supports on
the aerodynamic loads on an ogive cylinder at
high angles of attack
[4144 P4PEB 81-0007] p0156 481-20531
Ring-alone aerodynaiic characteristics at high
angles of attack
[4144 P4PEE 81-0008] p0157 481-20532
in analytical solution of lift loss for a round
planform with a central lifting jet
[4144 P4PEB 81-0011] p0157 461-20535
Numerical optimization of circulation control
airfoils
[4144 PAPEB 81-0016] p0157 A81-20540
Aircraft lateral parameter estimation from flight
data with unsteady aerodynamic modelling
[4144 PAPEE 81-0221] p0162 481-20684
Application of aerodynamic juap prediction theory
. to supersonic, high fineness ratio, cruciform
finned bodies'
[4144 PAPEB 81-0222] p0162 481-20685
The aerodynamics of inverted leading edge flaps on
delta wings
[AIAA' PAPEB 81-0356] pO.165 481-20775.
4n analysis of gap effects on wing-elevon.
• aerodynamic characteristics
[4144 PAPEE 81-0364] p0166 481-20783
4 parametric study of the static longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of parallel lift
delta wing configurations at low Beynolds numbers
[4144 P4PEB 81-0409] p0168 481-20814
Spanwise distribution cf control points in the
nethod of finite elementary solutions
[4144 P4PEB 79-1879] . p0169 481-21011
Effect of rear stagnation point position and
trailing edge bluntness on airfoil characteristics
p0170 481-21013
The influence cf a wake splitter plate on the
aerodynamic characteristics of a two-dimensional
cylinder
p0226 481-23949
Research on vortex bursting in compressible flow
Thesis
p0230 481-24477
Becent developments in integral eguation method in
transonic flos
p0234 481-25384
numerical study of stceam surface structure near
highly loaded wings .
p0235 481-25682
An analytical study of nonlinear stabilization
during ballistic descent . .
p0237 481-26028
Some aerodynamic properties, of cones in viscous
supersonic flow
p0237 481-2611.9
Electromagnetic precipitation and ducting of.
particles in turbulent boundary layers , .
p0239 481-26506
Aerodynamic study of flat turbine cascades with
additional blades in blade passages
P0281 481-27373
Aircraft stability at high incidence i
p0282 481-27878
Aerodynamic calculation of turbine stator cascades
with curvilinear leaned blades and some
experimental results
p0293 A81-29072
Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of
aircraft with jet mechanization
p0299 481-29301
4 study of the effect of store aerodynamics of
wing/store flutter
[4144 81-0604] p0304 481-29467
Development of a large-scale wind tunnel for the
simulation of tnrbomachinery airfoil'boundary
layers
[ASHE P4PEB 81-GT-6). p0310 481-29931
Hathematical model of the linear unsteady
aerodynamics of the entire aircraft
p0349 481-31039
Subsonic and transonic flow on a wing at different
sweep angles. I
p0351 481-31249
Subsonic and transonic flow on a wing at different
sweep angles. II
. p0351 481-31250
Effectiveness of leading-edge vortex flaps on 60
and 75 degree delta wings
p0352 481-31368
Unsteady aerodynamics.of an aerofoil at high angle
of incidence performing various linear
oscillations in a uniform stream
p0357 481-32017
Comparison of computed and measured unsteady
pressure fields on a. supercritical wing
[ObEBA,. IP BO. 1981-12) p0359 481-32541
Experimental study of the separation at the
trailing edge of an axisymmetrical contoured
after-body
P0365 481-33281
Study of a propulsive system aerodynamic
characteristics of proposed model
p0366 481-33673
Vortex-flow aerodynamics - An emerging design
capability
p0366 A81-33717
An experimental evaluation of the performance
. deficit of an aircraft engine starter turbine
[SAE PAPEB 801137] p0397 A81-31168
Preliminary aerodynamic characteristics of several
advanced VST01 fighter/attack aircraft concepts
[SAE PAPEB 801178] p0400 481-34191
Calculation of supersonic flow past interfering
wings
p0413 481-36455
Calculation of the nonlinear aerodynamic
characteristics of a wing of finite span
p0417 A81-36738
Design, construction and testing of an improved
aircraft propeller
p04<t9 481-37635
Integrated wing-engine system for airliners
p0450 A81-37638
Aerodynamic efficiency of the wing of new
technology, a comparison of design expectation
and flight test result
p0450 A81-37645
Aerodynamic features of designed strake-ving
configurat ions
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1214] p0454 A61-38084
Aerodynamic characteristics of two VSTOL fighter
configurations
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1292) .
 P0454 A81-38119
Tests of air inlets at Beynolds numbers comparable
to flight in the OHEBA F1 and S1HA wind tunnels
[OHERA, IP HO. 1981-36] p0460 A81-39239
An acquisition and analysis system for the dynamic
'testing of air intakes
[CBEEA. TP NO. 1981-37) p0460 461-39240
Aerodynamic characteristics of wings of arbitrary
planform
p0461 461-39267
Aerodynamic design of the Aerospatiale SA 365 B
Dauphin 2 helicopter
p0468 A81-40099
O.K. development of a rotor de-icing system
p0469 4E1-4C103
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Aerodynamic design of engine air intakes for
ioproved performance
p0470 A81-40117
The experimental and analytical definition of
helicopter modeling effects
[AHS 80-4] p0473 A81-40139
Some experimental study on parachute dynamics by
utilizing a'deceleration system sinulator
p0481 481-40471
Aerodynamic characteristics of an advanced
technology propeller for conmnter aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1565] p0507 A81-40948
HAS& VCE test bed engine aerodynamic performance
characteristics and test results
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1594] p0508 A81-40969
Helicopter theory Book
p0513 A81-41823
Experimental investigation of a high-aspect-ratio
supersonic inlet
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1397] p0515 A81-42187
Factors influencing the predicted performance of
advanced propeller designs
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1564] p0516 A81-42210
Hind tunnel tests cf sailwings for Oarrieus rotors
p0518 A81-42678
Status of dynamic flight test technology - Bodel
identification for flight simulation
[SAE PAPEB 810597] p0521 A81-42755
The effect of prcplets and bi-blades on the
performance and noise of propellers
[SAE PAPEB 810600] p0521 A81-42757
Leading edge high lift devices for agricultural
aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 810608] p0522 A81-42765
Aerodynamic design data for a cruise-matched high
performance single-engine airplane
[SAE PAPEB 810625] p0523 A81-42779
Effect of leading-edge vortex flaps on aerodynamic
performance of delta wings
p0559 A81-44424.
An ABC status report Advancing Blade Concept
for ZB-59A rotors
p0572 481-46610
Local approximation of a vortex layer by a system
of discrete vortices
p0577 A81-46782
The calculation of transonic blade tip flow at
helicopter rotors
[DGLB PAPEB 81-025] p0608 A81-47554
The calculation of separated flow at helicopter
bodies
[DGLB PAPEB 81-026] p0608 A81-47555
The half-model technigne in the vind tunnel and
its employment in the development of the Airbus
family
[DGLB PAPEB 81-118] p0609 A81-47587
Investigations of vortex formation en wings Hith
cropped leading edges
[DGLB PAPEE 81-046] p0610 A81-47601
Application of reduced natural longitudinal
stability in the Airbus program
[DGLB PAPEB 81-062] p0610 A81-47609
Computational fluid mechanics and its impact on
the aircraft aerodynamicist
[DGLB PAPEE 81-003] ' p0611 A81-47621
Vortex bursting on slender delta wings in
transonic flow and its influence on missile
aerodynamic characteristics
[DGLB PAPEB 81-047] p0611 A81-47622
Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of
a deformable wing, moving near a screen
p0625 A81-49948
Estimation of wing nonlinear aerodynamic
characteristics at supersonic speeds
[BASA-TP-1718] p0021 B81-10004
Coaparison of Unsteady Pressure fields Computed
and Heasured on the ZKP model
[AGABD-B-688] p0033 H81-11019
The turbulent wind and its effect en flight
[DTIAS-BETIEi-44 ] p0033 881-11020
Low-speed aerodynamic performance of
50.8-centimeter-diameter noise-suppressing
inlets for the Quiet, Clean, Short-haul
Experimental Engine (QCSEE) Lewis 9- by
15-foot low speed wind tunnel tests
[BASA-TP-1178] p0035 B81-11037
A computer program to calculate the longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of
upper-surface-blo»n wing-flap configurations
[HASA-CB-3005] p0071 H81-12014
A mathematical model of the CH-53 helicopter
[BASA-TH-81238] p0075 H81-12065
Some new research approaches to aircraft spin
studies
[AAAF-BT-80-12] p0082 H81-12112
Application of a method for aerodynamic analysis
and design of horizontal axis wind turbines,
part 1
[FFA-TB-AO:-1499-PT-1] p0086 H81-12633
Rotary balance data for a single engine general
aviation design having a high aspect-ratio
canard for an angle-of-attack range of 30 deg to
90 deg
[BAS4-CB-3170] p0090 H81-13022
Bodel aerodynamic test results for two variable
cycle engine coannular exhaust systems at
simulated takeoff and cruise conditions
Lewis 8 by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel tests
[HASA-CB-159818] p0093 H81-13057
Pseudosteady-state analysis of nonlinear aircraft
maneuvers
[BASA-TP-1758] p0094 H81-13065
Botary balance data for a single-engine
agricultural airplane configuration for an
angle-of-attack range of 8 deg to 90 deg
[BASA-CB-3311] p0125 B81-13923
Effects of nonlinearities on wing store flutter
[HBB-PE-17/S/POB/27] p0131 H81-13974
Experimental aerodynamic characteristics of two
V/STOL fighter/attack aircraft configurations at
Bach numbers from 0.4 to 1.4
[BASA-TH-81234] p0140 B81-14981
Curved centerline air intake for a gas turbine
engine
[HASA-CASE-LEB-13201-1] p0143 B81-14999
Effect of wing location and strakes on stability
and control characteristics of a oonoplanar •
circular missile with low-profile tail fins at
supersonic speeds
[HASA-TB-81878] p0186 H81-15978
Discussion of test results in the design of
laminar airfoils for competition, gliders
[BASA-TB-75402] p0186 B81-15984
The tale of two wings '
p0188 1181-16004
A wind tunnel investigation of the aerodynamic
characteristics of forward swept vings
supersonic cruise aircraft research
p0169 B81-16011
Computer code for the determination of ejection
.seat/man aerodynamic parameters
[AD-A092721] p0191 H81-16026
Turboprop Cargo Aircraft Systems study, phase 1
[HASA-CB-159355] p0193 H81-16041
Acoustic and aerodynamic performance investigation
of inverted velocity profile coannnlar plug
nozzles -— variable cycle engines.
[SASA-CB-3149] p0203 H81-16854
Bodel aerodynamic test results for two variable
cycle engine coannalar exhaust systems at
simulated takeoff and cruise conditions.
Comprehensive data report. Volume. 1: Design
layouts
[NASA-CB-159819-VOL-1] p0214 H81-17081
Hodel aerodynamic test results for two variable
cycle engine coannuiar exhaust .systems at
simulated takeoff and cruise conditions.
Comprehensive data- report. Volume 2: Tabulated
aeroynaoic data book 1
[BASA-CB-159819-VOL-2-BK-1] p0214 B81-17082
Bodel aerodynamic test results for two variable
cycle engine coannalar exhaust systems at
simulated takeoff and cruise conditions.
Comprehensive data report. Volume 2: Tabulated
aerodynamic data book 2
[BASA-CB-159819-VOL-2-BK-2] p0214 B81-17083
Bodel aerodynamic test results for two variable
cycle engine coannalar exhaust systems'at
simulated takeoff and cruise conditions.
Comprehensive data report. Volume 2: ' Tabulated
aerodynamic data book 3
[BASA-CET159819-VOL-2-BK-3] p0214 H81-17084
Bodel aerodynamic test results for two variable
cycle engine coannalar exhaust systems at •
simulated takeoff and cruise conditions.
Comprehensive data report. Volume 3: Graphical
data book 1
[ BASA-CB-159819-VOL-3-BK-1] p0214 H81-17085
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Model aerodynamic test results for two variable
cycle engine coancular exhaust systems at
simulated takeoff and cruise conditions.
Comprehensive data report. Volume 3: Graphical
data book 2
[BASA-CB-159819-VOL-3-BK-2] p0214 B81-17086
Evaluation of the acoustic and aerodynamic
characteristics of several slot^taffle
configurations fot transonic wind tunnel vails
[AD-A093957] p0217 H81-17106
Overview of the Langley subsonic research effort
on SCB configuration
p0243 H81-17982
Aerodynamic effects of nearly unifora slipstreams
on thin wings in the transonic regiae(HASA-CB-152351] p0249 H81-18027
Data base for the prediction of
airframe/propulsion system interference effects
[BASA-CB-152316] p0251 H81-18045
Experimental study of the separation at the
trailing edge of an axisymuetrical contoured
after-body
p0255 H81-18257
Flow in bent pipes
[CETIB-14-F-091] p0256 H81-18322
The EET Horizontal Tails Investigation and the EEI
Lateral Controls Investigation Langley
8'Foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel
p0260 H81-19009
Aeropropulsive characteristics of twin
nonaxisymmetric vectoring nozzles installed with
forward-swept and aft-swept wings in the
Langley 16 Foot Transonic Tunnel
[UASA-TP-1778] ' p0261 H81-19019
A theoretical investigation of ground effects en
USB configurations[HASA-CB-159005] p0262 B81-19021
Effect of wing-transition location and slotted and
unslotted flaps on aerodynamic characteristics
of a fighter model at high subsonic speeds -—
conducted in langley 8-foot transonic pressure
tunnel
£SASA-TB-X-1849] p0262 S81-1902U
Bind-tunnel investigation at Bach numbers from
0.25 to 1.C1 of a transport configuration
designed t'o cruise at near-sonic speeds
conducted in langley 8-foot transonic pressure
tunnel
[HASA-TM-X-2622] • p0262 H61-19025
NASA progress in aircraft noise prediction
P0269 H81-19074
GASP- General Aviation Synthesis Program, volume
3: Aerodynamics. Fart 1: Theoretical
development
[HASA-CB-152303-VOL-3-PT-1] p0270 1181-19090
Analytical study of STOL Aircraft in ground
effect. Fart 1: Bonplanar, nonlinear wing'/jet
lifting surface aethod
[UASA-CB-152087-FT-1] p0271 H81-19096
Analytical study of STOL Aircraft in ground
effect. Fart 2: Bonplanar, nonlinear method
applicable to three dimensional jets of finite
thickness[HASA-CB-152088-PI-2] p0271 H81r19097
Development cf advanced techniques for rotorcraft
state estination and parameter identification
[BASA-CB-159297] p0271 H81-19098
First results obtained by the ABC-EA Company from
the rotary assembly of the ABF Lille
[HASA-TH-75887] p0276 H61-19139
Aerodynamic characteristics of a hypersonic cruise
aircraft concept with ving-moanted propulsion
systems at Bach numbers of 2.96, 3.S6 and 4.£3
Langley unitary plan wind tunnel tests[SASA-Tfl-81937] p0329 B81-20025
The elaboration of a new family of helicopter
blade profiles[BASA-TB-75907] p0330 B81-20031
Seasons for low aerodynamic performance of
13.5-centiieter-tip-diaaeter aircraft engine
starter turbine
[SASA-TP-1810] p0334 H81-20076
Bodel and boundary aerodynamic data froa high
blockage two-dimensional airfoil tests in a
shallow unstreanlined. transonic flexible nailed,
test section transonic self-streamlining
wind tunnel
[UASA-CB-165685] p0343 H81-21087
Sea King mathematical model validation trials.
Flight data channel calibration >
[AD-A096587] p037.4 881-22013
Analysis of wind tunnel test results for a
9.39-per cent scale model of a VSTOL
fighter/attack aircraft. Volume 1: study
overview aerodynamic characteristics
tNASA-CB-152391-VOL-1] p0384 H81-23030
Analysis of wind tunnel test results for a -
9.39-per cent scale model of a VSTOL
fighter/attack aircraft. Volume 2: Evaluation
of prediction methodologies
[MASA-CB-152391-VOL-2] p0384 H81-23031
Analysis of wind tunnel test results for a
9.39-per cent scale model of a VSTOL
fighter/attack aircraft. Volume 3: Effects of
configuration variations from baseline
[HASA-CB-152391-VOL-3] . p0384 N81-23032
Analysis of wind tunnel test results for a
9.39-per cent scale model of a VSTOL
fighter/attack aircraft. Volume 4: BALS B104
aerodynamic characteristics and comparisons with
£205 configuration aerodynamic characteristics
tBASA-CB-152391-VOL-4] p0384 S81-23033
Investigation of aerodynamic characteristics of
wings having vortex flow using different
numerical codes
[HAS1-CB-165706] p0384 S81-23034
Two-dimensional aerodynamic characteristics of the
HACA 0012 airfoil in the Langley 8 foot
transonic pressure tunnel
[HASA-TH-81927] p0385 H81-23036
Full-scale aerodynamic characteristics of a
propellar installed on a small twin-engine
aircraft wing panel
[HASA-TH-81285] p0385 N81-23039
Aerodynamics, aeroelasticity, and stability of
hang gliders. Experimental results Ames 7-
by 10-ft wind tunnel tests
[NASA-TB-81269] p0423 1181-24025
Comparison of selected lift and sideslip
characteristics of the Ayres Thrush S2B-800,
winglets off and winglets on, to full-scale
wind-tunnel data
[HASA-CB-165710] p0423 1181-24026
Surface pressure measurements on a projectile
shape at Hach 0.908
[AD-AC98589] p0439 H81-25045
Application of the joined wing to cruise missiles
CAD-A096450] p0441 H81-25068
Aerodynamic analysis of a fighter aircraft uith a
higher order paneling method
[AD-AC99404] p0483 N81-26082
An introduction to the aerodynamics of spoilers
[PB81-166183] p0487 H81-26122
Noise and performance of propellers for light
aircraft
[HASA-CB-165732] p0491 1181-26845
Prediction of supersonic store separation
characteristics including fuselage and stores of
noncircular cross section. Volume 1:
Theoretical aethods and comparisons with
experiment
CAD-A099330] p0495 S81-27081
Prediction of supersonic store separation
characteristics including fuselage and stores of
noncircular cross section. Volume 3:
Appendices A and B. Details of program 1
[AD-A099331]
 P0495 N81-27082
Prediction of supersonic store separation
characteristics including fuselage and stores of
noncircular cross section. Volume.4:
Appendices C and D. Details of program 2
[AD-A099332] p0495 1181-27083
Onpowered aerodynamic characteristics of a
15-percent scale model of a twin-engine commuter
aircraft
[HASA-TB-81284] p0537 1181-28055
Experimental.aerodynamic characteristics of t. o
VSTOL fighter/attack aircraft configurations at
Bach numbers from 1.6 to 2.0 Ames 9 by 7
foot supersonic wind tunnel
[ HASA-TH-81286] p0579 1181-30083
Bang-alone aerodynamic characteristics for high
angles of attack of supersonic speeds
[HASA-TP-1889] p0579 1181-30087
High angle of attack missile aerodynamic at Bach
numbers 0.30 to 1.5
[AD-A010210] p0585 B81-30159
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Becent darrieus Vertical-Aiis Bind Turbine
aerodynamical experiments at Sandia national
Laboratories
[SABD-81-1108C] p0588 H81-30615
On the spanvise uniformity of Bind tunnel test
data of transonic airfoils
[BAL-TB-665] p0627 881-32118
4 full-scale wind tunnel investigation of a
helicopter bearingless oaio rotor Ames 40 by
80 Hind Tunnel
[HASA-TH-81321] p0628 H81-32137
Twin-rotor patrol airship flying aodel design
rationale
[AD-A102575] p0628 B81-32141
The control anticipation paraneter for augmented
aircraft
[AD-A102626] p0629 881-32152
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The influence of a vake splitter plate on tie
aerodynamic characteristics of a two-dimensional
cylinder
p0226 A81-23949
Effects of drive slots on parachute performance
p0453 A81-38020
Aerodynamic estimation techniques for aerostats
and airships
[AIAA 81-1339] pO«57 A81-38542
Calculation of the coefficients of bead and local
drag of blnff bodies
pOI»66 A81-40023
Determination of model structure and parameters of
an airplane from pre- and post-stall flight data
[AIAA PAFEfi 81-1866] p0560 481-41562
Prediction of dynaiic stall and unsteady airloads
for rotor blades
p0571 A81-46604
The aerodynamic influences of rotor blade
airfoils, twist, taper and solidity on hover and
forward flight performance
p0572 A81-46607
Evaluation of two-dimensional subsonic oscillatory
airforce coefficients and loading distributions
p0617 A81-48480
Influence of landing gear flexibility on aircraft
performance during ground roll
p0622 A81-49375
Theoretical deternination of subsonic oscillatory
airforce coefficients for fin-tailplane
configurations
[BAE-TE-79125] p0022 881-10016
Flight evaluation of stabilization and command
augmentation system concepts and cockpit
displays during approach and landing of
powered-lift ST01 aircraft
[HASA-TP-1551] p0037 881-11044
•ind-tunnel test of an articulated helicopter '
rotor nodel with several tip shapes
[BASA-TH-80080] p0125 B81-13918
A system for aerodynamic design and analysis cf
supersonic aircraft. Part 4: Test cases
[BASA-CB-3354] p0185 H81-15977
A constrained inverse net bed for the aerodynamic
design of thick wings with given pressure
distribution in subsonic flow
p0188 H81-16006
The prediction of nornal force and rolling noment
coefficients for a spinning wing
[BASA-CK-165680] p0333 881-20068
Flutter analysis fo two-diaensicnal and
two-degree-of-freedon DEE A-3, CAST 7, an TF-8A
supercritical airfoils in small-disturbance
unsteady transonic flov[AD-A100330] p0540 B81-28104
A program to evaluate a control system based on
feedback of aerodynamic pressure differentials,
part 1
[BASA-CE-164684] p0583 B81-30134
A program to evaluate a control system based on
feedback of aerodynasic pressure differentials.
Part 2: Data report for phase 1 wind tunnel test
[BiSA-CB-164685] p0584 B81-30135
ABBODIHAHIC COBFI60BA1IOBS
HT DBOOPED AIBFOILS
BT tIBG BACELLE CCSF160B4IICHS
Longitudinal notion of low-flying vehicles in
nonlinear flowfields
p0009 481-11626
High lift research and its application to aircraft.
design . .
p0011 A81-11642
High-lift investigations on-some snail aspect
ratio wings . • - • ,
p0011 A81-11643
Optinizing the fixed leading edge shape of a
transonic wing to suit the landing high-lift
regnirements .
pOOII A81-11644
Boise control design problems on air cushion
vehicles and.surface effect ships
. . . p0017 A81-11818
Deternination of the vorticity of a
snall-aspect-ratio wing in•hypersonic flow
. . . '• ' p0054 A81-13544
Variational problems of gas dynamics
p0069 A81-16455
Some aspects of optimizing the aerodynamics of
turbine stages
p0119 A81-19325
Fighters for the 1990s
p0122 A81-19497
Influence of jet location on the efficiency of
spanwise blowing
p0154 A81-20352
Body-fitted 3-D full-potential flow analysis of
complex ducts and inlets
[AIAA PAPBB 81-0002] p0156.A81-20527
The numerical solution of incompressible turbulent
flow over airfoils
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0047] . . p0158 A81-20563
Evaluation of methods for prediction and
prevention of wing/store flutter
[AIAA 81-0606] .. p0304 A81-29469
Finite element methods for transonic
blade-to-blade calculation in turbomachines
[ASHE PAPEB 81-ST-5] , •. .p0310 A81-29930
Application of an aerodynamic configuration
modeling technigue to the design and analysis of
X-Iing aircraft configurations • .
p0356 A81-32013
Determination of the vorticity on a wing of small
aspect ratio in a hypersonic stream
pO<M1 A81-35668
. Aerodynamic features of designed strake-wing
configurations
[AIAA .PAPEB 81-1214] p0454 A81-38084
Development of a bearingless helicopter tailrotor
pOU65 A81-39897
A study of the effect of aft fuselage shape en
helicopter drag
p0470 A81-40116
Hind tunnel experiments on the divergence of swept
wings with composite structures
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1670] p0526 A81-43152
Materials and processes for a small remotely
piloted vehicle ' ' •
p0532 A81-43663
Experimental and analytical development of an
advanced supersonic fighter concept
(AIAA PAPEB 81-1659] . p0534 A81-43941
Maintenance and repair of advanced composite
structure
p0558 A81-44382
Theoretical determination of subsonic oscillatory
airforce coefficients for. fin-tailplane
configurations
[BAE-TB-79125] p0022 881-10016
Flight evaluation of the effect of winglets on
performance and handling qualities of a
single-engine general aviation airplane
[BASA-TH-81892] p0071 B81-12012
Influence of light aircraft architecture on its
spin characteristics
[AAAF-BT-80-11] pOOSI 081-12111
Aerodynamic design of electric and hybrid
vehicles: A guidebook
[BASA-CB-163744] p0088 B81-12943
Botary balance data for a single engine general
aviation design having a high aspect-ratio
canard for an angle-of-attack range of 30 deg to
90 deg
[BASA-CB-3170] - p0090 881-13022
Optimal bodies' for minimum total drag at
supersonic speeds
[AD-A091235] p0091 B81-13036
A system for aerodynamic design and analysis of
supersonic aircraft. Part 2: User's manual
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[HASA-CB-3352] p0125 H81-13920
Computational aerodynamic design tools and
techniques used at fighter development
[BBB-FE-122/S/POB/13] pOl28 H81-13950
laminar-airfoils for transport aircraft
[DFVLB-fliTT-80-07] p0129 N81-13952
Lou-speed wind-tunnel tests of tvo veathercocking
sensors
[HSE1-0171-TH] p0136 881-14575
An investigation into grid patching techniques
p0137 B81-14708
Grid generation for general three-dimensional
configurations
p0137 881-14714
A system for aerodynamic design and analysis of
supersonic aircraft. Part 1: General
description and theoretical development
[HASA-CB-3351] p0139 B81-14970
A system for aerodynamic design and analysis of
supersonic aircraft. Fart 3: Computer program
description
[BASA-CB-3353] . p0139 B81-14971
Leading-edge deflection optimization for a highly
swept arrow wing configuration
[UASA-TP-1777] p0139 881-11971
An investigation of support-interference effects
[HAL-TB-622] p0141 881-14984
Development of finite-volume methods for
three-dimensional transonic flows
[AD-A090829] p0141 B81-14986
A system for aerodynamic design and: analysis of
supersonic aircraft. Part 4: lest cases
[BASA-CK-3354] p0185 B61-15977
Study of transonic flow fields about aircraft:
Application to external stores
p0187 881-15998
Aerodynamic subsonic/transonic aircraft design
studies by numerical methods
p0187 881-15999
Design of advanced technology transonic airfoils
and wings
; . p0187 881-16000
Computer code for the determination of ejection
seat/man aerodynaiic parameters
[AD-A09272V] p0191 881-16026
P-3 Orion fuel-saving modification wind tunnel study
[AD-A091906] p0194 881-16044
Overview of Eoeing supersonic transport efforts,
1971 - 1979
p0247 H81-18016
Technology development status at McDonnell Douglas
p0248 H81-18019
KC-135 winglet flight results
. p0260 881-19011
Investigation of impingement region and wall jets
formed by the interaction of high aspect ratio
lift jets and a ground plane
[BASA-CB-152174] p0261 881-19017
Experimental and theoretical study of flow fields
and store forces in close proximity to a triple
ejection rack at transonic speeds
[AD-A094751] p0263 881-19030
BASTBAB level 16 user's manual updates for
aeroelastic analysis of claded discs
[BASA-CB-159824] p0279 881-19481
A study of high-altitude manned research aircraft
employing strut-traced wings of high-aspect-ratio
[BASA-CB-159262] p0333 881-20067
A design of multi-element aerofoils for high lift
[BAL-TB-631] p0337 H81-21012
Low and high speed profellers for general
aviation: Performance potential and recent wind
tunnel test results
[BASA-TH-81745] p0338 881-21028
Challenge for operational experience feedback in
aircraft design: An aircraft design example
[AD-A096088] ' i>0341 B8.1-21067
Bethod for predicting the jet-induced aerodynaiics
of V/STOL configurations in transition
[AD-A097356] . . p0385 N81-23043
Digital Avionics Information System (CAIS) .
Volume 2: impact of CAIS concept on life cycle
cost. Supplement
[AD-A097438] p0390 B81-23084
Technical evaluation report on the Fluid Dynamic
Panel Symposium on Subsonic/Transonic
Configuration/Aerodynamics
[AGABD-AB-146] p0392 881-23431
Civil component program Ring Section. The design
of the transonic airfoil Va 2
[BHFT-FB-i-80-023] p0426 B81-24053
Correlation of predicted and flight derived
stability and control derivatives with
particular application to tailless delta wing
configurations application to the space
shuttle orbiter •
[BASA-TB-81361] . p0490 B81-26154
A study in flow control and screening methods for
aircraft laser turrets
[4D-A101723] -p0548 K81-29126
Effect of simulated in-flight thrust reversing on
vertical-tail loads of F-18 and F-15 airplane
models conducted in the-Langley 16-foot
transonic tunnel
[BASA-TP-1890] p0579 H81-30086
Analytical determination of dynamic stability
parameters : •
p0592 B81-31117
Some applications of aerodynamic formulations to
problems in aircraft dynamics
p0592 H81-31121
Comments on Beyuolds number effects and the role
of BTF in the development of air vehicles
p0592 H81-31142
AEBODISABIC DRAG
BT SOCEBSC8IC DBAG
Qualitative calculations of transonic drag-rise
characteristics using the equivalence rule
• p0058 A81-14393
Calculation of the lift dependent drag polar of
cambered fighter plane configurations with
deflected maneuver flaps in the subsonic region
by means of a modified procedure according to
Lamar .
[DGLB PAPEB 80-109] p0120 A81-19395
Drag estimations for stream-line and cylindrical
contour distortions on aircraft fuselages and
train cars
[DGLB PAPEB 80-116] p0121 A81-19399
The determination of the induced drag on slim
wings with high lift systems in the transonic
region
[BBB-FE122] p0121 A81-19400
Thin minimum-drag airfoils
p0123 A81-19630
Angle of attack - Its measurement and usage. I
p0149 A81-1S799
Influence of zero-lift downwash on the relation
between minimum-drag center-of-gravity position
and inherent stability boundary
p0235 A81-25648
Viscous flow drag reduction; Symposium, Dallas,
lex., Bovember 7, 8, 1979, Technical Papers
p0238 A81-26501
Drag reduction of an oscillating flat plate with
an interface film
p0239 A81-26504
Modification in drag of turbulent boundary layers
resulting from manipulation of large-scale
structures
p0239 A81-26508
Compliant surfaces - Introduction
p0240 A81-26515
Factors affecting afterbody drag
p0292 A81-29069
The art of single-engine aircraft design
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0914] p0403 A81-34361
Hinimum fuel paths for a subsonic aircraft
p0411 A81-35636
Spanwise lift distribution of forward-aud
aft-swept wings in comparison to the optimum
distribution form
p0453 A81-38017
Quasi-hybrid airships
[AIAA 81-1333] p0456 A81-38538
Aerodynamic estimation techniques for aerostats
and- airships
[AIAA 81-1339] p0457 A81-38542
Experimental-programme - Transonic wing-TST
. p0457 A81-38804
Calculation of the coefficients of head and local
drag, of bluff bodies
P0466 A81-40023
A study of the effect of aft fuselage shape on
helicopter drag
P0470 A81-40116
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The calculation of lift and drag characteristics
of subsonic wings with Kinglets
p0480 A61-40442
Inproving the economy of subsonic transport
aircraft by means of aerodynamic approaches
p0510 A81-41336
Airfoils for light transport aircraft
[SAE FAPEB 810576] p0519 A81-42740
Analytical studies on the effects of cooling flovs
on light aircraft drag
[SAB PAPBB 810577] . p0519 A81-42741
Investigation 'of a flight test method for the
measurement of propeller thrust
[SAE PAPEB 810603] p0521 A81-42760
Lift-enhancing surfaces on several advanced V/STOL
fighter/attack aircraft concepts
[AIAA PAPBB 81-1675] p0534 A81-43946
Contribution to the determination of the drag
coefficient fcr air breathing flight vehicles on
the basis of vind tunnel oeasnrenents
[DGLB PAPBE 81-036] p0610 A81-47604
Determination of thrust and throttle-dependent
drag for fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1692] p0617 A81-48417
Drag increnent due to rear fuselage upsweep
[ESDO-80006] p0021 1181-10001
Induced drag ideal efficiency factor of arbitrary
lateral-vertical Ming forms
[HASA-CB-3357] p0072 H81-12022
Aircraft accident report: Allegheny Airlines,
Inc., Bord 262, Hohawk/Frakes 298, n29824.
Benednm Airport, Clarksburg, Best Virginia,
February 12, 1979
[BTSB-AAB-79-12] p0073 B81-12044
Transonic wind tunnel development (1940 - 1950)
p0185 B81-15971
An application of wake survey rakes to the
experimental deterainaticn of thrust for a
propeller driven aircraft
[HASA-CB-163920] p0186 H81-15986
Skin friction measuring device for aircraft
[BASA-CASE-JBC-11029-1] p0210 H81-17057
An investigation of drag associated uith the
upswept rear fuselage of a helicopter
[BU-257J p0330 H81-20043
An investigation into the possible reduction of
aerodynamic drag of a fuel economy vehicle
vind tunnel tests
[BU-248] p0338 H81-21039
Bind tunnel tests of large- and small-scale rotor
hubs and pylons
[AD-A098510] p0439 H81-25043
Flight test evaluation of predicted light aircraft
drag, performance, and stability
[HASA-CB-159062] p0494 H81-27078
Hodificaticn in drag of turbulent boundary layers
resulting from manipulation of large-scale
structures
[BASA-CB-3444] p0587 B81-30392
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Investigation of lateral forces and moments in the
case of asymmetric gas flows in nozzles
pOOOD A81-10913
Testing stand for the measurement of nonsteady
aerodynamic forces in the transonic wind tunnel
at Goettingen
p0065 A81-15703
A method for calculating the aerodynamic forces
and moments on external stores of aircraft
p0226 A81-24006
Control design for reduction of aerodynamic tail
forces using quadratic synthesis
p0240 A81-26610
Linear/nonlinear behavior in unsteady transonic
aerodynamics
[AIAA 81-0643] p0306 A81-29496
Unsteady aerodynamic propulsion
[AIAA 81-0645] p0307 A81-29498
On the convergence of unsteady generalized
aerodynamic forces
[AIAA 81-0647] p0307 A81-29500
Aerodynamic modeling of an oscillating wing with
external stores
[ A I A A 81-0648] p0307 A61-29501
A new frequency parameter for unsteady aerodynaaics
'[AIAA 81-0649] p0307 A81-29502
A theoretical treatment of lifting surface theory
of an elliptic wing
• . p0347 A81-30653
Influence of hinge line gap on aerodynamic forces
acting on a harmonically oscillating thin
profile in an incompressible flow. I, II
p0348 A81-30956
Measurement of the aerodynamic forces acting on a
harmonically oscillating wing at high subsonic
speeds
p0349 A81-31042
A half-model free-oscillation rig for
pitch-damping measurements in high speed wind
tunnels
P0461 A81-3S263
The influence of leading-edge thrust on twisted
and cambered wing design for supersonic cruise
[AIAA PAPBB 81-1656] p0526 A81-43146
An analytical technique for approximating unsteady
aerodynamics in the tine domain
[BASA-TP-1738] p0043 M81-11422
Supercritical airfoil technology program wake
experiments and modeling for fore and aft loaded
compressor cascades
[AD-A091378] . p0091 H81-13034
Clear air turbulence: Historical comments
p0136 H81-14562
A system for aerodynaoic design and analysis of
supersonic aircraft. Part 1: General
description and theoretical development
[HASA-CB-3351] p0139 H81-14970
Structural tests on space shuttle thermal
protection system constructed with nondensified
and densified Li 900 and LI 2200 tile
[BASA-TB-81903] . p0257 H81-16410
Langley Research Center contributions in advancing
active control technology
p0259 N81-19002
Theoretical analysis of an augaentor wing for a
»TCL fighter
[NASA-CB-152254] p0261 B81-19018
An experimental investigation of the effects of
trailing-edge strips on the unsteady aerodynamic
forces on tabs
[AD-A094989] p0263 B81-19028
VTOL in ground effect flows for closely spaced jets
to predict pressure and upwash forces on
aircraft structures
[BASA-CB-152321] p0271 B81-19095
Measurements of aerodynamic damping in the HIT
transonic rotor
[BASA-CB-163988] p0274 B81-19122
Prediction of transonic flutter for a
supercritical wing by modified strip analysis
and comparison with experinent
[BASA-TH-83126] . p0445 1181-25432
Strake/delta wing interactions at high angles of
attack
[BASA-CB-166183] . p0483 B81-26072
Flap-lag-torsional dynamic modelling of rotor
blades in hover and in forward flight, including
the effect of cubic nonlinearities
(BASA-CB-166194) p0486 B81-26116
Flag-lag-torsional dynamics of extensional and.
inextensional rotor blades in hover and in
forward flight
[BASA-CB-164475] p0486 H81-26117
Aeroaconstics of a porous plug jet noise suppressor
[BASA-CB-164549] pOSOO B81-27884
Statistical review of counting.accelerometer data
for Bavy and Marine fleet aircraft froa 1
January 1962 to 31 December 1980
[AD-A102495] p0596 B81-31187
Transition and.conversion trim-saps for the AV-8A
VTOL aircraft
[AD-A102155] .' ' p0596 B81-31188
ABBODT.1AHIC BEAT TBABSFBB
Solution of nonautomodeled problems of
boundary-layer theory taking into account
nonstationary conjugate heat exchange and blowing
P0059 A81-14581
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Simulation of aeroheating or aerocooling Air Force
stores by arrays of impinging jets
[AD-A095464] p0330 881-20031
SEBODIBABIC HBA1ISG
Tensile stress/strain characterization, of
non-linear materials
p0348 A81-30915
The n. /£ interpractive graphic displays for
interpretation of surface design parameters
[BASA-TB-81963] . p0581 H81-30110
ABBODSBAHIC III2EJEBEBCE
Hind tunnel vail interference in a test section
with ventilated vails
. p0015 J81-11673
Lift effect on transonic wind-tunnel blockage
p0066 A81-15883
Separation of laminar boundary layer induced by
aerodynamic interference
p0067 A81-15897
A vail interference analysis in wind tunnels .
P0104 A81-17472
Numerical simulation of wing-fuselage interference
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0018] . .. p0158 A81-20564
A cost-effective method for shock-free
supercritical wing design
[AIAA PAPBB 81-0363] . p0166 A81-20796
An improved potential gradient nethod to calculate
airloads on oscillating supersonic interfering
surfaces
[AIAA 81-0646] p0307 A81-29499
Calculation of supersonic flow past interfering
uings • .
p0413 A81-36455
Effect of in-flight thrust reverser deployment on
tactical aircraft stability and control
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1146] p0504 A81-40879
Propeller performance and design as influenced by
t h e installation . . . . . .
[SAE PAPEB 810602] p0521 A81-42759
Helicopter airflow and vake characteristics for
lov speed and hovering flight from rocket
interference investigations
p0572 A81-46608
A new approach to weapon separation aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1654] .. p0616 A81-48116
Finite element method study of
wing-fuselage-nacelle interactions of a Falcon
20 type aircraft at Bach = 0.7S
•p0187 N81-15991
Prospects for exploiting favourable and minimizing
adverse aerodynamic interference in external
store installations
p0187 881-15996
Evaluation of aircraft interference effects on
external stores at subsonic and transonic speeds
. p0187 881-15997
Interference aspects of the A310 high speed wing
configuration
P0188 881-16001
Interference effects of concentrated blowing and
vortices on a typical fighter configuration
p0188 881-16009
Experimental study of the interaction between the
. wing of a subsonic aircraft and a nacelle of a
high by-pass ratio engine
p0189 881-16010
Aerodynamic interaction between a close-coupled
canard and a sweptback wing in transonic flow
' p0189 881-16013
Some aerodynamic interference effects that
influence the transonic perfornance of combat
aircraft
p0189 881-16011
Complex configuration analysis at transonic speeds
p0190 881-16016
Theoretical and Experimental studies of
aerodynamic interference effects -— aerodynamic
forces on winglets and on wing nacelle
configurations for the YC-11 and KC-135 aircraft
P0190 881-16017
Data base for the prediction of inlet external drag
p0190 881-16018
Philosophy and results of steady and unsteady test
techniques on a large scale transport aircraft
model in the CHEEA transonic tunnel SI HA. Part
1: Philosophy and results of steady tests,
part 2: Interest of large models in unsteady
aerodynamics
 : . •
p0190 881-16019
Prediction of nacelle aerodynamic interference
effects at lov supersonic Bach numbers
P0211 H81-17988
Civil component program King Section. New
calculation nethods for subsonic and. transonic
interference with planar and spatial flows •
[BBFT-FB-S-80-022] p0424 881-24034
Sting interference effects on the static dynamic
and base pressure measurements of the standard
dynamics model aircraft at Hach numbers 0.3
through 1.3
[AD-A102612] p0627 S81-32124
ABBODIBAHIC LIFT
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Two methods for calculating the load on the
surface of a slender body executing axisymmetric
vibrations in a sonic gas flow
pOOOl A81-10920
Structural .flight load testing, calibration and
analysis
p0013 A81-11656
Procedures to improve flight safety in wind shear
conditions
pOOH A81-11666
Experimental study of the influence of supports CD
the aerodynamic loads on an ogive cylinder at
high angles of attack
[AIAA EAPEB 81-0007] p0156 A81-20531
Prediction and experimental verification of
transient airfoil motion in a small wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0052] p0159 481-20568
On the derivation of universal indicial functions
for unsteady transonic flow
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0328] p0165 A81-20753
Mean rotor wake characteristics of an
aerodynamically loaded 0.5 m diameter fan
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0208] p0168 481-20830
Aerodynamic blade excitation in turbocompressors
p0282 A81-27612
Aerodynamic calculation of turbine stator cascades
with curvilinear leaned blades and some
experimental results
p0293 A81-29072
Ose of flight simulators in developing design load
spectra for new aircraft
[AIAA 81-0513] p0301 A81-29389
An application of the energy release rate concept
to crack growth in attachment lugs
[AIAA 81-0491] p0302 A81-29420
• An improved potential gradient method to calculate
airloads on oscillating supersonic interfering
surfaces
[AIAA 81-0646] p0307 481-29499
Dynamic' stability of a rotor blade using finite
element analysis '
[AIAA 81-0615] p0309 A81-29513
Effect of time-dependent flight loads on tnrbofan
engine performance deterioration
[ASBE PAPEE 81-GT-203] p0318 A81-30093
BAPIDLOADS - A preliminary design loads prediction
technique for aircraft
[ S A K E . EAPEB 1366] p0353 481-31388
Aerodynamic load distribution along the span of an
asymmetric wing •
p0413 A81-35915
Experimental substantiation for hovering rotor
vertical impedance calculations
p0453 A8T-38015
The Shenandoab flies again - A computer simulation
[AIAA 81-1325] p0456 A81-38534
Crack growth model for flight-type loading
p0460 A81-39247
Stability of nonuniform rotor .blades in hover
using a mixed formulation
p0467 A81-U0038
JT9D- performance deterioration results from a
simulated aerodynamic load test
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1588] p0507 481-40963
Development of airframe structural design loads
prediction techniques for flexible military
aircraft - Theoretical development
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1696] . p0535 A81-43953
.Development of airframe structural design loads
. . prediction techniques for flexible .military
aircraft --Applications
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1697] p0535 A81-43954
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Evaluation of two-dimensional subsonic oscillatory
airforce coefficients and loading distributions
P0617 £61-48460
Stability of nonunifcrm rotor blades in hover
uslog a nixed formulation
[AD-A090756] P0076 B81-12071
On the' Qse of active higher harnonic blade pitch
control for helicopter vibration redaction
[AD-A090398] p0076 H81-12074
Experimental installation of mast mounted sight on
an OH-58C helicopter
[AD-A091074] p0092 881-13047
1 direct model pitch measureaent with a laser
interferometer using retroreflectors
[AD-A090722] p0094 B81-13068
Survey of workshops on Beteorological and
Environmental Inputs to Aviation Systems
p0135 B81-145S6
Transonic wind tunnel tests on an oscillating wing
with external stcre. Part 4; Ibe wing with
underwing: store
[AD-A077370] p0139 H81-14969
The velocity induced by the vake of a wind turbine
in a shear layer, including ground effect
[FFA-TB-HO-2189-PT-3] p0141 H81-14985
A flight investigation of perfornance and loads
for a helicopter with BC-SC2 nain-rotor blade
sections
[BASA-TB-81898] p0186 B81-1S982
Bean rotor vake characteristics of an
aerodynaoically loaded 0.5 o diaaeter fan
[BASA-Tfl-81657] p0195 B81-16053
A method for the prediction of King response to
nonstationary buffet loads
[AD-A093037] p0208 B81-17043
Comparison of flight load, measurements obtained
fron calibrated strain gages and pressure
transducers
[AD-A093758] p0208 881-17044
The influence of the compressibility in simulating
the conduct of exterior loads of a carrier
[BBB-FE-122/S/POE/17] p0220 B81-17483
Bind loading and response of a high-rise building
[COHF-810104-1] p0256 H81-18259
Bind loads for bar-truss structures
p0259 881-18997
Status and future plans of the Drones for
Aerodynamic and Structural Testing (DAST) program
Aeroelastic Research Ring (AER)
p0259 881-19003
Calculation cf airloads for a flexible Ming via
BASTBAH .
[AD-A094770] p0263 B81-19031
A higher-order trapezoidal vector vortex panel for
subsonic flov
[AD-A094775] p0263 881-19032
Hind tunnel tests to determine the behavior during
ejection of exterior stores at high and low speeds
[DlGB-79-096] p0272 B81-19102
Hast ran level 16 theoretical aannal updates for
aeroelastic analysis of bladed discs -''
[BASA-CB-1S9823] p0279 881-19480
Unsteady airloads on a harmonically pitching wing
with external store
[HLH-HP-80004-0] p0330 B81-20038
Application cf linear quadratic contrcl in
reduction of aerodynamic forces on aircraft
p0332 B81-20061
The development of a theoretical and experimental
model for the study of active suppression of
wing flutter
p0376 B81-22058
Some remarks on the unsteady airloads on
oscillating control surfaces in subsonic flow
p0386 881-23055
Comparison of theoretical predictions of orbiter
airloads with wind tunnel and flight test
results for a Bach number of 0.52
[BASA-TB-81358] p0387 881-23066
Perforoance deterioration tased on simulated
aerodynamic loads test, JT9D jet engine
diagnostics program
[BASA-CB-165297] p0390 B81-23086
Development cf a nonlinear vortex method
steady and unsteady aerodynamic loads of highly
sweptback wings
[BASA-CB-164351] p0423 881-24024
Besearch related to variable sweep aircraft
development
[BASA-TB-83121J > p0441 H81-25067
An aerodynamic analysis of deformed wings in
subsonic and supersonic flow
. [AD-A101675] . p0580 881-30091
Investigation of high-angle-of-attack
maneuver-limiting factors. Part 1: Analysis
and simulation'. F-4J and F-14A aircraft
[AD-A101646] p0581 881-30113
Investigation of high-angle-of-attack
maneuver-limiting factors. Part 2: Piloted
simulation assessment of Bihrle departure'criteria
(AD-A101647] p0581 881-30114
Investigation of high-angle-of-attack
maneuver-limiting factors. Part 3: -. Appendices,
aerodynamic models .
IAD-A101648] p0581 081-30115
User's manual for FSLIP-3, FLBXSTAB loads
Integration program
[BASA-TB-81364) p0589 H81-30815
Unsteady airloads on oscillating wing's in
post-stall condition •
[DFV1B-FB-81-16] . p0594 88,1-31158
The nature of operating flight loads and their
effect on propulsion system structures •
p0599 881-31207
Development of an aircraft maneuver load, spectrum
based on VGH data
[AD-A102750] . . p0628 881-32142
Investigation of unsteady airloads on wings, with
oscillating control for active control purposes
[AGABD-B-699] p0635 881-33161
ABBODIHAHIC BOB EMS
0 STABILITY DEBIVATIVES
AEBODIBABIC BOISE
Discrete freguency noise due to irregularity in
blade row of axial -fan rotor
' p0002 A81-10633
On screeching jets exhausting f;rom an axisymmetric
supersonic nozzle -
pOOOS A81-11616
Experiments on effective source locations and
velocity dependence of the broad band noise from
a rotating rod
P0016 A81-11724
Boise.control design problems on air cushion ,
vehicles and surface effect ships
P0017 A81-11818
The status of rotor noise technology
. p0019 A81-12737
Aerodynamic sound generated by a slotted trailing
edge
p0066 A81-15798
Boise generation mechanism of low pressure ' '
propeller fans
[AIAA EAPEB 81-0090] p0160 A81-20594
A lifting surface theory for the sound generated
by the interaction of velocity disturbances with
a leaned vane statbr
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0091] p0160 A81-20595
Bean rotor wake characteristics of an
aerodynamically loaded 0.5 m diameter fan
( A I A A PAPEB 81-0208] p0168 A81-20830
Sound radiation from vortex systems
P0171 A81-21591
Investigation of transient processes in the
perforated working section of a wind tunnel
p0237 A81-26122
The displacement-thickness theory of trailing edge
• noise
p0348 A81-30785
An acoustic source modelling technique to predict
the near sound field of axisyometric turbulent
jets
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2022] p0618 A81-48606
The role of the helical jet mode in aerodynamic
ncise generation
[AIAA fAP£3 81-1963] p0618 481-18607
Prediction of flyover jet noise spectra
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2025] • p0618 481-48610
Contributions to the theory of side edge flap noise
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2036] p0619 481-16625
Boise radiated froo inverted velocity profile jets
under simulated flight
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2026] ' • p0623 A81-49729
Shielding concepts for jet noise
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2020] p0623 A81-49730
Boise shielding by a hot subsonic jet
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2018] .p0624 A81-49731
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Ail improved prediction method for noise generated
by conventional profile coaxial jets
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1991] p0621 A81-U9713
Weapon bay cavity noise environments, data
correlation and prediction for the B-1 aircraft
[AD-A089770] pOOIS H81-11778
Exhaust noise in flight: The role of acoustic
installation effects
[PHB-90029] p0138 1181-11793
Static source locations for four nozzles mounted
on a J-85 engine
[HASA-CB-152101] p0113 H81-11998
Curved centerline air intake for a gas turbine
engine
[HASA-CASE-LF.B-13201-1 ] p0113 H81-11999
. Flap noise characteristics measured'by. pressure
cross correlation techniques
p0259 HS1-18808
Aerodynamic and acoustic behavior of a YF-12 inlet
• at static conditions
[HASA-CB-1-63106] p03«2 1181-21079
AEBODIBAHIC SIABILITT
Investigation of high-manoeuvrability flight
.. vehicle dynamics
p0009 481-11625
Longitudinal motion of low-flying vehicles in
nonlinear flowfields
p0009 A81-11626
Preliminary consideration of parameter
identification analysis from parachute
aerodynamic flight test data
p0067 A81-16020
The effect of aerodynamic coupling on the dynaaics
of aircraft in fast rolling motion
p0101 A81-17171
Practical aerodynanics cf the helicopter Bi-6A
Bussian bock
p0116 A81-18600
Delta canard configuration at high angle of attack
p0151 A81-20351
4 new concept for dynamic stability testing
for aircraft model in orbital path
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0158] p0161 481-20638
Curved-flow, rolling-flow, and oscillatory
pure-yawing -wind-tunnel test methods for
determination of dynauic stability derivatives
p0211 481-26933
The influence of gyroscopic forces on .the dynamic
behavior of rotating blades . •
p0295 481-29098
The effect of the atmospheric turbulence on the
rotor blade flap-leadlag motion stability in
hovering
[AIAA 81-0610] pQ301 A81-29472
Dynamic stability of a rotor blade using finite
element analysis
[AIAA 81-0615} p0309 A61-29513
A new method of airfoil flutter control
p0367 A81-33811
Bind tunnel determination of dynamic
cross-coupling derivatives -4 new approach
p0113 481-35927
Lateral flutter of loads towed beneath helicopters
and its avoidance .
p0170 A81-10114
On the use ot approximate models in helicopter
flight mechanics • .
; ' • . p0171 481-10122
Parameter identification of a hingeless rotor
helicopter in flight conditions with increased
instability . ,
p0171 A81-10123
Effect of engine ncise on aircraft wing laminar
boundary-layer stability
p0510 481-11255
Effects of yaw' on leading edge vortex flap
aerodynamics . •
[AIAA PAPBB 81-1660] . p0526 481-13117
Data analysis for aircraft parameter estimates
[AIAA PAPEE 81-186«] p0560 481-11561
Stability characteristics of a forward swept wing
aircraft at high angles cf attack
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1881] . p0561 481-11576
Prediction of dynamic stall and unsteady airloads
for rotor blades
p0571 A81-16604
. Hew designs for improved aerodynamic stability on
recent Aerospatiale helicopters
p0571 461-16625
Stability and flutter analysis of turbine blades
at low speed
p0612 A81-17959
An analytical study of landing flare
[DFV1B-FB-79-10] p0027 H81-10062
Full scale wind tunnel investigation of a
tearingless main helicopter rotor Ames 10 by
80 foot wind tunnel test using the BO-105
helicopter
fHASA-CB-152373] p0033 881-11011
Rind tunnel investigation of the aerodynamic
hysteresis phenomenon on the F-1 aircraft and
its effects on aircraft motion
[AD-AQ89851] . p0033 H81-11016
Flight evaluation of stabilization and command
augmentation system concepts and cockpit
displays during approach and landing of
powered-lift STOL aircraft
[BASA-TE-1551] . p0037 H81-11044
Hissile motion sensitivity to dynamic stability
derivatives
[AD-A089750] p0038 H81-11093
Beport on a cooperative programme on Active
flutter Suppression
[AGABD-B-689] - . p0082 B81-12115
Stability of large horizontal-axis axisymnetric
wind turbines
[BASA-TH-81623] •• p0085 S81-12116
Dynamics of a helicopter-slung load system
p0092 H81-13051
Design of a lateral stability augmentation systen
for the F106 to improve lateral handling
qualities during tracking
[AD-A091011] p0091 H81-13067
A contribution to. stabilization of flight vehicle
parachute systems -
[DFVLB-MITT-80-05] p0126 H81-13926
Active flutter suppression on an F-4F aircraft
with external stores using already existing
control surfaces
[MBB-FB-17/S/POB/21] p0131 H81-13972
Aerodynamic stability analysis of N4SA
J85-13/planar pressure pulse generator
installation
[N4S4-CB-165111] p0113 H81-15001
TF31 engine compression system computer study
simulation of flow stability
[HASA-CB-159889] p0113 N81-15005
Some wake-related operational limitations of
rotorcraft
[NASi-lH-81920] p0186 N81-15985
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation 4H-1S (PBOD)
helicopter equipped with a substitute straight
exhaust pipe
[AD-AC92611] p0191 S81-16015
Deaonstration of a,method for determining critical
store configurations for wing store flutter
[AD-A092257] . p0197 H81-16068
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation OH-58C
helicopter configured with a mast mounted sight
[AD-A091172] p0252 881-18052
the phenomenon of dynamic stall vortex
shedding phenomenon on 'oscillating airfoils
[HAS4-TH-81261] p0329 H81-2C029
Maximum likelihood identification of aircraft
lateral parameters with unsteady aerodynamic
modelling
p0376 K81-22057
Transonic wind tunnel measurements of tailplane
and elevator effectiveness of the Jindivik 203B
target aircraft
[AD-A098180]. p0121 N81-21031
Semi-actuator disk theory for compressor choke
flutter
[HASA-CB-3126] p01«2 H81-25075
Phase 2 and 3 wind tunnel tests of the J-97
powered, external angmentor V/STOL model
conducted in Ames 10- by 80-foot wind tunnel
[8ASA-CB-152380] p0183 H81-26076
Validation study of the V/STOL aerodynamics and
stability and control manual
[AD-A099236] p0186 H81-26119
4 study of the effects of store aerodynamic on
Hing/store flutter
p0490 H81-26153
A digital progran for calculating the interaction
between flexible.structures, unsteady
aerodynamics and active controls
[NASA-TH-80010] p0198 H81-27115
A-16
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An-engineering method for estioating the
lateral/directicnal characteristics of V/S10I
configurations in transition
[AD-A100386] . p05<lO B81-28103
4H-1s (Prod) airworthiness and flight
characteristics for instrument flight
[AD-A100946] p0518 881-291-21
Dynamic Stability Parameters conferences
[AGABD-LS-114] p0590 H81-31105
Aerodynamic mathematical oodeling - basic concepts
p0590 H81-31106
Inpact of high-alpha aerodynamics on dynamic
stability parameters of aircraft and nissiles
p0590 H81-31107
Beviev of techniques for determination of dynanic
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Acoustic fatigue assessment in the design of
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Damping in the problem of natural vibrations of an
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High frequency angnlar vibration measurements in
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Factors affecting afterbody drag
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ilng-body carryover at supersonic speeds with
finite afterbodies
. . p0354 A81-31622
Experimental study of the separation at the
trailing edge of an axisynmetrical contoured
after-body
p0365 A61-33281
Comparison of computational and experimental jet
effects
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An evaluation of' wind tunnel test technigues for
aircraft nozzle afterbody testing at transonic
Bach numbers
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Evaluation of wind tunnel nozzle afterbody test
technignes utilizing a modern twin engine
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Experimental study of the separation at the
trailing edge of an axisymmetrical contoured
after-body
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An investigation of drag associated with the
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Application of scaling in afterburner test and
development
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Studying the exhaust gas from a post combustion
turbojet engine
p0089 N81-12996
Small turbine engine augmentor. Phase 1:
Preliminary design studies of afterburner and
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AGGREGATES
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pavements: A state-of-the-art study
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Aging study of the Caravelle 38
p0061 A81-15119
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Advanced materials for agricultural aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 800610] p0062 481-15333
Death and injury .in aerial spraying - Pre-crash,
crash, and. post-crash prevention strategies
p0177 A81-22115
Design reguirements of agricultural aircraft
p0282 A81-27880
Vortex drag reduction by diffusing vanes - Design
for the 'Thrush' agricultural aircraft'
[SAE PAPEB 810605] PQ521 A81-42762.
Effects of wingtip modifications on handling
gnalities of agricultural aircraft
(SAE PAPEB 810606] . p0522 A81-42763
leading edge high lift devices for agricultural
aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 810608] p0522 A81-42765
Full scale visualization of the wing tip vortices
generated by a typical agricultural aircraft
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Prediction of. helicopter rotor noise from measured
blade snrface pressure
p0577 A81-46649
A flight investigation of performance and loads
. for a helicopter with BC-SC2 main-rotor blade
sections
[BASA-IH-81898] p0186 B81-15982
Structural Integrity Recording System (SIB) for
D.S. Army AH-16 Helicopters
[AD-A097283] . p0393 B81-23438
Analytical testing .
[BASA-CB-3429] p0393 B81-23487
AH-64 BE1ICOPIBB
Advanced Attack Helicopter /IAH-64/ - status report
p0099 A81-16580
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A piloted sioulaticn of the backup control system
engagement foe the YAH-64
p0576 £81-46646
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[AD-A100696] p0550 N81-29140
AILEBOHS
Subcritical flutter and oscillator; pressure
testing of a fall-scale 727 inboard aileron in a
low-speed Hind-tunnel
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The EEI Horizontal Tails Investigation and the EET
Lateral Controls Investigation Langley
8-Foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel
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Pressure distributions for the GA(H)-2 airfoil
with 20% aileron, 25% slotted flap and 301
Fowler flap
[NASA-CB-2948] p0262 H81-19023
Feasibility stud; for C-141B redaction of wing
loads by upriggiig the ailerons
[AD-4094634] p0272 H81-19105
Advanced composite aileron for L-1011 transport
aircraft, task 1
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Investigation of air solubility in jet A fuel at
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A survey on airbreathing propulsion education
p0063 A81-15375
A study of air breathing rockets - Subsonic mode
combustion
[IAF PAPEB 80-F-270] - p0115 A81-18371
International Symposium on Air Breathing Engines,
5th, Bangalore, India, February 16-22, 1981,
Proceedings
p0290 A81-29051
The future of aeronautical propulsion
p0290 A81-29052
Effectiveness of turbine engine diagnostic systems
p0290 A81-29053
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P0292 A81-29070
Film cooling performance by injection through
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p0293 A81-29074
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lAIAl PAPBE 81-1475] . p0505 A81-40895
Fiber-reinforced composites - The future for
aeropropulsicn
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1713] p0527 A81-43164
Sensor/actuator failure detection and isolation
for airbreathing propulsion systems
p0564 A81-45551
Contribution to the determination of the drag
coefficient for air breathing flight vehicles on
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Propulsion Controls, 1979 .air breathing engine
control
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Carrier system simplifies freight handling - A new
technical concept for Lufthansa's Frankfurt
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p0056 A81-14241
The future of airfreight - NASA study looks into
the next century
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Flatbed - The universal transport airplane
[SABE PAPEB 1343] p0353 A81-31382
•Load snubbing1 - A solution to the problem of
terrain flying with external cargo
[AHS 80-32] p0476 A81-40162
Determination of cargo container inventories
through logistics simulation for air shipment
p0616 A81-48380
Air cargo market outlook and impact via the NASA
CLASS project Cargo/Logistics Airlift
Systems Study
[MASA-TM-81886] p0073 H81-12039
Helicopter external cargo sling apex fitting: •
Development and testing
[AD-AC93515] p0252 H81-18049
AIB CONDITIONING EQ0IPBEHT
Analysis of the operation of air
turhorefrigeration plants and their use for
on-the-ground air-conditioning of aircraft
p0614 A81-46196
An analysis of thermal balance in the cooled cabin
of a Sea King Helicopter
[AD-AC97199] p0389 1181-23077
AIB COOLING
The design of blowing-cooled aircraft electrical
machines
p0002 A81-10474
Features improved cooling - Turbine blade redesign
boosts life
p0227 A81-24046
Transpiration air cooled turbine blade - A
technology for future generation aircraft and
industrial gas turbine engines using coal or
coal derived fuels
p0297 A81-29115
Cooling air flow characteristics in gas turbine
components
[ASHE PAPEB 81-GT-76] p0313 A81-29984
An investigation of a preswirled cooling airflow
to a turbine disc by measuring the air
temperature in the rotating channels
[ASHE PAPEB 81-GT-132] p0316 A81-30035
Comparative efficiency of penetrating steam and
air cooling of gas turbine blades-
p0509 A81-41003
Thermodynamic comparison of the efficiencies of
semiclosed- and open-loop air cooling systems of
gas turbine engines
p0509 A81-41029
Analytical studies on the effects of cooling flows
on light aircraft drag
[S4E PAPEB 810577] p0519 A61-42741
An experimental investigation of the aerodynamics
and cooling of a horizontally-opposed air-cooled
aircraft engine installation
[NASA-CB-3405] p0372 H81-22015
Thermal and flow analysis of a convection
air-cooled ceramic coated porous metal concept
for turbine vanes
fHASA-TH-81749] p0376 H81-22056
Internal coating of air-cooled gas turbine blades
[NASA-CB-165337] p0429 H81-24068
The packaging of electronic engine.control units
and related subcomponents
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Bird flight and airplane flight -— instruments to
measure air currents and flight characteristics
[NASA-Tfl-75777] p0138 N81-14962
AIB CUSHION LANDING SYSTEMS
Comparison of model testing with computer
simulations of an air landing system
[AHA PAPEB 81-1663] p0534 A81-43942
Soviet military air cushion vehicles - Hechanized
amphibious assault •
P0577 A81-46714
Studies of sone unconventional systems for sol-ing
various landing problems air cushion landing
system • •
P0268 N81-19067
Calibration of an axial fan at various power
settings for use on a guarter scale XC-8A air
' 'cushion'model
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Operator training systems/simulators
p0349 481-31109
The Tactical Air Forces - Outlook for the next
decade
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0932] p0408 £81-34361)
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T700 engine integral inlet separator - All weather
operational protection
p0469 481-40108
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Harmonically oscillating airfoil in transonic
stream of air
p0054 A81-13753.
Considerations of the use of vitiated preheat -—
for engine inlets . ' '
p0150 A81-20023
Calculation of flow, with variable specific heat
around a profile
p0235 481-25669
Light transmission measurements in solid fuel
ramjet combnstors
-p0284 481-27910
Cooling air flow characteristics in gas turbine
components
[4SHE PAPEfi 81-GT-76] p0313 £81-29984
&n investigation of a preswirled cooling airflow
to a turbine disc by measuring the air
temperature in the rotating channels
[4SHE PAPEB 81-G1-13I] p0316 A81-30035
Test stand for the study of flow systems in wind
tunnels
p0409 481-35009
Effectiveness of a gas curtain in laval nozzles-
under nonrated flow conditions
p0417 A81-36737
Improved coabustor domes designed for hot streak
reduction
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1352] p0501 A81-40835
Semi-empirical analysis of liquid fuel
distribution downstream of a plain orifice .
injector under cross-stream air flow
[AIAA PAPES 81-1467] p0505 A81-40887
Analytical studies on the effects of cooling flows
on light aircraft drag
[SAE PAPEB 810577] p0519 A81-42741
Flow control for an airborne laser turret
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1637] p0525 A81-43137
Hixiug and ccmbnstion in high speed air flows
[AD-A090536] p0083 H81-12192
Dynamic, hot surface ignition of aircraft fuels
and hydraulic fluids
[HASA-CB-163979] p0254 H81-18139
Fluid mechanics mechanisms in the stall process of
helicopters
[HASA-TH-81956] p0338 H81-21027
Study of an experimental probe for the measurement
of the acoustic pressure inside an air flow
[ESA-TT-633] p0344 H81-21340
An experimental investigation of the aerodynamics
and cooling of a horizontally-opposed air-cocled
aircraft engine installation
[HASA-CB-3405] p0372 H81-22015
Combustion in high speed air flows
[AD-A102336] p0602 881-31320
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HI EH6IHE INLETS
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Engine air intake design support by use of
conputational methods and comparison of
theoretically derived pressure distributions
with experimental data
p0008 481-11614
A study of the air inlet efficiency of a combat
aircraft concept with dorsal inlet
pOOOS 481-11615
Linear vortex theories cf a profile and wing with
air intake
P0019 481-12703
Flow separation in inlets at incidence angles.
. , -p0297-A81r291.14
Investigation-of instantaneous distortions in air
intakes at high angles of attack
. [AAAF PiPBB HT. 80-38] p0369 A81-33931
Analysis .of total and static pressure fluctuations
in an air intake at high incidence
[AAAF PABBB HI 80-61] p0370 A81-33950
An apparatus for the simulation of an air intake
at.high angle of attack in a compressor test
facility
[OHEBA, IP HO. 1981-35] p0460 A81-39238
lests of air inlets at Beynolds numbers comparable
to flight in the OHEBA F1 and 31 HA wind tunnels
[CHEBA. IP HO. 1981-36] . p0460 A61-39239
An acguisition and analysis system for the dynamic
testing of air intakes
[OHEB&, IP HO.- 19B1-37] , p0460 A81-39240
An experimental study on air intake performance
for a rocket/ramjet engine
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1488] ; p0506 A81-40906
Curved centerline air intake for a gas turbine
engine . ,
[HASA-CASE-LEH-13201-1] p0143 B81-14999
AIB JBTS
Experimental investigations on shock-associated
noise
p0107 A81-17735
Influence of }et location on the efficiency of
. spanwise blowing
p0154 A81-20352
Streanwise flow and heat transfer distributions
for jet array impingement with crossflow
[ASHE PAPEB 81-GT-77] p0313 A81-29985
Shielding concepts for jet noise
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2020] p062.3 481-49730
The Dalembertometer
[ISI-CO-220/79] p0133 H81-14292
AIB LAOICHIBG ,
High altitude launch of the Cruise Hissile
p0179 481-22608
Microprocessor control of lamps HK III /SeaflavJc/
helicopter sonobuoy launcher system
[AHS 80-20] p0474 481-40150
Impact of terrain correlation elevation reference
data on Boeing's Air Launched Cruise Hissile
p0517 481-42439
AIB LOCKS
Blade tip ceramic outer air seal for long life
turbine engines
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Computer generated radar images for navigation
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Autonomous navigation using passively sensed
terrain images
pOIIO 481-17977
BS4V benefits today - Today and future requireuents
p0111 481-18056
Omega - An economic Loran 4 replacement
P0113 481-1E077
Cruise-missile-carrier navigation requirements
P0116 481-1E576
Badio navigation for aircraft: Handbook
Bnssian book
P0116 481-18599
flap-type displays for air navigation
p0121 A81-19443
Improved secondary radar antennas for flight
safety installations
P0151 481-20083
Some implementation considerations for numerically
stable flight filters
p0156 481-201)85
The Global Positioning System versus gravity
disturbance modeling, in an inertial navigation
system error reduction at aircraft altitude
[AIAA E4EEE 81-0087] p0160 A81-20591
Airline navigation planning
p0174 A81-21966
The flight assessment and applications of DUE/DUE.
' I, II
. ' p0174 481-21968
Characterizing cross-track error distributions for
continental jet routes
p0174 481-21969
Hew .navigation.systems for.helicopters
•p0177 A81-22167
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Civil aviation applications of Havstar/GPS through
differential techniques
p0177 A81-22374
The AUK - A four dimensional navigation/flight
management system foe today
p0180 481-22615
Integrated avionics studies target future
technologies
p0223 A81-23499.
Laser-gyro strapdovn inertial navigation
p0225 A81-23868
Hew technology for the HOB system and its
reliability. II omnidirectional radio beacons
p0230 A81-24524
Dew technology for the HEB system and its
reliability. Ill omnidirectional radio beacon
. p0231 A81-24525
Position-determination accuracies of navigation
methods
. p0233 A81-25374
Aircraft radar equipment and its operation
Bussian bock '
p0289 A81-28759
Program Navigate - A simulation computer program
to verify OAS navigation capability
Offensive Avionics System
p0322 A81-30289
Simulation of a third-order vertical channel
mechanization for airplane inertial navigation
p0322 A81-30290
Information requirements for airborne electronic
terrain maps
p0325 A81-30334
GFS Havstar, the universal positioning systen cf
the future
p0349 A81-30975
Control, navigation, and guidance of aircraft
[AlftA PAPEB 81-0659] p0362 A81-32910
Electronic displays and computerized HAV systems
for commuters and business aircraft
p0407 481-31330
Integration of navigational information in aircraft
. p0407 A81-34336
Solo navigation in a light aircraft
. p0407 A81-3<)337
SI8TAC and its position-finding performance
p0409 A81-35021
HLS - An example of microprocessor utilization
P0409 481-35022
The optical-fiber interferometer gyroscope for
aviation navigation
pOaSI A81-37650
Model-based scene matching :
p0461 A81-39349
Avionics system design requirements for the United
States Coast Guard HB-65A Dolphin
p0472 A81-40133
Summary of interface testing of the digital
AH/ASN-123 tactical navigation avionic systen in
the SH-3H helicopter
[AHS 80-18] . p0474 A81-40149
Standard IHS program status
. p0511 481-41753
Ooppler radar systems for helicopters
p0512 A81-41758
Helicopter navigation in the 80's
p0516 A81-42432
Evaluation of Loran-C for enroute navigation and
non-precision approach within the state of Vermont
p0516 A81-42433
CAINS II - An application cf standard laser gyro
inertial and computer technology for existing
naval carrier .aircraft
F0516 A81-42434
Impact of EPIS on navigation Electronic Plight
Instrument system
p0517 A81-42435
Low-freguency radio navigation for the Army's
Mobile Automated Field Instrumentation System
/BAFIS/
P0517 A81-42437
Status report on Position location ieporting
System /PLBS/
p0517 A81-42440
Ooppler aided low accuracy strapdown inertial
navigation systeo
[AIAA 81-1798] ' p0555 481-44101
The selection of air radio navigation system for
the post-1990 period
p0556 A81-44322
Automated celestial position determination
p0557 A81-44324
The application of computers to navigation - Hew
developments employing microprocessors
p0565 A81-45761
Havigation and landing - The prospects of new
systems
p0566 A81-45766
Origins of inertial navigation
p0567 A81-46276
A fail-operational duplex sensor concept for
flight control systems on the basis of
analytical redundancy
[DGLB PAPEB 81-066] . p0610 A81-47616
The relation between aircraft fuel reserves and
navigation
p0612 A81-47843
Eecommeuded short-term ATC improvements for
helicopters. Volume 3: Operational description
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Passive imagery navigation
[AD-A096245] . p0339 H81-21051
Dead' reckoner navigation project
. . p0372 H81-22010
Ah airborne programmable digital to video
converter interface and operation manual
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Tactical navigation system testing
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Flight testing and instrumentation of aircraft
navigation systems
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Systems integration of automatic flight control,
navigational calculations, and visual control
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The aircraft in the stratosphere effects on
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Aircraft pollution in the vicinity of airports
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Gas turbine engine emission abatement - Status and
needed advancements
p0237 A81-26015
Aircraft and air pollution
p0288 A81-28698
Environmental aspects of aircraft emissions - A
review and current assessment
p0290 A81-29056
Fuel jettisoning by U.S. Air Force aircraft.
Volume 1: Summary and analysis
[AD-A089010] p0032 H81-10580
Fuel jettisoning by U.S. Air Force aircraft.
Volume 2: Fuel d u m p listings
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USAF Aircraft Engine emission goals, a critical
review
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The implications of alternative aviation fuels on
airbase air quality
[AD-A090283] . p0087 H81-12652
Studying the exhaust gas from a post combustion
turbojet engine
p0089 H81-12996
Exhaust emissions characteristics and variability
for Pratt and ihitney JT8D-7A gas turbine
engines subjected to major overhaul and repair
[AD-A091011] p0094 N81-13062
The BAPS (Regional Air Pollution Study) helicopter
air pollution measurement program, St. Louis,
Missouri
[EB80-213119] p0096 N81-13555
AIB QOALITI
The influence of aircraft operations on air
quality at airports
P0553 A81-44074
The implications of alternative aviation fuels on
airbase air. guality
[AD-A090283] .p0087 H81-12652
Impact of aircraft emissions on air quality in the
vicinity of airports. Volume 2: An updated
model assessment of aircraft generated air
pollution at LAX, JFK and OBD
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Impact of aircraft emissions on air quality in the
vicinity of airports. Volume 1: Eecent airport
measurement programs, data analyses, and
submodel development
[AD-A089962] p0201 N81-16628
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Tabulations of ambient ozone data obtained by GASP
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[NASA-TB-81528] p0096 H81-13568
Analysis of atmospheric ozone levels at commercial
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1976 - 1977 Global Atmospheric Sampling
Program
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CF6-50 engine emissions testing with traverse probe
[AD-A102159] p0600 881-31218
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Fighter fire ccntrcl regnirements for air battles
of the future
p0326 A81-30348
Hazioum infornaticn trajectory for an air to air
missile intercept
[AD-A101497] p0585 881-30160
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KC-10A refueling boom control, system
p0322 481-30266
An investigation of safety hazards and reliability
problems in aerial refueling stores
[AD-A091788] p0127 B81-13938
Optimization of strategic airlift in flight
refueling
[AD-A101137] p0539 B81-28090
AIB TO AIB SOCKETS
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Flying-qualities criteria for wings-level-turn
maneuvering during an.air-to-ground weapon
delivery task .
[NASA-TM-81266] p0342 881-21083
AIB TRAFFIC
Traffic forecasting for the HBIA Hew Biyadh
International Airport
p0114 A81-18090
Hourly airport activity profiles: 30 Airports by
user, 3 airports by user and equipment type,
selected days in June, July and August, 1978
[AD-A089450] . p0024 H81-10031
Airport activity statistics of certificated route
air carriers, calendar year 1979
[AD-A089748] p0034 H81-11023
Airport and airspace delay model description
[AD-A090781] p0074 H81-12049
Collision avoidance systems. Citations from the
NTIS data base
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Transport jet aircraft noise abatement in foreign
countries: Grovth, structure, impact. Volume
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Transport jet aircraft noise abatement in foreign
countries: Grovth, structure, impact, volume
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Supersonic market and economic analyses
p0248 B81-18020
Conflict monitoring analysis of parallel route
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volume 1 .
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Aircraft operating efficiency on the North
Atlantic, a challenge for the 1980's
p0267 H81-19060
Evaluation of the visual acgnisition range of
en-route air traffic from cockpit observations
[DFVLB-BITT-80-14] p0332 H81-20058
The FAA plans and programs for the future airport
and air traffic control system
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Upgraded FAA Airfield Capacity Model. Volume 1:
Supplemental user's guide
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Upgraded FAA Airfield Capacity flodel. Volume 2:
Technical description of revisions
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The state of German involvement and future
possibilities in the development of the
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General aviation considerations on bad weather
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Th'e measurement of the air traffic controller
p0053 A81-13415
Evaluation of the potential format and content of
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Air-traffic police steer a new approach
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Improvements required in air traffic control to
meet increasing general aviation turbine powered
aircraft operations
[SAE PAPEB 800614] p0062 A81-15335
Aircraft collision avoidance and separation
assurance
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Discrete Address Beacon System - The obvious
alternative
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The evolution of operational systems approach
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The future ATC system as influenced by advanced
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Airspace analysis in airport system planning
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Canada's national aviation forecasting models
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[HASA-CB-152303-VOL-2-PT-1] p0270 881-19089
Jet-diffuser ejector - Attached nozzle design
[NASA-CB-152361] p0278 H81-19412
General aviation airplane fuel economy system model
p0372 N81-22011
Analysis of wind tunnel test results for a
9.39-per cent scale model of a VSTOL
fighter/attack aircraft. Volume 3: Effects of
configuration variations from baseline
[HASA-CB-152391-VOL-3] p0384 H81-23032
A look at NASA's Aircraft Energy Efficiency program
[PSAD-80-50] p0490 H81-26149
Flow control about an airborne laser turret
[AD-A100110] p0537 1181-28060
An engineering method for estimating the
lateral/directional characteristics of V/STOL
configurations in transition
[AD-A100386] p0540 H81-28103
Configuration aerodynamics
p0593 H81-31148
Stability and control characteristics of a
three-surface advanced fighter configuration at
angles of attack up to 45 deg conducted in
the Langley 16-foot transonic tunnel
[BASA-Tfl-83171] p0635 N81-33159
AIBCBAFI CCHSTBOCIIOH
D AIBCBAFT SIBDCTUBES
AIBCBAFT C01STBDCIIOH BATBBIALS
NT AIBFBABS MATERIALS
Acoustic structures titanium brazing method
for producing honeycomb structures for jet
engine noise reduction
pOOOl A81-1C272
A practical method for predicting flight-by-flight
crack growth in fighter type aircraft for damage
tolerance assessment
P0013 A81-11659
Electrical bonding in aircraft
p0057 A81-14264
Determination if fiber-optic immunity is adequate
for deployment in the V/STOL airframe to
compensate nonmetallic material LF transparency
p0057 A81-14265
Advanced materials for agricultural aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 800610] p0062 A81-15333
Thermal expansion molding process for aircraft
composite structures
[SAE PAPEB 800612] p0062 A81-15334
The contribution of structural testing to total
airworthiness
p0068 A81-16424
Prediction methods for fatigue crack growth in
aircraft material
p0118 A81-18777
High-solids coatings for exterior aircraft
p0169 A81-20861
Effect of gust load alleviation on fatigue and
crack growth in ALCLAD 2024-T3
p0172 A81-21739
Helicopter fatigue qualification
p0180 A81-22623
Progress in P/H superalloy and titanium for
aircraft applications
P0181 A81-22641
Graphite polyimide fabrication research for
supersonic cruise aircraft
P0182 A81-22665
Effects of commercial aircraft operating
environment on composite materials
p0182 A81-22681
The gnality of nonmetallic materials
p0238 A8"i-26244
The Hindecker Eagle - A new era in general
aviation aircraft manufacturing
p0240 A81-26747
Fatigue strength of certain materials used in
airframe construction glass-plastic
reinforced epoxy resin
p0285 481-28108
Belicopter blade reliability
P0287 A81-28474
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The use of carbon-reinforced plastic in the
constracticn of a deflector and a stabilizer
P0299 181-29310
Baterial shortages - Effect on the commercial
aircraft industry
[AIAA 61-0508] p0300 481-29386
Baterial shortages - Effect on the aircraft engine
industry
[AIAA 81-0509] p0301 A81-29387
Banafacturing cost/design guide /HC/DG/ for
netaliic and coaposite structores
[AIAA 81-0518] P0302 A81-29424
Aircraft applications of titanium - A review of
the past and potential for the future
[AIAA PAPEE 81-0893] p0362 481-32918
Advanced composites - Evolution of mannfactoring
technology
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0895] p0362 481-32920
Fast and future trends in structures and dynamics
of aircraft
[AIAA PAPBB 81-0896] p0362 A81-32921
flaterials and processes for aircraft environmental
controls in the 1990's
[SAE PAPEB 801181] p0401 481-34194
Advanced graphite conposites in the 757/767
[SAE PAPEB 801212] p0404 A81-34220
Design, fabrication and test of a complex
helicopter airframe section
[SAB PAPEB 801213] p0404 A81-34221
Belationship between creep characteristics and
fracture resistance under the combined effect of
fatigue and creep
p0414 A81-36474
The titaniUD industry and the fabrication of
semimanufactures for aeronautics
p0416 A81-36651
Industrial titanium alloys - Use and characteristics
p0416 A81-36653
The state of the technologies involved in the
zeroing of 146V titanium alloy
p0416 A81-36659
Fabrication problems related to the contamination
of titanium alloys
p0417 A81-36664
The present and future applications of titanium
alloys.- Airframes, helicopters, missiles
p0417 A81-36665
Efficient manufacturing procedures for the
production of helicopter rotor blades
[HBB-OD-312-80-OE] p0449 A81-37636
Hanufacturing technology for aircraft structural
components made of carbon-fiber reinforced
plastics
p0449 A81-37637
An investigation of the liguid impact properties
of a GFBP radome material
p0457 A61-38571
Kevlar - Thermophysical properties
[AIAA PAPEJ 81-1104] p0459 A81-39104
Firevorthiness cf transport aircraft interior
systems
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1142] p0459 A81-39131
Crack growth model for flight-type loading
p0460 A81-39247
Composite flight service evaluation program for
helicopters
[AHS 80-46] p0477 A81-40173
Composite helicopter rotor blades - Design,
development, and operational performance
p0481 481-40588
Structural applications for titanium castings
pOSIO 481-41637
Development in powder metallurgy /EH/ Ti6Al4T
technology for aircraft parts
p0511 481-41640
From sponge to powder alternatives in titanium
processing
p0511 A81-41647
Structural aspects in applications of adhesive
bonding
[FOK-BO-1238] p0514 A81-42139
On certification of composite structures for OSAF
aircraft
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1686] p0527 A81-43158
Fiber-reinforced composites - The future for
aeropropulsicn
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1713] p0527 A81-43164
Technology fcr rastproofing aircraft and helicopters
Bnssian book
p0529 A81-43520
Composites - A solution to aluminum honeycomt
maintenance costs —.- for aircraft structures
. . . . . p0529 A81-43606
S-3A composite spoilers service experience
p0529 A81-43615
Commercial composite component service experience
: —- in airplane structural design and
manufacturing
p0530 A81-43616
Bannfacture of cost-affordable high performance
titanium components for advanced Air Force systems
. . p0530 A81-43624
Development of graphite-epoxy covers for L-1011
advanced composite vertical fin
. - • ' : , p0530 A81-43627
Advanced composite'applications in BcDonnell
Dongals commercial transport aircraft
p0530 A81-43628
Graphite thermoplastic. IC-14 outboard elevator
. p0530 A81-43631 '
Advanced aluminum metallic materials and processes
for application to naval aircraft structures
' • ' . , - " p0531 A81-43637
A low-cost forward fairing for the. Bell long
Banger Helicopter
P0531 A81-43644
Hetallographic analysis techniques used during the
Cast Aluminum structures Technology /CAST/ program
microstructnre of aluminum cast alloy
p0531 A81-43650
High-char-forming composite laminates
p0532 A81-43652
Textile materials for commercial transportation
vehicles .passenger aircraft
p0532 A81-43653
flaterials and processes for a small remotely
piloted vehicle
p0532 A81-43663
Challenges in alloy design -. Titanium for the
aerospace industry
.p0553 A81-43998
Advanced ultrasonic testing of aerospace structures
P0557 A81-44329
Composite applications on Boeing commercial aircraft
p0557 A81-44341
EF-111A graphite/epoxy Horizontal Stabilizer
Trailing Edge
p0557 A81-44342
Future applications of adhesive bonding- in the
D.s. Air Force
p0558 A81-44378
Beview of Havy composite repair program
p0558 A81-4.4383
Advanced composite repair - Becent developments
and some problems
p0558 A81-44385
Skin-stabilized horizontal stabilizer for the T-38
aircraft
p0559 A81-44398
flanufactnring methods .for a composite main rotor .
blade for the YAH-64 helicopter
p0575 A81-46629
Development of composite material helicopter
structures
p0576 A81-46641
Ose of carbon composites in aircraft structures
p0577 A81-46813
Erosion strength of aircraft engine and power
plant parts Bussian book
p0578 A81-46848
Development of the carbon fiber-reinforced side
rudder for the Airbus
[DOLE PAFEB 81-055] p0607 A81-47551
Cost-effective mechanical property characterization
p0612 A81-47813
The Lear Fan 2100
p0625 A81-49975
Composite components on commercial aircraft
p0041 H81-11147
Air force applications and in-service experience
with composite structures
p0041 B81-11148
Cost/benefit analysis of advanced materials
technology candidates for the 1980's, part 2
[HASA-CB-165176] p0048 H81-11953
The changing scene of structural airworthiness
[AAAF-HT-79-24] p0077 H81-12076
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The development of the composite material engine
.nacelle
[AAAF-BT-79-38] p0083 H81-12180
Buckling of sandwich panels subjected to axial
compression, shear forces and lateral pressure.
Part 2: Analysis
[SAAB-TB-AE-72-PT-2] p0086 H81-12a65
Testimony of Janes J. Kramer, Associate
. Administrator for Aeronautics and Space
Technology, Hatioual aeronautics and Space
Administration, accompanied by John H. Enders,
Project Manager, Aviation Safety Technology
Office,' John A. Parker, Chemical Besearch
Projects Office, BASA-Ames Besearch Center, and
Demitrins A. Kourtides, Chemical Besearch
Projects Office, NASA-ABES Besearch Center
p0127 1181-13935
Testimony of Bichard U. Taylor, Vice President and
Special Assistant to the-President, and Eugene
A. Bara, Chief Engineer, Payloads Systems,
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company
p0127 881-13936
Testimony of a panel consisting of: lloyd E.
Frisbee, Vice President, Engineering and
Operations, lockheed California Company; lyle A.
Rright, Director, Powerplant Engineering,
Douglas Aircraft Company, accompanied by Doctor
H. C. schjelderup. Chief Technology Engineer,
Haterials and Process Engineering, and F. E.
Dnskin, Senior Design Engineer, Interiors
Engineering, Douglas Aircraft Company
p0127 H81-13937
Large-scale carhon finer tests
[BASA-TH-80218] p0198 881-16137
Current.and projected use of carbon composites in
Onited States aircraft
p0198 881-16145
The effect of the in-service environment on
composite materials (resume of the April 1980
Athens conference)
p0199 881-16146
Application of carbon fibre composites to military
aircraft structures
p'0199 N81-16147
BBC, lightning and BEBI-protection-new
requirements for approved specifications when
using CFBP
P0199 881-16152
The electrical effects cf joints and bonds in
carbon fiber composites
p0199 861-16153
Aircraft manufacturers approach to the
E.B.C./Avionics problems associated with the use
of composite materials
p0200 M81-16156
Electromagnetic integration of composite structure
in aircraft
P0200 H81-16159
Electromagnetic coupling to advanced composite
aircraft with application to trade-off and
specification determination
P0200 881-16166
Composite structural materials • aircraft
applications . . '
[NASA-CB-163946] : p0207 H81-17039
Evolution of oaterials and associated technologies
in the makeup of aerospace materials, part 1
[AAAF-BT-79-22-FT-1] p0209 881-17050
Evolution of materials and associated technologies
in the makeup of aerospace materials. Part 2:
Examples
[AAAP-BT-79-22-P1-2J p0209 881-17051
The impact of. materials technology and operational
constraints on the economics of cruise speed
selection
p0248 881-18021
Advanced fiber reinforced thermoplastic structures
[AD-A096759] p0377 881-22106
Theoretical and experimental studies of crack
propagation aircraft construction materials
[SHIAS-802-111-107] . . .p0437 861-24482
Fatigue analysis of composite materials using the
fail-safe concept
p0487 881-26131
An evaluation of fatigue procedures for UK
military helicopters . .
p0488 881-26133.
Composite structural materials
[HASA-CB-164634] p0541 881-26176
Cobalt: A vital element in the aircraft engine
industry
[HASA-Tfl-82662] p0551 881-29206
Carbon/graphite composite material study
[AB-3] p0585 881-30188
Carbon/graphite composite material study. 3:
Agency program activities. Bational Aeronautics
and Space Administration (8ASA)
p0585 881-30189
Conservation of Strategic Aerospace Haterials
(COSAB)
p0599 881-31208
Applications of composite materials for the
construction of military helicopters
' p0633 881-33147
AIBCBAFI COBTB01
SI BELICOP1EE COHTBOL
The all-electric aircraft
pOOOB A81-1U17
Improved flight control performance and failure
tolerance using modern control techniques
pOOOS A81-11619
DFVIB-dynamic model testing in wind tunnels for
active controls research
. . p0014 A81-11670
The possibility of improving the
lateral-directional characteristics of a
twin-engine aircraft by spoilers in the case of
sudden engine failure
p0049 A81-12967
Environmental control systems for executive jet
aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 800607] p0061 A81-15330
Inverse problems of controlled flight dynamics -
Longitudinal motion
. p0101 A81-16968
Principle 'for the design of hybrid control systems
for passenger transport systems
p0107 A81-17577
Modeling of the terminal area Air Traffic
Banagement and Control
p0114 A81-18085
Hodel-following system with assignable error
dynamics and its application to aircraft
p0116 A81-18577
System considerations in the implementation of
digital control
[AAS 80-032] p0120 A81-19375
A correlated random numbers generator and its use
to estimate false alarm rates of airplane sensor
failure detection algorithms
p0154 A81-20448
VTOl control for shipboard landing in high sea
states
p0155 A81-20471
Classical and modern control design of a
speed-hold system for a STOL airplane
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0017] . p0157 A81-20541
Bobnstness properties of a new mnltirate digital
control system
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0022] p0158 A81-20545
Aircraft lateral parameter estimation from flight
data with unsteady aerodynamic modelling
[AIAA FAPEB 81-0221] p0162 481-2C68<1
Singed strakes for enhanced maneuverability at
high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPEB 81-.0357] p0165 A81-20776
Bounds for the additional cost of near-optimal
controls
p0170 A81-21075
Airline navigation planning
p0174 A81-21966
A vehicle attitude control system forming the
error signal by way of the optimal rotation axis
p0224 A81-23732
On the application of self-adaptive flight control
system based on energy balance theory
p0224 A81-23733
Critical analysis and modern approaches to
integrated system aircraft
P0227 A81-24059
Active controls for civil aircraft .
p0228 A81-24070
Dynamics of longitudinal motion of a
variable-sveepback aeroplane vith a deformable
control system
p0231 A81-24722
Control design for reduction of aerodynamic tail
forces using quadratic synthesis
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p0240 A81-26610
The role of sinulation in automatic flight control
systems research
p0283 481-27891
Boll stabilization of flight vehicles by means of
rollerons •
p0290 £81-29016
Sensitivity redaction in aircraft control systeas
by doable Perfect Hodel following
p0299 A81-29205
Active control of forward swept wings with
divergence and flatter aeroelastic instabilities
[AIAA 81-0637] p0306 A81-29491
Driving dynamics of a high-speed
positive-displacenent fumj? and gas-turbine drive
during startup of flight vehicles
p0319 A81-30155
Avionics computer system support at Ogden ALC
p0320 481-30213
Design and developient of the control lavs for the
F-18 primary flight control systeo
p0320 A81-30245
1C-14 digital flight control experience
p0320 A81-30246
Flight control systeo design through constrained
output feedback
p0321 A81-30264
DAIS controls and displays - A systems approach to
avionics subsysten integration
p0325 A81-30336
Integrated displays and controls design factors
for the 1990's transport aircraft
p0325 A81-30338
B-52 offensive.Avionics System /OAS/ control and
display design, using a Eynanic Hockup
. . p0327 AS 1-30354
F/A-18 Hornet Crew Station
p0327 A81-30355
Control, navigation, and guidance of aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0659] p0362 A61-32910
Technology growth in nini-BPV systems
[AIAA PAPBB 81-0936] p0363 A81-32937
Generalized active control - Its potential and
directions of research
[AAAF PAPEE HT 80-29] p0369 A81-33928
Flight control systems go digital - Bore than a
binary mechanization of analog predecessors
[SAE PAPEB 801166] p0399 481-31181
Air combat advantages from reaction control systems
£SAE PAPEB 801177] p0400 A61-34190
Evolution of an optical control system for
aircraft hydraulics
[SAE PAPEB 801195] p0402 A81-34205
Integrated active controls impact on supersonic
cruise vehicle structural design
[SAE PAPEB 801210] p0404 A81-34218
Applications of dynamic stability parameters to
problems in aircraft dynamics
p0410 A81-35552
Wake vortex alleviation
[AIAA PAPEB 81-C798] p0412 A81-35723
Bind shear detection - Automatic alerting system
for airport applications
- . p0412 A81-35771
The problem of the minimum-time -turn of a
maneuverable aircraft.velocity vector to a
specified coarse angle
p0413 A81-36472
Versatile and economical real-time simulation for
digital flight ccntrcl systems
[AIAA 81-0974] p0415 A81-36563
Development of a generic airplane response
simulation .
[AIAA 81-0980] p0415 A81-36568
Finite-difference gradients versus
error-quadrature gradients in the solution of
parameterized optimal control problems ,
pO«21 A81-37568
Predictive steering contrcl of dirigibles using
the switching curve approach
[AIAA 61-1327] p0456 A81-38535
Quasi-hybrid airships
[AIAA 81-1333] p0456 A81-38538
Dynamics and contrcl of a Heavy lift Airship in
cross Hind hover
[AIAA 81-1334] p0456 A81-38539
Simulation of Heavy Lift Airship dynamics over
large ranges of incidence and speed
[AIAA 81-1335] p0457 A81-38540
Pole placement with output feedback
p0458 481-38899
!-wing stability and control development and wind
tunnel demonstration tests - Helicopter,
conversion, and fixed wing flight
[AHS 80-27] p0475 A81-40157
Effect of in-flight thrust reverser deployment on
"tactical aircraft stability and control
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1446] . p0504 A81-40879
An investigation of the recovery from an engine
failure in a twin engine augmentor wing aircraft
osing the NAE Airborne Simulator
p0509 A81-41199
Recommendations for the HASA Avionics program for
the 1980's
p0517 A81-42436
The indication of the characteristics of aircraft
controllability with prediction in dynamic
ergatic systems
p0517 A81-42603
The state of the art of general aviation
autopilots - Now and in the future
[SAE PAPEB 810582] p0520 A81-42744
Effects of wingtip modifications on handling
gualities of agricultural aircraft .
[SAE 2APEB 310606] p0522 481-42763
The technical and managerial challenge of
integrated flight/fire control
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1706] p0527 A81-43162
AFI1/F-16 advanced mnltimode control system design
for task-tailored operations
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1707] p0535 A81-43955
Precision flight path control in carrier landing
approach - A case for integrated system design
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1710.] p0535 A81-43956
Guidance and Control Conference, Albuquerque, NH,
August 19-21, 1981, Collection of Technical Papers
p0553 A81-44076
The improvement of aircraft specific range by
periodic control
[AIAA 81-1748] p0553 A81-44080
Effects of displacement and rate saturation on the
control of statically unstable aircraft
[AIAA 81-1752] p0554 A81-44082
A mode decomposition control logic for systen
performance enhancement
[AIAA 81-1753] p0554 A81-44083
Analysis of aircraft longitudinal handling qualities
[AIAA 81-1771] p0554 A81-44092
An analytical pilot rating method for highly
elastic aircraft
[AIAA 81-1772] p0554 A81-44093
Longitudinal equivalent systems analysis of Navy
tactical aircraft
[AIAA 81-1775] . p0554 A81-44094
Hultiobjective.insensitive design of airplane
control systems.with uncertain parameters
[AIAA 81-1818] p0555 461-44108
Control characteristics of a Buoyant Qnad-Botor
Besearcb Aircraft
[AIAA 81-1838] p0555 A81-44122
Bodern control synthesis applied to the .
longitudinal decoupled motion of an aircraft
[AIAA 81-1839] p0555 A81-44123
Closed-loop criteria for assessing
longitudinal-axis handling qualities of
transports in final approach
[AIAA 81-1773] ' p0556 A81-44133
Low-order approaches to high-order systems -
Problems and promises for analysis of
aircraft pitch dynamics
[AIAA 81-1774] . p0556 A81-44134
Flight test results for the 1-8 digital
fly-by-wire aircraft control sensor analytic •
redundancy management technique
[AIAA 81-1796] p0556 A81-44135
Equivalent system analysis of translation rate
command systems for hover and low speed flight
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1858] p0560 A81-44557
Data analysis for aircraft parameter estimates
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1864] p0560 A81-44561
Determination of model structure and parameters of
an airplane,from pre- and post-stall flight data
[AIAA PAPEB Sir 1866] p0560 A81-44562
A model-following, technique for insensitive
aircraft control systems
[AIAA PAPBB 81-1867] p0560 A81-44563
Time-constrained maximum-energy turns for
modern fighter aircraft
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[AIAA PASES 81-1886] p0561 A81-44578
Lateral-directional flying qualities of transport
aircraft
[AIAA PAPEH 81-1887] p0561 A81-44579
A unifying framework for longitudinal flying
qualities criteria
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1889] p0561 A81-44580
An investigation of the impact of aerodynamic lags
on dynamic flight characteristics
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1892] pOS61 481-44581
Practical solutions to the aircraft minimum fuel,
fixed-range, fixed time-cf-arrival trajectory
optimization problem
p0563 A81-45515
Pareto-optimal multi-objective design of airplane
control systems
P0563 481-45518
Optimal multirate flight control design
p0563 A81-45522
Adaptive mnltivariable aodel following for
aircraft control
p0564 A81-45540
SB-71 impressive in high-speed regime
p0565 A81-45747
A unified approach to the optimal design of
adaptive and gain scheduled controllers to
achieve minimum helicopter rotor vibration
p0573 A81-46619
Inverse problems cf guided-flight dynamics -
Longitudinal motion
p0577 A81-46749
Active gust- and maneuver load control concepts,
taking into account, as example, the Airbus
A300. I - Eesign of a controller in the temporal
domain for the alleviation of gust loads and the
control of the effectiveness for stochastic gusts
[DOLE PAPEB 81-065A] p0608 A81-47552
Active gust- and maneuver load reduction concepts;
taking into account, as an example, the Airbus
A300. II - Design of a controller for gust and
maneuver lead reduction in the frequency range
[DGLB PAPEE 81-OtSB] p0608 A81-47553
Estimation of kinetic quantities of flight
mechanics with a nonlinear observer
[DGLB PAPEE 81-0£7] p0608 A81-47562
Employment, of development simulation for the
realization of direct side force control in the
case of an attack aircraft
[DGLB PAPEE 81-063] • p0609 A81-47580
Ply-by-Hire Jaguar
p0614 A81-48064
Application of optimal control and estimation to
autopilot and autothrottle systems
p0615 A81-48371
Development considerations for real-time
aircraft/aviccic distributed computer control
systems
p0616 481-48376
The use of direct lift control of an aircraft in a
guided landing run
p0624 A81-49928
Parametric synthesis of an automatic system for
flight-vehicle stabilization
p0625 A81-49940
Realization of a method of extremal targeting in a
problem of aircraft landing control
p0625 481-49943
System simulation applied to the evaluation of
•displays for guidance and control
[DFVLB-HITT-79-10] p0028 H81-10064
Propulsion ccntrcls
p0079 H81-12095
Should ve attempt global (inlet engine airframe)
control design?
p0079 1181-12097
Simulation comparison cf a decoupled longitudinal
control system and a velocity vector control
wheel steering system during landings in wind
shear
[BASA-TP-1734] p0081 881-12109
Closed loop control systems: Aircraft. Citations
from the BUS data base
[PB80-813710] p0082 H81-12114
Landing flying qualities evaluation criteria for
augmented aircraft
[HASA-CB-163097] p0130 881-13969
Theoretical investigation cf the influence of
- spoiler dynamics on the handling qualities of an
aircraft with direct lift control
[DEVLB-FB-80-07] p0131 H81-13975
The effects of the direction of control loading on
a one-dimensional tracking task
[AD-A092459] p0197 881-16067
Analysis and modeling of information handling
tasks in supervisory control of advanced aircraft
[AD-A092906] p0211 H81-17061
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation OH-58C
helicopter configured with a mast mounted sight
[AD-A094172] p0252 B81-18052
Ground and flight test experience with a triple
redundant digital fly by wire control system
installed in S-BC aircraft
p0259 B81-19006
A brief analysis and its experiment of the
hydraulic-electric loading servosystem a
force simulator
[HASA-TH-76458] p0276 H81-19132
An.analytical study of the longitudinal response
of airplanes to positive wind shear
[SASA-TP-1765] p0335 881-20082
SBDS Technical Program document. Fiscal year
1981. Besearch and Development approved projects
[AD-A096293] p0339 881-21050
High frequency drive mechanism for an active
controls systems aircraft control surface
p0378 1181-22400
Comparison of selected lift and sideslip
characteristics of the Ayres Thrush S2B-800,
winglets off and winglets on, to full-scale
Hind-tunnel data
[HASA-CB-165710] p0423 881-24026
Velocity vector control system augmented with
direct lift control
[NASA-CASE-LAB-12268-1] p0433 B81-24106
Pitch attitude stabilization system utilizing
engine pressure ratio feedback signals
[SASA-CASB-LAB-12562-1] p0490 B81-26152
The 747 primary flight control systems reliability
and maintenance study
[BASA-CB-159010] p0498 H81-27116
Development of handling quality criteria for
aircraft with independent control of six degrees
of freedom
[AE-A100045] p0498 881-27117
Determination of low-speed longitudinal
maneuvering criteria for transport aircraft with
advanced flight control systems
[SLB-TB-79127-0] p0498 B81-27118
Handling qualities of large flexible aircraft
pOS38 881-28081
ISSIS: An integrated synergistic Synthesis System
[BASA-CB-159221] p0543 881-28783
Control augmentation for lateral control wheel
steering
[BASA-CB-164664] p0549 881-29132
Direct digital design method for reconfigurable
multivariable control laws for the A-7D Digital
2 aircraft
[AD-A10C794] p0549 881-29136
Learning guide for the terminal configured vehicle
advanced guidance and control system mode select
panel
£BASA-CB-165751] p0580 B81-30098
Control derivatives
P0592 881-31119
A model-following technigue for insensitive
aircraft control systems
p0600 881-31223
Phonological variants in medial stop consonants
under simulated operational environments:
Implications for voice activated controls in
aircraft
p0603 881-31452
Cost benefit and failure criticality analyses of
the Standard Avionics Integrated Control System
(SAICS) concept
[AD-A102197] p0629 881-32144
System identification for controlled aircraft
maximum likelihood estimates, parameter
identification
p0631 881-33132
Stability and control characteristics of a
three-surface advanced fighter configuration at
angles of attack up to 45 deq conducted in
the Langley 16-foot transonic tunnel
[BASi-TH-83171] p0635 881-33159
Propulsive lateral control nozzle
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at high angle of attack in a compressor test
facility
[ONEEA. IE HO. 1981-35] p0460 AE1-39238
Tests of air inlets at Beynolds numbers comparable
to flight in the OHBBA F1 and<S1HA wind tunnels
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1981-36 J p0460 A81-3S239
A theoretical and experimental study1of combustion
chambers with recirculation
[ONBBA, TP HO. 1981-39] p0460 461-39242
iiud-tunnel tests of engine-equipped models -
Comparison of two jet wash simulation methods
[ONEBA, TP HO. 1981-42] p0460 A81-39245
Optimization of aircraft propulsion
P0464 481-39697
propellers for economic flight at high speeds
p0464 A81-39698
The requirements for and evolution of a test rig
for exhaust gas recircnlation studies of V/STO1
aircraft
• p0469 481-40106
The development of a twin-tnrbofan V/STOL aircraft
[AHS 80-8] p0473 A81-40141
Development of small fuel efficient aircraft engines
[AHS 80-38] ' p0477 A81-4C167
Battle of the 15 tonne fans
P0480 A81-40457
Exploratory development program to improve
combustor'dome operating characteristics
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1351] p0501 A81-4C834
Improved combustor durability - Segmented approach
with advanced cooling techniques
[AIAi PAPEB 81-1354] pOSOl A81-40836
Processing for an improved impact resistant
composite blade I for turbofan aircraft engines
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1356] , p0501 A81-40838
Kulti-mission V/STOL with vectored thrust engines
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1363] p0502 481-40843
Becent developments in Baval aircraft jet engine
usage
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1366] p0502 A81-40846
The influence of blade wakes on the performance of
combustor pre-diffusers >
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1387] p0502 481-40856
Fuel character effects on the TF41 engine
combustion system '
[AIAA EAPEB 81-1391] p0503 A81-40858
Selected results from combustion research at the
Lewis Research Center
(AIAA PAPEB 81-1392] p0503 481-40859
Use of segmented mold process to produce large
snperalloy engine castings
[AIAA EAPEB 81-14'04] . p0503 A81-40861
Effect of oxygen addition of low pressure igniticn
performance of aero gas turbine engine at
simulated altitude facility
[ A I A A P4PEE 81-1471] p0505 A81-40891
Strong pressure waves in air-breathing engines
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1475] p0505 A81-40895
External burning propulsion analysis
[AIAA PAfEB 81-1477] pOSOS A81-4C897
HAPC gyroscopic moment test facility '
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1480] p0506 A81-409CO
Development of exhaust nozzle internal performance
prediction technigues for advanced aircraft
applications
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-1490] p0506 481-40908
Beliability assurance of electronic engine contrcls
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1499) p0506 A81-40911
Flight test of a full authority Digital Electronic
Engine Control system in an F-15 aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1501] p0507 A81-40912
JT9D performance deterioration results from a
simulated aerodynamic load test
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1588) p0507 A81-40963
Performance analysis of a family of planar pulse
generators
[AIAA PAPBB 81-1590) p0507 A81-40965
A compact installation for testing vectored-thrust
engines
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1592] p0508 A81-40967
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A. successful step toward an advanced supersonic
transport engine - Acoustic and emission results
from the Pratt and Khitney Aircraft Variable
Cycle Engine Program
[AIAA PAPBB 81-1593] . p0508 A81-40968
NASA VCB test bed engine aerodynamic perfornance
characteristics and test results
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1594] , pOSOS A81-4C969
Advanced supersonic transport propulsion and
configuration technology ioprovenents
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1595] . p0508 A81-40970
Turbine bypass engine - A new supersonic cruise.
propulsion .concept.
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1596]., , p05,08 A81-40971
The supersonic fan engine - An advanced concept in
• supersonic cruise (repulsion
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1599] p0508 A81-40973
Selection of turbine .parameters for steam-hydrogen
engine schemes
P0509 A81-41028
Theroodynamic comparison of the efficiencies of
semiclosed- and open-loop air cooling systems of
gas turbine engines
, . PP509 A81-41029
Excitation of surging type oscillations due to
aperiodic external effects ; io nultishafti
turbojet engines
. P0509 A81-41032
An experimental study cf heat transfer on turbine
rotor blades ,
P0509 A81-11033
Change of static pressure on the rotating blades
of an axial-flow compressor daring surging
p0509 A81-41039
Efficiency of cantilever compressor stator blades
. ; p0509 A81-41041
Effect of engine ncise en aircraft wing laminar
boundary-layer stability
P0510 A81-41255
High pressure fuel pumps - Their design and
evolution /The 13th J. D. North Memorial Lecture/
, .1 ' . . . P0513 A81-42052
The E3 com bustors - Status and challenges
. [AIAA PAPEB 81-1353] pOSIK A81-42176
F-16 variable-geometry inlet .design and performance
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1394] ' p0514 AS1-42184
AD approach to conformal inlet diffuser design for
integrated propulsion systems . .
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1395] p0514 A81-42185
Experimental investigation of a high-aspect-ratio
supersonic inlet -
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1397] . p0515 A81T42187
The use of engine operating experience in the
preliminary design of aircraft gas turbine
combustion systems
[AIAA. PAPEE 81-1399] p0515 A81-42189
Methodology for engine/aircraft selection with
life and utilization considerations
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1401] p0515 A81-42190
ATES activity and status at Detroit Diesel Allison
Advanced Technology Engine Studies
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1504].. . p0516 A81-42206
Application of the Seoi-Loof,thin shell element to
the analysis of aircraft engine structures
< P0518 A81-42704
Evaluation of multi-viscosity oils designed for
aircraft reciprocating engines
[SAE PAPEB 810572] . p0519,A81-42737
The new aviation multiviscosity oil, SAE 20H-50
for general aviation
[SAE PAPEB 810573] . p0519 A81-42738
Propeller performance and design as influenced by
. the installation
[SAE PAPEB 810602] p0521 A81r42759
Small turbofan engines - Their impact, on general
aviation aircraft
[SAE.PAPEB 810622] . . p0523 A81-42776
Full-scale study of the, cooling system
aerodynamics of an operating piston engine
installed in a light aircraft wing panel . .
[SAE PAPEB 810623]. . p0523 A81-42777
An overview of general aviation propulsion
research programs at HASA-Lewis Besearch Center
[SAE PAPEB 810624] p0523 A81-42778
Aerodynamic design data for a cruise-aatched high
performance single-engine airplane
[SAE PAPEB 810625] p0523 A81-42779
Fiber-reinforced composites - The future for
aeropropulsion
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1713] .
 P0527 A81-43164
Hydrogen fueled catalytic combustion for low
thrust expendable turbojet engine
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1715] p0527 A81-43165
Turboprop engine propulsion-for the 1990 "s
(AIAA PAPEB 81-1648] P°5?3 A81-43935
Investigation of influences on the definition of
engine usage for future systems
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1652] p0533 A81-43938
The influence of aircraft operations on air
guality at airports
p0553 A81-44074
The new generation of tnrbosbaft and turboprop
engines
p0560 A81-44473
Numerical and classical analysis of V/STOL
aircraft using selected propulsion systems
[AIAA IAPEB 81-1676] p0563 A81-44898
Aerodynamic integration of externally mounted
engines on a long-range bomber
. [AIAA PAPEB 81-1693] p0563 A81-44899
Progress toward a long-range propulsion plan
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1503] p0566 A81-45891
The predictability of turbine vane convection heat
transfer
[AIAA IAPEB 81-1435] p0566 A81-45892
Design of fault tolerant electronic engine controls
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1496] . p0566 A81-45894
BE.199 - Compact Tornado power
P0567 A81-46334
Erosion strength of aircraft engine and power
plant parts Bussian book
. p0578 A81-46848
Analytical and computer-aided design of automated
systems <for the testing of aircraft engines ^—
Bussian book
«p0578. A81-46850
Computer-aided investigation of turbomachine <
aerodynamics and aeroelasticity
p0613 A81-47962
Stability analysis of the twin mode model of
coupled flexion-torsion vibrations in aeroengine
fans
p0613 A81-47966
Damping applications in aero-propulsion systems
p0613 A81-47999
A technigue for the implementation of nonlinear
models as real-time digital simulations with
application to aircraft turbine engine design
p0615 A81-48333
Engine regnirements for the T-37 trainer aircraft
- A simulation study and analysis
p0616 A81-46379
Engine noise source breakdown - Theory, simulation
and results
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2040] p0619 A81-48620
Turbomachinery noise studies of the AiBesearch
QCGAT engine with inflow control acoustic
performance
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2049] p0619 A81-46621
Tie effect of vane-frame design on rotor-stator
interaction noise
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2034] p0619 A81-48627
Assessment of inflow control structure
effectiveness and design system development
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2048] p0620 A81-48637
Hixer nozzle aeroacoustic characteristics for the
• energy efficient engine
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1994] p0621 A81-48639
High bypass ratio engine noise component
separation by coherence technigue
[AIAA EAPEB 81-2054] p0621 A81-48653
Propulsion energy for tomorrow's aviation
P0622 481-49161
Design of production processes for flight-vehicle
engines Bussian book
P0623 A61-49475
The effect of flight and the presence of an
airframe on engine exhaust noise
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2029] p0623 A81-4S727
The Lear Fan 2100
P0625 A81-49975
Graphite/polyimide augmentor and nozzle components
of advanced military gas turbine engines
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1358] p0625.A81-49976
Coaparisons .of four alternative powerplant types
for future general-aviation aircraft
[BASA-TH-81584] p0028 B81-10067
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Aircraft engine nacelle fire test simulator.
Volume 1: Technical
[AD-A089629] • p0030 881-10081
Summary of AGABD Lecture Series 107: The
Application of Design to Cost and Life Cycle
Cost to Aircraft Engines
p0047 881-11926
Cost/benefit analysis of advanced oaterials
technology candidates for the 1980's, part 2
'[HASA-CB-165176]
 t p0048 H81-11953
Synopsis on aircraft integrated data systems and
engine health monitoring and maintenance
[DFVLB-BITT-80-08] p0075 B81-12063
The design development and operation of gas
turbine radio telemetry systems
£EIB-00733] p0077 881-12082
Propulsion Controls, 1979 air breathing engine
control
[HASA-CP-2137] . p0078 881-12090
Shoald we attempt global (inlet engine airfraoe)
control design?
p0079 H81-12097
Boad map to adaptive optimal control jet
engine control
p0079 H81-12098
Propulsion control and control theory: A new
research focus
! pOOSO 881-12099
Engine identification fcr adaptive control
pOOBO 881-12100
Bnltivariable synthesis Kith transfer functions
applications to gas turbine engines
p O O S O N81-12102
Alternatives for jet engine control
p0080 881-12103
Hetallurgical aspects of materials processing and
manufacturing for aero-engine components gas
turbine engines
[PBB-90019] p0084 B81-12209
Advanced industrial gas turbine techclogy
readiness demonstration
[DOE/OB-05035/T1] p0085 881-12426
An evaluation of wind tunnel-test techniques for
aircraft nozzle afterbody testing at transonic
Bach numbers
[AD-A091775] . p0126 B81-13931
Advanced Technology Spark-Ignition Aircraft Piston
Engine Design Study
[BASA-CB-165162] p0130 881-13963
Prevention of spline wear by soft metallic coatings
aircraft engines
[AD-A091861] p0132 881-14064
Compressor configuration and design optimization
for the high reliability gas turbine
[DOE/ET-15425/T1 ] p0134 881-14327
The measurement of aero gas turbine noise
[PBB-90032] p0138 881-14795
Analysis of pressure spectra aeasureoents in a
ducted combustion system
tBASA-TH-81583] p0146 881-15768
High-speed cowlings, air inlets and outlets, and
internal-flow systems - - - - - - - - ,, ' —
p0185 881-15973
An overview of general aviation propulsion
research programs at HASA Lewis Besearch Center
[BASA-TB-81666] • p0195 881-16052
Experimental analysis of IBEP in a rotary
combustion engine
[BASA-TB-81662] p0195 881-16054
Propulsion system mathematical model for a
lift/cruise fan V/STOL .aircraft
[HASA-TH-81663] p0195. 881-16055
High temperature electronic requirements in
aeropropnlsion systems-
[BASA-TB-81682] p0201 881-16388
Bethodology for deteraining sampling intervals
[AD-A092591] p0202 881-16825
Turbine engine fault detection and isolation
program, phase 1. Volume 2: Begnirements
definition for an integrated engine monitoring
system
[AD-A093226] p0215 881-17088
Turbine engine fault detection and isolation
program, phase 1. Volume 1: Begnirements
definition for an integrated engine monitoring
system
[AD-A093225] p0215 881-17089
Centrifugal compressors for small aero and
automotive gas turbine engines .
p0220 881-17467
Light aircraft engines, the potential and problems
for use of automotive fuels. Phase 1:
Literature search
[AD-A094154] ' p0253 881-18057
Becent developments in'aircraft engine noise
reduction technology
1
 p0269 881-19072
General Aviation Turbine Engine (GATE) study
[HASA-CB-159482] p0274 H81-19117
Evaluation of powder coatings for application to
aircraft component parts
[AD-A094724] p0277 H81-19305
Seasons for low aerodynamic performance of
'13.5-centiaeter-tip-diameter aircraft engine
starter turbine
[SASA-TE-1810] p0334 H81-20076
An experimental investigation of the aerodynamics
and cooling of a horizontally-opposed air-cooled
aircraft engine installation
£8ASA-CB-3405] p0372 881-21015
Energy efficient engine flight propulsion system:
Aircraft/engine integration evaluation
[BASA-CB-159584] p0375 881-22051
Quiet Clean General Aviation Tnrbofan (QCGAT)
technology study, volume 1
[SASA-CB-164222] p0376 881-22052
HASA's aeronautics research and technology rase
[NASA-CB-164195] p0381 M81-22969
An analysis of opportunistic maintenance policy
for the P100PR100 aircraft engine
[AD-A097548] p0384 881-23025
Application of ion implantation for the
improvement of localized' corrosion resistance of
B50 steel bearings
£AD-A097230] p0393 881-23466
Structures, performance, benefit, cost study
gas turbine engines
£SASA-CB-165313] p0428 H81-24067
Turbine Engine Testing
[AGABD-CP-293] . p0429 H81-24071
Overview of all civil aviation engine
certification/demonstration regnirements and
rationale, i.e., FAA, CAA, etcetera
p0429 881-24072
Certification procedure for military engines in
Germany
p0429 881-24074
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company engine
procurement practices
p0429 881-21076
Propulsion system testing reguirements for a
commercial transport
• p0430 881-24077
Development of test reguirements for civil engines
p0430 N81-24079
Engine life development operating costs and
propulsion system performance
p0430 881-24081
Development of test reguirements for civil and
military auxiliary power units
,.-.. __ - . ,_ ... , pO«30 881-24083
Engine in-flight data collection and analysis in
United Kingdom aircraft
p0431 H81-24085
Derivation and correlation of accelerated mission
endurance testing
p0431 881-21088
Free-jet testing of poverplants for aircraft and
missiles
p0431 881-24089
Inlet-engine compatability testing techniques in
ground test facilities
p0431 881-24090
Performance assessment of an advanced reheated
turbo fan engine
p0432 881-24094
Flight tests of the engines of combat aircraft:
Validation methods used by CEV
p0432 881-24095
Full annular combnstor test facility for high
pressure/high temperature testing
p0432 H81-24097
Low pressure turbine testing
p0432 881-24098
Big investigation of a two stage single shaft low
cost turbine
p0432 B81-24099
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Prediction of future test Deeds, test facilities
and procedures
p0433 881-24104
Propulsion system study for Small Transport
iircraft Technology (STAT)
[NASA-CK-165330] p0442 N81-25078
High performance auxiliary power unit technology
demonstrator
[AD-A098618] p04«4 K81-25085
Reliability advancement for electronic engine
controllers, volume 1
£AD-A098623] pO«44 S81-25087
A look at NASA's Aircraft Energy Efficiency program
[PSAD-80-50] p0490 B81-26149
Microcomputer Applications in Poser and Propulsion
Systems
[ AGABD-lS-113] p0497 881-27103
Fault trees and system reliability analysis with
reference to the control of aircraft engines
p0498 881-27109
Prediction of .sound radiation from different
practical jet engine inlets
[BASA-CE-164620] pOSOO 881-27886
Aircraft energy efficiency. Overview
IHASA-FACTE-96/9-80] p0538 N81-28083
The E3 combustors: Status and challenges
energy efficient tnrbcfan engines
[HASA-TH-82684] p0539 881-28095
Study of an engine flow diverter system for a
large scale ejector powered aircraft model
[NASA-CH-166163] ' p'0540 881-28096
Fuel system testing and test instrumentation
HECA aircraft
p0544 H81-29076
Turbojet engine blade damping
. [NASA-CH-165U06] p0549 S81-29130
Cobalt: A vital element in the aircraft engine
industry
[NASA-TB-82662] p0551 H81-29206
Programmes for military engines with cost objectives
aircraft engines
[PKE-90058] p0583 H81-30133
Fiber optics for aircraft engine/inlet control
£NASA~TB-82654] p0597 881-31190
Aircraft Engine Diagnostics '
fNASA-CP-2190] p0597 H81-31196
CF 6 engine diagnostics
p0597 K81-31197
CF6 high pressure compressor and turbine clearance
evaluations
p0598 N81-31198
JT9D jet engine diagnostics program
p0598 S81-31199
JI8D engine performance retention
p0598 881-31200
Performance retention of the BB211 cowerplant in
service
p0598 881-31201
Performance deterioration: An airline perspective
p0598 881-31202
The nature of operating flight loads and their
effect on propulsion system structures
P0599 S81-31207
Conservation of Strategic Aerospace Materials
(COSAB)
p0599 H81-31208
Engine condition monitoring: CE6 family 60's
through the 80's
p0600 B81-31215
An overview of SAE ABP 1587: Aircraft gas turbine
engine monitoring system guide
p0600 B81-31217
Unsteady swirling flows in gas turbines
aircraft engines and aeroacoustics
[AD-A102852] p0629 B81-32150
Hulti-mission STOV1 with vectored thrust engines
p0633 861-33149
Noise suppression characteristics of peripherally
segmented duct liners*
{HASA-TP-1904] p0641 H81-33946
AIRCRAFT EQUIPMBHT
NT AJECBAFT HICEADLIC SYSTEMS ' .
»T AIBCBAFT USES
HI EJECTION SEATS . ,
HI FLYING EJECTION SJATS
8T TEBCOM
The design of bloning-ccoled aircraft electrical
machines
p0002 A81-10474
A design guide for lightning protection of aircraft
p0056 181-14259
A fault tolerant Multiprocessor system with
reconfiguration suitable for mnltiazial -flight
stabilization and trimming
p0118 481-19296
Solid-state power systea use expands
p0122 A81-19491
Measurement of radar in radio service aircraft
p0151 A81-20079
An inflatable seat for aircraft passengers
P0175 A81-22091
A versatile miniature solid state television
camera /CCD/
v pOISO A81-22620
Pulsed laser mapping system for light aircraft
p0223 A81-23671
Investigation of asynchronous motors with unstable
power-supply frequency for use on aircraft
p0281 A81-27364
Effect of the discharge circuit parameters on the
weight, dimensions, and energy characteristics
of the power supply source aircraft equipment
p0288 481-28574
Test stand-for the experimental study of auxiliary
power supplies •
p0319 A81-30153
Complex computation of flywheel power systems for
flight vehicles
. p0319 181-30158
Digital computer simulation of generalized fault
conditions on aircraft electrical power systems
p0322 A81-30285
Computerized design and optimization of
self-contained airborne high power electrical
systems
; p0323 A81-30310
The DSAF Armament Division structural Dynamics lab '
p0347 A81-30689
Aircraft equipment /2nd revised and enlarged
edition/ Bussian book
p0355 A81-31823
Forward-looking infrared /FLIE/ sensor for
autonomous vehicles
p0357 A81-32490
Dynamics and calculations for an aircraft landing
gear pneumatic shock absorber system
p0417 A81-36718
Advanced generating system equipment for aircraft
p0420 A81-37414
Fiber optic system test results in a tactical
military aircraft ;
p0452 A81-37659
A -nonlinear propulsion system simulation technique
for piloted simulators
.I . • ' p0454 A81-38064
Aircraft radio systems —- Book
. p05.13 A81-41871
Hew roles for the F-15 eagle
p0518 A81-42629
Aircraft multi-bus electrical system using a
Hall-effect sensing device
,,[SAE PAPEB 810569] p0519 A81r42734
Atmospheric electricity hazards protection for
advanced technology flight vehicles
[AIAA PAPEG 81-1642] p0525 A81-43141
Ferranti mission managers
p0553 A81-44043
Electric installation work on aircraft Bussian
book
p0577 A81-46794
Analysis of the operation of air
tnrborefrigeration plants and their use 'for.
on-the-grouud air-conditioning of aircraft
p0614 A81-48196
Aircraft electricity and electronics /3rd edition/
Book
p0624 A81-49877
Head up displays. Citations from the
International Aerospace Abstracts data base -
[ HASA-CE-163656] p0026 K-il-10049
Aircraft hydraulic systems dynamic analysis.
Volume 6: steady state flow analysis SSFAB
computer-program technical description
.[AD-A089240] p0026 881-10055
A controlled evaluation .of the differences between
two approaches to reliability investnent screening
[AD-A087506] p0031 B81-10446
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Detecting the failure of aircraft sensors using
analytical redundancy
p0042 H81-11270
Transducer installation for the Sea King UK 50
matheaatical model validation flight tests
[AD-A089924] p0043 N81-11365
Balanced design: Hinimnm cost solution
p0047 H81-11919
Evaluation of a computer-generated perspective
tunnel display for flight path following
[BASA-TP-1736] p0129 H81-13958
Flight evaluation of the terminal guidance system
[HASA-CB-163859] p0142 881-14991
The state of the art of general aviation autopilots
[HASA-CB-159371] p0197 881-16066
Functional testing communication egnipment(avionics)
[AD-A092825] p0201 H81-16375
Airborne lightning warning systems: A survey
[AD-A095354] p0331 881-20045
Experiences uith a Flight Data Recording System
(FOBS) in a German Airforce fighter bomber wing
after field trials digital egnipment
p0382 H81-23009
Detection and location of faults in onboard
aircraft systems with the aid of the Automatic
Fault Identification System (AFIS)
p0383 881-23022
Development cf maintenance HBTBICS to forecast
resource demands of weapon systems (parameter
polarization), revision A
[AD-A097692] p0392 881-23325
Tactical miniature crystal oscillator
[AD-A098490] p0440 881-25058
Vibration test level criteria for aircraft egnipment
[AD-A098675] p0442 881-25070
Cooling system for high speed aircraft
[BASA-CASE-LAB-12406-1] pO«85 881-26111
Investigation of low level aircraft nonavionic
nonlinear interference
[AD-A098784] p0491 881-26349
Power system ccntrcl study. Phase 1: Integrated
control technigues. Phase 2: Detail design and
system modeling
[AD-A099894] p0497 881-27100
Application of an in-line contamination monitoring
unit to the ABT-64 Hydraulic Test Stand
[AD-A100696] p0550 881-29140
Computer analysis of 400 HZ Aircraft electrical
generator test data
[AD-A100785] p0552 881-29354
Dynamic simulation of airborne high power systems
[AD-A101316] p0552 881-29362
xHigh impulse gun airborne demonstration. GAO-13/A
weapon, feed system, gun drive and electronic
controls
[AD-A101698] p0582 881-30120
High speed multiplex bus protocol study
[AD-A102113] p0597 881-31191
Cost benefit and failure criticality analyses of
the Standard Avionics Integrated Control System(SAICS) concept
[AD-A102197] p0629 B81-32144
Hind tunnel testing of a windshield material or
supersonic aircraft
[AD-A103383] p0635 881-33163
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The problem cf hoar-frost formation in aircraft
fuel tanks
p0319 481-30159
The F-16 Halen tank inerting system
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1638] p0525 181-13138
The relation between aircraft fuel reserves and
navigation
p0612 A81-47843
numerical simulation of hydrodynamic raa for
aircraft fuel tanks
p0615 A81-48351
Engineering and development program plan aircraft
crashworthiness
[AD-A089431] p0023 H81-10022
Evaluation of explosafe. Explosion suppression
system for aircraft fuel tank protection
[AD-A093125] p0209 H81-17047
Impact of changing fuel characteristics on
supersonic cruise airplane
p0248 881-18018
A look at HASA's Aircraft Energy Efficiency program
[PSAD-80-50] p0334 881-20077
Fuel system testing and test instrumentation
HBCA aircraft
p0544 881-29076
AIBCBAF? FOBIS
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Advanced fael system technology for utilizing
broadened property aircraft fuels
p0007 A81-11612
ECS integration for fuel efficient/low life cycle
cost design Environmental Control Systems in
aircraft
p0015 A81-11676
Computerized flight management for fuel saving
p0018 A81-12349
Evolutions in business jet fuel systems as seen in
the Falcon Jet series
[SAE FAPEB 800621] p0062 481-15339
Formation of solid phase during the heating of jet
fuels
p0103 A81-17372
Fuel consumption aspects of some noise abatement
procedures
p0154 481-20350
Integration of fuel conservative procedures in the
high density terminal area
p0155 A81-20468
Drag reduction - Jet breakup correlation with
• kerosene-based additives
p0225 A81-23923
Design for snpercommuters
p0227 A81-24048
Environmental chemistry and management of hydrazine
p0240 A81-26770
Environmental aspects of aircraft emissions - A
review and current assessment
p0290 481-29056
Impacts of broadened-specification fuels on
aircraft turbine engine combnstors
[ASBE PAPEB 81-GT-2] p0310 A81-29927
A OK view on future fuels for aircraft
[ASHE PAPEB 81-GT-87] p0314 A81-29994
Airborne method to minimize fuel with fixed
tioe-of-arrival constraints
p0351 A81-31297
Fuel conservation integrated into airline economics
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0831] p0368 A81-33884
Improved components for engine fuel savings
[SAE PAPEB 801116] p0395 A81-34152
Some advantages of methane in an aircraft gas
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AXBCBAFX LADBCBIHG DEVICES
F/A-18's landing, launch and recovery system
p0005 A81-11244
F/A-18A Initial Sea Trials
P0458 A81-38857
ilBCBAFT HAIBTBBAHCB
Productivity - The challenge of aircraft and
engine maintenance
p0102 A81-17045
Issues regarding Army tnrboshaft engines
diagnostics and condition monitoring
p0105 A81-17514
New HOT techniques used for aircraft maintenance
p0153 A81-20168
Designing the Hornet fox improved B and H
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0230] p0162 A81-20688
OBLA - An assessment of risks Optimum Bepair
Level Analysis
p0229 A81-24257
Determination of aircraft structural inspection
intervals
p0230 A81-24285
The maintenance of the Airbus from the user's
point of view
p0287 A81-28470
Contribution to the improvement of the classical
method of maintenance of aeroengines
p0290 A81-29055
Improved jet engine maintenance through automated
vibration diagnostic systems .
[ASBE PAPEE 81-GT-62] p0313 A81-29972
Commercial engine logistics cost projections - A
dynamic and flexible approach
[ASHE PAPEB 81-G1-114] p0315 A81-30018
Simulation techniques fox nev generation aircraft
maintenance training devices
p0324 A81-30331
Logistics support of avicnic software stored or
erasable programmable read only memory
p0327 A81-30356
Maintenance tomorrow and the day after of
wide-bodied transport aircraft
p0367 A81-33790
Airliner maintenance for fuel efficiency
[AIAA P&PEB 81-0787] p0367 A81-33877
Maintenance program analysis for aircraft
structures of the 80's - HSG-3
• [SAE PAPEB 801214] p0404 A81-34222
Application of BFBP Crack Catching to flirage III
aircraft
P0481 A61-40S86
Advanced composite structure repair
p0481 A81-40595
Composites - A solution to aluminum honeycomb
maintenance costs for aircraft 'structures
p0529 A81-43606
S-3A composite spellers service experience
• p0529.A81-43615
A-7 composite outer wing service experience
P0530 A81-43617
Development of repair procedures for
graphite/epoxy structures on commercial transports
P0531. A81-43645
Haintenance and repair of advanced composite
structure
p0558 A81-44382
Beview of Bavy composite repair program
p0558 A81-44383
Composite repair concepts for depot level use
p0558 A81-44384
Advanced composite repair - Eecent developments
and some problems
p0558 A81-44385
Advanced structural repair for lower cost
p0558 A81-44393
Bepair of adhesive bonded structure on commercial
aircraft
' p0559 A81-44394
Development of large-area damage repair procedures
fox the F-14A horizontal stabilizer. Phase I -
Bepair development
p0559 A81-44395
Bonhoneycomb composite skin stabilization - A
solution to high costs of maintenance
p0559 A81-44396
SB-71 imposes harden on maintenance units
p0565 A81-4J748
The roles of airline engineering and maintenance ~
in 1981 summary for 26 January 1981
conference of ATLAS group
p0565 A81-45755
BH-65A Dolphin engine condition monitoring system
p0575 A81-46636
Reliability and maintainability evaluation of
rotor systems
p0576 A81-46645
Simulation model to evaluate maintenance
, strategies for large network of fielded systems
. p0613 A81-48009
F-100s set to become target drones
p0614 A81-48067
Engine requirements for the T-37 trainer aircraft
- A simulation study and analysis
p0616 A81-48379
Compatibility of aircraft operational fluids with
a graphite/epoxy composite: Development of an
exterior coating system and remover
[AD-A090049] . p0039 N81-11120
Beliability-centered maintenance
p0047 H81-11917
Impact of maintainability of life cycle costs
p0047 H81-11921
Naval aircraft operating and support
cost-estimating model: FY78 revision
[AD-A090044] p0071 H81-12013
Aircraft maintenance. Citations from the
International Aerospace Abstracts data base
tHaiS/PS-79/0859/3] p0125 N81-13917
Feasibility evaluation of advanced multifregnency
eddy current technology for use in naval air
maintenance environment
[AD-A093314] p0220 B81-17476
Application of scheduling heuristics on the
aircraft maintenance depot
[AD-A094815] p0261 B81-19015
Uses of AIDS data in airlines engine maintenance
p0328 B81-20016
Concept, definition: Retirement for cause of F-100
rotor components
[AD-A095584] p0335 N81-20080
Development of maintenance metrics to forecast
resource demands of weapon systems. Analysis
and evaluation,•revision A '
[AD-A096688] p0381 B81-22971
Development of maintenance metrics to forecast
resource demands of weapon system. Haintenance
metrics and weightings, revision A
[AD-A096689] '. p0381 B81-22972
Development of maintenance metrics to forecast
resource demands of weapon systems. Analysis
and results of metrics and weightings, revision A
[AD-A096690] p0381 H81-22973
Aircraft modification management evaluation
[AD-A096458] 'p0381 B81-22974
Structural design of BFBP patches for Hiraqe wing
repair
[AD-A097195] . . .p0384 B81-23024
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An analysis of opportunistic maintenance policy
for the F100PI100 aircraft engine
[AD-A097548] p0384 H81-23025
F-16 integrated logistics support: Still ti»e to
consider econoaical alternatives
[PB81-137473] p0389 H81-23079
Weapons system support resources demand parameters
- logistics
[AD-A097517] p0394 881-23937
Helicopter transaission qualification procedures
and tests
p0433 B81-24101
Operational and support costs of the Bavy's F/A-18
can be substantially reduced
[PB81-160814] p0487 B81-2612S
PACEB LIHE: An environnental corrcsion severity
classification systei, part 1
[AD-A100496] p0539 881-28089
Actual versus simulated egnipnent for aircraft
maintenance training: Cost implications of the
incremental versus the unique device
[AD-A102388] p0590 881-3110*1
Estimating aircraft depot maintenance costs
[AD-A103623] p0631 1181-33133
A study of the factors affecting productivity at
the Baval Air Be work facilities
[AD-A103783] p0631 881-33131
A prescriptive model for resource allocation at
the intermediate level engine facility
[AD-A103785] p0632 B81-33135
Development of maintenance metrics to forecast
resource demands of weapcn systems
[AD-A104089] p0632 881-33136
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Piloted simulation studies of helicopter agility
p0003 A81-10767
Hnltivariable aircraft control by manoeuvre
commands - An application to air-to-ground gunnery
[OBEfiA, TP BO. 1980-127] p0009 A81-11623
Initial experience with methods to evaluate flight
test characteristics with operational flight
maneuvers
p0017 A81-11782
Boll and spin measurements in the low speed wind
tunnel at Braunschweig
p0065 481-15701
The effect of aerodynamic coupling on the dynaiics
of aircraft in fast rolling motion •
p010<l A81-17471
Drag reduction through formation flight
[DOLE PAPEE 80-106] p0120 A81-19393
Planning for and evaluating the potential of a
land based aircraft for carrier operations
p0122 A81-19470
Bev techniques for the'moncpnlse-radar tracking of
high-maneuverability aircraft
p0153 A81-20102
Bobust antoregressive models for predicting
aircraft motion from noisy data
p0155 A81-20473
Control strategy for tracking a'manenverable model
[AIAA PAPEE 81-OC89] p0160 A61-20593
Bounds for the additional cost of near-optimal
controls
p0170 481-21075
Transonic maneuver/cruise airfoil design employing
active diffusion control
p0239 A81-26511
Evaluation of the effect of actuator time lag en
the minimna contiol power of a VTOL aircraft
p0319 481-30160
Avionics computer system support at Ogden ALC
p0320 A81-30243
BAPIDLOADS - A preliminary design loads prediction
technique for aircraft
[SAVE PAPEE 1366] p0353 A81-31388
HiBAT systems development results and projections
[SAE PAPEB 801175] p O O O O 461-34188
Air combat advantages from reaction control systems
[SAE PAPEB 801177] p0400 A81-34190
U.S. Havy/DSAF development of Tactical Aircrew
Combat Training System/Air Combat Banuevering
Instrumentation /TACSS/ACHI/
[SAE PAPEB 801183] p0401 481-34196
Energy maneuverability displays for air combat
training
[SAE PAPEB 801185] p0401 481-34198
The problem cf the minimum-time turn of a
manenverable aircraft velocity vector to a
specified course angle
p0413 A81-36472
Effect of acceleration switching during INS
in-flight alignment
p0458 A81-38897
'Load snubbing1 - A solution to the problem cf
terrain flying with external cargo
[AHS 80-32] p0476 A81-40162
Aiming computation for fighter weapon aiming system
p0480 A81-40448
TELS - A facility to observe the effect of
•simulated flight maneuver loads on turbine engines
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1591] p0508 A81-40966
1QG controls for highly manenverable aircraft
Linear quadratic Gaussian
(AIAA PAPEB 81-1709] p0527 481-43163
Kinematic properties of rotary-wing and tiled-wing
aircraft in steady coordinated high-g turns
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1855] p0560 A81-44554
Time-constrained maximum-energy turns for
modern fighter aircraft
[AIAA IAPEE 81-1886] p0561 A81-44578
Influence of sideslip on the kinematics of the
helicopter in steady coordinated turns
p0576 A81-46644
Active gust- and maneuver load control concepts,
taking into account, as example, the Airbus
A300. I - Design of a controller in the temporal
domain for the alleviation of gust loads and the
control of the effectiveness for stochastic gusts
[DGLB F4PEE 81-065A] p0608 A81-47552
Active gust- and maneuver load reduction concepts,
taking into account, as an example, the Airbus
A300. II - Design of a controller for gust and
maneuver load reduction in the frequency range
[DGLB PAPEB 81-065B] p0608 A81-47553
A multivariate approach to handling gualities
rating scale development
[AD-A08982S] p0037 881-11047
Plight test handbook: Flying gualities theory and
flight test techniques
[AD-A090525] p0076 881-12073
Helicopter In-flight Validation System (HELITALS)
[AD-A091129] p0092 H81-13050
Pseudosteady-state analysis of nonlinear aircraft
maneuvers
[BASA-TP-1758] p0094 881-13065
Haneuvering aircraft: Boise pollution and
control. Citations from the BUS data base
(PB80-815566J p0135 881-14525
Energy maneuverability display for the Air Combat
Haneuvering Bauge/Tactical Training System
(ACHB/IACTS)
[AD-A092974] p0208 B81-17041
.Evaluation of AFIT/F-16 restraint concepts in the
+ or - 2Gy environment
[AD-A094323] ' p0249 881-18034
Time-constrained maximum-energy turns
[AD-A094733] p0273 881-19107
A computer technique for detailed analysis of
mission radius and maneuverability
characteristics of fighter aircraft
[HASA-TP-1837] p0329 B81-20026
Optimum maneuvers of supersonic aircraft, volumes
1 and 2
p0332 881-20060
Application of a performance modeling technique to
an airplane with variable sweep wings
[8ASA-TP-1855] p0426 B81-24048
Validation study of the V/STOL aerodynamics and
stability and control manual
[AD-A099236] p0486 B81-26119
Quantifying reactive maneuvers
[AD-A101136] p0539 B81-28091
Investigation of high-angle-of-attack
maneuver-limiting factors. Part 1: Analysis
and sinulation —— r-4J and P-14A aircraft
[AD-A101646] p0581 881-30113
Investigation of high-angle-of-attack
maneuver-limiting factors. Part 2: Piloted
simulation assessment of Bihrle departure'criteria
[AD-A101647] p0581 881-30114
Investigation of high-angle-of-attack
maneuver-limit ing factors. Part 3: Appendices,
aerodynamic models
[AD-A101648] p0581 B81-3C115
Statistical review of counting accelerometer data
for Bavy and Harine fleet aircraft from 1
January 1962 to 31 December 1980
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[AD-A102495] p0596 H81-31187
Transition and conversion trio-maps for the AV-8A
VIOL aircraft
[AD-A102155] p0596 B81-31188
Captive aircraft testing at high angles of attack
[AD-A103108] p0628 H81-32140
Development of an aircraft maneuver load spectrum
based on 7GU data
[AD-A102750] p0628 B81-32142
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Model tests for an active rotor isolation system
[BBB-278-79-0] p0018 A81-12095
Testing model rotorcraft for overwater operations
p0111 A8.1-18058
High-level languages in affordable aircraft
simulators
p015t A81-20418
A new concept for dynaiic stability testing
for aircraft model in orbital path
[AIAA PAPEE 81-0158] p0161 A81-20638
Aircraft lateral parameter estimation froo flight
data with unsteady aerodynamic modelling
[AIAA PAPEE 81-0221] . p0162 A81-20684
Response characteristics of a linear rotorcraft
vibration model
[AIAA 81-0616] p0305 A81-29477
Estimation of dynaoic stability parameters fron
drop model flight tests
'p0410 A81-35551
Some characteristics of aircraft motion at large
angles of attack
pOint A81-36473
Twin-rotor patrol airship flying model
[AIAA 81-1312] pOU56 A81-38529
Co-axial rotor aerodynaiics in hover
p0465 A81-39899
On the use of approximate models in helicopter
flight mechanics
pOi»71 A81-40122
Identification of a linear model of rotor-fuselage
dynamics f rcm nonlinear simulation data
pOU72 A81-40125
The experimental and analytical definition of
helicopter modeling effects
[AHS 80-4] p0473 A81-40139
Engine duty cycle estimation for conceptual design
aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1368] p0514 A81-42179
Analytical techniques for the analysis of
stall/spin flight test data
[SAE PAPEB 810599] p0521 A81-42756
Modelling of gusts and Hind shear for aircraft
assessment and certification
p0528 A81-43376
Airborne antenna pattern calculations
p0532 A81-43708
Spin research on a tvin-engine aircraft
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1667] p0534 A81-43943
Determination of model structure and parameters of
an airplane from pre- and post-stall flight data
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1866] p0560 A81-44562
Design and construction of a model vhich is
. dynamically similar to the A310 wing
[DGLB PAPEE 81-035] p0608 A81-47556
Model design and instrumentation for intermittent
cryogenic Hind tunnels
p0037 B81-11058
Botary balance data for a single engine general
aviation design having a high aspect-ratio
canard for an angle-of-attack range of 30 deg to
90 deg
[HASA-CB-3170] p0090 H81-13022
Laboratory studies of flight mechanics using
catapult launched models
[AAAF-NT-80-15] p0210 H81-17055
AIBCL: A programned system for generating DC
tapes for airplane models. - User's manual
' [HASA-CB-165687] . p0340 881-21058
Onpowered aerodynamic characteristics of a
15-percent scale model of a twin-engine commuter
. aircraft
[HASA-TH-81284] p0537 B81-28055
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Prediction of changes in aircraft noise exposure
p0017 A81-11820
Community response to noise fron a general
aviation airport
p0017 A81-11821
The status of rotor noise technology
. p0019 A81-12737
Simple method for prediction of aircraft noise
contours
pOOSO A81-13217
Influence of boundary-layer suction on the
emission spectrum on a thin plate performing
oscillations under the action of pressure
pulsations in aircraft noise reduction
p0054 A81-13573
The federal role in airport noise control planning
p0113 A81-18073
The sonic boom from an aircraft flying along an
arbitrary path in a stratified atmosphere in the
presence of a three-component wind
p0123 481-19636
Symposium oh Internal Noise in Helicopters,
University of Southampton, Southampton, England,
July 17-20, 1979, Proceedings
p0150 A81-20051
US Army working group on aircraft noise
p0150 A81-20053
An overview of the research conducted in
Aerospatiale on internal noise
p0150 A81-20054
Helicopter internal noise - An overview
p0150 A81-20055
Gear unit noise and transmission errors
helicopter system
p0150 A81-20060
Development and application of an analytical
netbod for predicting helicopter transmission
noise
p0150 A81-20062
Modelling techniques for the reduction of noise
and vibration in gearboxes
p0151 A81-20063
Sandwich structures with high transmission loss
p0151 A81-20069
Gearbox isolation for reducing gear tooth noise in
single rotor helicopter
P0151 A81-20073
Sound sources in aerodynamics - Fact and fiction
[AIAA E4PEB 81-0056] p0159 A81-20570
Acoustics of rotors utilizing circulation control
[AIAA PAPEE 81-0092] p0160 A81-20596
A general mapping procedure for variable area duct
acoustics
(AIAA FAPEE 81-0094] p0160 A81-20597
Convective amplification of gas turbine engine
internal noise sources
p0171 A81-21595
Noise from gas turbine combustors
p0236 A81-26008
Influence of boundary-layer suction on the
' spectrum of radiation from a thin plate
vibrating under the action of pressure
fluctuations in aircraft noise reduction
p0238 A81-26137
Attenuation of propeller related vibration and noise
[AIAA 81-0521] p0303 A81-29442
Improvement of the imaging of moving acoustic
sources by the knowledge of their motion
[OHEBA, IP HO. 1981-17] p0359 A81-32534
Federal policies affecting airport noise
compatibility programs
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0829] ' p0367 A81-33879
Broadband helicopter rotor noise
[AAAF PAPEB HT 80-58] p0370 A81-33949
Acoustic performance evaluation of an advanced
Ofl-1 helicopter main rotor system
[AHS PAPEB 81-58] p0370 A81-33952
Trailing-edge airframe noise source studies on
aircraft wings
[AIAA PAPBB 80-0976] p0411 A81-35634
The influence of helicopter operating conditions
on rotor noise characteristics and measurement
repeatability
p0468 A81-40095
Beduction of helicopter noise by use of a gu^et
tail rotor
P0468 A81-40096
The dominant acoustic radiation surfaces of a
helicopter cabin
p0468 A81-40102
Seducing the cost impact of helicopter internal
- noise control
[AHS 80-59] . p0478 A81-40183
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& successful step toward an advanced supersonic
transport engine - Acoustic and emission results
fron the Pratt and Hhitney Aircraft Variable
Cycle Engine Program
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1593] pOSOS A81-10968
Aerodynamic and acoustic behavior of a IP-12 inlet
at static conditions
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1597] pOSOS A81-40972
Strategies for aircraft interior noise redaction
in existing and future propeller aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 810560] p0518 481-12726
Summary of typical parameters.,that affect sound
transoissicn through general aviation aircraft
structures
£SAE PAPEB 810562] pOSIS 481-12728
Boise and performance of general aviation aircraft
- A review of the HIT stud;
[SAE PAPEB 810586] p0520 481-02747
Helicopter noise - Is technology the answer
[SAE PAPEB 810591] p0520 481-12750
The effect of proplets and bi-blades on the
performance and noise.of propellers
[SAE PAPEB 810600] p0521 481-12757
A prediction procedure for propeller aircraft
flyover noise based en empirical data
[SAE PAPEB 810604] p0521 A81-42761
Avco Lycoming's ALE 502 high.bypass fan engine
[SAE PAPEB 810618] p0523 A81-42773
Advanced turboprop cargo aircraft systems study
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1684] p0526 481-43156
Aircraft noise control in the 1980's
p0567 A81-46352
EPA proposed national strategy for further
reduction of aviation noise
P0567 A81-46353
Airport noise control in the 1980s - FAA's plans
and policies
P0568 A81-46355
Bemaining problems in the prediction, measurement,
evaluation, and control of aircraft noise
P0568 481-46356
Investigation of the physical working environment
for cabin attendants within Scandinavian
Airlines System /SAS/ noise conditions and
aircraft vibration
p0568 A81-46351
Model for airport noise exposure on a national
basis - 1960 to 2000
p0568 A81-46363
Plans for control of the noise exposure produced
by military aircraft in the 1980's - Aircraft
noise
p0568 A81-46364
Noise control at general aviation airports
p0569 A81-46366
Airport noise contour predictions - Improving
their accuracy
p0569 A81-46367
Airbase induced community noise - facilitating the
military/civil interface
p0569 A81-46368
Optimizing complex runway use programs for airfbrt
noise abatement
p0569 A81-46369
Aircraft noise and land use compatibility tradeoff
analyses
p0569 A81-46370
Optimization of takeoff flight paths with respect
to FAB Part 36 noise using dynamic programming .
p0569 481-16371
Airport Noise Control and Land Ose Compatibility
Studies A D.S. case
p0570 A81-46372
A long range research programme of noise abatement
at the airport of Beograd and its practical
results
p0570 A81-46373
A program to support the full utilization of data
from existing social surveys of environmental
noise
p0570 A81-46374
Noise reduction test facilities at Douglas Aircraft
p0570 A81-46375
Aircraft noise identification system - Application
for inflight position detector
P0570 A81-46376
The inpact and future direction of aircraft noise
certification • •
p0570 A81-46377
Helicopter manufacturers economic impact
assessment of FAA proposed helicopter
certification noise rules /NPBB 79-13/
p0576 A81-46647
Procedure for evaluation of engine isolators for
reduced structure-borne interior noise
transmission[AIAA FAPEB 81-1970] p0618 A81-48608
Theoretical and experimental evaluation of
transmission loss of cylinders[ A I A A PAPEB 81-1971] p0618 481-46612
Tip geometry effects on the model helicopter rotor
low freguency broadband noise[AIAA fAPEE 81-2003] p0619 A81-48615
Flight test of the 747-JT9D for airframe andjet-flap interaction noise(AIAA CAPEB 81-2037] p0620 A81-48629
Comparison of predicted engine core noise with
current and proposed aircraft noise
certification requirements
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2053] p0620 A81-48635
A novel airborne technique for free-field
measurements of aircraft noise above the flight
path with application to noise-shielding studies[AIAA PAPEE 81-2028] p0621 A81-48647
Investigation of performance, noise and
detectability characteristics of small-scale
remotely piloted vehicle /EPV/ propellers
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2005] p0624 A81-49732
Survey population response to airplane noise, part 1[BASA-TB-75790] p0031 H81-1C576
Airport noise. Citations from the HTIS data base[PB80-813231] p0088 N81-12667
Transonic rotor noise - theoretical and
experimental comparisons[AD-A090806] pOOSS N81-12824
Spectral analysis of nbnstationary random
processes. Application to noise of flyover tyre[ESA-TT-639] p0088 H81-12826
Noise levels and data correction analysis for
seven general aviation propeller aircraft[AD-A091292] p0096 B81-13717
Correction procedures for aircraft noise data.
Volume 3: Filter effects[AD-A091016] p0096 N81-13719
Correction procedures for aircraft noise data.
Volume 5: Propeller aircraft noise[AD-A091017] p0096 N81-13720
Maneuvering aircraft: Boise pollution and
control.' Citations from the NTIS data base[PB80-815566] p0135 N81-14525
Assessment of ground effects on the propagation of
aircraft noise: The T-38A flight experiment[NASA-TP-1747] p0137 081-14788
The rating of helicopter noise: Development of a
proposed impulse correction[HEL-AC-93] p0138 H81-14792
The annoyance caused by noise around airports[HASA-TB-75784] p0146 S81-15579
Aircraft annoyance evaluations using field and
laboratory simulation techniques
[DTIAS-248] p0146 H81-15580
The need for airport noise monitoring systems.
Their uses, and value in promoting civil aviation[AD-A092240] p0201 H81-16627
A guidance document on airport noise control
[AD-A092228] p0202 B81-16629
Evaluation of alternative procedures for
atmospheric absorption adjustments during noise
certification. Volume 3: Tables of atmospheric
absorption losses aircraft noise[AD-A093144] p0221 881-17848
NOISECBECK procedures for measuring noise exposure
from aircraft operations[AD-A093948] p0221 B81-17849
Helicopter noise contour development techniques
and directivity analysis[AD-A093426] p0221 H81-17851
Correlation of helicopter noise levels with
physical and performance characteristics[AD-A093428] p0221 H81-17852
Evaluation of alternative procedures for
atmospheric absorption adjustments during noise
certification. Volume 2: Computer program
[AD-A093267] p0221 H81-17853
HASA progress in aircraft noise prediction
P0269 B81-19074
Study of an experimental probe for the measurement
of the acoustic pressure inside an air flow
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[ESA-TT-633] p0344 B81-21340
Handbook of aircraft noise metrics ' ' '
£BASA-CB-3406] p0345 181-21871
Subjective field study of response to impulsive
helicopter noise
(HASA-TP-1833] p0345 H81-21873
Sources, control, and effects of nci'se from
aircraft propellers and rotors
[HASA-Tfl-81971] p0345 881-21904
Annoyance caused by light aircraft noise'
[HASA-TH-76533] p0379 881-22589
The annoyance caused by airplane noise in the
vicinity of Orly Airport and the reaction of
neighboring residents
[NASA-TH-76575] p0379 B81-22590
The effect of airplane noise on the inhabitants of
areas near Okecie Airport in iarsav[NASA-TM-75879] p03.79 B81-22593
The relationship between noise and annoyance
around Orly
£BASA-Ta-76573] p0379 1181-22594
Airframe noise of a small model transport aircraft
and scaling effects Boeing 747
[NASA-IP-1858] p0380 1181-22832
The propeller tip vortex. A possible contributor
to aircraft cabin noise
[HASA-TH-81768J p0380 H81-22838
An airport community noise-impact assessment model
[HASA-TM-80198] p0393 H81-23713
Continued research on selected parameters to
minimize community annoyance from airplane noise
[NASA-CB-164299] pO«38 1181-24602
Temporal integration in lov frequency auditory
detection
fAD-A098161] p0438 881-24862
Acoustic facilities for human factors research at
NASA Langley Research Center: Description and
operational capabilities
[BASA-TM-81975] p0446 B81-25765
Engine isolation for structural-rorne interior
noise reduction in a general aviation aircraft[HASA-CB-3427] ' p0446 H81-25766
Additional ncise data on the SB-3 propeller
[HASA-TH-81736] p0447 S81-25767
Noise and performance cf propellers for light
aircraft
£NASA-CB-165732] pOt91 B81-26845
Effect of aircraft noise on the equilibrium of
airport residents: longitudinal study around
Boissy, phase 3
[HASA-TH-75906] p0499 1181-27692
Aviation noise overload in the immediate proximity
of the Harsaw-Ckecie airport'
[NASA-TM-75892] pOSOO H81-27883
The background and bases for the proposed military
standard on acoustical ncise limits in helicopters[AO-A099814] pOSOO 881-27890
Nature of the annoyance and noise annoyance
relation around airports
[NASi-TH-75873] p0542 881-28606
Incidences from modifications of the computational
methods of the psophic index
£NASA-TH-76577J p0542 H81-28608
Evaluation of the disturbance caused by aircraft
noise by opinion surveys
(NASA-TH-76579J * p0542 H8T-28610
Noise suppression methods for robust speech
processing
[AD-A100629] p0551 1181-29323
Helicopter ncise exposure level data: Variations
'vith test target. Indicated airspeed, distance,
main rotor ECU and takeoff power
[AD-A100691] . P0552 881-29661
Conounity reaction to impulse noise: Initial Army
survey
[AD-A101674] p0588 1181-30659
Hoise abatement technology options for
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next generation
p0470 881-10113
Ten years activit; in the area of flight control
for helicopters at night and in bad weather
[DGLB PAPEB 81-064] p0611 481-17620
Definition of the problems associated Kith air
traffic control of closely spaced helicopter
traffic performing decelerated instrument
approaches
[AD-A094073] p0251 881-18042
Controls and displays for all-weather operation of
helicopters
p0633 N81-33145
ALL-iBATHBB LAHDIHG SYSTEBS
General aviation considerations on bad veather
approaches at' regional airports
p0052 681-13315
Flight instrumentation requirements for
all-weather approach and landing
p0111 481-18059
ALLOYS
HI ALOHIBUH ALLOYS
HI BEARING ALLCYS
HT CABBCB STEELS
HI C4ST ALLOYS
HT CHBOBIUH STEELS
HT COBALT ALLOYS
HT HEAT EESISTAHT 4LLOYS
BT HIGH STBENGIH ALLOYS
HT HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
HT HAGBESIUH ALLOYS
HT BABAGING STEELS
HT NICKEL ALLOYS
HT QOATEBBABY ALLOYS
HT BEHE 77
HT STEELS
HT TITABIDB ALLOYS
HT VANAOIDB ALLOYS
ALBOCABTAB
D ELEVATION' ANGLE
ALPHA JET AIBCBAF1
Planning for and evaluating the potential of a
land based aircraft for carrier operations
p0122 A81-19470
Experioental-prograime - Transonic ving-TST
p0457 A81-38804
Bev structural technologies for future fighters
p0458 A81-38805
Employment of development simulaticn for the
realization of direct side force control in the
case of an attack aircraft[DGLB PAPEB 81-063] p0609 481-47580
Alignment of a navigation and attack system for
the alpha jet aircraft
p0544 H81-29070
ALIBBASIOB
0 BBVISIOHS
ALTEBHAIIHG COBBBBT
Brushless cryogenic ac motors
P0002 A81-10468
ALTBBBATIHG COBBBNT GBBEBATOBS
D AC GENBBATOBS
ALTEBBAIOBS (GESEBAtOBS)
0 AC GEBEBATOBS
ALTIBBTBBS
BT LASEB ALTIBETEBS .
BT BADIO ALTIBETEBS
Measurement of aircraft speed and altitude Book
p0357 A81-32401
Hoi) a pilot looks at altitude
p0265 N81-19047
ALTITODB
BT FLIGHT ALTI1DDE
BT HIGH ALTITUDE
BT LOB ALTITUDE
ALTIXODB TESTS
HT HIGH ALTITOCE TESTS
F100 mnltivariable contrcl synthesis program: A
review of full scale engine altitude tests
F100 engine
p0079 B81-12093
ALOBIBIZIBG
0 ALOBIBOB COAJIHGS
Alumina
Cast Aluminum Structures Technology (CAST) .
Technology transfer (phase 6)
CAD-A087492] p0030 H81-10152
Lightning protection considerations for
graphite/epoxy aircraft structure
p0040 N81-11142
ALDBIBOB ALLOYS
Flight simulation environmental fatigue crack
propagation in 2024-T3 and 7475-T761 aluminium
p0013 A81-11657
Prediction methods for fatigue crack growth in
aircraft material
p0118 A81-18777
Effect of gust load alleviation on fatigue and
crack growth in ALCLAD 2024-T3
p0172 A81-21739
Ductile fracture mechanic assessments of
2219-T851. 2024-13 and 7075-T6 aluminum alloys
p0180 481-22628
Comparison of 2024 and 7475 aluminum alloy sheet
for tension-critical aircraft structures
p0232 A81-24942
Tensile stress/strain characterization of
non-linear materials
p0348 481-30915
Thermomechanical behavior of a mechanically
alloyed 41-4.OHg powder alloy
p0409 181-34851
Selection of notch geometry and notching technique
for studying the fracture toughness of materials
and full-scale structures of 41 alloys
p0516 481-42356
Advanced aluminum metallic materials and processes
for application to naval aircraft structures
p0531 A81-43637
Hetallographic analysis techniques used during the
Cast Aluminum Structures Technology /CAST/ program
microstructure of aluminum cast alloy
p0531 A81-43650
Flight simulation environmental fatigue crack
propagation in 2024-T3 and 7475-T761 aluminum
wing panels for transport aircraft
[NLB-BP-80003-0] p0043 B81-11415
Developments in aircraft structural materials
(NLB-aP-79042-0] p0077-B81-12081
Flight simulation environmental fatigue crack
propagation in 2024-13 and 7475-T761 aluminum
{HLB-HP-80003-0] p0086 B81-12477
Tension induced in the cables inside closed aetal
structures and in carbon epoxy submitted to a
lightning-type impulse current
p0200 B81-16158
Flaae tube and ballistic evaluation of Bxplosafe
aluminum foil for aircraft fuel tank explosion
protection suppressing combustion overpressure
tAD-A093542] - p0208 881-17046
Design and fabrication of a stringer stiffened
discrete-tube actively cooled panel for 'a
hypersonic aircraft
tHASA-CB-3403] p0279 881-19484
Effects of geometric variables on rub
characteristics of Ti-6Al-4V
(HASA-TP-1835] p0336 H81-20245
Service evaluation of aluminum-brazed titanium
(ABTi) aircraft structures
[HASA-CB-3418] p0378 B81-22129
Fatigue life variability in aluminum alloy
aircraft structures
[AD-A097198] p0391 B81-23249
Fatigue properties of adhesive-bonded laminated
sheet material of aluminum alloys
fVTH-LB-276] p0542 B81-28489
Fatigue crack growth in 7475-T7651 material under
flight simulation loading. Information from a
Douglas report effect of transport/bonier
loads spectrum on crack growth
[VTH-H-392] . p0542 H81-28493
ALOBIBOB BOBOB COBPOSITBS
Boron aluminum blades and vanes
[AIAA PAPBB 81-1359) p0502 A81-40840
Fabrication process developnent of boron/aluainuD"
fan blades for high bypass engines
[NASA-CB-165252] p0442 B81-25076
ALDHIBOH COAIIBGS
Mechanical properties of aluminum coatings on •
heat-resistant steels
P0355 A81-31668
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SUBJECT IHDBI AH6LB OF ATTACK
& process for .protecting gas turbine blade cooling
passages against degradation
p0622 481-49209
:
 Aluminized coding study for retrofitting
in-service slide aaterials
[AD-A094170] \ . p0255 H£1-18201
ALOBIIOH COSPOOBDS
Turbine airfoil coating refurbishment
[AIHE PAEBB F79-10] •> p0059 A81-14770
ABBII .
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ABBOHITIOI
High impulse gun airborne demonstration. GAO-13/A
weapon, feed system, gun drive and electronic
controls
[AD-A101698] p0582 B81-30120
ABPHIBIOOS AIBCBAF1
The aerodynamics of.airfoil boats
P0065 A81-15705
ABPHIBIOOS WEHIC1BS
HI AHPHIBIODS AIBCBAFT .
Soviet military air cushion vehicles - Mechanized
amphibious assault
p0577 A81-46714
Heave instabilities of amphibious air cushion
suspension systems
[DTIAS-216] . p0144 H81-15156
ABPLIFICATIOH
RT SOOHD AHPLIFICATICH
ABCLIFIBB DESIGB
An Z-band power GaAs FET amplifier for ailitary
avionics radar applications
p0350 481-31122
AHPUFIBBS
HT FLUID AflPLIFIEBS
NT BICBOBAVE AHPLIFIEBS
HT POBEB ABPLIFIEBS
HT THANSISTOB AHPIIFIEBS
AHPLITODB BODOLATIOH
Investigation of Hilcoz model 585B very high
frequency omnidirectional radio range system,
part 2
[AD-A099525] p0494 B81-27073
AHALOG COHEOIEBS
A digital-analog hybrid system and its application
to the automatic flight control system
simulation research
[HASA-T8-76457] p0377 881-22060
AHA10G SIHOLAIICH
From the civil component program 'HAS1:
Fundamentals of engine simulation, using
turbopowered simulator (TPS) technology in wind
tunnel tests
[BHFT-FB-H-80-030] p0541 H81-28111
AHALOG TO DIGITAL COHVBBTBBS
Discrete Address' Beacon System (DABS) receiver and
Air Traffic Control Badar Beacon System (ATCBBS)
and DABS processor subsystem tests
[AD-A094124] . p0250 H81-18037
AHALISIS (HATHEHAIICS)
HT APPBOZIHATICH
HT COHPOTATIOBAL FLOID DIHAHICS
HT COHFOBBAL BAPPIHG
HT DELTA FOHCTIOH
HT DIFFEBERCE BQOATICBS
HT DIFFEBEBTIAL BQOATIOHS
HT EBBOB AHALISIS
HT EZPOHEBTIAL FOHCTIOHS
HT EXTHEHDH VALUES
HT FACTORIALS
HT FIHITE DIFFIBEHCE TBEOBI
HT FIHITE BLEHEHT BETBOD
HT FOOBIEB AHALISIS
HT FODBIEB SBBIES
HT FODBIEB TBAHSFOBBATICH
HT FOHCTIOHAL AHALISIS
HT GBEEB FOHCTICH
HT HABBOHIC AHALISIS
HT IBTEGBAL EQOATIOHS
BT EEBHEL FOHCTICHS
HT LEAST SQUABES BET HOD
HT LIHEAB EQOA1IOHS
HT BEAH SQOABE TALOIS
BT BOHTE CABLO BETBOD
HT HEOBAHH PBOELEB
HT BEBTOH-BAPHSOH BETBOD
HT BCHHOLOBOMC EQOATIOHS
HT BOHLIHEAB ECOATIOHS
HT HOBEBICAL AHALISIS
HT HOBEBICAL DIFFEBENTIATIOH
HT HOHEBICAL IHTEGBATIOH
HT PADE AFPBOXIHATIOH
HT PABABOLIC DIFFEBEHTIAL EQOATIOHS
HT PABTIAL DIFFEBEHTIAL EQOATIOHS
HT SIHGOLAB IHTEGBAL EQUATIONS
HT VECTOB ANALISIS
HT VOBTICITI
HT WEIGHTING FOHCTIOHS
Onsteady three-dimensional subsonic flow in a
solid propellant rocket motor including the
effect of motor rotation
p0095 H81-13085
AHALI2BBS
HT EBGIHE AHALIZEBS
AHATOHI
HT LIBBS (ABATOBI)
ABECBOIC CBAHBEBS
Effects of blade-vane ratio and rotor-stator '
spacing on fan noise with forward velocity
[AIAA PAPEE 81-2032] p0620 A81-48628
Evaluation of BF anechoic chamber fire protection
systems
[AD-A092478] ' p0197 N81-16070
An experimental investigation of a large delta P
settling chamber for a supersonic pilot guiet ' -
tunnel
[HASA-CB-3436] p0434 H81-24112
AHEBOHETBBS
NT LASEB ANEHOHETEBS
A low-level wind shear detection system
p0223 A81-23514
AHEHOBBTBI
0 TEIOCITI HEASOBEBEHT
AHGLE OF ATTACK
Dynamic stability parameters at high angles of
attack
p0009 A81-11624
Beview of numerical methods for the problem of the
supersonic flow around bodies at angle of attack
p0011 A81-11639
Optimum subsonic, high-angle-of-attack nacelles
p0012 A81-11646,
Laminar boundary layer on swept-back wings of '*
infinite span at an angle of attack
p0107 A81-17656*
Characteristics of the velocity field near a
wing-body combination located at an angle of
attack to an oncoming supersonic flow
p0119 A81-19337
Hypersonic gas flow over a delta wing
p0123 A81-1S632
Angle of attack - Its measurement and usage. I
p0149 A81-19799
Delta 'canard configuration at high angle of attack
p0154 A81-20351
Laser measurement of angle of attack on
wind-tunnel models
p0154 A81-20419
Experimental study of the influence of supports on
the aerodynamic loads on an ogive cylinder at '
high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0007] p0156 A81-205311
Bing-alone aerodynamic characteristics at high
angles of attack
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0008] p0157 A81-205321
Hinged strakes for enhanced maneuverability at
high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPEE 81-0357] p0165 A81-20776,
An approximate analytical method for vortex-lift '
and centre of pressure on the slender wing
p0223 A81-23726
Slightly blunted cone in a supersonic flow at
angle of attack
p0225 A81-23908
Investigation of instantaneous distortions in air
intakes at high angles of attack
[AAAF PAPEB HT 80-38] p0369 A81-33931
Some characteristics of aircraft motion at large
angles of attack
p0414 A81-36473'
An apparatus for the simulation of an air intake
at high angle of attack in a compressor test
facility
[CHEBA, TP HO. 1981-35] p0460 A81-39238
Stability characteristics of a forward swept wing
aircraft at high angles of attack
[AIAA EAPEE 81-1884] p0561 A81-44576
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Stability of aircraft notion in critical cases
EAIAA PAPBB 81-1885] p0561 A81-44577
Influence of sideslip on the kinematics of tie
helicopter in stead; coordinated tarns
pOS76 481-46644
Lou-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a 13
percent thick median speed airfoil designed for
general.aviation applications
[NASA-TP-1198] p0071 H81-12015
Experimental and theoretical aerodynamic
characteristics of two hypersonic cruise
aircraft concepts at Bach numbers of 2.96, 3.96,
and 4.63
[HASi-TP-1767] p0072 H81-12021
Dynamic response of a forward-svept-wing model at
angles of attack up to 15 deg at a Bach number
of 0.8 Langley transonic dynamics tunnel tests
[BASa-TH-81863] p0085 1181-12448
Aerodynamic side-force alleviator means
[NASA-CASB-LAB-12326-1] p0139 H81-14968
Effects of angle of attack and ventral fin on
transonic flutter characteristics of an
arrow-wing configuration
[BASA-TH-81914] p0145 H81-15397
Dnsteady wakes downstrean from a profile '
oscillating in incidence aerodynanic flow
tests on helicopter rotor blade profiles
[AAAF-HT-80-10] p020« H81-16989
Calculation of airloads for a flexible wing via
BASTBAB
[AD-A094770] p0263 881-19031
Kinematic properties of the helicopter in
coordinated turns
[BASA-TP-1773] P0374 B81-22039
Rind tunnel corrections for high angle of attack
models
[AGABD-B-692] p0435 B81-24120
Canadian studies of wind tunnel corrections for
high angle of attack ncdels
P0435 H81-24121
A review of the wall pressure signature and other
tunnel constraint correction methods for high
angle-of-attack tests
p0435 B81-24122
Expected improvements on high angle of attack
model testing
p0436 881-24123
German activities on wind tunnel corrections
p0436 H81-24124
A review of research at BIB on wind-tunnel
corrections for high angle of attack models
P0436 B81-24125
A review of some investigations on wind tunnel
wall interference carried out in Sweden in
recent years
P0436 N81-24126
Bind tunnel corrections for high angles of attack:
A brief review of recent OK work
P0436 S81-24127
Strake/delta wing interactions at high angles of
attack
IBASA-CB-166183] p0483 B81-26072
IOB8ADO: Flight characteristics at high angles of
incidence
[UBB-FE-127/S/POB/23J p0495 B81-27085
fling-alone aerodynamic characteristics for high
angles of attack of supersonic speeds
[BASA-TP-1889] p0579 H81-30087
Investigation of high-angle-of-attack
maneuver-limiting factors. Part 1: Analysis
and simulation F-4J and F-14A aircraft
[AD-A101646] p0581 H81-30113
Investigation of high-angle-of-attack
maneuver-limiting factors. Part 2: Piloted
simulation assessment of Bihrle departure criteria
[ADTA101647] p0581 B81-30114
Investigation of high-angle-of-attack
maneuver-liiiting factors. Part 3: Appendices,
aerodynamic models
[AD-A101648] p0581 H81-30115
Estimation of dynamic stability parameters from
drop model flight tests
p0591 B81-31116
Basic studies of body vortices at high angles of
attack and supersonic speeds
[AD-A102241] p0594 B81-31154
ABGLBS (GEOHEIBT)
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BT ELETATIOB ABGLE
BT LEADING EDGE SHEEP ,
HT SHEEP ABGLE
Comparison of calculated and measured helicopter
rotor lateral flapping angles
p0357 A81-32018
AHGOLAB ACCBLEBATIOH
Calculated and experimental.data for a 118-mm bore
roller bearing to 3 million DB
[ASBE PAPEB 80-C2/LDB-14] p0117 A81-18668
Performance of computer-optimized tapered-roller
bearings t o 2 . 4 million D B . . .
[ASaE PAPEH 80-C2/LOB-18] p0117 A81-16672
Phase 2 and 3 wind tunnel tests of the J-97
powered, external augmeutor V/STOL model —
conducted in Ames 40- by 80-foot wind tunnel .
[BASA-CB-152380] p0483 B81-26076
AHGOLAB HOTIOB
0 ABGDLAB VELOCITI
ABGDLAB £BSOIOTIOI
Detection of target multiplicity using monopnlse
quadrature angle
p0360 A81-32696
KS-127A long range oblique reconnaissance camera
for BF-4 aircraft
p0462 A81-3S419
AHGOLAB VELOCITY
Choice of the optimal angular velocity of the •
twist of a flight vehicle
p0625 A81-49946
Performance verification of the snperjet laminar
angular rate sensor
[AD-A091089] p0091 B81-13040
ABIHALS
BI BIBDS
ABIOAIICI
D HOTICS
ABIOBS
Heasurement of canard wakes
(AD-A095063] p0263 B81-19029
Pneumatic boot for helicopter rotor deicing
p0267 B81-19059
ABISOTBOJIC PLA1ES
The effect of various factors on the .vibration
characteristics of composite blades of gas
turbine engines
P0524 A81-42793
ABBOLAB FLOi
Analysis of a reverse flow, annular combustion
chamber
p0294 A81-29081
Boll length of an annular underexpanded jet formed
by a sonic nozzle with cylindrical rod on its axis
p0309 A81-29867
Description of the warm core turbine facility and
the warm annular cascade facility recently
installed at BASA Lewis Besearch Center
[SAE IAPEB 801122] p0396 A81-34158
External burning propulsion analysis
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1477] p0505 A81-40897
ABBOLAB BOZZLES
Three dimensional flow in annular diffusers with
two vortex distributions at entry
p0297 A81-29112
Model aerodynamic test results for two variable
cycle engine coannular exhaust systems at
simulated takeoff and cruise conditions
Lewis 8 by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel tests
£BASA-CB-159818] p0093 B81-13057
ABBDLI
Shock associated noise reduction from
inverted-velocity-profile coannular jets
[BASA-CB-3454] p0589 B81-30908
AITABCIIC EBVIBOIflEHT
0 ICE EKVIBCBHBBTS
ABTEHBA ABBAIS
BT EBDFIBE ABBAIS
Excitation .of a circular array of cylinders vith
longitudinal slits in radio antennas
p0019 £81-12619
Increased target resolution and minor lobe
redaction with active group antennas
p0152 A81-20090
A 7.5 GBz microstrip phased array for
aircraft-to-satellite communication
p0562 461-44623
Hyperbolic origins of radio position-fixing
systems
p0612 A81-47842
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SOBJECS IHDEX 4PPBOACH COITEOL
Sioalation of Hicrowave landing Systeo
p0615 481-48368
ABTBBBA DBSIGB
Flight-vehicle antennas'/2nd revised and enlarged
edition/ Bussian hook
p0281 481-27534
Optimal tracking design and sinalation for a
nonopalse airboine radar system utilizing a
predicted dual team antenna design
p0323 481-30293
4n extremely lightweight fuselage-integrated
• phased array for airborne applications
p0348 481-30779
In pat impedance of a resonator-slot ring antenna
on a spherical layer for aircraft
p0420 481-37433
Antennas-avionics systems relationship
[S4E PAPEB 810579] p0519 481-42742
Hind loads fcr bar-trass structures
p0259 881-18997
ABTESHA FIELDS
0 ABTEBBA BADIATICB FATIIE8S
ABTBBB4 BADIATICH PMIEBSS
Excitation of a circular array of cylinders with
longitudinal slits in radio antennas
p0019 481-12619
Improvement of effective minor lobe behavior of
radar antennas through signal processing
p0152 481-20091
In-flight calibration of aircraft antenna
radiation patterns
p0173 481-21825
Airborne antenna pattern calculations
p0532 481-43708
Hyperbolic origins of radio position-fixing
systems
p0612 481-47842
4 simple radar for navigation accuracy measurenents
p0612 481-47844
Airborne antenna pattern code: User's manual
[AD-A092316] p0201 B81-16357
Diversity techniques for onnidirectional telemetry
coverage of the HiHAT research vehicle
[BASA-TP-1830] p0334 H81-20074
BLS: Airplane system modeling
[B4S4-CB-165700] p0386 B81-23059
Airborne antenna pattern calculations
[B4S4-CB-164350] p0437 B81-24321
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BT 4IBCB4FT AB1BBBAS
HI CYLIBDBJCAI AHIEBBAS
BT OBHIDIBECTIOBAL ABTEHHAS
BT B4DAB AB1ENBAS
BT B4DIO 4HTBHB4S
BT SATELLITE 4BIEBB4S
BT SLOT AHTEHHAS
BT SPACECBAFT ABTEBB4S
ABTZAIBCBAFI HISSILES
Bobast antoregressive models for predicting
aircraft motion frco noisy data
p0155 481-20473
ATTACK vs SCAB: 4 coapariEon of endgame aircraft
survivability computer programs •
[40-4097663] p0388 B81-23076
ABTIFBICTIOB BBABIBGS
ST BALL BEABIB6S
BT BOLLEB BEABIHGS
AITIICIB6 ADDITIVES
The problem cf hoar-frost formation in aircraft
fuel tanks
p0319 AE1-30159
JOB-IB ice phobic coating icing tests
[AD-A096361] • p0340 B81-21062
ABTIHISTIBG FDELS
Fundamental studies of antimisting fuels
[AIAA P4PBB 81-1422] pOSIS 481-42195
ABZIOXIDABTS
Composition of sludge formed in B-3V oil
p0103 481-17373
ABTISKID DEVICES
fieal-tiie microprocessor technology applied to
automatic braking systems
[SAE PAPEB 801194] p0402 A81-34204
Beview of antiskid and brake dynamics research
p0268 B81-19066
Eecent progress towards predicting aircraft ground
handling performance
[BASA-TH-81952] p0339 B81-21044
Behavior of aircraft antiskid braking systems on
dry-and net runway surfaces: Bydromechanically
controlled system
[B4SA-TP-1877] p0581 881-30112
ABSISOBHABIiB BABFABB AIBCBAFT
HT P-3 AIBCBAFT
BT Sti-3 BELICOETEB
ASH helicopter/sonar dynamics mathematical model
p0470 A81-40115
Design for maxinua effectiveness in the Havy role
p0634 B81-33154
ABIIIABK BISSILBS
BT TCi HISSILES
AFFUCATIOS
U OTILIZ4TICB
AFFLICATIOBS PBOGBABS (COHP01BBS)
The 8avy F4TE program Propulsion Automatic
lest Egoipment
[ASBE FAFBB 81-GT-189] p0317 481-30082
The Z8000 provides the basis for a powerful new
airborne computer
p0321 481-30252
AFFBOACB
BT AIBBCBSE BAEAB APPBOACB
81 IHS1BOBEBT APPBOACB
Flight investigation of a four-dimensional
terminal area guidance system for STOL aircraft
[8AS4-TH-81271] p0260 881-19014
Automated pilot advisory system test and
evaluation at Banassas flonicipal Airport
p0264 881-19040
A head-up display format for transport aircraft '
approach and landing
p0265 881-19043
An investigation of reports of Controlled Flight
Toward Terrain (CFTT)
[B4S4-CB-166230] p0546 881-29108
flinimum fuel horizontal flightpaths in the
terminal area
[BASA-TH-81313] p0549 881-29133
Takeoff and missed approach under the influence of
wind shear flight safety considerations
[TOBS/SFB-58-80-05-01] . p0628 881-32131
APPBOACH ABD LABDIBG TESTS (SIS)
Flight evaluation of stabilization and command
augmentation system concepts and cockpit
displays daring approach and landing of
povered-lift STOL aircraft
[BASA-TE-1551] p0037 881-11044
Comparison of theoretical predictions of orbiter
airloads with wind tunnel and flight test
results for a Bach number of 0.52
[MASA-TH-81358] p0387 881-23066
Analyses of shuttle orbiter approach and landing
conditions
[BASA-CB-163108] p0498 881-27113
AFFBOACH COBTBOL
BT BADAB AFFBOACH COBTBOL
The outfitting of regional airports in the future
with radio assistance for approach and landing,
with emphasis on landing site obstacles for
general aviation
p0051 A81-13313
Specifications for short instrument and precision
approach path trajectories
p0051 A81-13314
General aviation considerations on bad weather
approaches at regional airports
p0052 A81-13315
Flight instrumentation requirements for
all-weather approach and landing
p0111 A81-ie059
Airport visual approach, guidance and landing
systems - Airline pilots viewpoint
p0114 A81-18083
The importance of 'Interim Standard Hicrovave
Landing System' for small community airports
p0114 481-18087
Flight test evaluation of a digital controller
used in a VIOL automatic approach and landing'
system
p0179 A81-22549
Increasing capacity at Paris airports
[AIAA FAFBB 81-0802] p0368 A81-33890
Evaluation of several control/display concepts for
f/STOL shipboard landing
[SAB PAPBB 801205] p0403 A81-34213
Development of simplified airborne computations
for fuel conservative descents in a time-based
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metered air traffic environment
 :
£SAE PAPEB 810612] pOS24 A81-42785
Flight test evaluation of advanced symbology for
general aviation approach to landing displays
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1643] p0526 A81-43142
Analysis of the function principle and operational
assessment of an onboard glidepath guidance
system for visual approaches (Visual Approach
Son it or ( V A H )
£DFVLB-FB-79-38] p0025 B81-10043
Flight evaluation of the terminal guidance system
[BASA-CB-163859] p0142 881-14991
Applicated techniques for the control of approach
traffic
[DFVLB-HITI-79-20] p0142 881-14992
Guidance and contrcl system research for improved
terminal area operations terminal controlled
vehicle
p0264 881-19038
Operational considerations in utilization of
microwave landing system approach and landing
guidance terminal configured vehicle
p0264 H81-19039
Flight-test evaluation of STOL control and flight
director concepts in a powered-lift aircraft
flying curved decelerating approaches
[HASA-TP-1641] ' p0275 881-19131
Operational considerations in utilization of
microwave landing system approach and landing
guidance
[BASA-TH-81945] p0331 1181-20050
Definition of a system concept study for future
air traffic guidance
£BHFT-FB-W-80-008] p0425 881-24046
Applied technigues for the contrcl of approach
traffic air traffic control
fESA-TT-668] . p0538 B81-28079
Flight evaluation of the STOL flare and landing
during night operations
[HASA-TB-81312] p0629 H81-32151
APPBOACB IBDICATOBS
A head-up display for low-visibility approach and
landing
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0130] p0161 A81-20623
Proceedings of the 1979 Seminar on Air Traffic
Control, lerminal Badar Approach Control
(TBACON) facility supervisory desk complex
[AD-A089914] p0034 861-11024
Glideslope descent-rate cuing to aid carrier
.landings
[AD-A092193] p0192 881-16033
An evaluation of head-up displays in civil
transport operations
p0265 881-19044
Functional analysis and operational assessment of
an onboard glide path guidance systea for visual
approaches (visual approach monitor VAH)
[ESA-TT-655] p0373 881-22038
ATC simulation of helicopter IFB approaches into
major terminal areas using BBAV, His, and coil
[BASA-TH-81301] p0492 881-27061
Feasibility of collision warning, precision
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The role of flight simulation in the design and
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Low cost technology for expendable BPV applications
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Standardization in military system architecture
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perspective
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Electromagnetic measurement of lightning strikes
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and cambered wing design for supersonic cruise
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Some particular configuration effects on a thin
supercritical variable camber wing
p0188 881-16005
Pressure and force data for a flat wing and a
warped conical wing having a shockless
recoopression at Hach 1.62
[SASA-Tf-1759] p0372 B81-22016
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Charge-coupled device /CCD/ camera/memory
optimization for expendable autonomous vehicles
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Binocular Camera for cockpit visibility of general
aviation aircraft
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Probe protection in caaeca/aodel visual systems
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Bilingual air traffic control in Canada
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 Delta canard configuration at high angle of attack
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Transonic flow calculations over two-dimensional
canard-wing systems
[AIAA PAPEE 79-1565] p0183 A81-23367
Cygnet - A canard configuration powered ultralight
aircraft
p0231 A81-24746
Botary balance data for a single engine general
aviation design having a high aspect-ratio
canard for an angle-of-attack range of 30 deg to
90 deg
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Computational aerodynamic design tools and
techniques used at fighter development
[HBB-FE-122/S/POB/13] p0128 H81-13950
Interference effects of concentrated bloving and
vortices on a typical fighter configuration
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Aerodynamic interaction between a close-coupled
canard and a sweptback wing in transonic flow
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structure and laboratory measured vehicle shape
under load
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Measurement of canard wakes
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The measurement of pressure distribution around a
parachute canopy
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Finite element analysis of a bird-resistant
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the F-16A aircraft
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A contribution to stabilization of flight vehicle
parachute systems
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Ergonometric study of ejection through a breakable
canopy
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Aircraft transparency optical quality: Bew
methods of measurement
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Aircraft canopy lock
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Alternate T-38 transparency development. Part 1:
Initial analysis and design
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variable-order finite-element method
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'Strength calculation of thin-wall rods of
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Efficiency of cantilever compressor stator blades
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Coriolis effect on the vibration of flat rotating
low aspect, ratio cantilever plates
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Effects on anti-static additives on aircraft
capacitance fuel gaging systems
[AD-A092907] p0211 B81-17059
CAPACITI
Airport capacity enhancement by innovative use of
runway geometry
[AIAA PAPEE 81-0801] p0368 A81-33891
Upgraded FAA Airfield Capacity Model. Volume 1:
Supplemental user's guide
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Upgraded ?AA Airfield Capacity Model. Volume 2:
Technical description of revisions
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Captive aircraft testing at high angles of attack
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Compound Cycle Turbofan Engine (CCTE). Task, 9:
Carbon-Slurry Fuel Combustion Evaluation Program
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Exhaust emission survey of an F100 afterburning
turboian engine at simulated altitude flight
conditions . ,
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Ignition of a liquid fuel
[AD-A089295] p0030 B81-10128
CABBOB FIBEB BBIBFOBCED PLASTICS
Electrical bonding in aircraft
p0057 A81-14264
The joints of aeronautical carbon resin composite
structural elements
p0238 A81-26242
Applications of carbon fibre composites to
military aircraft structures
p0283 A81-27885
Engineering aspects of composite structures for
civil aircraft
p0283 A81-27888
Building the Gossamer Albatross
p0286 A81-28461
The use of carbon-reinforced plastic in the
construction of a deflector and a stabilizer
p0299 A81-29310
Manufacturing technology for aircraft structural
components made of carbon-fiber reinforced
plastics
p0449 A81-37637
Components in hybrid- and fiber technology for
commercial aircraft of the Airbus family /flap
support, spoiler, and window frame/
p0450 A81-37644
Airbus - Budder unit in carbon fiber technology
p0451 A81-37651
New structural technologies for future fighters
p0458 A81-38805
Stability and ultimate strength of carbon fiber
reinforced plastic panels
p0481 A81-40521
A fatigue study and an investigation on
mechanically fastened joints for the development
of a flap
p0481 A81-40581
Development, production, calculation and testing
of a carbon/Kevlar fibre reinforced flap
p0481 A81-40585
Graphite thermoplastic XC-14 outboard elevator
p0530 A81-43631
Dse of carbon composites in aircraft structures
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Development of the carbon fiber-reinforced side
rudder for the Airbus
[DG1B PAPEB 81-055] p0607 A81-47551
Recognizing defects in carbon-fiber-reinforced
plastics
[DGLB PAPEB 81-057] p0609 A81-47565
Effect of service environment on composite materials
[AGABD-CP-288] p0039 B81-11128
Constant-amplitude and flight-by-flight tests on -
CFBP specimens
p0039 B81-11133
Fatigue strength of CFBP under combined
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temperature changes
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Fatigue test results of carbon fiber reinforced
plastic F28 aircraft component and its
< structural details
pOOOO H81-11135
The potential for damage from the accidental
'-' release of condactive carton fibers fron
aircraft composites
p0041 881-11143
Design-to-cost and new technologies
p0046 H81-11913
Optimal design studies on composite wings with
static and dynamic constraints
[AAAF-BT-79-29] p0077 881-12077
The development of the composite 'material engine
nacelle
£AAAF-ST-79-38] p0083 S81-12180
Current developments in aircraft fatigue
evaluation procedures
[AAAF-BT-79-33] . p0086 B81-12464
Constant-amplitude and flight-by-flight tests on
CEBP specimens
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regnireaents for approved specifications when
using CFBF
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Scarf joints in unidirectional carbon fiber
reinforced plastics tests of repairs made
using adbesives
[BU-258] p0336 B81-20193
CAEBOH FIBEBS
A probabilistic analysis of electrical equipment
vulnerability to carbon fibers
[HASA-TB-80217] p0038 B81-11113
Fiber release frog impacted graphite reinforced
epoxy composites
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The implications' of laboratory accelerated
conditioning of carbon fibre composites
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High-voltage spark carbon-fiber sticky-tape data
analyzer
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A resin injection technique for the fabrication of
aero engine composite components
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Large-scale carbon fiber tests
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Current and projected use of carbon composites in
United States aircraft
p0198 H81-16145
Application of carbon fibre composites to military
aircraft structures
p0199 B81-16147
The electrical effects of joints and bonds in
carbon fiber composites
p0199 B81-16153
The OK Binistry of Defence progranme on the
electromagnetic properties of carbon fiber
composites
p0199 H81-16154
Aircraft manufacturers approach to the
E.B.C./Avionics problems associated vith the use
of composite materials
p0200 B81-16156
Tension induced in the cables inside closed metal
structures and in carbon epbzy submitted to a
lightning-type impulse current
p0200 H81-161S8
Assessment of risk to Boeing commerical transport
aircraft from carbon fibers fiber release
from graphite/epzoy materials
[BASA-CB-159211] p0218 B81-17171
Bisk to the public from carbon fibers released in
civil aircraft accidents
[BASA-SP-4Q8] p0254 H81-18096
Development of a CIC window frame, using short
fiber pressing technology jet aircraft cabin
windows
[BBFT-FB-H-80-032] p0499 881-27208
Carbon/graphite composite material study
£AB-3] p0585 B81-30188
Carbon/graphite composite material study. 3:
Agency program activities. Bational Aeronautics
and Space Administration (BASA)
p0585 B81-30189
Carbon/graphite composite material study, appendix
A and appendix B
p0585 H81-30190
CABBOB BOBOXIDB
Exhaust emission survey of an F100 afterburning
turhcfan engine at simulated altitude flight
conditions
[BASA-TB-81656] p0342 N81-21078
CABBOB SXF.B1S
Computer-aided roll pass design in rolling of
airfoil shapes
p0065 481-15796
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Carbon/carbon components for.advanced gas turbine
engines
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Carbon/graphite composite material study
[AB-3] p0585 H81-30188
Carbon/graphite composite material study. 3:
• Agency program activities. Bational Aeronautics
and Space Administration (BASA)
P0585 1181-30189
Carbon/graphite composite material study, appendix
A and appendix B
P0585 B81-30190
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Container Life Adapter-Helicopter (CLAB)
operational prototype (preprodaction)
militarized units for flight evaluation and
operational testing •
{AD-A089794] p0035 B81-11034
Dynamics of a helicopter-slung load system
P0092 H81-13051
Belicopter external load acquisition technology
investigation
[AD-A094672] p0272 B81-19106
Safety study: Prime Buclear Airlift ?orce (FBAF)
missions involving the use of c-130 and C-141
aircraft
[AD-A103282] p0635 H81-33173
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BT C-135 AIBCHAFI
BT C-141 AIBCBAFT
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HI F-27 AIBCBAFT
BX SFABLCADEB AIBCBAFT
BT Y.C-14 AIBCBAFT
The future of airfreight - BASA study looks into
the next century
P0056 A81-14242
Flatbed - The universal transport airplane
[SAIE PAPEB 1343] P03S3 481-31382
Advanced turboprop cargo aircraft systems study
[AIAA EAPEB 81-1684] p0526 481-43156
Generic multi-body formulation of heavy lift
airship equations of motion
P0563 A81-45539
A neu aircraft is born - The CH-235
p0565 A81-45756
Design options study. Volume 1: Executive summary
user requirements for the advanced civil
military aircraft
[Ab-Ab89536] p0027 B81-100S6
Design options study. Volume 2: Approach and
summary results advanced civil military
aircraft: cost estimates
[AD-A089537] p0027 881-10057
Design options study. Volume 3: Qualitative
assessment advanced civil military aircraft
[AD-A089538] p0027 B81-10058
Design options study. Volume 4: Detailed
analyses supporting appendices advanced
civil military aircraft
[AD-A089539] p0027 B81-1C059
Turboprop Cargo Aircraft Systems study, phase 1
I HASA-CB-159355] p0193 B81-16041
Issues of commonality. Volume 1: Executive summary
[AD-A095417] p0331 881-20047
Airport activity statistics of certificated route
air carriers
[AO-A102355] p0602 B81-31236
Vind-tnnnel studies of advanced cargo aircraft
concepts leading edge vortex flaps for drag
reduction
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An opto-electronic method for wind tunnel model
alignment
p0361 A81-32849
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Practical gust load alleviation and flutter
suppression control lavs based on a LUG
methodology Linear Quadratic Gaussian
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The performance of slotted blades in cascade
p0002 A81-10632
Effect of surface roughness over the tlade in
compressor cascade
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Choking effects in the blade rows of tnrbomachines
p0061 A81-15269
Variational principles and generalized variaticnal
principles for the hybrid aerodynamic problem of
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p0107 A81-17741
An aerodynamic design method for transonic axial
flow compressor stage
p0108 A81-17805
Numerical solution of transonic flow through a
cascade with slender profiles
p0170 A81-21197
Eddy viscosity in accelerated and retarded
cascade-wake flows
P0233 A81-25267
Subsonic cascade flow analysis by a finite element
method
p0233 A81-25311
Aerodynamic calculation of turbine stator cascades
with curvilinear leaned blades and some '
experimental results
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Numerical computation cf compressible steady
cascade flows
; p0296 A81-29100
The axial velocity density ratio and the axial
velocity density distribution in axial fIon
compressors and cascades
p0296 A81-29101
Evaluation of blade element performance of
compressor rotor blade cascades in transonic and
low supersonic flow range
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The accuracy of mean-stream-line method in
subsonic and transonic regions
; p0296 A81-29105
Analysis of turbulent boundary layer on cascade
and rotor blades of tnrbcnachinery
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Turbine blade construction of multistage
axial-flow compressors
p0309~ A81-29850
Stalling pressure rise capability of axial flow
compressor stages
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Finite element methods for transonic
blade-to-blade calculation in tnrbomachines
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The present role of high speed cascade testing
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Hew features in the design of axial-flow
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A time marching finite volume method for
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Study of the secondary flow in the downstream of a
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Description of the. warm core turbine facility and
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Inlet distortion and blade vibration.in
turbomachines
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Experimental determination of unsteady blade. . . . .
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compressability
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Prediction of particle paths for flow of a
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Design of turbine cascades with transitional
profile boundary layers
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Aerodynamics of advanced axial-flow turbomacbinery
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Cascade design through an inverse method
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Transonic cascade wind tunnel modification and
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Gravimetric investigation of the particle number
density distribution function in the high speed
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The technical contributions of the Bright brothers
to aviation
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A case study on the F-16 fly-by-wire flight
control system Book :
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The high-speed airfoil program
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Transonic wind tunnel development (1940 - 1950)
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The high-speed propeller program
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High-speed cowlings, air inlets and outlets, and
internal-flow systems
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mold and HIP utilized " .:• •
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Use of segmented mold.process to produce large
superalloy engine castings.
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An evaluation of vacuum centrifoged titanium
castings for helicopter components • ..- •
. . p0510 A81.-41516
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Technology transfer (phase 6)
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Combustion
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F/A-18A Initial Sea Trials
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Application of CET displays to new generation
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F/A-18 horizontal situation display
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Application of CBT displays to the cockpit of
: tomorrow
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Instrument System
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Hew visual displays for the next generation of
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Advancement on visualization technigues
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Cathode ray tubes and plasia panels as display
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An advanced electronic cockpit instrumentation
system: The coordinated cockpit display
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Beapon bay cavity noise environments, data
correlation and prediction for the B-1 aircraft
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Emergency cabin lighting installations: An
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problem of celestial navigation
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Polymer research in rapid runway repair materials
[AD-A089606] p0030 881-10080
Shrinkage-compensating cement for airport
pavement. Phase 3: Fibrous concretes. Addendum
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Porous Portland cement-concrete: The state of the
art
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Information System
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castings for helicopter components
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Comparative performance of two centrifugal fan
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Particalate flow in centrifugal compressors used
in helicopters
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Effects of Coriolis on the turbulent field inside
centrifugal impellers
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A method of performance prediction for centrifugal
compressors. Part 1: .Analysis. Part 2:
•Comparison with experiment
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Model 2SO-C30/C28B compressor development
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Centrifugal compressors for small aero and
automotive gas turbine engines
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•B34-8 performance improvement program. The
HB34-8 gas turbine compressor test
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Inlet flow in centrifugal pumps at partial
deliveries
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Development of a flight simulation capability in
the dy&anic environment simulator
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Axial flow compressors. Citations from the
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Ceramic applications in turbine engines for
improved component performance and reduced:fuel
usage
[NASA-CB-159865] p0274 M81-19118
Thermal and flow analysis of a convection
air-cooled ceraaic coated porous octal concept
for turbine vanes
[BASA-TH-81749] p0376 H81-22056
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Iaproved ceramic beat exchanger materials
[HASA-CB-159678] p0132 N81-14082
CEBAHICS
Analysis and design of a ceramic nozzle1insert for
the Langley 8-foot high temperature, structures
tunnel
F0060 A81-14996
Design analysis of high-efficiency low-stress
ceramic gas turbines
[ASHE PAPBB 81-GT-130] p0316 A81-30034
Blade tip ceramic .outer air seal for long life
turbine engines
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1440] p0504 £81-40874
Improved ceramic heat exchanger materials
[HASA-CB-159678] p0132 H81-14082
Ceramic and coating applications in the hostile
environment of a high temperature hypersonic
wind tunnel langley 8-foot high temperature
structures tunnel
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Development cf gas turbine components, using
silicon nitride forming techniques
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History of flight testing the L-1011 Iristar jet
transport. I - The 1-1011-1
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COHPBBSSIOH LOADS
HI IHPACT LOADS
Design and fabrication of stabilized organic
•atrix composites
pOOOS 481-11338
Compression fatigue behavior of graphite/epoxy in
the presence of stress raisers
p0418 481-37136
Effects of truncation of a predominantly
compression load spectrum on the life of a
notched graphite/epoxy laminate
p0418 481-37137
Heat generation, in aircraft tires under free
rolling conditions
[HASA-CB-164273] p0393 H81-23461
COHPBBSSIOB BA9IO
Development of small fuel efficient aircraft engines
[AHS 80-38] p0477 481-40167
COHPBBSSI01 1BSIBBS
D COHPBBSSIOB TESTS
COHPBBSSIOB TESTS
.Some results from a crash energy absorption test
for evaluating composite fuselage construction
p0575 A81-46639
Buckling of sandwich panels subjected to axial
compression, shear forces and lateral pressure.
Part 2: Analysis
[S44B-TB-4Z-72-PT-2] p0086 B81-12465
COflPBESSIVB STBEBGIB
Stability and ultimate strength of carbon fiber
reinforced plastic panels
p0481 A81-40521
COHPBBSSOB BLADES
Beduction of energy consumption in the vibrational
shot peening of axial compressor vanes
pOOOS 481-11321
Effect of surface roughness over the blade in
compressor cascade
p0060 481-14924
Becent selected papers of Borthwestern
Polytechnical University. Parts 162 Book
p0107 481-17801
An aerodynamic design method for transonic axial
flow compressor stage
p0108 A81-17805
Structure and decay characteristics of turbulence
in the near- and far-wake of a moderately loaded
compressor rotor-blade
£ A S H B PAPEB 80-GT-95] p0109 A81-17954
. Evaluation of compressor blade endurance limits by
an accelerated method
p0177 481-22182
The axial velocity density ratio and the axial
velocity density distribution in axial flow
compressors and cascades
PQ296 A61-29101
Evaluation of blade element performance of
compressor rotor blade cascades in transonic and
low supersonic flow range
p0296 481-29102
The influence of blade number ratio and blade row
spacing on axial-flow compressor stator blade
dynamic load and stage sound pressure level
[4SHJ5 PAPEB 81-GT-165] p0317 481-30064
Development of a noninterference compressor blade
stress measurement system
p0361 481-32874
The influence of blade wakes on the performance of
conbnstor pre-diffusers
[AIAA FAPEE 81-1387] . p0502 481-40856
Change of static pressure on the rotating blades
of an axial-flow compressor during surging
pOSOS 481-41039
Possibility of development of an
electron-fractographic method for measuring
stress level produced b'y fatigue fracture of the
material
p0532 481-43773
Damping of turbomachine blade variations by
subsonic flow
p0612 481-47957
Disk residual life studies. Part 2: TF30
lOth-stage compressor disk (IHCOLOY 901)
[AD-A089524] p0029 H81-10074
Core compressor exit stage study. Volume 3: Data
and performance report for screening test
configurations
[BASA-CB-159499] p0078 B81-12086
The effects of solidity, interblade phase angle
and reduced fregnency pn the time-variant
aerodynamic response of a compressor stator
[AD-A090546] pOOSI B81-12108
An investigation of the dynamic stalling
characteristics of rotating axial-flow
compressor blades
p0093 H81-13054
Gerry casing treatment
[CUED/A-TUHBO/TB-101] ' p0093 H81-13059
Performance evaluation of a prototype
noninterference technique for measurement of
turbine engines compressor blade stress
[4D-4090566] p0094 -H81-13061
Core compressor exit stage study. Volume 2: Data
and performance report for the baseline
configuration
[H4S4-CB-159498] . p0195 B81-16051
Compressor blade monitoring system for a V41310
(411 is Chalmers) find Tunnel Compressor
[40-4092920] p0217 881-17103
Evaluation of a subsonic cascade wind tunnel for
compressor blade testing
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[AD-A093591] , p0218 N81-17107
investigation of the use of liquid crystal
thermograph? to stud; flow over turbomachinery
blades ' •
[AD-A097289] p0391 N81-23089
BB34-8 performance improvement program. The
HB34-8 gas turbine ccnpressor test
[AD-A098293] . p0429 N81-24069
mproving turbine engine compressor per for nance
retention through airfoil coatings
• . p0598 N81-31203
Determination of aerodynamically adequate fillet
geometry in turbocompreSEor blade rows
[AD-A102170] p0600 H81-31219
COBPHESSOB EFFICIENCY.
The 1700 booster engine
pOIOS 481-17506
Turbo-compressors surge and surge control
[AIAA PAPBE 81-0070] p0159 A81-20579
A simulator to test compressor research facility
control system softvare
p0349 A81-31110
Efficiency of cantilever compressor stator blades
p0509 A81-41041
A method of performance prediction for centrifugal
compressors. Part 1: Analysis. Cart 2:
Comparison with experiment
IABC-B/B-3843] p0031 N81-10436
COBPBESSOB ROTOBS
comparison of experimental and computational shock
. structure in a transonic compressor rotor
[ASBE PAPEE 80-61-81] p0109 A81-17953
Core compressor exit stage study. . Volune 3: Data
and performance report for screening test
configurations
[NASA-CB-159499] p0078 B81-12086
Eotor redesign for a highly loaded 1800 ft/sec tip
speed fan, 2 •
[BASA-CB-159879] . p0078 B81-12087
COBPBESSOBS
NT CEHTBIFUGAL COBFBESSOBS
NT SUPEBCHABGEBS ' , ' •
NT TBANSOBIC CCBPBESSOBS
NT fOBBOCOKPBESSOBs'
Investigation of instantaneous distortions in air
intakes at high angles of attack
[AAAF PAPEE NT 80-38] p0369 A81-33931
Toe effects,of solidity, interblade phase angle
and reduced freguency on the time-variant
aerodynamic response cf a compressor stator
[AD-A090546] ., p0081 B81-12108
Effects of downstream distance on turbulence decay
for the compressor research facility low
conditioning system • •
[AD-A091543] p0133. B81-14276
Compressor configuration and design optimization
for the high reliability gas turbine
[DOE/ET-15425/T1 ] p0134 N81-14327
Component research for future propulsion systems
[NASA-TB-82613] p0376 N81-22055
Tests of large compressors at CE Pr
, p0432 K81-24096
Semi-actuator disk theory for compressor choke
flutter
[NASA-CB-3426] p0442 N81-25075
End wall flows in rotors and stators. of a single
stage compressor
[;NASA-CB-164635] . p0540 B81-28097
COBPOTATIOH,
Civil component program Ring Section. Nev
calculation methods for subsonic and transonic
interference with planar and spatial flovs
[BBFT-FB-B-80-022] p042« N81-24034
COBPOIATIOHAL FIOID D7IABICS
Calculation of the flow field around
engine-wing-configorations
pOC07 481-11613
Engine air intake design support by use of •
computational methods' and' comparison of
theoretically derived pressure distributions
with experimental data .
pOOOB A81-11614
Beview of'numerical methods for the problem of the
supersonic flow around bodies at angle of attack
, p0011 A81-11639
,Besearch on transonic wings at the National
Aerospace laboratory, Japan
p0011 481-11640
Flow computation around multi-element airfoils .in
viscous transonic flow -
p0011 A81-11641
Calculation of plane transonic flows .using•the - .
integral equation method and shock fitting
 ;-
p0016 .A81-11779
Calculation of separated viscous flows on wing
profiles by a coupling approach
[CNEBA, IP BO. 1980-122] •, p0017 A81-11920
A finite-span wing in transonic flow
p0054 A81-13741
Design and analysis of slat systems in transonic
flow ' -
p0058 A81-14392
Qualitative calculations of transonic drag-rise
characteristics using the equivalence rule
, p0058 481-14393
A nonlinear, discrete-vortex-perturbation method
for unsteady lifting-surface problems with edge
separations
- p0058 '481-14394
Numerical solutions of transonic flows by
parametric differentiation and integral equation
techniques
p0067 481-15896
Thin-layer approximation for three-dimensional
supersonic corner flows . '
P0067 481-15900
Nonstationary method for the direct statistical
modeling of rarefied-gas flows ,
P0069 481-16454
Variational problems of gas dynamics
P0069-481T1£455
The method of superelements'in the dynamics of
complex structures
p0101 481-16969
Badiation boundary conditions for wave-like
equations numerical jet acoustics
experimentation
p0153 481-20223
•.Numerical calculation of jet-induced ground effect
in VT01
[AIAA EAPEB 81-0015] p0157 A81-20539
The numerical solution of incompressible turbulent
flow over airfoils
. [AIAA P4PEB 81-0047] p0158 481-20563
Numerical study of a scramjet engine flow field
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0186] • p0162 A81-20659
- A computational model for low speed flows past
airfoils with spoilers
[AIAA PAPEE 81-0253] p0163 A81-20702
Solutions for slightly over- or under-expanded hot
supersonic jets exhausting into cold subsonic .
mainstreams •
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0257] p0163 A81-20705
3-D'viscous analysis of ducts and flow splitters
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0277] p0163 A81-20720
Compressible boundary-layer stability calculations
fox sweptback wings with suction
[AIAA PAPEfl 81-0196] • p0169 A81-20840
Spanwise distribution of control points in the '•
method of finite elementary solutions
[AIAA PAPEB 79-1879] , p0169 A81-21011
Numerical techniques in linear duct acoustics - A
status report
[ASBE PAPEB 80-IA/HC-2] p0170 481-21120
Numerical solution of transonic flow through a
cascade with slender profiles
P0170 481-21197
Calculation of supersonic gas flows about wings
P0170 A81-21201
New approach to the solution of large, full matrix
equations -'•— Neumann problem for inviscid
incompressble flow past airfoils
P0171 A81-21552
Three-dimensional wing bgundary layer calculated
with eight different methods
PQ171 A81-21555
Analysis of a symmetric transonic aerofoil with
the finite element method - A new upwinding
technique
P0183 481-22984
Transonic flow calculations over two-dimensional
canard-wing systems
[AIAA PAPEB 79-1565] p0183 481-23367
Calculation of nonlinear compressibility effects
of airfoils in snbcritical conditions
- . • _ • • . p0225 A81-23853
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Slightly blunted cone in a supersonic flow at
angle of attack
p022S 181-23908
A new approach to the solution of the boundary
layer equations of an ideal compressible flow
• over a flat plate
p0226 481-24002
Hunerical study on viscous shear flow past a
circular cylinder
p0228 481-24077
Calculation of the boundary of a supersonic
inviscid jet floving into a submerged space or a
supersonic wake
P0229 A81-2U172
4 contribution to the coaputation of transonic
supersonic flows over blunt bodies
p0230 481-24423
The problem cf the unsteady hypersonic flow past a
plane profile
P0231 481-24730
Plane transonic solution with shock by direct
iteration
p0231 481-24814
Transient three-dimensional flow along a porous
plate
p0231 481-24815
Subsonic cascade flow analysis by a finite element
method
P0233 481-25311
numerical conputation of transonic potential flow
through nozzles
P0233 481-25353
4 numerical study of vcrtei shedding from one and
two circular cylinders
p0233 481-25355
Becent developBents in integral equation method in
transonic flow
p0234 481-25384
Calculation of flow with variable specific heat
around a profile
p0235 481-25689
4 mathematical computer simulation of stationary
and nonstationary flew of an ideal
incompressible fluid around solid profiles and
arrays
p0237 481-26045
Calculation of circular flow inhomogeneities
downstream of the turbine wheel
p0281 481-27372
numerical solution of the direct one-dimensional
problem of a critical flow in nozzles
p0288 481-28578
Aerodynamic calculation of turbine stator cascades
with curvilinear leaned blades and some
experimental results
p0293 A81-29072
The combustion modelling of swirling flows for gas
turbine combustors
p0295 A81-29087
Humerical coaputation of compressible steady
cascade flews
p0296 481-29100
The axial velocity density ratio and the axial
velocity density distribution in axial flow
compressors and cascades
p0296 481-29101
Analysis of turbulent boundary layer on cascade
and rotor tlades of tnrbomachinery
p0296 481-29106
Effects of solid particles suspended in fluid flow
through an axial flow compressor stage
p0297 481-29108
Development and validation of computational flow
analysis fcr design of inlets and nozzles
p0298 A81-29117
A method tor obtaining shockless transonic flows
past two-dimensional airfoils whose profiles are
partially codified from a given arbitrary profile
p0298 481-29201
Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of
aircraft with jet mechanization
p0299 481-29301
4 diagonal form of an implicit
approximate-factorization algorithm
p0300 481-29363
Finite element methods for transonic
blade-to-blade calculation in tnrbomachines
[ASBE FAPEE 81-GT-5] p0310 481-29930
Inverse or design calculations for non-potential
flow in turbomachinery blade passages
[ASHB FAPEB 81-GT-78] p0314 481-29986
4 model for dynamic loss response in axial-flow
compressors
[4SBB PAPBB 81-GT-154] p0317 481-30053
Semi-inverse method of computation in inviscid
transonic flows - Application to the design of
turbomachines blades profiles
lisas PAPEB 81-6T-206] p0318 481-30096
A theoretical treatment of lifting surface theory
of an elliptic wing
p0347 481-30653
On the design of modern airfoil sections by
numerical methods
p0347 481-30705
4'computer code for the calculation of aircraft
trailing vortices
p0347 481-30710
A time marching finite volume method for
blade-to-blade flows using a body-fitted
curvilinear mesh
p0347 481-30717
Approximations and short cuts based on generalized
functions
P0347 481-30730
Subsonic gas flow past a wing profile
p0349 481-31034
Calculation of the flow pattern behind an aircraft
King
P0349 A81-31041
Study of the secondary flow in the downstream of a
moving blade row in an axial flow fan
p0355 A81-31767
Study of the characteristics of a base-vented wing
in nonlinear theory
[AAAF PAPEB BT 80-40] • p0369 A81-33927
An experimental and theoretical investigation of a
twin-entry radial flow turbine under non-steady
flow conditions
fSAE PAPEB 801136] P039? A81-34167
Calculation of supersonic flow around a wing with •
constant curvature of its leading edges
p0413 A81-35916
Calculation of supersonic flow past interfering
wings • '
p0413 A81-36455
Calculation of flow past wings with supersonic
sharp edges
p0418 481-36944
Ming with finite span in a transonic flow
p0420 A81-37480
Analysis of stalled airfoils by simultaneous
perturbations to viscous and inviscid equations
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1239] p0454 A81-38096
Aerodynamic characteristics of wings of arbitrary
planform
p0461 481-39267
Analysis of steady, two-dimensional, chemically
reacting ncnegnilibrino flow by an unsteady,
asymptotically consistent technique for
performance prediction of ramjet propulsion system
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1432] p0504 A81-40869
Scramjet conbustor wall boundary layer analysis
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1434] p0504 A81-40871
A parametric study of staged fuel injector
configurations for scramjet applications
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1468] p0505 A81-40888
Prediction of swirling reacting flow in ramjet
combustors
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1485] ' p0506 A81-40903
Transonic swept wings studied by the lifting-line
theory
p0509 A81'-41090
Calculation of the impingement of cloud droplets
in a cylinder by the finite-element method •
p0533 A81-43890
Some recent applications of high-lift
computational methods at Boeing
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1657] p0534 A81-43940
Computational fluid mechanics and its impact on
the aircraft aerodynamicist
[DGlfi PAPEE 81-003] p0611 481-47621
Numerical experiments on unsteady flows through
vibrating cascades
p0613 481-47961
Digital simulation for energy conservation in a
large wind tunnel plant system
P0613 481-46003
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Evaluation of tHO-dimensional subsonic oscillator;
airforce coefficients and loading distributions
p0617-A61-48480
Calculation of tbe aerodynamic characteristics of
a defornable ving, moving near a screen
p0625 £81-49918
Comparison of computational and experimental jet
effects
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1492] p0626 A81-49979
A computer program to calculate the longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of
upper-snrface-biown King-flap configurations
[HASA-CB-3005] p007! B81-12014
Evaluation of Levinsky's method for the
calculation of the lift distribution on a ving
in propulsive jets
[HLB-TB-77 104-0] • p0073 N81-12033
Computational Fluid Dynamics, volume 2
[VKI-LS-1980-5-VGI-2] p0144 H81-15310
An economic and versatile panel method for
aircraft and aircraft/store configurations. An
outline of the principal features of the
mathematical modeling and numerical
implementation of the British Aerospace (larton)
Bk II Panel Hethod
P0144 H81-15311
Vortex methods for two- and three-dimensional flow
simulations
P0145 H81-15313
Complex configuration analysis at transonic speeds
P0190 H81-16016
Theoretical and Experimental studies of
aerodynamic interference effects aerodynamic
forces on Kinglets and on wing nacelle
configurations for the IC-14 and KC-135 aircraft
p0190 H81-16017
Data base for the prediction of inlet external drag
p0190 881-16018
Hyperbolic/parabolic development for the GIB-STAB
code flov fields in supersonic inlets
[HASA-CB-3369] p0201 1181-16416
The influence of the ccmpressibility in simulating
the conduct of exterior loads of a carrier
[HBB-FE-122/S/POB/17] p0220 881-17483
Numerical computation of flows with rolled-up
vortex sheets
P0255 H81-18256
Geometric methods in computational fluid dynamics
turbomachinery
p02S6 881-18331
Predicted and experimental.steady and unsteady
transonic flows about a biconvex airfoil
[BASA-TB-81262] p0258 H81-18742
Unsteady transonic small disturtance theory nith
strong shock waves
[HASA-CB-166157] p0261 M81-19020
GASP- General Aviation Synthesis Program. Volume
3: Aerodynamics. Part 1: Theoretical.
development
[HASA-CB-152303-VOL-3-PT-1] p0270 H81-19090
Technical evaluation report on the Fluid Dynamic
. Panel Symposium on Subsonic/Transonic
Configuration/Aerodynamics
£AGABD-AB-146] F0392 881-23431
Development of a nonlinear vortex method
steady and unsteady aerodynamic loads of highly
sweptback wings
[NASA-CB-164351 ] . • p0423 B81-24024
Fundamental heat transfer research for gas turbine
engines
[NASA-CP-2178J p0428 881-24063
Beport of the panel on theoretical aerodynamics
p0593 881-31152
Analysis and design of supersonic aircraft based
on inyiscid nonlinear Enlerian equations. Part
1: Rotational Euler solutions with explicit
shock fitting
[AD-A103434] p0637 881-33192
COHPDTEfl ASSISTED ISS5BOCUO8
A learning guide for the terminal configured
vehicle electronic hcrizontal situation indicator
[NASA-TB-83128] p0484 881-26083
Learning guide for the terminal configured vehicle
advanced guidance and control system mode select
panel
[HASA-CB-165751] , p0580 B81-30098
COBPDTEB DESIGH • '
The Z8000 provides the basis for a powerful new
airborne computer
p0321 A81-30252
Microprocessor-based digital air data.computer for
flight test '
p0361 A81-32858
AFSC Standarization Conference, 1553, 1589,.1750,
1760, Ada. Volume 1: Proceedings
[AD-A100575] . ' p0539 881-28092
AFSC Standarization Conference, 1553, 1589, 1750,
1760, Ada. Volume 2: Proceedings standards -
[AD-A100577] p0539 881-28093
COHPOTEB GBAPHJCS ...','
Computer generated radar images for navigation
p0049 A81-12793
Analyst/IAP interface and interactive graphics
for EHC analysis and display . .
p0057 A81-14270
Display-control synthesis computer flight. /.
graphics for aircraft applications , , " ..
' p0064 A81-15684
Computer-aided process planning system for
aircraft engine rotating parts
p0149 481-19836
A computer graphics display technique for the
examination of aircraft design data
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0370] p0166 A81-20788
Stochastic surfaces for flight simulator displays
p0324 A81-30330
Computer aided technology interface with weights
engineering aircraft design . -
[SA8E PAPEB 1346] p0353 'A81-31384
Vortex-flow aerodynamics - An emerging design
capability
p0366 A81-33717
The CADAH system for aircraft structural design
[SAE PAPEB 801208] p0403 A81-34216
CAD - Ihe designers' new tool in aircraft
production
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0850] p0407 A81-34352
Design verification by emulation computer
image generation for aircrew training simulation
[AIAA 81-0975] . p0415 A81-36564
The application of interactive graphics to thermal
modeling
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1180] " p0459 A81^39159
The presentation of static information on air
traffic control displays
p0211 N81-17064
Evaluation of factors unique to multifunction
controls/displays devices •
[AD-A094227] . p0258 881-18733
Characteristics of flight simulator visual systems
[BASA-TB-81278] p0340 881-21060
Application of computer colour raster displays in
the cockpit in research flight simulation
[AD-A096542] p0377 N81-22063
A study of real-time computer graphic display
technology for aeronautical applications
[BASA-CB-164221] ,p0380 881-22727
ATTACK vs SCAB: A comparison of endgame aircraft
survivability computer programs
[AD-A097663] p0388 B81-23076
Methodological approaches to identifying relevant
features for visual flight
[AD-A100199] p0541 881-28108
Application of computer generated color graphic
techniques to the processing and display of
three dimensional fluid dynamic data
[BASA-TB-82658] p0552 B81-29782
The use of interpractive graphic displays for
interpretation of surface design parameters
[ BASA-TB-81963] p0581 881-30110
Digital data bases for visual and radar simulation
[HBB-DA-549/80-OE] p0585 881-30143
Computer graphics applications '.
[PB81-215246] . p0637 881-33188
COHPOIEB HETBODS
0 COMPUTES EBOGBAHS
COflPOlEB BEIiOBKS
Weights information systems using minicomputers
[SASE PAPEB 1347] p0353 A81-31385
Availability requirements of the future ATC system
p0617 A81-48558
COflPOTBB PBOGBAH ISIEGBITI .
Evaluation of the A-7 requirements document 'by
analysis of change data
[AD-A094888] 'p0272 H81-19103
COflPOTBB PBOGHAH8IBG
HT BICEOEBOGBAHttlBG
HT SYMBOLIC PBOGBAfldlBG
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' i"survey of coaputer simulations of digital
avionics systems
.. [AD-A091943J p0195 B81-16049
'' 'HASTBAN level 16 programmer's nanaal updates for
• aeroelastic analysis of rladed discs
• [HASA-CB-1.59825] . p0279 881-19482
A stud; of real-time computer graphic display
technology for aeronautical applications '
[8ASA-CB-164221] p0380 881-22727
- Microcomputer Applications in Power and Propulsion
Systems
[AGABD-LS-113] . , p0497 B81-27103
COHPUTEB PBOGBABS
HT COMPOTES SYSTEMS PBOGBABS
HI IHPUT/OOTPOT BOD1IHES '
HT 'BAST BAN
HT SOBBOOTIBES
Avionic standardization from a designer's
• perspective
pOOSO A8T-13170
Analyst/IAP interface and interactive graphics
for EMC analysis and display
P0057 A81-14270
The matrix analysis of dings
p0108 481-17818
Fuel consumption aspects cf some noise abatement
procedures
p015U 461-20350
A computerized study of wave characteristics in a
time dependent compressible flow
[AIAA PAPBB 81-0410] p0169 A81-20838
An aeronautical structural analysis system for
static analysis /BAJIF-I/
p0224 A81-23728
Studies on Thwaites' method for wind tunnel .
contraction
P0282 A81-27884
On the convergence of unsteady generalized
aerodynamic forces
[AIAA 81-0647] p0307 A81-29500
Program Havigate - A simulation compater program
to verify 04S navigation capability
Offensive Avionics System
p0322 A81-30289
A single Processor Synchronous Executive derived
from the DAIS executive Digital Avionics
Information System
p0324 A81-30326
IFFC fire control system mechanization - Firefly III
for fighter aircraft
P0324 A81-30327
Tailoring software logic to the needs of the pilot
- A software designer's nightmare
p0325 A81-30335
Logistics support of avionic software stored on
erasable programmable read only memory
p0327 A81-30356
A computer code for the calculation of aircraft
trailing vortices
p0347 A81-30710
A simulator to test compressor research facility
control system software
p0349 A81-31110
An Interactive Beight Accounting Program /IHAP/
[SAiE PAPEB 1345] p0353 A81-31383
BAPI010AOS - A preliminary design loads prediction
technique for aircraft
[SAKE PAPEB 1366] p0353 481-31388
Computer calculation of the characteristics of a
hybrid system for the coding of gas turbine
blades
p0459 A81-39217
Transonic wing design using potential-flow codes -
Successes and failures
[SAB PAPEB 810565] p0518 481-12730
Transonic dip mechanism of flutter of a swepthack
wing. II
p0559 A81-44447
Integrated noise model - The Federal Aviation
Administration's computer program for predicting
noise exposure around an airport
p0568 A81-46354
Optimization theory applied to higher harmonic
control of circulation controlled rotors
p0571 A81-46606
Choice of optimal parameters of a gyrovertical on
toe basis cf a standard program
p0622 A81-48744
Estimation of wing nonlinear aerodynamic
characteristics at supersonic speeds
(HASA-TP-1718] p0021 881-10004
Aircraft hydraulic systems dynamic analysis.
Volume 6: Steady state flow analysis SSFAM
computer program technical description
[AO-A089240] . p0026 881-10055
Airport and airspace delay model description
[AD-A090781] p0074 1181-12049
Optimal design studies on composite wings with
static and dynamic constraints
[AAAF-BT-79-29] p0077 H81-12077
Performance seeking controls
p0079 B81-12092
F100 muitivariable control synthesis program: A
review of full scale engine altitude tests
F100 engine
p0079 H81-12093
Force and moment coefficients for high deflection
cascades >
[CDED/A-TOBBO/TH-98] p0090 H81-13021
Evaluation of the impact computer program as a,
linear design tool for bird resistant aircraft
transparencies
[AD-A091051] p0091 881-13039
Unsteady three-dimensional subsonic flow in a
solid propellant rocket motor including the
effect of motor rotation
P0095 H81-13085
A computer program for the design and analysis of
low-speed airfoils, supplement
[HASA-TH-81862] p0125 H81-13921
Development of a computer program data base of a
navigation aid environment for simulated IFB
flight and landing studies
[BASA-TH-80064] p0129 881-13959
Prediction of sound radiated from different
practical jet engine inlets
[HASA-CB-163824] p0137 H81-14789
A system for aerodynamic design and analysis of
supersonic aircraft. Part 3: Computer program
description
[BASA-CB-3353] p0139 B81-14971
Airborne antenna pattern code: User's manual
[AD-A092316] p0201 881-16357
Hyperbolic/parabolic development for the GIB-STAB
code flow fields in supersonic inlets
tBASA-CB-3369] p0201.B81-16416
Abstract interface specifications for the A-7E
device interface module
[AD-A092696] p0202 881-16770
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Numerical simulation of hydrodynamic raa fcr
aircraft fuel tanks
p0615 A81-48351
Simulation of Microwave Landing System
p0615 481-48368
Optimization of simulation models for avionics
software verification
P0615 A81-48373
Engine requirements for the T-37 trainer aircraft
- A simulation study and analysis
P0616 A81-48379
Determination of cargo container inventories
through logistics simulation for air shipment
p0616 481-18380
Adaptive features and measurement requirements for
advanced surveillance radars
p0617 A81-48544
COHLIBK - A communications/EH analytical and.
modeling tool
P0617 A81-48547
A comprehensive evaluation and analysis of
transonic flow calculations on three related
wing-body configurations
[FFA-TN-AO-1U18-PT-1] p0022 N81-10013
System simulation applied to the evaluation of
displays for guidance and contrcl
[DFVLB-MITT-79-10] P0028 N81-10064
Missile motion sensitivity to dynamic stability
derivatives
[AD-A089750] p0038 H81-11093
. An automated procedure for developing hybrid
computer simulations of turbofan engines
[HASA-Tli-81605] , p0044 N81-11688
Naval aircraft operating and support
cost-estimating model: IY.78 revision
[AD-A090044] p0071 N81-12013
Airport and airspace delay model description
[A0-A090781] P007U N81-12049
An analytic model of subsonic flow around an
airflow with a spoiler . .
p0138 N81-14966
Advanced flight deck/crew station simulator
functional requirements
[NASA-CB-159331] p0142 N81-14994
Aerodynamic stability analysis of HASA .
J85-13/planar pressure pulse generator
installation
[NASA-CB-165KI1] p0143 N81-15004
Computer Generated Imagery (CGI) current
technology and cost measures feasibility study
[AD-A091636] p0146 N81-15729
A survey of computer simulations of digital
avionics systems
[AD-A091943] p0195 1181-16049
Propulsion system mathematical model for a
lift/cruise fan V/STC1 aircraft
[NASA-THr81663] p0195 H81-16055
Validation of a two dimensional primitive variable
computer code for flow fields in jet engine test
cells
[AD-A092138] p0196 B81-16060
Airborne antenna pattern code: User's manual
[AD-A092316] P0201 N81-16357
A theoretical method for the simulation of
separation behavior of aircraft external stores
applications to computerized wind tunnel tests
[BBB-FB-122/S/POB/16] p0203 B81-16987
Air traffic control simulation models. Citations
from the NXIs data base
[PB81-800104] P0207 H81-17037
ZDBAFT-A graphite code for VIOL aircraft ground
footprint visualization
[AD-A093311] P0208 N81-17042
A scheduling model for the aerial relay system
[BASA-CB-159387] p0249 1181-18032
Validation of a two-dimensional primitive variable
computer code for flow fields in jet engine'test
cells .
£AD-A094615] ' p0254 H81-18067
Nonlinear rotor dynamics analysis • computerized
simulation •- -- •' •
p0257 H81-18405
Calculation of airloads for a flexible wing via
HASTBAH
{AD-A094770] p0263 B81-19031
An interactive computational aerodynamics analysis
program
[AD-A094765] p0263 H81-19033
NASA/FAA general aviation crash dynamics program
p0268 H81-19064
The role of the research simulator in the systems
development of rotorcraft •
[NASA-TS-81276] p0272 S81-19101
Beal-time feasibility for generation of nonlinear
textured terrain
[AD-AOS5070] p0277 H81-19141
Visual system Technology: Status and problems
training simulators
p0336 H81-20099
An approach to real-time simulation using parallel
processing .
.. fNASA-TH-81731] p0345 B81-21803
' Antenna design and development for the microwave
subsystem experiments for the terminal
configured vehicle project
[NASA-CB-164220] p0378 H81-22282
A study of real-time computer graphic display
technology for aeronautical applications
[NASA-CB-164221] p0380 H81-22727
User's manual for flight Simulator Display System
(FSDS)
[NASA-CB-164295] p0391 H81-23095
Application of a performance modeling technique to
an airplane with variable sweep wings
[NASA-TP-1855] . .p0426 N81-24048
Investigations of free-jet test requirements and
techniques with emphasis on the adaptable jet
stretcher
[AD-A098710] p0439 H81-25044
KOHF1G and SEKOSPIG: Two interactive
preprocessing to the Navy/NASA Engine Program
(NNBP)
[BASA-TM-82636] p0446 H81-25698
An investigation of the linear and angular
vibration environments of trials aircraft
p0545 N81-29087
Aircraft brake systems testing handbook
[AD-A101516] p0548 N81-29123 -
Dynamic simulation of airborne high power systems
[AD-A101316] p0552 861-29362
Three-dimensional transonic flow analysis
[AD-A101944] p0593 B81-31153
Transition and conversion trim-maps for the AVrBi
7TOI aircraft
[AD-A102155] p0596 B81-31188
COHPOTEBS
NT AIBBOB8E/SPACEBOBBE COHPDTEBS
NT ANALOG COflPOIEES
NT DIGITAL COHPDTEBS
NT BYBEID COHPUTEBS
NT HICBOCOHPUTBBS
NT HINICCaPDTEBS
Evaluation of factors unique to multifunction
controls/displays devices
[AD-A094227] p0258 N81-18733
NASA's aeronautics research and technology base
[NASA-CB-164195] p0381 N81-22969
AFSC Standarization Conference, 1553, 1589, 1750,
1760, Ada. Volume 1: Proceedings
[AD-A100575] p0539 N61-28092
AFSC Standarization Conference, 1553, 1589, 1750,
1760, Ada. Volume 2: Proceedings standards
[AD-A100577] p0539 N81-28093
COBCEBIB4TIOH (COHPOSITIOH)
HI ATHOSPBBBIC HOISTOBE
NT BOISIOBE CONTENT
CF6-50 engine emissions testing with traverse probe
[AD-A102159] p0600 B81-31218
COHCOBDE AIBCBAFT
Concorde aerodynamics and associated systems
development Book
pOIOI -181-16718
'An investigation of the liquid impact properties
of a GFBP radome material
P0457 A81-38571
' 'Synthesis 'of test results obtained with Concorde
at high -incidences •
' [AAAF-HT-80-26] ' ' p0077 N81-12079
Concorde with the airlines operating*costs and
• • •' performance
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SUBJECT IHDEX C01FBBB8CES
p0247 H81-18013
COHCBHCB SJBOCtOBBS
Airfield pavement demonstration-validation study
p0003 £81-10718
COBCBBTBS
rally bonded concrete overlay for an airport runway
J>0113 481-18075
Polymer research in rapid runway repair materials
[AD-A089606] p0030 H81-10080
Sealing joints and cracks, thin resurfacing, and
locating voids under concrete slabs
[PB80-215635] p0132 H81-14182
Shrinkage-coapensating cement for airport
pavement. Phase 3: Fibrous concretes. Addendum
[AD-A092W5] p0219 H81-17299
Porous portland cement concrete: Ihe state of the
art
[AD-A098177] p0436 H81-2ai87
Rater-compatible polymer concrete materials for
use in rapid repair systems for airport runways
[AD-A102873] p0630 H81-32273
COBDIIIOHS
NT FLIGHT COHPITIOHS
HT BUHiAT COHPITIOHS
COHDUCXOBS
HT BOS COBDOCTOBS
HT SOPEBCOHDOC10BS
COHBS
HT COHICAL EOPIES
HT SLEHDBB COS IS
COHFEBEBCES
Standardization in military avionics systems
architecture; Proceedings of the Seminar,
Dayton, Obio, Hoveaber 28, 197S
pOOSO 481-13167
Sensor Systems for the 80's Conference, Colorado
Springs, Cclo., December 2-4, 1SEO, Technical
Papers
p0052 A81-13351
Specialists' Beeting on Belicopter Propulsion
Systems, Hilliamsbnrg, Va., Hoveiber 6-8, 1979,
Technical Papers
pOIOil A81-17501
International Air Transportation Conference, Hev
Orleans, La., April 30-Hay .3, 1979, Proceedings.
Volumes 182
p0110 481-18051
Symposium on Internal Boise in Helicopters,
University of Southampton, Southampton, England,
July 17-20, 1979, Proceedings
pOISO A81-20051
Effect of load spectrum variables on fatigue crack
initiation and propagation; Proceedings of the
Symposium, San Francisco, Calif., Hay 21, 1979
p0172 A81-21730
Survival and Flight Equipment Association, Annual
Symposium, 17th, Las Vegas, Hev., December 2-6,
1979, Proceedings
p0174 A81-22076
The 1980's - Payoff decade for advanced materials;
Proceedings of the Twenty-fifth Hational
Symposium and Exhibition, San Diego, Calif., Hay
6-8, 1980
pOISI A81-22636
Israel Annual Conference on Aviation and
Astronautics, 21st, lei Aviv and Haifa, Israel,
February 28-flarch 1, 1979, Proceedings
p0226 A81-24003
Viscous flow drag reduction; Symposium, Dallas,
Tex., November 7, 8, 1979, Technical Papers
p0238 A81-26501
Practical experiences with flow-induced
vibrations; Proceedings of the Symposium,
Dniversitaet Karlsruhe, Karlsruhe, lest Germany,
September 3-6, 1979
p0282 A81-27610
Badio Technical Commission for Aeronautics,
Technical Symposium and Annual Assembly fleeting,
Bashington, B.C. , Hovember 20, 21. 1980,
Proceedings
p0265 481-28293
International Symposium on Air Breathing Engines,
5th, Bangalore, India, February 16-22, 1981,
Proceedings
p0290 A81-29051
Structures, Structural Dynamics and Baterials
Conference, 22nd, Atlanta, Ga. ,. April 6-8,-1981.
Technical Papers.. Part 1 • . • • - - •
, . p0300 A81-29377
Structures, Structural Dynamics and Baterials
Conference, 22nd, Atlanta, Ga., April 6-8, 1981,
and AIAA Dynamics Specialists Conference,
Atlanta, Ga., April 9, 10, 1981, Technical
Capers. Part 2
p0303 A81-29428
Optics in metrology and quality assurance;
Proceedings of the Seminar, Los Angeles, Calif.,
February 6. 7, 1980
p0358 481-32504
Flight Simulation Technologies Conference, Long
Beach, Calif., June 16-18, 1981, Technical Papers
p0414 A81-36554
Fatigue of fibrous composite materials;
Proceedings of the Symposium, San Francisco,
Calif., Hay 22, 23, 1979
pO"»18 A81-37126
Long focal length, high altitude standoff
reconnaissance; Proceedings of the Seminar, San
Diego, CA, July 29, 30, 1980
p0461 A81-39417
Guidance and Control Conference, Albuquerque, NB,
August 19-21, 1981, Collection of Technical Papers
p0553 A81-44076
The roles of airline- engineering and maintenance
in 1981 summary for 26 January 1981
conference of ATLAS group
P0565 A81-45755
American Belicopter Society, Annual Forum, 37th,
New Orleans, LA, Hay 17-20, 1981, Proceedings
P0571 A81-46603
Test methods and design allowables for fibrous
composites; Proceedings of the Symposium,
Dearborn, HI, October 2, 3, 1979
p0611 481-47801
Damping applications for vibration control;
Proceedings of the Sinter Annual Beeting,
Chicago, II, Hovember 16-21, 1980
p0613 A81-47993
Effect of service environment on composite materials
[AQABD-CP-288] p0039 B81-11128
Propulsion Controls, 1979 air breathing engine
control
[HASA-CP-2137] p0078 H81-12090
Beport on a cooperative programme on Active
Flutter Suppression
[AGAED-B-689] p0082 H81-12115
Aviation safety: Interior compartment materials
[GPO-50-388] p0126 H81-13933
Proceedings: Fourth Annual Workshop on
Meteorological and Environmental Inputs to
Aviation systems
[BASA-CP-2139] ' p0135 H81-14555
Computational Fluid Dynamics, volume 2
[VKI-LS-1980-5-VOL-2] p0144 H81-15310
The 17th JAHHAF combustion meeting, volume 1
[BASA-Tfl-82238) p0200 H81-U253
Advancement on visualization techniques
fAGAED-AG-255] p0211 H81-17063
Supersonic Cruise Besearch 1979, part 1
[HASA-CP-2108-PT-1] p0243 B81-17981
Supersonic Cruise Besearch 1979, part 2
airframe structures and .materials, systems
integration, economic analysis
[HASA-CP-2108-PT-2] p0246 H81-18005
La Becherche Aerospatiale, Bimonthly Bulletin no.
1980-2, March - April 1980
fESA-TT-652] p0255 B61-18244
Advanced aerodynamics and active controls.
Selected HASA research
[HASA-CP-2172] p0259 H61-19001
The 1980 Aircraft Safety and Operating Problems,
part 1
[HASA-CP-2170-PT-1] p0264 H81-19035
The 1980 Aircraft Safety and Operating Problems,
part 2
[HASA-CP-2170-PT-2] p0267 H81 -19056
Structures and Baterials Panel
[4D-A089019] p0378 B81-22420
Contributions to the 9th Symposium on aircraft
integrated data systems Conferences
[ESA-TT-532] p0382 H81-23008
Fundamental heat transfer research for gas turbine
. engines
[HASA-CP-2178] p0428 881-24063
Turbine Engine Testing
[AGABD-CP-293J . p0429 B81-24071
Bind tunnel corrections for high angle of attack
models
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COHFIGOBATIOB BANAGEBBNI SUBJECT IHDBI
[AGABD-B-692] p0435 H81-24120
Precision Positioning and Inertial Guidance
Sensors: Technology and Operational Aspects.
£AGABD-CP-298] p0484 H81-26091
flicrocompnter Applications in Power and Propulsion
Systems
[AGABD-LS-113] p0497 H81-27103
Aircraft Research and Technology for Antimistixg
Kerosene Conference
[AD-A101347] p0580 B81-30103
Carbon/graphite composite material study
[AH-3] p0585 H81-30188
A Hatrix Approach to Biological Investigation cf
Synthetic Fuels
[PB81-183477] p0586 B81-30313
Parabolic Dish Solar Thermal Power Annual Program
Beview Proceedings
[HASA-CB-164696] . p0587 H81-30525
Dynamic Stability Parameters conferences
[AGABD-LS-114] p0590 N81-31105
Aircraft Engine Diagnostics
[HASA-CP-2190] p0597 H81-31196
The Impact of Military Applications on Botorcraft
and V/STOL Aircraft Eesign
[AGABD-CP-313] p0632 H81-33137
COHFIGOHATIOB BAHAGBHEHI
Bunway Configuration Hanagenent System concepts
P0114 A81-18089
Orientation cf measurement sensors for optimum
end-of-life performance
P0360 A81-32697
Prediction and evaluation of thrust augmenting
ejector performance -at the conceptual design stage
[AD-A093953] p0216 H81-17094
Electronic flight rules: An alternative
separation assurance ccncept
[AD-A097570] P0387 H81-23063
COHFIBBATIOH
D PBOVIBG
CONFLUENCE
0 CONVERGENCE
COHFOBBA1 BAPPING
The performance of slotted blades in cascade
p0002 A81-1Q632
CONFOBBA1 TBANSFOBBATIOBS
0 COHFOEBAL BAfPING
COHGBESSIOHAL BEPOBTS
Aviation safety and noise abatement
[GPO-50-923] p0032 B81-10578
Aviation safety
[GPO-68-717] p0073 H81-12040
Commuter airport safety
[GPO-60-512] p0073 S81-12041
Air traffic controllers and flight service station
specialists
[GPO-51-381] p0075 H81-12055
Aircraft collision avoidance
[GPO-50-158] p0091 H81-13041
Design analysis of Hide-body aircraft
[GPO-60-652] p0092 1181-13045
Aviation safety: Interior compartment materials
[GPO-50-388] p0126 N81-13933
Testimony of Elwood I. Driver, Vice Chairman,
National Transportation Safety Board,
accompanied by Gerrit J. ialhout. Chief, Human
Factors Division, and Hatthew fl. BcCormick,
Senior Air Safety Investigator, Human Factors
Division
p0126 H81-13934
Testimony of James J. Kramer, Associate
Administrator for Aeronautics and Space
Technology, National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, accompanied by John H. Enders,
Project Manager, Aviation Safety Technology
Office, John A. Parker, Chemical Sesearch
Projects Office, NASA-Ames Besearch Center, and
Demitrius A. Kourtides, Chemical Besearch
Projects Office, HASA-ABES Besearch Center
p0127 H81-13935
Testimony of fiichard H. Taylor, Vice President and
Special Assistant to the President, and Eugene
A. Bara, Chief Engineer, Payloads Systems,
Boeing Comnercial Airplane Company
p0127 H81-13936
Testimony of a panel consisting of: Lloyd B.
Prisiee, vice President, Engineering and
Operations, Lockheed California Company; Lyle A.
Wright, Director, Powerplant Engineering,
Douglas Aircraft Company, accompanied by Doctor
H. C. Schjeldernp, Chief Technology Engineer,
Materials and Process Engineering,, and F. E.
Duskin, Senior Design Engineer, Interiors
Engineering, Douglas Aircraft Company
P0127.N81-13937
Posture hearings (NASA and FAA) -. • . .
[GPO-65-265] ' p0203 H81-16952
NASA authorization, 1981
[GPO-71-290] p0203 B81-16953
Spin recovery training
[GPO-67-439] . p0216 B81-17098
A look at NASA's Aircraft Energy Efficiency program
[PSAD-80-50] p0334 N81-20077
Aviation safety: Hazardous materials, handling.
[GEC-69-199] " p0439 B81-25049
A look at NASA's Aircraft Energy Efficiency program
[PSAD-80-50] p0490 B81T26149
Airport and airvay system development act of .1981
[GPO-75-804] p0601 B81-31231
CONICAL BODIES
NT SLENDEB CCNES
Some aerodynamic properties of cones in viscous
supersonic flow . ,
p0237 A61-26119
Leading-edge separation from a thick, conical, .
slender wing at small angles of incidence
p0355 A81-31687
The effect of the skewness of the skin panels on
stresses in conical wings
p0625 .AS 1-44930
CONICAL FLO!
Flight experiments with a slender cone at angle of
attack
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0337] p0165 A81-20761
Pressure and force data for a flat wing and a
warped conical wing having a shockless
recompression at Bach 1.62
[BASA-TP-1759] p0372 B81-22016
CONICAL SOZZLES
Interferometric study of the initial stage of
supersonic jets of gases with various
specific-heat ratios from conical nozzles
p0068 A81-16231
Effect of facility variation on the acoustic . .
characteristics of three single stream nozzles
p0178 A81-22534
Jet noise suppression fox low bypass engines .-
Have we reached a dead end
p0291 A81-29063
Static source locations for four nozzles mounted
on a J-85 engine
[BASA-CH-152401] p0143 B81-14998
CONNECTIONS
0 JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
CONNECIOBS
NT EIECTBIC CONNECTOBS
COBNECTOBS (BLECTJUC)
0 ELECTBIC CONNECTOBS
CONOIDS
0 COSICAL BODIES
COBSEBVAJION
NT EBEBGY CCNSEBVATIOB
COHSEBVATIOS EQOAIIOBS
An implicit finite volume method for elliptical
flow computation numerical integration,
aerothermodynamics
p0255 N81-18248
CONSOLES
Proceedings of the 1979 Seminar on Air Traffic
Control. Terminal Radar Approach Control
(TBACON) facility supervisory desk complex
[AD-A089914] p0034 B81-11024
Bev terminal radar approach control in tower cab
concept for Love Field, Dallas, Texas
[AD-A089996] p0034.N81-11025
CONSTANT SPEED PBOPELLEBS
0 VARIABLE PITCH PBOPELLEBS
COHSTBAIHfS
NT BETEOBOLOGICAL PABAHETEBS
Limb restraint F-18 style
p0567 A81-46325
Fundamentals of conceptual design optimization of
subsonic transport aircraft
[VTH-LB-292] p0128 B81-1395T
Economic evaluation of flying-qualities design
criteria for a transport configured with relaxed
static stability
[BASA-TP-1760] p0130 S81-13968
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SUBJECT IIDBX COHTBOL SIHUL4TIOH
Evaluation of 4FIT/F-16 restraint concepts in .the
+ or - 2Gy environment
(AD-A094323] p0249 N81-18031
COHSTBUCflOB
Prestressed concrete airfield paveaents
p0112 A81-18063
COBSTBUCTIOH BATBBIALS
Introduction to a rigid pavement design procedure
pO.111 481-18054
The present and future applications of titanium
alloys in engines
p0417 281-36666
HASA's activities in the conservation of strategic
aerospace materials
[HASA-Tfi-81617] p0550 N81-29205
COHSOBABLBS (SPACBCBAFt)
HT iOBKIBG FLDIDS
CONSOBPTIOI
NT BHEBGI COHSUHPTIOH
HI POEL COHSDBITICH
COHTAIHBBNS
State-of-the-art reviev of flywheel burst
containment
IUCBl-15257] p0085 H81-12127
Composite containment systems for jet engine fan
blades
[H4SA-TB-81675] p0220 H81-17480
COHTAHIHAHIS
The wear of ETFE-containing dry bearing liners
contaminated by fluids
[4SLE PBEPBINT 80-LC-6B-3J .p0118 A81-18758
Contaminant increase in aircraft liquid oxygen
converters: Analysis of data
[AD-A090975J p0092 H81-13049
PACES LIME: An environmental corrosion severity
classification system, part 1
[AO-A100496] p0539 H81-28089
COHTABIHATIOH
HT FUEL COHTAHIHATION
Fabrication problems related to the contamination
of titanium alloys
p0417 A81-36664
CONTINENTS
NT AOSTBALIA
NT EDBOPE
COHTIHOOOS BADI»IOH
low-frequency radio navigation system
[H4S4-C4SE-NSO-15264-1] p0373 N81-22036
COHTIHOODS HAVE BADAB
Botatiug blades radio interference in a
helicopter-bcrne CB Doppler radar
p0224 A81-23813
COHTIHOODS iAfBS
0 CONTINUOUS BAOIATICH
COHTOOBS .:
Helicopter noise contour development techniques
and directivity analysis
[AD-A093426] p0221 N81-17851
COHTBACT BBGOTIATIOH
Airborne Systems Software Acquisition Engineering
Guidebook for contracting for software acquisition
[AD-A100217] P0543 B81-28786
COHTBACTIOI
Studies on Thwaites' method for .wind tunnel
contraction
p0282 A81-27884
Effect of contraction on screen-generated turbulence
P0284 A81-27900
Effects of axisyametric contractions on turbulence
of various scales
P0093 N81-13055
COBTBAST
HT IMAGE CONTBAST
COSTBOL BOABDS
Display-control synthesis —- computer flight
graphics for aircraft applications
p0064 A81-15684
Hew terminal radar approach control in totter cab
concept for Love field, Eallas, Texas
[AD-A089996] p0034 B81-11025
A survey of new technology for cockpit application
to 1990's transport aircraft simulators
[NASA-CB-159330] p0142 H81-14993
Learning guide for the terminal configured vehicle
advanced guidance and control system mode select
panel
[HASA-CE-165751] pOSSO H81-30098
Development of avionics installation interface
standards
[4D-4101423] p0583 N81-30128
Simulation study of two VIOL control/display
systems in IHC approach and landing
[NASA-Tfl-81295] p0584 B81-30136
COHTBOL COHFIGOBED VEHICLES
Plying gualities criteria for advanced control
technology transports
pOOOS A81-11618
flultivariable aircraft control by manoeuvre
commands - An application to air-to-ground gunnery
[OHEBA, IP HO. 1980-127] p0009"A81-11623
Adaptive airfoils and vings for efficient
transonic flight
p0153 481-20349
Display concepts for control configured vehicles
p0213 H81-17076
Integrated Application of Active Controls (IAAC)
technology to an advanced subsonic transport:
Project plan
[NAS4-CB-3305] p0332 H81-20062
Development of handling quality criteria for
aircraft with independent control of six degrees
. of freedom
£AD-A1000«5] p0498 N81-27117
COHTBOL DEVICES
D COHTBCL ECUIPBEHT
COHTBOL EQOISflBBT
HT CCHTBOL STICKS
NT PBESSDBE BEGOLATOBS
Environmental control systems for executive jet
aircra ft
[SAE PAPEB 300607] p0061 A81-1&330
Standardisation - An alternative approach to A 1C '
automation
p0177 481-22192
Considerations concerning an 'information busbar'
for distributing on-board measurement and
control information
p0233 481-25375
Analytic design of regulators with limitations
p0235 481-25688
KC-10A refueling boom control system
p0322 A81-30266
Integrated displays and controls design factors
for the 1990's transport aircraft
P0325 481-30338
B-52 Offensive Avionics System /O4S/ control and
display design, using a Dynamic Hookup
P0327 481-30354
F/A-18 Hornet Crew Station
P0327 481-30355
Integrated flight and fire control development and
demonstration of an 1-1SB aircraft
p0327 481-30359
Aircraft eguipaent /2nd revised and enlarged
edition/ Bussian book
p0355 481-31823
Flight control and display computation - A 25-year
perspective
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0865] p0408 481-34354
Digital controls in a large engine test facility
P0532 481-43715
Pareto-optimal oulti-objective design of airplane
control systems
P0563 481-45518
Bultivariable control synthesis program: Control
aspects of the F100 altitude demonstration of
the Bultivariable control system
[AD-A093868] p0216 N81-17095
Bicrocomputer Applications in Power and Propulsion
Systems
[AGABD-1S-113] p0497 H81-27103
Control augmentation for lateral control wheel
steering
[S4SA-CB-164664] p0549 881-29132
COHTBOL PAHE1S
U COBTBOi BOABDS
COHTB01 SISD1ATICB
Bodeling of the terminal area Air Traffic
Banagement and Control
P0114 A81-18085
Airspace simulation in airport system planning
p0114 481-18086
Air traffic simulation as a validation tool
P0172 481-21718
On the application of self-adaptive flight control
system based on energy balance theory
P0224 481-23733
1-129
CONTBOL STABILITY SUBJECT IBDBZ
The role of simulation in automatic flight control
systems research
P0283 481-27891
An objective method of assessing ttie realism of a
simulation of a simple control system
p0284 481-27898
Sensitivity reduction in aircraft control systems
by double ferfect Model Following
p0299 481-29205
Operator training systems/simulators
p0349 481-31109
SIHCAT - A modular air traffic control simulator
p0364 481-33149
The Horthrop F/A-18L Hission Simulator
[AIAA 81-0968] p0414 481-36557
On-line vind shear generation for flight simulator
applications
[AIAA 81-0910] p0414 481-36559
Development of a generic airplane response
siaulaticn
[AIAA 81-0980] ' p0415 481-36568
Besalts of a simulator investigation of control
. system and display variations for an attack
helicopter mission
[AHS 80-28] p0475 481-40158
Status of dynamic flight test technology - Model
identification for flight simulation
[SAE PAPEB 810597] p0521 481-42755
An analytical pilot rating method for highly
elastic aircraft
[4144 81-1772] p0554 481-44093
Autopilot design via improved discrete modal control
[4IAA 81-1777] p0554 481-44095
A piloted simulation of the rackup control system
engagement for the YAB-64
p0576 481-46646
Employment of development simulation for the
realization of direct side force control in the
case of an attack aircraft
[DGLB P4PEH 81-063] p0609 481-47580
Model following control of gas turbine engines
p0624 481-49900
Realization of a method 'of extremal targeting in a
problem of aircraft landing control
p0625 481-49943
COBXBOL STABIII1I
4 stability augmentation system which covers the
complete flight envelope for a F-4c aircraft
without gain scheduling
p0009 481-11622
Computer-aided methods for redesigning the
stabilized pitch control system of a semi-active
thermal honing missile
pOOSI 481-13250
Model-following system vith assignable error
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helicopters
p0106 A81-17521
A preliminary experimental investigation of the •
response of a turbojet engine to inlet pressure
distortion
p0108 A81-17824
Scale effects on turbulent boundary layer
development and flow separation around V/STOL .
inlets at high incidence
[AIAA PAPB.E 81-0014] p0157 A81-20538
Three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer
development and separation in V/STOL engine
inlets at incidence with small-cross flow and
curvature influences
. [AIAA PAPBB 81-0254] - p0163 A81-20703
Development and validation of computational flow
analysis for design of inlets and nozzles
P0298 481-29117
Design and development of the combustor inlet
diffnser for the BASA/GE energy efficient engine •
[ASHE PAPEB 81-GT-129] . p0316 A81-30033
Tests for inlet distortion in a two-spool turbojet
engine on the ground test bed
p0419 A81-37340
Aerodynamic design of engine air intakes for
improved performance
p0470 A81-40117
Effect of a part-span variable inlet guide vane on
the performance of a high-bypass turbofan engine
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1362] p0502 A81-40842
F/A-18A inlet/engine compatibility flight test
results
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1393] p0503 A81-40860
An experimental study on air intake performance
for a rocket/ramjet engine
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1488] p0506 A81-40906
A perspective on developing new inlet distortion
measurement and predictive methods
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1589] p0507 A81-40964
Aerodynamic and acoustic behavior of a YF-12 inlet
at static conditions
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1597] p0508 A81-40972
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F-16 variable-geometry inlet design and performance
[AISA PAPEB 81-1394] p0514 A81-42184
in approach to ccnfornal inlet diffuser design for
integrated propulsion systems
£AIAA PAPES 81-1395] p05l4 A81-42185
.• Zero-length inlets for subsonic V/STCL aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1396] p0515 A81-42186
Design concepts for minimizing hot-gas ingestion
in V/STOL aircraft[ A I A A PAPEB 81-162*] , - p0525 A81-43133
Propulsion system installation design for
high-speed prop-fans[AIAA PAPEB 81-1649] p0526 A81-43144
i Low-speed aerodynaEic performance of
50.8-centimeter-diameter noise-suppressing
inlets for the Quiet, Clean, Short-haul
Experimental Engine (QCSEE) Lewis 9- by
15-foot low speed wind tunnel tests •
[HASi-TP-1178] - . • p0035 K81-11037
Prediction of sound radiated from different
practical jet engine inlets[HASA-CH-163824] p0137 881-14789
High-speed cowlings, air inlets and outlets, and
internal-flow systems
p0185 N81-15973
Effects on inlet technology on cruise speed
selection
p0245 881-17998
Forward velocity effects on fan noise and the
suppression characteristics of advanced inlets
as measured in the NASA Ames 40 by 80 foot wind
tunnel: Acoustic data report
[HASA-CE-152329] p0258 B81-18798
Preliminary wind-tunnel investigation of the
effects of engine nacelles on a transport
configuration with high lift drag ratios to a
aach number of 1.00
[BASA-TH-82312] ; p0272 B81-19099
Electromagnetic scattering by open circular
waveguides modeling jet engine inlets
. [AD-A095554] p0336 H81-20345
Aerodynamic and acoustic behavior of a IF-12 inlet
• at static conditions
[BASA-CB-163106] ' p0342 B81-21079
Top-mounted inlet system feasibility for
... .. transonic-supersonic fighter aircraft V/STOL
.. aircraft
' [BASA-TH-81292] p0428 B81-24066
Inlet-engine compatability testing techniques in
ground test facilities
pO«31 B81-24090
Additional testing of the inlets designed foe a
tandem fan V/STOL nacelle ,[HASA-CE-165310] p0483 N81-26C75
Prediction of sound radiation from different
practical jet engine inlets[HASA-CB-164620] pOSOO N81-27886
An investigation of engine -influence on inlet
performance conducted in the Ames 10- by
80-foot wind tunnel[HASA-CB-166136] p0579 N81-30084
Fiber optics for aircraft engine/inlet control[BASA-TH-82654] p0597 N81-31190
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Failure Indication and Corrective Action for
turboshaft engines
p0106 A81-17515
Engine performance monitoring systems expansion on
Alitalia aircraft
P0290 A81-29054
The analytical ferrograph - Some factors affecting
deposit formation
P0293 A81-29077
A digital technigue for the analysis of .the
response of compressor/duct systems in unsteady
flow
P0294 A81-29078
Full-flow debris monitoring in gas turbine engines[ASflE PAPEE 81-GT-60] P0313 A81-29970
Overview of ABP 1567 aircraft gas turbine Engine
Honitoring System guide
[SAE PAPEE 801218] ' p0404 181-34224
Current and fntnre use of an AIDS integrated EDS
Aircraft Integrated Data System for Engine
Houitoring
[SAE PAPBB 801219] . pOUOfJ A81-34225
TF41/A7-E engine monitoring system implementation
experience '
[SAE PAPEB 801222] p0404 A81-34226
• TriStar engine monitoring in British Airways
[SAE PAPEB 801224] p0405 A81-34227
An alternative approach to engine rating
structures using monitoring systems
[SAE PAPEB 801225] p0405 A81-34228
Advanced debris monitoring systems for helicopters
p0472 A81-40127
A-10/TI34 Turbine Engine Monitoring system
evaluation and implementation
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1447] p0505 A81-40880
A jet engine monitor /JEM/ for the TA-7C
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1562] p0507 A81-40947
F100 engine diagnostic system status to date
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1448] p0515 A81-42199
" Sensor/actuator failure detection and isolation
for airbreathing propulsion systems
p0564 A81-45551
HH-65A Dolphin engine condition monitoring system
p0575 A81-46636
Synopsis on aircraft integrated data systems and
engine health monitoring and maintenance
[DFVLB-H1TT-8Q-08] • p0075 B81-12063
Engine diagnostics program: CF6-50 engine
performance deterioration
[BASA-CE-159867] p0078 B81-12085
Sensor/actuator failure detection for turbofan
engines
pOOSO 881-12104
Individual jet engine stress load monitoring with
the aid of the flight data recording system'
IEADS 200
p0328 B81-20013
Identification of jet engine damages by engine
trend analysis LEADS 200 data
p0328 B8.1-20014
Some effects of compressor fouling on the behavior
of a turbojet engine as evidenced by an
engine monitoring system
p0328 B81-20015
Engine parameter trend analysis with LEADS 200:
Possibilities and limitations using flight
recorder data
p0382 H81-23010
investigations into local fault detection on
turbojet engines monitoring instruments
p0382 B81-23011
The engine usage monitoring system: An heuristic
approach to cost effective data monitoring and
analysis -— onboard fatigue monitoring
p0382 B81-23013
Classification of operating conditions of
turbomachines from solid bocne sound
p0382 N81-23015
Seduction of measured data and possibilities for
early.detection of sensor break-down
, P0383 B81-23016
Aircraft Engine Diagnostics
[8ASA-CP-2190] p0597 H81-31196
Who needs engine monitoring? '
p0599 B81-31209
F100 engine diagnostic system status to date
p0599 B81-31210
. A-10/TF34 Turbine Engine Honitoring System (TEHS)
p0599 H81-31211
Helicopter propulsion system reliability and
engine monitoring assessments
p0599- H81-31213
Engine health monitoring systems: Tools for
improved maintenance management in the 1980's
P0599 B81-31214
Engine condition monitoring: CP6 family 60's
through the 80's
:
 ' p0600 'B81-31215
An overview of SAE ABP 1587: Aircraft gas turbine
engine monitoring system guide
p0600 B81-31217
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Acoustic structures titanium brazing method
for producing honeycomb structures for jet .
engine noise reduction
pOQ01 A81-10272
Numerical prediction of bypass engine jet noise
tAIAA PAPEB 80-1006]- p0057 A81-14300
Propagation of three-dimensional acoustic
perturbations in channels of variable
cross-sectional area at frequencies close to
cutoff freguency
P0119 A81-19338
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Unsteady fan blade pressure and acoustic radiation
from a JT15D-1 turbofan engine at simulated
forward speed
[4I4A PAPBB 81-0096] p0161 481-20598
Convective amplification of gas turbine engine
internal noise sources
p0171 A81-21595
Heu interpretations of shock-associated noise with
and without screech
p0178 A81-22527
Core noise measurements frca a snail, general
aviation turbofan engine
P0178 A81.-22531
Hoise froo gas turbine combnstors
p0236 A81-26008
Hoise attenuation and associated thrust increase
of turbojet engines through hyper-oiling ejector
shrouds
P0291 A81-29062
Installation effects on propeller noise
[AIAA PAPBB 80-0993] p0352 A81-31369
Analysis of axial fan noise with the help of the
Lovson formalism
[AAAF PAPEE HT 80-54] p0370 481-33918
Broadband helicopter rotor noise
[AAAP PAPEE HT 80-58] p0370 A81-33949
In-flight jet engine noise measurement system
I P0410 A81-35553
Coaparison of predicted engine core noise with
proposed FAA helicopter noise certification
requirements
P0454 A81-38062
Suppression of jet noise peak bj velocity profile
reshaping
P0458 481-39039
Trailing edge noise frco hovering rotors
[AHS 80-60] P0479 481-40184
Aerodynamic and acoustic behavior of a IF-12 inlet
at static conditions
[AIA1 PAPEE 81-1597] p0508 A81-40972
Effect of engine ncise on aircraft wing laminar
boundary-layer stability
pOSIO A81-41255
The design and development of a nizer compound
exhaust system for a guiet clean general
aviation turbofan
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1494] p0566 A81-45893
Aircraft noise control in the 1980's
P0567 A81-46352
Procedure for evaluation of engine isolators for
reduced structure-borne interior noise
transmission
[4144 PAPEB 81-1970] p0618 481-48608
Laboratory study of efficient add-on treatments
for interior noise control in light aircraft
[A14A PAPEB 81-1969] p0619,A81-48618
Engine noise source breakdown - Theory, simulation
and results
[AIAA PAPBB 81-2040] p0619 A81-48620
Tnrbomachinery noise studies of the AiBesearchQCGAT engine with inflow control acoustic
performance[AIAA PAPEB 81-2049] p0619 481-48621
The effect of vane-fraae design on rotor-stator
interaction noise[AIAA PAPEE 81-2034] p0619 A81-48627
Effects of blade-vane ratio and rotor-stator
spacing on fan noise with forward velocity
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2032] p0620 A81-48628
Comparative aconstic wind-tunnel measurements and
theoretical correlations on subsonic aircraft
propellers at full-scale and model-scale[AIAA PAPEB 81-2004] p0620 481-48634
Comparison of predicted engine core noise with
current and proposed aircraft noise
certification requirements[AIAA PAPEB 81-2053] p0620 A61-48635
Some nodal-frequency spectra of fan noise
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1990] P0620 A81-48636
Hixer nozzle aeroacoustic characteristics for the
energy efficient engine[AIAA PAPEE 81-1994] p0621 A81-48639
, Effect of excitaticn on coaxial jet noise as
observed by an elliptic mirror[AIAA PAPEE 81-2044] P0621 481-48651
High bypass ratio engine ncise coaponent
separation by coherence technique[AIAA PAPEB 81-2054] p0621 A81-48653
The effect of flight and the presence of an
airframe on engine exhaust noise[AI44 PAPEB 81-2029] p0623 A81-49727
Core noise measurements froa a snail, general
aviation turbofan engine[HASA-TH-81610] p0044 H81-11769
Analysis of pressure spectra measurements in a
ducted combustion systeo[HASA-TB-81583] p0146 H81-15768
Improved methods for fan sound field determination[HASA-CB-165188] p0147 N81-15769
Studies.on proper simulation during static testing
of forward speed effects on fan noise[HASA-CB-165626] p0202 H81-16853
Acoustic and aerodynamic performance investigation
of inverted velocity profile coannular plug
nozzles variable cycle engines
[HASA-CB-3149] p0203 H81-16854
TCE early aconstic.test results of General
Electric1s high-radius ratio coannular plug nozzle
p0245 H81-17999
Flight and tunnel test results of the HOC
mechanical jet noise suppressor nozzle
p0245 H81-18000
Forward velocity effects on fan noise and the
suppression characteristics of advanced inlets
as measured in the HASA Ames 40 by 80 foot wind
tunnel: Acoustic data report[HASA-CB-152329] p0258 H81-18798
Design of an exhaust mixer nozzle for the
Avco-Lycoming Quiet Cl.ean General Aviation
Turbofan (QCGAT)[HAS4.-CB-159426] p0274 H81-19120
Coupling of unsteady lift to acoustic duct modes
in an axial flow fan[AD-A095080] p0274 H81-19124
Comparison of predicted engine core noise with
proposed FAA helicopter noise certification
reguirements
[HASA-TB-81739] p0381 H81-22839
Lateral attenuation of high-by-pass ratio engined
aircraft noise
[HASA-TH-81968] p0394 H81-23862
Prediction of sound radiation from different •
practical jet engine inlets
[HASA-CB-164620] pOSOO H81-27886
Helicopter noise exposure level data: Variations
with test target. Indicated airspeed, distance,
• main rotor HPa and takeoff power
[AD-A100691] p0552 H81-29661
Hoise suppression characteristics of peripherally
segmented duct liners
[HASA-TP-1904] p0641 H81-33946
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Is the engine helicopter-worthy
p0106 481-17518
Turbine blade technology - Present and future
[ASBE PAPEE 80-C2/AEBO-10] p0116 481-18639
Computer-aided process planning system for
aircraft engine rotating parts
p0149 A81-19836
Application of exoelectron emission for quality
control of gas-turbine engine parts
p0171 A81-21367
Development program for a graphite/PHB 15
polyimide duct for the F404 engine
p0181 A81-22647
The B.45SD-02 variable pitch geared fan engine
demonstrator test and evaluation experience
p0283 A81-27897
Sone experience with ferrography in monitoring the
condition of aircraft engines
p0285 A81-27943
High temperature metal oatrix composites for gas
turbines
p0295 A81-29090
Investigation of the squeeze file bearing on
tuo-spool turbo-fan engine
p0295 A81-29093
Carbon/carbon components for advanced gas turbine
engines[ASHZ PAPEB. 81-GT-35] p0312 481-29949
Cooling air flow characteristics in gas turbine
components[ASnE PAPEB 81-GT-76] p0313 A81-29984
Commercial engine logistics cost projections - A
dynamic and flexible approach[ASfll P4PEB 81-GT-114] p0315 481-30018
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Principles of aircraft-engine assembly Bassian
book
p0355 481-31799
JI8D performance improvement to offset rising fuel
costs
[SAE PAPEB 801117] p0395 A81-34153
The present and futnre applications of titaniua
alloys in engines
p0417 £81-36666
Pilot installations for deposition techniques in
the case of components exposed to heat and for
diffusion joining of power plant components
p'0449 481-37634
Manufacturing technology for Ion temperature
composite engine frames for TF-34 engine
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1355] p0501 A81-K0837
Recent developments in Naval aircraft jet engine
usage
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1366] p0502 A81-00846
Use of segmented meld process to'produce large
superalloy engine castings
. [AIAA PAPBB 81-1404] p0503 A81-U0661
Blade tip ceramic outer air seal for long lite
turbine engines
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1410] p0504 A81-40874
Critical considerations in the design of
supersonic combustion ramjet /scramjet/ engines
[AIAA PAPEE 80-1284] p0511 481-41748
Engine life methodologies for conceptual design
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1398] .. p0515 A81-42188
Impact of advanced propeller technology on
aircraft/mission characteristics of several
general aviation aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 810584] p0520 A81-42745
Fiber-reinforced composites - The future for
aeropropulsion
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1713] p0527 481-13164
Graphite/polyimide augmentor and nozzle components
of advanced nilitary gas turtine engines
[ftlAA PAPES 81-1358] p0625 A81-49976
Metallurgical aspects of materials processing and
manufacturing for aero-engine components gas
turbine engines
[EHB-90019] pOOSU H81-12209
A resin injection technique for the fabrication of
.aero engine composite components
[PBB-90024] P0131 B81-14004
Cost/benefit analysis of advanced materials
technologies for futnre aircraft turbine engines
[BASA-CH-165225] p01«4 H81-15006
Vibrations of turbine engine blades by shell
analysis
p0257 B81-18404
Regenerative engine analysis program
[AD-4095144] p0274 B81-19123
Development and fabrication of refractory silicon
carbide bodies, especially for gas turbine engines
by hot pressing
[BBFT-FB-T-79-137] p0275 B81-19128
Development-of gas turbine components, using
silicon nitride forming techniques
[BHFT-FB-T-79-152] p0275 H81-19129
Concept definition: Betirement for cause of F-100
rotor components
[AD-A095584] p0335 B81-20080
Iho rejuvenation of properties in turbine engine
hot section components by hot isostatic pressing
[AD-A097551] p0390 B81-23088
performance retention cf the BB211 powerplant in
service
P0598 B81-31201
Performance deterioration: An airline perspective
P0598 1181-31202
A prescriptive model for resource allocation at
the intermediate level engine facility
[AD-A103785] p0632 B81-33135
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Investigation into the vibration of the starter
gearbox of an aircraft turbine engine
P0291 481-29059
A generalized mathematical model to estimate gas
turbine starting characteristics
[ASHE PAPEB 81-61-202] p0318 A81-30092
Hydrodynamic modelling of the starting process in
liguid-propellant engines
p0351 A81-31287
An experimental evaluation of the performance
deficit of an aircraft engine starter turbine
[SAE PAPEB 801137] p0397 A81-34168
The status of the expendable gasifier program
gas generator for aircraft engine
[SAE PAPEB 801151] p0406 A81-34242
Samarium cobalt (SKCO) generator/engine
integration study
[AD-A092904] p0214 H81-4?087
Seasons for low aerodynamic performance of
13.5-centioeter-tip-diameter aircraft engine
starter turbine
[HASA-TP-1810] p0334 S81-20076
High performance auxiliary power unit technology
demonstrator
[AD-A098618] p0444 N81-25085
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A mobile emissions laboratory for on-line analysis
of combustion products from gas turbine engines
p0361 481-32872
O.H.E.B.A. ramjet test facilities
p0365 A81-33285
A forward look at gas turbine testing facilities
[SAE PAPEB 801124] . p0396 A81-34159
Digital controls in a large engine test facility
P0532 A81-43715Quantitative thermography in aero-engine research
and development
[EBB-90021] . p0029 M81-10075
Free-jet testing of poverplants for aircraft and
nissiles .
p0431 B81-24089
Inlet-engine compatability testing techniques in
ground test facilities
p0431 H81-24090
Gas turbine engine transient testing
p0431 1181-24091
Experimental verification of turboblading
aeromechanics
. p0432 M81-24092
Bench testing of a vectored thrust engine
p0432 M81-24093
Full annular combustor test facility for high
pressure/high temperature testing
p0432 N81-24097
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Beliability and engineering-economic
characteristics of aircraft engines Russian
hook . . .
p0001 A81-10045
Forced vibrations of a nonlinear system excited by
a centrifugal oscillator with a sloping engine
characteristic
p0002 A81-10439
Advanced transmission component development and .
test program for helicopters
p0105 A81-17507
Safety considerations for helicopter drive systems
of the 1980s .
.p0105 A81-17510
Development and operational flight test of the
model 250-C28B gas turbine engine
p0105 A81-17512
Issues regarding Army turboshaft engines
diagnostics and condition monitoring
pOIOS 481-17514
Advanced technology turboshaft IB suppression
p0106 A81-17519
A preliminary experimental investigation of the
response of a turbojet engine to inlet pressure
distortion
p0108 A81-17824
The measurement and analysis of station parameters
of a turbojet engine
p0109 A81-17825
Considerations of the use of vitiated preheat —-
for engine inlets
p0150 A81-20023
Parameter identification and discriminant analysis
for jet engine mechanical state diagnosis
p0156 A81-20474
The H.45SD-02 variable pitch geared fan engine
demonstrator test and evaluation experience
p0283 A81-27897
Effectiveness of turbine engine diagnostic systems
p0290-A81-29053
Investigation of the squeeze film bearing on
two-spool turbo-fan engine
p0295 A81-29093
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Redaction of strut induced rotor blade vibraticn
with the modified stator setting angles
P0295 481-29097
The evaluation of fuel property effects on Air
Force gas turbine engines - Program Genesis
[4SBB PAPER 81-GT-1J p0310 461-29926
The development of a substitute bird oodel
[4SHE P4PEB 81-61-23] p0311 481-29939
Pattern factor improvement in tie F-100 primary
combustion system
[4SHE P4PEE 81-GI-25] p0311 481-29941
Preliminary study on reheat combnstor for advanced
gas turbine
[4SBE PAPEB 81-GT-29]. p0311 481-29944
Improved jet engine maintenance through automated
vibration diagnostic systems
USBE PAPEE ei-Gi-62]
 P0313 461-29972
Application cf vater coding for improved gas
turbine fuel flexibility and availability
[4SBE P4PEE 81-GT-68] p0313 481-29977.
The Havy PATE program Propulsion intonatic
Test Equipment
£4SHE P4PEB 81-G1-189] P0317 481-30082
High temperature electronic requirements in
aeropropulsion systems
p0359 481-32547
Centralized in-place pressure calibration system
for multiple turbine engine aerodynamic pressure
measurement systems
P0360 481-32847
Development of a noninterference compressor blade
stress measurement system
p0361 481-32874
CFH56-3 high by-pass technology for single aisle
twins
[4144 P4PEB 81-0808] p0368 481-33889
Propellers for economic flight at high speeds
[444F PAPEE NT 80-34] p0369 481-33936
Results of thermal tests on the GTA-18 gas turbine
unit with the RD-ZH-500 jet engine
P039S 481-34022
The F100 engine
[S4E P4PEB 801110] p0395 481-34151
4 review of the installation, performance and
economic aspects of a high altitude facility for
small gas turbines
[S4E P4PER 801121] p0396 481-34157
Description of the warn core turbine facility and
the warm annular cascade facility recently
installed at BASA Lewis Research Center
[S4E P4PER 801122] p0396 481-34158
Fall Authority Digital Electronic Control turbofan
engine demonstration
[SAB PAPER 801199] p0402 481-34209
Tests for inlet distortion in a two-spool turbojet
engine on the ground test bed
p0419 481-37340
Fundamental investigation on jet engine ignition
of fuel sprays and its application
p0420 481-37341
Control of particulate emissions from turbine
engine test cells by cooling vater injection
p0453 481-37796
An apparatus for the simulation of an air intake
at high angle of attack in a compressor test
facility
[OBBB4, TP HO. 1981-35] p0460 481-39238
Tests of air inlets at Reynolds numbers .comparable
to flight in the OBER4 F1 and S1B4 wind tunnels
[OHEBA, TP HO. 1981-36] p0460 481-39239
•ind-tunnel tests of engine-equipped models -
Comparison of two jet Hash simulation methods
[OHEHA, TP HO. 1981-42] p0460 481-39245
Investigation of the influence of the radial
nonnnifornity of initial temperature and energy
losses on flow structure in a highly loaded
turbine stage
p0465 481-40019
Experimental determination of the circumferential
drift of edge wakes of guide vanes in a turbine
stage
p0466 481-40022
4 new approach to turboshaft engine growth
[AHS 80-41] p0477 481-40169
TF41/Lanilloy Accelerated Bission Test
[4144 P4PEE 81-1349] p0501 481-40833
F/A-18A inlet/engine compatibility flight test
results
[4144 P4PEB 81-1393] p0503 481-40860
Interpretation of ramjet combustor test data
[4144 f A P E B 81-1433] p0504 481-4C870
Effect of oxygen addition of lov pressure igniticn
performance of aero gas turbine engine at
simulated altitude facility
[4IAA PAPBS 81-1471] p0505 481-40891
Strong pressure waves in air-breathing engines
[4144 P4PEB U1-1475] p0505 481-40895
H4EC gyroscopic moment test facility
[4144 P4PER 81-1480] p0506 481-40900
Full authority digital electronic control /FADEC/
- Variable cycle engine demonstration
[•4144 P4PER 81-1498] p0506 481-40910
JT9D performance deterioration results from a
simulated aerodynamic load test
[4144 P4PEB 81-1588] p0507 481-40963
TE1S - A facility to observe the effect of
simulated flight maneuver loads on turbine engines
[4144 P4PEB 81-1591] p0508 481-40966
4 compact installation for testing vectored-thrust
engines
[4144 P4PEB 81-1592]
 P0508 481-40967
4 successful step toward an advanced supersonic
transport engine - Acoustic and emission results
from the Pratt and ihitney Aircraft Variable
Cycle Engine Program
[4IAA PAPE.H 81-1593] p0508 481-40968
SASA VCE test bed engine aerodynamic performance
characteristics and test results
[4IA4 PAPEB 81-1594] p0508 481-40969
Turbine bypass engine - 4 new supersonic cruise
propulsion concept
(AIA4 PAPEB 81-1596] p0508 481-40971
Excitation of surging type oscillations due to
aperiodic external effects in mul'tishaft
turbojet engines
p0509 481-41032
Experimental investigation of a high-aspect-ratio
supersonic inlet
[4144 PAPEB 81-1397] pOSIS 481-42187
Modeling of ramjet combustors using simple reactor
theory
[4144 P4PEB 81-1429] p0515 481-42196
Evaluation of multi-viscosity oils designed for
aircraft reciprocating engines
[S4E PAPER 810572] p0519 481-42737
Avco Incoming's 4LF 502 high bypass fan engine
(S4E PAPEB 810618] p0523 481-42773
Full-scale study of the cooling system
aerodynamics of an operating piston engine
installed in a light aircraft wing panel
[SAE PAPBB 810623] p0523 481-42777
Erosion strength of aircraft engine and power
plant parts Russian book
p0578 481-46848
Analytical and computer-aided design of automated
systems for the testing of aircraft engines
Bussian book
p0578 481-46850
The effect of vane-frame design on rotor-stator
interaction noise
[4144 P4PEB 81-2034] p0619 481-48627
Aircraft turbine engine monitoring experience. An
overview and lessons learned from selected case
studies
[AD-4089752] p0036 881-11042
Experimental analysis of IBEP in a rotary
combustion engine
[HASA-TH-81662] p0195 881-16054
Validation of a two dimensional primitive variable
computer code for flow fields in jet engine test
cells
[4D-4092138] p0196 H81-16060
Haitivariable control synthesis program: Control
aspects of the F100 altitude demonstration of
the multivariable control system
[4D-A093866] p0216 881-17095
VCE test bed engine for supersonic cruise research
p0245 S81-17995
An investigation of the reacting and non-reacting
flow characteristics of solid ramjets
[4D-4094567] p0253 881-18059
Validation of a two-dimensional primitive variable
computer code for flow fields in jet engine test
cells
[4D-4094615] p0254 H81-18067
Survey of aircraft icing simulation test
facilities in Borth America
[B4S4-TB-81707] p0269 H81-19078
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E1GIHBEHIBG DEVELOEHEHT- SOBJBCT IBDBX
Automotive technology development program
[DOE/CS-0069/1] p0278 N81-19464
The BB211 engine and its development design
and testing of tnrbofan engines
[PBB-90043] p0338 H81-21037
Design concepts for Ion-cost composite turbofan
engine frame
[BASA-CB-165217] p0376 K81r22053
Turbine Engine Testing
[AGABD-CP-293] p0429 N81-24071
Overview of all civil aviation engine
certification/demonstration requirements and
rationale, i.e., FAA, CAA, etcetera
p0429 N81-24072
Specification requirements for fighter engines
p0429 N81-24073
Specification and requirements rationale for
military and civil helicopter engines
p0429 N81-24075
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company engine
procurement practices
p0429 N81-24076
Propulsion .system testing requirements for a
commercial transport
p0430 B81-24077
performance control and qualification tests of
civil aviation turbine engines in tests
conducted cy airframe manufacturers
p0430 H61-24078
Development of test requirements for civil engines
p0430 H81-24079
The specification of development tests for the
engine of a combat.aircraft engines for the
Mirage 2000 and 4000 aircraft
p0430 B81-24082
Turbine engine tests as seen by an aircraft company
p0430 B81-24084
Derivation and correlation of.accelerated mission
endurance testing
p0431 881-24088
Free-jet testing of powerplants for aircraft and
missiles
p0431 B81-24089
Inlet-engine ccmpatability testing techniques in
ground test facilities
p0431 B81-24090
Gas turbine engine transient testing
p0431 B81-24091
Experimental verification of turboblading
aeromechanics
p0432 N61-24092
Bench testing of a vectored thrust engine
p0432 N81-24093
Performance assessment of an advanced reheated
turbo fan engine
p0432 H81-24094
Flight tests of the engines of combat aircraft:
Validation methods used by GET
p0432 N81-24095
Tests of large compressors at CE Cr
p0432 N81-24096
Full annular combustor test .facility for high
pressure/high temperature testing
p0432 N81-24097
Low pressure turbine testing
p0432 H81-24098
Eig investigation of a two stage single shaft low
cost turbine
p0432 N81-24099
The oechacical testing of compressors and turbines
for aircraft gas turbine engines
.
 P0433 B81-24100
Development tests cf an engine with limited life
Bicroturbo TBI 60
p0433 B81-24103
Prediction of future test needs, test facilities
and procedures
p0433 B81-24104
Comparison of NASA and contractor results from
aeroacoustic tests of QCSEE OTB engine[HASA-TH-81761] p0443 B81-25079
JT9D performance deterioration results from a
simulated aerodynamic load test
[NASA-TH-82640] p0443 B81-25082
The criticality of engine exhaust simulations en
VSTOL model-measured ground effects
p0486 B81-26115
Bicroprocessor system test and monitoring
p0497 B81-27108
From the civil component program 'IFAS1:
Fundamentals of engine simulation, using
turbopowered simulator (TPS) technology in wind
tunnel- tests
[BHFT-FB-H-80-030] . p0541 N81-28111
Test results of the Chrysler upgraded automotive
gas turbine engine: Initial design
[NASA-TH-61660J p0588 N81-30562
Aircraft Engine Diagnostics
[NASA-CP-2190] ' . p0597 H81-31196
CF5 high pressure compressor and turbine clearance
evaluations
p0598 1181-31198
JT8D engine performance retention
p0598 S81-31200
Cruise missile engine program contract data
requirements list sequence number 95.Qualification test report. Volume 39:
Vibration and mission simulation testing on
engine 828. ZF-107-WB-400 cruise missile engine(AD-A102257] p0600 B81-31220
BNGIBEEBING DEVELOPHEHT
D PBODOCT DEVEIOfHEBT
BBGIHEEBIBG DBABIHGS
Low cost airborne microwave landing system
receiver, task 3
[NASA-CR-152409] p0075 B81-12054
EBGIBES
BT AIS BEEATHISG ENGINES
BT BOOSTEB EOCKET EBGINES
BT BB1STOL-SIDDELEY BS 53 EBGIBE
BT DIESEL ENGINES
BT DDCTED FAB ENGIKES
BT GAS TDBBINE EBGIBES
BT HE1ICCPTEB ENGINES
BT HYDBOGEB ENGIBES
BT IBTEEH&L COBBUSTIOB ENGINES
BT J-65 ENGIBE
BT J-79 EBGINE
BT J-85 EBGIBE
BT J-S7 EBGIBE
BT JE3( EBGINES
BT LICOID PBOPELLANT SOCKET EBGIBES
HT PISTON EBGIBES
BT BAHJET EKGINES
BT EOCKET EBGIBES
BT SOLID PBOEELLABT SOCKET EBGINES
BT SUPEBSOBIC COMBUSTION EfiHJEl EBGINES
BT T-56 EBGIBE
BT If-'JO EBGINE
BT TF-34 EHGINE
HT TF-41 ENGINE
HT TOBB1BE EBGINES
BT TOBBCfAB ENGINES
NT TDBBOJET ENGINES
NT TQBBOPBOP EBGIBES '
NT VARIABLE CYCLE ENGINES
BT VABIABLE STBEAH CONTBOL ENGINES
EBTEiPBISE (OBBITEB)
D SPACE SHUTTLE OBBITEB 101
ENVlEOBHEiT EFFECTS
Environmental cheuistr; and management of hydrazine
p0240 A81-26770
Aircraft and air pollution
p0288 A81-28698
Environmental aspects of aircraft emissions - A
reviev and current assessment
p0290 A81-29056
Unrepresentative temperatures at a first-order
meteorological station Hashington National Airport
p0622 A81-48847
Exhaust emissions characteristics and variability
for Pratt and Bhituey JT8D-7A gas turbine
engines subjected to major overhaul and repair[AD-A091011] p0094 N81-13062
Impact of aircraft emissions on air quality in the
vicinity of airports. Volume 2: An updated
model assessment of aircraft generated air
pollution at LAZ, JFK and OBD
[AD-A091005] p0096 ,N81- 13545
Impact of aircraft emissions on air quality in the
vicinity of airports. Volume 1: Becent airport
measurement programs, data analyses, and
submodel development
[AD-A089962] . p0201 H81-16628
Assessment of the impact of advanced air-transport
technology ..'
p0247 H81-18015
A-1V4
SOBJECT I1DBI BPOZI BATBIZ COBPOSITE BATBBIALS
Environmental exposure effects on composite
materials for commercial aircraft
[HiSA-CB-165765] pOSSO N81-29165
A Batrix Approach to Biological Investigation of
Synthetic fuels
[PB81-183477] p0586 N81-30313
Responses to comments of Air Transport Association
of Anerica on aircraft towing feasibility study
[DB81-029834] . p0638 B81-33201
BBVIBOBBBHT BAHAGBBBBi
Environmental aspects of airport planning
p0115 481-18091
Handbook on bird management and control
£AD-A089009] p0023 N81-10024
BHVIBOBBEHT POLLUTION
HT &IB PCLLOTICH
A program to support the full utilization of data
from existing social surveys of environmental
noise
p0570 A81-46374
KBVIBOHBEHI PB05ECTIOH
Airport/environs plan making - Hanaging the
planning process
p0114 481-18088
EPA proposed national strategy for further
reduction of aviation noise
p0567 A81-46353
Advanced technology for controlling pollutant
emissions frca supersonic cruise aircraft
p0246 H81-18004'
ENVIBOHHEHT SIBOLATIOC
NT ACOD STIC SIHUL4TICN
BT SPACE EHVIBONBEHT SIBOLATIOB
HT THEBHAL SIHDLATIOH
Prediction of changes in aircraft noise exposure
p0017 A81-11820
A case for suboicroseccnd rise-tine lightning
current pulses for use in aircraft
induced-coupling studies
p0057 A81-14267
Hew techniques for the measurement of natural and
simulated lightning ihenomena
p0057 A81-14268
Improving surface current injection techniques via
one- and two-dimensional models
p0149 A81-19940
Computational design of large-scale blast simulators
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0159] p0162 481-20639
Augmenting ATE with dynamic simulation testing
techniques
p0320 A81-30241
The Horthrop F/S-18L Mission Simulator
[AIAA 81-0968] p0414 A81-36557
Low-visibility visual simulation with real fog
[AIAA 81-0982] pO«15 A81-36569
EBVIBOIBEBT SIBOLBTOBS
Integration of the 1-16 ieapon System Trainer
p0325 A81-30332
Development of a flight simulation capability in
the dynamic environment simulator
[AIAA 81-0978] . p0415 A81-36566
EHVIBOHBBBTAL CBABBEBS
0 TEST CHABBEBS
BBVIBOBBBBTAL CBEBISIBI
BT ATBOSPHEBIC CBEBISTBI
Environmental chemistry and management of bydrazine
p0240 A81-26770
EBVIBOSBEBTAL CCB3BOL
ECS integration for fuel efficient/lew life cycle
cost design Environmental Control Systems in
aircraft
p0015 A81-11676
Environmental contiol systems for executive jet
aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 800607] p0061 A81-15330
Baterials and processes for aircraft environmental
controls in the 1990's
[SAE PAPEB 801181] p0401 A81-34194
Aircraft/avionics environmental integration program
p0570 A81-«6480
Development of avionics installation interface
standards
[AD-A101423] p0583 B81-30128
BBVIBOBHEHTAL BiSIBEEBIHG
. Combined environaent reliability testing /CEBT/ as
applied to engine aoanted electronic controls
[AIAA PAPBB 81-1500] p0516-A81-42204
EBVlBaiBEBTAL LABOBATOBIBS
Voice communication research and evaluation system
p0603 H81-31450
BHTIBOBBBNTU BOBITOBIBG
Development of a helicopter water quality
monitoring/sampling system
[PB81-168734] p0499 H81-27714
EH?IBO«BEB1AL QDALITI
NT AIB QUALITY
HT 1ATEB QOALITT
Airport noise. Citations from the HTIS data base
[PB80-813231] p0088 N81-12667
BHVIBOHBBHTAL TESTS
NT COBBOSICN TESTS
NT BIGB TEBPEBATOBB TESTS
Aircraft and environmental factors influencing
lightning strike
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-0084] p0160 A81-20589
Adhesive bonding of avionic structures
p0181 A81-22646
Effects of commercial aircraft operating
environment on composite materials
p0182 A81-22681
The new look in reliability - It works
Operational Bission Environment test program for
P/A-18 aircraft
p0229 AS 1-24268
Developing test profiles for multiple mission
situations standards for military aircraft
p0570 A81-46483
The Hornet's operational mission environment
p0571 A81-46491
Effect of service environment on composite materials
[AGABD-CP-288] p0039 N81-11128
Effect of various environmental conditions on
polymer matrix composites
p0039 B81-11130
Fatigue strength of CFBP under combined
xlight-by-flight loading and flight-by-flight
temperature changes
p0039 H81-11134
Flight simulation environmental fatigue crack
propagation in 2024-13 and 7475-T761 aluminum
winy panels for transport aircraft
[BLB-UP-80003-UJ pOO<*3 B81-11415
Vibration test level criteria for aircraft equipment
[AD-A098675J p0442 N81-25070
High performance auxiliary power unit technology
demonstrator
[AD-A098618] p0444 H81-25085
Development for helicopter flight in icing
conditions
p0545 S81-29082
. Cruise missile engine program contract data
requirements list sequence number 95.
Qualification test report. Volume 39:
Vibration and mission simulation testing on
engine 828. XF-107-HB-400 cruise missile engine
[AD-A102257] p0600 H81-31220
EHVIHOBBEITS
HT HIGH ALTITUDE EHVIBOHflBBTS
BT HIGH TEBPEBATOBE EHVIBOBBENTS
NT ICE EBVIEOHBEBTS
NT ROTATING ENVIBOBBENTS
Environment-load interaction effects on crack .
growth in landing gear steels
[AD-A093803] p0218 N8T-17242
EPIDEBI010GY
Application of the epidemiological model in
studying human error in aviation
p0265 N81-19046
EPHL
0 EFFECTIVE PEBCEIVED BOISE LEVELS
EPOZI COBFOOBDS
NT BOBCS-EPOXI CCBPOONOS
BPOZI BATBIZ COBPOSITE 8AIEBIALS
Effects of commercial aircraft operating
environment on composite materials
p0182 481-22681
The Hindecker Eagle - A new era in general
aviation aircraft manufacturing
p0240 A81-26747
Engineering aspects of composite structures for
civil aircraft
p0283 481-27888
Fatigue strength of certain materials used in
airframe construction glass-plastic
reinforced epoxy resin
p0285 481-28108
A fatigue study and an investigation on
mechanically fastened joints for the development
A-175
BPOXT BESIHS SUBJECT IHDEX
of a flap
p0481 481-40581
Development, production, calculation and testing
of a carbon/Kevlar fibre reinforced flap
p0481 481-140585
Quality assurance of an epozy resin prepreg using
HPLC
p0531 481-43612
New materials and helicopter certification
exigencies of certification regulation
[AAAF-HT-79-26] p0210 H81-17052
EPOII BBSIBS
Adhesive bonding of avionic structures
p0181 A81-22646
Hicrocracking in grapbite-epoxy composites
. [AD-A089894] ' p0038 M81-11118
A resin injection technique for the fabrication of
aero engine composite components
[PHB-90024] p0131 H81-14004
Fabrication and physical testing of graphite
composite pauels utilizing woven graphite fabric
vith current and advanced state-of-the-art resin
systems
[HASA-CB-152292] p0218 H81-17175
BQOATIOBS
Application of transonic potential calculations to
aircraft and wind tunnel configurations
p0186 B81-15992
Aerodynamic effects of nearly uniform slipstreams
on thin wings in the transonic regime
CHASA-Cfl-152351] p0249 B81-18027
BQOATIOHS OF BOXIOH
HI EULEE EQOATICSS OF MOTION
SI KISEH4TIC EO.U4TIOHS
HT HAVIEB-STOKES BQ04TIOB
An exact solution of the problem of the motion of
a gyroscope in a Cardan suspension
p0019 481-12704
Ezact solutions of the eguations of motion of a
gyro horizcn compass
p0290 481-29001
Concerning the motion of a piloted aircraft
p0299 481-29312
Approximations and short cots based en generalized
functions
P0347 A81-30730
Orthogonal multiblade coordinates
P0453 481-38021
Calculation of the impingement of cloud droplets
in a cylinder by the finite-element method
P0533 481-43890
Generic multi-body formulation of heavy lift
airship equations of notion
p0563 481-45539
Investigation of landing flare in the presence of
wind shear
[ESA-1T-631] p0077 B81-12080
Dynamics of a helicopter-slung load system
P0092 B81-13051
Supercritical flov past symmetrical airfoils
£AD-A093300] p0203 B81-16984
Active controls for flutter suppression and gust
alleviation in supersonic aircraft IF-17
flutter model '_
[NASA-CB-163934] p0216 B81-17097
Advanced supersonic transport fixed-base simulator
evaluations at landing approach
p0244 N81-17992
Beasurements of aerodynamic damping In the oil-
transonic rotor
[HASA-CB-163988] p0274 H81-19122
The stick-fixed lateral dynamic stability of the
CSIB SABA II autogyro
[HIAST-80/52J p0434 881-24107
EQOATIOHS OF STATE
Control sysi.ee design using graphical
decomposition techniques
P0410 481-35567
BO.O&TOHIAL OBBI5S
Air traffic control and position location by
satellite constellation in equatorial orbit
p0173 481-21912
EaOILIBBIOB EQ04TIOBS
A new method for torsion of shaft with variable
diameter using ncn-orthogonal curvilinear
coordinates and its application
[4144 81-0477] p0300 A61-29378
Application of the finite element method to rotary
wing aeroelasticity . '
p0251 B81-18043
BQUIEBBHT SPECIFICiTIOHS
Development of specifications from measured
environments
pQ067 A81-16119
Beqairemeiits and possibilities - Botorcraft
poverplants /The 15th Halford Hemorial -Lecture/
P0226 481-23999
Development and applications of HIL-STD-1553
for avionics data buses
[S4E PAPEB 801142J p0398 481^34172
The requirements for efficient small turbine
engines taking up the challenge
£AHS 80-42] p0477 481-40170
C-x - A case for scenario-oriented requirements
nev long-range military transport program
IAIAA PAPEB ai-1690] p0527 481-43159
longitudinal eguivalent systems analysis of Bavy
tactical aircraft <
IAIAA ei-1775] . p0554 481-44094
Hiniaun operational performance standards for
Microwave Landing System (HIS) airborne
receiving equipment
[BTCA/DO-177] p0595 N81-31180
EBECTIOH
0 CCHSTBOCTIOH
EBGOBOHICS '
D HOflAB FACTORS EBGIHE35BIHG
EBOSIOH
HI BAIB EBOSIOB
Effect of mixed phosphate ester fluids on aircraft
hydraulic servo valve erosion
[SAE PAPEB 801100] p0512 481-41776
Erosion strength of aircraft engine and power
plant parts Bussian book
p0578 481-46848
Erosion and impacts on composite helicopter blades
p0040 B81-11138
Erosion resistant coatings
[BASA-TM-75870] p0377 B81-22098
EBBOB 4B4LISIS
Human error in ATC system operations
p0052 A81-13414
An optimum design procedure of total-temperature
thermocouple probes
p0108 A81-17807
Geometric dilution of precision in Global
Positioning System navigation
p0115 481-18100
Position-determination accuracies of navigation
netbods
p0233 481-25374
Discussion of the pressure-source aerosonic theory
and of Doak's criticism
p0238 481-26189
The accuracy of Dean-stream-line method in
subsonic and transonic regions
p0296 481-29105
Passive location finding vith a multivavelength
two element interferometer
p0350 481-31125
Dynamic errors of the Kaiman filtering of
trajectory parameters for radar tracking of
aircraft maneuvers
p0366 481-33687
Precision DDE for microwave landing system
p0578 481-47125
The role of the earth's shape in navigation - An
example
p0614 481-46120
Choice of optimal parameters of a gyrovertical on
the basis of a standard program
p0622 481-48744
Predictability of moistnre absorption in
graphite/ecoxy sandwich panels
p0039 B81-11131
An interactive computational aerodynamics analysis
program
[AD-A094765] p0263 1181-19033
Investigation of a strapdown attitude and beading
reference system utilizing ring laser gyros
P0484 H81-26092
Characteristics of a digital filter for a
precision CHE system in microwave landing systems
[FDB-43-1980] p0628 K81-32136
EBBOB B4BD
0 ACCUBAC! . • •
BBBOB COBBECTIBG DEVICES
The practical application of the Rake Blocking
4-176
SUBJECT IHDEI SUTBOPHICATIOB
1
 • Corrections according to Baskell for large
Hind tnnnel lodels
[D6LB PAPEB 80-112] p0121 481-19398
Increased target resolution and minor lobe
redaction with active group antennas
p0152 £81-20090
KBEOB DETECTIOB CODES
ISSIS: &n integrated sjnergistic Synthesis System
[HASA-CB-159221] p0543 B81-28783
EBBOB SIGBALS
Bodel-folloving system with assignable error
dynamics and its application to aircraft
.p0116 481-18577
4 vehicle attitude control system forming the
error signal by way of the optimal rotation axis
p0224 481-23732
EBBOBS
HI INSTBOHEBT EBBOBS
HI PILOT EBBOB
HI POSITION EBBOBS
ESCAPE (ABAHDOBBEBT) .
Delayed ejection decision factor importance
for pilot safety
p0176 481-22102
Applications of pyrotechnigaes in aviation
[SHIAS-792-422-103] p0023 N81-10025
ESCAPE SISTBHS
Pyrotechnics serving safety in aircraft air
and ground escape systems
p0120 481-19318
Escape systems.testing on the Bollcman high speed
test track
p0175 481-22088
High 'U1 ejection protection device
p0175 481-22093
Low level, adverse attitude escape using a
vertical seeking ejection seat
p0176 481-22094
Escape from military fighters - A modern perspective
p0176 481-22096
Extension of ejection seat capability for high
speed conditions
p0176 481-22097
Helicopter emergency underwater escape
p0176 481-22101
4 study of factors affecting aircrew survivability
following emergency escape over water
p0409 481-34697
Engineering and development program plan aircraft
crashworthiness
[AD-A089431J p0023 881-10022
Performance verification of the superjet laminar
angular rate sensor
[AD-4091089] p0091 881-13040
Analysis of ejection seat stability using easy
program, volume 1
[4D-4096597] p0373 H81-22033
An investigation of two safe escape from base
flight profiles
[4D-4096571] p0373 1181-22034
Velocity tolerance of escape systems
[4D-4096881] P°?73 "81-22035
Crashworthiness design parameter sensitivity
analysis
[AD-A096S50] . p0374 881-22041
Aeronautical systems technology needs: Escape,
rescue and survival and test facilities and test
equipment
£40-4097827] p0423 881-24020
Explosively activated egress area
[H4S4-C4SE-LAB-12624-1] p0546 881-29107
CH-53E emergency flotation system design study
£AD-A1016«0] p0548 881-29124
Procedural handbook for escape system/accident
investigation helmet usage aspects, including
failure analysis
[AD-A102803] p0628 881-32130
BSTBBS
HT OBETHABES
Effect of mixed phosphate ester fluids on aircraft
hydraulic servo valve erosion
[SAE PAPEB 801100] p0512 481-41776
ESTIHATBS
HI COST ESIIHATES
ESIIBAIIiG
HT PABABETEB IDEHTIFIC4TICH
EOCLIDEAB GEOBE1BX
HT AHGLE OF ATTACK
HT 4BGLES (GEOHETBI)
8T CABTESIAH COOBDI84TES
HT ELEV4IIC8 4HGLE
NT LE4DING EDGE S1EEP
HI SHEEP AHGLE
EOLBB BQOAT1O1S OF BOTIOH
A time marching finite volume method for
blade-to-blade flows using a body-fitted
curvilinear mesh
p0347 A81-30717
Calculation of supersonic flow past interfering
wings
p0413 A81-36455
Analysis and design of supersonic aircraft based
on inviscid nonlinear Eulerian eguations. Part
1: Botational Eoler solutions with explicit
shock fitting
[AD-A103434] p0637 H8 1-33192
EOBOPE ' .
European cooperation in the tactical transport
helicopter
p0466 A81-40081
Transport jet aircraft noise abatement in foreign
countries: Growth, structure, impact. Volume
1: Europe, July 1980
[8ASA-CB-152356] p0220 N81-17623
EOBOPEAI AIBBDS
NT A-300 AIBCB4FT
Airbus Industrie's heavenly twins - 4310 and
4300-600
p0018 A81-12348
The FFCC cockpit of the A310 is practically defined
p0063 A81-15623
Airbus Industrie - Past, present and future /26th
Hitchell Memorial Lecture/
p0284 A81-27907
The maintenance of the Airbus from the user's
point of view
p0287 481-28470
Integrated cockpit information system with color
display eguipment
p0450 481-37643
Components in hybrid- and fiber technology for
commercial aircraft of the Airbus family /flap
support, spoiler, and window frame/
p0450 481-37644
Airbus - Hudder unit in carbon fiber technology
p0451 481-37651
Development of the carbon fiber-reinforced side
rudder for the Airbus
[DGLH PAPEB 81-055] p0607 481-47551
Active gust- and maneuver load control concepts,
taking into account, as example, the Airbus
4300. 1 - Design of a controller in the temporal
domain for the alleviation of gust loads and the
control of the effectiveness for stochastic gusts
(DG1B E4PEB 81-065A] p0608 481-47552
Active gust- and maneuver load reduction concepts,
taking into account, as an -example, the Airbus
A300. II - Design of a controller for gust and
maneuver load redaction in the frequency range
[DGLB PAPEB 81-065B] p0608 A81-47553
Design and construction of a model which is
dynamically similar to the A310 wing
[DGLB PAPEB 81-035] p0608 A81-47556
The half-model technique in the wind tunnel and
its employment in the development of the Airbus
family
[DGLB PAPEB 81-118] p0609 A81-47587
Application of reduced natural longitudinal
stability in the Airbus program
[DGLB PAPEE 81-062] p0610 A8.1-47609
In-flight handling qualities investigation of A310
Airbus DLC-configurations on landing approach,
using the DFVLB-HFB 320 in-flight simulator
(variable stability aircraft) instrument
flight
[E3A-TT-630] p0276 H81-19135
Civil component program iing Section. Transonic
wing development for the european airbus
[BBFT-FB-B-80-021] p0426 881-24052
The future cockpit of the next generation of civil
aircraft Airbus A310 digital displays
[SHIAS-802-111-113] p0427 H81-24057
Protection against' wing icing for Airbus A300 and
A310
[8ASA-TB-76584] p0494 881-27079
EOTHOPHICATIOI
Development of a helicopter water quality
monitoring/sampling system
i-177
EVACUATING (TBABSPOBTATIOH) SUBJECT IHDBX
[PB81-168734] p0499 H81-27714
BfACDATIHG (TBABSPOBTATIOH) •
The medical use of the helicopter in the field of
air rescue
p0409 181-34870
Applications of pyrotechniques in aviation
[SHIAS-792-422-103] p0023 H81-10025
Effect of thermal radiation on the integrity
pressurized aircraft evacuation slides and slide
materials
[AD-A098179] p0424 N81-24039
emergency cabin lighting installations: An
analysis of ceiling- versus lover cabin-mounted
lighting during evacuation trials visibility
[AD-S103191] p0636 H81-33175
EVALOATIOB
HI TBAIHIBG EVALUATION
Evaluation of a computer-generated perspective
tunnel display for flight path following
[HASA-TP-1736] . p0129 H81-13956
Landing flying qualities evaluation criteria for
augmented aircraft
[NASA-CB-163097] p0130 H81-13969
Bydrographic applications, of the global
positioning system
[AD-A093750] p0206 M81-17029
Evaluation of the visual acquisition range of
en-route air traffic from cockpit observations
£DFVLB-HIT1-80-1«] . p0332 H81-20058
An investigation cf the combustion behavior of
solid fuel ranjets
[AD-A098481] p0445 N81-25240
Turbine bypass engine: A new supersonic cruise
propulsion concept
[NASA-TM-82608] p0489 N81-26145
Design and evaluation of an integrated Quiet,
Clean General Aviation Turbofan (QCGAT) engine
and aircraft propulsion system
[HASA-CB-165185] p0629 N81-32147
BVAPOBATIOH
NT TBAHSPIBATIOH
EVAPOBATIVE COOIIH6
HT FILH COOLING
NT SHEAT COOLING
EVASIVE ACTIOHS
Bounds for the additional cost of near-optimal
controls
p0170 A81-21075
The variable-speed tail-chase aerial combat problem
p0351 A61-31295
Quantifying reactive maneuvers
[AD-A101136] p0539 B81-28091
EVOLOTIOH (DETELOPHEBI)
Weapon system evolution of attack helicopters
p0472 A81-40130
EXACTNESS
D PBECISIOH
EXCITATIOH
SI ACOUSTIC EXCITATION
HT HABMONIC EXCITATION
HT SELF EXCITATIOH
EXECUTIVE AIBCBAFI
D GEHEBAL AVIA1IOB AIBCBAFT
U PASSENGER AIBCBAFT
EXHAUST DIFFOSEBS
Noise attenuation and associated thrust increase
of turbojet engines through hyper-mixing ejector
shrouds
p0291 A81-29062
An overview of ejector theory
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1678] p0534 A81-43947
Some ejector characteristics
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1679] p0534 A81-43948
A Jet-diffuser ejector for a V/STOL fighter
[HASA-CB-166161] p0428 081-21064
EXHAUST EHISSIOB
The development of Ion-toxic combustion chambers
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p0571 A81.-46491
The F/A-18 Naval Strike Fighter: Progress has
been made bat problems and concerns continue
[AD-A095287] p0333 H81-2C069
Operational and support costs of the Navy's F/A-'l8
can be substantially reduced
[PB81-160814] p0487 N81-26125
Effect of simulated in-flight thrust reversing on
vertical-tail loads of F-18 and F-15 airplane
models conducted in the Langley 16-foot
transonic tunnel
[NASA-IP-1890] p0579 H81-30086
P-27 AIBCBAFI
lasting friendship. A review of the P-27 fatigue
evaluation program carried out by Fokker-VlB
performance prediction
[SLE-TB-78150-U] p0495 N81-27086
F-100 AIBCBAFT
F-100s set to become target drones
p0614 A81-46067
F-101 AIBCBAFT
Developing a Fighter Engine Derivative of the
B-1/F101 engine
[SAE PAPEB 801156] p0407 A81-34246
F-106 AIBCBAFT
Electromagnetic measurement of lightning strikes
to aircraft
•fAIAA PAPEB 81-0083] p0160 A81-20588
Design.of a lateral stability augmentation system
for the F106 to improve lateral handling
qualities during tracking
(AD-A091014) p0094 N81-13067
In flight direct strike lightning research
Using an F-106B Aircraft
p0259 H81-1S005
F-111 AIBCBAFT
Ejection experience in F/FB-111 aircraft - 1967-1978
p0176 A81-22098
Boundary layer stability analysis of a natural
laminar flow glove on the F-111 TACT airplane
p0238 A81-26503
Air Force Integration support Facilities - Their
total utility
p0320 A81-30240
Augmenting ATE with dynamic simulation testing
techniques
p0320 A81-30241
Natural laminar flow flight experiment Langley
8-Foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel
p0260 S81-19010
Application of a. performance modeling technique to
an airplane with variable sweep wings
[NASA-TP-1855] p0426 1181-24048
FAB (PBOGHAHflING LAHGDAGE)
0 FOB1BAN , • •
FABBICATI01
Design and fabrication of stabilized organic
matrix composites
pOOOS A81-11338
Graphite polyimide fabrication research for
supersonic cruise aircraft
. p0182 A81-22665
A nev approach to thick-film resistors
p0232 A81-24968
HASA gas turbine stator vane ring
[ASHE JAPEE 81-GT-208] p0318 A81-30097
The possibility of single-impact riveting of
flat-top countersunk-head rivets for
aircraft structures
p0319 481-30161
Classification of links of assembly units with
respect to the character of their connections,
and calculation of the accuracy of their'execution
in airfraae construction
p0319 A81-30168
The titanium industry and the fabrication of
semimanufactures for aeronautics
p0416 A81-36651
Fabrication problems related to the contamination
of titanium alloys
p0417 A81-36664
Pilot installations for deposition techniques in.
the case of components exposed to heat and for
diffusion joining of power plant components
p0449 A81-37634
A-182
SUBJECT IHDBI FillOBB AHALISIS
A hybrid .composite horizontal stabilizer for the
XH-2/CCB Flight Eemonstrator Aircraft
. [AHS 80-35] p0476 A81-40164
Hanufactoring technology for low temperature
composite engine franes for IF-34 engine
£AIAA PAPEI 81-1355] pOSOl A81-40837
Factors influencing the selection of tooling and
fabrication aethods in building a composite
fuselage
p0574 481-16628
iaterjet trimming of cured composites
p0575 A81-46632
Development of advanced interceptor snbstractural
material graphite epoxy oissile structures[AD-A090127] p0038 H81-11116
Design, fabrication and test of graphite/polyiaide
composite joints and attachments for advanced
aerospace vehicles
[HASA-CB-159112] p0194 881-16042
Fabrication and physical testing of graphite
composite panels utilizing woven graphite fabric
with current and advanced state-of-the-art resin
systems[HASA-CB-152292] p0218 S81-17175
Fabrication process development of boron/aluminum
fan blades for high bypass engines
[HASA-CB-165252] p0442 B81-25076
FABBICS
HI DACBOH (TBAEERABK)
HT PARACHUTE FABRICS
Potential use of geotechnical fabric in airfield
runway design reinforced soil systems
[AD-A092686] . p0198 U81-16071
Air Force Geophysics Laboratory aerodynamically
tethered balloon, 15,000 cubic feet .
[AD-A096758] p0372 B81-22023
Fabric installation to minimize reflection crack
on taziways at Thole Airtase, Greenland
[AD-A103737] p0639 H81-33214
Anti-symmetric elastic properties of composite
plates of satin weave cloth
IHAL-TB-649T] p0639 H81-33238
FABBI-PBBOT IHTBBFBBOHBTBBS
Laser scattering applications development test in
AEDC tunnel B at Hach number 8
[AD-A093929] p0217 881-17105
FABBI-PBBOT LASBBS
D LASEBS
FACTORIALS
An'approximate factorization solution of the
Havier-Stokes equations for transonic flow using
body-fitted coordinates with application to HAC&
64A010 airfoils
p0249 881-18024
FADIBG
HI SIGNAL FADING
FAIL-SAFE SJSTEHS
Improved flight control performance and failure
tolerance using modern control techniques
p0008 A81-11619
Failure Indication and Corrective Action for
turboshaft engines
p0106 A81-17515
A correlated randco numbers generator and its use
to estimate false alarm rates of airplane sensor
failure detection algorithms
pO"»53 A81-37822
Fly-by-wire Jaguar
p0614 A81-48064
Availability requireueBts of the future ATC system
p0617 A81-48558
Apparatus for sensor failure detection and
correction in a gas turbine engine control system
IHASA-CASE-LBl-12907-2] p0273 H81-19115
FAILOBB
HT EHGIHE FAILOBE
BT STBOCTOBAL FAILOBE
HT SKTEH FAIL OB ES
Detecting the failure of aircraft sensors using
analytical redundancy
p0042 B81-11270
FAILOBK AHALISIS
The analysis of fatigue failures
p0006 A81-11603
Bonlinear incremental analysis up to failure of
aeronautical structures
p0068 A81-16307
A correlated random numbers generator and its use
to estimate false alarm rates of airplane sensor
failure detection algorithms
p0154 A81-20448
OBLA - An assessment of risks Optimum Becair
Level Analysis
P0229 A81-24257
Current and future concepts in FHEA Failure
Hodes and Effects Analysis
p0229 A81-24283
Determination of aircraft structural inspection
intervals
p0230 A81-24285
Analysis of vibration related failures in aero
turbo-shaft engines
p0291 A81-29057
The analytical ferrograph - Some factors affecting
deposit formation
p0293 A81-29077
Failure detection and isolation for tactical
aircraft using the generalized likelihood test
p0321 A81-30261
Digital computer simulation of generalized fault
conditions on aircraft electrical power systems
P0322 A81-3C285
BI1/FIT maturity before first flight in. B-52
G/H Offensive Avionics System
P0324 A81-30320
Hechanical properties of aluminum coatings on
heat-resistant steels
p0355 A81-31668
Orientation of aeasureoent sensors for optimum
end-of-life performance
p0360 A81-32697
Is it safe - The safety assessment of aircraft
systems. IV - Hethods, techniques, and
organisation.
p0366 A81-33789
Fatigue of fibrous composite, materials;
Proceedings of the Symposium, San Francisco,
Calif., May 22, 23, 1979
p0418 A81-37126
Compression fatigue behavior of graphite/epoxy in
the presence of stress raisers
P0418 A81-37136
Prevention of corrosion and fatigue failure of
helicopter gas turbine compressors
p0469 A81-40107
Helicopter accidents '
[SAE PAPEB 810592] p0520 A81-42751
Sensor/actuator failure detection and isolation
for airbreathing propulsion systems
P0564 A81-45551
Seal-time estimation in advanced turbofan engines
p0564 A81-45553
A practical probabilistic method for evaluating
the fail-safeuess of structures that may fail
due to fatigue
p0612 A81-47888
Computer based in-flight monitoring
p0042 N81-11269
Failure management techniques for high survivability
p0042 881-11272
Failure management for the SAAB Vigqen Ji37 aircraft
p0042 881-11273
Flight experience with flight control redundancy
management
p0042 H81-11274
Compressor blade monitoring system for a VA1310
(Allis Chalmers) Hind Tunnel Compressor
[AD-A092920] • - p0217 B81-17103
Some effects of compressor fouling on the behavior
of a turbojet engine as evidenced ty an
engine monitoring system
p0328 H81-20015
Investigations into local fault detection on •
turbojet engines nonitoring instruments
p0382 881-23011
Location of faults in jet engines by calculation
of component characteristics
PC382 H81-23012
Bednction of measured data and possibilities for
early detection of sensor break-down
p0383 H81-23016
B26A16 - Computer program for analysis and
extrapolation of stress-rupture data
[BASA-TP-1809] p0393 H81-23486
Bethod for computation of structural failure
probability for an aircraft
[AD-A098294] p0426 H81-24050
A-183
FAILQBE HODES SUBJECT IHDBX
Operational experience with adhesive bonded
structures aircraft structures
[FOK-BO-1235] p0582 881-30124
Procedural handbook for escape system/accident
investigation helmet usage aspects, including
failure analysis
[AD-A102803] p0628 H81-32130
FAILURE BODES
Lubrication of rolling element bearings
p0118 A81-18738
Current and future concepts in FHEA Failure
Modes and Effects Analysis
p0229 A81-24283
State-of-the-art review of flywheel burst
containment
[DCHL-15257] pOOSS H81-12427
& review of in-flight emergencies in the ASBS data
base
[BASA-CB-166166] p0372 H81-22031
Investigation of performance deterioration of the
CF6/JT9D high bypass ratio turbofan engines
p0431 881-24086
FAIBCHILD BILIIABI AIBCBAFX
0 HtLITAB! AIHCBAFT
FAIB1BGS
A low-cost forward fairing for the Bell Long
Banger Helicopter
p0531 A81-43644
FAH BLADES
Discrete frequency noise due to irregularity in
blade row cf axial fan rotor
p0002 A81-10633
Development of wind tunnel fan blade made of
composite materials
[HBB-0D-277-79-OJ p0018 A81-12096
Unsteady fan blade pressure and acoustic radiation
from a JT15D-1 turbofan engine at simulated
forward speed
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0096] . , p0161 A81-20598
Bean rotor wake characteristics of an
aerodynamically loaded 0.5 m diameter fan
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0208] p0168 A81-20830
Transient, nonlinear response analysis of soft
bodied impact on flat plates including
interactive load determination
[AIAA 81-0621] p0305 A81-29482
Superhybrid composite Hade impact studies
[ASoE PAPEB 81-GT-24] p0311 A81-29940
Interactive multi-mode blade impact analysis
[ASBE PAPEB 81-GI-79] . p0314 A81-29987
Analysis of axial fan noise with the help of the
Lowson formalism
[AAAF PAPEB SI 80-54] p0370 A81-33948
Boron aluminum blades and vanes
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1359] p0502 A81-40840
Isothermal forging of fan Hades
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1405] p0503 A81-40862
Zero-length inlets for subsonic V/STCL aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1396] p0515 A81-42186
Superhybrid composite blade impact studies
[HASA-TM-81597] p0043 881-11412
Botor redesign for a highly loaded 1800 ft/sec tip
speed fan, 2
[HASA-CB-159879] p0078 881-12087
Low-cost directionally-solidified turbine blades,
volume 2 TIE731-3 turbofan engine
[HASA-CB-159562] p0078 881-12088
Cold-air investigation of-first stage of
4-1/2-stage, fan drive turbine with average
stage-loading factor of 4.66
[BASA-TP-1780] p0195 881-16050
. Composite containment systems for jet engine fan
blades
[HASA-TH-81675] p0220 881-17480
Fabrication process development of boron/aluminum
fan blades for high bypass engines
[HASA-CB-165252] . . pO<l42 B81-25076
FAHLIFT DEVICES
0 LIFT FANS
FAB FIELDS
Flight effects on supersonic convergent-divergent
.nozzle net noise.
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2027] p0623 A81-49728
Prediction of sound radiated from different
practical jet engine inlets
[HASA-CB-163824] p0137 H81-14789
Flap noise characteristics measured by pressure
cross correlation technigues
p0259 H81-18808
FASTEIEBS
HT BClfS
HI LOCKS (FASTE8EBS) •
A fatigue study and an investigation on
mechanically fastened joints for the development
of a flap ' •
p0481 A81-40581
High peak energy shaped-pulse electromagnetic
crack detection
p0611 A81-47785
Investigation of ESAT base system for the
detection of bolt hole type cracks. Part 1:
Detection of cracks in the inaccessible lower
half wing lap joints using EHATs
[AD-A094349] 'p0257 '881-18419
Investigation of EBAT base system for the '
detection of bolt hole type cracks. Part 2:-
Beliability evaluation and system definition fcr
detection of cracks under fasteners by EBATs
[AD-A094350] p0258 881-18420
FATIGUE (BIOLOGY)
81 FLIGHT FATIGUE
Vibration in a Helmet Bounted Sight (HHS) using
mechanical linkage
[AD-A098533] p0442 881-25071
FATIGUE (HASEBIALS)
HT BETA! FATIGDE .
HT STBDCTOBAL STBAIH
HT THEBHA1 FATIGUE
The use of acoustic emission for detecting and
evaluating of fatigue cracks severity during
static and cyclic loading of structure elements
p0153 A81-20214
Prediction of structural fatigue response under
aircraft loads from material stress-strain
rehavior
p0226 A81-24009
Fatigue of fibrous composite materials;
Proceedings of tne Symposium, San Francisco,
Calif., Hay 22, 23, 1979
p0418 A81-37126
Effect of post buckling on the fatigue of
composite structures
p0418 A81-37127
Prevention of corrosion and fatigue failure of
helicopter gas turbine compressors
p0469 A81-40107
Development in powder metallurgy /PS/ Ti6A14V
technology for aircraft parts .
p0511 A81-41640
Composite repair concepts for depot level use
p0558 A81-44384
Cast Aluminum Structures Technology (CAST) .
Technology transfer (phase 6)
[AD-A087492] p0030 881-10152
Fatigue and damage propagation in composite rotor
blades
p0041 881-11145
Flight simulation environmental fatigue crack
propagation in 2024-13 and 7475-T761 aluminum
[8L«-BP-80003-D] p0086 881-12477
Constant-amplitude and flight-by-flight tests on
CEBP specimens
[BEB-FE-2/S/PUB/26] p0131 861-14006
Compressor blade monitoring system for a TA1310
(Allis Chalmers) iind Tunnel Compressor
[AD-A092920] p0217 881-17103
Crack growth modeling in an advanced powder
metallurgy alloy
[AD-A093992] p0218 881-17235
An assessment of buffer strips for improving
damage tolerance
p0247 H81-18009.
A crack-closure model for predicting fatigue-crack
growth under aircraft spectrum loading
fBASA-TB-81941] p0257 881-18412
Investigation of £flAT base system for the
detection of bolt hole type cracks. Part 1:
Detection of cracks in the inaccessible lower
half wing lap joints using EHATs
[AD-A094349] p0257 881-18419
Investigation of EHAT base system for the
. detection of bolt hole type cracks. Part 2:
Beliability evaluation and system definition for
detection of cracks under fasteners by EBATs
[AD-A094350] p0258 881-18420
The engine usage monitoring system: An heuristic
approach to cost-effective data monitoring and
analysis onboard fatigue monitoring
A-184
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p0382 B81-23013
A review of Australian investigations on
aeronautical fatigue
, ,£AD-A098300] . p0426 B81-24051
The fatigue crack growth under variable amplitude
• loading in built-up structures
[AD-A098417]. . p0446 H81-25437
Trouble shooting in aeronautics and the usefulness
of microscopes
[VTH-1B-305] p0537 H81-28069
Hanual on the fatigue cf structures. 2: Causes
and prevention of damage. 7: . Mechanical
surface damage --— aircraft structures
[AGABD-flAN-10 (EHG) ] . p0640 H81-33503
FATI60E DIAGBABS
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FATIGOE LIFE
Aspect ratio variability in part-through crack
life analysis
P0001 A81-10355
Fatigue damage mechanisms in composite materials -
A review
P0003 A81-10747
The analysis of fatigue failures
P0006 A81-11603
Acoustic fatigue assessment in the design of
aerospace vehicles
P0059 A81-14395
Evaluating spectrum effects in U.S. Air Force
attack/fighter/trainer individual aircraft
tracking.
p0173 A81-21742
Fatigue design criteria and fleet fatigue life
survey at Aeronautica Hacchi
P0180 A81-22624
Definition of loading sequence for full scale
fatigue test
p0180 A81-22626
Fatigue life evaluation of a helicopter main rotor
hub
p0180 A81-22631
Crack grouth propagation under variable amplitude
loading in aerospace structures
p0181 A81-22632
The use of bonded crack-stoppers in pressure cabins
P0233 A81-25378
Failure by fatigue
P0238 481-26419
The certification of composite airframe structures
p0283 A81-27887
Fatigue strength of certain materials used in
airframe construction glass-plastic
reinforced epozy resin
p.0285 A81-28108
Increased fatigue resistance for blades of
stationary gas-turbine engines by ultrasonic
hardening vith spherical particles
p0285 A81-28134
Helicopter transmission fatigue life
p0291 A81-29058
Fatigue sensitivity of composite, structure for
fighter aircraft
£AIAA 81-0495] p0300 A81-29383
Fatigue strength of gas turbine engine rotor
blades in connection vith structural changes in
service
p0355 A81-31673
Haiotenauce program analysis for aircraft
structures of the 80's - HSG-3
[SAE PAPEB 801214] p0404 A81-34222
Estimated service life of gas turbine engine
compressor blades
p0417 A81-36680
Fatigue of fibrous composite materials;
Proceedings of the Symposium, San Francisco,
Calif., Hay 22, 23, 1979
p0418 A81-37126
Effects of truncation of a predominantly
compression load spectrum on the- life of a
notched graphite/epozy laminate
p0418 A81-37137
The biparanetric cycle count method and the
principle cf simplification in determination
of aircraft structural fatigue life
P0419 A81-37337
High intensity acoustic testing to determine
structural fatigue life and to improve
reliability in nuclear reactor and aerospace
structures
p0455 A81-38372
Investigation of shot peening as a forming process
for aircraft wing skins
p0458 A81-39046
Fatigue life evaluation of helicopter rotor heads
p0482 A81-40687
Structural applications for titanium castings
P0510 A81-41637
Determination of fatigue life by testing materials
for thermal fatigue
p0532 A81-43774
Damping applications in aero-propulsion systems
P0613 A81-47999
Disk residual life studies. Part 2: TF30
10th-stage compressor disk (IHCO1OY 901)
[AD-A089524] p0029 H81-10074
Airfield pavement evaluation. Citations from the
HTIS data base
[PB80-812860] p0030 D81-1C083
Disk residual life studies. Part '1: FIDO
1st-stage turbine disk (IN 100)
IAD-A089791] p0036.H81-11041
Constant-amplitude and flight-by-flight tests on
CFBE specimens
p0039 H81-11133
Application of fracture mechanics to OS Air Force
aircraft structural integrity requirements
[AAAF-HT-79-25] p0086 H81-12463
Current developments in aircraft fatigue
evaluation procedures
[AAAF-HT-79-33] • p0086 H81-12464
Environmental exposure effects on composite
materials for commercial aircraft.
[HASA-CB-165649] p0198 881-16139
Statistical revieM of counting accelerometer data
for Davy and Marine fleet aircraft
[AD-A095617] p0334 881-20070
Concept definition: Betirement for cause of F-100
rotor components
[AD-A095584] p0335 B81-20080
Structures and Materials Panel
{AD-A089019] p0378 881-22420
Fatigue life variability in aluminum alloy
aircraft structures
[AD-A097198] p0391 H81-23249
Structural Integrity according System (SIB) for
O.S. Army AH-1G Helicopters
[AD-A097283] p0393 881-23438
Helicopter Fatigue life Assessment
[AGAED-CP-297] p0487 N81-26126
State of the art and statistical aspects of
helicopter fatigue substantiation procedures
p0487 1181-26127
Fatigue analysis of composite materials using the
fail-safe concept
p0487 S81-26131
Helicopter Fatigue: A civil viev
p0488 881-26134
Helicopter component fatigue life determination
p0488 881-26135
Fatigue test program and test results
p0489 H81-26142
Fatigue behavior of helicopter dynamic components
under constant amplitude and spectrum loading
P0489 U81-26143
Lasting friendship. A reviev of the F-27 fatigue
evaluation program carried out by Fokker-VFH
performance prediction
[H1B-TB-78150-0] p0495 H81-27086
State of the art and statistical aspects of
helicopter fatigue substantiation procedures
[BLfl-HP-80025-U] p0496 H81-27087
Damage tolerance of a landing gear component after
many takeoffs and landings nondestructive
tests
[M1E-MP-79039-0] p0596 H81-31189
Advanced ozide dispersion strengthened sheet
alloys for improved comcnstor durability
p0598 H81-31204
FATIGOE TESTIBG HACHIBES
Controls of aeronautical structures under fatigue
testing by holographic pulsed lasers
interferometry
[ISI-CO-218/79] p0133 H81-14300
FATIGOE TESTS
Flight simulation environmental fatigue crack
propagation in 2024-T3 and 7475-T761 aluminium
P0013 A81-11657
i-185
FAULT BECHAHICS SUBJECT IHDBX
Aging study of the Caravelle 38
p0061 A81-15119
Ferrography as a health monitor and a design aid
for- the development of helicopter gearboxes
p0118 A81-18759
Acoustic fatigue strength of fiber-reinforced
plastic panels
,p0169 A81-20873
Application of ezoelectron emission for quality
control of gas-turbine engine parts
p0171 A81-21367
Effect of gust load alleviation on fatigue and
crack gtovth in ALCLAE 2024-13
p0172 A81-21739
Helicopter fatigue qualification
p0180 A81-22623
Project and experimental fatigue test of the wing
of a modern combat aircraft
p0180 A81-22625
Definition of loading sequence for full scale
fatigue test
; p0180 A81-22626
Study of a crack propagation on the flap rail cf a
transport aircraft
p0181 A81-22633
Controls of aeronautical structures under fatigue
testing by holographic pulsed lasers
interferometry
P0182 A81-22692
Determination of aircraft structural inspection
intervals
p0230 A81-24285
Research on fatigue at the Department of Aerospace
Engineering of the Delft University
p0232 A81-24939
Fatigue strength of certain materials used in
airframe construction glass-plastic
reinforced epoxy resin
p028S 481-28108
Low cycle fatigue of Bene 77 at elevated
temperatures . . ,
p0289 A81-28989
Helicopter transmission fatigue life
p0291 A81-29058
In-flight fatigue crack monitoring using acoustic
emission
p0361 A81-32857
Adhesive bonding of aircraft primary structures
[SAE PAPER 801209] . p0404 A81-34217
Compression fatigue behavior of graphite/epoxy in
the presence of stress raisers
p0418 A81-37136
Effects of truncation' of a predominantly
compression load spec-true on the life of a
notched graphite/epoxy laminate
p0418 A81-37137
A fatigue study and an investigation on
oechacically fastened joints for the development
of a flap
p0481 A81-40581
Development, production, calculation and testing
of a carbon/Kevlar fibre reinforced flap .
p0481 A81-40585
Possibility of development of an
electron-fractographic aethod for measuring
stress level produced by fatigue fracture of the
material
. . . . p0532 A81-43773
Determination of fatigue life by testing materials
for thermal fatigue
•p0532 A81-43774
Fatigue strength of CFfiP under combined
flight-by-flight loading and flight-by-flight
temperature changes
p0039 H81-11134
Fatigue test results of carbon fiber reinforced
plastic F28 aircraft component and its
structural details
p0040 H81-11135
Current developments in aircraft fatigue •
evaluation procedures
[AAAF-BT-79-33] p0086 B81-12464
Constant-amplitude and flight-by-flight tests on
CEBP specimens
[HBB-FB-2/E/PUB/26] p0131 H81-14006
The stress behavior of three advanced nickel base
superalloys during nigh temperature low cycle
fatigue
[AD-A091694] p0131 M81-14061
Additional information about Fighter Aircraft
Loading. Standard for Fatigue Evaluation (IALSTAFF)
[HLB-TB-79056-H] . . p0344 H81-21391
The mechanical testing of compressors and turbines
for aircraft gas turbine engines
p0433 H81-24100
Helicopter Fatigue Life Assessment
[AGABD-CP-297] p0487 H81-26126
State of the art and statistical aspects of
helicopter fatigue substantiation procedures
p0487 H81-26127
Fatigue Assessment of UK military aeroplanes
p0487 H81-26128
Synopsis of Specialists' fleeting on Helicopter
fat igue Methodology
P0487 H81-26129
Application of damage tolerance concepts for the
helicopters
p0487 H81-26130
An evaluation of fatigue procedures for UK
military Helicopters
p0488 H81-26133
Helicopter component.fatigue' life determination
p0488 H81-26135
Fatigue tests on the total structure of the
Gazelle SA 341 helicopter
p0488 H81-26136
Helicopter gearbox testing
p0488 N81-26137
Fatigue testing of helicopter gearboxes
p0488 H81-26138
The methodology of fatigue analysis and testing:
Bain.rotor blades and hub, Hughes TAB-64
advanced attack helicopter
: p0488 1181-26139
Fatigue testing of composite rotor blades
p0489 1181-26140
Development of standardised fatigue test load
histories for helicopter rotors: Basic
consideration and definition of Helix and Felix
p0489 N81-26141
Fatigue test program and test results
p0489 B81-26142
Fatigue behavior of helicopter dynamic components
under constant amplitude and spectrum loading
. p0489 : 1161-26143
Lasting friendship. A review of the F-27 fatigue
evaluation program carried out by Fokker-VFH
performance prediction
[BIE-TB-78150-U] s~- p0495 H81-27086
Fatigue testing of composite rotor blades
helicopter rotors
[UBB-UD-308/80-OE] p0587 H81-30485
FAULT BECHAHICS
U FBACTUBE HECHAHICS
FAULT TOLEBAHCE
A fault tolerant multiprocessor system with
reconfiguration suitable for multiaxial flight
stabilization and trimming
p0118 A81-19296
Statistical crack growth in durability and damage
tolerant analyses
[AIAA 81-0492] p0300 A81-29382
AH/TPX-54 interrogator
p0350 A81-31131
An application of redundancy in digital electronic
engine control
[SAE PAEEB 801200] p0402 A81-34210
Development of an integrated fault tolerant engine
control
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1365] p0502 A81-40845
Aircraft multi-bus electrical system using a
Hall-effect sensing device
[SAE PAPEB 810569] p0519 A81-42734
Design of fault tolerant electronic engine controls
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1496] p0566 A81-45894
Availability requirements of the future ATC system
. . p0617 A81-".8558
Computer based in-flight monitoring
p0042 H81-11269
Failure management techniques for high snrvivability
p0042 H81-11272
Flight experience with flight control redundancy
management
p0042 881-11274
Bobust control system design
p0042 H81-11275
'Validation Hethods Research for Fault-Tolerant
Avionics and Control Systems Snb-Borkiug Group
A-186,
SUBJECT IIDBI FEEDBACK COITBOL
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. [HiSA-CP-2167] p0146 881-15702
• Fault-tolerant actuation concept for a research
test aircraft
[AD-A093113] p0216 B81-17100
An interactive computational aerodynamics analysis
program
[AD-A09U765] p0263 B81-19033
Precision Positioning and Inertial Guidance
Sensors: technology and Operational Aspects
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tnrbonachines blades profiles
[ASHE PAPEB 81-GT-206] p0318 A61-3C096
Transonic viscous-inviscid interaction over
airfoils for separated laminar or turbulent flows
p035« A81-31612
Factors which influence the behavior of turbofan
forced sixer nozzles . ...
[AIAA PAPEE 81-0274] • p0359 481-32549
Finite-difference gradients versus
error-quadrature gradients in the solution of
parameterized optimal control problems
p0421 481-37568
4 PARSONIC Havier-Stokes solver for two
dimensional flow about arbitrary airfoil sections
[AIAA EAEEB 81-1195] p0454 481-38077
Transonic dip mechanism of flutter of a sweptback
wing. II
p0559 481-44447
Numerical study of transonic flutter of a two
dimensional airfoil
[NAI-TS-617T] p0090 H81-13023
FIBITE ELEBEBT BBIHOO
Flow .computation around multi-element airfoils in
viscous transonic flow
p0011 481-11641
Finite element analysis of natural and forced
flexural vibrations of rotor systems
p0017 481-11956
Calculation of critical flutter speeds on an
aircraft in subsonic flow
p0068 481-16301
Nonlinear incremental analysis up to failure of
aeronautical structures
p0068 A81-16307
The method of superelements in the dynamics of
complex structures
p0101 A81-16969
fariational principles and generalized variational
principles for the hybrid aerodynamic problem of
airfoil cascades on an arbitrary stream sheet of
revolution
p0107 A81-17741
Structural analysis of fuselages with cutouts by
finite element method
p0108 A81-17816
Spanwise distribution of control points in the
method of finite elementary solutions
[AIA4 P4PEB 79-1879] p0169 481-21011
Fatigue life evaluation pf a helicopter main rotcr
hub
p0180 481-22631
Analysis of a symmetric transonic aerofoil with
the finite element method - A new upwinding
technique
p0183 A81-22984
An aeronautical structural analysis system for
static analysis /HAJIF-I/
p0224 481-23728
Calculation of nonlinear compressibility effects
of airfoils in subcritical conditions
p0225 481-23853
Conforming element with out-element nodes
p0225 481-23855
Prediction of structural fatigue response under
aircraft loads from material stress-strain
behavior
p0226 461-24009
Subsonic cascade flow analysis by a finite element
method
p0233 481-25311
Finite element calculation of thin-wall reinforced
shells of the fuselage type with account for
physical nonlinearity and loss of stability of
certain elements
p0235 A81-25679
Ose of optimization in helicopter vibration
control by structural modification
p0241 481-26945
The sweep finite element method for calculating
the flow field and performance of supersonic
ejector nozzles
p0291 481-29061
An application of the energy release rate concept
to crack growth in attachment lugs
[AIAA 81-0491] p0302 481-29420
Structures, Structural Dynamics and Haterials
Conference, 22nd, Atlanta, Ga., April 6-8, 1981,
and AlfiA Dynamics Specialists Conference,
Atlanta, Ga., April 9, 10, 1981, Technical
Papers. Part 2
p0303 481-29428
Free-vibration analysis of rotating beams by a
.variable-order finite-element method
[AIAA 81-0614] . p0305 A81-29476
Transient, nonlinear response analysis of soft
hodiea impact on flat plates including
interactive load determination
i-191.
FINITE VOLOHE HETBOD SOBJECT IHDBX
[AIAA 61-0621] p0305 £81-29482
On some methcds of supersonic unsteady lifting
surface analysis
[AIAA 81-0644] p0307 A81-29497
Dynamic stability of a rotor blade using finite
element analysis
[AIAA 81-0615] p03C9 A81-29513
Finite element methods for transonic
blade-to-blade calculation in tnrbouachines
IASttE PAPES 81-GI-5] p0310 481-29930
A time marching finite volume method for
blade-to-blade flows using a body-fitted
curvilinear mesh
p0347 A81-30717
Coriolis effect on the vibration of flat rotating
lov aspect ratio cantilever plates
p0348 A81-30914
Numerical methods for studying the stress-strain
state and service life of aircraft gas-turbine
engine disks
p0351 481-31258
Developments in the analysis and repair of cracked
and nncracked structures
p035« 481-31561
A Galerkin.type finite element method for
rotary-wing aeroelasticity in hover and forward
flight
p0364 481-33050
Finite element analysis of asymmetric, lateral
natural vibrations of a deformable aeroplane
p0366 481-33736
Finite element analysis of self-excited vibrations
of helicopter rotor blades
F0395 481-34120
The CADAH system for aircraft structural design
[SAE PAPBB 801208] p0403 A81-34216
Theory and application of finite element analysis
to structural crash simulation
p0416 481-36614
4 periodic problem in viscoelasticity vith
variable coefficients
p0419 481-37143
The calculation of lift and drag characteristics
of subsonic vings with winglets
p0480 481-40442
Stress analysis of first turbine vane using a
3-dimensioual model tith non linear material
behavior subjected to transient temperatures
[AIAA PAPEE'81-1437] p0504 481-40873
Application cf the Semi-Loof thin shell element to
the analysis of aircraft engine structures
p0518 481-42704
Aircraft subflbor response to crash loadings
[SAE PAPER 810614] p0522 481-42770
Finite element analysis of a bird-resistant
monolithic stretched acrylic canopy design for
the F-164 aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEE 81-1640] p0525 481-43140
Calculation cf the impingement of cloud droplets
in a cylinder by the finite-element method
p0533 481-43890
Calculation of natural vibrations for thin-vailed
irregular reinforced shells of the helicopter
fuselage type using the finite-element work method
p0614 481-48097
Finite strip analysis cf singly curved
skin-stringer structures
P0616 481-48390
Structural synthesis - Its. genesis and development
p0622 A81-49076
An iterative finite element-integral technique for
predicting sound radiation from turbofan inlets
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1981] p0624 481-49736
Stability of nonunifcrm ictor blades in hover
using a mixed formulation
[4D-4090756] ' p0076 B81-12071
Finite element analysis of inviscid subsonic
boattail flow
[BAS4-TM-81650] . p0140 B81-14977
Finite element method study of
uing-fuselage-nacelle interactions of a Falcon
20 type aircraft at Hach = 0.79
P0187 S81-15994
Nonlinear analysis of squeeze film dampers applied
to gas turbine helicopter engines
[AD-A091905] p0196 H81-16062
4 conversational, topclcgical grid method and
optimization of structural calculations
involving finite elements
[AAAF-BT-79-30] p0210 H81-17053..
Application of the finite element method to rotary ,
wing aeroelasticity
p025f B81-18043
Aeroelastic and dynamic finite element analyses ox
a bladder shrouded disk
[H4SA-CB-159728] f>0278 HS1-19479
Analysis of composite laminates and fiber
composite repair schemes
{AD-4099629] p0499 H81-27206
Adaptive finite element technology in integrated
design and analysis aircraft structures design
[N4S4-CB-164560] p0543 .N81-28610
FIBIIE VOIOBE HETHOD
An implicit finite volume method for elliptical
flow computation numerical integration,
aerothermodynamics
p0255 H81-18248
FIBITB-ST4TE HACHIHBS
0 TOBIH6 H4CHIBES
FIBBED BODIES
Application of aerodynamic jump prediction theory
to supersonic, high fineness ratio, cruciform
finned bodies
[AIAA PAPEE 81-0222] p0162 481-20685
Aerodynamic estimation techniques for aerostats
and airships
[AI4A 61-1339] p0457 A81-38542
Theoretical determination of subsonic oscillatory
 t
airforce coefficients for fin-tailplane
configurations
[BAE-TE-79125] p0022 H81-10016
FI8S
NT COOLING FIBS
Development of the 4300 fin in modern composite
fibre construction
p0013 481-11653
Application of a tip-fin controller to the Shuttle
Orbiter for improved yaw control
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0074] p0159 A81-20582
Analytically determined fin-tip heat transfer
coefficients
p0234 A81-25585
Model 2061 composite vertical fin
[AHS 80-34] p0478 A81-40175
Development of graphite-epoxy covers for L-1011
advanced composite vertical fin
p0530 A81-43627
FIBE COHIBOI
Hultivariable aircraft control by manoeuvre
commands - An application to air-to-ground gunnery
[OBBBA, IE SO. 1980-127] p0009 A81-11623
IFFC fire control system mechanization - Firefly III
for fighter aircraft
p0324 A81-30327
Integrated Flight/Heapcn Control system concepts
p0324 4.81-30328
Implementation of target orientation angles in
improved Kalman filter based short range radar
tracking
p0326 481-30340
Cybernetic airborne fire control - Issues and
potential
p0326 481-30347
Fighter fire control requirements for air battles
of the future
p0326 481-30348
Integrated flight and fire control development and
demonstration of an F-15B aircraft
p0327 481-30359
Operator training systems/simulators
p0349 481-31109
4iming computation for fighter weapon aiming system
p0480 481-40448
The technical and managerial challenge of
integrated flight/fire control
[AI44 PAPEB 81-1706] p0527 481-43162
IFFC fiying qualities simulation Integrated
Flight/Fire Control
[AIA4 81-1821] p0555 481-44111
Origins of inertial navigation
" ' p0567 481-46276
Automatic handoff of multiple targets
[AD-A093483] p0217 B81-17101
Integrated strike avionics study, volume 1
[4D-A094705] p0273 B81-19113
Air-to-air gunnery systems test and evaluation
• p0544 B81-29073
A-192
SOBJECT IIDBI FL4BE ST4BUITI
Gun haroonisation using the sector acoustic aiss
distance indicator
?,, p0544 H81-29074
PIBE COHIBOL CIBCOIIS
Integrated Plight and Heapon Control foe improved
tactical ccnbat effectiveness
p0324 A81-30329
PlflB DABAGE
Cabin fire simulator lavatory tests
[HASA-CB-160909] p0190 N81-16020
FIBB FIGHTIHG
Aircraft fire and overheat detection and
extinguishment
[SAE PAPEB 800622] . p0063 A81-15340
Mission-dedicated vehicle for passenger rescue
from burning aircraft
p0412 A81-35772
Airport Crash/Fire/Bescue CFB service cost and
benefit analysis. Volume 2: Appendixes
[AD-A091155] _ p0094 H81-13069
PIBB PBBVEBIIOH
Aircraft fire and overheat detection and
extinguishment
[SAB PAPBB 800622] p0063 A81-15340
Firevorthiness of transport aircraft interior
systems
[AIAA PAPBB 81-1142] p0459 A81-39131
Fire-proof fuel
p0480 A81-404S8
Fundamental studies of antimisting fuels
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1422] p0515 A81-4219S
Aircraft engine nacelle fire test simulator.
Volume 1: Technical
[AD-4089629] p0030 881-10081
Aviation safety: Interior conpartment materials
[6PO-50-388] p0126 H81-13933
Testinony of Blwood 1. Driver, Vice Chairman,
national Transportation Safety Board,
accompanied by Gerrit J. Balhoqt, Chief, Human
Factors Division, and Mat the* a.- HcCormick,
Senior Air Safety Investigator; Human Factors
•Division
p0126 H81-13934
Testimony of a panel consisting of: Lloyd £.
Frisbee, Vice President, Engineering and
Operations, Lockheed California Company; Lyle A.
Bright, Director, Powerplant Engineering,
Douglas Aircraft Company, acconpanied by Doctor
H. C. Schjelderop, chief Technology Engineer,
Materials and Process Engineering, and F. B.
Duskin, Senior Design Engineer, Interiors
Engineering, Douglas Aircraft Company
p0127 H81-13937
Special Aviation Fire and Explosion Seduction
(SAFEB) advisory committee, volume 1
[AD-4092016] p0191 881-16024
Evaluation of BF anechoic chamber fire protection
systems
[AD-A092478] p0197 H81-16070
Firevorthiness of transport aircraft interior
systems
P0267 N81-19061
Study of materials performance model for aircraft
interiors
[HAS4-CB-152378] p0333 H81-20063
Crashvorthiness design parameter sensitivity
analysis
[AD-4096550] p0374 1181-22041
Study to develop-improved fire resistant aircraft
passenger seat materials
[HASA-CB-152408] p0386 H81-23058
Effect of thermal radiation on the integrity
pressurized aircraft evacuation.slides and slide
materials
[AD-A098179] p0424 H81-24039
Testing of aircraft passenger seat cushion
materials. Full scale, test description and
results, volume 1
[HASA-CB-160995-VOJ.-1] p0440 H81-25051
Special Aviation Fire and Explosion Beduction
(SAFEB) Advisory Committee, volume 2B
[4D-A099176] p0493 H81-27064
Special Aviation Fire and Explosion Beduction
(SAFBB) Advisory Committee, volume 2A
[4D-4099147] p0493 881-27065
FIBBPBOOFIHG
Textile materials for commercial transportation
vehicles -— passenger aircraft
p0532 A81-43653
Development of assembly techniques for fire
resistant aircraft interior panels
[NASA-CB-152119] ' p0254 1181-18097
Ring spillage tests using antimisting fuel
[AD-A096326] . p0344 N81-21215
Testing of .aircraft passenger seat cushion
material, full scale. Data, volume 2
[HASA-CB-160963] p04«0 H81-25050
FIBBS
Large-scale carbon fiber tests
[BASA-TH-80218] pOI98 H81-16137
Study of.aircraft crashvorthiness for fire
protection
[HASA-CB-166159] p0424 H81-24035
FIBBiOBKS
0 BYEOTECHHICS
FIBIHG (I6HITIBG)
HI STATIC FIBIUG
HI TEST FIBIHG
FISHTAILIIG
D JAM
FITTHGS
.' Helicopter external cargo sling apex fitting:
Development and testing
[AD-4093515] p0252 B81-18049
FXXED. iIHGS
A hybrid state vector approach to aeroelastic
analysis with application to composite lifting
surfaces
[AIAA 81-0626] p0308 A81-29512
A description of the general aviation fixed wing
accident
p0408 A81-34696
X-ving stability and control development and wind
tunnel demonstration tests - Helicopter,
conversion, and fixed wing flight
[AHS 80-27] p0475 A81-40157
Kinematic properties of rotary-wing and fixed-wing
aircraft in steady coordinated high-g turns
[AIAA PAPBB 81-1855] p0560 A81-44554
Engineering and development program plan aircraft
crashvorthiness
[AD-A089431] p0023 H81-10022
DEKFIS user's guide: Discrete Extended Kalman
Filter/Smoother program for aircraft and
rotorcraft data consistency
[HASA-CB-159081] p0379 N81-22722
Determination of aircraft dynamic stability and
control parameters f rom flight testing .
p0591 H81-31115
National icing facilities requirements investigation
[AD-A102520] p0602 H81-31238
FIIED-ilHG AIBCBAFI
0 AIBCBAFT CCHFIGOBATIONS
0 FIXED HIHGS
FLABE FBCSTS
0 FLAME fBOPAGATIOH
FLAHB B01DBBS
Flameholding characteristics of a svept-strut B2
fuel-injector for scramjet applications
p0003 481-10711
Fresh mixture entrainment in a jet curtain
flaoebolder .
p0294 A81-29084
FLAHE IHTEBACJIOI
D, CHEMICAL BEACTIOHS
0 FLArtE fBOPAGATIOH
FLABE PBOP16ATIOB
Investigation of the influence of active particles
on the basic coubustion .characteristics in
turbulent flow
p0242 A81-2«986
Tests on the fire resistance behavior of materials
inside civil aircraft
[SHIAS-801-551-101] p0074 B81-12052
FLA BE BBTABDAHIS
Textile materials for commercial transportation •
vehicles passenger aircraft
p0532 481-43653
FLAHB SIABILITI
numerical investigation of a model of turbulent
combustion of hydrocarbons
[AIAA PAEEB 81-0039] p0158 481-20559
Semi-empirical correlations for gas turbine
emissions, ignition, and flame stabilization
p0171 481-21505
Fresh mixture entrainment in a jet curtain
flaoeholder
p0294 481-29084
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FLAHES SUBJECT IHOEZ
The combustion modelling of swirling flows for gas
turbine combustors
. p0295 A81-29087
The influence of flames on the formation of
self-excited combustion chamber oscillations
p0298 481-29197
The influence of premized combustion flame
stabilizer geometry on flame stability and
emissions
[ASHE PAPEB 81-GT-26] p0311 A81-29942
Interpretation of ramjet combustor test data
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1133] p050!» A81-40870
FLABBS
NT PBEMIXED FLAMES
FLAHHABIIIIT
High-char-forming composite laoinates
p0532 A81-43652
Tests on the fire resistance behavior of materials
inside civil aircraft
' [SNIAS-801-551-101] p0074 H81-12052
Dynamic, hot surface ignition of aircraft fuels
and hydraulic fluids
[NASA-CB-163979] p0254 H81-'18139
Coating for prevention of titaniuo combustion
[NASA-CB-165360] p0539 N81-28094
FLAHHABLB GASES
Aircraft Besearch and Technology for.Antimisting
Kerosene Conference
[AD-1101347] pOSSO N81-30103
FLAP COHTHOL
U AIECBAPT CONTBOL . . •
0 FLAPS (COHTHOL SOBIACES)
FLAPPING
Bing flapping with minimum energy
p0283 A81-27889
Dse of multiblade sensors for on-line rotor
tip-path plane estimation
p0356 A81-32010
Comparison of calculated and measured helicopter
rotor lateral flapping angles
p0357 A81-32018
FLAPPING HINGES
Alleviation of helicopter fuselage-induced rotor
unsteady leads through deterministic variation
of the individual blade pitch
[NASA-CB-166234] p0549 N81-29134
FLAPS (CCHTBOL SOBFACES)
NT EXTEBNALLY ELOBN FLAPS
HT JET FLAPS
NT LEADING EDGI FLAPS
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS
NT TBAILING-EDGB FLAPS
NT UPPEfi SURFACE BLOWN FLAPS
HT ¥OBTBX FLAPS
HT SING FLIPS
Study of a crack propagation on the flap rail cf a
transport aircraft
p0181 A81-22633
Evaluation of the influence of local disturbances
of flov past trailing and leading flaps from
vind tunnel data on a rectangular ving section
p0299 A81-29307
Heasurement of derivatives for an oscillating
airfoil with flap
p0411 A81-35635
A fatigue study and an investigation on
mechanically fastened joints for the developnent
of a flap
p0481 A81-40581
Flap noise characteristics measured by pressure
cross correlation techniques
. p0259 N61-18808
. 'Pressure distributions for the GA(9)-2 airfoil
with 20% aileron, 25% slotted flap and 30*
Fovler flap
[NASA-CB-2948] p0262 N81-19023
Pitch-flap-phase coupling. A preliminary analysis
of an evolving concept of helicopter
antostabilization
[BD-242] p0434 881-24109
A program to evaluate a control system based on
feedback of aerodynamic pressure differentials.
Part 2: Data report for phase 1 vind tunnel test
[SASA-CB-164685] p0584 N81-30135
Investigation of unsteady airloads on wings with
oscillating control for active control purposes
[AGABD-B-699 ] ' p0635 H81-33161
FLASHBACK
Ignition of lean fuel-air mixtures in a
premixing-prevaporizing duct at temperatures up
to 1000 K
fNASA-TM-81645] . p0095 B81-13465
FLAT COAXIAL IBABSBJLSSIOH LIBES
U JJICBOSTBIP TBANSMISSIOS LINES '
 ;-:
FLAT ELATES J
A new approach to the solution of the boundary
layer eguations of an ideal compressible flow
over a flat plate
p0226 A81-24002
Drag reduction of an oscillating flat plate with
an interface fila
p0239 A8.1-26504
Film cooling performance by injection through
discrete holes
p0293 A81-29074
Turbine blade cooling research at the von Karman
Institute for Fluid Dynamics :'
p0293 A81-29076
Transient, nonlinear response analysis of soft
bodied impact on flat plates including
interactive load determination
' [AIAA 81-0621] p0305 A81-29482
Study of noise reduction characteristics of
multilayered panels and dual pane windows with
Belmholtz resonators
[HASA-CH-164370] p0438 H81-24857
Aeroelastic flutter and divergence of
graphite/epbxy cantilevered plates with,
bending-torsion stiffness coupling
[AD-A101726] p0587 1181-30476
FLAB DETECTIOB
D NONDES1BOCTIVE 1ESTS
FLABS
0 DEFECTS
FLEXIBILITY
Hatrix load analysis method for flexible aircraft
structures
[PAPEB 810610] p0522 A81-42766
Haiti-plane high speed balancing techniques and
the use of a high specific stiffness Ti-Borsic
material for vibration control
fAD-A093122] p0215 H81-17092
FLEXIBLE BODIES
Figure control of flexible structures - Optical
surfaces of thin deferrable primary mirrors
p0060 A81-14994
The balancing of flexible rotors - Theoretical
relation of each balancing method and accuracies
p0228 A81-24088
Problem of rotor passing through critical speed
with gyroscopic effect. Ill - Case of rotating
shaft on flexible supports
p0228 A81-24089
LTA developments in Great Britain
[ilAA 81-1321] p0456 A81-38532
Influence of landing gear flexibility on aircraft
performance during ground roll
p0622 A81-t9375
Hodel and boundary aerodynamic data from high
blockage two-dimensional airfoil tests in a
shallow unstreamlined transonic flexible walled
test section transonic self-streamlining
. wind tunnel
[HASA-CB-165685] p0343 H81-21087
A digital program for calculating the interaction
between flexible structures, unsteady
aerodynamics and active controls
[NASA-TS-80040] p0498 N81-27115
Handling qualities of large flexible aircraft
P0538 N81-28081
FLEXIBLE ilBGS
Calculation of airloads for a flexible wing via
HASIEiS
£AD-A094770] p0263 881-19031
Flight safety of Bogallo hang gliders.'
Theoretical and experimental study of the flight
envelope wind tunnel tests for flight
•characteristics
fBSA-TT-634] p0339 B81-i1046
FLBXIHG
Finite element analysis of natural and forced
flexural vibrations of rotor systems
P0017 A81-11956
FLEXDBB
D FLEXING
FLIGHT ALTITUDE . . •
The effect of oxygen concentration distribution on
altitude relighting performance of a turbo-jet
SUBJECT liDBX PLIGHT CHAB1CIEHISTICS
engine combustor
p0295 881-29089
' Heasureaent of aircraft speed and altitude Book
p0357 A81-32401
Prediction of range and endurance of jet aircraft
at constant altitude
p0611 A81-47725
The HASA digital VGB program, earl; results
structural design criteria
p0268 H81-19069
Sidelooking laser altimeter for a flight sioulator
[HASA-CiSE-ABC-11312-1] p0278 H81-19439
Laser Doppier airspeed and altitude sensor
[AD-A096980] p0375 881-22049
An investigation of reports of Controlled Flight
Toward Terrain (CFTT)
[NASA-CR-166230] p0546 H81-29108
:FLIGHT CBAHACTKBIS3ICS
. Identification of longitudinal fljing
characteristics of an aeroplane and the effect
of nonstationacy aerodynamics
p O O l O A81-11627
Development and application of a moving base
visual flight simulator including the design of
hydraulic actuators vith hydrostatic hearings
p0010 A81-11633
Helicopter flight characteristics improvement
..•through svept-tip rotor blades
[HBB-OD-275-79-0] pOOIS A81-12097
Influence of a change in power at the propeller on
the properties of the aircraft
p0059 A81-14754
Shipboard trials of the Quiet Short-Hani Research
Aircraft /OSHA/
p0099 A81-16581
History of flight testing the L-1011 Tristar jet
transport. I - The L-1011-1
p0110 A81-17976
Practical aerodynamics of the helicopter Hi-6A
Russian bock
p0116 A81-18600
Aircraft lateral parameter estimation from flight
data with unsteady aerodynamic modelling
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0221] p0162 481-20681
Dynamics of longitudinal notion of a
variable-sveepback aeroplane vith a deformable
control system
p0231 A81-24722
On the inter-relationship of the iasic parameters
and characteristics of various flight vehicles
p0236 A81-25694
Some characteristics of aircraft motion at large
angles of attack
p0414 A81-36473
Development of a generic airplane response
simulation
[AIAA 81-0980] p0415 481-36568,
Air data computer for the measurement and
evaluation of data of flight physics
p0451 A81-37648
Effects of drive slots on parachute performance
P0453 A81-38020
Botor blade aeroelastic stability and response in
forward flight
p0467 A81-40089
Flight tests and statistical data analysis for
flying qualities investigations
P0471 A81-40121
Preliminary evaluation of BSBA data comparing pure
helicopter, auxiliary propulsion and compound
helicopter flight characteristics Botor
Systems Research. Aircraft
[AHS 80-10] p0473 481-40143
Flight test results for task oriented flying
gnalities evaluation
[AHS 80-29] p0476 A81-40159
Evolution of transport Mings - From C-130, C-141,
and C-5 to .C-XX
, P0510 A81-41333
The indication of the characteristics of aircraft
controllability vith prediction in dynamic
ergatic systems
p0517 A81-42603
Longitudinal equivalent systems analysis of Bavy
tactical aircraft
[AIAA 81-1775] p055« A81-44094
IPFC flying gnalities siiulation Integrated
Flight/Fire Control
[AIAA 81-1821] . p0555 A61-44111
Flying qualities criteria and flight control design
[AIAA 81-1823] p0556 A81-44127
Closed-loop criteria for assessing
longitudinal-axis handling qualities of
transports in final approach
[AIAA 81-1773] p0556 A81-44133
Lou-order approaches to high-order systems -
Problems and promises for analysis of
aircraft pitch dynamics
[AIAA 81-1774] p0556 A81-44134
Lateral-directional flying gualities of transport
aircraft •
[AIAA CAPEB 81-1887] p0561 A81-44S79
A unifying framevork for longitudinal flying
gualities criteria
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1889] . p0561 A81-44580
An investigation of the impact of aerodynamic lags
on dynamic flight characteristics
. (AIAA PAPEB 81-1892) . p0561 A81-44581
SB-71 impressive in high-speed regime
p0565 A81-457U7
The aerodynamic influences of rotor blade
airfoils, twist, taper and solidity on hover and
forward flight performance
p0572 Afil-46607
Helicopter trim by periodic shooting vith
Nevton-Baphson iteration
p0573 A81-46621
Handling gualities of the SH-60B Seahavk
p0574 A81-46627
Improved aircraft cruise by periodic control
P0034.H81-11030
A multivariate approach to handling gualities
rating scale development
[AD-A089825] ' p0037 N81-11047
Synthesis of test results obtained vith Concorde
at high incidences
[AAAF-HT-80-26] ' p0077 H81-12079
The flying qualities of aircraft with actively
augmented pitch and yaw stability
[ABC-B/M-3848] p0082 H81-12113
Pseudosteady-state'analysis of nonlinear aircraft
maneuvers
[HASA-TP-1758] . ' p0094 N81-13065
The collision course: Conditions, guidance lavs
and properties
[DFVLH-FB-80-06] p0127 H81-13942
A flight investigation of performance and loads
. for a helicopter with BC-SC2 main-rotor blade
sections
[ MASA-TH-81898] . p0186 881-15982
On tie flight mechanics of remotely piloted vehicles
[BHVG-FBWT-79-28] p0209 H81-17049
First results obtained with a rotating construction
used in measuring flying gualities of wind
tunnel aircraft models
CAAAF-NT-80-14] p0218 N81-17109
Flying qualities "design criteria applicable to
supersonic cruise aircraft
p0244 H81-17991
Advanced, aerodynamics and active controls.
Selected HASA research
[HASA-CP-2172] .. p0259 HB1-19001
Flight safety of Bogallo hang gliders.
Theoretical and experimental study of the flight
envelope vind tunnel tests for flight
characteristics
[ESA-TT-634] p0339 H81-21046
Flying-qualities criteria for vings-level-tnrn
maneuvering during an air-to-ground veapon
. delivery task
[HASA-TM-81266] . p0342 N81-21083
Fatigue tests on the total structure of the
Gazelle SA 341 helicopter
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An investigation of the linear and angular
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Active control of the helicopter rotor for
vibration reduction
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Lighting systems for flight support Bussian book
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The nicroburst: Common factor in recent aircraft
accidents
p0136 B81-14571
Doctor Fujita's microburst analysis at Chicago
p0136 H81-14572
•allops severe storms measurement capability
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The 1979 clear air turbulence flight test program
warning and detection devices
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poised Doppler lidar for the detection, of
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Flight tests of a clear-air turbulence alerting
system infrared radiometers
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in-flight direct-strike lightning research
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Magnitude and frequency of vind speed shears ana
associated dcvndrafts
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Analyses of shuttle orbiter approach and landing
conditions
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Development for helicopter flight in icing
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DFVLB-dynamic model testing in vind tunnels for
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Computerized flight management for fuel saving
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Flight management systems - Central ingredient of
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Display-control synthesis computer flight
graphics for aircraft applications
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The implications of current flight control
research and development.
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System considerations in the implementation of
digital control
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Application of singular perturbation theory to
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Methods for, the verification and validation of
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757/767 flight management system :
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The use of power-adaptive and power-reversible
flight control actuation systems to achieve
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Evolution of an optical control system for
aircraft hydraulics
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shear gradients
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Ten years activity in the area of'flight control
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Computer based in-flight monitoring
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Practical optimal flight control system design for
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guide
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delivery task
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Fly-by-wire versus dual mechanical controls for
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comparison
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aircraft flight control
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Investigation of air transportation technology at
Princeton University, 1980
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Aircraft body-axis rotation measurement system
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Flight evaluation of the concept of the stage A
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Correlation of predicted and flight derived
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The 747 primary flight control systems reliability
and maintenance study
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Development of handling quality criteria for
aircraft with independent control of six degrees
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Bird strikes and aviation safety. Citations from
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Aviation safety
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Application of the epidemiological model in
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locator system and comparison with ground-based
measurements of precipitation and turbulence
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Wallops severe storms measurement capability
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The 1979 clear air turbulence flight test program
warning and 'detection devices
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Pulsed Doppler lidar for the detection of
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Flight tests of a clear-air turbulence alerting
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Clear air turbulence studies with microwave
radiometers
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In-flight direct-strike lightning researchj)0266 881-19054
Magnitude and frequency of wind speed shears and
associated downdrafts '
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Helicopter-external load acquisition technology
investigation
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Airborne lightning warning systems: A survey
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An analytical study of the longitudinal response
of airplanes to positive wind shear
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Flight instrumentation requirements for
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Some implementation considerations for numerically
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Application of CBT displays to the cockpit of
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In-flight jet engine noise measurement system
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Aircraft radio systems -— Book
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Impact of EFIS on naviqation Electronic Flight
Instrument System
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Aircraft alerting systems standardization study
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Design, fabrication, calibration, application, and
testing of advanced aircraft weighing systems
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Air transport flight parameter measurements
program - Concepts and benefits
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for Navy and Marine fleet aircraft
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Statistical review of counting accclerometer data
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The aerodynamics of pure subsonic flow /4th
revised edition/ German book
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Possibilities for the valuation of different
combat aircraft configurations with respect to
flight mechanics
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Aircraft performance optimization by forced
singular perturbation
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Inverse problems of controlled flight dynamics -
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Concerning the motion of a piloted aircraft
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flight mechanics
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history of soaring
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Inverse problems of gnided-fligbt dynamics -
Longitudinal motion
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Estimation of kinetic quantities of flight
mechanics with a nonlinear' observer
[DOLE PAPEE 81-067] p0608 A81-47S62
Laboratory studies of flight mechanics using
catapult launched models
[AAAP-BT-80-15] . p0210 H81-17055
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displacements associated vith experiments in
flight mechanics
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The impact of helicopter flight mechanics' on
mission performance
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Problems of flight mechanics involved in
all-weather helicopter operation
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Micro-wave landing system - An operational' point
of view
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BHAV benefits today - Today and future requirements
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The introduction of STOL and BBAV to large
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The problems of helicopter ditching ,
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Human Factors of Flight-deck Automation:
NASA/Industry Workshop
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Information transfer between air traffic control
and aircraft: Communication problems in flight
operations
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Information transfer daring contingency
operations; Emergency air-ground communications
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L-1011 Flight Management System design
. considerations
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Drag reduction through formation flight
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Delco Electronics Flight Management System for Air
Force c-141 aircraft
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Fuel conservation integrated into airline economics
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Minimum fuel paths for a subsonic aircraft
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Flight-management system - Key to the
advanced-technology fighter
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Goals of flight, management system integration for
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Pilot guidance and display considerations for
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Optimizing complex runway use programs for airport
noise atatement
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Optimization of takeoff flight paths with respect
to FAB Part 36 noise using dynamic programming
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Simple method for prediction of aircraft noise
contours
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•approach path trajectories
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angle control
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The evaluation of aircraft collision probabilities
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Energy modeling for aviation fuel efficiency
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Minimum feel paths for a subsonic aircraft
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approach - A case for integrated system design
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Boost-glide range-optimal guidance
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A comparison of actual and simulated horizontal
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Optimization of takeoff flight paths with respect
to FAB Part 36 noise using dynamic programming
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0 FLIGHT CHABAC1ERIS1ICS
FLIGHT PLABS
Airline navigation planning
p0174 481-21966
Solo navigation in a light aircraft
p0407 481-34337
IFB aircraft, handled forecast by air route traffic
control center, fiscal years 1980-1991
[AD-A090803] p007U B81-120U8
Operation free flight: An operational evaluation
of direct route flight plan filing in today1s
National Aerospace System
[AD-A10415C] p0636 B81-33184
FLIGHT BECOBDEBS
A six-channel gnick-look unit for the aerodynamics
division flKI airborne data acquisition package
[AD-A089975] p0043 S81-11364
Helicopter In-flight Validation System (HELIVALS)
[AD-A091129] pO.0'92 H81-13050
An improved flight data transcriber
[AD-A091981] p0201 S81-16430
flight data recording and data processing for
light airplanes and gliders
p0328 N81-20008
Experiences vith flight recorders obtained ly
analyzing aircraft accidents-
p0328 081-20019
A technigue for recovering-nonsynchronized-data
from a digital flight data recorder
,i ••-. . p0328 H81-20020
A quick-look system for the-processing of flight
data recordings
p0329 H81-20021
Contributions to the 9th Symposium on aircraft;-
integrated data systems Conferences ' ,
[ES4-TT-532] p0382 H81T23008
Experiences vith a Flight Data Becording System*-
(FOBS) in a German Airforce fighter bomber'ving .
after field trials digital eguipment
p0382 B81-23009
Engine parameter trend analysis vith LEADS 200:
Possibilities and limitations using flight
recorder data '*
- p0382 B81-23010
The engine usage monitoring system: An heuristic
approach to cost effective data monitoring and
analysis onboard fatigue monitoring
' p0382 B81-23013
Description of the British Civil aviation k
Airworthiness Data Recording Programme (CAADEP)
analysis of flight recorder data
p0383 'H81-23017
The SXC4S flight data processing system
: p0383 H81-2'3018
The use df aircraft integrated data system at KLB
performance monitoring
p0383 H81-23019
Detection and location of faults in onboard
aircraft systems vith the aid of the Automatic
, Fault Identification System (4FIS) •
p0383 H81-23022
Processing of 4IDS flight recorder data for a
quick look vith the aid of a hybrid computer
system
p0384 »81-23023
Begnirenents, technology and configuration .
evaluation for Crash Survivable Flight Data ;
Becording (CSFDB) system •
[4D-4097863] p0427 N81-24059
Requirements, technology and configuration
evaluation for Crash Survivable Flight Data
Becording (CSFDB) system
£40-4098584] ', ' pOU42 B81-25072
Crash survivable flight data recording system study
[4D-4101503] : p0583 H81-30127
FLIGHT BOLES
BT ISSTEUMEKI FLIGHT BDLES
BT VISD4L FLIGHT BOLES
• Summary of Federal Aviation Administration
responses to National Transportation Safety
Board safety recommendations '
. [4D-A089971] p0033 N81-11022
FLIGHT SAFETY.
Procedures to improve flight safety in wind shear
conditions
. p0014 481-11666
Ground testing of aircraft antistatic protection
[ONEB4, IP BO. 1980-126] p0015 481-11674
Civil aviation safety. Ill - Prospects of
improvement
p0017 481-11900
Damage tolerance concept for transport aircraft
structures
pOOSO 481-12970
Aircraft collision avoidance and separation
assurance •
fSAE P4PEB 800616] p0062 481-15336
Flight management systems - Central ingredient of
the 1980's avionics shipset ' :
[SiE PAPE2 800626] p0063 481-15342
Flying safely /Bevised and enlarged edition/
Book . . .
p0068 481-16198
Civil aviation safety. IV - Accident severity
p0068 481-16422
Operational radar display of the structure of .
thunderstorm hail clouds
P0069 481-16474
Micro-wave landing system - An operational point
of viev -
p0111 481-18055
£B4V benefits today - Today and future requirements
p0111 481-18056
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Satellites to-aid-,flight safety
[IAF PAPEB 80-144-17] p0115 481-18410
Pyrotechnics serving safety in aircraft air
and ground escape systems
p0120 A81-19348
'.Improved secondary radar antennas for flight
safety installations
p0151 481-20083
• Survival and Flight Equipment -Association, Annual
Symposium, 17th, Las Vegas, Hev., December 2-6,
1979, Proceedings
i.. p0174 481-22076
Computer analysis of bird-resistant aircraft
transparencies
. . p0175 481-22087
Atmospheric electricity hazards protection for
advanced technology flight vehicles
[4144 PAPEB 81-1642] p0525 481-43141
Annual survey of spaceflight safety systems: 11th
supplement. Survey period - July 1980-June 1981
[IAF P4PEB 81-251] . . p0607 481-47425
Availability requirements of the future 4TC system
" i ' p0617 481-48558
H4S4 .Aviation Safety Beporting System
[HASA-TH-81225] p0023 H81-10021
Aviation safety and noise abatement
' [GPO-50-923] ' p0032 H81-10578
Failure.management for the S4AB Viggen J437 aircraft
p0042 H81-11273
Midair and near midair collisions on tvo- and
three-dimensional curvilinear flight paths
[DFVLH-FB-80-13] p0128 H81-13944
Measuring weather for aviation safety in the 1S80's
p0136 S81-14568
Commuter airline safety
[PB81-104267] ' p0141 H81-14988
Lightning. . citations frcm the International
Aerospace abstracts data base
[HASA-CB-163857] p0146 1)81-15648
Cabin fire simulator lavatory tests
[HASA-CB-160909] p0190 H81-16C20
Annual report to the NASA Administrator by the
Aerospace Safety Advisory' Eanel on the space
shuttle program. Part 2: Summary of
information developed in the panel's
fact-finding activities
[HASA-TH-82252] p0198 N81-16114
lest and evaluation of improved aircrev restraint
systems for ccmbat helicopers
. p0205 H81-17017
Spin recovery- training
[GPO-67-439] ' p0216 M81-17098
Application of the epidemiological model in
studying human error in aviation
• p0265 H81-19046
Summary of flight tests of an airborne lighting
locator system and ccmparison with ground-based
measurements of precipitation and turbulence
p0266 B81-19048
Sallops severe storms measurement capability
p0266 H81-19049
Initial design land experimental implementation of
the traffic advisory service of A1ABS
[40-A0954C2] p0331 H81-20055
Flight safety of Eogallo hang gliders.
Theoretical and ezpefinental study of the flight
'envelope -— wind tunnel tests for flight
characteristics •
[ESA-TTr634] p0339 H81-21046
An update of the Discrete Address Beacon Systea
(DABS) alternatives study
[40-4096264] • p0340 881-21052
Besults of an active beacon collision avoidance
experiment conducted in the Los Angeles airspace
. [AD-A096285] p0340 881-21053
Ply-by-wire versus.dual mechanical controls for
the Advanced Scoct Helicopter: Cuantitative
comparison
[40-4096089] p0343 H81-21065
An investigation of two safe escape from base
flight 'profiles
[40-4096571] p0373 H81-22034
Study to' develop improved fire resistant aircraft
passenger seat materials
[H4SA-CB-152408]
 P0386 H81-23058
Special Aviation Fire and Explosion Seduction
(SAFES) Advisory Committee, volume 2B
[4D-A099176] p0493 B81-27064
Special Aviation Fire and Explosion Reduction
(SAFES) Advisory Committee, volume 2A
[AD-A099147] p0493 H81-27065
A compendium of aircraft cockpit vision surveys,
1950 through 1980, volume 1
[AD-A101473] p0580 N81-30104
Second language speech comprehension in noise: A
hazard to aviation safety
p0604 H81-31463
Takeoff and missed approach under the influence of
wind shear flight safety considerations
[TUBS/SFB-58-80-05-01] p0628 H81-32131
FLIGHT SIBOlATIOl
Piloted simulation studies of helicopter agility
p0003 A81-10767
Identification of longitudinal flying
characteristics of an aeroplane and the effect
of nonstationary aerodynamics
p0010 A81-11627
The role of flight simulation in the design and
development of the Sea Harrier Hav-Attack System
pOOlO A81-11635
Visual cue augmentation in contact flight simulation
p0064 481-15696
Prediction methods for fatigue crack growth in
aircraft material
pOIIB 481-18777
A new concept for dynamic stability testing —-
for aircraft model in orbital path
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0158] p0161 A81-20638
Operation and evaluation of the Terminal
Configured Vehicle Mission simulator in an
automated terminal area metering and spacing ATC
environment
pOl71 A81-21709
Effect of gust load alleviation on fatigue and
crack growth in ALCLAD 2024-T3
p0172 A81-21739
The flight assessment and applications of DBE/DHE.
I. II
p0174 A81-21968
•Qualification of HiHAT flight systems
p0179 A81-22603
Simulation of apparent acceleration on flight
test stands
p0223 481-23405
Comparison of 2024 and 7475 aluminum alloy sheet
• for tension-critical aircraft structures
p0232 A81-24942
A modular low-cost raster-scan colour visual system
p0283 A81-27892
Flight simulation at Cranfield Institute of
Technology
p0283 A81-27893
The role of simulation in automatic flight ccntrcl
systems research
p0283 481-27894
An experimental study of transmission, reflection
and scattering of sound in a free jet flight
simulation facility and comparison with theory
; p0289 481-28943
An approach to ramjet trajectory simulation test
p0292 481-29065
Aeroservoelasticity in the time domain for
YF-16 aircraft
[AIAA 81-0635] p0306 481-29489
B-52 offensive Avionics System /04S/ control and
display design, using a Dynamic Bockup
.p0327.481-30354
aathematical model of the linear unsteady
aerodynamics of the entire aircraft
p0349 481-31039
Flight Simulation Technologies Conference, Long
Beach, Calif., June 16-18, 1981, Technical Papers
p0414 481-36554
Hicrocomputer based engine model used in flight
simulation applications
[4144 81-0973] p0415 481-36562
.Versatile and economical real-tine simulation for
digital flight control systems
[AIAA 81-0974] p0415 A81-36563
Design verification by emulation computer
image generation for aircrew training simulation
[AIAA 81-0975] . p0415 A81-36564
Development .of a flight simulation capability in
the dynamic environment simulator ,
[AI44 81-0978] p0415 481-36566
Development of a generic airplane response
simulation
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[AIAA 81-0980]
 P0t15 481-36568
Low-visibility visual simulation with real fog
[AIAi 81-0982] p0415 481-36569
Improved G-Cueing System
[AIAA 81-0987] pOf16 A81-36572
Experimental aircraft of the DFVLB for in-flight
simulation and flight control technology
p0452 A81-37654
On the use of approximate models in helicopter
flight mechanics
p0471 A81-40122
JT9D performance deterioration results from a
simulated aerodynauic load test '
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1588] p0507 A81-40963
TELS - A facility to observe the effect of :
simulated flight maneuver loads on turbine engines
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1591] p0508 A81-40966
Engine duty cycle estimation for conceptual design
aircraft
[AIAA EAPEB 81-1368] p0514 A81-42179
Status of dynamic flight test technology - Bodel
identification for flight simulation
[SAE PAPEB 8105S7] p052V A81-42755
Hotion-base simulator results of advanced
 :
supersonic transport handling qualities with
active controls
[AIAA 81-1819] p0555 A81-44109
Investigation cf ccntrcl, display, and
crew-loading reguirenents for helicopter
instrument approach
[AIAA 81-1820] p0555 A81-44110
IFFC flying gualities sinulaticn Integrated
Flight/Fire Control
[AIAA 81-1821] p0555 A81-44111
Equivalent system analysis of translation rate
command systems for hover and Ion speed flight
[AIAA PAPEf. 81-1858] p0560 A81-44557
A comparison of actual and simulated horizontal
flight paths - B N A V /Area navigation/ system
p0562 A81-44741
CB-53 Helicopter Night Vision System simulation
experiments
p0573 A81-46617
A preliminary flight investigation of
cross-coupling and lateral damping for
nap-of-the-earth helicopter operations
p057t A61-46626
The influence of the airspeed on jet turbulence
and the consequences for the jet noise
[DGLB PAPEB 81-021] p0609 A81-47595
The evolution of real-time digital simulation cf
aircraft for training applications
p0615 A81-U8358
Time delays in flight simulator visual displays
p0615 A81-48369
Optimization of simulation.models for avionics
software verification
p0615 A81-48373
Acoustic and turbulence measurements of a
tone-excited jet with and-without flight
simulation
... [AIAA PAPEB 81-2007] p0621 A81-48640
Boise radiated from inverted velocity profile jets
under simulated flight
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2026] p0623 A81-49729
BecoDBendations for short-term simulation of ATC
concepts. Helicopter operations development
program
.[AD-A089435] p0025 881-10038
A piloted simulator investigation'of static
stability and stability/control augmentation
effects on helicopter handling qualities for
instrument approach
[HASA-TB-81188] p0029 N81-1Q077
Pilot-aircraft system reponse to wind shear .
[NASA-Cfi-3312] p0031 N81-10636
Flight simulation environmental.fatigue crack
propagation in 2024-T3 and 7175-1761 aluminum
wing panels for transport aircraft
[HLB-HP-80003-0] p0043 N81-11415
A simulator study for the development and
evaluation of operating procedures on a
supersonic cruise research transport to miniiize
airport-community noise
[HASA-TP-1742] p0073 N81-12043
A mathematical model of the CH-53 helicopter
[NASA-Tfl-81238] p0075 M81-12065
Flight simulation environmental fatigue crack
propagation in 2021-13 and 7475-1761 aluminum
[HL£-flP-80003-0] _ p0086 H81-12477
Design of a lateral stability augmentation system
for the F106 to improve lateral handling
gualities during tracking '
[AD-A091014] p0094 N81-13067
Evaluation of wind tunnel nozzle afterbody test
techniques utilizing a modern twin engine
fighter geometry at Bach numbers from 0.6 to 1.2
YF-17 aircraft
[AD-A091545] ; ' p0126 1181-13932
Development of a computer program data base of a.
navigation aid environment for simulated IEE
flight and landing studies - ,
[NASA-TB-80064] . p0129 H81-.13959
Siaulator study of conventional general aviation
instrument displays in path-following tasks vith
emphasis on pilot-induced oscillations
[SASA-IP-1776] p0142 H81-14997
Computer Generated Imagery (CGI) current
technology and cost measures feasibility study
[AD-A091636] ' p0146 N81-15729
Simulator investigation of arrow-wing low-speed .
handling gualities
p0244 N81-17993
Helicopter icing review
[AD-A094175] p0252 N61-18053
The role of the research simulator in the systems
development of rotorcraft
[SASA-TS-81276] p0272 881-19101
Rind tunnel tests to determine the behavior during
ejection of exterior stores at high and low speeds
[D1GB-79-096] p0272 S81-19102
Real-time feasibility for generation of nonlinear
textured terrain
[AD-A095070] p0277 M81-19141
Study of oscillatory and flight dynamic behavior
of helicopters in atmospheric turbulence
[BBVG-FBBT-80-4] p0342 N81-21074
Exhaust emission survey of an F100 afterburning
turbofan engine at simulated altitude flight
conditions
[SASA-TH-81656] p0342 H81-21078
Training effectiveness of platform motion: Beview
of motion research involving the advanced
simulator for pilot training and the simulator
for air-to-air combat
[4D-A095930] p03H3 N81-21089
Performance deterioration based' on simulated
aerodynamic loads test; JT9D jet engine
diagnostics program
[HASA-CK-165297] p0390 B81-23086
User's manual for flight Simulator Display Systen
USDS)
[BASA-CB-164295] .p0391 H81-23095
Airplane wing vibrations due to atmospheric
turbulence
[HASA-CB-3431] p0438 H81-24679
ATC simulation of helicopter IFB approaches 'into
major terminal areas using BNAV, SLS, and CDTI
[MASA-TB-81301] ' p0492 B81-27061
characteristics of flight simulator visual syste&s
[AGABDJAB-164] • p0541 H81-28107
ttethodological approaches to identifying relevant
features for visual flight
[AD-A100199] p05U1 H81-28108
Fatigue crack growth in 7475-T7651 material.under
flight simulation loading. Information from a
Douglas report effect of transport/bomber
loads spectrum on crack growth
[VTH-B-392] p0542 S81-28493
Guidelines for line-oriented flight training,
volume 1
[NASA-CP-2184] pO.580 N81-3C101
Investigation of high-angle-of-attack
maneuver-limiting factors. Part 2: Piloted
simulation assessment of Bihrlc departure criteria
[AD-A101647] ' p0581 N81-30114
Digital data bases for visual and radar simulation
[HBB-UA-549/80-OE] p0585 H81-31143
Siaulator evaluation of the effects of reduced,
spoiler and thrust authority on a decoupled
longitudinal control system during landings in
wind shear ' ' ,/
[NASA-Tfl-83188] p0639 H81-33211
FLIGHT SIH01ATOHS
BT COCKPIT SIflOLATOBS
Development and application' of a moving base
visual flight simulator including the design of
hydraulic actuators with hydrostatic bearings
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P0010 481-11633
Visual cue requirements in contact flight simulators
P0064 481-15695
Visual systems at Lufthansa's simulator centre
p0122 A81-19a99
'High-level languages in affordable aircraft
simulators
P0154 481-20418
in objective method of assessing the realism of a
simulation, of a simple control system
P0284 A81-27898
Use of flight simulators in developing design load
spectra for new aircraft
[AIAA 81-0513] p0301 A81-29389
Sto'chastic surfaces for flight simulator displays
p0324 A81-30330
Plight Simulation Technologies Conference, Long
Beach, Calif., June 16-18, 1981, Technical Papers
p0414 A81-3655Q
A-10A Operational Flight Trainer sinnlator flight
control system and aerodynamics
[AIAA 81-0961] p0414 A81-36555
The Northrop F/A-18L Mission Simulator
[AIAA 81-0968] p011« A81-36557
On-line wind shear generation for flight simulator
applications
[AIAA 81-0970] .. p0414 A81-36S59
Physiological effects of high-G flight - Their
impact on flight simulator design
[AIAA 81-OS86] p0416 A81-36S73
A nonlinear propulsion system simulation technigue
. for piloted simulators
' ' , p0454 881-38061*
Eesults of a simulator investigation of control
system and display variations for an attack
helicopter mission
[AHS 80-28] p0475 481-40158
A piloted simulator investigation of static
stability and stability/centre! augmentation
effects on helicopter handling qualities for
instrument approach
. [AHS 80-30] p0476 A81-40160
Some experimental study on parachute dynamics cy
utilizing a deceleration system simulator
I . p0481 A81-40471
Employment of development simulation for the
realization of direct side force control in the
case of an attack aircraft
[DGLB PAPEB 81-063] p0609 481-47580
Probe protection in camera/model visual systems
, for helicopter flight simulators
p0615 A81-48359
The turbulent wind and its effect on flight ,
[DTIAS-BEVIB8-44] ~ p0033 881-11020
microprocessor software applications for flight
training simulators
p0044 081-11658
A'n equipment for testing and measuring a Helmet
flounted Sight and Display system with a coupled
TV-camera in the flight simulator for research
of the DFVLB
iDFVLB-HITT-80-04] p0092 881-13052
Equipment for testing and measuring a "helmet
mounted sight and display" system vith a confled
movable television camera in the
flight-simulator for research of the DFVLB
[DFVLB-MITT-80-04] p0129 881-13960
Critical research issues and visual system
requirements for a V/STOL training research
simulator
[AD-A092561] p0198 881-16072
The use of total simulator training in
transitioning air-carrier pilots: A field
evaluation
[HASA-TH-81250] • p0204 H81-16994
Optical infinity lens development for flight
simulator visual displays i
p0212 H81-17071
Advanced flight simulator: Utilization in 4-10
conversion and air-tc-surface attack training
[40-409,1)608] ' p0254 881-18066
The role of the 'research simulator in the systems
development of rotorcraft
[BASA-TH-81276] p0272 H81-19101
Sidel'ookiog laser altimeter for a flight simulator
[BASA-CASE-ABC-11312-1] p0278 861-19039
Characteristics of flight simulator visual systems
[HASA-TH-81278] p0340 H81-21060
Optical Fiber Illumination System for visual
flight simulation
. . [BASA-CB-3409] p0343 H81-21086
Training effectiveness of platform motion: Beview
of motion research involving the advanced
simulator for pilot training and the simulator
for air-to-air combat •[AD-A095930] ' p0343 881-21089
Application of computer colour raster displays in
the cockpit in research flight simulation[AD-A096542] p0377 881-22063
A nonlinear propulsion system simulation tehnigue
for piloted simulators
, [HASA-Tfl-82600] p0390 H81-23085
Development and evaluation of a prototype
in-flight instrument flight rules (IFB)
procedures trainer
[BASA-TH-73292] . p0490 S81-26156
Assessment of scene complexity and cue validity in
visual flight simulation[AD-A100200] p0541 881-28109
The effects of various fidelity factors on
simulated helicopter hover •
[AD-A102028] . p0601 861-31232
BIOCOBAID system <hionic control of acceleration
induced dimming )
[AD-A102510] p0601 881-31234
Flight simulator: Use of spacegraph display in an
.instructor/operator station
. [4D-A101951] . p0602 H81-3123S
The role of the research simulator in the systems
development of rotorcraft
p0633 881-33146
FLIGHT STABILITY TESTS
Missile notion sensitivity to dynamic stability
derivatives
[AD-A089750] p0038 881-11093
Influence of light aircraft architecture on its
spin characteristics
[AAAF-ST-80-11] p0081 881-12111
Some nev research approaches to aircraft spin
studies
[AAAF-NT-80-12] p0082 H81-12112
In-flight handling qualities investigation of A310
Airbus DLC-configurations on landing approach,
using the DFVLB-HFB 320 in-flight simulator(Variable stability aircraft) instrument
flight[ESA-TT-630] p0276 H81-19135
Haxinum likelihood identification of aircraft
lateral parameters with unsteady aerodynamic
modelling
p0376 H81-22057
Analytical testing
[HASA-CB-3429] P0393 881-23487
Dynamic stability Parameters conferences
[AGABD-LS-114] p0590 881-31105
FLIGHT SIBESS
Flight simulation environmental fatigue crack
propagation in 2024-T3 and 7475-T761 aluminium
p0013 481-11657
Effects of fighter attack spectrum on crack growth
p0172 A81-21741
FLIGHT TZCflBICAL EBBOB
D PILOT EBBOB
FLIGHT TEST liSTBDHESTS
A mobile emissions laboratory for on-line analysis
of 'combustion products from gas turbine engines
I p0361 A81-32872
FLIGHT TEST VEHICLES
AD-1 obligue ving aircraft program
[SAB PAPEB 801180] p0400 481-34193
A single gimbal/strapdovn inertial navigation
system for use on spin stabilized flight test
vehicles
[SABD-80-2479C] p0193 881-16037
FLIGHT TESTS
81 FLIGHT STABIIITI TESTS
BT SPACE TBASSFOBTATIOB SISTEB 1 FLIGHT
Active flutter suppression design and test - Ajoint O.S.-F.B.G. program
p0009 481-11621
Seduction of the take-off ground run distance to a
given set of atmospheric condition
p0010 A81-11634
Design and tests of an helicopter rotor blade with
evolutive profile[OBEBA, TP BO. 1980-125] p0011 481-11638
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Structural flight load testing, calibration and
analysis
p0013 A81-11656
Investigation of the stalling characteristics of a
general aviation aircraft
p0014 £61-11665
Initial experience with methods to evaluate flight
test characteristics with operational flight
maneuvers
p O O I V A81-11782
Helicopter flight characteristics ioproveaent
through swept-tip rotor blades
.. [MBB-DD-275-79-0] p0018 481-12097
Store separation trajectory analysis
pOOSO A81-13216
The technical contributions of the Bright brothers
to aviation
pC058 A81-14388
Active suppression of aircraft flutter
p0059 A81r14397
Research on mechanical flight problems in aircraft
parachute systems
pOO£5 A81-15706
F/A-18 full scale development test
p0099 A81-16579
Head-Op-Display flight tests
p0099 881-16582
The-PZL-Sokol - Hew Polish helicopter
p0103 A81-17325
Development and operational flight test of the
model 250-C28B gas turbine engine <
p0105 A81.-17512
Engine-airframe transient compatibility - Analysis
and- test
p0106 A81-17517
Exhaust gas reingesticn neasureoents in
helicopters
p0106 A81-17521
History of flight testing the L-1011 Tristar jet
transport. I - The 1-1011-1
p0110 A81-17976
Testing model rotorcraft for overwater operations
. . p0111 A81-18058
Circulation Control Ring /CCS/ flight tests
p0122 A81-19469
A status report on NASA general aviation •
stall/spin flight testing
p0122 A81-19471
Development and demonstration of an automatic
control and recovery system for remotely piloted
vehicles
p0156 A81-20476
The XV-15-- An initial Bavy look .
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0155] p0161 A81-20635
Flight experiments with a slender cone at angle of
attack
[AIAA PAPEE 81-0337] p0165 A81-20761
Low level/ adverse attitude escape using a
vertical seeking ejection seat
p0176 A81-22094
Analytical methods for store separation flight test
p0177 A81-22344
Flight test evaluation .of a digital controller
used in a VTOL automatic approach and landing
system
p0179 A81-225U9
Pulsed laser mapping system for light aircraft
p0223 A81-23671
On the application of self-adaptive flight control
system based on energy balance theory
p022U A8V23733
Helicopter-ship gualification testing
p0232 A81-24941
Back to basics - The philosophy adopted for the
flight testing of the Panavia Tornado avionics
system in hack aircraft
' . . . p0282 A81-27881
Building the Gossamer Albatross
p0286 A81-28U61
In-flight structural dynamic characteristics of
the XV-15 tilt rotor research aircraft
[AIAA 81-0612] . p0304 A81-29474
Comparison of analysis and flight test data for a
drone aircraft with active flutter suppression
[AIAA 81-0640] - p0306 AE1-29495
Flight test results of an active flutter
suppression system installed on a remotely
piloted research vehicle .
[AIAA 81-0655] . •. p0308 A81-29507
Application of a flight test and data analysis
technique to flutter of a drone aircraft
[AIAA 81-0652] p0308 A81-29511
BI1/FIT maturity before first flight in B-52
G/H Offensive Avionics System
p032« A81-30320
The reconstruction/refiltering approach to Hainan.
filter evaluation in: long-range aircraft
avionics
p0326 A81-30339
Integrated flight and fire control development and
demonstration of an F-15B aircraft • .
p0327 A81-30359
Design and testing of float landing gear systems.
for helicopters
p0356 A81-32007
Bodern technigues of •conducting a flight loads
survey based on experience gained on the Black
Hawk helicopter
p0356 A81-32014
Bicroprocessor-based digital air data computer for
flight test
p0361 A81-32858
A flight test real-time GU-CG computing system
p0361 A81-32860
Sun povered aircraft design
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0916] p0363 A81-32932
A review of the installation, performance and
economic aspects of a high altitude facility for,
small gas turbines
[SAE PAPEB 801121] p0396 A81-34157
HiHAT systems development results and projections
[SAE PAPEB 801175] p0400 A81-34188
Flight test reliability demonstration of
electronic engine controls
[SAE PAPEB 801201] p0403 A81-34211
Flight test experience using advanced airborne
equipment in a time-based metered traffic
environment
[SAE PAPEB 801207] p0403 A81-34215
Hulti service applications for advancing blade-
concept aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 801226] p0405 A81-34229
Estimation of dynamic stability parameters from
drop model flight,tests . • • • ' •
p0410 A81-35551
Vake vortex alleviation
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0798] p0412 A81-35723
Supersonic aircraft test experience - Test
technigues and data analysis methods
P0419 A81-37299
The biparametric cycle count method and the
principle of simplification 'in determination
of aircraft structural fatigue life
p0419 A81-37337
Sing of new technology test specimen - Structural
design and method of wing construction
p0450 A81-37639
Aerodynamic efficiency of the wing of new
technology, a comparison of design expectation
and-flight test result
p0450 A81-37645
Fiber optic system test results in a tactical
military aircraft
p0452 A81-37659
Hot all student design projects end on paper -
.Chronology of the Chrysalis test procedure
of human powered aircraft
, p0455 A81-38332
Design and engineering of solar balloons
p0455 A61-38333
Effect of acceleration switching during INS
in-flight alignment
p0458 A81-38897
ABC aircraft development status .
p0467 A81-40084
Analysis and application of compliant rotor
technology
p0467 A81-40086
Aerodynamic design of the Aerospatiale SA 365 8
Dauphin 2 helicopter
p0468 A81-40099
.The dominant acoustic radiation surfaces of a
helicopter cabin
P0468 A61-40102
O.K. development of a rotor de-icing system
. . . . . . ' p0469 A81-40103
Beal time analysis for helicopter flight testing
P0470 A81-40112
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A nev approach to lo* speed-low height testing and
flight manual data presentation
p0471 481-10119
Flight tests and statistical data analysis for
flying qualities investigations
p0471 281-40121
Parameter identification of a hingeless rotor
helicopter in flight conditions with increased
instability
POQ71 A81-40123
Besearch into a helicopter rotor's speed and load
factor liaits
P0471 481-40124
Flight evaluation of a helaet noonted LED natriz
display in. a Lynx helicopter
p0472 A81-4C129
ABC development status and design considerations
for several military applications Advancing
Blade Concept for helicopter
[AHS 80-12] P0474 A81-40145
navigation errors encountered-using
Heather-napping radar for helicopter IFE
guidance to oil rigs
[AHS 80-16] p0474 A81-40147
Flight test results for task oriented flying
qualities evaluation •
[AHS 80-29] P0476 481-10159
Composite flight service evaluation prograa for
helicopters
[AHS 80-46] p0477 A81-40173
BASA/FAA flight-test investigation of helicopter
aicrovave landing system approaches
[AHS 80-55] pO»78 A81-40180
Advancing blade concept /ABC/ high speed developaent
p0478 A81-40182
F/A-18A inlet/engine compatibility flight test
results
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1393] p0503 A81-40860
Flight test cf a fall authority Digital Electronic
Engine Control system in an F-15 aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1501] p0507 481-40912
Flight test investigation.of LOB4H-C for civil
aviation applications
p0512 A81-41762
Evaluation of LOBAB-C for non-precision approach
applications
p0512 A81-41763
F100 engine diagnostic system status to date
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1448] p0515 A81-42199
Evaluation of Loran-C for enronte navigation and
non-precision approach within the state of Vermont
p0516 A.81-42433
Development of a simple, self-contained flight
test data acguisiticn system
[SAE PAPEB 8105S6] p0520 481-42754
Status of dynamic flight test technology - Model
identification for flight simulation
[SAE PAPEB 810597] p0521 481-42755
Analytical techniques for the analysis of
stall/spin flight test data
[SAE PAPEB 810599] . p0521 481-42756
Investigation of a flight test method for the
measurement of propeller thrust
[SAE PAPEB 810603] p0521 A81-42760
Vortex drag reduction by diffusing vanes - Design
for the Thrush' agricultural aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 810605] p0521 481-42762
Avco Lycoming's A1J 502 high bypass fan -engine
[SAE PAPEB 810618] p0523 A81-42773
Development of simplified airborne computations
for fuel conservative descents in a time-based
metered air traffic environment
[SAE PAPEB 810642] p0524 A81-42785
Flight test evaluation of advanced symbology for
general aviation approach to landing displays
[AIAA PAFEB 81-1643] p0526 481-43142
Standard Avionics Testheds
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1734] p0528 A81-43172
Application of pulse code modulation technology to
aircraft dynamics data acquisition
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1736] p0528 481-43173
BASA service experience vith composite components
--- for aircraft structures
p0529 A81-43607
Spin research on a twin-engine aircraft
[AIAA PAPBB 81-1667] p053fl A81-439fl3
Flight test results for the.F-8 digital
fly-by-wire aircraft control sensor analytic
redundancy management technique
[AIAA 81-1796] p0556 481-44135
An economical approach to automated flight test
data redaction
p0576 A81-46643
Instrumentation for measurement of flow properties
on a swept King in flight
• [ D G L B PAPEB 81-034] p0609 481-47585
Flight test of the 747-JT9D for airframe and
jet-flap interaction ncise
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2037] p0620 A81-48629
The effect of flight and the presence of an
air frame on engine eahaust noise
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2029] p0623 A81-49727
In-flight measurement of aerodynamic loads on
captive stores. Equipment and results
[BIB-HP-79013-0J p0022 H81-10012
The use of data items on aircraft performance
measurement
[ESDO-80009] p0026 081-10053
Flight test results of the HFB 320 model following
control system for the in-flight simulation of •
Airbus A 130
[DFVIB-HITT-79-13] p0030 1181-10078
Aircraft turbine engine monitoring experience. An
overview and lessons learned from selected case
studies
[AD-A089752] p0036 H81-11042
Constant-aoplitude and flight-by-flight tests on
CFBP specimens
P0039 H81-11133
Flight evaluation of the effect of Kinglets on
performance and handling qualities of a
single-engine general aviation airplane
[SASA-TB-81892] pOO-71 H81-12012
Pilatns porter: Provision of revised take-off and
landing performance data
[AD-A089964] p0076 H81-12068
Flight test handbook: Flying qualities theory and
flight test techniques
{AD-A090525] p0076 S81-12073
Saperhard transparent coating optimization program
[AD-A091083] p0092 B81-13048
Flight test investigation of LCBAB-C for en route
navigation in the Golf of Bexico
[AD-A091637] p0128 S81-13945
Active flutter suppression on an F-4F aircraft
with external stores using already existing
control surfaces
[HBB-FE-17/S/POB/24] p0131 881-13972
Constant-amplitude and flight-by-flight tests on
CEEP specimens
[HBB-FE-2/S/EDB/26] p0131 H61-14006
Assessment of ground effects on the propagation of
aircraft noise: The T-38A flight experiment
[HASA-IP-1747] p0137 B81-14788
DC-to-DC power supply for light aircraft flight
testing
[BASA-CB-163850] p0141 H81-14989
An application of wake survey rakes to the
experimental determination of thrust for a
propeller driven aircraft
[HAS4-CB-163920J p0186 B81-1J986
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation AB-1S (PBOD)
helicopter equipped with a substitute straight
exhaust pipe
[4D-A092614] p0194 B81-16045
Preliminary Airworthiness Evaluation (PAE 1) of
the VCB-47D helicopter
[AD-A092633] . p0194 H81-16046
A French flight test program on the
electromagnetic effects of lightning
p0199 B81-1E155
Flight tests for studying radioelectric
perturbations of an electrostatic origin
p0200 H81-16160
Studies on proper simulation during static testing
of forward speed effects on fan noise
[HASA-CB-165626] p0202 H81-16853
Bicrowave Landing System (HLS) clearance format
assessment tests •
[AD-A093553] p0206 B81-17024
She DAS2-1 remotely piloted research vehicle
development and initial flight testing
[BASA-CH-163105J p0207 B81-17038
Flight and tunnel test results of the HOC
mechanical jet noise suppressor nozzle
p0245 881-16000
Evaluation of the performance of the Bemote Area
Precision Positioning System (BAPPS)
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[AD-A094169] p0250 B81-18036
in application of vake survey rakes to the
experimental determinaticn of thrust for a
propeller driven aircraft
[B4SA-CR-163967] p0251 B81-18046
Preliminary airworthiness,evaluation OH-58C
helicopter configured Kith a mast mounted sight
[AD-A094172] p0252 B81-18052
Advanced aerodynamics and active centrals.
Selected HASA research
[HASA-CP-2172] p0259 H61-19001
Status and future plans of the Drones for
Aerodynamic and Structural Testing (DAST) program
Aeroelastic Research Sing (ABB)
p0259 N81719003
In flight direct strike lightning research
Using an F-106B Aircraft
p0259 H81-19005
Ground and flight test experience ttith a triple
redundant digital fly by Mire control system
installed in F-8C aircraft
p0259 N81-19006
KC-135 vinglet flight results
, . . p0260 H81-19011
Test results of flight guidance for fuel
conservative descents in a time-based metered
air traffic environment terminal configured
vehicle
P0264 H61-19036
Flight tests of IFB landing approach systems for
helicopters
p0265 N81-19042
The 1980 Aircraft Safety and Operating Problems,
part 2
ISASA-CP-2170-PT-2] p0267 S61-19056
Bade vortex attenuation flight tests: A status
report
p0267 B81-19057
Flight-test evaluation of STCL control and flight
director concepts in a po*ered-lift aircraft
flying curved decelerating approaches
[BASA-TP-1641] . p0275 S81-19131
First results obtained by the AflE-EA Company from
the rotary assembly of the AHF Lille
[BASA-TH-75887] p0276 H81-19139
Flight tests of the microwave landing system
multimode digital processor
£AD-A095449] p0332 B81-20056
Investigation of Flight Test Methods for Measuring
the performance of general aviation aircraft
[BASA-CB-164057] p0333 1181-20065
Becent progress in V/SIOL aircraft technology
[HASA-Tfl-81281] p0333 B81-20066
Besults of a Loran-C flight test using an absolute
data reference vhf mcnirange navigation
system and discrete address beacon system
p0371 N81-22006
Flight evaluation of the concept of the stage A
Peripheral Vision Horizon Device (PVBO) using
the CH 135 aircraft of 403 Sguadron - CEB Gagetovn
[AD-A096870]' p0375 N81-22050 .
Groundspeed/airspeed differences as a Hind shear
indicator and flight evaluation of a DME-derived
system to determine gronndspeed
[AD-A097586] p0393 B61-23768
Flight tests of the engines of combat aircraft:
Validation methods used ry CEV
p0432 B81-24095
Helicopter transmission gualificaticn procedures
and tests
p0433 H81-24101
Prediction of future test needs, test -facilities
and procedures
p0433 B61-24104
Application of a flight test and data analysis
technique to flatter of a drone aircraft
[BASA-TB-83136] p0441 B81-25066
Flight test results of an advanced development
model fiing Laser Gyro Navigator (ELGH)
p0485 H81-26103
F-8 digital fly-by-nire aircraft analytic
redundancy management flight test experience
p0485 B81-26109
Flight test results of an active flutter
suppression system installed on a remotely
piloted research vehicle
[BASA-Tfl-83132] p0486 B81-26118
Flight.test evaluation cf a nonlinear hub spring
on a OH-1U helicopter
[AD-A098794] p0486 B81-26121
Subsonic tests of an all-flush-pressure-orifice
air data system
[NASA-TE-1871] p0489 H81-26144
Development and evaluation of a prototype
in-flight instrument flight rules (IFB)
procedures trainer
[NASA-TH-73292] p0490 881-26156
Thunderstorm hazards flight research: Storm
hazards 1980 overview
[HASA-TU-81974] p0493 M81-27062
Flight test evaluation of predicted light aircraft
drag, performance, and stability
[BASA-CB-159062] p0494 N81-27078
Development of handling guality criteria for •
aircraft with independent control of six degrees
of freedom
[AD-A100045]. p0498 H81-27117
Flight testing and instrumentation of aircraft
navigation systems
p0544 S81-29067
Systems integration of automatic flight control,
•navigational calculations, and visual control
(caravelle alis)
p054« N81-29068
Onboard and ground test of an autonomous •
navigation system based on terrain correlation
p0544 1181-29069
Alignment of a navigation and attack system for
the alpha jet aircraft
p0544 N81-29070
Air-to-air gunnery systems test and evaluation
P0544 B81-29073
Methods of testing aircraft performance under
icing conditions and ice tection systems
P0545 H81-29083
Programmable multipurpose flight test
instrumentation system
p0545 B81-29085
A method for measuring take-off and landing
performance of aircraft, using an inertial
sensing system
p0545 N81-29088
Some experiences with active control of
aeroelastic response
[SASA-3H-83179J p0587 B81-30469
Recent progress in V/STOL aircraft technology
p0633 B81-33144
A flight test evaluation of the Ball-Bartoe
jetning propulsive lift concept
[AD-A103579] p0637 B81-33195
Flight test of a pure-tone acoustic source
aircraft noise
[BASA-TP-1898] p0641 B81-33945
FLIGHT TIHE'
Prediction of range and endurance of jet aircraft
at constant altitude
p0611 A81-47725
Method for computation of structural failure
probability for an aircraft
[AD-AC98294] p0426 881-24050
FLIGHT JBAIHIBG
Transfer and cost effectiveness of ground-based
flight trainers
p0064 A81-15693
Eecoiameaded short-term ATC improvements for
helicopters. Volume 2: Becommended helicopter
ATC training material
[AD-A089441] p0024 B81-1C029
Fitment of TABAH standby attitude indicators to
Hacchi aircraft
[AD-A089378] p0035 B81-11036
Flight test handbook: Flying qualities theory and
flight test techniques
[AD-A090525] p0076 N81-12073
Advanced flight simulator: Utilization in A-10
conversion and air-to-snrface attack training
[AD-A094608] p0254 Bfil-18066
Air Force and Bavy plans to acquire trainer a:; rcraf t
[AD-A096237] p0342 H81-21072
FLIGHT VEHICLES
Investigation of high-manoeuvrability flight
vehicle dynamics
p0009 A81-11625
Optimal flight vehicle design and linear vector
spaces
p0014 481-11668
Gyrostabilizers for inertial control systems
Bnssian book
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i p0017 481-120211
Boll stabilization of flight vehicles by Beans of
rollerons
. ' p0290 181-29016
Complex computation of flywheel power systems for
flight vehicles i
p0319 £81-30158
Flight-vehicle production technology Russian
book
p0564 A81-45603
Choice of the optimal angular velocity of the
twist of a flight vehicle
p062S AB1-49946
Fllfi DBTECTOBS
Forward-looking infrared /FLIB/ sensor for
autonomous vehicles
p0357 481-32490
Advanced target tracking by dynamic scene analysis
p0358 481-32499
Forward looking infrared /FLIB/ inage enhancement
for the automatic target cuer system
p0461 481-39335
Feature extraction from forward locking infrared
/FLIB/ imagery
P0461 181-39338
Design considerations for U.S. Coast Guard search
and surveillance Forward Looking Infrared /FLIB/
system
p0463 481-39647
French 4rmy testing of Forward Looking Infra-Bed
System /FLIB/ on helicopters /Hovember 1916-June
1977/
p0464 £81-39680
An assessment of technical factors influencing the
potential use of BPTS for minefield detection
[AD-A092682] p0194 M81-16047
Survivability study of a FLIB egnipment fighter on
a night penetration of a Soviet army
[40-4101186] p0547 [181-29120
FLOAiS
Development of retardation and automatic flotation
system (B. 4.F.T.)
[4D-A096828] p0439 H61-25047
CH-53E emergency flotation system design study
£40-4101640] p0548 B81-29124
FLOOBS
Floor and fuel vibration isolation systems for the
Boeing Vertol commercial Chinook
p0356 481-32016
Energy absorption studied to reduce aircraft -crash
forces
[HASA-HBHS-BELBASE-81-96] p0492 H81-27060
FLOXATIOH
Testing model rotorcraft for overwater operations
p0111 481-18058
The problems of helicopter ditching
p0112 A81-18071
Design and testing of float landing gear systems
for helicopters
p0356 A81-32007
FtOSATIOB SISIBHS
0 FLOATS
FLOB
Adaptive-wall wind-tunnel investigations
[40-4096325] p03<!3 081-21088
FtOB CHABACTEBISTICS
HI BOOHDABI LAIEB STABILITY
HI FLAKE STABILITY
HT FLOB DISTHIBD1ICB
HI FLOi STABILITY
ST FLOH FELOCITI
Transonic flow past a wing profile in channels
Kith permeable walls
p005« 481-13533
Solutions for slightly over- or under-expanded hot
supersonic jets exhausting into cold subsonic
mainstream s
[4IAA PAPEB 81-0257] p0163 481-20705
Characteristics of nonegnilibrium flow with
ionization in a regicn perturbed by a thin blunt
body
p0231 481-24732
Calculation of circular flow inhomogeneities
downstream of the turbine wheel
p0281 481-27372
JPlowfield studies cf dump combnstors
p0292 481-29064
Cooling air flov characteristics in gas turbine
components
[ASH! PAPEB 81-GT-76] p0313 481-29984
An experimental and theoretical investigation .of a
twin-entry radial flow turbine under non-steady
flow conditions
[SAB PAPEB 301136] p0397 A81-34167
Strong pressure waves in air-breathing engines
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1475] p0505 481-40895
Some ejector characteristics
[AIAA BAPEB 81-1679] p0534 481-43948
Analytical estimation on nonlinear longitudinal
characteristics of wings with small and moderate
aspect ratio by the vortex lattice method in
incompressible flow
[BSA-TT-585] p0022 B81-10018
The European Transonic Hind tunnel ETI
p0038 N81-11064
Time dependent Navier-Stokes solution of a
turbulent gas jet ejected from a rectangular
orifice into a high-subsonic crossflow
p0138 B81-14964
An investigation of the reacting and non-reacting
flow characteristics of solid ramjets
[AD-A094567] p0253 M81-18059
On the influence of steady state temperature and
pressure distortion on the flow characteristics
in an installed multistage jet engine compressor
heated intake air
[EBB-90022] p0275 B81-19126
Description of 0.186-scale model of high-speed
duct of national transonic facility
[BASA-TB-81949] . P0377 H81-22061
Some remarks on the unsteady airloads on
oscillating control surfaces in subsonic flow
p0386 H81-23055
Aeroacoustics of a porous plug jet noise suppressor
[NASA-CB-164549] pOSOO S81-27884
FLOi CBABTS
A survey of computer simulations of digital
avionics systems
[4D-A091943] p0195 B81-16049
FLOB COEFFICIEHIS
'NT DISCHABGE COEFFICIENT
FLOB DEFLECTIOB
Effects of design variables on spoiler control
effectiveness, hinge moments, and wake turbulence
[AIAA EAPEB 81-0072] p0159 A81-20581
FLOB DIBECTIOB IHDICAXOBS
Experimental investigations on the V/STOL tunnel
at NASA/Langley Besearch Center
[HASA-CB-165655] p0329 H81-20028
FLOB DISfOBTIOB
Flov past a slender profile in a channel with
permeable walls
P0004 A81-10916
Lift effect on transonic wind-tunnel blockage
P0066 481-15883
Steady flow past a rectangular wing with
circulation that is variable along the span
p0099 A81-16551
A preliminary experimental investigation of the
response of a turbojet engine to inlet pressure
distortion
p0108 A81-17824
Inlet flow distortion in turbomachinery
(ASflE f&PBB aO-GT-20] p0109 A81-17952
Characteristics of the velocity field near a
wing-body combination located at an angle of
attack to an oncoming supersonic flow
p0119 A81-19337
The practical application of the Bake Blocking
Corrections according to Baskell for large
wind tunnel models '
[D6LE PAPEB 80-112] p0121 A81-1S398
Che numerical solution of incompressible turbulent
flow over airfoils
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0047] p0158 A81-20563
Dynamic pressure response with stall on axial flew
compressor rotor blades
[4144 PAPEB 81-0069] p0159 A81-20578
Characteristics of noneguilibrino flow with
ionization in a region perturbed by a thin blunt
body
p0231 A81-24732
Effect of contraction on screen-generated turbulence
p0284 A81-27900
Evaluation of the influence of local disturbances
of flow past trailing and leading flaps from
wind tunnel data on a rectangular wing section
p0299 A81-29307
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Boll length of an annular underexpanded jet foraed
t>j a sonic nozzle Kith cylindrical rod on its axis
p0309 A81-29867
Subsonic gas flow past a ving profile
p0349 A81-31034
Investigation of instantaneous distortions in air
intakes at high angles of attack
[AAAF PAPEB BT 60-38] p0369 A81-33931
Tests for inlet distortion in a two-spool turbojet
engine on the ground test bed
p0419 181-37340
Inlet distortion, and blade vibration in
turbomachines
P0421 A81-37631
A perspective on developing nev inlet distortion
measurement and predictive methods
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1589] p0507 A81-4C964
Assessment of inflow control structure
effectiveness and design system development
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2048] J>0620 A81-48637
Discussion of test results in the design of
laminar airfoils for competition gliders
[HASA-TH-75402] p0186 B81-15984
On the influence of steady state temperature and
pressure distortion on the flo* characteristics
in an installed multistage jet engine compressor
heated intake air
[PBB-9C022] p0275 881-19126
Computer analysis of flow perturbations generated
by placement of choke bumps in a wind tunnel
[BASA-TP-1892] p0579 N81-30088
FLOB DISTBIBtmOB
Calculation of the flow field around
engine-wing-configurations
pOOOV A81-11613
Experimental investigations to fully map the flow
field around a wind tunnel model of a transport
airplane
[SAE PAPEB 800630] p0063 481-15345
The supercritical profile cf the supercritical wing
P0107 A81-17522
The measurement and analysis of station parameters
of a turbojet engine
p0109 A81-17825
The coordinate-deformation method in the problem
of 'a supersonic gas flow over an airfoil
delta wings
p0123 A81-19631
Particle dynamics of inlet flow fields with
swirling vanes
. [AIAA PAPEB 81-0001] p0156 A81-20526
numerical study of a scramjet engine flow field
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0186] p0162 A81-20659
Higher-accuracy finite-difference schemes for
transonic airfoil flcwfield calculations
[AIAA Pi PEE 81-0381] p0166 A81-20794
Flow visualization through the use of the
smoke-wire technique
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0412) p0168 A81-2C816
A discrete vortex methcd for the non-steady
separated flow over an airfoil
P0179 A81-22568
Transonic flow calculations over two-dimensional
canard-wing systems
[AIAA PAPEE 79-1565] p0183 A81-23367
Calculation of internal and external flow field
and cowl pressure drag in the supersonic
axisymmetric nose inlets
. P0224 A81-23730
A contribution to the computation of transonic
supersonic flows over blunt bodies
P0230 A81-24423
The effect of sound on the vortex-shedding from a
circular cylinder - Acoustical vibrations
directed along axis of cylinder
. P0233 A81-25312
Linearized analysis of the three-dimensional
compressible flow through a rotating annular
blade cow
P0234 A81-25446
Partially confined multiple jet nixing
p023U A81-25513
The sweep finite element method for calculating
the flow field and performance of supersonic
ejector nozzles
p0291 A81-29061
Flowfield studies cf dnnp combnstors
p0292 A81-29064
Three dimensional flow in annular diffusers with
two vortex distributions at entry
p0297 A81-29112
Flow separation in inlets at incidence angles
p0297 A61-29114
A diagonal form of an implicit
approximate-factorization algorithm
p0300 A81-29363
Experimental investigation into the reaction of a
boundary layer to external periodic disturbances
p0309 A8.1-29866
Improved particle trajectory calculations through
turbomachinery affected by coal ash particles
[ASBE PAPEB 81-6T-53) p0312 A81-29965
Botor-tip leakage. I - Basic methodology
[ASHE PAPEB 81-GT-71] p0313 A81-29980
A simple model for compressor stall cell propagation
[ASBE PAPEB 81-6T-73] . p0313 A81-2S982
Streamwise flow and heat transfer distributions
for jet array impingement vith crossflow
[ASHE PAPEB 81-61-77) PQ313 A81-29985
The present role of high speed cascade testing
[ASHE PAPEB 81-GT-95) . p0314 A81-3C002
Experimental investigation of a low hub-to-tip
ratio single stage transonic fan
[ASBE PAPEB 81-GT-209] p0318 A81-30098
Calculation of the flow pattern behind an aircraft
wing
p0349 A81-31041
Analysis of stalled airfoils by simultaneous
perturbations to viscous and inviscid eguations
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1239] p0454 A81-38096
Numerical simulation for the design of a
supersonic cruise nozzle with a fluid noise shield
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1218] p0458 A81-39006
Improved combnstor domes designed for hot streak
reduction
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1352] p0501 A81-40835
Assessment of inflow control structure
effectiveness and design system development
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2048] p0620 A81-48637
Analysis of calculated three-dimensional inviscid
flow fields with embedded shock waves
(presentation of a field solution), part 1
[ESA-TT-558] p0022 H81-10017
Effects of boundary-layer treatment on cryogenic
wind-tunnel controls
[SASA-CK-159372] p0083 M81-12120
An investigation into grid patching techniques
p0137 B81-14708
Study of transonic flow fields about aircraft:
Application to external stores
p0187 B81-15998
Aerodynamic subsonic/transonic aircraft design
studies by numerical methods
p0187 H81-15999
Aerodynamic interaction between a close-coupled
canard and a sweptback wing in transonic flow
p0189 H81-16013
Validation of a two dimensional primitive variable
computer code for flow fields in jet engine test
cells
[AD-A092138] p0196 N81-16060
Three dimensional internal flows in
turbomachinery, volume 1
[AD-A092737] p0197 H81-16065
ZDEAFT-A graphite code for VIOL aircraft ground
footprint visualization
[AD-A093311] p0208 H81-17042
Laser scattering applications development test in
AEDC tunnel B at Bach number 8
[AD-A093929] p0217 B81-17105
The influence of the compressibility in simulating
the conduct of exterior loads of a carrier
[BBB-FE-122/S/PDB/17] p0220 H81-17483
Prediction of particle paths for flow of a
gas/solids suspension through•a cascade of flat
plates
p0256 N81-18352
Investigation of impingement region and wall jets
formed by the interaction of high aspect ratio
lift jets and a ground plane
[HASA-CB-152174] p0261 B81-19017
Beasureaent of canard wakes
[AB-A095063] p0263 S81-19029
Experimental and theoretical study of flow fields
and store forces in close proximity to a triple
ejection rack at transonic speeds
[AD-A094751] . p0263 H81-19030
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An interactive computational aerodynamics analysis
program •
.?• . [AD-A094765] p0263 H81-19033
Experimental investigation of tie flow on the
• • suction side of a thin Delta ving
[HASA-TH-75897] p0338 H81-21024
Application'of holography to the stud; of
helicopter rotor flow fields
[BASA-CB-164293] p0392 H81-23433
An experimental investigation of a large delta P
settling chamber for a supersonic pilot quiet
tunnel
[HASA-CB-3436] pOU34 H81-24112
A review of the wall pressure signature and other
tunnel constraint correction methods for high
angle-of-attack tests
p0435 H81-24122
An engineering method for estimating the Induced
lift 011 V/ST01 aircraft hovering in and out of
ground effect
[AD-A098509] p0441 S81-25069
The criticality of engine exhaust simulations on .
VSTOL model-measured ground effect's
p0486 H81-26115
Some qualitative experioents on the local flov
about spoilers in unsteady motion at lov speeds
[PB81-166159] p0487 B81-26124
The supercritical profile of the supercritical wing
[HASA-TH-76605J p0494 B81-27075
Onpovered aerodynamic characteristics of a
15-percent scale model of a twin-engine commuter
aircraft
[HASA-Tfl-81284] p0537 B81-28055
Study of an engine flov diverter system for a
large scale ejector powered aircraft model
£BASA-CB-166163] p0540 H81-28096
End wall flows in rotors and stators of a single
stage compressor
[HASA-CB-164635] pOS40 K81-28097
An investigation of engine influence on inlet
performance conducted in the Ames 40- by
80-foot wind tunnel
[HASA-CB-166136] p0579 881-30084
Three-dimensional transonic flow analysis
[AD-A101944] p0593 H81-31153
Basic studies of body vortices at high angles of
attack and supersonic speeds
[AD-A102241] p0594 B81-31154
Program of research in laminar flow control in the
JIAFS at BfiSA Langley Research Center
[HASA-CB-164843] p0627 H81-32121
Evaluation of pressure and thermal data from a
wind tunnel test of a large-scale, powered. STOI
fighter model
[HASA-CB-166170] p0635 H81-33162
F10B EQUATIOBS
HI VOBTICITY ECOATICHS
Humerical solutions of transonic flows by
parametric differentiation and integral equation
techniques
p0067 A81-15896
Body-fitted 3-0 full-potential flow analysis of
complex ducts and inlets
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0002] p0156 481-20527
Bew approach to the so lotion of large, full matrix
equations Heuoann problen for inviscid
inconpressble flow past airfoils
P0171 A81-21552
Hnmerical solution of the direct one-diaensional
problem of a critical flow in nozzles
p0288 A81-28578
An investigation into grid patching techniques
p0137 B81-14708
FLOB FIELDS
0 FLOi DISTBI60TICH
FLOB 6BOBBIHI
Asymmetric flow of snbscnic and sonic jets over an
infinite wedge
p0004 A81-10919
An example of the transonic flow past a body with
a discontinuity in the contour curvature
p0019 A81-12367
Attainability of an attached flow in a nozzle with
heavily curved walls
p0054 A81-13548
Sound generation by vortex shedding fro* a profile
within a channel
p0054 481-13570
A numerical simulation of hypersonic viscous flow
over arbitrary geometries at angle of attack
t A I A A PAPEB 81-0050] p0158 £81-20566
Generation of vortex noise in flow past a profile
in a channel
p0238 A81-26134
Curved-flow; rolling-flow, and oscillatory
. pure-yawing wind-tunnel test methods for
determination of dynamic stability derivatives
p0241 A81-26933
On a generalization of Kaden's problem of
initially planar semi-infinite vortex sheet rollup
p0288 A81-28676
Sudden expansion injection for ram-rockets
p0293 A81-29071
A geometrical study of the steady-state spin for a
typical low-wing general aviation aircraft
p0454 A81-38023
Development of finite-volume methods for
three-dimensional transonic flows
[AD-A090829] . p0141 H81-14986
Turbine modeling technique to generate off-design
performance data for both single and multistage
axial-flow turbines
[HASA-CB-165244] p0213 B81-17078
A design of multi-element aerofoils for high lift
[HAL-TB-631] p0337 H81-21012
FLOB BEASOBBBEBT
High-lift investigations on some small aspect.
ratio wings
p0011 A81-11643
Instantaneous velocity measurements in a
periodically pulsed plane turbulent jet
p0066 A81-15895
Vector and scalar characteristics of opposing jets
discharging normally into a cross-stream
p0110 A81-17997
Beasnrements of flow quality in the Ames 2 x 2ft
transonic wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0156] p0161 A81-2C636
A survey of recent atmospheric turbulence
measurements from a subsonic aircraft
£ A I A A PAPEB.81-0298] p0164 A81-20736
The static pressure in a vortex core
p0228 A81-24072
Biniatnre pressure probe for measuring the
surface-shear-stress vector in turbulent flow
p0233 A81-25354
Device for lubricant flow measurement and
conservation
p0288 A81-28743
Analysis of the difficulties in high performance
compressor data reduction
[OHEEA, TP HO. 1981-7] p0296 A81-29107
Experimental investigation of oscillating subsonic
jets
' p0360 A81-32777
An acquisition and analysis system for the dynamic
testing of air intakes
[OBEBA, TP HO. 1981-37] p0460 A81-39240
Instrumentation for measurement of flow properties
on a swept wing in flight
[DGLB PAPEB 81-034] p0609 A81-47585
Beasured pressure distributions and shock shapes
on a simple delta wing
p0617 A81-48479
Experimental investigations on the V/STOL tunnel
at HASA/Langley Besearch Center
[HASA-CB-165655] p0329 H81-20028
The role of coherent structures in the generation
of noise for subsonic jets
[HASA-CB-164214] p0380 H81-22833
Flap survey test -of a combined surface blowing
. model: Flow measurements at static flow
conditions
[HASA-CB-152124] p0423 H81-24023
Aeroelastic instability stoppers for wind-tunnel
aodels
[HASA-CASE-LAB-12720-1] p0601 H81-31229
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FlOB SEPABATIOH
0 BOUNDABY LAYEB SEPABATIOH
0 SEPABATED FLCB
FiOi CTABH.IIY
HI BOONDABY LAYEB STABILITY
HT FLAHE STABIIITI
One-dimensional considerations concerning the
stability behavior of inlet diffosers for
supersonic aircraft German thesis
p0107 A81-17548
Dialogue 011 bridging seme gaps in stability and
transition research in external, internal
and free-shear layer thiongh-fIon systems
p0115 A81-18105
The influence of flow disturbances on the
laininar-tarbulent transition in a .supersonic
boundary layer
p0124 A81-19643
Hall cooling and the laminar-turbulent boundary
layer transition at supersonic flov velocities
p0124 A81-19644
Experiments on the linear and non-linear evolution
of the double helical instability in jets
[1IAA PAPES 81-0115] p0168 A81-2C818
Low drag airfoil design utilizing passive laminar
flow and coupled diffusion control
p0239 A81-26512
The effect of impeller tip design on the
performance of a mixed flov turbpcharger
compressor
[ASHE EAEEE 81-G1-7] p031Q A81-29932
Low drag airfoil design utilizing passive laminar
flov and coupled diffusion contrcl techniques
[AD-A090778] . p0072 N81-12024
Shear layer instability noise produced by various
jet nozzle configurations
[P'JB-90018] pOOSS N81-12825
Static source locations for four nozzles mounted
on a J-85 engine
[NASA-CH-152101] p0143 881-14998
TF34 engine compression system computer study
simulation of flow stability
[NASA-CB-15S889] p0143 B81-15005
Oscillatory flows from shock induced separations
on biconvex aerofoils of varying thickness in
ventilated wind tunnels
p0386 H81-23056
Aeroelastic instability stoppers for wind-tunnel
models
[NASA-CASE-LAB-12720-1J p0601 N81-31229
FL08 THBOBY
A simplified theory of oscillating aerofoils, in
transonic flow - Beview and extension
p0060 A81-14945
Non-isoenergetic turbulent jet mixing in a .
constant area duct in tarbcfan engines
fAIAA PAPEB 81-0347] p0165 A81-20768
Dnsteady Newton-Busemann flow theory. I - Airfcils
p0234 A81-25512
Discussion of the pressure-source aerosonic theory
and of Doak's criticism
P0238 A81-26189
Mew interpretations in the theory of viscous
incompressible fluid flow past airfoil profiles
p0349 A81-31044
Accuracy and application of a seccnd-order theory
for three-dimensional supersonic and low
hypersonic unsteady flows aroung a tnia wing
p0419 A81-37335
The high-speed airfoil program
p0185 B81-15S70
FLOI TELOCITY .
Calculation of the flow field around
engine-wing-configurations
p0007 A81-11613
Method for reducing the tangential velocities in
aircraft trailing vortices
p0066 A81-15880
Instantaneous velocity measurements in a
periodically pulsed plane turbulent jet
p0066 A81-15895
Vector and scalar characteristics of opposing jets
discharging noroally into a cross-stream
pOHO A81-17997
A computational model for low speed flows past
airfoils with spoilers
[AIAA PAPEE 81-0253] p0163 A81-20702
Fundamental studies on the control of turbulent
boundary layers. I Theoretical and experimental
analyses of velocity profiles and parameters ':
«ith and without adverse pressure gradient, with
uniform suction through a porous flat plate
p0228 A81-24079
A computer simulation of turbulent jet flow
p0230 A81-24424
Partially confined multiple jet mixing ' • .
p0234 A81-25513
A netted for measuring the velocity field in a
stalled flow '-s
: . p0287 A81-28523
A simple model for compressor stall cell propagation
[ASHZ JAPEB 81-GT-73] p0313 A81-29982
Concerning Khristianovich's transformation of a '
subsonic flow past an airfoil- into a low-speed
flow • • '•
p0349 A81-31045
Local .approximation of a vortex layer by a system
of discrete vortices
p0577 ,A81-46782
Effect of hole geometry and Electric-Discharge
. Machining (EDO) on airflow rates through small
diameter holes in turbine blade material
[NASi-TP-1716] . p0078 N81-12089
Dynamics of a helicopter-slung load system
p0092 M81-13051
Evaluation of flow guality in two large NASA vind
tunnels at transonic speeds '
.[HASA-TP-1737] p0095 M81-13303
Analysis of unsteady pressure measurements on an
aerofoil section with an harmonically
oscillating, slotted flap
[DFV1H-FB-80-22] p0126 B81-13929
Computer evaluation of the on-and-off design of an
axial air turbine
[AD-A101102] p0549 N81-29131
FLO! VISDAlIZATIOi
HT NUMERICAL FLOI VISUALIZATION
Add fluorescent minitufts to the aerodynamicist'£
lag of tricks
pOOOS A81-11245
High-lift investigations on some small aspect
ratio wings
P0011 A81-11643
A simple laser interferometer for wind tunnel flow
visualisation
p0018 A81-12078
Haraouically oscillating airfoil in transonic
stream of air
pOOSI A81-13753
Experimental investigations to fully map the flow "
field around a wind tunnel model of a transport
airplane
[SAE PAEEB 800630] p0063 A81-15345
A parametric study of the static longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of parallel lift
delta wing configurations at low Beynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0409] p0168 A81-20814
Flow visualization through the use of the
smoke-wire technique
[AIAA FAPEB 81-0412] p0168 A81-20816
Investigation of transient processes in the
perforated working section of a wind tunnel
p0237 A81-26122
Modification in drag of turbulent boundary layers
resulting from manipulation of large-scale
structures
P0239 A81-26508
Holographic investigation of slender body vortex
wa kes
[AD-A089496] p0021 N81-10008
Full scale visualization of the wing tip vortices
generated by a typical agricultural aircraft
[KASA-CB-159382] p0071 H81-12019
Measured pressure distributions and shock shapes
on a Butler wing
[CDED/A-AEBO/TB-9] p0090 B81-13026
Application of optical methods to the study of jet
noise and turbulence
[ISL-CO-201/80] p01«7 H81-15319
Flow phenomena along fuselages and wing-fuselage
systems of gliders
[BASA-TH-75401] p0186 H81-15983
Some aerodynamic interference effects that
influence the transonic performance of combat
aircraft
P0189 N81-16014
Structures of flow separations over swept wings
P0255 B61-18246
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Flow in bent pipes
[CETIH-14-F-091] p0256 H81-18322
• Investigation of the use of liquid crystal
thermograph; to study flow over turbooachinery
blades
[AD-A097289] p0391 H81-23089
Energy efficient engine, high-pressure turbine
cooling model technology report
[HASA-CB-1to5374] p0496 H81-27093
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HI HOT-HIBE FLOHBETEIS
FLUID &HELIFIC&UOB
0 FLUID AHPLIFIEBS
FLUID AHPLIFIBHS
Faults of helicopter hydraulic amplifiers related
to loading characteristics
p0319 A81-30156
Some applications of the turbulence amplifier to
airborne systems
p0514 A81-42173
FLUID BOOHDABIES
HT GAS-SOLID IHTBBFACES
NT JET BOOND4BJES
HT LIQUID-SOLID IHTEBFACES
An experimental investigation of jet screech by
air jet impingement on solid boundaries
pOOOS A81-11302
Calculation of the boundary of a supersonic '
inviscid jet flowing into a submerged space or a
supersonic wake
p0229 A81-24172
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HT BABEFIED GAS DYBAH1CS
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HT VOBTEX SHEDDIHG
Practical experiences with flow-induced
vibrations; Proceedings of the Symposium,
Universitaet Karlsruhe, Karlsruhe, Rest Germany,
September 3-6, 1979
p0282 A81-27610
Transonic cascade wind tunnel modification and
initial tests
[AD-A091080] p0090 H81-13031
Unsteady pressure distributions on airfoils in
cascade
IAD-A091173] p0090 H81-13033
Supercritical airfoil technology program Hake
experiments and oodeliog for fore and aft loaded
compressor cascades
[AD-A091378] p0091 H81-1303IJ
Current problems in turbcmachinery fluid dynamics
[AD-A093375] p0219 H81-17387
Fluid-dynamic and aeroacoustic investigations of
shrouded jets noise prediction (aircraft)
p0256 H81-18318
N A S A ' s aeronautics research and technology case
[HASA-CB-164195] p0381 H81-22969
Beport of the panel on fluid dynamics
p0593 H81-31146
FLUID FILHS
HT SQUEEZE FILHS
On the steady state and dynamic performance
characteristics of floating ring bearings
£ASHE PAPEB 80-C2/LUE-17] p0117 A81-18671
Surface analysis of bearing steels after solvent
treatments. II - Lubricant-coated bearing surfaces
[ASLE PBEPBIHT 80-1C-8A-6] p0118 A81-18748
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BT VISCOUS FLOB
HI BALL JL08
HI HEDGE FLOB
Icing tunnel tests of a glycbl-exnding porous
leading edge ice protection system on a general
aviation airfoil
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0405] p0168 A81-20837
Effects of solid particles suspended in fluid flew
through an axial flow compressor stage
P0297 A81-29108
Hew developments in compact plate-fin heat
exchangers
p0613 A81-48062
Vortex methods for two- and three-dimensional flow
simulations
p0145 H81-15313
Fundamental heat transfer research for gas turbine
engines
[HASA-CP-2178] p0428 H81-24063
FLUID IHJECIIOB
BT GAS IHJECTIOH
FLUID JET AHPLIFIEBS
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HI FLUID DIHAHICS
HI GAS DXHABICS
HI BYDfiODYHABICS
HI HIDBOBECHAHICS
HI BAGHBIOHJDBODIHABICS
HI BABEFIED GAS DIBASICS
HI BOTOfi AEBODIHAHICS
HI VOBTEX SBEDDIBG
FLUID PBBSSOBE
Periodically stiffened fluid-loaded plates. I -
Eesponse to convected harmonic pressure and free
nave propagation. II - Besponse to line and
point forces
p0102 A81-17067
FLUID TBABSPIBAIIOH
U TBAHSFIBATIOH
FLUIDIC CIBCUHS
Soae applications of the turbulence amplifier to
airborne systems
p0514 A81-42173
FLUIDICS
Two-axis, fluidically controlled thrust vector
control system for an ejection seat
[AD-A093888] p0204 1181-16996
Dead reckoner navigation project
p0372 H81-22010
FLUOBBSCEBCE
HI X BAT FLUCBESCEHCE
Compact and highly sensitive fluorescence lidax
for oceanographic measarements
p0623 A81-49378
FLUOBESCEHT EHISSIOH
U FLOOBESCEBCE
FLUOBIDES
A new technology - Piezoelectric polyvinylidene
fluoride communications transducers
p0176 A81-22099
FLOOBIBE COBPOUBDS
HI FLOOBIDES
HI FLUOBCCABBOHS
HI POLYTETBAFLOOBOETHY.LBHB
FLDOBIHE OBGABIC COBPGOIDS
HI FIDOBOCABBOBS
FLDOBO COHPOOBDS
HI FLOOBOCABBOKS
HI POLITETBAFLDOBOETHVLEBE
FLUOBOCABBOHS
Captive carry and free flight rain erosion
considerations for reinforced ablative ;
flnorocarbon radcae materials
p0103 A81-17453
FLUOBOPOLIHEBS
.HI EOLITITBAFLDOEOETHYLElil
FLOOBOSCOPI
Real-tine fluorcscopic imaging system for
honeycomb bond structures
p0529 A81-43563
FLOTTEB
HI PANEL FLUTIEB
HI SOBSCBIC FLOTTEB
HI SDPEBSOHIC FLOTTEB
HI IBAHSOHIC FLUTTEB
Active flutter suppression design and test - A
joint D.S.-F.B.G. program
p0009 A81-11621
Practical gust load alleviation and flutter
suppression cent id lavs based on a LQG
methodology linear Quadratic Gaussian
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0021] p0158 481-20511
Historical development of flutter
[AIAA 81-0591] p0302 A81-29419
Investigations of helicopter structural dynamics
and a comparison with ground vibration tests
p0467 A81-40087
Development of antiresonance force isolators for
helicopter vibration reduction
p0467 A81-40091
Lateral flutter of loads towed beneath helicopters
and its avoidance
p0470 A81-40114
Damping applications in aero-propulsion systems
'. . p0613 A81-47999
Force and moment coefficients for high deflection
cascades
[COED/A-IOBBO/TB-98] p0090 H81-13021
Passive control of ving/store flutter
[MASA-IB-81865] p0125 H81-13922
Active flutter suppression on an F-4F aircraft
with external stores using already existing
control surfaces
[HBB-FE-17/S/POB/24] p0131 H81-13972
Active control of an explosive wing-store flutter
case
[BBB-FE-17/S/PUB/25J p0131 N81-13973
Demonstration of a method.for determining critical
store configurations for wing store flutter
[AD-A092257] p0197 H81-16068
Design for active and passive flutter suppression
and gust alleviation
p0253 N81-18063
An experimental investigation of the effects of
trailing-edge strips on the unsteady aerodynamic
forces on tabs
[AD-A094989] p0263 H61-19028
HASIBAt) level 16 user's manual updates for
aeroelastic analysis of claded discs
[HASA-CB-159824] j?0279 H81-19481
The development of a theoretical and experimental
nodel for the study of active suppression of
wing flutter
p0376 H81-22058
Application of a flight test and data analysis
technigue to flutter of a drone aircraft
[HASA-IH-83136] p0441 S81-25066
Semi-actuator disk theory for compressor choke
flutter
[HASA-CB-3426] p0442 H81-25075
fleasnrement of aerodynamic work during fan flutter
[HASA-TB-82652] p0443 1181-25080
Overview: HASA/AF/Havy Symposium on
Aeroelasticity of Turbine Engines
[KASA-CB-164419] p0444 B81-25089
Flight test results of an active flutter
suppression system installed on a remotely
piloted research vehicle
[MASA-Tfl-83132] p0486 B81-26118
A study of the effects of store aerodynamic on
wing/store flutter
pOU90 M81-26153
Qualitative comparison of calculated turbulence
responses.with wind-tunnel measurements for a
CC-10 derivative ving with an active control
system
[BASA-TB-83144] p0491 H81-26496
Final design and fabrication of an active control
system for flutter suppression on a
supercritical aeroelastic research wing
[HASA-CB-165714] p0498 B81-21114
Rind-tunnel evaluation of NASA developed control
laws for flutter suppression on a DC-10
derivative wing
[HAEA-TB-83143] p0499 B81-27548
Aeroelastic flutter and divergence of
graphite/epoxy cantilevered plates with
tending-torsion stiffness coupling
[AD-A101726] p0587 B81-30476
Investigation of unsteady airloads on wings with
oscillating control for active control purposes
[AGABE-B-699] p0635 B81-33161
FLOTTEB ABALISIS
Influence -of boundary-layer suction on the
emission spectrum on a thin plate performing
oscillations under the action of pressure
pulsations in aircraft noise reduction
p0054 A81-13573
Active suppression of aircraft flutter
p0059 A81-14397.
Calculation of critical flutter speeds on an
aircraft in subsonic flow
p0068 A81-16301
A freguency^domain technique for aeroelastic mode
estimation
P0156 A81-20475
Initial development for a flutter analysis of
damaged T-38 horizontal stabilators using BASTHAS
[AIAA JAPEE 81-0365] p0166 A81-20784
Influence of boundary-layer suction on the
spectrum of radiation from a thin plate
vibrating under the action of pressure
fluctuations in aircraft noise reduction
P0238 A61-26137
Aeroelastic stability of aircraft Bussian book
p0281 A81-27531
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Practical experiences with flow-induced
vibrations; Proceedings of the Symposium,
Oniversitaet Karlsruhe, Karlsruhe, .Rest Germany,
September 3-6, 1979
p0282 A81-27610
Flatter of plates and shells in practice
: p0282 &81-27611
Experimental verification cf unsteady aerodynaiic
oodels of supersonic unstalled flutter
p0295 A81-29094
Comparison of two methods for the reduction of
free decaying data in aircraft flutter tests
[BAE-LTB-BA-43] . p0298 481-29115
Experimental stud; of the snap-through
oscillations of an empennage
p0299 A81-29313
Tour next ground vibration test doesn't have tc
cost a million dollars
[AIAA 81-0529] p0303 481-29450
A study of the effect of store aerodynamics of
wing/store flutter
[AIAA 81-0604] p0304 481-29467
Evaluation of methods for prediction and
prevention of King/store flutter
[AIAA 81-0606] p0304 A81-29469
Prediction of transonic flutter for a
supercritical ving by modified strip analysis
and comparison vith experiment
[AIAA 81-0609] ' p0304 A81-29471
Dynamic analysis of a free-tip rotor
[AIAA 81-0618] p0305 AE1-29479
Active control of forward swept Kings Kith
divergence and flutter aeroelastic instabilities
[AIAA 81-0637] p0306 A81-29491
Wind-tunnel evaluation of HASA developed control
laws for flatter suppression on a DC-10
derivative wing
[AIAA 81-0639] p0306 A81-29493
Qualitative comparison of calculated turbulence
responses with wind-tunnel measurements for a
DC-10 derivative wing with an active control
system
[AIAA 81-0567] p0306 681-29494
Comparison of analysis and flight test data for a
drone aircraft with active flatter suppression
[AIAA 81-0640] p0306 A81-29495
A new frequency parameter' for unsteady aerodynamics
[AIAA 81-0649] p0307 A81-29502
Transonic flutter and gust-response tests and
analyses of a wind-tunnel model of a
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[AIAA CAPEB 81-1362] p0502 A81-40842
GAS BEATIBG
Considerations of tbe use of vitiated preheat
for engine inlets
,p0150 A81-20023
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GAS IHJECXIOH
The sveep finite element method for calculating
the flow field and performance of supersonic
ejector nozzles
p0291 481-29061
Sadden expansion injection for ram-rockets
p0293 481-29071
Film cooling performance by injection through
discrete holes
p0293 481-29074
GAS IOHIZATIOH
Characteristics of noneguilibrium flow Kith
ionization in a region pertorbed by a thin blunt
body
p0231 481-21732
GAS JETS :
Interferonetric stud; of the initial stage 'of
supersonic jets of gases with various
specific-heat ratios from conical nozzles
p0068 481-16231
Characteristics of thermal energy separation in a
gas ejector
p0281 481-27371
Interaction of a gas jet from a jet engine with
the destroyed surface of a multiphase disperse
medium
p0319-481-30152
External burning propulsion analysis
[AI4A PAPEB 81-11177] pOSOS 481-40897
Time dependent Havier-Stokes solution of a
turbulent gas jet ejected from a rectangular
orifice into a high-subsonic crossflov
p0138 N81-14964
GAS LASEBS
SI C4BBCH DIOXIDE 14SIES
NT HELIOH-KBOH LASEES
GAS LOBEICAHXS
Botor-bearing dynamics technology design guide.
Part 6: Status cf gas bearing technology
applicable to aero propulsion machinery
[4D-A094167] . p0257 N«1-18394
GAS LDBBICATED BE4BIH6S
U G4S BEABIHGS
GAS HIXTDBES
HI AIE
HT COMPBESSEp AIB
Transonic flows of a multireacting gas mixture
through a Laval nozzle
p0225 481-23909
Losses of total pressure during mixing of flows in
a step diffuser
p0242 481-26991
GAS PBESSOBE
Measurement of heat flux and pressure in a turbine
stage
[ASHE PAPEB 81-GT-88] p0314 481-29995
Fluctuation of gas parameters behind the
combustion chamber of gas turbine engines
p0466 481-40024
GAS STBEAHS
Two methods for calculating the load.on the
surface of a slender body executing axisyumetric
vibrations in a sonic gas flow
pOOOU 481-10920
4 vaporizing combostor with double combustion spaces
p0109 481-17827
The method for calculating the fuel concentration
field in the downstream positions of the
pressure jet atomizer in the high temperature
gas-stream
p0224 481-23731
Effect of a semi-annular thermal acoustic shield
on jet exhaust noise
[KASA-TH-81615] . p0044 N81-11770
GAS SBHPEBAIOBE
Investigation of the influence of the radial
nonuniformity of initial temperature and energy
losses on flow structure in a highly loaded
turbine stage
p0465 481-40019
GAS IOBBIBE BBGIHBS
HT BBISTOL-SIDDELEY BS 53 ENGINE . • . •
HT CDCTED F4H EHGIBES
HT HYDBOGEN .EHGIHES
HT J-65 EBGIBE
BT J-79 EHGIHE
HT J-85 EHGIHE - '
HI- J-97 EHGIHE . . . .
HT JET EHGINBS . * - ' ' • * - • • • • •
HT E&IJZT EHGIHES
NT SUPEESONIC COMBUSTION BABJET EHGINES
HT T-56 ENGINE
HT TF-30 EHGINE
HT TF-41 EBGINE
NT TDBBO?4B ENGINES
BI TDBBOJET ENGINES • • • . •'<
HT TDBBOPBOP EHGINES
Impact damage of aircraft gas turbine engines with
axial compressors
pOOOS 481-11324
Optimum design of axial flow gas turbine stage.' I
- Formulation and analysis of optimization --
problem. II - Solution of the optimization
problem and numerical results
p0019 481-12608
Automation of aircraft gas-turbine power plants
Russian book
P0020 481-12782
On the utilization of hydrogen as a fuel for gas
turbine. I - On the utilization of low
temperature exergy of lignid hydrogen
p0055 481-14075
Energy conservation through cogeneration
p0055 481-14228
The development of low-toxic combustion chanters
cf transport gas turbine engines
p0060 481-14787
Business aircraft APC's Auxiliary Power Units
[S4E PAPEB 800608] p0061 481-15331
Vibration aspects of small turbine engines in
aircraft installations
[S4E PAPEB 800617] p0062 481-15337
Research on a high work axial gas generator turbine
[S4E PAPEB 800618] , p0062 481-15338
• Fuel economy and extension of the service life of
aircraft gas turbine engines
p0065 481-15719
Coatings in the aero gas turbine
p0103 481-17167
• Joint-laboratory qualification testing of oils for
gas turbine engines
p0103 481-17375
4 simple combustor system for a small gas turbine
engine
P0104 481-17503
The digital control system as part of an
integrated accessory fit for future engines
p0104 481-17505
Development and operational flight test of the
model 250-C28B gas turbine engine
p0105 481-17512
Failure Indication and Corrective Action for
turtoshaft engines
p0106 481-17515
Advanced technology turhoshaft IB suppression
p0106 481-17519
An experimental study on kerosene-hydrogen hybrid
combustion in a gas turbine combustor
p0109 481-17841
• Turbine blade technology - Present and future
[ASBE PAPER 80-C2/AEBO-10] p0116 481-18639
Calculated and experimental data for a 118-om bore
roller bearing to 3 million DN
[ASHE F4PEB 80-C2/10B-14] p0117 481-18668
Considerations of the use of vitiated preheat
for engine inlets
P0150 481-20023
3-D viscous analysis of ducts and flow splitters
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0277] p0163 481-20720
Three-dimensional model of spray combustion in gas
turbine combustors
[4144 P4PEB 61-0324] p0165 481-20751
Use of speckle-holographic interferometry to study
the strain-strain state.of a gas-turbine 'engine
disk close to the blade root fixing
p0170 481-21366
Application of exoelectron emission for quality
control of gas-turbine engine parts
P0171 481-21367
Convective amplification of gas turbine engine
internal noise sources
' ' p0171 481-21595
Hew interpretations of shock-associated noise with
and without screech
' ' ' p0178 481-22527
Progress!in P/B 'superalloy and titanium for
- - aircra'ft applications
• > • * • ' p0181 481-22641
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Development program for a graphite/EHB 15
polyimide duct for the F404 engine
p0181 481-2261(7
Problems and promises in gas turbine combustor
design development
p0236 661-26007
Boise from gas turbine combostors
p0236 A81-26008
Basic ignition research related to altitude
relight problems
p0237 A81-26014
Gas tarbine engine emission abatement - Status and
needed advancements
p0237 A81-26015
Trajectory generation techniques for multivaciable
control of aircraft tarbine engines
p0240 A81-26609
Determination of the thickness of blades of open
wheels of radial-axial turbines
p0242 A81-26994
Calculation of shells in aircraft turbine engines
p0285 A81-28078
Integral methods for solving thermal conductivity
problems and their application to evaluating
heat exchange in certain gas-turbine elements
p0285 A81-28128
Increased fatigue resistance for blades of
stationary gas-turbine engines by ultrasonic
hardening with spherical particles
p0285 481-28131
Ihe possibilities of improving the efficiency of
gas turbines
p0288 A81-28614
Analysis of vibration related failures in aero
turbo-shaft engines
p0291 A81-29057
Investigation into the vibration of the starter
gearbox of an aircraft tarbine engine
p0291 A81-29059
A new breed of an air breathing engine
p0292 A81-29070
Analysis of a reverse flow, annular combustion
chamber
p0294 A81-29081
Cyclone combustors in low emission gas turbine
applications
p0294 481-29082
Factors limiting turbine inlet temperatures
p0294 A81-29083
A comparison of two drcplet models for gas-turbine
combustion chamber flows
p0294 A81-29086
The combustion modelling of swirling flows for gas
tarbine combnstors
p0295 A81-29087
High temperature metal matrix composites for gas
turbines
p0295 481-29090
Paniculate flow in centrifugal compressors used
in helicopters
p0297 A81-29109
Transpiration air cooled tarbine blade - A
technology for future generation aircraft and
industrial gas turbine engines using coal or
coal derived fuels
p0297 A81-29115.
The engineering basis for the application of life
cycle cost or supportability criteria to gas
tarbine engines
p0298 A81-29119
Basic problem of the analytical design of aircraft
gas tarbine engines. II
p0299 A81-29305
A new method for torsion of shaft with variable
diameter using ncn-orthogonal curvilinear
coordinates and its application
[4I4A 81-0477] p0300 481-29378
Haterial shortages - Effect on the aircraft engine
industry
[AIAA 81-050S] p0301 A81-29387
Gas turbine engineering: Applications, cycles and
characteristics Book
p0309 A81-29680
The evaluation of fuel property effects on Air
Force gas tarbine engines - Program Genesis .
[ASHE PAPEB 81-6T-1] p0310 A81-29926
An exploratory study of soot sample integrity and
probe perturbation in a swirl-stabilized comkustor
. [ASflB P4PE8 81-GI-27] ' " ' ' p0311 A81-29943
Preliminary study on reheat combnstor for advanced
gas turbine
[ASHE PAPEB 81-GT-29] p0311 A81-29944
Carbon/carbon components for advanced gas tarbine
engines
[ASflE PAPEB 81-GT-35] p0312 A81-29949
Economics of heavy fuels in gas turbines and
combined cycles
[ASHE PAPEE 81-GT-45] p0312 A81-29959
Full-flow debris monitoring in gas turbine engines
[ASHE PAPEB 81-GT-60] p0313 A81-29970
Application of water cooling for improved gas
turbine fuel flexibility and availability
[ASflE PAPEB 81-GT-68] p0313 A81-29977
Cooling air flow characteristics in gas tarbine
components
[ASHE PAPEB 81-GT-76] . p0313 A81-29984
Heasarement of heat flux and pressure in a turbine
stage .
(ASHE PAPEB 81-GT-88] p031« A81-29995
Sensitivity of turbine blade temperatures to
tolerances of design variables
[ASHE PAPEB 81-GT-90] p0314 A81-29997
low BO/i/ and fuel flexible gas tarbine comtastors
[ASHE PAPEB 81-GT-99] p0315 A81-30006.
Hodified Brayton cycles utilizing alcohol fuels
[ASflE PAPEB 81-GT-103] p0315 A81-30009
Flow transition phenomena and heat transfer over
the pressure surfaces of gas tarbine blades
£ASHE PAPEB 81-GT-107] p0315 A81-30012
Design analysis of high-efficiency low-stress
ceramic gas turbines
[ASflE PAPEB 81-GT-130] p0316 A81-30034
An investigation of a preswirled cooling airflow
to a turbine disc by measuring the air
temperature in the rotating channels
[ASHE PAPEB 81-GT-132] p0316 A81-30035
A versatile microprocessor controller for low cost
helicopter applications
[ASHE PAPEB 81-GT-137] p0316 A81-30039
The Davy PATE program Propulsion Automatic
Test Eguipment
[ASHE PAPBB 81-GT-189] p0317 A81-30082
A generalized mathematical model to estimate gas
. turbine starting characteristics
[ASHE PAPEB 81-GT-202] . p0318 A81-30092
HASA gas turbine stator vane ring
[ASHE PAPEB 81-GT-208] p0318 A81-30097
Cooled radial in-flow turbines for advanced gas
turbine engines
[ASflE PAPEB 81-GT-213] p0318 A81-30102
Driving dynamics of a high-speed
positive-displacement pomp and gas-turbine drive
during startup of flight vehicles
p0319 A81-30155
Compatation of wall temperature and heat flux
distributions of the film cooled walls
p0348 481-30802
Numerical methods for studying the stress-strain
state and service life of aircraft gas-turbine
engine disks
p0351 A81-31258
Experimental determination of the stress intensity
factor for cracks with a curvilinear front in
complex parts /gas turbine blades/
p0351 A81-31264
Mechanical properties of alaminum coatings on
beat-resistant steels
p0355 A81-31668
Fatigue strength of gas tarbine engine rotor
blades in connection with structural changes in
service
P0355 A81-31673
Centralized in-place pressure calibration system
for multiple tarbine engine aerodynamic pressure
measurement systems
p0360 A81-32847
A mobile emissions laboratory for on-line analysis
of combustion products from gas turbine engines
p0361 A81-32872
Thermoplastic strengthening of a gas-turbine
engine disk lock joint - Determination of the
residual stresses
P0365 A81-33169
Bearing wear detection using radioactive iron-55
tagging
[ASLE PBEPBI5? 81-AH-6A-3] p0367 481-33868
Besalts of thermal tests on the GTA-18 gas tarbine
unit with the BD-ZH-500 jet engine . .
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p0395 A81-34022
A review of the installation, performance and
economic aspects of a high altitude facility for
small gas turbines
[SAE PAPEB 801121] p0396 A81-34157
A forward look at gas turbine testing facilities
[SAE PAPEB 801124] p0396 481-34159
Loss model for off-design performance analysis of
radial turbines Kith pivoting-vane,
variable-area stators
[SAE CAPEB 801135] p0397 481-34166
An experimental and theoretical investigation of a
twin-entry radial flow tnriine under non-steady
flow conditions
[SAE PAPEB 801136] p0397 A81-34167
Composite wall concept for high-temperature
turbine shrouds - Heat transfer analysis
[SAE PAPES 801138] p0397 A81-34169
Some advantages of methane in an aircraft gas
turbine
[SAE PAPEB 801154] p0398 481-34177
Overview of SEP 1567 aircraft gas turbine Engine
Honitoring system guide
[SAE PAPEB 801218] p0404 A81-34224
The High Performance Auxiliary Power Unit
technology demonstrator program[SAE PAPEB 801148] p0406 481-34240
The status of the expendable gasifier program
gas generator for aircraft engine
[SAE PAPEB 801151] p0406 A81-34242
Turbine engine design engineering for cost
effectiveness and propulsive efficiency
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0915] p0408 A81-34362
Estimated service life of gas turbine engine
compressor blades
p0417 A81-36660
He* technologies for compressors of aviation engines
p0452 A81-37656
Computer calculation of the characteristics of a
hybrid system for the cooling of gas turbine
blades
p0459 A81-39217
Investigation of the influence of the radial
nonuniforaity of initial temperature and energy
losses on flow structure in a highly loaded
turbine stage
p0465 A81-40019
Investigation of the cooling of the turbine rotor
blade of a gas-turbine power system
P0465 A61-40020
Fluctuation of gas parameters behind the
combustion chamber of gas turbine engines
p046o A81-40024
Prevention of corrosion and fatigue failure of
helicopter gas turbine compressors
p0469 A81-40107
Regenerative engine for helicopter application
[AHS 80-39] p0477 A81-4C168
The requirements for efficient small turbine
engines taking up the challenge
[AHS 80-42] p0477 A81-40170
HDEC - A control concept for helicopter gas turbines
speed <N) based Digital Electronic Control
[AHS 80-44] p0477 A81-40171
High-temperature strength of alloys for.gas
turbine engines Bussian book
p0482 A81-40616
Principles of the reliability of gas turbine engines
Bussian book
p0482 481-40621
Exploratory development program to improve
combustor dome operating characteristics
[AIAA P&PEB 81-1351] p0501 A61-40834
Improved coabustor durability - Segmented approach
with advanced cooling techniques
[AIAA PAPEB 81-135(1.] .p0501 A81-40836
Composite fan exit guide vanes for high 'bypass
ratio gas turbine engines
[AIAA PAPEB. 81-1357] p0501 A81-40839
The influence of rlade wakes on the performance of
combustor pre-diffusers
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1387] p0502 481-40856
Small gas-turbine combustor study - Fuel -injector
evaluation
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1388] p0502 A81-40857
Selected results f rom ccmbnstion research at the
lewis Research Center
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1392] p0503 -A81-40859
Dse of segmented mold process to produce large.
superalloy engine castings
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1404] p0503 A81-40861
Stress analysis of first turbine vane using a~ • £'
3-dimensional model with nori linear material >~
behavior subjected to transient temperatures
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1437] p0504 A81-40873
Effect of oxygen addition of.low pressure ignition
performance of aero gas turbine engine at •}
simulated altitude facility ' j
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1471] p0505 A81-40891
Beliability assurance of electronic engine controls
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1499] p0506 A81^-40911
Performance analysis of a family of planar pulse
generators '
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1590] p0507 A81-40965
Selection of turbine parameters for steam-hydrogen
engine schemes
p0509 A81-41028
Thermodynamic comparison of the efficiencies of
semiclosed- and open-loop air cooling systems of
gas turbine engines
p0509 "481-41029
Efficiency of cantilever compressor stator blades
p0509'A81-41041
An experimental study of heat transfer in rotating
slots and bends in gas turbine engines
p0509 481-41049
From sponge to powder alternatives in titanium
processing •
p0511 A81-41647
Engine life methodologies for conceptual design
[AIAA PAPEfl 81-1398] p0515 A81-42188
The use of engine operating experience in the
preliminary design of aircraft gas turbine
combustion systems
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1399] p0515 481-42189
Hethodology for engine/aircraft selection with
life and utilization considerations
(AIAA PAPEB 81-1401] p0515 AS1-42190
Effect of oxygen-containing additives on the
antiwear properties of fuels for gas-turbine
aircraft engines
p0517 A81-42558
Application of the Semi-Loof thin shell element to
the analysis of aircraft engine structures
p0518 A81-42704
The effect of various factors on the vibration
characteristics of composite blades of gas
turbine engines
p0524 A81-42793
Possibility of development of an
electron-fractographic method for measuring
stress level produced by fatigue fracture of the
material
p0532 A81-43773
Engine life and usage methodologies for conceptual
design
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1651] p0533 A81-43937
Aatoignitiou characteristics of aircraft-type fuels
p0562 A81-44666
The predictability of turbine vane convection heat
transfer
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1435] p0566 A81-45892
Computer-aided investigation of turbomachine
aerodynamics and aeroelasticity
p0613 A81-47962
On the numerical analysis of stall flutter in
turbine cascade
p0613 A81-47963
Model following control of gas turbine engines
p0624 A81-49900
Graphite/polyimide augmentor and nozzle components
of advanced military gas turbine engines
[AIAA PAPES 81-1358] p0625 A81-49976
Comparisons of four alternative powerplant types
for future general aviation aircraft
[HASA-TH-81584] p0028 881-10067
An analysis o± Air Force management of Turbine
Engine Monitoring Systems (TEHS)
[AD-A089365] p0028 H81-10070
Engine diagnostics program: CF6-50 engine
.performance deterioration
[NASA-CB-159867] p0078 881-12085
•Effect -of hole geometry and Electric-Discharge
Machining (EDH) on airflow rates through small
di-aieter 'holes in turbine blade material
[HASA-TP-1716] p0078 H81-12089
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Effect of ambient conditions on the emissions from
a gas turbine combustor
[BASA-CB-3355] pOOSO H81-12105
metallurgical aspects of materials processing and
manufacturing for aero-engine components gas
tutbine engines
[P8B-90019] p0084 881-12209
An automatic isokinetic sampler for particalate
emissions frco aircraft gas turbine engines
[40-4090280] p0088 H81-12653
A comparison cf the-three lethods used to obtain
acoustic measurements for the BASA Flight
Effects-Frcgran
[BASA-TH-81906] p0088 881-12822
Progress in materials and structures at Leuis
Besearch Center
P0089 S81-12982
Powec control for hot gas engines
[B4SA-CASE-BPO-14220-1] p0133 881-14318
Improved,capabilities to detect incipient bearing
failures
[AD-A091687] p0134 881-14325
Coopressor configuraticn and design optimization
for the high reliability gas turbine
[DOE/ET-15425/T1] p0134 881-14327
Gas turbine engines and transmissions for bus
demonstration programs
[COO-4867-07] p0134 B61-14329
The measurement of aero gas turbine noise
IPHB-90032] p0138 H81-14795
Curved centerline air intake for a gas turbine
engine
[BiSA-CASE-L£B-13201-1] p0143 H81-14999
Cost/benefit analysis of advanced materials
•technologies for future aircraft turbine engines
[BASA-CB-165225] . p0144 H81-15006
Compressor configaraticn and design optimization
for the high reliability gas turbine
[DOE/ET-15332/31 ] p0145 H81-15414
Honlinear analysis of squeeze filn dampers applied
to gas turbine helicopter engines
[4D-4091905] p0196 881-16062
Centrifugal compressors for small aero and
automotive gas turbine engines
p0220 881-17467
Apparatus for sensor failure detection and
correction in a gas turbine engine control system
[BASA-CASE-IEB-12907-2] p0273 B81-19115
Development and fabrication of refractory silicon
carbide bodies, especially for gas turbine engines
-:•- by hot pressing
[BHFT-FB-T-79-137] p0275 881-19128
Development of gas turbine components, using
silicon nitride forming techniques
[BaFT-FB-T-79-152] p0275 B81-19129
Automotive technology development program
[BOE/CS-0069/1] p0278 881-19464
The rejuvenation of properties in turbine engine
hot section components by hot isostatic pressing
[AD-A097551] p0390 B81-23088
Fundamental heat transfer research for gas turbine
engines
[8ASA-CP-2178] p0428 H81-24063
•Structures, performance, benefit, cost study
gas turbine engines
[BASA-CB-165313] pO<!28 B01-24067
Internal coating of air-cooled gas turbine blades
[BASA-CB-165337] p0429 B81-24068
Experimental verification of tnrboblading
aeromechanics
p0432 B81-24092
Full annular combnstor test facility for high
pressure/high temperature testing
p0432 B81-24097
The mechanical testing of compressors and turbines
for aircraft gas turbine engines
p0433 881*24100
Prediction of future test needs, test facilities
and procedures
p0433 B81-24104
Reliability advancement for electronic engine
controllers, volume 1
[AD-A098623] p0444 B81-25087
Overview: BASA/AF/Bavy Symposium en
Aeroelasticity of Turbine Engines
[8ASA-CE-164419] p0444 B81-25089
Blade loss transient dynamics analysis, volume 1.
Task 1: Survey and perspective —r- aircraft gas
turbine engines
[HASA-CE-165373-VOL-1] pO«96 H81-27089
Coating for prevention of titanium combustion
[BASA-CE-165360] . p0539 B61-26094
Bigh temperature strain gage system for
application to turbine engine components
[AD-A101713] p0583 861-30132
Solar Brajton engine/alternator set
p0588 B81-30529
First phase testing of solar thermal engine at
United Stirling
p0588 881-30530
Bon-heat pipe receiver/p-40 Stirling engine
p0588 B81-30531
Heat pipe solar receiver with thermal energy storage
p0588 B81-30532
Test results of the Chrysler upgraded automotive
gas turbine engine: Initial design
[SASA-TBr-81660] ' p0588 H81-30S62
An introduction to BASA's turbine engine hot
section technology (BOST) project
p0599 B81-31206
Dual-powered Gas Turbine/Electric (GI/E) computer
commuter rail cars: lest, evaluation and
economics
[PB81-211757] p0641 881-31109
GAS IDBBIBBS
Bew BBC high-efficiency gas turbines
p0017 A81-11797
Vector and scalar characteristics of opposing jets
discharging normally into a cross-stream
p0110 A81-17997
Semi-empirical correlations for gas turbine
emissions, ignition, and flame stabilization
p0171 A81-21505
Photoelastic investigation of stress distribution
around inclined cat-oats in gas-turbine
components subjected to in-plane and bending loads
p0295 A81-29091
Further studies of the influence of thermal
effects on the predicted acceleration of gas
turbines
[ASHE PAPEB 81-GT-21 ] p0311 A81-29938
The influence of premixed combustion flame
stabilizer geometry on flame stability and
emissions
[ASBE F1PEB 81-GT-26] p0311 A81-29942
HS9001E - A new 100 US gas turbine
[4SSE FAPEB 81-GT-31) p0312 A81-29946
Improved particle trajectory calculations through
turbomachinery affected by coal ash particles[ A S H E ' P A P E B si-Gi-53] p03i2 A81-29965
Hew correlations of the two-dimensional turbine
cascade aerodynamic performance
[ASBE FAPEB 81-GT-128] p0316 A81-30032
Method for evaluating the resistance of
gas-turbine installation disks to thermal cycling
p0364 481-33168
Comparative efficiency of penetrating steam and
air cooling of gas turbine blades
p0509 A81-41003
A process for protecting gas turbine blade cooling
passages against degradation
p0622 A81-49209
Axial flow compressors. Citations from the
Engineering Index data base
[PB80-808611] p0029 881-10076
Axial flow compressors. Citations from the BUS
data base
[PB80-808603] p0031 881-10441
The design development and operation of gas
turbine radio telemetry systems
IEIB-00733] p0077 881-12082
Advanced industrial gas turbine tecbology
readiness demonstration
[DCE/OB-05035/T1] p0085 B81-12426
The response of turbine engine rotors to
interference rubs
fAD-A090408) p0093 B81-13060
Effects of downstream distance on turbulence decay
for the compressor research facility low
conditioning system
[AD-A091543] p0133 881-14276
Development of .high-temperature turbine subsystem
technology to a technology readiness status,
phase 2
[fE-1806-72] pOI34 H81-14332
Two-stage combustion for reducing pollutant
emissions from -gas turbine combnstors
[S4S4-CE-163877] p0196 881-16056
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Samarium cobalt (SHCO) generator/engine
integration stud;
. [4D-4092904] p0214 B81-17087
Turbine engine fault detection and isolation
program, phase 1. Volume 2: Requirements
definition for an integrated engine monitoring
, system
[AD-4093226] p0215 1181-17088
Turbine engine fault detection and isolation
program, phase 1. Volume 1: Requirements
definition for an integrated engine monitoring
system
[4D-A093225] p0215 1181-17089
Prediction and evaluation of thrust augmenting
ejector performance at the conceptual design stage
. [40-4093953] p0216 881-17094
WB34-8 performance improvement program. The
HB34-8 gas turbine compressor test
[4D-A098293] p0429 B61-24069
Tests of large compressors at C£ Fr
p0432 H81-24096
High-response measurements of a tnrbofan engine
•during noniecoverable stall
[BASA-TH-81759] p0443 B81-25084
Reliability advancement for electronic engine
controllers. Volume 2: Guide to development of
high reliability electronic engine controllers[AD-A098614] p0444 H81-25C86
Small gas-turbine ccnbnstor study: fuel injector
evaluation
[S4SA-TH-82641] p0490 881-26146
Energy efficient engine, high-pressure turbine
cooling model technology report
[BASA-CB-165374] p0496 B81-27093
Development of high strength silicon carbide
materials for gas turbine applications .[BHFT-FB-T-80-025] p0497 1181-27102
An overview of S4E 4BP 1567: Aircraft gas turbine
engine monitoring system guide
p0600 N81-31217
Unsteady swirling flows in gas turbines
aircraft engines and aeroacoustics
[4D-4102852] p0629 H81-32150
GAS BELDIBG
NT BRAZING
6AS-SOLID IHTEBAC1IOHS
Prediction of particle paths for flow of a
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EF-111A grapbite/epoxy Horizontal Stabilizer
Trailing Edge
p0557 A81-44342
Maintenance and repair of advanced composite
structure .
p'0558 'A81-44382 '
Composite repair concepts for depot level use .
p0558 A81-:'44384'
Developing design allowables for composite
helicopter structures ;
pO.61.1 A81-47611
Cost-effective mechanical property characterization
p0612 A8i-47813.
The lear Pan 2100 . "
p0625 A81-49975
Development of advanced interceptor substructural
aaterial graphite epoxy missile structures
[AD-A090127] p0038 H61-11116
Fiber release from impacted graphite reinforced
epoxy composites
. [NASA-CB-163684] R0038 H81-11117
Hicrocracking in graphite-epoxy composites
[AD-A08989V] p0038 N81-11118
Coopatibility of aircraft operational fluids vith
a grapbite/epoxy composite: Development of an - ,
exterior coating system and remover
[AD-A090049] p0039 H81-11120
Effect of service environment on composite materials
[AGABD-CP-288] p0039 B81-11128.
Effect of various environmental conditions on
polymer matrix composites
p0039 B81-11130
Predictability of moisture absorption in
graphite/epoxy sandwich panels
P0039 H81-11131
Graphite-epoxy panel compression strength
reduction due to local impact
P0040 081-11139
Lightning protection considerations for ^
graphite/epoxy aircraft structure
pOOtO H81-11142
OS Navy service experience with advanced composites ,
iti aircraft composite structures
c p0041 H81-11149
Electromagnetic integration of composite structure
in aircraft
p(J200 S81-16159
Assessment of risk to Boeing commerical transport
aircraft from carbon fibers fiber release
from graphite/epxoy materials
[HASA-CB-159211]
 ( p0218 N81-17171
Fabrication and physical testing of graphite
composite panels utilizing woven graphite fabric
with current and advanced state-of-the-art resin
systems
[MASA-CB-152292] p0218 H81-17175
An assessment of buffer strips for improving
damage tolerance
p0247 881-18009
Advanced composite aileron for L-1011 transport
aircraft, task 1 •
[HASA-CB-145370] ' p0277 H81-19232
The 737 graphite composite flight spoiler flight
service' evaluation -
[HASA-CB-159362] p0343 H81-21131
Hanafacturing development of DC-10 advanced rudder
[HASA-CB-159060] p0494 B81T27077
Aeroelastic flutter and divergence of ,
graphite/epoxy cantilevered plates with
bending-torsion stiffness coupling
[AD-A101726J p0587 B81-30476
GBAPH1TE-POH.IBIDB COHPOSIIES
Development program for a graphite/PHE 15 ,
poiyioide duct for the F404.engine
p0181 A81-22647
Graphite polyiaide fabrication research for
supersonic cruise aircraft
p0182 A81-22665
Graphite/polyimide augmentor and nozzle components
of advanced military gas turbine engines ,
[AIA& EAPEB 81-1358] p0625 481-49976
Design, fabrication and test of graphite/polyimide
composite .joints and attachments for advanced
aerospace vehicles • ,-
[BASA-CB-1591121 p0194 B81-16042'
6BAPBS (CBABIS)
Experimental aerodynamic characteristics of two
V/STOl fighter/attack aircraft configurations at
Bach numbers from 0.4 to 1.4 ' '
[BASA-TB-81234] ' pQ140 N81-14981
Charts for determining potential minimum
sonic-boom overpressures for supersonic cruise
A-230
SUBJECT IHDBI 6BODIO SPEED
P0337 1181-21016
aircraft
[BASA-TP-1820]
GBASSBABB ALGBBBA
D VECTOB SPACES
6UVIBBIBI
Gravimetric investigation of the particle number
density distribution function in the high speed
cascade vind tunnel for laser ancaometr;
measurements
[BSA-TT-625] P0197 H81-16069
6BAVITATIOB
The HASA digital VGH program, early results
structural design criteria
p0268 H81-19069
GBAVITATIOBAL EFFECTS
The Global Positioning System versus gravity
disturbance modeling in an inertial navigation
system error redaction at aircraft altitude[AIAA PAPEB 61-0087] p0160 A81-20591
Physiological effects of high-G flight - Their
impact on flight simulator design
[AIAA 81-0986] ' pO«!16 A81-36573
6BAVITT
0 GBAVITATIOB
GREAT LAKES (BO£TH AHEBICA)
BT LAKE EBXE
GBBBB FOBCTIOi
A vail interference analysis in Hind tunnels
p0104 A81-17472
GBBBB THEOBEH
0 GBEEH FOBCTICH
GUDS
Conforming element with oot-elenent nodes
p0225 A81-23855
An investigation into grid patching techniques
p0137 H81-14708
GBIBDIBG HACHIBBS
Computerized gear grinding system development
[AHS 80-H8] p0476 A81-40163
GBOOVBS
HI V GBOOVES
GBOOBO BASED COHIBOL
BT AIB TRAFFIC COBTECL
BT BADAB APPBOACB CCHTBOL
The role of aircraft separation assurance in the
cockpit
p0115 A81-18092
An integrated transportation and operations
comparison of space and ground based OTV's
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1456] p0505 A81-40882
An integrated Omega/satellite radio navigation
systea
p0566 A81-45767
A supplementary EHC analysis of the proposed
Airport Surface Detection Equipment (ASOE-3) radar
[AD-A092965] p0219 B81-17342
A flight investigation of the ultra-deep-stall
descent and spin recovery characteristics of a
1/6 scale radiocontrclled aodel of the Piper
PA38 Tomahawk
[BASA-CB-156871] p03«3 B81-21084
Besults of a feasibility study for determining the
yaw angle of a landing aircraft
[AD-A099765] p0495 B81-27084
GBOOHO EFFECT
Assessment of ground effects on the propagation of
aircraft noise: The 1-38A flight experiment[HASA-TP-1747] ' p0137 B81-14788
The velocity induced by the wake of a wind turbine
in a shear layer, including ground effect
[FFA-TB-BD-2'189-PT-3] p0141 B81-14985
Some wake-related operational limitations of
rotorcraft
[BASA-TH-81920]' p0186 H81-15965
An engineering method for estimating the induced
lift on V/STOL aircraft hovering in and out of
'ground effect
[AD-A098509] p0441 881-25069
The criticality of engine exhaust simulations on
Vsroi aodel-aeasored ground effects
p0466 881-26115
6BOOBD EFFECT (AEBODIHAHICS)
Longitudinal motion of low-flying vehicles in
nonlinear flovfields
p0009 A81-11626
Experiments on the validity of ground effect
predictions for static ncise testing of
propeller aircraft
pOOSa A81-13811
Determination of the effect of transverse cutouts
on the hydrodynamic characteristics of a
finite-span wing in the case of steady and
unsteady motion near a wall
p0119 A81-19335
Experimental investigation of a right angle wing
with partially separated flow with and without
ground effects
[DGLH PAPEB 80-111] . p0120 A81-19397
Numerical calculation of jet-induced ground effect
in VIOL
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0015] . p0157 A81-20539
Unsteady subsonic motion of a wing near a screen
p0225 A81-23889
Experimental investigations of the base pressures
found.on a bluff body in ground effect
p0234 A81-25379
Steady flow, and static stability of airfoils in
extreme ground effect
p0355 481-31686
Flight investigations of a helicopter low airspeed
estimation system based on measurement of
control parameters
p0470 A81-40111
Vertical momentum of the fountain produced by
mnltijet vertical impingement on a flat ground .
plane
p0529 A81T43396
Ground effects on aircraft noise for a wide-body
commercial airplane
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1988] p0620 A81-48638
Investigation of impingement region and wall jets
formed by the interaction of high aspect ratio
lift jets and a ground plane
[SASA-CH-152174] p0261 H81-19017 .
A theoretical investigation of ground effects on
USB configurations
[BASA-CS-159005] p0262 N81-19021
Analytical study of STOL Aircraft in ground
effect. Part 1: Bonplanar, nonlinear wing/jet
lifting surface method
[SASA-CB-152087-PT-1] . p0271 881-19096
Analytical study of STOL Aircraft in ground
effect. Part 2: Honplanar, nonlinear method
applicable to three dimensional jets of finite
thickness
[BASA-CB-152088-PT-2] p0271 S81-19097
Effect of sweep and aspect ratio on the
, longitudinal aerodynamics of a spa'nloader wing
in and out of ground effect wind tunnel tests
[SASA-ia-80199] p0627 N81-32119
fiBOOND EFFECT (COHBOBICATIOHSJ
Application of endfire arrays at contemporary
glide-slope problem sites
p0360 A81-32695
GBOUHD EFFECT HACHIBBS
Boise control design problems on air cushion
vehicles and surface effect ships
p0017 A81-11818
On the inter-relationship of the basic parameters
and characteristics of various flight vehicles
p0236 A81-25694
Systems costing of hovercraft,- hydrofoils and
wing-in-gronnd effect machines. Ill
P0412 A81-35724
Soviet military air 'cushion vehicles - Mechanized
amphibious assault
p0577 A81-46714
Operational characteristics comparison /ACV and SES/[AIAd PAPEB 81-2064] p0616 A81-46401
Heave instabilities of amphibious air cushion
suspension systems
[01IAS-246] ' p0144 H81-15156
GBOOBD BABDLIBG
Carrier system simplifies freight handling - A new
technical concept for Lufthansa's Frankfort
facility
p0056 A81-14241
Becent progress toward predicting aircraft ground
handling perforoance
P0268 B81-19068
GBOUBD SPEED
Longitudinal instability in braked landing gear
[ASHE EAPEB 80-BA/CSC-12] p0170 A81-21083
Airborne ground velocity determination by digital
processing of electro-optical line sensor signals
P0358 A81-32496
Groundspted/airspeed differences as a wind shear
indicator and flight evaluation of a DBE-derived
A-231
GBOUHD STATIONS SUBJECT IHDBZ
p0393 N81-23768
system to determine groundspeed
[AD-A097566]
GBOOID STATIONS
Omega station 10.2 kHz signal coverage prediction
diagrams
p0512 181-1*1760
Oaega signal coverage prediction diagrams for 10.2
kHz. Volume 2: Individrial station diagrams[AD-A092742] p0192 N81-16031
GBOOBD SOPPOBI EQOIPflESI
Characteristics of NAVSXAB user stations
p0121 A81-19425
Bebuild of aircraft ground support eguipoent
[SAE PAPEB 801238] ' p0406 481-31)236
Aircraft ground mobility system for tie F-16
aircraft
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1735] p0536 A81-43960
Simulation ncdel to evaluate maintenance
strategies for large network of fielded systems
p0613 A81-48009
Airport Crash/Fire/Bescue CFB service cost and
benefit analysis. Vclone 2: Appendixes
[&D-&091155] p0094 N81-13069
Observing lightning frcn ground-based and airbcrne
stations
p0136 N81-14566
Summary of flight tests of an airborne lighting
:locator system and comparison with ground-based
measurements of .precipitation and turbulence
p0266 N81-19048
Ballops severe stoims measurement capability
p0266 S81-19049
GBOOHO SOPPOBT STSTBHS
Air Force Integration Support Facilities - Their
total utility
p0320 A81-30240
GBOOHD TESTS
HI COLD FLOH TESIS
BT STATIC FIEIBG
Gronnd testing of aircraft antistatic protection
[ONEBA, IP NO. 1980-126] p0015 A81-M674
SAFEST computer simulation of ejection seat
performance
p0175 A81-22089
An approach to raajet trajectory simulation test
p0292 A81-29065
lour nezt ground vibration test doesn't have tc
cost a nillien dollars i
[AIAA 81-0529] p0303 A81-29450
The OSAF Armament Division Structural Dynamics Lab
p0347 A81-30689
Aerodynamic trials vith the linear motor-driven
platform at the Toulouse Aeronautic Testing Center
for aircraft acceleration and deceleration
tests
IAAAF PAPEB si eo-4i] p0369 A81-33943
Tests for inlet distortion in a two-spool turbojet
engine on the ground test bed
p0419 A81-37340
Image stabilization techniques for long range
reconnaissance camera
p0462 A81-39436
Experimental and analytical studies of a model
helicopter rotor in hover
p0465 A81-39898
A compact installation for testing vectored-thrust
engines
[AIAA PAPBB 81-1592] ' p0508 A81-40967
In flight direct strike lightning research ---
Osing an F-106B Aircraft
P0259 N81-19005
Aerodynamic and acoustic behavior of a YF-12 inlet
at static conditions
[SASA-CB-163106] , . p0342 H81-21079
Onboard and ground test of an autonomous
navigation system based on terrain correlation
p0544 N81-29069
Methods of testing aircraft performance under
icing conditions and ice tection systems
P0545 H81-29083
GBOOHD IIBD
Hind shear systems implementation plan,
benefit/cost study
- [AD-A094168] p0253 N81-18055
GBOOHD-ilB-GBOOHD COHBOBICATI01S
Automating airborne company communications
P0112 A81-18064
Problems of voice communication in helicopters
p0151 A81-20074
Bilingual air traffic control in Canada
. . p0169 A81-20915
Potential effects of the introduction of the
discrete address beacon system data'link'on
air/ground information'transfer problems
[NASA-CB-166165] p0373'H81-22037
Impact of low altitude coverage requirements on .
air-ground communications
[AD-A101642] p0586 N81-30338
Information transfer problems in the aviation system
[HiSA-TP-1875] p0594'N81-31162
Dimensions of the information transfer problem,
human performance
P0594 N81-31163
Information transfer in the surface component of
the system: Coordination problems in air
traffic control
' p0594 N81-31165
Information transfer between air traffic control
and aircraft: Communication problems.in flight
operations
p0595 H81-31166
Information transfer daring contingency
•operations: Emergency air-ground communications
p0595 'H81-31166
The information transfer problem summary and
comments .
p0595 N81-31169
GBOITB .
HT DIRECTIONAL SOLIDIFICATION (CBYSIALS)
GBOHBAB AIBCBAFT
ST A-6 AIBCBAFT
NT F-14 AIBCBAFT
NT F-111 AIBCBAFT
Development and certification of the Gulfstream III .
p0100 A81-16587
The Grumman Aerospace and Gulfstream American
Gulfstream III case study in aircraft design
Book . ,
p0101,A81-16720
GDIDANCB (HOTIOB) .
NT AIBCBAFT GOIDANCB
NT C O H H A N D GUIEABCE
NT IKEBTIAL GUIDANCE
NT HAP HATCHING GUIDANCE >
NT' STBAPC08N INEBTIAL GQIDAHCE
NT TEBHINAL GUIDANCE
Aerodynamic effects of body slots on a guided .
projectile vith cruciform surfaces[AIAA PAPEB 79-1658] . p0066 A81-15887
Control, navigation, and guidance of aircraft
[AIAA FAPEE 81-0859] p0362 A81-32910
GOIDASCB SBSSOBS
Simulation of a third-order vertical channel
mechanization for airplane inertial navigation
•p0322 A81-3C290
Orientation of measurement sensors for optimum
end-of-life performance
p0360 A81-32697
Flight test results for the 1-8 digital
fly-by-wire aircraft control sensor analytic
redundancy management technique
[AIAA 81-1796] ' p0556 A81-44135
Low-speed wind-tunnel tests of two weathercocking
sensors
[iSBL-0.171-TB] p0136 N81-1H575
Aircrazt body-axis rotation measurement system
[NASA-CASB-FBC-11043-1] • p0375 N81-22048
GUIDE VilES
NT JET VANES
Particle dynamics of inlet flow fields with
swirling vanes
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0001] p0156 481-20526
Design, durability and low cost processing •
technology for composite fan exit guide vanes
p0182 A81-22664
Experimental determination of the circumferential
drift of edge wakes of guide vanes in a turbine
stage
p0466 A81-40022
. Composite fan exit guide vanes for high bypass
ratio gas turbine engines
[AIAA PAPBB 81-1357] p0501 A8'1-40839
Effect of a part-span variable inlet guide vane on
the performance of a high-bypass tnrbofan engine[AliA PAPEB 81-1362] ' p0502 A81-4C842
An experimental study on air intake performance
for a rocket/ramjet engine
' [AIAA PAPEB 81-1488] ' p0506 A81-40906
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SUBJECT IBDEI GIBOSCOPIC PBBDOLOHS
GOLF OP HBXICO
Proposed ATC system fox the ouj.1 of Bezico:
Helicopter operations development program
[AD-A089430] ' . . p0025 B81.-10036
Production of LOBAB-C reliability diagrams at the
Defense flapping Agency
[AD-A093749] p0206 B81-17028
GOLFS .
BT GOLF OF MEXICO
GOBBEL TBBOBI
D B A H G E (EXlfiEBES)
GOB LADBCHEBS
High impulse gun airborne demonstration. GAO-13/A
weapon, feed system, gnu drive and electronic
controls
[AD-A101698] p0582 H81-30120
GOB TOBBBIS
A stud; in flow control and screening methods for
aircraft laser turrets
[AD-A101723] p0548 H81-29126
GOBS (OBDBABCE)
Origins of inertial navigation
p0567 AE1-46276
Vibration in a Helmet Bounted Sight (BBS) using
. mechanical linkage
[AD-A098533] p0442 N81-25071
Air-to-air gunnery systems test and evaluation
p0544 H81-29073
Gun harmonisation using the sector acoustic niss
distance indicator
p0544 H81-29074
High impulse gun airborne demonstration. GAO-13/A
weapon, feed system, gun drive and electronic
controls
[AD-A101698] p0582 H81-30120
COST ALLEVIATOBS
OLGA, a gust alleviation systeo for improvement of
passenger ccnfcrt of general aviation aircraft
pOOOe A81-11620
Practical gust load alleviation and flutter
suppression control lavs based on a LQG
methodology •— Linear Quadratic Gaussian
[AIAA PAPEfi 81-0021] ' p0158 A81-20544
Effect of gust load alleviation on fatigue and
crack growth in ALCLAD 2024-13
p0172 A81-21739
Active controls for civil aircraft
'p0228 A81-24070
Gust response of rotary wing aircraft and its
alleviation
p0465 A81-39900
Gust response cf rotary ving and its alleviation
p0473 A81-40135
Helicopter gust alleviation - An optimal
sampled-data approach
[AHS 80-31] p0476 A81-40161
Active controls for flutter suppression and gust
alleviation in supersonic aircraft IF-17
flutter model
[HASA-CB-163934] p0216 1181-17097
Design for active and passive .flutter suppression
and gust alleviation
p0253 881-18063
Bone experiences vith active control of
aeroelastic response
[HASA-TH-83179] p0587 B81-30469
GUST LOADS ' .
Bind shear detection from. PCB-recorded BLS-flight
data
p0015 A81-11675
Comparison of 2024 and 7475 alnninno alloy sheet
for.tension-critical aircraft structures
' p0232 A81-24942
Analysis of the influence of ataospheric
turbulence on alternating bending stress level
in helicopter nain rotor blades
p0236 A81-25690
Transonic flatter and.gust-response tests and
analyses of a Hind-tunnel aodel of a
torsion-free-wing fighter airplane
[AIAA 81-0650] p0307 A81-29503
Gust response of rotary wing aircraft and its
alleviation
p0465 A81-39900
Active gust- and maneuver load control concepts,
taking into account, as ezaaple, the Airbus
A300. I - Design of a controller in the temporal
domain for the alleviation of gust loads and the
control of the effectiveness for stochastic gusts
[DGLE EAPEB 81-065A] . p0608 A81-47552
Active gust- and maneuver load reduction concepts,
taking 'into account, as an exaaple, the Airbus •
A300. II - Design of a controller for gust and
maneuver load reduction in the frequency range
[DGLB'PAPEB 81-065B] p0608 A81-47553
Flight simulation environmental fatigue crack
. propagation in 2024-13 and 7475-1761 aluminum
[HLB-BP-80003-0] p0086 H81-12477
Aviation meteorology research and development: -A
status report
p0135 B81-14557
The BASA digital VGH program, early.results
structural design criteria
p0268 H81-19069
Experimental and analytical study on the flutter
and gust response characteristics of a
torsion-free-wing airplane model in the
Langley transonic dynanics tunnel
[HASA-CB-159283] p0340 B81-21059
Transonic flutter and gust-response tests and
analyses of a wind-tunnel model of a torsion
free wing airplane
[BASA-TB-81961] p0388 B81-23072
COSTS
Bodelling 'of gusts and vind shear for aircraft
assessment and certification
p0528 A81-43376
The turbulent wind and its effect on flight
[DTIAS-BE¥IEH-44] p0033 B81-11020
Clear air turbulence: Historical comments
p0136 H81-1'4562
GIBATIOB
Bl AUTOB01A1IOM
Bl BCIATIOH
GIBO BOBIZOBS
Exact solutions of.the equations of mqtion of a
gyre horizon compass
p0290 A81-29001
GIBOCOBEASSES
Exact solutions of the equations of action of a
gyro horizon compass
p0290 A81-29001
Gyrocompasses. Citations from the International
Aerospace Abstracts data base
[HASA-CB-163675] p0028 B81-10065
GIBOPLABES .
D HELICOPTEBS
GIBOS '
0 GYEOSCOPhS
GIBOSCOPES
HI GYEO HOBIZOBS
Bl GIEOCOHPiSSES
Bl GIBOSCOflC PEBDOLDBS
Bl GYBOSTABILIZEBS
BT LASBB GYBOSCOPES
BT OPTICAL GIBOSCOPES
BT B01ABI GIBOSCOPES
Dynamically tunable, dry gyroscope in aeronautics
and astronautics
. p0452 A81-37655
Acoustic spectruo analysis for gyro bearings
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1616] . p0524 A81-43128
Origins of inertial navigation
p0567 A81-46276
Bing laser gyro
[AD-A090643] p0085 H81-12395
Evaluation/redesign of the F-105 pitch rate gyro
pack
[AD-A092109] • p0194 881-16048
Investigation of a strapdown attitude and heading
'reference system utilizing ring laser gyros
' . p0484 H81-26092
Flight test results of an advanced development
Bodel Bing Laser Gyro Baviqator (BLGB)
p0485 B81-26103
GIBOSCOPIC COOPLIB6
Problem of rotor passing through critical speed
with gyroscopic effect. Ill - Case of rotating
shaft on flexible supports
p0228 A81-24089
GIBOSCOPIC DBIFT
0 GIBOSCOPES
0 GIBOSCOPIC STABILITY
GIBOSCOPIC PEBDOLOBS
Choice of optinal parameters of a gyrovertical on
the basis of a standard prograi
p0622 A81-D8744
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GZBOSCOPIC STABILISE SOBJECT IBDBX
GIBOSCOPIC StABILIII
Boll stabilization of flight vehicles by means of
rollerons
p0290 481-29016
HAPC gyroscopic moment test facility
[AIA4 PAPEI 81-1480] p0506 481-10900
GIBOSTAB1LIZBBS
Gyrostabilizers for inertia! control systems
Bussian book
P0017 481-12024
Synthesis of gyrostabilizer state evaluation
system under unknown perturbations
P0299 481-29311
' Aircraft body-axis rotation measurement system
[BASA-C1SE-FBC-11043-1] . . p0375 H81-22048
GYBOSTATS
0 GYROSCOPES
H
H-53 HBLICOPTBB
CH-53E combat survivability assessment and
survivability enhanceoent program
[SAKE PAPEB 1381] p03S1 481-31100
CH-53 Helicopter Bight Vision System sionlation
experiments
P0573 481-16617
A mathematical model of the CH-53 helicopter
[NASA-TH-81238] p0075 N81-12065
CH-53E emergency flotation system desiga study
£AD-A101640] p0518 B81-29124
BAIL
Operational radar display of the structure of
thunderstorm hail clcuds
p0069 481-16171
HAILS10BBS
D BAIL
HAIB
The influence of beards on the efficiency of
aviators' oxygen masks
p0176 481-22100
HAUDBS
HI FLUOBIDES '
HAIL COEFFICIEBt
0 HALL EFFECT
BALL C0BBEBIS
D HALL EFFECT '
BALL BFFECI
Aircraft multi-bus electrical system using a
flail-effect sensing device
[S4E PAPEB 81056S] p0519 481-12734
HALOCABBOBS
NT FIUOBOCABBOBS
HALOGEH COHPOOHDS • '
NT FIUOBIDES
NT FLUOBOCABBONS
HI POLITETBAFLOOBOETHILEBI
HAHBOBGBB AIBCBAF1 '
NT HFB-320 AIBCBAFT
HAHBOBGBB HFB-320 AIBCBAF1
0 HFB-320 AIBCBAF1
HAHDBOOKS
' • • N T DSEB BANOALS (COfl-EOTEE PBOGBABS)
Airborne Systems software Acgaisiticn'Engineering
Guidebook for application and use of the
guidebooks (series overview)
[AD-A100216] • p0543 881-28787
Digital spectral analysis: A guide based on
experience with aircraft vibration
IBAE-TB-81014] ' ' p0605 H81-31588
HABDLIHG EfiOIPBENI
Carrier system simplifies freight handling - A nev
technical concept fox Lufthansa's Frankfurt
facility " -
p0056 481-14241
The future of airfreight - NASA study looks into
the next century
p0056 481-14242
HABDLIBG QUALITIES
0 COHTBOLLABILITX
HANG GLIDEBS
Cygnet - A canard configuration powered ultralight
aircraft
p0231 481-24746
Flight safety of fiogallo hang gliders.
Theoretical and experimental study of the flight
envelope wind tunnel tests for flight
characteristics
[ESA-TT-634] p0339 H81-21046
The development of the secondary wing structure
for a rigid wing hang glider • sandwich
structure techniques
[BU-251] , . P?375 H81-22046
Aerodynamics, aeroelasticity, and stability of
hang gliders. Experimental results Ames 7-
by 10-ft wind tunnel tests
[NASA-TB-81269] . p0423 N81-24025
HASG4BS . , .
A comparison between electric field strengths
similarly generated and measured in the open
air, in a shielded enclosure and in a large
aircraft hangar, over frequency range 10 to.110
BB2
[BSBE-BEBO-3248] . p0084 N81-12353
BABDBHIB6 (HATBBIALS)
NT HOT PRESSING
NT SHOT fEENIHG
NT STBAIK HAfiDEKIHG
NT iOBK BABDENING ,
B4EDHESS
Snperhard .transparent coating optimization program
[4D-4091083] . ,p0092 N81-13018
BABDIABB
The necessity of 'testing-in' hardware reliability
pO"229 48,1-21277
BABHONIC 4H4LISIS
Coupled rotor/airfraae vibration analysis by a
combined harmonic-balance, impedance-matching
method
[4HS 80-21] p0474 481-40151
A pure direct force/moment control for coaxial
couDterrotating rotors
p0144 N81-15007
BABHOIIC ZICITATIOH
Periodically stiffened fluid-loaded plates. I -
Response to convected harmonic pressure and free
iiave propagation. II - Besponse to" line and
point forces
p0102 A81-17067
HABBOHIC BOTION
Unsteady airloads on a harmonically pitching wing
with external store
[NLB-flP-80001-0] p0330 H81-20038
BABHONIC OSCILLATION
Harmonically' oscillating airfoil in transonic
stream of air
pOOSI A81-13753
Experimental investigations on a harmonically
swinging trail edge flap with a space
[DG1B EAPEB 80-029] p0055 A81-13925
Influence of hinge line gap on aerodynamic forces
acting on a harmonically oscillating thin
profile in an incompressible flow. I, II
•, ' p0318 481-30956
Measurement of the aerodynamic forces acting on a
harmonically oscillating wing at high subsonic
speeds
p0319 481-31042
Oscillating airfoils in shock-free transonic flows
p0410 481-35026
Experimental determination of unsteady blade
element aerodynamics in cascades. Volume 2:
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Head-up displays. Ill
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Development of a heliport classification nethod
and an analysis of heliport real estate and .
airspace reguirements
[AD-A102521] p0630 H81-32158
HELIOa-HEOH LASEBS
Acousto-optic deflection applied to a laser tracker .
p0463 A81-39526
The Dalenbertometer
[IS1-CO-220/79] P0133 881-14292
HELHET BOUBTED DISP1AIS
Flight evaluation of a helaet mounted LEO matrix
display in a Lynx helicopter
p0472 A81-40129
An equipment for testing and measuring a Helmet
Mounted Sight and Display system with a coupled
TV-camera in the flight simulator for research
of the DFVLB
tDFVLB-MIII-80-04) p0092 881-13052
Equipment for testing and seasoning a "helmet
mounted sight and display" system with .a coupled
movable television camera in the
flight-siaulatcr for research of the DFVLB
[DFVLH-BITT-80-04] p0129 881-13960
Helmet mounted displays: Design considerations
P0213 881-17073
HBLHETS
The intelligibility of speech presented over the
telephones of the Bk 4 flying helmet earphones
[BAE-TB-FS-313] p0084 H81-12320
Vibration in a Helmet Bonnted Sight (BUS) using
mechanical linkage
[AD-A098533] p0442 881-25071
An active noise reduction system for aircrew helmets
p0604 881-31470
Flying helmet attenuation, and the measurement,
with particular reference to the Hk 4 helmet
p0604 H81-31473
Procedural handbook for escape system/accident
investigation helmet usage aspects, including
failure analysis
[AD-A102803] p0628 881-32130
HEBISPHEBE CILIBDBB BODIES
Calculation cf viscous, sonic flow over
hemisphere-cylinder at 19 deg incidence - The
capturing cf nose vortices . •
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0189] p0162 J81-20661
HERCULES AIBCBAFt -
0 C-130 AIBCBAfT
HBDHISTIC BETBODS
Application of scheduling heuristics on the
aircraft maintenance depot
[AD-A094815] p0261 B81-19015
HFB-320 AIBCBAFT
System identification of the longitudinal motion
of the DFVlfi HFB 320 research aircraft with
particular consideration of control surface
effectiveness
[DFVLB-BITT-79-16] p0130 H81-13971
HEX HBLICOETBB
0 H-53 HELICOPIEB
BIGB ACCELEBATIOS
Physiological effects of high-G flight - Their
impact on flight simulator design
[AIAA 81-0986] p0416 A81-36573
HIGH ALTITUDE
Conflict monitoring analysis of parallel route
spacing in the high altitude airspace, volume 2
[AD-A094152] p0250 H61-18038
Conflict monitoring analysis of parallel route
spacing in the high altitude conns airspace,
volume 1
[AD-A094071] P0250 H81-18041
A study of high-altitude manned research aircraft
employing strut-braced wings of high-aspect-ratio
[SASA-CB-159262] p0333 B81-20067
HIGH ALTITUDE EBVIBOHBBBTS
Characterizing cross-track error distributions for
continental jet routes
P0174 A81-21969
HIGH ALTITDDE FLIGHT
0 HIGH ALTITUDE
HIGH ALTITDDE PBESSDBE
Effect of oxygen addition of low pressure ignition
performance of aeio gas turbine engine at . .
simulated altitude facility
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1471] p0505 A81-40891
HIGH ALTITUDE TESTS
A review of the installation, performance and
economic aspects of a high altitude facility fcr
small gas turbines
[SAE JAEEB 801121] • p0396 A81-34157
HIGH ASPECT BATIO
Experimental investigation of a high-aspect-ratio
supersonic inlet .
[SIAA PAPEB 81-1397] p0515 A81-42187
Preliminary design.characteristics of a subsonic
business jet concept employing an aspect ratio
25 strut braced wing
[MASA-CB-159361] p0032 881-11013
fiotary balance data for a single engine general
aviation design having a high aspect-ratio
canard for an angle-of-attack range of 30 deg to
90 deg
[BASA-CB-3170] p0090 H81-13022
Investigation of powered nacelles on a high aspect
ratio BASA supercritical wing, phase 2
Langley 8 Foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel
p0260 881-19008
The EET Borizontal Tails Investigation and the EET
Lateral Controls Investigation Langley
8-Foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel
p0260. 881-19009
Investigation of impingement region and vail jets
formed by the interaction of high aspect ratio
lift jets and a ground plane
[8ASA-CB-152174] p0261 B81-19017
A study of high-altitude manned research aircraft '
employing strut-braced wings of high-aspect-ratio
[8ASA-CB-159262] p0333 881-20067
HIGH ASPECT BATIO 1IBGS
U SLEHDEB HIBGS
HIGH BHBBGI FUELS
Proceedings of the 4th Workshop on Catalytic
Combustion
[PB81-176067] p0588 S81-30700
HIGH EIBBGI IBTEBACTIOBS
The emulsion chamber experiment on super-sonic
Concorde /Echos/
p0019 A81-12476
HIGH FBEQUBBCIES
High frequency angular vibration measurements in
vehicles
[AAS PAPEB 81-024] p0361 A81-32886
Badio direction finding on high frequency short
duration signals
' [AD-A092136J. p0192 881-16029
HIGH ISTEHSITI LASEBS
0 HIGH POHEH LASEBS
HIGH LB7EI 1ABGOAGES
High-level languages in affordable aircraft
simulators
. p0154 A81-20418
The BQH-74C target as a flying computer - Its
language and its peripherals
p0179 A81-22611
HIGH BBLTIBG COBPOD8DS
0 BEFBACIOBX BATEBIALS
HIGH PASS FILTEBS
Sample data effects of high-pass filters
[NASA-TP-1797] p0193 881-16040
HIGH POLTBEBS
Drag reduction - Jet breakup correlation with
kerosene-based additives
f p0225 A81-23923
HIGH POiEB LASEBS
Flow control for an airborne laser turret
[4IAA PAPEB 81-1637] p0525 A81-43137
Compact and highly sensitive fluorescence lidar
for cceauographic measurements
p0623 A81-49378
HIGH PBESSDBE
High pressure fuel pumps - Their design and
evolution /The 13th J. D. North Memorial Lecture/
, p0513 A81-42052
JT8D-15/17 high pressure turbine root discharged
blade performance improvement engine design
[HASA-CB-165220] p0214 881-17080
Investigation of air solubility in jet A fuel at
high pressures •
fBASA-CB-3422] p0378 881-22130
Energy efficient engine, high-pressure turbine
cooling model technology report
[HASA-CB-165374] p0496 881-27093
HIGH BESOLOTIOB
Infrared-airborne radar
p0617 A81-48566
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SUBJECT INDEX HISTOBIES
UGH SPEED
Extension of ejection seat capability foe high
speed conditions
p0176 A8V22097
Some problems of eodeling high-speed aerodynamics
in wind tunnels and tabes
p0237 481-26118
Advancing blade concept /ABC/ high speed development
p0478 A81-40182
High speed exit taxiways
[AD-A098178] p0435 N81-24118
High speed multiplex bus protocol study
[AD-A102113] p0597 H81-31191
HIGH SPEED FLIGHT
0 HIGH SPEED
HIGH STBBHGIH ALLOTS
NT HIGH STRENGTH STEILS
NT HABAGING STEELS
Material shortages - Effect on the commercial
aircraft industry
[AIA4 81-0508] p0300 481-29386
Thermomechanical behavior of a mechanically
alloyed Al-4.0Hg ponder alloy
p0409 A81-34851
HIGH STBEHGTH SXBBLS
NT HABAG1NG STEELS
Becent selected papers of Northwestern
Polytechnical University. Parts 182 Book
p0107 481-17801
HIGH IBHPEBAXOBE
Ceramic and coating applications in the hostile
environment of a high teaperature hypersonic
Hind tunnel. Langley 8-foot high teaperature
structures tunnel
[NASA-TM-81931] p0254 H81-18199
Structural tests on space shuttle thermal
protection system constructed sith noadensified
and densified Li 900 and LI 2200 tile
[N4SA-TH-81903] p0257 H81-18410
HIGH TBBPBBAIOBE AIB
Design and development of a thermal airship
[4144 81-1330] p0456 481-38537
HIGH XBBPBB4XOBE ALLOIS
0 HEAT BESIST4HT 4LLOYS
HIGH TBHPBBATOBE EBflECHHEIHS
High temperature electronic regnirenents in
aeropropulsion systems
p0359 481-32547
Description of the warm core turbine facility and
the warm annular cascade facility recently
installed at NASA Leiis Besearch Center
[S4E P4PEB 801122] p0396 481-34158
High temperature electronic regnireuents in
aeropropnlsion systems
[N4S4-TB-81682] • p0201 H81-16388
Procedure for pressure contact on high-power
semiconductor devices free of thermal fatigue
[N4S4-TH-75733] p0376 N81-22054
HIGH TBHPEB4TOBE FLUIDS
NT HIGH TEHPEB4TOBE AIB
NT HIGH TEBPEB4TOBE C4SES
HIGH TEHPEBATOBE GASES
NT HIGH TEBPEBATDBB AIB
A vaporizing combustor with double combusticn spaces
p0109 A81-17827
The method for calculating the fuel concentration
field in the downstream positions of the
pressure jet atbiizer in the high temperature
gas-strean
p0224 481-23731
Comparisons cf model and flight testing vith
respect to hot gas reingestion and debris
ingestion during thrust reversal
p0297 481-29113
Heasnrement of heat flux and pressure in a turbine
stage
[ASHE P4PEE 81-GT-88] p0314 A81-29995
Composite wall concept for high-temperature
turbine shrouds - Heat transfer analysis
[S4E PAPEB 801138] p0397 481-34169
Improved combustor domes designed for hot streak
reduction
. [4IAA P4PBE 81-1352] pOSOl 481-40835
Design concepts for minimizing hot-gas ingesticn
in V/STOL aircraft
[4IA4 PAPEE 81-1624] p0525 481-43133
Studying the exhaust gas from a post combustion
turbojet engine
p0089 B81-12996
Development of high-teoperature turbine subsystem
technology to a technology readiness status,
phase 2
[FB-1806-72] p0134 N81-14332
HIGH TBHPEB4TOBB 84TEBIALS
0 BBFB4CTOBY B4TEBI4LS
HIGH XBHFBB4IOBB BBSEABCH
Evaluation of high-temperature structural
adhesives for extended service
p0247 H81-18010
HIGH IEBPBB4XOBB TESTS
Low cycle fatigue of Bene 77 at elevated
temperatures
p0289 481-28989
Development of the self-tenperatnre compensated
resistance strain gage used up to 700 C
[4SBE PAPEB 81-GT-118] p0316 481-30022
Eesults of thermal tests on the GTA-18 gas turbine
unit with the BD-ZH-500 jet engine
p0395 481-34022
High-temperature strength of alloys for gas
turbine engines Russian book -
p0482 481-40616
Stress analysis of first turbine 'vane using a
3-dimensional model with non linear material
behavior subjected to transient temperatures
[4144 P4PEB 81-1437] p0504 481-40873
The Hornet's operational mission environment
p0571 481-46491
Experimental study of the stability of aircraft
fuels at elevated temperatures
[N4S4-CB-165165] p0084 N81-T2255
The stress behavior of three advanced nickel base
snperalloys during high temperature low cycle
fatigue
[AD-4091694] p0131 N81-14061
HIGH VOLTAGES
Evaluation of lightning-induced transients in
aircraft using high-voltage shock excitation
technigues
p0057 481-14269
Aircraft EBB isolation study
[4D-4093772] p0219 N81-17333
High current power .controller
£40-4101643] p0552 N81-29536
BILLEB HILITAB! AIBCBAFI
D BILIT4BY 4IBCB4FT
HIHDB4BCE
0 CCNSTE4IN1S
HUGE HOBEBXS
0 TOBQOE
SINGED B010B BLADBS
D HINGES
0 BOT4BT BIHGS
DHGELBSS BOTOBS
0 BIGID BOTOBS
BIBGES
NT FLAPPING HINGES
Hinged strakes for enhanced maneuverability at
high angles of attack
[AIA4 PAPEB 81-0357] p0165 481-20776
Optimal higher harmonic blade pitch control for
minimum vibration of a hinged rotor
p0473 481-40134
HIST06BAHS
Catalog of sea state and wind speed in the South
Atlantic Bight
[NAS4-CB-156872] p0137 N81-14601
HISTOBIES
NT C4SE HIS10EIES
The jet engine - Anniversary of a missed opportunity
p0061 481-15168
Historical development of flutter
[AIA4 81-0591] p0302 481-29419
European approaches to transport aircraft design
[4144 P4PEB 81-0926] p0363 481-32934
The art of designing experimental aircraft - 4n
overview
[4144 P4PEB 81-0944] p0363 481-32939
The rise of air and space
p0366 481-33718
Historical trend in the research and development
of aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1613] p0533 481-43934
•ind Tunnels of N4S4
[HASA-SP-440] p0629 1181-32153
Historical overview of V/STOL aircraft technology
P0633 N81-33143
4-245
HOLDEBS SUBJECT IHOEZ
HOLDBBS
HT FL4BE HOLDEBS
HOLE DISIEIBOTICB (ELECTBCBICS)
Effect of bole geometry and Electric-Discharge
Machining (EDH) on airflow rates through snail
diameter holes in turbine blade material
[B4S4-TP-1716] p0078 H81-12089
HOLOGB4PHIC IBTEBFBBOBEIBI
Holographic non-destructive testing of materials
using pulsed lasers for aircraft structures
p0013 481-11655
Dse of speckle-holographic interferonetry to study
the strain-strain state of a gas-turbine engine
Jisk close to the blade root fixing
p0170 481-21366
Controls of aeronautical structures.under fatigue
testing by holographic pulsed lasers
interferometry
p0182 481-22692
Holographic investigation cf slender body vortex
wakes • ' ' •
[AD-A089496] ' p0021 H81-10006
Controls of aeronautical structures under fatigue
testing by holographic poised lasers
interferometry
[ IS L-CO-218/79] i p0133 881-14300
Application cf holography to the study of
helicopter rotor flo* fields
[HASA-CB-164293] p0392 K81-23433
HOLOGB4PB1
- The flying hologram - .latest in head-up display
systems
p0123 481-19500
BOBIHG
The collision course: Conditions, guidance laws
and properties
[DFVLB-FB-80-06]
 P0127 H81-13942
HOBIS6 DEVICES
Computer-aided methods for redesigning the
stabilized pitch control system of a semi-active
thermal honing nissile
p0051 481-13250
Autonomous target handoff from an airborne sensor
to a missile seeker
p0358 481-32498
High angle of attack missile aerodynamic at Hach
numbers 0.30 to 1.5
[AD-A010210] p0585 B81-30159
HOBOSPHEBE
HT STB4ICSPHBBE
BOIBICOHB COBES
Graphite polyimide fabrication research for
supersonic cruise aircraft
p0182 481-22665
Manufacturing the 1-16 composite horizontal tail
p0531 481-43646
Skin-stabilized horizontal stabilizer for the T-38
aircraft
p0559 481-41398
BOBEICOflB STB0C10BES
III HOSEYCOHB COBES
Acoustic radiation from honeycomb sandvich plates
• .' p0151 A81-20070
Seal-time flnorosccpic imaging system for
honeycomb bond structures
p0529 481-43563
Composites - 4 solution to aluminum honeycomb
maintenance costs for aircraft structures
- P0529 481-43606
Buckling of sandwich panels subjected-to axial
compression, shear forces and lateral pressure.
Pact 2: Analysis
;
 [S44B-TH-AE-72-PT-2J 'p0086 B81-12465
Design, fabrication, and testing of the Haxioum
Performance Ejection System (BEES) seat structure
[AD-A092292] p0191 H81-16025
Development cf assembly techniques for fire
resistant aircraft interior panels
[HASA-CB-152119] p0254 H81-18097
BOBIZOBTAL FLIGBT
F/A-18 horizontal situation display
p0327:A81-30353
A comparison of actual and simulated horizontal
flight paths - B N A V /Area Navigation/ system
P0562 481-44741
Pressure distribution computation on a nonlifting
symmetrical helicopter blade in forward flight
p0447 B81-26010
HiniouE fuel.horizontal flightpaths in the
terminal area
[fiASA-TH-81313] p0549 B81-29133
BOBISOBIAl OBIEIIATIOS
Stability of large horizontal-axis axisymmetric
wind turbines
p0178 A81-22526
The velocity induced by the wake of a wind turbine
in a shear layer, including ground effect
[FF4-1H-HD-2189-PT-3] p0141 881-14985
Horizontal components of the atmospheric electric
field. Studies of the atmospheric electric
field in view of electrostatically controlled
automatic pilot applications
(BHVG-FBiT-80-7] ' p0345 B81-21677
HOBIZOBXAI ST4BILIZEBS
0 ST4BILI2EBS (FLUID DZNAHICS)
BOBIZOHTAL TAIL SOHFACES
A hybrid composite horizontal stabilizer for the
XH-2/CCB Flight Demonstrator Aircraft
£ A H S 80-35] , ' p0476 481-40164
Baoufacturing the F-16 composite horizontal'tail
p0531 481-43646
- The EET Horizontal Tails Investigation and the EFT
Lateral Controls Investigation Langley
8-Foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel
p0260 H81-19009
BOSPIS4LS
• Airborne emergency hospital
p0299 461-29207
BOT 4IB
U HIGH TEflPEBATUBE AIB
BOT COBBOSIOB
NT TEHEEEATUEE DEPEHDENCE
Internal coating of air-cooled gas turbine blades
[N4SA-CB-165337] p0429 B81-24068
HOT CYCLE PBOPDLSIOH SISIBH
0 TIP DBIVEN BOTOBS
BOT FOBBUG
D HOT 10EKING
B01 G4S SISTEHS
0 HIGH TEflPEBATOBE G4SES
BOT G4SES
0 HIGH TEHPEB4TUBE G4SES
HOT JET ElflAOST
0 HIGH TEBPEB4IDBE G4SES
0 JET EXHAOST
HOT JETS
D JET FLCH
HOT FBESSUG
Nev method for cast superalloy frames - Segmented
mold and HIP utilized
p0408 481-34693
Developnent in powder metallurgy /PH/ Ti6414V
technology-for aircraft parts
p0511 481-41640
Titanium net shapes by a new technology. I - F-144
parts evaluation
p0511 481-41649
Development and fabrication of refractory silicon
carbide bodies, especially for gas turbine engines
by hot pressing
[BMFT-FB-T-79-137] . p0275 U81-19128
The re'juvenation of properties in turbine engine
hot section components by hot isostatic pressing
[4D-AQ97551] p0390 H81-23088
BOT iOBKIHG
The state of the technologies involved in the
forming of TA6V titanium alloy
P0416 A81-36659
HOT-iIBB FLOIHESBBS
Considerations for the installation of honeycomb
and screens to reduce wind-tunnel turbulence
[HA5A-TH-81868] pOSSO H81-29137
HOT-BIBE TOBBOLEICB HBTEBS
0 HOT-BIBE FLOBHETEBS
D TUBBULENCE METBBS . .
HOOSIHGS
HT C01LISGS
HT BADOBES
HOfEBCBAFJ
D G£OUHH EFFECT BACHIHES
HOVEBIH6
Dynamic analysis of a free-tip rotor
£AIA4 81-0618] p0305 481-29479
Telocity conmand/position hold - 4 new flight
control concept for hovering VTOL aircraft
[S4E P4PEB 801206] p0403 461-34214
4-246
SUBJECT IBDBX HOUR FACTORS E8GIHEEBI1S
Dynamics and control of a Heavy lift Airship in
cross vind hover
[AIAA 81-1334] p0456 A81-38539
Bzperinental and analytical studies of a model
helicopter rotor in hover
p0468 181-40097
Hover performance Methodology at Bell Helicopter
Textron
[AHS 80-3] p0473 A81-40138
The aerodynamic influences of rotor blade
airfoils, twist, taper and solidity on hover and
forward fligit performance
p0572 A81-46607
Experimental and analytical studies of a model
helicopter rotor in hover
[AD-A089780] p0035 H81-11033
Heave instabilities of amphibious air cushion
suspension systems
[01IAS-246] . p0144 H81-151S6
An extension of the local momentum theory to a
distorted wake model of a hovering rotor
[SASA-TH-81258] p0329 H81-20030
Application of variable structure system theory to
aircraft flight ccntrol AV-8A and the
Angmeirtor Sing Jet S1OI Research Aircraft
[8ASA-CB-164321] p0391 H81-23093
Fountain-jet turbulence
[AD-A098098] p0423 881-24028
An engineering method for estimating the induced
lift on V/STOL aircraft hovering in and oat cf
ground effect
[AD-A098509] p0441 M81-25069
Validation study of the V/ST01 aerodynamics and
stability and control manual
£AD-A099236] p0486 H81-26119
The effects of various fidelity factors on
simulated helicopter hover
[AD-A102028] p0601 B81-31232
HOVEBIBG SIABILIII
Prediction of tilt rotor ontwash
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0013] p0157 A81-20537
The effect of the atmospheric turbulence on the
rotor blade flap-leadlag notion stability in
hovering
[AIAA 81-0610] p0304 A81-29472
Experimental and analytical studies of a nodel
helicopter rotor in hover
p0465 A81-39898
Co-axial rotor aerodynamics in hover
p0465 A81-39899
Stability of nonunifcrm xotor blades in hover
using a mixed formulation
p0467 A81-40088
Aerodynamic study of a hovering rotor
p0468 A81-40098
An empirical prediction method for helicopter
performance in Ion speed level flight and in
vertical and forward flight climbs
p0471 A81-40118
Flight tests and statistical data analysis.for
flying qualities investigations
p0471 A81-40121
Trailing edge noise frcm hovering rotors
[AHS 80-60] p0479 A81-10181
Equivalent system analysis of translation rate
command systems for hover and IOH speed flight
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1858] p0560 A81-44557
Stability of nonnnifcrm rotor blades in hover
using a mixed formulation
[AD-A090756] p0076 881-12071
A pure direct force/moment control for coaxial
coacterrotating rotors
p0144 881-15007
Parameter identification of a hingeless rotor
helicopter in flight ccnditions Kith increased
instability
[BBB-DD-307/80-OE] p0584 881-30140
Design of a slot height distribution for increased
hover control toner en a circulation control rotor
[AD-A103535] p0637 B81-33194
HS-125 AIBCBAFI
D DH 125 AIBCBAFT
HSS-2 HELICOP1BB
0 SH-3 HELICOPIEB
HO-1 HELICOPTER
0 Ofl-1 HE1ICOPTEB
BOBS
Fatigue life evaluation of a helicopter main rotor
hub
pOISO A81-22631
Beduct ion of helicopter vibration through control
. of hub-impedance
p0356 481-32009
Fatigue life evaluation of helicopter rotor heads
p0482 A81-40687
Preliminary design study of advanced composite
blade and hub and nonmechanical control system
. for the tilt-rotor aircraft. Volume 1:
Engineering studies
[BASA-CB-152336-1] p0387 881-23064
Preliminary design stndy of advanced composite
blade and hub and nonnechanical control system
for the tilt-rotor aircraft. Volume 2: Project
planning data
[BASA-CB-152336-2] p0387 881-23065
land tunnel tests of large- and small-scale rotor
hats and pylons
[AD-A098510] : p0439 H81-25043
Flight test evaluation of a nonlinear hub spring
on a OB-1H helicopter
[AD-A098794] . p0486 881-26121
HOGBES AIBCBAFT . .
NT &H-64 HELICOPTBB •
HOGBES ULIIABI AIBCBAFT
0 HILITABI AIBCBAFT
BOLLS (STBOCSOBBS)
Aerodynamic estimation techniques for aerostats
and airships
[AIAA 81-1339] p0457 A81-38542
Air Force Geophysics Laboratory aerodynamically
tethered balloon, 45,000 cubic feet
[AD-A09675ff] p0372 881-22023
BOMB BEHAVIOR
Bature of the annoyance and noise annoyance
relation around airports
[HASA-TH-75873] p0542 H81-28606
Evaluation of the disturbance caused by aircraft
noise by opinion surveys
[HASA-TH-76579] p0542 881-28610
BOHAB EBGIBBERIB6
0 HDBA8 FACTOBS EBGI8EEBIBG
HOBAB FACTORS EIGIBEEBIBG
A theoretical and practical design investigation
of the future military cockpit
p0010 A81-11631
Midair collisions - The accidents, the systems,
and the Bealpolitik
p0052 A81-13413
Human error in ATC system operations
p0052 A81-13414
The measurement of the air traffic controller
P0053 A81-13415
Evaluation of the potential format and content of
a cockpit display cf traffic information
p0053 A81-13419
757/767 design considerations for improved
productivity
p0100 481-16584
Air traffic control problems - A pilot's view
p0169 A81-20914
High 'C' ejection protection device
p0175 A81-22093
Tailoring software logic to the needs of the pilot
- A software designer's nightmare
p0325 A81-30335
KC-135 modernization program cockpit avionics
subsystems integration for pilot workload
reduction
p0325 A81-30337
Integration of navigational information in aircraft
p0407 A81-34336
Physiological effects of high-G flight - Their
impact on flight simulator design
[AIAA 81-0986] p04 16 A81-36573
Multifunctional color displays for cockpits
p0451 A81-37646
Becommendations for the 8ASA Avionics program for
the 1980's
p0517 A81-42436
Human factors aspects of emergency egress from a
business jet
[SAB PAPEB 810617] p0523 A81-42772
Hotion-base simulator results of advanced
supersonic transport handling qualities with
active controls
[AIAA 81-1819] p0555 A61-44109
IFFC flying qualities simulation Integrated
Flight/Fire Control
A-247
BDBAH FACTOBS L1BOB410BIBS SDBJECT IHDEX
[AIAA 81-1821] p0555 A81-44111
Investigation of the physical working environment
for cabin attendants vithin Scandinavian
Airlines System /SAS/ noise conditions and
aircraft vibration
p0568 881-16357
Electronic aaster Monitor and Advisor; Display
System
F0573 A81-:46615
The impact on helicopter cockpits of integrated
advanced flight controls, avionics and optics
p0574 A61-46624
Human Factors of Flight-deck Automation:
NASA/Industry Workshop
[BASA-TB-81260] p0191 B81-16022
Summary of aviation safety program resumes. Cabin
safety
[AD-A091938] p0192 B81-16027
A preliminary human factors flight assessment cf a
Harconi automatic map
[AD-&092585] . p0193 H81-16036
The effects of the direction of control loading on
a one-dinensional tracking task
[AD-A092459] p0197 B81-16067
An investigation of the five point restraint
system for aviators
[AD-A093065] p0205 H81-16998
Ergonometric study of ejection through a breakable
canopy
P0205 H81-17011
Operational problems associated with head-up
displays during instrument flight
£AD-A092992J p0210 H81-17058
Advancement on visualization techniques
[AGABD-AG-255] p0211 K81-17063
The electro-optical display/visual system
interface: Human factors considerations
p0212 H81-17066
The influence of visual regnirements on the design
of military cockpits
P0213 H81-17075
Evaluation of AF11/F-16 restraint concepts in the
* or - 2Gy'environment
[AD-A094323] p0249 B81-18034
Evaluation of factors nnigue to multifunction
controls/displays devices
[AD-A094227] p0258 H81-18733
A head-up display format for transport aircraft
approach and landing
P0265 H81-19043
Hdn a pilot looks at altitude '
. p0265 H81-19047
The 1980 Aircraft Safety and Operating Problems,
part 2
[BASA-CP-2170-PT-2] p0267' 881-19056
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Simulating study of. the interaction between the
propulsion and flight control systems of a
subsonic lift fan VTOL
[MASA-TH-8.1239] . . p0036 B81-1 1043
Evaluation of Levinsky's method for the
calculation of the lift distribution on a wing
in propulsive jets
[HLB-TB-77104-0]* p0073 B81-12033
Advanced subsonic transport propulsion
[HASA-TB-82696] p0597 H81-31195
JBI STBEABS (HEIEOflOLOGI)
CAT altitude avoidance system
[HASA-CASE-HFO-15351-1] p0202 H81-16677
JBT THBOST
 :
Experimental development' of an advanced
circulation control wing system for Havy STOL
aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0151] p0161 481-20632
Jet noise suppression for 1911 bypass engines -
Have we reached a dead end
p0291 A81-29063
Experimental investigation of oscillating subsonic
jets
p0360 A81-32777
Prediction of swirling reacting flow in ramjet
combustors >
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1485] p0506 481-40903
Plight evaluation of a simplified gross thrust
calculation technique using an FIDO tnrbofan
engine in an P-15 airplane
[HASA-TP-1782] p0143 B81-15000
Comparison of three thrust calculation methods
using in-flight thrust data
[BASA-TH-81360] p0581 H81-30111
A-265
JET ViHES SUBJECT IBDEI
p0502 A81-U0840
JET VANES
Boron aluminum blades and vanes
[AIAA PIPES 81-1359]
JEIAVATOBS
D GUIDE VANES
JETTISOH SISTEBS
?Hicroprocesscr control of lamps BK III /Seaha»k/
helicopter sonobuoy launcher system •• ' -
[AHS 80-20] p0474 A81-40150
Ergonometric study of ejection through a breakable
can op;
p0205 N81-17011
Explosively activated egress area
[NASA-CASE-LAB-12624-1] pOS«6 B81-29107
AH-1 lightweight airborne launcher jettison
evaluation
[AD-A101461] p0582 N81-30119
JBTTISOBING
Fuel jettisoning by U.S. Air Force aircraft.
Volume 1: Summary and analysis • •
[AD-A089010] .;. • p0032 N81-10580
Fuel jettisoning by D.S. Air Force aircraft.
Volume 2: Fuel dump listings
[AD-A089076] p0032 N81-10581
JF 101 AIBCBAFT •
0 F-101 AIRCBAFT
JIHDIVIK SABGBT AIBCBAFT
Transonic wind tunnel measurements of tailplane
and elevator effectiveness of the Jindivik 203E
target aircraft
[AD-A098180] . p042« S81-24031
JITTEB
D VIBBATIOH
JOINING
'Classification of links of assembly units with
respect to the character of their connections,
'and calculation of the accuracy of their execution
in airframe construction"
• p0319 A81-30168
JOISTS (JOBCTIOBS)
NT BETAL JOISTS
NT BIVEIED JOINTS
Non-destructive testing of adhesive-bonded joints
p0153 A81-20162
The joints of aeronautical carbon resin composite
structural elements
p0238 A81-26242
Bolt bearing strengths of graphite/epoxy laminates
[A1AA 81-0544] - p0301 A81-29396
A fatigue study and an investigation on
mechanically fastened1joints for the development
of a fla p •
p0481 A81-40581
Elastomers used in aeronautics industry
[SNIAS-801-551-105] ; i p0031 N81-10168
Sealing joints and cracks, thin resurfacing, and
.locating voids under concrete slabs
[PB80-215635] . p0132 881-1H182
Design, fabrication and test of graphite/polyimide
composite joints and attachments for advanced
aerospace vehicles
[SASA-CH-159112] .- p0194-B81-16042
Scarf joints in unidirectional carbon, fiber
reinforced plastics —-- tests of repairs made
using adhesives
[BO-258] . • p0336 N81-20193
Shirty years experience with primary adhesive
bonded structures aircraft construction
[FOK-BO-1240] pOSHI B81-28189
nondestructive testing of adhesive bonded joints
[FOK-BO-1241] . p0542 H81-28190
Operational experience vith adhesive bonded
structures aircraft structure's
[FOK-BO-1235] p0582 H81-30124
JOOBBAL BEABIHSS
An analytical method to calculate misalignment in'
the journal bearing of a planetary gear systen
. . p0004 A81-10839
An experimental and theoretical investigation of
pressures in -f our-lote bearings
p0004 A81-10840
On the steady state and dynamic perforoance
characteristics of floating ring bearings
[ASflE PAPEB -80-C2/10B-17] p0117 A81-18671
Dynamic characteristics of a high-speed rotor with
•radial and axial foil-bearing supports
[ASHE PAPEE 80-C2/KIB-35] p0117 A81-18683
nonlinear .analysis of squeeze film dampers applied
_ to gas turbine helicopter engines
p6l96 N81-16062[AD-A091905]
JODBBAI.S (SHAFTS)
0 SHAFTS (BACHXNE E1EMEBIS)
JP-4 JET JOEL
Fuel/engine/airframe trade off study
[AD-A097391]
JP-5 JET F0BL ' "
Acceptability of shale derived fuel for Navy
aircraft propulsion systems '•
[AIAA PAPBB 81-1424] • • ' p0503 A81
Two-stage combustion for reducing pollutant
emissions from gas turbine combustors
[NASA-CB-163877] p0196 H81
Effect of refining variables on the properties
composition of JP-5
[AD-AOS3842] - p0219 N81
JP-8 JET FOB1 J
Fuel/engine/airfraae trade off study
[AD-A097391] • ' p0388 H81
p0388 H81-23073
-40868
;16056
and
•17281
•23073
K
KALHA8 FILTERS
Some implementation considerations for numerically
stable flight filters
' • p0156 A81-20485
The reconstruction/refiltering approach to Kalman
filter evaluation in long-range aircraft
avionics
' p0326 A81-30339
Implementation of target orientation angles in
iaproved Kalman filter based short range radar
tracking
p0326 181-30340
Dynamic errors of the Hainan filtering of
trajectory parameters for radar tracking of
aircraft maneuvers
p0366 A81-33687
Optimal processing of GPS signals
p0512 A81-41761
DEKFIS user's guide: Discrete Extended Hainan
Filter/Smoother program for aircraft and
rotorcraft data consistency
[HASA-CE-159081] p0379 881-22722
The reconstruction' of flight paths from AIDS data
with the aid of modern filtering methods
kalman filters
p0383 H81-23021
A Kalman filter approach to navigation on the NAE
Convair 580 aeromagnetics research aircraft
[AD-A100836] p0547 N81-29116
EARHAH VOBTEZ STBBBT
An example of the transonic flow past a body with
a discontinuity in the contour curvature
p0019 A81-12367
KC-130 AIBCBAFT
0 C-130 AIBCBAFT
KC-135 AIBCBUT
0 C-135 AIBCBAFI
KEBHEJL FOICTIOBS
Three-dimensional oscillatory piecewise
continuous-kernel function method. I - Basic
problems. II - Geometrically continuous wings.
Ill - Mings with geometrical discontinuities
p0411 A81-35631
KEBOGEB
BT LIQUID FUELS
KEBOSEBE
HI LIQDID FOELS
An experimental study on kerosene-hydrogen hybrid
combustion in a gas turbine combustor
P0109 A81-17841
Drag reduction - Jet breakup correlation with
kerosene-based additives
p0225 A81-23923
Future D.S. jet fuels - A refiner's viewpoint
[AIAA PAPBB 81-0770] p0367 A81-33876
Degradation and characterization of antimisting
kerosene /AUK/
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1423] p0503 AC1-40867
The use of AntiHisting Kerosene (AHK) in -turbojet
engines
P0267 B61-19063
An assessment of the use.of antioisting fuel in
tnrbofan engines
[NASA-CB-165258] p0277 H81-19316
Aircraft Research and Technology for Antioisting
Kerosene Conference
[AD-A101347] p0580 H81-30103
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SUBJECT IBDBZ LAHIHAB FLO«
KB7LAB (IBADEHABK) .
Advanced graphite coaposites in tie 757/767
[S&E FAPEB 801212] p0404 481-34220
Kevlar - Thermophysical pioperties
[AIAA PAPBB.81-:1104] . p0459 A81-39104
Development, production,'calculation and testing
of a carbon/Kevlar fibre reinforced flap
p0481 481-40585
Helicopter external cargo sling apex fitting:
Development and testing
[AD-A093515] , p0252 H81-18049
Air Force Geophysics Laboratory aerodynanically
tethered balloon,* 45.000 cobic feet
[AD-A096758] .
 ; p0372 B81-22023
KIHBflATIC BQOAHOBS
. A geometrical study of the steady-state spin for a
typical low-wing general aviation aircraft
p0454 A81-38023
Kinematic properties of the helicopter in
coordinated tarns
[HASA-TP-1773] p037a H81-22039
KI HE HA IICS
Analytic determination of the kinematic and energy
parameters of aircraft braking daring the
landing ran
p0409 A81-35008
Kinematic properties of rotary-ving and fixed-wing
aircraft in steady coordinated high-g tarns[AIAA PAPEfi 81-1655] p0560 A81-44554
Influence of sideslip on the kinenatics of the
helicopter in steady coordinated tarns
p0576 A81-46644
KIHEItC E8EB6I
lind tunnel tests to determine the behavior daring
ejection of exterior stores at high and lov speeds
[DLGB-79-096 ] p0272 B61-19102
Flight evaluation cf a siitle total energy-rate
system with potential wind-shear application[HASA-TP-1854] p0427 H81-24058
KIHETIC EODAIIOHS
HT KINEMATIC EQU4TIOHS
K1HBTIC BBAZIB6
BT AEBODINAHIC BEATIHG
KIHBIIC XHEOBI
Estimation of kinetic quantities of flight
mechanics with a nonlinear observer
CDGLB PAPEB 81-067] poeoa A81-47562
KIHBIICS
BT KINETIC EBEBGI
BT REACTION KIBETICS .
KIBCBBOFF-HBLHHCLIZ FlOi
D PIPE FLOH
KIBCBBOFF-BUTGEBS PBIHCIPIB
U HATE EBOPAGATIOB
KITE BALLOOBS,
0 TETHEBED BAL100BS
KBIGBX SHIFT . ,
D NDCLEAB HAGSITIC BESONAHCi
KBOHBCKEB PBODOC3
0 OBTHOGONALITY.
KO BABD
D SOPBBBIGB FBF.QOEBCIES - " j
KDIPEB AIBBOBBB OBSEB»AIOBT
0 C-141 AIHCBAJT
L-1011 AIBCBAFI
Air traffic oanageaent enhancement through nev
avionics /4-.D/
p0099 461-16583
. History of flight testing the L-1011 Iristar jet
transport. I - The L-1011-1
p0110 A81-17976
L-1011 Flight Banagenent System design
considerations
p0113 A81r18074
Development of graphite-epoxy covers for L-1011
advanced composite vertical fin
p0530 A81-43627
Bade vortex attenuation flight tests: A status
report
r p0267 B81-19057
Advanced composite aileron for L-1011 transport
aircraft, task 1
[BiSi-CB-145370} p0277 B81-19232
Propulsion system testing reguireoents for a
commercial transport
pO«30 B81-24077
IABOBATOBIBS
HT BSGIBE TESTING IABOBATOBIBS
BT EBTIBONBEBTAL LABOBATOBIES.
NT BDH&H FACTOBS LABOBATOBIES
Design verification by emulation computer
image generation for aircrew training simulation[AIAA. 81-0975] p0415 A81-36564
LABOBA10BI EgOIPHBBT
Laboratory studies of flight mechanics using
catapult launched models
[AAAF-BT-80-15] p0210 B81-17055
LAG (DBLAI1
0 TIBE LAG .
LAKE, EBIE '
Determination of wind stress from water level
fluctuations
B81-30774
LAKES
BT LAKE EBIE- .
LAHIBAB BOOIDABI LAIEB
Effect of surface roughness over the blade in
compressor cascade
. p0060 481-14924
Laainar boundary layer op swept-back wings of
infinite span at an angle of attack
p0107 A81-17656
. The influence of flow disturbances on the
laminar-turbulent transition in a supersonic
boundary layer
. p0124 A81-19643
Compressible boundary-layer stability calculations
for sweptback wings with suction
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0196] p0169 A81-20840
In-flight research - At low cost
p0299 A81-29208
Laainar boundary layer on an oscillating wedge
p0309 481-29664
Effect of engine noise on aircraft wing laainar
boundary-layer stability
.p0510 A81-41255
Boundary layer measurements on a two-dimensional
wing with flap
[HLB-TB-79009-U] • p0022 H81-10014
The prediction of the bursting of laminar
separation bubbles in the design of two
dimensional high-lift aerofoils
[BAE-TB-80060] p0073 N81-12038
On the role of laminar separation bubbles in
airfoil leading edge stalls
[BLB-BP-80010-0] p033S B81-21042
Oscillatory flows from shock induced separations
on biconvex aerofoils of varying thickness in
.ventilated wind tunnels
p0386 B81-23056
Aircraft Energy Efficiency program: Laminar flow
control technology.'
[BflSA-TH-82352] p0437. N81-24389
BADY-1, a 70BTBAB program for the compressible
stability analysis of three-dimensional boundary
layers > • .
p0586 B81-30388
Program of research in laminar flow control in the
JIAFS at NASA Langley Besearch Center[MASA-CB-164843], p0627 N81-32121
LABIBAB BOOBDABI LAY.BB SEPABATIOB
0 LAOIBAB B008CABI LAYEB
LAHIBAB FLABBS
0 LABIBAB FLOH
LAHIBAB FLOH
The effects of noise on laminar flow control drag
reduction systems
p0058 481-14390
Separation of laainar boundary layer induced by
. aerodynamic interference
p0067 A81-15897
Dialogue on bridging some gaps in stability and
transition research in external, internal
and free-shear layer through-flow systems
p0115 A81-18105
Analytically determined fin-tip heat transfer
coefficients
-. . p0234 A81-25585
Boundary layer stability analysis of a natural
laminar flow glove on the F-111 TACT airplane
P0238 A81-2e503
Low drag airfoil design utilizing passive laminar
flow and coupled diffusion control
p0239 A81-26512
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LAHINAB FLOB AIBPOILS SOBJBCI INDEX
Low-speed wind tunnels with deformable walls
p0299 A81-29304
Transonic viscons-inviscid interaction over
airfoils for separated laminar or turbulent flo»s
p0354 A81-31612
Aerodynamic surface cooling for laminar flow
control for hydrogen-fueled subsonic aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 801155] . p0407 A81-34245
Laminar-airfoils for transport aircraft
[DFVLB-HITT-80-07] p0129 N81-13952
Three-dimensional internal flows in
turbomachinery, volume 2
[AD-A093130] p0215 M81-17090
Physical and numerical aspects of shock boundary .
layer interactions
p0256 N81-18324
Natural laminar flew flight experiment Langley
8-Foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel
p0260 H81-19010
Topology of three-dimensional separated flows
[NASA-TH-81294] . p0385 N81-23037
Evaluation of turbulence reduction devices for the
Langley 8-foct Iranscnic Pressure Tunnel
[NASA-TH-81792] p0434 N81-24114
Aircraft Energy Efficiency program: Laminar flow
control technology
[NASA-TH-82352] p0437 N81-24389
Analysis of laminar and turbulent symmetric blunt
trailing-edge flows
[AD-A098703] - p0439 N81-25046
Program of research in laminar flow control in the
JIAFS at N A S A Langley Besearch Center
[NASA-CB-164843] : p0627 N81-32121
LABIHAS FLOB AIEFOILS
Low drag airfoil design utilizing passive laminar
flow and coupled diffusion control techniques
[AD-A090778] p0072 N81-12024
Discussion of test results in the design of
laminar airfoils for competition gliders
[NASA-TH-75402] p0186 N81-15984
Design and experimental results for a
naturai-laminar-flow airfoil for general
aviation applications
[NASA-IP-1861] p0423 N81-24022
LAHINAfi FLOB COBTBOL
D BODNDABY LAYER CONTEOL
0 L A M I N A E BQDNDABI LAXEB
LAHINAB HEAT TBANSFEB
Flow transition phenomena and heat transfer over
the pressure surfaces of gas turbine:, blades
[ASBE PAPEE 81-GT-107J p0315 A81-30012
1AHIBAB JESS
0 JET FLOW
0 LAfllNAS FLOH . ' •• '
LAHIHATED HATEBIALS
0 LABIHATES
LAHIHATES
The oatrix analysis of wings
p0108 A81-17818
Acoustic fatigue strength of fiber-reinforced
plastic panels ;i
p0169 A81-20873
Besearch on fatigue at the Department of Aerospace
Engineering of the Delft University
p0232 A81-24939
Bolt bearing strengths of graphite/epoxy laminates
[A1AA 31-0544] p0301 A81-29396
Bonded laminated structures in aircraft manufacture
Bussian book :.
. ( • p0366 A81-33700
Effects of truncation of a predominantly
compression load spectrum on the life of a
notched graphite/epoxy laminate
P0418 A81-37137
The optimum design of non-moment laminated
composite plate - According to static failure
strength condition
pO«80 A81-40449
High-char-forming composite laminates
p0532 681-63652
Use of carbon composites in aircraft structures
p0577 A81-46813
Becognizi.ng defects in carbon-fiber-reinforced
plastics
[DG18, PAPBH 81-057] p0609 Aei-47565
Developing design allowables for composite
helicopter structures .
p0611 A81-47811
Predictability of moisture absorption in
graphite/epoxy sandwich panels
.p0039 N81-11131
Belationships between iopact resistance and
fracture toughness in advanced composite materials
, . -r p0040 N81.-11137
Fatigue properties of adhesive-bonded laminated
sheet material of aluminum alloys .
[VTH-LH-276] ... . p0542 B81-28489
LAHISATIOHS
0 LAMINATES
1AHPS =
0 LDfllKAlEES ,
UHPS PBOGBAH
0 LIGHT AIBBOBME BOLTIPOBPOSE SISTED
1AHD OSE
Investment decision-making in international airports
p0113 A81-16079
Airbase induced community noise - Facilitating the
military/civil interface
p0569 A81-46368
Aircraft noise and land use compatibility tradeoff
analyses •:
p0569 A81-46370
Airport Boise Control and Land Dse Compatibility
Studies A U.S. case
p0570 A81-46372
LANDFOBHS
NT BEEHODA
HI PACIFIC ISLANDS
LANDING .
HI AIBCBAFT 1AHCIUG
NT CfiASH LANDING
HI DITCHING (LANDING)
NT GLIDE LANDINGS.
NT TEBTICAL LANDING
Nl BATEB LANDING
A simulator study for the development and •
evaluation of operating procedures on a
supersonic cruise research transport to minimize
airport-community noise
I NASA-IP-1742] p0073 N81-12043
In-flight handling qualities investigation of A310
Airbus DLC-configurations on landing approach,
using the DFVLB-HFB 320 in-flight simulator
(variable stability aircraft) instrument
flight
fESA-ST-630] p0276 N81-19135
LANDING AIDS
NT AIBPOBI LIGH1S
NT AiL-HEATHEE LANDING SYSTEMS
NT APPBOACH INUICATOBS
NT ABBESTING GE1B
NT AUIOHATIC LANDING CONTBOL
NT DI3CHETE AUDBESS BEACON SISTEH
NT INSTBO&EHT LANDING SISTEHS
NT LANDING INSTBDHENTS
NT LANDING BADAB
HT HICBOiAVE LANDING S1S1EHS
NT EONKAI LIGHTS
Procedures to improve flight safety in wind shear
conditions
pOOIt A81-11666
The state of German involvement and future
possibilities in the development of the
DflE-based landing system DLS
pOOSI A81-13311
The present state of the HLS Hicrowave Landing
System standardization •
p0051 A81-13312
The outfitting of regional airports in the future
with radio assistance for approach and landing,
with eaphasis on landing site obstacles for
general aviation
P0051.A81-13313
Besearch on mechanical flight problems in aircraft
parachute systems
P0065 A81-15706
Airport visual approach, guidance and landing
systems - Airline pilots viewpoint
pO.114 A81-16083
Landings according to CAT II
P0230 A81-24523
Concepts and state of the art of the precision DDE
of the microwave landing system
P0233 A81-25376
Progress in the use of automatic flight controls
in safety critical applications
P0284 A81-27902
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Evaluation of several control/display concepts for
V/STOL shipboard landing
[SAE PAPBB\801205] p0403 A81-34213
Precision flight path control in carrier landing
approach - & case for integrated system design
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1710] p0535 A81-43956
Analysis of the function principle and operational
assessment of an onboard glidepath guidance
system for visual approaches (Visual Approach
Honitor (VAB)
[DFVLB-FB-79-38] p0025 H81-10043
Bicrowave Landing System (HLS) clearance format
assessment tests
[AD-A093553] p0206 H81-17024
HLS channel assignBent:model
[AD-A093449] p0206 N81-17026
Evaluation of the performance of the Eemote Area
Precision Positioning System (BACPS)
[AD-A094169] p0250 H81-18036
& head-up display foroat for transport aircraft
approach and landing
P0265 B81-19043
Study of pilot visual information requirements for
Davy vertical take-off and landing capability
development
[AD-A096074] p0341 881-21068
Antenna design and development for the microwave
subsystem experiments for the terminal
configured vehicle project
[HASA-CB-164220] p0378 N81-22282
Feasibility of collision naming, precision
approach and landing using GPS, volume 1
[HASA-CB-165675] p0537 H81-28070
LAHDIHG GEAB
Subsequent proof of damage tolerance for a landing
gear component after numerous takeoffs and
landings
p0006 A81-11475
Today and the future in aircraft wheel and brake
development
P0102 A81-17046
Stress measurements on landing gear for the Airbus
A-300 B2
p0119 A81-19299
Longitudinal instability in braked landing gear
[ASBE PAPEB so-HA/Dsc-12] poi?o A81-21083
Landing gear shock absorber design criteria and
the assessment of tire/wheel configurations ,
p0232 A81-24940
Application of a Fourier analyzer to the analysis
of shimmy test data
[AIAA 81-0533] p0303 A81-29453
Test procedures used in determining aircraft
suitability for STAN integral weight and balance
system
[SAVE PAPEB 1339] p0352 A81-31379
Design and testing of float landing gear systeis
for helicopters
p0356 A81-32007
F-15 nose landing gear shimmy, taxi test and
correlative analyses
[SAE PAPEB 801239] p0406 A81-34237
Braking of an aircraft tyre
p0412 A81-35892
Dynamics and calculations for ah aircraft landing
gear pneumatic shock absorber system
p0417 A81-36718
Investigation of landing gear alternatives for
high performance aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1639] . p0525 A81-43139
A dynamic shimmy analysis
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1700] p0527 A81-43161
Aircraft ground mobility system for the F-16
aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1735] p0536 A81-43960
The influence of structural parameters and
velocity on the shimmy of self-aligned wheels
p0556 A81-44268
Self-oscillations of a self-aligned landing gear
strut in the case of classical nonbolonomic
rolling constraints
p0563 A81-45315
Self-oscillations of a wheel on a self-aligning
landing gear strut with a nonlinear damper
A81-46847
A formulation of the shinny problem for sniveling
wheels
p0607 A81-47268
LABDIBG SPEED
Influence of landing gear flexibility on aircraft
performance during ground roll
p0622 A81-49375
Snperpiastic formed and diffusion bonded titanium
landing gear component feasibility study
[AD-AC92788] p0200 H81-16213
Environment-load interaction effects on crack
growth in landing gear steels
[AD-A093803] p0218 1181-17242
Current research in aircraft tire design and
performance
p0268 H81-19065
Crashworthiness design parameter sensitivity
analysis
[AD-A096550] p0374 N81-22041
Tire/wheel concept
[HASA-CASE-LAB-11695-2] p0437 H81-24443
Advances in landing gear systems
p0545 H81-29077
Influence of friction forces on the motion of VTOL
aircraft during landing operations on ships at sea
[flASA-Tfl-81305] p0579 1181-30080
Damage tolerance of a landing gear component after
many takeoffs and landings nondestructive
tests
[BLB-BP-79039-0] p0596 U81-31189
LABDIBG IBSTBOflEHTS
HI APPBOACH IHDICATOBS
Hew definition of areas of protection for
. instrument landing
p0225 A81-23869
Flight test evaluation of advanced symbology for
general aviation approach to landing displays •
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1643] . p0526 A81-43142
LABDIBG IOADS
Bonway surface loading during aircraft landings
p0149 £81-19800
Operational responses' to aft empty C.G. Center
of Gravity location in Boeing 727-200 aircraft
[SAiE PAPEB 1338] p0352 A81-31378
LAHDIBG BATS
Fiberglass-reinforced rigid polynrethane expedient
pavement subject to simulated F-4 aircraft traffic
[AD-A089266] p0030 B81-10079
LABDIBG BADAB
Besults of a feasibility study for determining the
yaw angle of a landing aircraft.
[AD-A099765] p049S N81-27084
LAHDIBG SIBOLAXICH
Velocity command/position hold - A new flight
control concept for hovering VTOL aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 801206] p0403 A81-34214
On-line wind shear generation for flight simulator
applications
[AIAA 81-0970] p0414 A81-36559
Simulation of Bicrowave Landing System
p0615 A81-48368
Realization of a method pf extremal targeting in a
problem of aircraft landing control
; p0625 A81-49943
Analysis of the function principle and operational
assessment' of an onboard glidepath guidance
system for visual approaches (Visual Approach
Bonitor (VAB)
[DFVlfl-FB-79-38] p0025 H81-10043
Glideslope descent-rate cuing to aid carrier
landings
[AD-A092193J p0192 H81-16033
The use of total simulator training in
transitioning air-carrier pilots: A field
evaluation
[HASA-Tfl-81250] ->. p0204 H81-16994
Advanced supersonic transport fixed-base simulator
evaluations at landing approach
p0244 B81-17992
Becent progress towards predicting aircraft ground
handling performance
[HASA-TB-81952] p0339 H81-21044
LAHDIHG SIXES
Application of endfire arrays at contemporary
glide-slope problem sites
p0360 A81-32695
Engineering approaches for cost savings with ILS
glide-slope installations
p0516 A81-42431
LABDIBG SPEED
Analytic determination of the kinematic and energy
parameters of aircraft braking during the
landing run
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LABDIHG SYSTBHS SUBJECT IHDEI
p0339 B81-21051
p0409 481-35008
LAUDING SIS2BHS
, 0 LANDING AIDS
LASDHABKS
Passive imagery navigation
[AD-A096245]
LANDSCAPE
; 0 IEBBAIN •
LANGUAGES
HI POET BAB
HI HIGH LEVEL LANGUAGES
Bilingual air traffic control in Canada
p0169 A81-20915
Second language speech comprehension.in noise: . A
hazard to aviation safety
p060«l N81-31463
LABGE SCALE IB5BGBAIION
The Z8000 provides the basis for a powerful new
airborne computer
p0321. A81-30252
A review of current and future components for
electronic warfare receivers
p0357 A81-32252
LAB6E SPACE STBOCIOBES
Software survey for the avionics test bed . for
large space structures
[SASA-CR-161089] p0629 N81-32143
LASEB AL1IHEIEBS
Sidelooking laser altimeter for a flight simulator
[BASA-CASE-ABC-11312-1] p0278 B61-19439
LASEB ABEHOHETEBS
Gravimetric investigation of the particle nunber
density distribution .function in the high speed
cascade wind tunnel for laser aneooaetry
measurements
[ESA-TT-625] p0197 N81-16069
LASEB APPLICATIONS
A simple laser interferometer for wind tunnel flow
visualisation
p0018 A81-12078
Laser measurement of angle of attack on
wind-tunnel models
p0154 A81-20419
Inspection of turbine blades using computer aided
, laser technology
[SAE PAPEB 801173] . pOlOO A81T34187
Laser scattering applications development test in
. AEDC tunnel B at Hach number 8
[AD-A093929] p0217 N81-17105
Laser beacon collision avoidance systems
p0372 H81-22009
LASEB COHHUHICAIIOH
0 OPTICAL COHHONICATION
LASEB DOPPLEB VBLOCIBBTBBS
Adaptive-sail wind-tunnel development for
transonic testing
p0352 A81-31367
A computer-based laser Doppler VElocimeter
[DFVLB-HIT1-79-14] p0133 N81-14289
Laser Doppler airspeed and altitude sensor
£AD-A096980] . p0375 M81-22049
LASEB GYBOSCOPBS
Laser-gyro strapdown inertial navigation
p0225 A81-23868
The optical-fiber interferometer gyroscope for
aviation navigation
p0451 A81-37650
CAINS II - An application of standard laser gyio
inertial and computer technology for. existing
naval carrier aircraft
' . p0516 A81-42434
Evaluation of a hybrid navigation system with
laser gyroscopes: SiJTAB
p0485 H81-26102
LASEB IBTEBFBBOBBTBY
Laser-optic method for investigating the
trajectories and bending-torsional deformations
of lifting propeller blade models
p0418 A81-36940
A direct model pitch measurement with a laser
interferometer using retroreflectors
[AD-A090722] p0094 N81-13068
Controls of aeronautical structures under fatigue
testing by.holographic pulsed lasers
interferometry
[ISL-CO-218/79] p0133 N81-14300
LASBB BADAB
D OPTICAL BADAB
LASEB BADGE FIHDBBS
Ferranti mission managers I"<
>.. p0553 A81-44043
LASEB BAHGEB/TBACKEB
Icousto-optic deflection applied to a laser tracker
p0463 A81-39526
LASEB TABGBJ DESIGHA50BS ; '
A high performance TV camera for use in target
acquisition and laser designator systems
p0350 A81-31115
Experimental installation of oast mounted sight on
an CH-58C helicopter
[AD-A091074] - p0092 N81-13047
LASEB BBAPOIS
flow control for an airborne laser turret
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1637] p0525 A81-43137
B-S2 wake investigation
[LOG-C3932] p0072 H81-12020
LASEB 1BLDING
NT BBAZING
LASEBS
NT CABBOH DIOXIDE LASEBS
NT HELIOe-BECN LASEBS
NT HIGH POHEB 1ASEBS
NT PDLSEC LASEBS
NT BING LASEBS
NT BUBS IfiSEBS
Flo* control about an airborne laser turret
fAD-A100110] p0537 N81-28060
LASV
0 F-111 AIBCBAFT
LAIEBAL COBTBOL
Aircraft lateral parameter estimation from flight
data with unsteady aerodynamic modelling
[AIAA CAPES 81-0221] p0162 A81-20684
Inverse problems of the dynamics of controlled
flight - Lateral motion
p0236 A81-25903
The problem of the minimum-time turn of a
maneuverable aircraft velocity vector to a
specified course angle
pOU13 A61-36472
Lateral-directional flying gualities of transport
aircraft
(AIAA PAPEB 81-1887] p0561 A81-44579
Simulator study of conventional general aviation
instrument displays in path-following tasks with
emphasis on pilot-induced oscillations
[MASA-TP-1776] p0142 N81-14997
The E£T Horizontal Tails Investigation and the EET
Lateral Controls Investigation Langley
8-Foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel
p0260 N81-19009
Simulator evaluation of separation of display
parameters in path-following tasks
JNASA-TP-1915] , p0638 N81-33203
Propulsive lateral control nozzle
[NAS1-CASE-LAB-12136-1] p0639 N81-33210
LATEBA1 STABILITY.
Investigation of lateral forces and moments in the
case of asymmetric gas flows in nozzles
p0004 A81-10913
The possibility of improving the
lateral-directional characteristics of a
twin-engine aircraft by spoilers in the case of
sudden engine failure
p0049 A81-12967
Aircraft stability at high incidence
p0282 A81-27878
Boll stabilization of flight vehicles by means of
rollercns
p0290 A81-29016
Assessment of propeller influence on
lateral-directional stability of multiengine
aircraft
p0411 A81-35632
Lateral flutter of loads towed beneath helicopters
and its avoidance
p0470 A81- 40114
Data analysis for aircraft parameter estimates
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1864] p0560 A81-44561
Pareto-optimal multi-objective design of airplane
control systems
P0563 A81-45518
A preliminary flight investigation of
cross-coupling and lateral damping for
nap-of-the-earth helicopter operations
p0574 A81-46626
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Design of a lateral stability augmentation system
for the F106 to improve lateral handling
qualities'daring tracking
[AD-A091014] p0094 H81-13067
leading-edge deflection optimization for a highly
swept arrov wing configuration
[BASA-TP-1777] p0139 B81-14974
Aerodynamics, aeroelasticity, and stability of
hang gliders. ^Experimental results fines 7-
by 10-ft wind tunnel tests
[HASA-TH-81269] *. p0423 B81-24025
She stick-fixed lateral dynamic stability of the
CSIB SABA II autogyro
[BIAST-80/52J p0434 B81-24107
LATBBAillY
D LATEBAL STABILITY
LATBBALIZAI10B
0 LATERAL COBIEOL
LATHES
Tool force evaluation of lathe nachined high
explosives
[BHSBI-80-20] p0144 B81-15148
LATTICE IHEERFBCXIOBS
0 CBISTAL DEFECTS
LATTICES (HATHEHAIICS)
Analytical estimation on nonlinear longitudinal
characteristics of wings with small and moderate
aspect ratio by the vortex lattice method in •
incompressible flow
[ESA-TT-585] p0022 B81-10018
Application of vortex lattice methods to calculate
Lv (rolling moment due to sideslip)
[PB81-166167] p0487 081-26123
LADBCB fEHICLE COHFI60EATICBS
Aeroelasticity, including dynamic-effects of
separated flow launch vehicle response
p0592 H81-31118
LADBCH VEHICLES
The Aerospace Vehicle Interactive Design system
[AIAA PIPED 81-0233J p0234 A81-25475
LAOHCBEBS
BT AIBCBAFT LAOBCBIBG DEVICES
BT CATAPDLTS . • •
BT GOB LiONCHEBS
BT BISSILE LAOBCBEBS
BT SOCKET LAOBCBEBS
LAOBCBIBG
BT AIB LAOBCHIBG
BT SEA LAOBCHIBG
LABS
BT HEBTOB-BOSEBABB LAB
BT SCALING LAHS
BT SIBILITODE LAS
LEADIBG EDGE FLICS
Leading-edge 'Vortex Flaps' for enhanced subsonic
aerodynamics of slender wings
p0012 A81-11648
The aerodynamics of inverted leading edge flaps on
delta wings
[AIAA PAPEE 81-0356] p0165 A61-20775
Effectiveness of leading-edge vortex flaps on 60
and 75 degree delta wings
p0352 481-31368
Effects of yaw on leading edge vortex flap
aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1660] p0526 A81-43147
Effect of leading-edge vortex flaps on aerodynamic
performance of delta wings
p0559 A81-44424
Overview of the Langley sursonic research effort
on SCB configuration
p0243 H81-17982
Besults of a low-speed wind tunnel test of the HOC
2.2B supersonic cruise aircraft configuration
p0243 881-17983
Bind tunnel test results of a new leading edge
flap design for highly swept wings, a vortex flap
p0243 H81-17986
Leading edge vortex flaps for drag reduction
daring subsonic flight
[BASA-CASE-LAB-12750-1] p0261 B81-19016
iind-tunnel studies of advanced cargo aircraft
concepts leading edge vortex flaps for drag
reduction
[BASA-CB-164833] p0627 B81-32117
LEADIBG EDGE SLAIS
Design and test of a graphite-epoxy composite A-10
slat
p0006 A81-11339
Design and analysis of slat systems in transonic
flow
p0058 A81-14392
.Leading edge high lift devices for agricultural
aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 810608]. p0522 A81-42765
Subsonic pitch-up alleviation on a 74 deg delta wing
[BASA-CB-165749] p0584 H81-3C137
LEADIBG EDGE S1EBP
Effect of sweep and aspect ratio on the'
longitudinal aerodynamics of a spanloader wing
in and out of ground effect wind tunnel tests
[BASA-TB-80199] p0627 B81-32119
LEADIBG EDGE IHBOST
Supersonic wings with significant leading-edge
thrust at cruise
p02H4 H81-17990
LEADIBG EDGES
BT SBABP. LEADIBG EDGES
Optimizing the fixed leading edge shape of a
transonic wing to suit the landing high-lift
requirements
• p0011 A81-11644
Simplified vortex models for slender lifting
surfaces with leading edge separation
p0016 A81-11777
Numerical prediction of vortex cores of the
leading and trailing edges of delta wings
. p0059 A81-14475
numerical lifting line theory applied to drooped
leading-edge wings below and above stall
p0066 A81-15881
On a linear theory of a supersonic flow past a
delta wing with subsonic leading edges
p0149 A81-19872
Icing tunnel tests of a glycol-exnding porous
leading edge ice protection system on a general
aviation airfoil
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-0405] p0168 A81-20837
Bole of laminar separation bubbles in airfoil
leading-edge stalls
p0354 A81-31613
Leading-edge separation from a thick, conical,
slender wing at small angles of incidence
p0355 A81-31687
Applications of dynamic stability parameters to
problems in aircraft dynamics
. p0410 A81-35552
Calculation of supersonic flow around a wing with
constant curvature of its leading edges
p0413 481-35916
Transonic swept wings studied by the lifting-line
theory
p0509 A81-41090
The influence of leading-edge thrust on twisted
and cambered wing design for supersonic cruise
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1656] p0526 481-43116
Investigations of vortex formation on wings with
• cropped leading edges
[DGLB PAPEB 81-046] ' p0610 A81-47601
Experimental study of supersonic viscous leeside
flow over a slender delta wing
[HASA-TH-31248] p0133 B81-14265
Leading-edge deflection optimization for a highly
swept arrow wing configuration
[BASA-TP-1777] p0139 B81-14974
An investigation of a swept wing-body
configuration with drooped leading edge at low
and transonic speeds
p0189 B81-16012
Batural laminar flow flight experiment Langley
8-Foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel
P0260 H81-19010
' Study of the vortex conditions of wings with large
sweephack by extrapolation of the Jones method
[B4SA-TH-75863] p0262 B81-19026
Leading-edge separation from a slender rolling
wing-body combination — vortex sheet model
[BAE-TB-80039J p0330 881-20040
On the role of laminar separation bubbles in
airfoil leading edge stalls
[BLE-dP-80010-0] p0339 H81-21042
Design and experimental results for a
natural-laminar-flow airfoil for general
aviation applications
[BASA-TP-186J] p0423 B81-24022
Aerodynamic investigation of C-141 leading edge
modifications for cruise drag reduction, test 2
[AD-A099662] p0492 B81-27051
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LEAKAGE SUBJECT IBOEI
Investigation of aerodynamic stall alleviation on
a svept planfora ving asing leading edge
modifications
[AD-A101239] P0508 B81-29122
BUST: LOV cost production/installation of .
urethane leading edge guards on rotor blades
[4D-A101603] P0582 H81-30117
LEAKAGE
Botor-tip leakage. I - Basic methodology
[ASHE PAPEB 81-GT-71] p0313 A81-29980
Botor-tip leakage. II - Design optimization
through viscous analysis and experiment
[ASHE PAPEB 81-61-72] p0313 A81-29981
LEAD JEX AIBCBAFX
Lear fan propulsion system
[SAE PAPEH 800609] p0062 481-15332
Aircraft accident report: Champion Home Builders
company. Gates Learjet 25B, B999BG, Sanford,
Horth Carolina, September 8, 1977
[HISB-AAB-79-15] p0074 B81-12046
LEABBIBG
HI TBAHSFEB OF TBAINIBG
LEAS1 SQOABES HElBOD
Output predictive algorithnic control - Precision
tracking with application to terrain following
p0564 A81-45573
An analytical technique for approximating unsteady
aerodynamics in the time domain
[MASA-TP-1738] p0043 H81-11422
LED (DIODES)
0 LIGHT EMITTING DIODES
LEGEHDBE CODE
0 COHPOTEH PHOGRASalHG
LEiGIH
A method for deternining landing runway length for
a STOL aircraft
p0264 H81-19041
LBBSES
HT FB2SHEL LEBSES
Optical infinity lens development for flight
simulator visual displays
p0212 H81-17071
LETT BBS (ST.BBOLS)
0 SYHBOLS
LEVEL (QOAHTItl)
BT EFFECTIVE PEBCBIVED HCISE LEVELS
LXCBBSIBG
Spin recovery training
[GPO-67-439] p0216 881-17098
LIDAB
D OPTICAL BADAfi
LIFE (BIOLOGI)
D LIFE SCIEBCES
LIFE (DOBABILITI)
HT FATIGDE LIFE
BT SEBVICE LIFI
Application of fracture mechanics to OS Air Force
aircraft structural integrity reguirements
[AAAF-HT-79-25] p0086 N81-12463
Combustor liner durability analysis
[KASA-CB-165250] p0213 881-17079
Derivation and correlation of accelerated mission
endurance testing
pOK31 H81-24088
An introduction to HASA's turbine engine hot
section technology (HCST) project
p0599 N81-31206
LIFE CICLB COS1S
ECS integration for fuel efficient/Ion life cycle
cost design Environmental Control Systems in
aircraft
p0015 A81-11676
Standardization in oilitary system architecture
pOOSO A81-13168
Development cf specifications from measured
environments
p0067 A81-16119
The engineering basis for the application of life
cycle cost or supportability criteria to gas
turbine engines
p0298 A81-29119
Engine maintenance cost calculation method
[ASSE PAPEE 81-GI-34] p0312 A81-29948
Life cycle, cost before, during and after.the
design of aircraft propulsion systems
[ASBE PAPEE 81-GI-111] p0315 481-30016
Implementing Aircraft Structural Life Management
to reduce structural cost of ownership
[SA8E PiPEB 1331] p0352 A81-31376
The Bodular Life Cycle Cost Hodel for advanced
aircraft systems - An overview • :
[SAHB CAPEB 1351] p0353 A81-31386
Component research for future propulsion systems
.-.^  p0454 A81-38058
Design of rotorcraft powerplants - .Ose of life
cycle costing as an aid to design optimisation
P0469.A81-40109
An integrated transportation and operations
comparison of space and ground based OTV's
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1456] p0505 A81-40882
Advanced technology engine studies /AXES/ -4
status report
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1502] '• p0516 A81-42205
Avionics Availability Study
[AIAA PAPBB 81-1619] p0525 A81-43129
Investigation of influences.on the definition of
engine usage for future-systems
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1652] : p0533 A81-43938
Haintenance and repair of advanced composite
structure
p0558 A81-44382
Bonhoneycomb composite skin stabilization - A
solution to high costs of maintenance
p0559 A81-44396
Aircraft turbine engine monitoring experience. An
overview and lessons learned from selected case
studies . ' •
[AD-A089752] p0036 B81-11042
Design to Cost and' Life Cycle Cost
[AGABD-CP-289] p0045 H81-11902
Life cycle Cost Analysis (LCCA) in military
aircraft procurement
p0045 H81-11903
OS Army design-to-cost experience
P0045 H81-11905
A review and assessment of system cost reduction
activities
p0045 H81-11906
Design to life cycle cost research
p0045 H81-11907
Evolution of techniques for LCC analysis
p0045 B81-11909
The Bornet program: A design to life cycle cost
case study
p0046 881-11910
Design to cost and the F-16 mnltirole fighter
p0046 H81-11911
Organizing a design-to-cpst program
p0046 H81-11914
Some engineering aspects of life cycle costing
p0047 H81-11918
Balanced design: Minimum cost solution
p0047 K81-11919
Design to cost and systems, LCC
p0047 881-11920
Impact of maintainability of life cycle costs
p0047 H81-11921
Dsing cost reduction concepts at
Bessier-Bispano-Bugatti
p0047 H81-11923
Summary of AGABD Lecture Series 100: Methodology
for control of life cycle costs for avionics
systems
p0047 H81-11924
Summary of AGABD Lecture Series 107: The
Application of Design to.Cost and Life Cycle
Cost to Aircraft Engines
p0047 H81-11926
The role of advanced technology of turbine engine
life cycle cost
p0047 B81-11927
Naval aircraft operating and support
cost-estimating model: FI78 revision
[AD-A090044] p0071 B81-12013
Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS): Life
Cycle cost Impact Modeling System (LCCIS). A
managerial overview
[AD-A093281] . p0211 881-17062
Airborne-fiber, optics manufacturing technology,
aircraft installation processes
[AD-A093304] p0221 H81-17902
Concept definition: Retirement for cause of F-10G
rotor components
[AD-A095584] p0335 B81-20080
Fly-by-wire versus dual mechanical controls for
the Advanced Scout Helicopter: Quantitative
comparison
[AD-A096089] p0343 881-21085
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Digital Avionics Infornation System (EAIS).
Volume 1: \Impact of IAJS concept on life cycle
cost' v
[AD-A097339] p0389 881-23083
Digital Avionics Information System (EAIS) .
Volume 2: Impact of CAIS concept on life cycle
cost. Supplement
[AD-A097438] p0390 881-23084
Helicopter transmission qualification procedures
and tests
p0433 H81-24101
LIFE SCIBHCES
Ames Research Center publications; A continuing
bibliography, 1980
[HASA-TH-81308] p0641 881-34138
LIFE SUPPOBI SYS1BHS
HI EHEBGBHCI LIFE SUSTAIHIHG SYSTEMS
The influence of beards on the efficiency of
aviators' oxygen masks
P0176 A81-22100
Helicopter emergency underwater escape
P0176 A81-22101
Aircraft accident investigation as it relates to
life support equipment
p0176 481-22103
Contaminant increase in aircraft liquid oxygen
converters: Analysis of data
[AD-A090975] p0092 881-13049
Aeronautical systems technology needs: Escape,
rescue and survival and test facilities and test
equipment
[AD-A097827] p0423 H81-24020
LIFEIIHB (DOBABILITI)
0 LIFE (DOBABILJT!)
IIFT
HI IHTBBFEBEHCI LIFT
HI JET LIFT
HI ZERO LIFT
numerical lifting line theory applied to drooped
leading-edge uings below and above stall
p0066 A81-15881
Lift effect on transonic vind-tunnel blockage
p0066 481-15883
Angle of attack - Its measurement and usage. I
p0149 A81-19799
Experioental development of an advanced
circulation control King system for Havy SIOL
aircraft
[AIAA PAPE.E 81-0151] p0161 A81-20632
An approximate analytical method for vortex-lift
and centre of pressure on the slender wing
p0223 A81-23726
On the unsteady wake-induced lift on a slotted
airfoil. II - The influence of displacement
thickness fluctuations .
p0229 A81-24237
Ring flapping vith minimum energy
p0283 A81-27889
The effect of jet non-uniformity on the lift of an
angmentor wing
p0298 481-29144
•ing-body carryover at supersonic speeds with
finite afterbodies
p0354 A81-31622
Quiet propulsive-lift technology ready for civil
and military applications
p0359 A81-32521
A comparison of propulsion systems for V/SIOL
supersonic combat aircraft
[S4E PAPEB 801141] pC398 481-34171
Spanvise lift distribution of forvard-and
aft-swept uings in comparison to the optimum
distribution form .
p0453 481-38017
Aerodynamic features of designed strake-ving
configurations
[AIAA PAFEB 81-1214] p0454 481-38084
Quasi-hybrid airships .
[AIAA 81-1333] p04S6 A81-38538
The calculation of lift and drag characteristics
of subsonic wings Kith singlets
p0480 A81-40442
Airfoils for light transport aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 810576] ' p0519 A81-42740
Summary of high-lift and control surface research
on HASA general aviation airfoils
[SAE PAPBE 810629]
 P0524 A81-42781
The use of direct lift control of an aircraft in a
guided landing run
p0624 A81-49928
Experimental and theoretical aerodynamic
characteristics of two hypersonic cruise
aircraft concepts at Bach numbers of 2.96, 3.96,
and 4.63
[NASA-IP-1767] p0072 881-12021
Evaluation of Levinsky's nethod for the
calculation of the lift distribution on a wing
in propulsive jets
[HLH-TB-77104-0] p0073 881-12033
Onsteady pressure distributions on airfoils in
cascade
[AD-A091173] p0090 S81-13033
The high lift characteristics in the case of the
v-uing concept
[BASA-TH-75872] p0253 881-18061
Basic research in »ake vortex alleviation using a
variable twist wing
p0267 H81-19058
An asymptotic unsteady lifting-line theory with
energetics and optinum motion of
thrust-producing lifting surfaces
[BASA-CB-165679] p0385 H81-23035
Design and experimental results for a
natnral-laminar-flov airfoil for general
aviation applications
[HASA-TP-1861] p0423 B81-24022
Comparison of selected lift and sideslip
characteristics of the Ayres Thrush S2B-800,
winglets off and Kinglets on, to full-scale
wind-tunnel data
[HASA-CB-165710] p0423 881-24026
An engineering method for estimating the induced
lift on V/STOL aircraft hovering in and out of
ground effect
[AD-A098509] p0441 881-25069
Prediction of transonic flutter for a
supercritical wing by modified strip analysis
and comparison with experiment
[HASA-TH-83126] p0445 B81-25432
Preliminary design of a tip-jet-driven heavy lift
helicopter incorporating circulation control
[AD-A099192] p0486 881-26120
Evaluation of .Ting's method for the calculation of
the lift distribution on a wing in propulsive jets
[HLB-TB-80078-0] p0594 H81-31157
LIFT A06HEHTATIOB
Circulation Control Ring /CCi/ flight tests
p0122 481-19469
An analytical solution of lift loss for a round
planform with a central lifting jet
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0011] p0157 481-20535
Some recent applications of high-lift
computational methods at Boeing
[AIAA PAPER 81-1657] p0534 A81-43940
Lift-enhancing surfaces on several advanced V/STOL
fighter/attack aircraft concepts
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1675] p0534 A81-43946
Downwash calculation at close range behind a
trapezoidal wing in supersonic flow
[FFA-TH-AD-1661] p0125 881-13925
Feasibility study for C-141B reduction of wing
loads by nprigging the ailerons
[AD-A094634] p0272 H81-19105
High lift technology
p0593 H81-31147
Evaluation of pressure and thermal data from a
Hind tunnel test of a large-scale, powered, SIOL
fighter model
[HASA-CB-166170] p0635 881-33162
LIFT COBFFICIBH5S
0 AEBODTBABIC COEFFICIEHTS
0 LIFT
LIFT DEVICES
High lift research and its application to aircraft
design
p0011 481-11642
Leading edge high lift devices for agricultural
aircraft .
[SAE PAPEB 810608] p0522 481-42765
Design, analyses, and model tests of an
aeroelastically tailored lifting surface
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1673] p0566 A81-45974
A higher-order trapezoidal vector vortex panel for•
subsonic flow
[AD-A094775] p0263 881-19032
A study of high-altitude Banned research aircraft
employing strut-braced wings of high-aspect-ratio
[HASA-CB-159262] p0333 H81-20067
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LIFT DISIBIBDTIOH SUBJECT IHDBX
A design of multi-element, aerofoils for high lift
[HAL-Tfl-631] p0337 B81-21012
An asymptotic unsteady lifting-line theory Kith
energetics and optimum notion of
thrust-producing lifting surfaces
[HASA-CB-165679] p0385 H81-23035
Experimental and theoretical study of three
interacting, closely-spaced/ sharp-edged 60 deg
delta Kings at Ion speeds
[HASA-CB-3460] p0635 881-33160
LIFI DISTBIBOTICH .
0 FOBCE DISTBIEUTIOH
a LIFT
LIFT DBA6 B4TIO
Calculation of the lift dependent drag polar of
cambered fighter plane configurations with
deflected .xanenver flaps in the subsonic region
by means 'of a modified procedure according to
Lamar
[DGLB PAPEB 80-109] p0120 A81-19395
The optimal lift-drag ratio of a civil aircraft
[AAAF PAPEB HT 80-35] p0369 A81-33923
Jet wing interaction to give improved combat
performance
p0188 H81-16007
A study of wing body blending for an advanced
supersonic transport
p0244 B81-17987
Analytic development of improved supersonic cruise
aircraft based on wind tunnel data
P0244 B81-17989
Preliminary wind-tunnel investigation of the .
effects of engine nacelles on a transport
configuration with high lift drag ratios to a
Hach number of 1.00
IHASA-TS-82312] p0272 H81-19099
LIFT PAHS
A design analysis technique for evaluating size
and weight of V/STOL lift fans
[SABE PAPEB 1386] p0354 A81-31402
LIFT FOBCES
0 LIFT
LIFTIB6 BODIES
Simplified vortex models for slender lifting
surfaces with leading edge separation
p0016 A81-11777
A nonlinear, discrete-vortex-pertnrbation method
for unsteady lifting-surface problems with edge
separations
p0058 A81-14394
A lifting surface theory for the sound generated
by the interaction of velocity disturbances with
a leaned vane stator
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0091] p0160 A81-20595
An analysis of gap effects on wing-elevon
aerodynamic characteristics
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0364] p0166 A81-20783
Lifting surface theory and the numerical aethod of
wings with small angles of sideslip at subsonic
and supersonic speeds
p0224 A81-23851
On the inter-relationship of the basic parameters
and characteristics of various flight vehicles
p0236 A81-25694
On some methods of supersonic unsteady lifting
surface analysis
[AIAA 81-0644] p0307 .A81-29497
A hybrid state vector approach to aeroelastic
analysis with application to composite lifting
surfaces
[AIAA 81-0626] p0308 181-29512
A theoretical treatment of lifting surface theory
of an elliptic wing
P0347 A81-30653
The effects of warhead-induced damage on the
aeroelastic characteristics of lifting surfaces.
Volume 1: Aeroelastic effects
[AD-A091674] p0129 H81-13955
The effects cf warhead-induced damage on the
aeroelastic characteristics of lifting surfaces.
Volume 2; Aerodynamic effects
[AD-A093063] p0209 H81-17048
LIFXIHG BOTOBS
HT BBABIHGLBSS BOIOES . .
Computer simulation of unsteady flow past lifting
rotors of coaxial configuration
p0230 A81-24389
Becent progress in performance prediction of high
advance ratio circulation controlled rotors:
p0468 A81-40100
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The effect of boundary layer growth on the
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BT BETAL-BETAL BONDING .
Prospects for bonding primary aircraft structure
in the 80 's
p0182 A81-22679
The use of bonded crack-stoppers in pressure cabins
p0233 A81-25378
The bonding of titanium and its alloys
p0417 A81-36663
Concurrent superplastic forming/diffusion bonding
of titanium airframe components
p0531 A81-43638
Thirty years experience with primary adhesive
bonded structures aircraft construction
[FOK-BC-1240] . . p0541 B81-28189
BETAL COATINGS
BT ALUfllBUJI COATIHGS
Coatings in the aero gas turbine
p0103 A81-17167
Prevention of spline wear by soft metallic coatings
aircraft engines
[AD-A091861] p0132 N81-14064
Internal coating of air-cooled gas turbine blades
[BASA-CB-165337] p0429 B81-24068
BETAL COBBOSIOB
D COBfiOSIOM
BETAL CDJTIBG
Optimization of finishing conditions metal
cutting
p0319 A81-30163
BETAL FATIGOE
On understanding environment-enhanced fatigue
crack growth - A fundamental approach
p0003 A81-10749
Flight simulation .environmental fatigue crack
propagation in 2024-T3 and 7475-T761 aluminium
p0013 A81-11657
The effect of cyclic loading on the apparent
cleavage fracture toughness of 1Cr-flo-V rotor
steel
. p0104 A81-17488
Prediction methods for fatigue crack growth in
aircraft material
p0118 A81-16777
Evaluation and comparison of nondestructive
service inspection methods
p0153 A81-20135
An engineering model for assessing load sequencing
effects cracks in aircraft structures
p0172 A81-21737
Comparison of 2024 and 7475 aluminum alloy sheet
for tension-critical aircraft structures
p0232 A81-24942
Failure by fatigue-
p0238 A81-26419
Increased fatigue resistance for blades of '
stationary gas-turbine engines by ultrasonic-
hardening with spherical particles .' " . .
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BETAL FIHISHIHG SUBJECT IHDBX
p0285 A81-28134
Fatigue strength of gas turbine engine rotor
blades in connection with structural changes in
service
p0355 A81-31673
Thermoplastic strengthening of a gas-turbine
engine disk lock joint - Determination of the
residual stresses
p0365 481-33169
Belationship between creep characteristics and
fracture resistance undet the combined effect of
fatigue and creep
p0414 A81-36474
Estimated service life of gas tnrbine engine
compressor blades
p0417 A81-36680
Crack growth model for flight-type loading
p0460 A81-39247
Application of BFBP Crack Patching to Mirage III
aircraft
p0481 481-40586
Effect of beta flecks on the fatigue behaviour of
Ti-6Al-6V-2Sn
p0510 A81-41634
Selection of notch geometry and notching technique
for studying the fracture toughness of materials
and full-scale structures of 41 alloys
p0516 A81-42356
Predicting fatigue crack growth on aircraft
structures
[SAE PAPEB 810593] p0520 A81-42752
Determination of fatigue life by testing materials
for thermal fatigue
p0532 J81-43774
Flight simulation environmental fatigue crack
propagation in 2024-33 and 7475-1761 aluminum
wing panels for transport aircraft
[HLB-HE-80003-U] p0043 H81-11415
Fatigue properties of adhesive-bonded laminated
sheet material of aluminum alloys
tVTH-LB-276] p0542 B81-28489
Fatigue crack growth in 7475-17651 material under
flight simulation loading. Information from a
Douglas report effect of transport/bomber
loads spectrum on crack growth
[VTH-H-392] p0542 H81-28493
Prevention of corrosion and fatigue failure of
helicopter gas turbine compressors
[HLB-HE-80024-0] p0600 H81-31222
HETAL FISISHIHG
HT SHOT FEEDING
HEIAL FOBGIHG
0 FOBGIHG
BETA! FOBHIHG
0 FOBHIHG TECHHICUES
D HETAL HOBKIHG
BET A I. JOIHTS
Use of speckle-holographic inter!erometry to study
the strain-strain state of a gas-turbine engine
disk close to the blade root fixing
p0170 A81-21366
Prospects for bonding primary aircraft structure
in the 80's
p0182 A81-22679
The possibility of single-impact riveting of
flat-top ccuntersunk-head rivets for
aircraft structures
P0319 A81-30164
Pilot installations, for deposition techniques in
the case of components exposed to heat and for
diffusion joining of power plant components
p0449 A81-37634
HETflL HATBIX COMPOSITES
The 1980's - Payoff decade for advanced materials;
Proceedings of the Twenty-fifth national
Symposium and Exhibition, San Diego, Calif., Hay
6-8. 1980
p0181 A81-22636
High temperature metal matrix composites for gas
turbines
p0295 A81-29090
Superhybrid composite blade impact studies
[HASi-TS-81597] p0043 H81-11412
BETA! OXIDE SEHICOHDDCTOBS
NT CBABGE COUPLED DEVICES
A simple model of the threshold vcltage of short
and narrow channel HCSFBls
. .-P0051 A81-13285
BETA1 P4BTICLES
HT HETAL EGiDEB
HETAL COBDEB
Plasma arc improves PH process - Tungsten free Ti
ponder
p0227 A81-24045
From sponge to powder alternatives in titanium
processing
p0511 A81-41647
Evaluation of powder coatings for application to
aircraft component parts
[AD-A094724] ' p0277 M81-19305
HETAl EBOPBL1AB3S
Performance analysis of primary and secondary
systems of a rocket ramjet engine burning
fuel-rich metallized propellants
p0292 481-29066
HETAL SHEETS
Thermal considerations in the patching of metal
sheets with composite overlays
p0153 A81-20297
Comparison of 2024 and 7475 aluminum alloy sheet
for tension-critical aircraft structures
p0232 A81-24942
Hanufacturing cost/design guide /HC/DG/ for
metallic and composite structures
[AIAA 81-0518] p0302 A81-29424
Increasing the strength properties of sheet parts
by explosive forming of them with optimization
of the production parameters
p0365 A81-33174
Integrated flexible sheet-metal components -
Manufacturing center
p0449 A81-37633
Fatigue properties of adhesive-bonded laminated
sheet material of aluminum alloys
[7TH-LB-276] p0542 H81-28489
HETAL SBEL1S
Cost-buckling and membrane structural capability
of composite shell structures
p0482 A81-40602
BETA! SPIHHIHG
Hetalspinning, shear- and flowforming
p0551 H81-29281
HETAl SOHFACES
Surface analysis of bearing steels after solvent
treatments. II - Lubricant-coated bearing surfaces
[ASiE EBEPBIHT 80-LC-8A-6] p0118 A81-18748
Surface finishing
[HASA-CASB-HSC-12631-3] p0132 H81-14077
HEIA1 VAEOBS
NT SODIOH VAPOB
BETAL HOBKIHG
HT EXPLOSIVE FOBHIHG
HI FOBGIHG
HT HETAL SEINflING
Computer-aided roll pass design in rolling of
airfoil shapes
p0065 A81-15796
The state of the technologies involved in the
forming of TA6V titanium alloy
p0416 A81-36659
Integrated flexible sheet-metal components -
Hanufacturing center
p0449 A81-37633
From sponge to powder alternatives in titanium
processing
p0511 A81-41647
Advanced titanium metallic materials and processes
for application to naval aircraft structures
p0531 A81-43636
HETAL-HET1I. BOIDIHG
Application of weldbonding to 4-10 production
aircraft.
p0013;A81-11652
Evaluation of high-temperature structural
adhesives for extended service
P0247 H81-18010
Fatigue properties of adhesive-bonded laminated
sheet material of aluminum alloys
[VTB-LB-276] . p0542 M81-28489
HETAL-HITBIDE-OIIDE-SEHICOHDOCTOBS
. Hev storage medium - Greater safety. II - -Testing,
fabrication, implementation HHOS block
oriented random access memory (BOBAH) circuits
P0227 A81-24044
BETAL1IZIIG
A process for protecting gas turbine blade cooling
passages against degradation
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SUBJECT IHDEX HICEOCOHPOIEBS
. p0622 A81-49209
HETAHOGBAPBT
Petrography as a health monitor and a design aid
for the development of helicopter gearboxes
p0118 A81-18759
Acoustic eoission and corrosion
P0153 A81-20211
Betallographic analysis techniques osed daring the
Cast Aluminum structures Technology /CAST/ program
microstructure of aluminum cast alloy
pOS31 A81-43650
HEXALS
HI ALDBINUH
HT iLDHIBUH COATINGS
BT COBALT
HT IBOH ISOTOPES
HT HETAL COATINGS
NT HETAL HATBI2 COMPOSITES
HT HETAL POaDBB
HT S1LVEB
HT SOOIOa VAFOB
HI TIIAHIOfl
HT TRANSITION HETALS
HT TDHGSTEN
NT DITHAPUBE HETALS
The certification cf composite airframe structures
p0283 A81-27887
X-ray fluorescence spectrometric analysis of wear
metals in used lubricating oils
[AD-A097552] p0390 N81-23087
Conservation of Strategic Aerospace Haterials
(COSAM)
p0599 N81-31208
HETEOEITE COHPBBSSIOB IBS3S
0 COBPHESSIOH TESTS
0 HECHANICAL PBOPEBTIES
HBTEOBOLOGICAL IBSTBDHEHIS
NT RADIOSONDES
Survey of Workshops on Beteorological and.
Environmental Inputs to Aviation Systems
p0135 N81-14556
Hinds and vind shear in-situ sensors
p0136 N81-14563
Bird flight and airplane flight Instruments to
measure air currents and flight characteristics
[NASA-TB-75777] p0138 N81-14962
BETEOBOLOGICAL SABAMETBBS
Beduction of the take-off ground run distance to a
given set of atmospheric condition
p0010 A81-11634
General aviation considerations on tad veather
approaches at regional airports
p0052 A81-13315
Measurement of natural aircraft icing conditions
[AIAA PAPBB 81-U46] p0526 A81-43143
Proceedings: Fourth Annual Borkshop on
Beteorological and Environmental Inputs to
Aviation systems
[HASA-CP-2139] p0135 N81-14555
Survey of Horkshops on Meteorological and
Environmental Inputs to Aviation Systems
p0135 881-11556
Aviation meteorology research and development: A
status report
p0135 N81-14557
Federal Aviation Administration and national
Heather Service Aviation Besearch and Development
p0135 B81-14558
Aircraft icing instrumentation: Unfilled needs
rotary wing aircraft
p0135 H81-14560
HBTEOBOLOGICAl BADiB
Operational radar display of the structure of
thunderstorm hail clouds
p0069 181-16474
Pulsed Doppler radar detects weather hazards tc
aviation
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0235] p0163 A81-20691
Ben airborne weather radar systems
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0237] p0163 A81-20692
Havigation errors encountered using
weather-napping radar for helicopter IFB
guidance to oil rigs
[ABS 80-16] p0474 A81-40147
Test and evaluation of the Airport Surveillance
Badar (ASB)-8 wind shear detection system (phase
2), revision
[AD-A090111] p0042 B81-11290
Wallops severe storms measurement capability
p0266 S81-19049
Minimum operational performance standards for
airborne veather and ground mapping pulsed radars
[BTCA/DO-173] p0336 N81-20323
HBTEOBOLOGICAl SEBVICBS
An assessment of General Aviation utilization of
advanced avionics technology
[NASA-CB-159328] p0127 H81-13941
Measuring weather for aviation safety in the 1980's
p0136 N81-1K568
BETEOBOIOGICA1 STATIOBS
0 HEA1HEB STATIONS
BBTEOBOIOGX
si BADIO BETEOBOLOG;
HT SYNOPUIC BETEOBOLOGY
BT WEATBEB MBECAS1IHG
Bicrobursts as an aviation wind shear hazard
[AIA4 PAPEB 81-0386] • p0167 A81-20798
New developments in the field of solar-terrestrial
relationships Bussian book
p0281 A81-27326
Electronic flight rules: An alternative
separation assurance concept
[AD-A097570] p0387 N81-23063
BETEBS
D BEASUBIBG INSTBOUENTS
HETBASE
Some advantages of methane in an aircraft gas
turbine
[SAE PAEEB 801154] p0398 A81-34-177
Alternative aircraft fuels - ihen will the action
start
p0465 A81-39981
BETHOD OF CfliflACTEHISTICS
Beview of numerical methods for the problem of the
supersonic flow around bodies at angle of attack
p0011 A81-11639
Analytical characteristics methods: Applications
[7KI-PBEPBIHT-1980-10] p0021 B81-10011
BBIBODS
D PBOCEDDBES
BETBOLOGI
Optics in-metrology and quality assurance;
Proceedings of the Seminar, Los Angeles, Calif.,
February 6, 7, 1980
p0358 A81-32504
Aircraft quality assurance using close-range
photogrammetry
p0358 A81-32508
BICBELS08 IITEBFEBOHETEBS
Design characteristics of Hichelson
interferometers used on the AFGL HKC-135
infrared flying laboratory
p0463 Afil-39505'
Staring infrared mosaic observation of an F-15
aircraft
p0463 A81-3S636
BICBOBE
0 HICBOOBGANISHS
BICBOCIBCDIIS
D HICBOE1EC1BOHICS
HICBOCCHPDTEBS
Military aircraft avionics in the 1980's
pOOSO A81-13169
Flight control and display computation - A 25-year
perspective
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0865] - p0408 A81-34354
Bicrocomputer system for controlling an infrared
scanning camera with application to rocket
plume radiation measurement
p0453 A81-37749
COflLINK - A coBDunications/EH analytical and
modeling tool
p0617 A81-48547
flicrocompnter array processor system design
for electronic warfare
p0044 B81-11673
A unified approach to the mass balancing of
rotating flexible shafts
p0095 B81-13355
Automated pilot advisory system test and
evaluation at Banassas Municipal Airport
p0264 N81-19040
Dead reckoner navigation project
p0372 H81-22010
A Dicrocomputer-based signal data converter for
runway visual range measurements
[AD-A097568] p0386 H81-23060
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MICROCBACKS SOBJECI INDEX
MCKCCBACKS
Hicrocracking in graphite-epoiy composites
[AD-A089891] p0038 H81-11118
HICBOELECTBOBICS
NT LARGE SCALE INTEGBATICN
A nev approach to thick-film resistors
p0232 A81-21968
Becommendations for the NASA Avionics program for
the 1980's •
POS17 A61-12136
MICBOMIHIATDBIZATIOH
NT 1ABGE SCALE 1NTEGBATION
A new generation IFF - The AN/APX-100/V/ transponder
p0350 A81-31132
HICBOOBGAHISMS
The resistance of tank protective measures to
microorganisms
[SNIAS-801-551-107] p0111 H81-15072
HICBOPABTICLES
Fuel microemulsions for jet engine smoke reduction
[AD-A100189] p0512 N81-28277
MICBOPHONES
A new technology - Piezoelectric polyvinylidene
fluoride communications transducers
p0176 A81-22099
Improvement of the imaging of moving acoustic
sources by the knowledge of their motion
[ONEBA, IP NO. 1981-17] p0359 A81-32531
Aircraft noise identification system - Application
for inflight position detector
p0570 A81-16376
A comparison of the three methods used to obtain
acoustic measurements fox the NASA Plight
Effects Program
[NASA-1M-81906] p0088 B81-12822
An automated multiple choice intelligibility
testing system
p0601 B81-31168
HICBOPBOCBSSOBS
Hind tunnel model support, controlled by four
microprocessors
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1980-119] p0171 A81-21917
A low-level wind shear detection system
p0223 A81-23511
A versatile microprocessor controller for low cost
helicopter applications
[ASBE PAPEB 81-G1-137] p0316 A81-30039
Osing microprocessors in fault monitoring of
aircraft electronics
£ A S M E PAPEB 81-G1-138] p0316 A81-30010
The Z8000 provides the basis for a powerful new
airborne computer
p0321 A81-30252
Advanced avionic systems for multi-mission
applicat ions
p0321 A81-30258
A microprocessor based land navigator
p0360 A8V-32833
Microprocessor-based digital air data computer for
flight test
p0361 A81-32858
A flight test real-time GB-CG computing system
p0361 A81-32860
fleal-time microprocessor technology applied to
automatic braking systems
[SAE PAPEB 801191] .
 P0102 A81-31201
HLS - An example of microprocessor utilization
pOl09 A81-35022
Microcomputer based engine model used in flight
simulation applications
f A I A A 81-0973] p0115 A81-36562
Microprocessor-based airborne spectrometer system
P0153 A81-377ai
Automated celestial position determination
p0557 A81-11321
The application of computers to navigation - New
developments employing microprocessors
p0565 A81-15761
Microprocessor software applications for flight
training simulators
pOOII H81-11658
The P/POD project: Programmable/Pilot oriented
Display general aviation aircraft
p0311 881-22001
Microcomputer processing for loran-C
p0371 N81-22007
& microcomputer-based signal data converter for
. runway visual range measurements
[AO-A097568] p0386 S81-23060
Summary of transponder data. Hay 1979 - Bovember
1979
[AD-A097569] p0386 1181-23061
Hicrocomputer Applications in Power and Propulsion
Systems
[AGABD-LS-113] p0197 N81-27103
Microprocessor characteristics and comparative
features
p0197 H81-27101
Microprocessor system test and monitoring
p0197 881-27108
A continuously reconfiguring multi-microprocessor
flight control system
[AD-A101112] p0581 H81-30138
HICBOPBOGBAHHING
Hicroprocessor software applications for flight
training simulators
pOOII H81-11658
BICBOSCOPI
m ELECTBOH HICBOSCOPY
HICBOSTBIP TBAHSMISSION LIHES
A 7.5-GHz microstrip phased array for
aircraft-to-satellite communication
p0317 A81-30776
A 7.5 GHz microstrip phased array for
aircraft-to-satellite communication
p0562 A81-11623
MICBOSIBDCTDBE
Effect of beta flecks on the fatigue behaviour of
Ti-6Al-bV-2Sn
P0510 A81-11631
Hetallographic analysis techniques used daring the
Cast Aluminum Structures Technology /CAST/ program
microstructure of aluminum cast alloy
p0531 A81-13650
flICBOIAVE AHPLIFIEBS
An X-band power GaAs FBI amplifier for military
avionics radar applications
p0350 A81-31122
MICBOiAVE ABIBHHAS
NT S10T ABIENNAS
HICBOtATE CIBCOIIS
A review of current and future components for
electronic warfare receivers
P0357 A81-32252
BICBOV&TE EQDIPBEHT
NT IBAGE TOBES
BT HICSOBAVE AHPLIFJEBS
NT MICBOHAVE BADIOMETEBS
NT SLOT Af lTENNAS
Integrated avionics studies target future
technologies
p0223 A81-23199
A nillineter wave radar for O.S. Army helicopters
in the 80's
P0323 A81-30302
Microwave Landing System (HLS) clearance format
assessment tests
[AD-A093553] p0206 N81-17024
Analytic determination of interference thresholds
for microwave landing system equipment and
1ACAB/DHE equipment
[AD-A093118] p0206 B81-17025
HLS channel assignment model
[AD-A093119] p0206 B81-17026
BICBOiA?E FBEQOFHCIES
NT C BAND
NT SOPEBUI6B FEEQOENCIES
HICBOiAVE LABDISG SXSTEHS
Hind shear detection from PCH-recorded MLS-flight
data
p0015 A81-11675
The present state of the MLS Hicrowave Landing
System standardization
pOOSI A81-13312
Air traffic control using a microwave landing system
p0053 A81-13121
How will it be possible to pass from ILS to Bis
p0059 A81- 11173
International Air Transportation Conference, Hew
Orleans, La., April 30-Hay 3, 1979, Proceedings.
Volumes 1 6 2
p0110 A81-18051
Micro-wave landing system.- An operational point
of view , , ... .
P0111 A81-18055
The ioportance of 'Interim Standard Microwave
Landing System''for small community airports
. ••» • - p0111 A81-18087
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Concepts and state of the art of the precision DHE
of the microwave landing system
p0233 481-25376
HLS - in example of microprocessor utilization
p0409 181-35022
IBTERSCAB - The development and international
acceptance of a new microwave landing system for
civil aviation
p0118 A81-37114
BASA/FAA flight-test investigation of helicopter
microwave landing system approaches
[4HS 80-55] p0478 481-40180
Inalysis of helicopter operations and the use of
HLS in the offshore environment
p0512 481-41764
Airborne antenna pattern calculations
P0532 481-143708
Automatic helical zotorcraft descent and landing
using a Hicrowave Landing System
[AIA4 PAPEB 81-1657] p0560 A81-44556
Navigation and landing - The prospects of new
systems
p0566 481-45766
Precision ONE for microwave landing system
P0578 481-47125
Simulation of Hicrowave Landing System
p0615 481-48368
Contributions to the United Kingdom microwave
landing system research and development program,
1974 to 1978. Volume 1
[BAE-TB-79052-VOL-1] p0026 S81-10044
Contributions to the United Kingdom microwave
landing system, research and development program,
1974 to 1978. Volume 2
[RAE-TR-79052-VOL-2] p0026 881-10045
Contributions to the United Kingdom microwave
landing system research and development program,
1974 to 1978. Volume 3
[EAE-TB-79052-VOL-3] p0026 B81-10046
Low cost airborne microwave landing system
receiver, task 3
[BASA-CB-152409] p0075 B81-12054
Hicrowave landing systens. Citations from the
Engineering Index data base
[PB80-814643] p0128 B81-13947
Hicrowave landing systems. Citations from the
HTIS data base
[PB80-814635] p0128 B81-13948
Analytic determination of interference .thresholds
for microwave landing system equipment and
TACAN/DHE equipment
[AD-A093448] p0206 B81-17025
Operational considerations in utilization of
microwave lauding system approach and landing
guidance terninal configured vehicle
P0264 H81-19039
plight tests of IFE landing approach systems for
helicopters
p0265 B81-19042
Operational considerations in utilization of
microwave landing system approach and landing
guidance
[BASA-TH-81945] p0331 H81-20050
Plight tests of the microwave landing system
multimode digital processor
[AD-A095449] p0332 B81-20056
The susceptibility of representative TACAB and DHE
equipments to a proposed, HLS 1-band precision
DHE signal format
[AD-A096265] p0339 B81-21048
Antenna design and development for the microwave
subsystem experiments for the terminal
configured vehicle project
[BASA-CR-164220] p0378 B81-22282
HIS: Airplane system modeling
[BASA-CB-165700] p0386 B81-23059
HAVT01AHD microwave scanning beam tests at BOSC.
three landing guidance systems tested in a
specular mnltipath environment
[AD-A099298] p0484 881-26086
ATC simulation of helicopter IFB approaches into
major terminal areas using E B A Y , HLS, and CD1I
[B4SA-TH-81301] p0492 881-27061
An analysis of the regnireoents for and the costs
and benefits of the national Hicrowave Landing
System (HLS), volume 1
[AD-A099632] P0493 B81-27071
An analysis cf the requirements'for, and the
benefits and costs of the National Bicrowave
Landing System (HLS) , volume 2
[AD-4100018] p0493 S81-27072
An analysis of the requirements for, and the
benefits and costs of the Hational Hicrowave
Landing Systea (HLS)
I AD-A100136] p0537 B81-28076
Evaluation of Hicrowave Landing System (HLS)
effect on the delivery performance of a
fixed-path metering and spacing system
[HAS4-TP-1844] p0546 M81-29111
Hinimum operational performance standards for
Hicrowave landing system (HLS) airborne
receiving equipment
[BTCA/DO-177] p0595 B81-31180
Terminal area automatic navigation, guidance, and
control 1: Automatic rollout, turnoff, and taxis
[BASA-CB-3451] . p0600 B81-31224
HLS antenna locations for the deHaviland DASH 7
aircraft
[HASA-TH-83195] - p0602 B81-31418
Hinimum operational performance standards for
Hicrowave Landing System (HLS) airborne
receiving equipment
[BTCA/DO-177] p0628 B81-32133
Characteristics of a digital filter for a
precision CHE system in microwave landing systems
[FUB-43-1980] p0628 H81-32136
BICROBAVE BADIATIOH
U HICEOBAVES
BICBOBAVE BADIOHEJBBS
An airborne sensor for the avoidance of clear air
turbulence
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0297] p0164 481-20735
Experimental method for determining the parameters
of onboard microwave-radiometer antennas
p0412 A81-35734
CAT altitude avoidance system
[N4S4-CASE-HPO-15351-1] p0202 881-16677
Clear air turbulence studies with microwave
radiometers
p0266 K81-19053
HICBOIAVE TOBES
BT IHAGB TUBES
HICB01AVES
BT. HILLIte'TEB B4VES
Hicrowave system for real time space position
measurement
p0545 B81-29089
HICBOBEIGHIBG
0 HEIGHT HEASOREHEBT
BIOAIB C011ISIOHS
BT BIBD-AIDCBAFT COLLISI08S
Midair collisions - The accidents, the systems,
and the Bealpolitik
p0052 A81-13413
Aircraft collision avoidance and separation
assurance
[SAE FAPEB 800616] p0062 A81-15336
Air traffic control problems - 4 pilot's view
p0169 A81-20914
BASA Aviation Safety Reporting System
fBASA-TH-81225] p0023 B81-10021
Aircraft accident reports. Brief format, US civil
aviation: Issue no. 11, 1979 accidents
[BISB-EA-80-8] p0075 B81-12053
Aircraft collision avoidance
IGFO-50-158] p0091 881-13041
Hidair and near oidair collisions on two- and
three-dimensional curvilinear flight paths
£DFVLB-FB-80-13] p0128 H81-13944
Listing of accidents/incidents by aircraft make
and model, Onited States Civil Aviation, 1978
[PB81-110280] p0205 H81-16999
HIDDLB A3HOSPHEBE
SI OZ080SPBERE
8T STRATOSPHERE
BIB SCAT3EBHG
BT BATLEIGB SCATTEBING
HILITABI AIR FACILITIES
Study of heliport airspace.and real estate
requirements
[AD-A091156] p0095 B81-13072
Southern California aviation system study
[PB80-215544] p0125 881-13916
Views 011 V/STOL tactical fighter aircraft:
Technology needs and relationships to the runway
denial problems
p0632 881-33142
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HILITiBt 4IBCB4FI
A theoretical and practical design investigation
of the future military cockpit
pOOlO 481-11631
Standardization in military avionics systems
architecture; Proceedings of toe Seminar,
Dayton, Ohio, November 28, 1979
pOOSO 481-13167
Hixitary aircraft avionics in the 1980"s
pOOSO 481-13169
Avionic standardization from a designer's
perspective
pOOSO A61-13170
Promoting rational standardization for
military avionics systems architecture
pOOSO 481-13172
The BAE research and development program on EHC
for aircraft and flight weapons systems
pOOSb 481-11263
Development of specifications from measured
environments
p0067 A81-16119
The implications of current flight control.-,
research and development
p0099 A81-16578
Optimum selection of main parameters for the
reverse design of a supersonic military aircraft
p0102 481-17047
Cruise-missile-carrier navigation requirements
P0116 481-18576
Design to cost and nev technologies
P0120 481-19347
Solid-state power system use expands
P0122 481-19191
Primary training of military pilots - changing
theories and nev trainers
p0122 481-19198
Atmospheric disturbance models and requirements
for the flying qualities Bilitary Standard and
Handbook
£4144 P4PEB 81-0302] 481-20739
An inflatable seat for aircraft passengers
P0175 481-22091
Analytical methods for store separation flight test
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Techniques fcr evaluation of aircraft windscreen
optical distortion
F0358 A61-32507
OPTICAL HEASDBIBG IBSTBUHEHIS
HT IKFBABED SPICTEOHETEBS .
NT MULTISPECTBAL BASE SCAKBIBS
NT OPTICAL SCASNEBS
Laser measurement of angle of attack on
wind-tannel models
P0154 A81-20419
An opto-electronic method for Hind tunnel model
alignment
p0361 A81-32849
High frequency angular vibration measurements in
vehicles
[AAS PAPEB 81-024] p0361 A81-32886
Inspection of turbine blades using computer aided
laser technology
[SAE PAPEB 801173] p0400 481-34187
Aircraft penetration under cloud cover
P0463 A81-39640
Probe protection in camera/model visual systems
for helicopter flight simulators
p0615 A81-48359
Application of optical methods to the study of jet
noise and turbulence
[ISL-CO-201/80] p0147 N81-15819
Fiber optics for aircraft engine/inlet control
[NASA-TM-82654] p0597 N81-31190
OPTICAL EBOPBBTIES
HI BEIGHTHESS
NT CETICAL EEFLICTION
HT BEFLECT4NCE
NT TBANSPABENCE
Techniques for evaluation of aircraft windscreen
optical distortion
p0358 481-32507
Potential of optical Fourier analysis for
measuring windscreen distortion
[4D-A094127] p0259 N61-18853
OPTICAL BADAB
Pulsed laser mapping system for light aircraft
P0223 481-23671
Compact and highly sensitive fluorescence lidar
for oceanographic measurements
p0623 481-49378
Bemote sensing methods for the determination of
slant range visibility
[ESA-TT-627] p0086 H81-12536
Pulsed Doppler lidar for the detection of
turbulence in clear air
p0266 H81-19051
OPTICAL BA8GE FINDBBS
NT LASEB RANGE FINDEBS
OPTICAL BEPLECTION
Apparatus for and xethod of compensating dynamic
unbalance
[NASA-CASE-GSC-12550-1] p0378 N81-22358
OPTICAL SCAHHEBS
NT MOLTISPECTBAL EASE SCANNEES
Analysis, design and simulation of line scan
.aerial surveillance systems
.p0357 A81-32492
OPTICAL SENSOBS
0 OPTICAL HEASOBING INSTBOHBNTS
OPTICAL SIGNALS
0 OPTICAL COHBOBICATION
OPTICAL SLANT BANGS
Bemote sensing methods for the determination of
slant range visibility
[ESA-TT-627] p0086 H81-12536
OPTICAL TBACKIHG
Precision correlation tracking via optimal
weighting functions
P0154 A61-20450
OPTIBAL COHTBOL
NT TIHE OPTInAL COHTBOL
Improved flight control performance and failure
tolerance using modern control techniques
pOOOS A81-11619
Aircraft performance optimization by forced
singular perturbation
p0014 A81-11667
Hodel-following system with assignable error
dynamics and its application to aircraft
p0116 A81-18577
Frequency-shaped cost functionals - Extension of
linear-quadratic-Ganssian design methods
p0116 A81-18578
Precision correlation tracking via optimal
weighting functions
p0154 481-20450
Classical and modern control design of a
speed-hold system for a STOL airplane
[AIAA IAPEB 81-0017] p0157 461-20541
Application of singular perturbation theory to
onboard aircraft trajectory optimization for
commercial jet transport aircraft
[AIAA EAPEE 81-0019] p0158 481-20543
Bobustness properties of a new multirate digital
control system
[AIA4 PiPEB 81-0022] p0158 481-20545
Bounds for the additional cost of near-optimal
controls
p0170 481-21075
Piloting techniques on the backside - Flight path
angle control
p0171 481-21673
A vehicle attitude control system forming the
error signal by way of the optimal rotation axis
p0224 A81-23732
Analytic design of regulators with limitations
p0235 481-25688
Trajectory generation techniques for multivariable
control of aircraft turbine engines
p0240 481-26609
Control design for reduction of aerodynamic tail
forces using quadratic synthesis
p0240 A81-26610
Suboptimal constant output feedback and its
application to modern flight control system design
p0288 A81-28740
Sensitivity reduction in aircraft control systems
by double Perfect flodel Following
p0299 A81-29205
Control settings for a trimmed, stalled rotor by
an automatic feedback system
[AIAA 81-0617] p0305 481-29478
Evaluation of the effect of actuator time lag on
the minimun control power of a VTOL aircraft
p0319 481-30160
Cybernetic airborne fire control - Issues and
potential
p0326 481-30347
Energy modeling for aviation fuel efficiency
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0789] p0368 A81-33883
The problem of the minimum-time turn of a
maneuverable aircraft velocity vector to a
specified course angle
p0413 A81-36472
Finite-difference gradients versus
error-quadrature gradients in the solution of
parameterized optimal control problems
p0421 481-37568
Pole placement with output feedback
p0458 481-38899
Helicopter gust alleviation - An optimal
sampled-data approach
[AHS 80-31] p0476 A81-40161
Flight control strategies for performance conputers
p0512 A81-41759
.LQG controls for highly maneuverable aircraft
linear quadratic Gaussian
[AIAA JAEBE 81-1709] p0527 481-43163
Effects of displacement and rate saturation on the
control of statically unstable aircraft
(AI44 81-1752] p0554 481-44082
A mode decomposition control logic for system
performance enhancement
[AIAA 81-1753] p0554 A81-44083
Analysis of aircraft longitudinal handling qualities
[AIAA 81-1771] . p0554 A81-44092
An analytical pilot rating method for highly /
elastic aircraft
[AIAA 81-1772] p0554 A81-44093
Boost-glide range-optimal guidance
[AIAA 81-1781] p0554 A81-44096
Hultiobjective insensitive design of airplane
control systems with uncertain parameters
[AIAA 81-1818] p0555 A81-44108
Optimal multirate flight control design
p0563 A81-45522
Optimization theory applied to higher harmonic
control of circulation controlled rotors
p0571 A81-46606
A piloted simulation of the backup control system
engagement for the IAH-64
1-314
SUBJECT liDEI DEBITS
; p0576 181-46646
Application of optiaal control and estimation to
autopilot and autothrottle systems
p0615 A81-48371
Hodel following control of gas turbine engines
p0624 281-49900
Bealization of a method of extremal targeting in a
problem of aircraft landing control
p0625 £81-49943
Hnltivariable closed-loop analysis and flight
control synthesis for air-to-air tracking
[AD-A090050] p0037 B81-11046
Perfornance seeking controls
p0079 881-12092
Hoad map to adaptive optimal control jet
engine ccntrol
p0079 B81-12098
Practical optimal flight control system design for
helicopter aircraft. Volume 2: Software user's
guide
[BASA-CB-152306] p0081 £81-12110
Eesearch in onltirate estimation and control
[AD-A094070] p0253 881-18062
Pilot-optimal multivariable control synthesis by
output feedback
[BASA-CB-163112] p0540 S81-28102
A structural load alleviation control system for a
large transport aircraft
[TT-8002] p0541 H81-28106
OPTIHIZATIOH
BT FLIGBT OPTIHIZATICB
BT OPTIUAL COHTEOL
BT TIDE OPTIHA1 CCBTBCL
HI TBAJECTOBY OPIIBIZATICH
Design of airfoils in incompressible viscous flows
by numerical .optimization
p0001 481-10096
Some experiences with numerical optimisation in
aircraft specification and preliminary design
studies
p0007 481-11609
Structural optimization of advanced aircraft
structures
p0013 A81-11651
Optimal flight vehicle design and linear vector
spaces
p0014 A81-11668
Optimum design of axial flow gas turbine stage. I
- Formulation and analysis of optimization
problem. II - Solution of the optimization
problem and numerical results
p0019 481-12608
Discrete-continuous variable structural synthesis
using dual methods
p0066 481-15394
Optiaal design of frames with substructuring
p0068 481-16276
Some aspects of optimizing the aerodynamics of
turbine stages
p0119 A81-19325
Bew ways in antenna technology for optimal
adjustment of the background clutter
p0151 181-20084
Conforming element with out-element nodes
p0225 A81-23855
Modification of wing sections to optimize
transonic perfornance
p0226 481-21011
Some optimization problems of internal aerodynamics
p0237 A81-26120
Ose of optimization in helicopter vibration
control by structural modification
p0241 A81-2694S
Sensitivity of optimum solutions to problem
parameters in aircraft design
[AIAA 81-0548] p0301 A81-29399
The controlled growth method - A tool for
structural optimization
[AIAA 81-0549] p0301 481-29400
Optiaality criterion techniques applied to fraies
having nonlinear cross-sectional properties
[AIAA 81-0552] p0301 A81-29402
Shape optimization of plate and shell structures
[AIAA 81-0553] p0302 A81-29403
The stretched C-14 - Cost effective application of
structural technology
[AIAA 81-0514] p0302 A81-29427
Optimization of finishing conditions metal
cutting
p0319 A81-30163
Airborne method to minimize fuel with fixed
time-of-arrival constraints '
p0351 A81-31297
Increasing the strength properties of sheet parts
by explosive forming of them with optimization
of the production parameters
p0365 A81-33174
Global optimization of a glider
[AAAF PAPEB BT 80-36] p0369 A81-33937
Spanwise lift distribution of forward-and
aft-swept wings in comparison to the optimum
distribution form
p0453 A81-38017
On making things the best - Aeronautical uses of
optimization /Bright Bros, lecture/
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1738] p0528 A81-43175
Pareto-qptimal multi-objective design of airplane
control systems
' p0563 A81-45518
Choice of optimal parameters of a gyrovertical on
the basis of a standard program
p0622 A81-48744
Aeroelastic optimization with multiple constraints
[AD-A090775] p0085 881-12451
Optimized pitch controller for load alleviation on
wind turbines
[FFA-TS-BO-2189-PT^1] p0087 B81-12634
Computational aerodynamic design tools and
techniques used at fighter development
rSBB-?E-122/S/POB/13) p0128 B81-13950
Fundamentals of conceptual design optimization of
subsonic transport aircraft
[VTB-LE-292] p0128 881-13951
Economic evaluation of flying-qualities design
criteria for a transport configured with relaxed
static stability
[BASA-TP-1760] p0130 N81-13968
Application of vector performance optimization to
a robust control loop design for a fighter
aircraft
[DFVLB-FB-80-14] p0130 381-13970
Dual methods and approximation concepts in
structural synthesis
[BASA-CB-3226] p0134 B81-14347
Ose of constrained optimization in the conceptual
design of a medium-range subsonic transport
[MASA-TE-1762] p0193 881-16039
Hulticyclic controllable twist rotor 'data analysis
[BASA-CB-152251] p0249 881-18028
The optimum design of by-pass engines with jet
nixing
[FBB-90017] p0335 881-20081
An analysis of opportunistic maintenance policy
for the F I O O P f M O O aircraft engine
[AD-A097548] p0384 H81-23025
A cost function for an airframe production program
[AD-A097540] p0394 S81-23967
A slot allocation model for high-density airports
[A3-A098097] p0438 S81-24846
Optimization of strategic airlift in flight
refueling
[AD-A101137] p0539 881-28090
ISSYS: An integrated synergistic Synthesis System
[HASA-CB-159221] p0543 H81-28783
Conceptual/preliminary design study of subsonic
v/stol and stovl aircraft derivatives of the S-3A
[BASA-TH-81310] . . p0547 881-29118
Structural optimization of advanced aircraft
structures computerized design
. [HBB-S/POB/32] ' p0582 H81-30122
A method for obtaining reduced-order control lavs
for high-order systems using optimization
techniques
[8ASA-TP-1876] p0589 H81-30851
Development of an analytical technique for the
optimization of jet engine and duct acoustic
liners
[SASA-CB-1648721 p0639 B81-33205
OPTIHOfl COBTBOL
D OPTIUAL COHTEOL
OBBIT TBABSFBB VEHICLES
An integrated transportation and operations
1
 comparison of space and ground based OTV's
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1456] pOSOS A81-40882
OBBISAL PLIGHT TEST 1 (SB MILE)
0 SPACE TBABSPOBTATIOS SYSTEM 1 PLIGHT
OBBITS •
BT EQDATOBIAL OBBITS .
i-315
OBGAHIC COHPOOHDS SUBJECT IHDEX
HT SATELLITE DEBITS
ORGAHIC COflfOOHDS
NT PLOOROCABBOHS
Organic compounds in the exhaust of a J85-5
turbine engine
[AD-A091712J p0130 N81-13966
Thermodynamics of organic compounds
[AD-A093087] - p0222 H81-17936
ORGANIC HATEBIALS
The quality of nonmetallic materials
p0238 A81-26244
ORIFICE FIOB
Serai-empirical analysis of liquid fuel
distribution downstream cf a plain orifice
injector under cross-stream air flov
. [AIAA PAPEB 81-1467] pOSOS A81-40887
ORIFICES
Subsonic tests of an all-flush-pressnre-orifice
air data system
[HASA-TP-1871] p0489 N81-26144
ORIOB AIRCRAFT
0 P-3 AIBCBAFT
OBHUHOPTEB AIBCBAFX
0 BESEABCH AIBCBAFT
OBOSBAPHY
Experimental investigation of orographic vaves and
vertical motions in the Krasnovodsk airport area
P0121 A81-19441
OBTHOGOHALIT;
Orthogonal mnltiblade coordinates
p0453 A81-38021
OSCILLATING FLO1
Viscous-inviscid interaction on oscillating
airfoils in subsonic flov
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0051] p0159 A81-20567
A computerized stud; of vave characteristics in a
time dependent compressible flov
[AIAA PAPEE 81-0110] p0169 A81-20838
Self-excited oscillaticns of supersonic flow in a
sudden enlargement of a duct
P0228 A81-24081
Drag reduction of an oscillating flat plate vith
an interface film
. p0239 A81-26504
Curved-flov, rolling-flov, and oscillatory
pure-yaving wind-tunnel test methods for
determination of dynamic stability derivatives
P0211 A81-26933
Laminar boundary layer on an oscillating vedge
p0309 A81-29864
Non-linear oscillator models in fclnff body
aoroeiasticity
P0348 A81-30786
Unsteady aerodynamics of an aerofoil at high angle •
of incidence performing various linear
oscillations in a uniform stream .
p0357 A81-32017
Experimental investigation of oscillating subsonic
jets
P0360 A81-32777
Three-dimensional oscillatory piecevise
continuous-kernel function method. I - Basic
problems. II - Geometrically continuous Mings,
ill - uings vith geometrical discontinuities
pOU11 A81-35631
Measurement of derivatives for an oscillating
airfoil vith flap
p0411 A81-35635
Hind tunnel determination of dynamic
cross-coupling derivatives - A nev approach
pOU13 A81-35927
Numerical experiments en unsteady flovs through
vibrating cascades
. p0613 A81-47961
A panel method to determine loads on oscillating
airfoils in transonic flov vith embedded shock
vaVes
[HLB-HP-80005-U] P0330 H81-20039
Oscillatory flovs from shock induced separations
on biconvex aerofoils of varying thickness in
ventilated wind tunnels
p0386 N81-23056
OSCILLATIONS
HT UABHONIC OSCILLATION
NT NOSSTABILIZIE OSCILLATION
NT PEESSOEE OSCILLATICNS
NT SELF OSCILLATION • .
NT TBANSIENT OSCILLATICNS
NT KING OSCILLATIONS
An introduction to dynamic derivatives (3) methods
of oscillating-models in pitch and yav in a 530
by 810 millimetre transonic vind tunnel
[ABL/AEBO-BOTE-390] p0021 N81-10007
On the use of active higher harmonic blade pitch
control for helicopter vibration reduction
[AD-A090398] •' . " p0076 N81-12074
. Dynamics of a helicopter-slung load system
p0092 H81-13051
Simulator study of conventional general aviation
instrument displays in path-folloving tasks vith
emphasis on pilot-induced oscillations
[NASA-T2-1776] ' - p0142 N81-14997
OSCI1LATOBS
NT CA1BCDE BAY TUBES
NT CBYSTAL OSCILLATOBS
NT GIBOSCOPIC PEHDOLDHS
B T - M E C H A N I C A L OSCILLATOBS
NT P E N D U L U M S
OT7
D OBBIT TBANSFEB VEHICLES
OOTLET FlOB
Investigation and improvement of an elbov-type gas
outlet of a turboprop engine
p0509 A81-41048
O7EBCAST . .
0 CLOOD COVER
07BBPEESSDBE
Charts for determining potential minimum
sonic-boom overpressures for supersonic cruise
aircraft
[NASA-TP-1820] p0337 N81-21016
OVEBTOHES
D HA£HCBICS
OXIDATION
Formation of solid phase during the beating of jet
fuels
p0103 A81-17372
OXIDATION BESISIASCB
Joint-laboratory qualification testing of oils fcr
gas turbine engines
p0103 A81-17375
Internal coating of air-cooled gas turbine blades
[SASA-CB-165337] . p0429 B81-24068
OXIDES
NT CABBCfi DIOXIDE
NT CABBON BtlNOXIDE
NT NIIBOGEN OXIDES
OXIDIZEBS
HI LIQDID OXYGEH
OZIGEN
NT LIQ01D OXYGEH
NT OZONE
The effect of oxygen concentration distribution on
altitude relighting performance of a turbo-jet
engine combustor
p0295 A61-2S089
OZIGEN COBPODBDS
Effect of oxygen-containing additives on the
antivear properties of fuels for gas-turbine
aircraft engines
p0517 A81-42558
OZIGEI HAS8S
The influence of beards on the efficiency of
aviators' oxygen masks
p0176 A81-22100
.OZXGEI SDPPLX EfiDIPHBHT
NT OXIGEN BASKS
Effect of oxygen addition of low pressure igniticn
performance of aero gas turbine engine at
simulated altitude facility
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1471] p0505 A81-40891
OZXGEB SISTEHS '
D OXYGEN SOEPLY EQOIPBEUT
OZOBB
Aircraft NO/x/ emissions and stratospheric ozone
reductions - Another look
' [AIAA PAPEB 81-0306] p0164 A81-20741
Ozone contamination in aircraft cabins: Besults
from GASP data and analyses
[NASA-TM-81671] p0191 N81-16021
OaOHOHETBY
Ozone contamination in aircraft cabins - Besults
from'GASP data and analyses
[AIAA FAPEE 81-0305] p0164 A81-20740
Tabulations of ambient ozone data obtained by CASE
airliner's, March 1975 to December 1977
[NASt-TH-81528] p0096 H81-13568
A-316
SUBJECT IHDEX PABAILB1 F10H
Analysis of atmospheric ozone levels at commercial
airplane cruise altitudes in winter and spring,
1976 - 1977 — Global Atmospheric Sampling
Program
[NASA-IP-1807] p0345 H81-21685
OZOBOSPHBBB
The aircraft in the stratosphere effects on
ozone layer equilibrium
P0002 A81-10499
P-3 AIBCBAFT
P-3 Orion fuel-saving modification wind tunnel stud;
[AD-A091906] . p0194 881-16044
P-531 BBUCOPIBB
Fly-by-wire versus dual mechanical controls for
the Advanced Scout Helicopter: Cuantitative
comparison
[AD-A096089] P03^3 "81-21085
Crashworthiness design parameter sensitivity
analysis
[AD-A09655C] p0374 881-22041
PACIFIC ISLAHDS
Transport jet aircraft noise abatement in foreign
countries: Growth, structure, impact. Volume
2: Pacific basin, August 1980
[BASA-CB-152357-VOL-2] p0220 H81-17624
PACKAGING
HI ELECTRONIC PACKAGING
Evaluation/redesign of the F-105 pitch rate gyro
pack
[AD-A092109] p0194 881-16048
PACKING DBBSHT
High-density avionic power supply
pOOOS A81-11157
PADB APPBOXIBA5I08
An analytical technique for approximating unsteady
aerodynamics in the tine domain
[NASA-IP-1738] p0043 B81-11422
PAINTS
Technology fcr rustproofing aircraft and helicopters
Bussian book
p0529 A81-43520
Development cf a water displacing, touch-up paint
[AD-A097125] F0392 N81-23288
PACEB LIME: An environmental corrosion severity
classification system, part 1
[AD-A100496] p0539 N81-28089
PANEL FLDWEB
Besponse of stiffened sandwich panels
[AIAA 81-0557] p0303 A81-29455
Effect of post buckling on the fatigue of
composite structures
p0418 A81-37127
PAHBL BEIHOD (PLOID DXNABICS)
Numerical optimization of circulation control
airfoils
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0016] p0157 A81-20540
An optimal-surface-transpiration subsonic
panel-method for iterative design of complex
aircraft configurations
[AIAA PAPBB 81-1254] p0458 A81-39012
Solution of plane cascade flow using improved
surface singularity nethods application of
panel method to internal aerodynamics
[BASA-TM-81589] p0140 881-14979
The influence of the compressibility in simulating
the conduct of exterior loads of a carrier
[HBB-FB-122/S/POB/17] p0220 881-17483
A higher order panel method for linearized
supersonic flow
[NASA-CH-3062] p0262 .881-19022
A panel method to determine loads on oscillating
airfoils in transonic flow with embedded shock
waves
[NLB-HP-80005-0] p0330 881-20039
Computation of pressure distribution on the OF VLB
wing-bod; model by the panel method
[DFVLB-FB-80-02] p0372 881-22029
PAHBLS
HT 1IH6 PABBLS
Design and fabrication of stabilized organic
matrix composites
pOOOS A81-11338
Crack propagation in panels of pressurized
fuselages upon simultaneous.action of cyclic
loading by pressnrizaticn and high-frequency
vibrations
p0054 A81-13612
Acoustic fatigue strength of fiber-reinforced
plastic panels
P0169 A81-20873
Sonic fatigue design techniques for graphite-epoxy
stiffened-skin panels
[AIAA 81-0633] p0305 A81-29488
Transient vibrations of elastic panels due to the
impact of shock waves
. p0616 A81-48385
Fabrication and physical testing of graphite
composite panels utilizing woven graphite fabric
with current and advanced state-of-the-art resin
systems
[8ASA-CB-152292] p0218 N81-17175
Development of assembly techniques for fire
resistant aircraft interior panels
[NASA-CR-152119] p0254 881-18097
Design and fabrication of a stringer stiffened
discrete-tube actively cooled panel for a
hypersonic aircraft
[HASA-CB-3403] p0279 B81-19484
Behavior of continuous filament advanced composite
isogrid structure
p0377 881-22095
CABS JEOGBAB
Correlation of artificially induced boundary-layer
transition data at hypersonic speeds
p0285 A81-27911
PABABOLIC BODIES
A comparison of Newton-like methods for the
transonic small disturbance equation
[AD-A090270] p0033 H81-11017
PABAB01IC DIFFEBEBIIAL EO.OA1IOBS
Hyperbolic/parabolic development for the GIB-STAB
code flow fields in supersonic inlets
[NASA-CB-3369] . p0201 N81-16416
PABABOLIC BEFLBCTOBS
Apparatus for and method of compensating dynamic
unbalance
[HASA-CASE-GSC-12550-1] p0378 N81-22358
Parabolic Dish Solar Thermal Power Annual Program
Beview Proceedings
[SASA-CB-164696] . p0587 S81-30525
First phase testing of solar thermal engine at
United Stirling
p0588 881-30530
Non-heat pipe receiver/p-10 Stirling engine
p0588 881-30531
PABABOLOIDS
D PABABOLiC BODIES
EABACHUTE DESCEBI
Subsonic parachute design, performance, and
similarity laws /scale effects/ - A review of
the Institute's activities during the last years
p0060 A81-14799
Preliminary consideration of parameter
identification analysis from parachute
aerodynamic flight test data
p0067 A81-16020
Effects of drive slots on parachute performance
• • p0453 A 81-38020
PABACHOTE FABBICS
System for refurbishing and processing parachutes
[BASA-CASE-KSC-110U2-1] p0138 881-14967
PABACH01ES
81 DBAG CHUTES
8T BECOVEEY PABACHOTBS
The measurement of pressure distribution around a
parachute canopy
p0067 A81-16019
Ihe design, testing, certification and production
of an emergency parachute for use in light
aircraft
[AIAA IAPEB 81-0413] p0168 A81-20817
Development of the first ram air emergency
parachute for personnel applications
P0174 A81-22078
Some experimental study on parachute dynamics by
utilizing a deceleration system simulator '
p0481 A81-40471
System for refurbishing and processing parachutes
[BASA-CASE-KSC-13042-1] p0138 N81-14967
PABACBOTIBG
0 PABACHOTE DESCENT
PABA6LIDEBS
81 FLEXIBLE BIBGS
PABAL1EL FLO!
BT PIPE FLOB
A-317
PABALLBL PLATES SDBJECT INDEX
HI THBEE DIHEHSIOffAL FLOS
Boise characteristics of two parallel jets with
unequal flew
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0168] p035<» A81-.31601
PABALLBL PLATES
Hodification in drag of turbulent boundary layers
resulting from manipulation of large-scale
structures
[HASA-CB-3<m] p05C7 B81-30392
PABALLEL EBOCBSSIBG (COHPCTBBS)
Dispersed flight control computer systems
p0321 A81-30250
The array .processor - A real-tine simulator
. p06m A81-K8328
An approach to real-time simulation using parallel
processing
[BASA-T8-81731 ] p03U5 B81-21803
PABA11EL STBIP LIHES
0 HICBOSTBXP TRANSMISSION 1IHES
PABAHETEB IDBBTIFICAIIOB
Preliminary consideration of parameter
identification analysis from parachute
aerodynamic flight test data
p0067 £81-16020
Parameter identification and discriminant analysis
for jet engine mechanical state diagnosis
p0156 A81-20474
Aircraft lateral parameter estimation from flight
data with unsteady aerodynamic modelling
[MAA P&BEE 81-01213 pf>162 A81-2068H
Flight investigations of a helicopter low airspeed
estimation system based en measurement of
control parameters
p0470 A81-40111
Parameter identification of a hingeless rotor
helicopter in flight conditions with increased
instability
pO«71 A81-K0123
Data analysis for aircraft parameter estimates
[AIAA PAPBB 81-1664] , p0560 A81-44561
An aircraft landing system employing observers
p0562 A81-44699
Beal-iine estimation in advanced turbofan engines
p0564 A81-45553
Simulating study of the interaction between the
propulsion and flight control systems of a
subsonic lift fan !TCL
[HASA-TH-81239] p0036 N81-11043
aultivariable identification using centralized
fixed modes
p0079 B81-12091
Theoretical investigation of the influence of
spoiler dynamics on the handling qualities of an
aircraft with direct lift control
[CfTLB-PB-80-07] p0131 N81-13975
Federal Badionavigation Plan. Volume 3:
Badionavigation system characteristics
[AP-A093776] p0207 H81-17032
Hodeiing, acquisition and processing during large
displacements associated with experiments in
flight mechanics
[AAAF-BT-80-16] p0210 N81-17056
Development of advanced techniques for rotorcraft
state estimation and parameter identification
[NASA-CB-159297] p0271 N81-19098
Flight test evaluation of predicted light aircraft
drag, performance, and stability
[NASA-C8-159062] p0494 H81-27078
Parameter identification of a hingeless rotor
helicopter in flight conditions nith increased
instability
[SSB-UD-307/80-OI] . . p0584 N81-30140
Detecnination of aircraft dynamic stability and'
control parameters from flight testing
PQ591 N81-31115
Estimation of dynamic stability paraoeters from
drop model flight tests
p0591 H81-31116
Analytical determination of dynamic stability
parameters
p0592 B81-31117
Aeroelasticity, including dynamic effects of '
separated flow launch vehicle response
p0592 B81-31118
Control derivatives
p0592 H81-31119
Sensitivity of aircraft motion to cross coupling
and acceleration derivatives' • • ' '
p0592 B81-31120
Soiae applications of aerodynamic formulations to
problems in aircraft dynamics
P0592 D81-31121
Applications of dynamic stability parameters to
problems in aircraft dynamics
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and of Doak's criticism
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Core compressor exit stage study. Volume 2: Data
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On the influence of steady state temperature and
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Fundamental studies on the control of turbulent
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Eddy viscosity in accelerated and retarded
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compressor stages
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An experimental and theoretical investigation of
pressures in four-lobe bearings
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Unsteady fan blade pressure and acoustic radiation
from a JT15D-1 tnrbofan engine at simulated
forward speed
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Investigation of transient processes in the
.perforated working section of a wind tunnel
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Measurement of heat flux and pressure in a turbine
stage
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Centralized in-place pressure calibration system
for multiple turbine engine aerodynamic pressure
measurement systems
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Trailing-edge airframe noise source studies on
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Onboard procedure for the measurement of wind
shear gradients
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Trailing edge noise prediction from measured
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Flow in bent pipes
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Study of an experimental probe for the measurement
of the acoustic pressure inside an air flow
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measurements of temperature and pressure
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Fluctuation of gas parameters behind the
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Pressure fluctuations on the surface of a ssall
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Contributions to the theory of side edge flap noise
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Thermal and flow analysis of a convection
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The evaluation of aircraft collision probabilities
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Helicopter airflow and vake characteristics for
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evaluation
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Boll and spin measurements in the low speed wind
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The effect of aerodynamic coupling on the dynamics
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Calculated and experimental data for a 118-mm bote
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Lubrication of rolling element bearings
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Bearing wear detection using radioactive iron-55
tagging
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Advanced transmission components investigation
program: Bearing and seal development
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Application of ion implantation for the
improvement of localized corrosion resistance of
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An experimental investigation of the rotating
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Dynamic characteristics of a high-speed rotor with
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Stringfellov Memorial Lecture/
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Hulti service applications for advancing blade
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Identification of a linear model of rotor-fuselage
dynamics frcm nonlinear simulation data
p0472 A81-40125
Kinematic properties of rotary-wing and fixed-wing
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Automatic helical rotorcraft descent and landing
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An evaluation cf advanced rotorcraft
configurations for emerging military applications
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A piloted simulator investigation of static
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effects on helicopter handling goalities for
instrument approach •
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Aircraft icing instrumentation: Unfilled needs
rotary wing aircraft
p0135 Bbl-14560
Development of advanced techniques for rotorcraft
state estimation and parameter identification
[HAS4-C2-159297] p0271 H81-19098
The role of the research simulator in the systems
development of rotorcraft
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First results obtained by the ABD-BA Company from
the rotary assembly of the AHP Lille
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DEKFIS user's guide: Discrete Extended Kalman
Filter/Smoother program for aircraft and
rotorcraft data consistency
[NASA-CB-159081] p0379 N81-22722
SCI Identification (SCIDNT) program user's guide
naximum likelihood method for linear
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tNASA-CB-159082] p0379 N81-22723
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[HASA-CB-159083] p0380 H81-22724
SCI model structure determination program (OSB)
user's guide optimal subset regression
[H1SA-CB-159084] p0380 B81-22725
INDES User's guide multistep input design vith
nonlinear rotorcraft modeling
[BASA-CB-159085] p0380 H81-22726
Sotorcraft aviation icing research requirements:
Eesearch review and recommendations
[SASA-CB-165344] p0388 B81-23070
An evaluation of NASA's program for advancing
rotorcraft technology
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National icing facilities requirements investigation
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Tuin-rotor patrol airship flying model design
rationale
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The aerodynamic characteristics of some new EAE
blade sections, and their potential influence on
rotor performance
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Design and tests of an helicopter rotor blade with
evolutive profile
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A nethod of helicopter low airspeed estimation
based en measurement of control parameters
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Hodel tests for an active rotor isolation system
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The status of rotor noise technology
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Practical aerodynamics of the helicopter Bi-6A
Bnssian book
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an enclosed planetary gear
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Fatigue life evaluation pf a helicopter main rotcr
. hub
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Analysis of the influence of atmospheric
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The manufacture of composite rotor blades
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Helicopter blade reliability
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Determining the natural frequency of the
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vibration lodel
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Comparison of calculated and measured helicopter
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Fluid mechanics mechanisms in the stall process of
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Transonic rotor noise - Theoretical and
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flight
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Pressure distribution computation on a non-lifting
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Propeller and wing Bnssian book
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Analysis of axial fan noise with the help of the
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Broadband helicopter rotor noise
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Acoustic performance evaluation of an advanced
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Finite element analysis of self-excited vibrations
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Laser-optic method for investigating the
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Gust response of rotary wing aircraft and its
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A review of some topics of OK research on
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ABC aircraft development status
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using a mixed formulation
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Experimental and analytical studies of a model
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Helicopter rotor ice accretion and protection
research
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factor limits
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Optimal higher harmonic blade pitch control for
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Gust response of rotary wing and its alleviation
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Hover performance methodology at Bell Helicopter
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ABC development status and design considerations
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Blade Concept for helicopter
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Coupled rotor/airframe vibration analysis by a
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method
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conformable rotors
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Aeroelastic stability analysis of hingeless rotor
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airframe normal modes
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An experimental investigation of the effects of
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stability of a hingeless rotor helicopter
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Effects of rotor-body coupling in a linear
rotorcraft vibration model
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Design and development of the Hodel 412 helicopter
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Advancing blade concept /ABC/ high speed development
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Trailing edge noise from hovering rotors
[AHS 80-60] . p0479 A81-40184
Helicopter model scale results of blade-vortex
interaction impulsive noise as affected by tip
modification
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Acoustic shock waves generated by a transonic
helicopter blade
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Active control of the helicopter rotor for
vibration reduction
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An active control system for helicopter vibration
reduction by higher harmonic pitch
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Composite helicopter rotor blades - Design,
development, and operational performance
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Fatigue life evaluation of helicopter rotor heads
p0482 481-40687
Helicopter theory Book
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Hi-26 - The first true heavy lift helicopter
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American Helicopter Society, Annual forum, 37th,
Sew Orleans, 1A, Say 17-20, 1981, Proceedings •
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Prediction of dynamic stall and unsteady airloads
for rotor blades
p0571 A81-46604
Active elimination of stall conditions in
helicopters
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Optimization theory applied to higher harmonic
control of circulation controlled rotors
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The aerodynamic influences of rotor blade
airfoils, twist, taper and solidity on hover and
forward flight perfornance
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An ABC status report Advancing Blade Concept
for KH-59A rotors
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Determination of in-flight helicopter loads
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Nonlinear dynamic characteristics of the rotor
bifilar absorber
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Hanufactnring methods for a composite main rotor
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Beliability and maintainability evaluation of
rotor systems
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Prediction of helicopter rotor noise from measured
blade surface pressure
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The calculation of transonic blade tip flow at
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Civil helicopter Hire strike assessment study.
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Full scale uind tunnel investigation of a
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Experimental and analytical studies of a model
helicopter rotor in hover
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Erosion and impacts on composite helicopter blades
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Fatigue and damage propagation in composite rotor
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Service experience with GBC helicopter blades
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using a mixed formulation
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On the use of active higher harmonic blade pitch
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Transonic rotor noise - theoretical and
experimental comparisons
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helicopter elastcmeric bearings
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A pure direct force/moment control for coaxial
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A flight investigation .of performance and loads
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Bulticyclic controllable twist rotor data analysis
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Application of the. finite element method to rotary
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Helicopter icing review
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Some dynamic properties of rigid two-bladed fully
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Pneumatic boot for helicopter rotor deicing
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Compensating linkage for main rotor control
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The elaboration of a new family of helicopter
blade profiles
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Sources, control, and effects of noise from
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blade and hub and nonmechanical control system
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Engineering studies
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Preliminary design study of advanced composite
Hade and hub and nonmechanical control system
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planning data
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Application of holography to the study of
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analysis
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Validation of helicopter noise prediction techniques
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Pressure distribution computation on a nonlifting
• symmetrical helicopter blade in forward flight
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Flight test evaluation of a nonlinear hub spring
on a OH-1H helicopter
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Helicopter component fatigue life determination
p0488 B81-26135
The methodology of fatigue analysis and testing:
Bain rotor blades and hub, Bnghes TAH-64
advanced attack helicopter
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Fatigue testing of composite rotor blades
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Development of standardised fatigue test load
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Fatigue test program and test results
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Lift-propulsion system weight variation for very
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Besearch on the functional limits of a helicopter
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Testing and evaluation of a
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blades glass fiber reinforced epoxy
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HH&T: Low cost production/installation of
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helicopter in flight conditions with increased
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Fatigue testing of cooposite rotor blades
helicopter rotors
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Two-dimensional dynamic stall as simulated in a
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[SAE PAPEB 801100] p0512 A81-41776
portable servoactuator test system
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1620] p0525 A81-13130
& brief analysis and its experiment of the
hydraulic-electric loading servosystem —'•- a
force simulator
: [BASA-TH-76458] p0276 B81-19132
SBBVOSTABIIITX COHTBOI
0 SEBVOCCHTBOL
SBS '
0 SDEFACE EFFECT SHIIS
S6EHP •
U SYSTEB GBHESiTBD ELBCTBOHAGBBTIC PULSES
Sfl-3 HBLICOPIBH
Sumoary of interface testing of the digital
AN/ASK-123 tactical navigation avionic systen in
the SH-3H helicopter
[AHS 80-18] pO«74 A81-40149
B.A.N. Sea King cabin environment survey, fart 2:
Measurement of temperature and hnmidty
• [AD-A096329] p03<»1 H81-21065
An analysis of thermal balance in the cooled cabin
of a Sea King Helicopter
[AD-A097199] p0389 881-23077
SHADOiGBAPH PHOIOGBAPHI
BT SCHLIEBEB PHOTOGBAPHy.
SHAFTS (HACHIHE BLBHEHTS)
BT TOBBOSHAi'lS
Coupled torsional-flexnral vibration of a shaft in
a geared system of rotors. I
p0229 A81-24090
Device for lubricant flow measurement and
conservation
p0288 A81-28713
Improved capabilities to detect incipient bearing
failures
TAD-A091687] p0131 881-11325
High bypass turbofan component development,
modification 2
[AD-A093156] p0215 N81-17093
Full-scale aerodynamic characteristics of a
propeilar installed on a small twin-engine
aircraft wing panel
[HASA-TH-81285] p0385 N81-23039
SHALE OIL
Acceptability of shale derived fuel for Navy
aircraft propulsion systems
[ A I A A PAPEE 81-1424] p0503 A81-40868
Alternative energy sources for non-highway
transportation, volume 1
[DOE/CS-05438/T1-VOL-1] p0044 B81-11513
Impact of changing fuel characteristics on
supersonic cruise airplane
p02t8 H81-18018
Effect of hydroprocessing severity on . .
characteristics of jet fuel from OSCO 2 and
faraho distillates
[HASA-TP-1768] p0436 B81-24283
A Hatrix Approach to Biological Investigation of
Synthetic Fuels
[PB81-183477] p0586 881-30313
SHABKS
D JOIN1S (JUNCTIONS)
SHAPES
BT CONVEXITY
HI ElllfTICITI . • . •
A procedure for designing forebodies with
constraints on cross-section shape and axial
area distribution
[BASA-TP-1881] p0483 H81-26078
SBAEP LEADI8G EDGES
Calculation of flow past wings with supersonic
sharp edges
p0418 A81-36944
Experimental and theoretical study of three
interacting, closely-spaced, sharp-edged 60 deg
delta wings at low speeds
[NASA-CB-3460] p0635 B81-33160
SHiTTEBIBG
0 FBiGHEBTATIOS
SHEAB FA1IGDE
0 SHEAB SIBESS
SHEAB FLOW
Numerical study on viscous shear flow past a
circular cylinder
p0228 A81-24077
An experimental investigation of separating flow
on a convex surface
p0230 A81-24488
Turbulence modeling for application to V/STCI
propulsion induced effects: Two dimensional
formulation
[AD-A090331] p0072 B81-12026
SHEAB LAIEBS
Dialogue on bridging some gaps in stability and
transition research in external, internal
and free-shear layer through-flow systems
p0115 A81-18105
Shear layer instability poise produced by various
jet nozzle configurations
[IBB-90018] p0088 881-12625
The velocity induced by the wake of a wind turbine
in a shear layer, including ground effect
[FPA-T8-HtJ-2189-PT-3] p0141 S81-14985
SHEAB PBOPEBTIES
81 SHEtB. STBEBGTH
Alleviation of helicopter fuselage-induced rotor
unsteady loads through deterministic variation
of the individual blade pitch
[HASA-CB-166234] p0549 B81-29134
SHEAB SIBEBGTH
Stability and ultimate strength of carbon fiber
reinforced plastic panels
p0481 A81 -40521
Air Force Geophysics Laboratory aerodynamically
tethered balloon, 45,000 cubic feet
[AD-A096758] p0372 881-22023
SHEAS STBESS
BT TOESICNAL STBESS
Hiniature pressure probe for measuring the
surface-shear-stress vector in turbulent flow
p0233 A81-25354
A-366
SUBJECT IHDEX SHOCK 1AVBS
A new method for torsion of shaft Kith variable
diameter using non-orthogonal curvilinear
coordinates and its application
[AIAA 81-0177] p0300 481-29378
Developments in the analysis and repair of cracked
and interacted structures
p0354 A61-31561
Review of theoretical and experimental results on
three dimensional turbulent wakes and boundary
layers
[OHEBA-HT-1980-Q] p0126 H81-13930
SHEAHIHG
Hetalspinning, shear- and flowforoing
p0551 H81-29281
SBBABIHG STRESS
D SHEAR STBESS
SHEEI BEIAL
0 HETAL SHEETS
SHELL STABILItl
Finite element calculation of thin-wall reinforced
shells of the fuselage type with account for
physical ncnlinearity and loss of stability of
certain elements
p0235 A81-25679
Instability of short stiffened and composite
cylindrical shells acting under pure bending
moments considering prchuckling displacements
[AIAA 81-0571] p0302 A81-29U05
Post-buckling and membrane structural capability
of composite shell structures
p0482 A81-40602
SHELL THEOBI
Calculation of shells in aircraft turbine engines
P0285 A81-28078
SHELLS (STBUCTUBAL FOBBS)
HT CILINDBICAL SHELLS
HI DOHES (STBUCTOBAL FOBBS)
HT HETAL SHELLS
HT BADOMES
HT BEIHFCECED SHELLS
HT SFHEBICAL SHELLS
HI THIN HAILED SHELLS
Flutter of plates and shells in practice
P0282 A81-27611
Shape optimization of plate and shell structures
[AIAA 81-0553] p0302 A81-29403
Vibrations of turbine engine blades by shell
analysis
p0257 H81-18404
SHIELDING
HT ELECTBOHAGHETIC SHIELDING
HT HEAT SHIELDING
NT BADIATIOH SHIELDING
Shielding concepts for jet noise
[AIAA PAPEE 81-2020] p0623 A81-49730
Hoise shielding by a hot subsonic jet
[AIAA PAPEE 81-2018] p0624 A81-49731
Superbard transparent coating optimization program
[AD-A091083] p0092 N81-13048
EHC, lightning and BEBI-protection-new
requirements for approved specifications when
using CFHP
P0199 H81-16152
SHIPS
HT AIBCBAFT CABBIEBS
HT SOBFACE EFFECT SHIPS
Sarsat - A rescue system for ships and aircraft
pOlOO A81-16684
Alternative energy sources for non-highway
transportation, appendices
[DOE/CS-05438/T1-VC1-3] p0044 S81-11500
Collision avoidance systems, citations from the
OTIS data base
[PB80-815020] p0193 1181-16038
SHOCK ABSOBBEBS
Landing gear shcck absorber design criteria and
the assessment of tire/vheel configurations
F0232 A81-24940
Dynamics and calculations for an aircraft.landing
gear pneumatic shock absorber system
p0417 A81-36718
SHOCK DIFFOSBBS
0 OIFFOSEBS
D SHOCK iAVE AITEHOA1ICH
SHOCK LOADS
HI BLAST LOADS
Heasnred pressure distributions and shock shapes
on a Butler wing
[COED/A-AEBO/TH-9] p0090 H81-13026
A panel'method to determine loads on oscillating
airfoils in transonic flow with embedded shock
. waves
[NLB-HP-80005-0] p0330 H81-20039
SHOCK BESISIAHCE
HT IflPACT EESISTANCE
Evaluation/redesign of the F-105 pitch rate gyro
pack
[AD-A092109] p0194 S81-16048
SHOCK SIHDLATOBS
Evaluation of lightning-induced transients in
aircraft using high-voltage shock excitation
techniques
P0057 A81-U269
SHOCK TESTS
Development of high-temperature turbine subsysten
technology to a technology readiness status,
phase 2
[FE-1806-72] .p0134 B81-14332
Test and evaluation of fgan-in-place fuel tank
container
{AD-A095747] . p0334 N81-2C073
SHOCK TUBES
Computational design of large-scale blast simulators
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0159] p0162 A81-2C639
Droplet breakup regimes and criteria for their
existence
P0614 A81-48079
SHOCK iAVE ATTEHDATIOH
Design of advanced technology transonic airfoils
and wings
p0187 H81-16000
SHOCK HAVE 6EHEBATOBS
NT SHCCK TUBES
SHOCK iAVE I1TEBACTION
An experimental investigation of the interaction
between a glancing shock wave and a turbulent
boundary layer
p0012 A81-11649
Transient vibrations of elastic panels due to the
impact of shock waves
p0616 A81-48385
Physical and numerical aspects of shock boundary
layer interactions
p0256 N81-18324
Influence of free-stream Hach number on transonic
shock-wave boundary-layer interaction
[NLB-HP-78013-U] p0256 N81-18325
SHOCK iAVE PBOFILES
Calculation of plane transonic flows using the
integral eguation method and shock fitting
p0016 A81-11779
Measured pressure distributions and shock shapes
on a simple delta wing
p0617 A81-48479.
SHOCK HAVE PBOPAGATION .
Stationary displacement of a body by a shock wave
p0107 A81-17622
Experimental investigations on shock-associated
noise
p0107 A81-17735
Comparison of experimental and computational shock
structure in a transonic compressor rotor
[ASBE PAPEB 80-GT-81 ] . p0109 A81-17953
The sonic boom from an aircraft flying along an
arbitrary path in a stratified atmosphere in the
presence of a three-component wind
p0123 A81-19636
Self-excited oscillations of supersonic flow in a
sudden enlargement of a duct
p0223 A81-24081
A method for obtaining shockless transonic flows
past two-dimensional airfoils whose profiles are
partially modified from a given arbitrary profile
p0298 A81-29201
SHOCK SAVES
HT BACH COSES
HI OBLICUE SHOCK iAVES
HI SCHIC BOCflS
A cost-effective method for shock-free
supercritical wing design
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0383] p0166 A81-2C796
Hef interpretations of shack-associated noise, with
and without screech
p0178 A81-22527
Plane transonic solution with shock by direct
iteration
p0231 A81-24814
A-367
SHOET BAD1 4IBCEiFT SOBJBCX IHDBZ
Semi-inverse method of computation in inviscid
transonic flows - Application to the design of
turbomachices blades profiles ,
[ASHE PAPEE 81-GT-206] p0318 481-30096
acoustic shock waves generated by a transonic
helicopter blade[ABS 80-63] p0479 481-10186
Hew interpretations of shock-associated noise with
and without screech[UASA-TH-81590] p0032 H81-10807
Unsteady transonic small disturbance theory with
strong shock waves
[BASA-CR-166157] p0261 B81-19020
A panel method to determine loads on oscillating
airfoils in transonic flow with embedded shock
waves[HLB-MP-80005-D] p0330 881-20039
Oscillatory flows from shock induced separations
on biconvex aerofoils of varying thickness in
ventilated wind tunnels
P0386 H81-23056
Shock associated noise redaction from
inverted-velocity-profile coannular jets[BASA-CH-3454] p0589 881-30908
Analysis and design.of supersonic aircraft based
on inviscid nonlinear Ealerian equations. Fart
1: Botational Euler solutions with explicit
shock fitting[AD-A10343H] P0637 B81-33192
SHOB1 BAOL AIBCBAFT
HI A-300 AIBCBAF1
HI CESSNA 402B AIECE4FT
HI EOBOPEAB 4IBBOS
Shipboard trials of the Quiet Short-Haul Besearch
Aircraft /QSBA/
PC099 481-16581QSBA Joint Havy/HASA sea trials Quiet Short
Haul Research Aircraft
[AIAA PAPEE 81-0152] p0161 481-20633
Bolls-Boyce BB 211-535 fewer plant[4IAA P4PEB 81-0807] p0368 481-33886
Beverse thrust performance of the OCSEE variable
pitch turbofan engine
.[S4E P4PEE 801196] p0402 481-34206
The role of the tuiboprop in the air
transportation system for the 1960's and onward
[SAB PAPEB 801197] p0402 481-34207
Feederjet for the 'eighties
p0410 481-35024
The PV100 commuter powerplant
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1731] p0528 A81-43170
Articulating user requirements for the commuter
aircraft industry
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1733] . p0528 A81-43171
Low-speed aerodynaxic performance of
50.8-centioeter-dianeter noise-suppressing
inlets for the Quiet, Clean, Short-haul
Experimental Engine (QCSEE) lewis 9- by
15-foot low speed wind tunnel tests[UASA-TP-1178] p0035 881-11037.
Becent progress in V/S101 aircraft technology
[HASA-Tfl-81281 ] . p0333 H81-20066Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Eagine(2CSEE) ; acoustic performance of a 50.8-cn (20
inch) diameter variable pitch fan and inlet,
test results and analysis, volume 1[HASA-CB-135117] p0497 881-27097
SHOBS TAKEOFF AIBCBAFT
8T A-300 AI3CBAF1
HI C-.15 AIBCBAFI
HT EUBOPEAH 4IBBDS
Optimum subsonic, high-angle-of-attack nacelles .
p0012 481-11616
Shipboard trials of the Quiet Short-Haul Besearch
aircraft /CSBA/
. p0099 A81-16581
A case study in aircraft design: The de Bavilland
family of STOL commuter aircraft Book
p0101 481-16717
Turbopropeller engine EZL-10S
p0103 481-17324
Ihe introduction of STOL and BHAV to large .
commercial operations
p0111 A81-18057
Classical and modern' control design of a
speed-hold system for a STOL airplane[AIAA PAPEE 81-0017] p0157 481-20541
Disturbance estimation for a STCL transport during
landing
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-0018] p0158 481-20542
Experimental development of an advanced
circulation control wing system for Havy STOI • .
aircraft[AIAA P4PEB 81-0151] p0161 A81-20632
Piloting techniques on the backside - Flight path
angle control
p0171 A81-21673
Aircraft thrust augaentors of ejector type
Russian book
p0289 A81-28760
The effect of jet non-uniformity on the lift of an
augnentor wing
p0298 A81-291V4
Establishing cruise-engine cycle payoffs for a
supersonic VSTOI aircraft(ASBE PAPEB 81-GT-100] p0315 A81-30007
On-line wind shear generation for flight simulator
applications
{AI4A 81-0970] p0414 A81-36559
STOL performance of the tilt rotor
p0467 A81-40085
Flight evaluation of stabilization and command
augmentation system concepts and cockpit
displays during approach and landing of
powered-lift STOL aircraft
[NASA-TP-1551] p0037 881-11044
A computer program to calculate the longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of
upper-surface-blown wing-flap configurations
[8ASA-CS-3005] p0071 881-12'014
Pilatus porter: Provision of revised take-off and
landing performance data
[40-4089964] p0076 881-12068
Development and evaluation of automatic landing
control laws for power lift STOL aircraft
[BASA-CB-152399] p0253 1181-18060
Flight investigation of a four-dimensional
terminal area guidance system for STOL aircraft
[BASA-TH-81271] p0260 H81-19014
A uethod for determining landing runway length for
a STOL aircraft
p0264 881-19041
Analytical study of STOL Aircraft in ground
effect. Part 1: Honplanar, nonlinear wing/jet
lifting surface method
[BASA-CB-152087-PT-1 ] p0271 881-19096
Analytical study of STOL Aircraft in ground
effect. Part 2: Bon planar, nonlinear method
applicable to three dimensional jets of finite
thickness
[HASA-CB-152088-PT-2] p0271 881-19097
Flight-test evaluation of STOL control and flight
director concepts in a powered-lift aircraft
flying carved decelerating approaches[HASA-TP-1641] p0275 881-19131
Application .of variable structure system theory to
aircraft flight control AV-8A and the
iugmentor ling Jet STOL Besearch Aircraft
fH4S8-CB-164321] p0391 881-23093
Design of a V/STOL propulsion system for a
large-scale fighter model(HASA-CB-166162] p0442 H81-25074
YC-14 interior noise measurements program[H4SA-CB-164523] p0492 H81-26849
Conceptual/preliminary design study of subsonic
v/stol and stovl aircraft.derivatives of the S-3A[HASA-TH-81310] p0547 H81-29118
Experimental development of an advanced
circulation control wing system for Navy STOL
aircraft[AD-A101309] p0581 881-30116
Flight evaluation of the STOL flare and landing
during night operations
[HASA-TB-81312] p0629 H81-32151
V/STOL aircraft technology in Canada
P0634 H81-33152
Evaluation of pressure and thermal data from a
Bind tunnel test of a large-scale, powered, STCL
fighter model[BASA-CB-166170] p0635 881-33162
A flight test evaluation of the Ball-Bartoejetwing propulsive lift concept
[AD-A103579] p0637 B81-33195
SHOBT BATE BADIATIOH .
HT HJCBOH4VES
NT HILLIHE1EB iATES
SHOBT HAVE BADIO TBAHSHISSIOH
Badio direction finding on high freguency short
4-368
SOBJECT IBDEZ SIGBAL PBOCBSSI16
p0192 H81-16029
duration signals
[AD-A092136]
SHOBXBHIBG
0 EEDOCTIOS
SHOT PBBBIBG
Eeduction of energy consunption in the vibrational
shot peening of axial compressor vanes
pOOOS A81-11321
Investigation of shot peening 'as a forming process
for aircraft ving skins
p0458 £81-39046
SHBIBKAGB
Shrinkage-compensating ceaent foe airport
pavement. Phase 3: Fibrous concretes. Addendum
[AD-A092945] p0219 H81-.17299
SBBODDED BODIES
D SHBOODS
SHBOODED PBOPBLIBBS
Aerodynamic design of a ducted propeller -
Optimization of efficiency
p0102 £81-17146
Aeroelastic and dynanic finite element analyses of
a bladder shrouded disk
[H&SA-CB-159728] p0278 H81-19479
SHBOODED TDBBIHfS
An experimental evaluation of the performance
deficit of an aircraft engine starter turbine
[SAE PAPEB 801137] .p0397 A81-34168
Abradable compressor and'turbine seals, volume 2
[HAS&-CB-159662] p0497 B81-27098
SBBOODS
Composite wall concept for high-temperature
turbine shrouds - Heat transfer analysis
[SAE PAPEB 801138] p0397 A81-34169
SHDHTS
o BYPASSES
SHUTTLE OBBITEBS
0 SPACE SHUTTLE OBBITEBS
SIDB-LOOKIBG BADAB
HT BADAB IHAGEBI
Experimental study of multiple paths by a bistatic
method of synthetic aperture
p0412 A81-3S891
Development of a ground signal processor for
digital synthetic array radar data
[BASA-CB-161074] p0602 H81-31421
SXDBLGBE BEDOCTIOB
Increased target resolution and minor lobe
reduction with active group antennas
p0152 A61-20090
Improvement of effective minor lobe behavior of
radar antennas through signal processing
p0152 A81-20091
Side lobe suppression Hith digital signal processing
p0152 A81-20092
SIDESLIP
. lifting surface theory and the numerical method of
vings with small angles of sideslip at subsonic
and supersonic speeds
p0224 A81-23851
Stability characteristics of a-forward svept wing
aircraft at high angles cf attack
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1884] p0561 A81-44576
Influence of sideslip on the kinematics-of the
helicopter in steady coordinated turns
p0576 681-46644
Kinematic properties of the helicopter in
coordinated turns
[HASA-TP-1773] p0374 B81-22039
Comparison of selected lift and sideslip
characteristics of the Ayres Thrush S2B-800,
Kinglets off and Kinglets on, to full-scale
vind-tnnnel data
[BASA-CB-165710] p0423 B81-24026
Application of vortex lattice methods to calculate
Lv (rolling moment due to sideslip)
[PE81-166167] p0487 B81-26123
SIDBiASH
0 BACKiASB
SIGHT
0 VISUAL PEBCEPTIOB
SIGNAL ABALISIS
Detection of moving objects Bnssian book
p0118 A81-18773
Ground moving target radar signal simulation
p0323 A81-30304
in original method for the analysis of the power
diffraction pattern of a radar target for shape
recognition purposes
• p0607 A81-47143
SI6BA1 DBTBCTIOB
SPASYB - An electromagnetic relative position and
orientation tracking system
p0173 A81-21828
Application of signal detection theory to decision
making in supervisory control - The effect of
the operator's experience
. p0351 A81-31288
Aircraft alerting systems standardization study
[AD-A090834] p0093 B81-13053
SIGNAL DBTECTOBS
Systems analysis of the installation, mounting,
and activation of emergency locator transmitters
in general aviation aircraft
[HASA-CB-160036] • p0023 H81-10020
SIGBAL DISCBIBIIATOBS
0 SIGNAL DETECTOBS
SI6BH CISTOBTIOI
The intelligibility of speech presented over the
telephones of the Hk 4 flying helmet earphones
[BAE-TH-PS-313] p0084 B81-12320
SIGBAL FADEOOT
D SIGNAL FADING
SIGNAL FADING
Antenna design and development for the microwave
subsystem experiments for the terminal
configured vehicle project
[SASA-CB-164220] p0378 B81-22282
SIGBAL GEBEBATOBS
BI F U N C T I O N GBNEBATOBS
Integrated control system for a gas turbine engine
[HASA-CASE-LEI-12594-2] p0274 B81-19116
SIGBAL PBOCBSSIBG
Signal processing for a six-component strain-gage
wind tunnel balance
p0049 A81-12968
Improvement of effective minor lobe behavior of
radar antennas through signal processing
p0152 A81-20091
Side lobe suppression with, digital signal processing
p0152 A81-20092
Target detection and parameter estimation in
surveillance radars using HTI-FFT processing
p0152 A81-20094
Coherent signal processing in frequency agile
pulse radar units
p01S2 A61-20097
Application of Doppler information to automatic
target tracking
p0153 A81-20101
Some implementation considerations for numerically
stable flight filters
p0156 A81-20485
New airborne weather radar systems
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0237] p0163 A81-20692
SPASTN - An electromagnetic relative position and
orientation tracking system
p0173 A81-21828
A digital technique for the analysis of the
response of compressor/duct systems in unsteady
flow
p0294 A81-29078
Synergistic benefits of fully integrating JTIDS
and GPS Joint Tactical Information
Distribution System and Global Positioning System
p0323 A81-30311
The BIO - An advanced remote terminal for avionic
systems
p0327 A81-30358
AB/TPX-54 interrogator
p0350 A81-31131
Improvement of the imaging of moving acoustic
sources by the knowledge of their motion
[OHEBA, TP HO. 1981-17] . p0359 A81-32534
flaximum likelihood elevation angle estimates of
radar targets using snbapertnres
p0359 A81-32691
Contribution to the stud; of non-stationary
signals emitted by moving jet engines -
Application to spectral analysis and imaging. II
p0366 A81-33294
AIBCAT 500 A 1C systems for Australia and Hexico
p0407 A81-34329
Parameter identification of a hinge-Less rotor
helicopter in flight conditions with increased
instability
p0471 A81-40123
A-369
SIGNAL EECEWIOB SUBJECT IBDEX
Optimal processing of GPS signals
p0512 A81-11761
Nonlinear estimation of generalizes vectoc shot
processes
p0529 A81-43583
Three edge-point estimation schemes for tracking
airborne targets
p0562 A81-44681
High bypass ratio engine ncise component
separation by coherence technique
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2051] p0621 A81-48653
Optimized computer systems for avionics applications
[AD-A089570] p0028 H81-10063
Active ECAS: Design and validation of the
surveillance subsystem
[AD-A095049] p0270 N81-19084
Microcomputer processing for Loran-C
p0371 B81-22007
A microcomputer-based signal data converter for
runway visual range measurements
[AD-A097568] p0386 B81-23060
Precision Positioning and Inertial Guidance
Sensors: Technology and Operational Aspects
[AGABD-CP-298] p0484 B81-26091
Development of a ground signal processor for
digital synthetic array radar data
(BASA-CB-161074] p0602 B81-31421
Design of optimal inputs for the identification of
characteristics of aircraft flights
parameter identification control theory
p0631 Bfil-33131
SIGNAL BBCBPXION
HI SJHBOLS
SIGHAI TO BOISE BAIIOS
Omega signal coverage prediction diagrams for 10.2
kHz. Volume 1: Technical approach
[AD-A0927U1J p0192 N81-16030
Omega'signal coverage prediction diagrams for 10.2
kHz. Volume 2: Individual station diagrams
[AD-A092742] p0192 N81-16031
Omega signal coverage prediction diagrams for 10.2
kHz. Volume 4: Bearing angle tables
[AD-A092744] p0192 N81-16032
DHAHTC's support to National Ocean Survey
LOBAN-C-charting
[AD-A093748] p0206 B81-17027
Production of LOBAH-C reliability diagrams at the
Defense Happing Agency
£AD-A093749] p0206 B81-17028
SI6HAL TBAHSHISSIOH
NT DATA TBABSHISSICN
NT HOLTIPATH TEANSBISSICfl
NT PC« TELEHETBi
NT BADAfi T2ANSHISSION
NT SHOBT i A V E RADIO TBANSHISSIOH
NT TELEHETBY
Omega station 10.2 kHz signal coverage prediction
diagrams
p0512 A81-41760
Transverse Vcice Badio link for Stratospheric
Balloons
[INPE-1992-BPE/265] pOS86 H81-30331
Definition, analysis and development of an optical
data distribution network for integrated
avionics and control systems
[NASA-CB-159370] p0590 N81-30962
SIGBATOBES
NT SPECTBAL SIGBATOBES
SIGHS (SIHBOLS)
0 SYHBOLS
SIKOBSKI AIBCRiFI
BT H-53 HELICOPTEB
BT S-61 HE1ICOITEH
BT SH-3 HELICOPTEB
HT DH-60A HELZCOPTEB
SIKOBSKI HSS-2 HE1ICOPTBB
0 SB-3 HELICOPTEB
SIKOBSKI S-61 HBLICOPSBB
0 S-61 EELICOP1EB
SIKOBSKI S-6S HELICOEIBB
0 H-53 HELICOPTEB
SILENCBHS
Jet noise suppression for low bypass engines -.
Have we reached a dead end
p0291 A81-29063
SILICON CAHBIDES
Fabrication of injection melded sintered alpha Sic
turbine components
[ASHE PAPEB 81-61-161] p0317 A81-30060
Development and fabrication of refractory silicon
carbide bodies, especially for gas turbine engines
by hot pressing
[BHFT-FB-T-79-137] p0275 B81-19128
Development of high strength silicon carbide
materials for gas turbine applications
[BMFI-FB-T-80-025]
 P0497 H81-27102
SILICON COBIOOHDS
BT SILICON CABBIDES
NT SILICON MITBIDES
Ceramic applications in turbine engines —- for
improved component performance and reduced fuel ,
usage
rBASA-CB-159865] p0274 H81-19118
SILICON SITBIDBS
NASA gas turbine stator vane ring
[ASHE PAPEB 81-GT-208] p0318 A81-30097
Development of gas turbine components, using
silicon nitride forming techniques
[BHFT-IB-T-79-152] p0275 1181-19129
SILICON SOLAB CELLS
0 SOLAB CELLS
SILVEB
Silver recovery from aircraft scrap
[PB81-150021] p0392 S81-23269
SILVEB OXIDE ZINC BAIXEBIES
D S11VEB ZIHC EA1TEBIES
SILVEfi ZIHC BATTEBIES
High power silver zinc and thermal batteries for
nissiles and aviation applications
p0235 A81-25612
SIHILITODE LAB
Dse of similitude in analyzing aircraft windshield
anti-icing performance
[AIAA PAPEB 79-1822] pOOSI A81-13218
SIHOLATIOI
NT ACCOSTIC SIHUIATION
NT ANALOG SIMULATION
NT COHPOTEBIZED SmOLATIOD
NT CONTBOL SIHD1ATION
BT DIGITAL SIHDLATION
BT EiiVlBCSHENT SIMULATION
NT EXHAOST FLOB SIMULATION
NT FLIGHT SIHdLATIOH
NT LANDIBG SIMULATION
BT SPACE ENVIBCNHENT SIHDLATION
NT S1S1EHS SIBOLATION
BT TtiEBHAL SIHULATION
Flight test results of the HFB 320 model following
control system for the in-flight simulation of
Airbus A 130
IDFVLB-MITT-79-13] p0030 N81-10078
SIHULATOB IBAINING
0 TBAIMING SIMULAIOHS
SIHDLSTOBS
NT COCKPIT SIMOLATOBS
NT COBT£OL SIBOLATIOB
NT ESVIEQBHEHT SIHOLATOBS
NT FLIGHT SIMOLATOBS
BT HOTION SIHOLATOBS
BT SHOCK SIUOLAMBS
BT TUAINING SIHOLATOBS
NT VIEBATICN SIHULATOBS
A brief analysis and its experiment of the
hydraulic-electric loading servosystem a
force simulator
[NASA-TH-76458] p0276 N81-19132
Design, development, and evaluation of lightweight
hydraulic system, phase 1 A-7 aircraft
[AD-A097505] p0388 N81-23075
Validation of a bird substitute for development
and qualification of aircraft tranparencies
[AD-A097736] p0424 N81-24036
SIHE HAVES
Application of a flight test and data analysis
technique to flutter of a drone aircraft
[NASA-TH-83136] p0441 H81-25066
SINGLE CBISTALS
Creep properties of single-crystal nickel-based
superalloys. II - Creep at medium temperattte
/760 c/
p0567 A11-46345
SIHGOLAB IBSESBAL EQOA5IOHS
Approximations and short cuts based on generalized
functions
p0347 A81-30730
SIBOSOIDS
0 SIHE iAVES
A-370
SUBJECT IBDBX SLOTTED ANTENNAS
SITES
HT LANDING SUES
SIZE (DIHE1SIOHS)
Effect of display size on utilization of traffic
situation display for self-spacing task
transport aircraft
£HASA-TP-1885] p0546 S81-29109
SIZE DBTEHBINAMOH
NT PBECIPITATION PABTICLE HEASUBEBEBT
A design analysis technique for evaluating size
and veight of V/SIOL lift fans
[SAME PAPEfi 1386] p0354 481-31102
SIZE DISIBIBDTIOH
NT PABTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
SEBBBESS
The effect of the skewness of the skin panels on
stresses in conical wings
p0625 281-49930
SKIN (STBOCTOBAL BBBBEB)
Application of fracture mechanics in designing
lower wing skin of transport aircraft
p0102 A81-17049
Doistructure - A new ccncept for light weight
integrally stiffened skin structures
[SAB PAPER 801231] p0405.A81-34233
Investigation of shot peening as a forming process
for aircraft wing skins
p0458 A81-39046
Nonhoneycomb composite skin stabilization - A
solution to high costs of maintenance
p0559 A81-44396
Finite strip analysis of singly carved ...
skin-stringer structures
p0616 A81-48390
The effect of the skewness of the skin panels on
stresses in conical wings
P0625 A81-49930
Application of fracture mechanics to built-up
structures aircraft handbooks
[HLB-BP-79044-0] p0086 N81-12475
structural design of BFBP patches for Mirage wing
repair
[AD-A097195] p0384 N81-23024
A comparison of laboratory measured temperatures
with predictions for a spar/skin type aircraft
structure
[NASA-TM-81359] p0387 N81-23067
SKIN FBIC5IOB
NT AEBODYNAMIC DBAG
NT FBICTION DBAG
NT SOPEBSONIC DBAG
NT VISCOUS DBAG
Local properties of three-dimensional separation
lines in vortex layers
[DGLB PAPEB 79-063] p0016 A81-11780
Large-eddy breakup scheme for turbulent viscous
drag reduction
p0239 A81-26507
wind-tunnel measurements and comparison with
flight of the boundary layer and heat transfer
on a hollow cylinder at Bach 3
[NASA-TP-1789] p0140 N81-14975
Skin friction measuring device for aircraft
[BASI-CASE-FBC-11029-1] p0210 881-17057
Topology of three-dinensional separated flows
[NASA-TB-81294] p0385 N81-23037
SLANT PEBCEPTI08
0 SPACE PEBCEP1ION
StEBDEB BODIES
NT SLENDEB CONES
two methods for calculating the load on the
surface of a slender body executing axisyametric
vibrations in a £cnic gas flow
p0004 A81-10920
Numerical solution cf transonic flow through a
cascade with slendec profiles
p0170 A81-21197
The distributed parameter system theory of the
autopilot design of the slender vehicle
p0224 A81-23835
Holographic investigation of slender body vortex
wakes
[AD-A089496] p0021 881-10008
Leading-edge separation from a slender rolling
wing-body combination vortex sheet model
[BAE-TB-80039] p0330 N81-20040
SLEHDEB COBBS
Plight experiments with a slender cone at. angle of
attack
CAIAA SAPEB 81-0337] p0165 A81-20761
SLEHDEB BUGS
NT INFINITE SPAN RINGS
Flow past a slender profile in a channel with
permeable walls
p0004 A81-10916
Leading-edge 'Vortex Flaps' for enhanced subsonic
aerodynamics of slender wings
p0012 A81-11648
Simplified vortex models for slender lifting
surfaces with leading edge separation
p0016 A61-11777
The determination of the induced drag on slim
wings with high lift systems in the transonic
region
[BBB-FE122] p0121 A81-19400
Nonlinear aerodynamic characteristics of a thin
airfoil of arbitrary plane configuration
p0123 A81-19629
Thin.minimum-drag airfoils
p0123 A81-19630
Lifting-line theory of obligne wings - Application
of the Galerkin method to the lifting-line
equation
p01«9 A81-19873
In approximate analytical method for vortex-lift
and centre of pressure on the slender wing
p0223 A81-23726
Leading-edge separation from a thick, conical,
slender wing at snail angles of incidence
p0355 A81-316B7
Vortex-flow aerodynamics - An emerging design
capability
p0366 A81-33717
Preliminary design characteristics of a subsonic
business jet concept employing an aspect ratio
25 strut braced wing
[NASA-CB-159361] p0032 881-11013
Transonic wing technology for transport aircraft
p0188 N81-16002
Design and experimental verification of a
transonic wing for a transonic aircraft
p0188 N81-16003
Leading edge vortex flaps for drag reduction
during subsonic flight
[NASA-CASE-LAB-12750-1] p0261 N81-19016
Experimental flutter .at high subsonic speeds and
its theoretical prediction, taking into account
wing thickness and Beynolds number
p0385 N81-23052
SLIP CASTING
NASA gas turbine stator vane ring
f. ASHE PAPEB 81-GT-208] . p0318 A81-30097
SLIPSTBEABS
NT PBOPELLEB 'SLIPSTBEAHS
Aerodynamic effects of nearly uniform slipstreams
on thin wiags in the transonic regime
[HASA-CB-152351] . p0249 H81-18027
Advanced turboprop installation aerodynamics
p0260 N81-19013
SLOPES
NT GLIDE PATHS
SLOSBIBG
0 LIQUID SLOSBIHG
SLOT ANTBBBAS
Excitation of a circular array of cylinders with
longitudinal slits in radio antennas
p0019 A81-12619
Input impedance of a resonator-slot ring antenna
on a spherical layer for aircraft
p0420 A81-37433
SLOTS
NT WING SL01S
Aerodynamic effects of body slots on a guided
projectile with cruciform surfaces
[AIAA PAPEB 79-1658] p0066 A81-15887
Effects of drive slots on parachute performance
p0453 A81-38020
An experimental study of heat transfer in rotating
slots and bends in gas turbine engines
p0509 A81-41049
lind tunnel vail interference
[AD-A093301] p0217 N81-17104
Design of a slot height distribution for increased
hover control power on a circulation control rotor
[AD-A103535] p0637 N81-33194
SLOTTED AHSENBAS
0 SLCT ABTESBAS
A-371
SLOTTED BIBD XOBBELS SUBJECT IBDBI ,
SLOTTED BIBD TOBBELS
Hybrid suction surface for turbulent boundary
layer flow
p0240 481-26513
The resonance frequencies of ventilated wind tunnels
[ABC-B/H-3841] p0144 H81-15009
Transonic Kind tunnel development (1940 - 1950)
p0185 881-15971
Evaluation of the acoustic and aerodynamic
characteristics of several slot-baffle
configurations for transonic wind tunnel nails
[AD-A093957] p0217 K81-17106
A review of research at HIE on wind-tunnel
corrections for high angle of attack models
p0436 B81-24125
A review of some investigations on wind tunnel
wall interference carried out.in Sweden in
recent years
P0136 081-21126
SLOBB1 JPBOPBLLABTS
HT IIQDID POELS
Compound Cycle Turbofan Engine (CCTE). Task 9:
Carbon-Slurry Fuel Combustion Evaluation Program
[AD-A089451] . p0029 881-10072
Ultrasonic dispersion of particulate high density
fuels
[AD-A102771] p0630 H81-32290
SHALL PBBTOBBAIIOB FL01
Humerical solution of transonic flow through a
cascade with slender profiles
P0170 A81-21197
Analysis of a syametric transonic aerofoil with
the finite element method - A new upwinding
technique
p0183 881-22984
Transonic flow calculations over two-dimensional
canard-wing systems
[AIAA PAPEI 79-1565] p0183 A81-23367
Transonic swept wings studied by the lifting-line
theory
p0509 A81-41090
A comprehensive evaluation and analysis of
transonic flow calculations on three related
wing-body configurations
[FFA-TN-AIJ-1418-E3-1 ] p0022 881-10013
Experimental flutter at high subsonic speeds aid
its theoretical prediction, taking into account
wing thickness and Beynolds number
P0385 H81-23052
SBOKB ABATEHEHT
Fuel aicroemulsions for jet engine snoke reduction
[AD-A1C0489] p0542 H61-26277
SHOOTHIBG
HI DATA SHOOTHIBG
SHAP
Experimental study of the snap-through
oscillations of an empennage
p0299 A81-29313
SOAHIBG
From paleoaeionautics to altostratus - & technical
history of soaring
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1611) p0533 A81-43933
SODAB
An observational experinent using a monostatic
sodar at the airport cf Fiumicino
p0282 A81-27548
SODIOH
HI SODIUM VAPOB
SODIOH COHPOOBDS
HI SODIOH, SOLFATES
SODIOH SOLFATES
Combustion system processes leading to corrosive
deposits
[SASk-TH-81752] . pC391 S81-23243
SODIOH 7APOB
Energy-saving ramp lighting with high-pressure
sodium lanps
p0056 A81-14243
SOFTHABE (COHPOTBBS)
D COHPUIEB PBOGBAHS
U COHPUTBB SYSTEMS PBOGBABS
SOIL HECBAHICS '
Lime-stabilized native soil as base course for
light aircraft pavement
[AD-A102196] • p0630 861-32156
SOILS
Performance of aircraft pneumatic tyres in soft soil
p0226 A81-24000
Potential use of geotechnical fabric in airfield
runway design —- reinforced soil systems
[AD-A092686] p0198 B81-16071
SOLAB ACTIVITY
New developments in the field of solar-terrestrial
relationships Bassian cook
p0281 A81-27326
SOUS ABB&IS
Bind loads on flat plate photovoltaic array fields
[BASA-CB-164454] p0445 B81-25431
SOLAB AZIBDIB
0 4ZIBCTa
SOLAB CELLS - , . .:
• Sun powered aircraft design
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0916] . . p0363 A81-32932
Bind loads on flat plate photovoltaic array fields
[HASA-CB-164454] . p0445 B81-25431
SOLAB COLLECTOBS
HI SOLAB EEF1ECTOBS
Heat pipe solar receiver with thermal energy storage
p0588 1181-30532
SOLAB COIDBBIEBS
0 SOLAB GEBEBATOBS
SOLAB EBEBGY COBVBBSIOB
Parabolic Dish Solar Thermal Power Annual Program
Beview Proceedings
[NASA-CB-164696] pQ587 H81-30525
First phase testing of solar thermal engine at
Dnited Stirling ,
p0588 881-30530
SOLAB GEBEBATOBS
BT SCLAB CELLS
Sun powered aircraft design
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0916] p0363 A81-32932
Solar Brayton engine/alternator set
p0588 881-30529
Non-heat pipe receiver/p-40 Stirling engine
p0588 881-30531
Heat pipe solar receiver with thermal energy storage
p0588 B81-30532
SOLAB BBATIBG
Design and engineering of solar balloons
p0455 A81-38333
SOLAB POBEB GEIEBATIOB
0 SOLAK GEBEBATOBS
SOLAB EOBEB SOOBCBS
0 SOLAB GEBEBATOBS
SOLAB POBEBED AIBCBAfT
Solar powered aircraft
[BASA-CASE-LAB-12615-1) p0628 B81-32138
SOLAB BADIATIOB
BT SUNLIGHT
SOLAB BEFL8CTOBS
Parabolic Dish Solar Thermal Power Annual Prcgram
Beview Proceedings
[BASA-CB^164696] p0587 B81-30525
Kon-heat pipe receiver/p-40 Stirling engine
p0588 B81-30531
SOLAB TEBBESTBIAL IBTEBACTIOBS
• Hen developments in the field of solar-terrestrial
relationships Bussian book
p0281 A81-27326
SOLID PHASES
Formation of solid phase during the heating of jet
fuels '
p0103 A81-17372
SOLID PBOPEH.ABS COHBOSTIOH
Light transmission measurements in solid fuel
ramjet combustors
p0284 A81-27910
The 17th JABBAF combustion meeting, volume 1
[SASA-TH-82238] p0200 B81-ie253
An investigation of the reacting and non-reacting
flow characteristics of solid ramjets
[AD-A094567] p0253 H81-16059
SOLID PHOPELLA1T BOCKBT EBGIHBS
Performance analysis of primary and secondary
systems of a rocket ramjet engine burning
fuel-rich Metallized propellants
p0292 A61-29066
Preliminary experimental study of combustion in
the solid rocket-ramjet
p0292 A81-29067
Air augmentation of rockets for low speed
application
P0292 A81-29068
Unsteady three-dimensional subsonic flow in a
solid propellant rocket motor including the
effect of ootor rotation
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p0095 881-13085
The 17th JABHAF combustion- meeting, volume 1
[HASA-TB-82238] p0200 H81-16253
SOLID PBOPBLLAHTS
HT BETAL IBOEELLAHTS ' •
HT SOLID DOCKET PBOPELLABTS
Effects of advances in propulsion technology on
missile effectiveness solid fuel ramjets
[AD-A090645] . p0081 881-12106
An investigation of the combustion behavior of
solid fuel ramjets
[AD-A098481] p0445 881-25240
SOLID SOCKET PBOPBLLAB3S
BT LIQUID FUELS
•HT BETA!, IBOPELLABTS
- Tensile stress/strain characterization of
non-linear materials
p0348 A81-30915
The 17th JABHAF combustion meeting, volume T
[BASA-TB-82238] p0200 H81-16253
Development for nev laboratories for future testing
p0433 881-24105
SOLID BOTAMOH ;
D ROTATING BODIES
SOLID STATE DEVICES
BT CHABGE CODPLED DEVICES
BT. FIELD EFFECT TBABSISTOBS
BT LIGHT EHITTIBG DIODIS
HT DETAL OXIDE SEBICCBDUCTOBS
BT BETAL-BITHIDE-OXIIE-SIBICOBDOCTOBS
BT BOB! LA SEES
HT SEBICOBDOCTOB DEVICES
BT TBABSISTOB ABPLIFIEBS
Solid-state power system use expands
P0122 A81-19491
A versatile miniature solid state television
camera /CCD/
p0180 A81-22620
A solid-state airborne sensing system for remote
sensing
p0183 A81-23034
AB/TPX-54 interrogator
p0350 A81-31131
Bew technology applied to an IFF diversity
transponder
p0350 A81-31133
SOLID STATE LASEBS
BT BOBY LASEES
SOLID SOBFACES
Two methods for calculating the load on the
surface of a slender body executing axisy mine trie
vibrations in a tonic gas flow
p0004 A81-10920
An experimental investigation of jet screech by
air jet impingement en sclid boundaries
pOOOS A81-11302
SOLID SOSPBISIOBS
Effects of solid particles suspended in fluid flov
through an axial flow compressor stage
p0297 A81-29108
Prediction of particle paths for flov of a
gas/solids suspension through a cascade of flat
plates
p0256 B81-18352
SOLUBILITY
Investigation of air solubility in jet A fuel at
high pressures
[HASA-CB-3422] p0378 H81-22130
SOLOTIOHS
BT GAS BIXTOBES
BT BOCLEAB EHOLSIOBS
SOLVES! EITBACTIOH
High-solids coatings for exterior aircraft
p0169 A81-20861
SOLVB8TS
Compatibility of aircraft operational fluids with
a graphite/epoxy composite: Development of an
exterior coating system and remover
[AD-A090049] p0039 881-11120
SOBAB
BT SOBOBOOYS
BATASS/LABPS BE III Boored Airship Towed Array
Sonar System/Light Airborne Bultipnrpose System[AIAA 81-1309] . p0455. A81-38527
AS1 helicopter/sonar dynamics mathematical model
p0470 A81-40115
SOIDES
BT BADIOSOHDES
SOBIC BOOBS
Status of knowledge of sonic booms
p0017 A81-11822
The sonic boom from an aircraft flying along an
arbitrary path in a stratified atmosphere in the
presence of a three-component vind
p0123 A81-19636
Aircraft noise control in the 1980's
p0567 A81-46352
Transient vibrations of elastic panels due to the
impact of shock naves
p0616 A81-48385
Charts for determining potential minimum
sonic-bcom overpressures for supersonic cruise
aircraft
[BASA-TP-1820] p0337 881-21016
SOBIC FLOH
U TBANSOHIC FLOH
SOBIC HOZZLES
Effects of axisymmetric sonic nozzle geometry on
Bach disk characteristics
p0110 A81-18022
Boll length of an annular underexpanded jet formed
by a sonic nozzle with cylindrical rod oh its axis
p0309 A81-29867
SOBIC SPEED
.0 ACODSTIC VELOCITY
SOBOBDOYS
Bicroprocessor control of lamps BK III /Seahawk/
helicopter sonobuoy launcher system
[AHS 80-20] p0474 A81-40150
SOOT
An exploratory study of soot sample integrity and .
probe perturbation in a swirl-stabilized combustor[ASBE PAEEB 81-GT-27] P0311 A81-29943
Correlation of soot formation in turbojet engines
and in laboratory flames
[AD-A100525] p0540 H81-28099
SOOBD
0 ACOUSTICS
SOOHD ABSOBPTIOB
U SOUND TBAHSBISSIOH
SODBD ABPLIFICATIOB
Sidetone-level considerations in aircraft
communication .systems
p0605 H81-31475
SOOBD BABBIEB
U ACOOSTIC VELOCITY
SOOBD FIELDS
Experimental investigations on shock-associated
noise
p0107. A81-17735
Investigation of transient processes in the
perforated working section of a wind tunnel
p0237 A81-26122
Contribution to the study of non stationary
signals emitted by moving jet engine -
Application to special analysis and imaging. I.
p0365 A81-33288
Contribution to the study of non-stationary
signals emitted by moving jet engines -
- Application to spectral analysis and imaging. II
p0366 A81-33294
An iterative finite element-integral technigue for.
predicting sound radiation from turbofan inlets[ A I A A PAPEB 81-1981] p0624 A81-49736
SOOBD 6EHEBATOBS
Sound generation by vortex shedding from a profile
within a channel
p0054 A81-13570
Aerodynamic sound generated by a slotted trailing
edge
p0066 A81-15798
Sound sources in aerodynamics - Fact and fiction
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0056] . pOI59 A81-20570
Generation of vortex noise in flow past a profile
in a channel
p0238 A81-26134
Boll length of an annular underexpanded jet formed
by a sonic nozzle with cylindrical rod on its axis
p0309 A81-29867
SOOBD IRE1SITI
NOISECHECK procedures for measuring noise exposure
from aircraft operations
[AD-A093948] p0221 B81-17849
Effect of aircraft noise on the equilibrium of
airport residents: Longitudinal study around
Boissy, phase 3[HASA-TB-75906] p0499 881-27692
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SOOHD BEASOBEBEHI SOBJECI IHDBI
Computer program to predict aircraft noise levels
[NASA-TP-1913] p0641 N81-33947
SODHD BEASOBEBENT '
0 ACOUSTIC HEASOEEHENTS
SOOHD PEBCEPTIOB
0 ADDITOBY PERCEPTION
SOUND PBESSDBE
On the unsteady wake-induced lift OD a slotted
airfoil. II - lie influence of displacement
thickness fluctuations
p0229 A81-21237
Discussion of the pressure-source aerosonic theory
and of Doak's criticism
p0238 A8T-26189
The influence of blade number ratio and blade row
spacing on axial-flow compressor stator blade
dynamic load and stage sound pressure level
[ASBE PAPEE 81-GT-165] p0317 A81-30064
Procedure for evaluation of engine isolators for
reduced structure-borne interior noise
transmission
£IIAA PAPEB 81-1970] p0618 A61-48608
Prediction of jet exhaust noise on airframe
surfaces during flight
[AIAA PAPEE 81-2035] p0619 A81-48626
New interpretations of shock-associated noise with •
and without screech
[NASA-TB-81590] p0032 881-10807
A comparison of the three methods used to obtain
acoustic measurements for the NASA Flight
Effects Program
[NASA-TB-81906] p0088' N81-12822
Analysis of pressure spectra measurements in a
ducted combustion system
• £BASA-TB-81583] p0146 N81-15768
Handbook of aircraft noise metrics
[NASA-CB-3406] p0345 H81-21871
Prediction of sound radiation from different
practical jet engine inlets
[BASA-CB-164620] pOSOO B81-27886
SODHD PBOPAGATIOH
HI VOICE
Numerical tecbnigues in linear duct acoustics - A
status report
[ASBE PAPEB 80-BA/SC-2] p0170 A81-21120
Sound radiation f rcm vortex systems
:
 p0171 A81-21591
Acoustic shock waves generated by a transonic
helicopter blade
[AHS 80-63] . p0479 A81-40186
An iterative finite element-integral technique for
predicting sound radiation from tnrbofan inlets
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1981] pQ624 A81-49736
Static tests of excess ground attenuation at
Hallcps Flight Center
[NASA-CB-3435]
 P0491 N81-26846
SODHD BANGING
Hyperbolic origins of radio position-fixing
systems
p0612 A81-47842
Bemote sensing methods for the determination of
slant range visibility :
[E3A-TT-627] p0086 H81-12536
SOOHD IB.AHSDOCEBS
HI ELECTBOACOOS1IC TBANSDUCEBS
NT HICBCJHONES
SOOHD TBAHSHISSIOH
An experimental study cf transmission, reflection
and scattering of sound in a free jet flight
simulation facility and comparison with theory
' . p0289 A81-28943
Summary of typical parameters that affect sound
transmission through general aviation aircraft
structures
[SAE PAPEB 810562] p0518 A81-42723
Procedure for evaluation of engine isolators for
reduced structure-borne interior noise
transmission
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1970] p0618 A81-48608
Analytical prediction of the interior noise for
cylindrical aodels of aircraft fuselages for
prescribed exterior noise fields. Phase 1:
Development and validation of preliminary
analytical models
[NASA-CB-159363] p0258 H81-18799
Effect of propagation distance on'aircraft flyover
sound duration ' ' .
[AD-A09969H] pOSOO H81-27889
SOOBD VELOCITY
'0 4COOSIIC VELOCITY. . . .
SOOHD HAVES
NT AEBCDY.NABJC NOISE
SI AIBCBAFT BOISE
NT ENGINE NOISE '
NT JST AIBCBAF1 NOISE
NT NOISE (SODND)
NT SCNIC BOOBS
Sound radiation from a finite length unflanged
circular duct with uniform axial flow. I -
Theoretical analysis. II - Computed radiation
characteristics
p0100 A81-16712
Periodically stiffened fluid-loaded plates. I .-
Besponse to convected harmonic pressure and free
wave propagation. II - Besponse to line, and
point forces
p0102 A81-17067
Propagation of three-dimensional acoustic
perturbations in channels of variable
cross-sectional area at frequencies close to
cutoff frequency
p0119 A81-19338
The effect 'of sound on the vortex-shedding from a
circular cylinder - Acoustical vibrations
• directed along axis of cylinder'
p0233 A81-25312
Bay-theory predictions of the sound radiated fron
realistic engine intakes
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1982] p0618 A81-48602
Prediction of sound radiated from different.
practical jet engine inlets
' [NASA-CB-163824] . p0137 N81-14789
Improved methods for fan sound field determination
[SASA-CB-165188] p0147 B81-15769
SOUNDING
NT ATBOSPHEBIC SODNDIBG
SOVIET DBIOB
0 O.S.S.E.
SPACE BASE COBBAHD CENTEB
An integrated transportation and operations
comparison of space and ground based OTV's
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1456] p0505 A81-40882
SPACE COBBUHICATIOH
NT IHTEBPLAKETABZ COBBOBICAIION
NT SfACECBAFT COflBDBICATION
SPACE COOLING (BOILDIHGS)
Simulation of aeroheating or aerocooling Air Force
stores by arrays of impinging jets
[AD-A095464] ' ',. i>0330 H81-20034
SPACE DIVEBSITI . .
0 BECEET10N DIVEBSITI
SPACE BNVIBONBEST SIB01ATIOH
A new helicopter map display device HKG-5
p0416 A81-36967
SPACE FlIGHI
HI HANBEE SPACE FLIGHT
SPACE BEATIHG (BOILDIBGS)
Simulation of aerobeating or aerocooling Air Force
stores by arrays of impinging jets
[AD-A095464] p0330 B81-2C034
SPACE HAVIGAIIOS
Position-determination accuracies of navigation
methods
p0233 A81-25374
SPACE PERCEPTION
Stochastic surfaces.for flight simulator displays
p0324 A81-30330
SPACE PLASBAS
A new helicopter map display device HKG-5
p0418 A81-36967
SPACE PBOGBABS
Project Prosat communication satellite network
for land, sea and air traffic control
p0565 A8.1-45760
Aeronautics and Space Report of the President,
1979 activities
p0089 N81-12956
Posture bearings (NASA and FAA)
[GPO-65-265] p0203 1>81-16952
SPACE SCIENCES
0 AEBOSPACE SCIENCES
SPACE SHOTT1E OBBITA1 FLIGHT TEST 1
0 SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SXSTEB 1 FLIGHT
SPACE SBDTTLB OBBIIEB 101
Conparison of theoretical predictions of orbiter
airloads with wind tunnel and flight test
results for a Bach "number of 0.52
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[HiSA-TH-81358] p0387 H81-23066
SPACE SHUTTLE OBBITBBS
HI SPACE SHUTTLE OBBITEB 101
Application of a tip-fin controller to the Shuttle
Orbiter for improved yaw control
[AIAA PAPBB 81-0074] p0159 A81-20582
Annual report to the HASA Administrator by the
Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel on the space
shuttle program. Part 2: Summary of
information developed in the panel's
fact-finding activities
[HASA-Tfl-82252] p0198 B81-16114
Correlation of predicted and flight derived
stability and control derivatives Kith
particular application to tailless delta King
configurations application to the space
shuttle orbiter
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the Institute's activities during .the last years
. . p0060 £81-14799
Calculation of the lift dependent drag polar of •
cambered fighter plane configurations with '.
deflected oanenver flaps in the subsonic region
by means of a modified procedure according tc
lamar
[DGJ.B PAPEE 80-109] p0120 A81-19395
Contribution to the determination cf the drag
coefficient for air .breathing flight vehicles on
the basis of wind.tunnel measurements
[DGLB PAPEB 81-03£ ) p0610 A81-47604
Evaluation of aircraft interference.effects on
external stores at subsonic and transonic speeds
p0187 H81-15997
Development for- new laboratories for future testing
p0433 N81-24105
Subsonic tests of an all-flush-pressure-orifice
air data system
£ NASA-IP-1871] p0489 B81-26144
SOBSOHIC HBO TOBHBLS
Three years of operation of the OHEBA pressurized
subsonic wind tunnel
[OBEBA, TP BO. 1980-129] p0014 A81-11669
Prediction and experimental verification of
transient airfoil motion in a small wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPEE 81-0052] p0159 A81-20568
Hind tunnel model support, controlled by four
microprocessors
[OSEBA, TP BO. 1980-149] p0174 A81-21917
Store separation simulation in subsonic wind tunnels
[HEB-FE-123/S/PUB/20] p0203 B81-16988
Evaluation of a subsonic cascade wind tunnel for
compressor blade testing
[AD-A093591] p0218 H81-17107
SUBSTBAIES
Superhard transparent coating optimization program
IAD-A091083] p0092 H61-13048
SOBSTBOCTOBES
Optimal design of frames with sobstructnring
p0068 £61-16276
An aeronautical structural analysis system -for
static analysis /BAJIF-I/
p0224 A81-23728
Supermatrix method for multi-substructure analysis
P0225 A81-23854
Rind loads for bar-truss structures
P0259 B81-18997
SOCIIOH
Thin minimum-drag airfoils
P0123 A81-1S630
Compressible boundary-layer stability calculations
for sweptback wings with suction
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0196] p0169 A81-2C840
Fundamental studies on the control of turbulent
boundary layers. I Theoretical and experimental
analyses of velocity profiles and parameters
with and without adverse pressure gradient, vith
uniform suction through a porous flat plate
P0228 A81-24079
Transient three-dimensional flov along a porous
plate
p0231 A81-24615
Hybrid suction surface for turbulent boundary
layer flow
p0240 A81-26513
Experimental investigation of the flow on the
suction side of a thin Delta King
[BASi-TH-75897] p0338 881-21024
Program of research in laminar flow control in tie
JIAFS at HASA Langley Besearch Center
[HASA-CB-164843] p0627 H81-32121
SOD AVIASIOH AIBCBAFT
si CO'BCOEDE AIBCBAFT
BI SB-210 AIBCBAFT
SOD AVIA1IOB SE-210 AIBCBAFI
0 SE-210 AIBCBAFT
SQLFitBS
BT SODZUH SOLFATES
SOLFOB COHPOOBDS
BT SCDIDB SOIFATES
SOBLIGBT
Effects of sunlight on display filters
p0326 A81-30352
SDPEB SABSB AIBCBAFT
0 F-100 AIBCBAFI
SOPEBAUOIS
0 HIiT. BESISTABT ALLOYS
SOPEBCAVITAIIHG FLO!
Study of the characteristics of a base-vented wing
in nonlinear theory
[AAAF PAPEB HI 80-40] p0369 481-33927
SOPBBCA?ITATIOI
U SDPEBCAVIIATIHG FLOB
SOPBBCHABGEBS
The effect of impeller tip design on the
performance of a mixed flow" tnrbocharger
compressor
[ASHE PAPEB 81-GT-7] p0310 A81-29932
Effect- of a part-span variable inlet guide vane on
the performance of a high-bypass turbofan engine
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1362] p0502 A81-40842
A-388
SUBJECT IHDEX SOPBBSOBIC AIBCBAFT
Effect'of a part-span variable inlet guide vane on
the performance of a high-bypass tarbofan engine
[NASA-TH-82617] pO<143 N81-25081
SOPEBCHABGIHG
0 SOPEBCHABGEBS
SUPEBCOHDOCTIHG BAGHBJS
Application of superconducting coils to the HAS A
prototype aagnetic balance
[HASA-CB-165660] p0336 N81-20086
'SO^BBCOBDUCTOBS
Superconducting generator design for airborne
applications •.
p0241 A81-26862
Application of superconducting coils to the HASA
prototype magnetic balance
[HASA-CH-165660] p0336 B81-20086
SOPBBCOOLIRG
HI CBYOGEHIC COOLING
SDPEHCRITICAL FlOi
Becent developments in integral equation method in
transonic flow
p0234 A81-25384
. On the design of modern airfoil sections by
numerical methods
p0347 A81-30705
Supercritical airfoil technology program wake
experiments and oodeling for fore and aft loaded
compressor cascades
[AD-A091378] p0091 881-13034
. Design of advanced technology transonic airfoils
and wings
j p0187 N81-16000
Design study for the inner wing of a transonic
wing-body combination of aspect ratio 8
• p0190 U81-16015
Supercritical flow past symmetrical airfoils
[AD-A093300] p0203 H81-16984
Pressure and force data for a flat wing and a
warped conical wing having a shockless
recoppression at Bach 1.62
[HASA-TP-1759] p0372 H81-22016
SOPEBCHITICAL SIBGS
The supercritical profile of the supercritical wing
p0107 A61-17522
Extraction of wavedrag from airfoil wake
measurements
[AIAA PAPEfi 81-0291] . p0164 A81-20732
A cost-effective aethod for shock-free
supercritical wing design
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0383] p0166 A81.-20796
Design considerations of advanced supercritical
low drag suction airfoils
p0240 A81-26514
Technology pays off on the A»-8B
P0291 A81-29060
Prediction of transonic flatter for a
supercritical wing by nodified strip analysis
and comparison with experiment
[AIAA 81-0609] p0304 A81-29471
A wind-tunnel study of the flutter characteristics
of a supercritical wing
p0308 481-29504
Ccaparison of computed and measured unsteady
pressure fields en a supercritical wing[OHBBA, IP HO. 1981-12] p03S9 181-32541
Experimental-programme - transonic wing-TSI
pO.457 A81-38804
Design and construction of a model which is
dynamically similar to the A310 wing•[DOLE PAPEB 81-035] . p0608 A81-47556
Comparison of Unsteady Pressure Fields Computed
and Heasnred on the ZKP model
[AGABD-B-688] • . p0033 B81-11019
The high-speed airfoil program
p0185 H81-15970
Transonic wing technology for transport aircraft
p0188 881-16002
Sole particular configuration effects on a thin
supercritical variable-camber wing
P0188 H81-16005
Experimental study of the Interaction between the
•ing of a subsonic aircraft and a nacelle o f -a
high by-pass ratio engine
p0189 B81-16010
Development and wind tunnel investigation- of three
supercritical airfoil profiles for transport
aircraft[BASA-Tfl-75840] p0249 881-18030
Advanced aerodynamics and active controls.
Selected HAS A research
[SASA-CP-2172] p0259 M81-19001
Status and future plans of the Drones for
Aerodynamic and Structural Testing (DAST) program
Aeroelastic Besearch ling (ABB) ;
. p0259 H81-19003
Investigation of powered nacelles on a high aspect
ratio NASA supercritical wing, phase 2
langley 8 Foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel
p0260 .N81-19008
The EEI Horizontal Tails Investigation and the EET
Lateral Controls Investigation Langley
8-Foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel
p0260 N81-19009
Hatural laminar flow flight experiment Langley
8-Foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel
p0260 N81-19010
Advanced turboprop installation aerodynamics
p0260 S81-19013
lind-tunnel investigation at Bach numbers from
0.25 to 1.01 of a transport configuration
designed to cruise at near-sonic speeds
conducted in langley 8-foot transonic pressure
tunnel
[HASA-TH-X-2622] p0262 N81-19025
Experimental studies of scale -effects on
oscillating airfoils at transonic speeds
P0386 B81-23054
Civil component program iing Section. Dew
calculation methods for subsonic and transonic
interference with planar and spatial flows
[BHFT-FB-B-80-022] pO«2« H81-24034
Prediction of transonic flutter for. a
supercritical wing by modified strip analysis
aid comparison with experiment
[BASA-IM-83126] p04<*5 N81-25432
The supercritical profile of the supercritical wing
IHASA-TH-76605] p0494 H81-27075
Investigation of the circulation control
wing/upper surface blowing high-lift system on a
low aspect ratio semispan model
[AD-A103090] p0627 N81-32128
SOPBBHIGH PHEQOEiCIBS
BAV'fCLAUD microwave scanning beam tests at NCSC.
Three landing guidance systems tested in a
specular mnltipath environment
[AD-AOS9298] p0484 B81-26086
SOPBBHIBBID HATEBIALS
NT GfliPBITB-EPOXY COHPOSITB HATBBIALS
Superhybrid composite tlade impact studies
[AS11B PAPBB 81-GT-24] p0311 A81-29940
SOPEBHASTICITY
Concurrent supefplastic forming/diffusion bonding
of titanium airfrane components
p0531.A81-43638
Superplastic formed and diffusion bonded titanium
landing gear component feasibility study[AD-A092788] p0200 881-16213
SOPEBSOIIC AIBCBAFT
HT B-58 AIBCSAFT
at CCSCOEOB flIECBAFI
BT F-4 AIBCBAFT
HT F-5 AIBCBAFT
HI F-8 AIBCBAFT
HT F-14 AIBCBAFT
HT F-15 1IBCHAFT
HT F-16 AIBCBAFT
HT F-17 AIBCBAFT
NT F-100 AIBCBAFT
BT F-101 AIBCBAFT
HT F-106 AIBCBAFT
HT F-111 AIBCBAFT
HT J&GOAB AIBCBAFT
HT HIEAGE AXBCBAFT
HT MIBSGE 3 AIBCBAFT
HT PBAHTOa AIBCBAFT
ST Sf-t AIBCBAFT
BT SAAB 37 AIBCBAFT
NT SOPEBSOSIC COHHEBCIA1 AIB XBAHSPOBT
HT SOPEBS09IC TBABSPOB3S
HI T-38 AIBCBAFT
Bew concepts for design of fully-optimized
configurations for future supersonic aircraft
P0007 A81-11606
Optimizing the fixed leading edge shape of a
transonic wing to suit the landing high-lift
requirements
pOOII A81-11644
A-389
SOPEBSOHIC AIBFOILS SUBJECT IHDEX
Status of knowledge of sonic cocas
p0017 481-11822
Optimum selection cf main parameters for the
reverse design of a supersonic military aircraft
p0102 481-17047
Transonic axisymmetric bodies with minimal wave drag
p0102 481-17048
One-dimensional considerations concerning the
stability behavior of inlet diffusers for
supersonic aircraft German thesis
p0107 481-17548
Sukhoi's pivotal interdictor
p0109 481-17832
Industry proposes supersonic V/S10L
p0122 481-19490
.Supersonic v/sTGl frospects brighten
p0288 481-28599
Development cf a low HO/x/ lean premized annular
combust.or
[ASflE P4PEB 81-GT:-40] p0312 481-29954
Establishing cruise-engine cycle:payoffs for a
supersonic VST01 aircraft ,
£4SHE P4PEB 81-GT-100] p0315 481-30007
Transonic rotor noise - Theoretical and
experimental comparisons
p0364 481-33049
Propellers for economic flight at high speeds
. [A44F P4PEB HI 80-34] p0369 481-33936
4 comparison of propulsion systems for
 ;V/STOL
supersonic combat aircraft
[S4E P4PEB 801141] p0398 481-34171
Full Authority Digital Electronic Control turbcfan
engine demonstration . <
[SAE P4PEB 801199] p0402 481-34209
Integrated active controls impact on supersonic
cruise vehicle structural design
[S4E P4PEB 801210] p0404 481-34218
Supersonic aircraft test experience - Test
techniques and data analysis methods
p0419 481-37299
Propellers for economic flight at high speeds
p0464 481-39698
flulti-mission V/STCL with vectored thrust engines
[4IAA P4PEB 81-1363] p0502 481-40843
Advanced nozzle integration for supersonic strike
fighter application
[4144 P4PEB 81-1441] p0504 481-40875
The supersonic fan engine - An advanced concept in
supersonic cruise propulsion
[4144 P4PEB 81-1599] p0508 481-40973
Experimental and analytical development of an ,
advanced supersonic fighter concept
[AIA4 P4PES 81-1659] , p0534 481-43941
SB-71 impressive in high-speed regime
p0565 481-45747
SB-71 imposes burden on maintenance units
p0565 481-45748
Experimental and theoretical aerodynanic
characteristics of .two hypersonic cruise
aircraft concepts at Bach numbers of 2.96, 3.96,
and 4.63
[HASA-TP-1767] p0072 H81-12021
4 simulator study for tie development and
evaluation of operating procedures on a
supersonic cruise research transport to niniiize
airport-community noise
[HAS4-TP-1742] p0073 H81-12043
& system for/aerodynamic design and analysis of
supersonic-aircraft. Part 1: General
description and theoretical development
[HAS4-CB-3351] F0139 S81-14970
4 system for aerodynamic design and analysis of
supersonic aircraft. Part 3: Computer program
description
[H4S4-CB-3353] p0139 881-14971
4 system for aerodynamic design and analysis of
supersonic aircraft. Part 4: Test cases
[HASA-CB-3354] p0185 881-15977
Progress with Variable cycle engines
p0245 H81-17997
A family of supersonic airplanes: Technical and
economic feasibility
p0248 H81-18017
Supersonic cruise vehicle research/business jet
pO'248 H81- 18022
Optimum maneuvers of supersonic aircraft, volumes
1 and 2 . .
p0332 B81-20060
Turbine bypass engine: 4 new supersonic cruise
propulsion .concept . •- .
[HAS4-TH-82608] p0489 S81-26145
The supersonic fan engine: An advanced concept in
supersonic cruise propulsion • . . .
[M4S4-TH-82657] p0496 S81-27094
flnlti-mission STOVL with vectored thrust engines
p0633 H81-33149
Hind tunnel testing of a windshield material or
supersonic aircraft ,
[40-4103383] . - . '.. p0635 H81-33163
Analysis and design of,supersonic aircraft based
on inviscid nonlinear Enlerian equations. . Part
1: Botational Euler solutions with explicit
shock fitting -.-•• , . •
[AD-A103434] • p0637 H81-33192
SOPEBSOHIC AIBFOHS
Botor redesign for a highly loaded 1800 ft/sec tip
speed fan, 2
[HASA-CB-159879]
 ; . , . .pOO78 H81-12087
The high-speed airfoil program I • .
.. • P0185 881-15970
The high-speed propeller program
. pO185.S81-15972
Some aerodynamic interference effects that
influence the.transonic performance of combat
aircraft
P0189 N81-16014
Design study for the inner wing of a transonic
wing-body combination of aspect ratio 8, >
p0190 H81-16015
Civil component program ling Section. The design
of the transonic airfoil Va 2
[BHFI-FB-B-80T023] p0426 H81-24053
SOPEBS01IC BCOBD4BY. LA!BBS
The coordinate-deformation method in the problem
of a supersonic gas flow over an airfoil
delta wings
p0123 481-19631
The influence of flow disturbances on the
laminar-turbulent transition in a supersonic
boundary layer . > •
p0124.481-19643
Hind-tunnel measurements and comparison with
flight of the boundary layer and heat transfer
on a hollow cylinder at Mach 3
[S4S4-TP-1789J . p0140 H81-14975
SDPEBSOBIC COHBOSTION
Hultiple-scale turbulence modeling of boundary
layer flows for scramjet applications
[H4S4-CB-3433] . p0392 N81-23411
SDPEBSONIC COMBDSTIOH BAHJET EHG11ES
A numerical study of candidate transverse fuel
injector configurations in the Langley scramjet
engine
I • p0003 481-10709
Flameholding characteristics of a swept-strut E2
fuel-injector for scramjet applications
p0003 481-10711
Numerical study of a scramjet engine flow field•
[4144 P4PEB 81-0186] p0162 481-20659
0.S.E.B.A. ramjet test facilities
p0365 481-33285
Scramjet combustor wall boundary layer analysis
[AI44 PAPEB 81-1434] p0504 481-40871
4 parametric study of staged fuel injector
configurations for scramjet applications
[4I4A PAPEB 81-1468] p0505 481-40888
Critical considerations in the-design of
supersonic combustion ramjet /scramjet/ engines
[4144 P4PEB 80-1284] p0511 481-41748
Operating characteristics of the Langley Sach 7
Scraajet Test Facility
[B4S4-TB-81929] p0335 H81-20083
SOPEBSOHIC COHHEBCI4L AIB TBAHSPOBT
4 successful step toward an advanced supersonic
transport engine - Acoustic and emission^ results
from the Pratt and Whitney 4ircraft Variable
Cycle Engine Program
[4144 P4PEB 81-1593] p0508 481-40968
Turbine bypass engine .- 4 new supersonic cruise
propulsion concept
[4144 P4PEB 81-1596] • p0508 481-40971
Design of a multivariable integrated control for a
supersonic propulsion system --r- variable stream
control engine
p0079 B81-12094
Structural concept trends for commercial
supersonic cruise aircraft design
1-390
SOBJECT IHDBX SOPEBSOilC FLOB
p02«6 881-18006
Opportunities for structural improveaents for an
advanced supersonic transport vehicle
p0246 B81-18007
Evaluation of high-temperature structural
adhesives foe extended service
p0247 H81-18010
Long-range airplane stud;: The consumer looks at
SST travel
p0247 B81-18014
Transonic flatter stud; of a Kind-tunnel model of
an arrow-wing supersonic transport SCAT-15F
model test in the Langley Transonic Dynamics
Tunnel
[BASA-TB-81962] p0388 B81-23071
SOPEBSOBIC CHOISB A1BCBU1 BESEABCH
HASA presses fighter gains long-range
supersonic cruise aircraft
p0002 £81-10575
The influence of leading-edge thrust on twisted
and cambered wing design for supersonic cruise
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1656] p0526 A81-43146
Progress in supersonic cruise technology
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1687] p0535 A81-43950
Bodel aerodynamic test results for two variable
cycle engine coannular eihaust systems at
simulated takeoff and cruise conditions
Lewis 8 by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel tests
[BASA-CB-159818] p0093 H81-13057
Bibliography of Supersonic Cruise Eesearch (SCB)
program from 1977 to mid-1980
[BASA-RP-1063] p0139 881-14973
A wind tunnel investigation of the aerodynamic
characteristics of forward swept wings
supersonic cruise aircraft research :
p0189 881-16011
Complex configuration analysis at transonic speeds
p0190 881-16016
Active controls for flutter suppression and gust
alleviation in supersonic aircraft YF-17
flutter model
[BaSA-CB-1£3934] p0216 881-17097
Supersonic Cruise Besearch 1979, part 1
{HASA-CP-2108-PT-1] p0243 H81-17981
Overview of the Langley subsonic research effort
on SCB configuration •
p0243 B81-17982
Besnlts of a low-speed wind tunnel test of the HDC
2.2H supersonic cruise aircraft configuration
p0243 881-17983
Exploratory subsonic investigation of vortex-flap
concept on arrow wing configuration
p0243 1181-17985
Analytic development of; improved supersonic cruise
aircraft based on wind tunnel data
p0244 B81-17989
. Flying qualities design criteria applicable to
supersonic cruise aircraft
p0244 881-17991
Development of SCB Aircraft takeoff and landing
procedures fcr ccunuzity noise abatement and
their impact on flight safety
p0245 881-17994
.VCE test bed engine for supersonic cruise research
p0245 881-17995
Effects on inlet technology on cruise speed
selection
p0245 881-17998
VCE early accustic test results of General
Electric"s high-radius ratio coannnlar plug nozzle
p02«5 B81-17999
Effects of nozzle design on the noise fron
supersonic jets
p0246 881-18001
Status of noise technology for advanced supersonic
cruise aircraft
- . p02«6 881-18002
Advanced technology for controlling pollutant
emissions from supersonic cruise aircraft
p0246' 861-18001)
Supersonic Cruise Besearch 1979, part 2
airframe structures and materials, systems
integration, economic analysis
[BASA-CP-21G8-PI-2] p0246 B81-18005
Supersonic cruise research aircraft structural
studies: Bethods and results
p0246 881-18008
Overview of Boeing supersonic transport efforts,
1971 - 1979
p0247 H81-18016
Impact of changing fuel characteristics on
supersonic cruise airplane
p0248 N81-18018
Charts for determining potential minimum
sonic-boom overpressures for supersonic cruise
aircraft
[8ASA-TP-1820] p0337 881-21016
SOPEBSOBIC DIFFOSEBS
One-dimensional considerations concerning the
stability behavior of inlet diffusers for
supersonic aircraft German thesis
p0107 A81-17548
Some optimization problems of internal aerodynamics
p0237 A81-26120
Numerical solution of a supersonic ejector pump
p0413 A81-35939
Experiments with a supersonic multi-channel radial
diffuser ' '
 v
[AD-A094192] p0257 881-16374
Analysis of the performance of the drive system
and diffuser of the Langley unitary plan wind
tunnel
'.[BASA-lfl-83168] p0635 M81-33158
SDPEBSOilC DBAG
Procedures for optimal drag design of camber and
flap deflection in supersonic regions with
consideration to geometric limits
' [DGLB ..PAPEB 80-110] p0120 A81-19396
Experimental and theoretical aerodynamic
characteristics of t»o hypersonic cruise
aircraft concepts at Bach numbers of 2.96, 3.96,
and 4.63
[BASA-TP-1767] p0072 B81-12021
Data base for the prediction of inlet external drag
1
 p0190 881-16018
SOPEBSOBIC FLIGHT
The emulsion chamber experiment on super-sonic
Concorde /Echos/
p0019 A81-12476
Delta canard configuration at high angle of attack
p0154 A81-20351
Application of aerodynamic jump prediction theory
to supersonic, high fineness ratio, cruciform
finned bodies
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0222] p0162 A81-20685
Contribution to the determination of the drag
coefficient for air breathing flight vehicles on
the basis of wind tunnel measurements
[DGLB FAPEB 81-036] ' p0610 A81-47604
Flight effects on supersonic convergent-divergent
nozzle jet noise
[AIAA PAPEI 81-2027] p0623 A81-49728
Computational aerodynamic design tools and
techniques used at fighter development
IBBB-FE-122/S/PUB/13] . p0128.881-13950
Prediction of supersonic store separation
characteristics including fuselage and stores of
noncircnlar cross section. Volume 2: Users
manual for the computer program
[AD-A099391] p0494 881-27080
Prediction of supersonic store separation •
characteristics including fuselage and stores of
noncircular cross section. Volume 1:
Theoretical methods and comparisons with
experiment
[AD-A099330] p0495 B81-27081
SOPEBSOBIC FLOi
Investigation of lateral forces and moments in the
case of asymmetric gas flows in nozzles
p0004 A81-10913
Beview of numerical Bethods for the problem of the
supersonic flow around bodies at angle of attack.
pOOII A81-11639
Solution cf nonautomodeled problems of
•boundary-layer theory taking into account
nonstationary conjugate beat exchange and blowing
p0059 481-11581
Thin-layer approximation for three-dimensional
supersonic corner flows
p0067 A81-15900
Variational problems of gas dynamics
p0069 A81-16455
Characteristics of the velocity field near a
wing-body combination located at an angle of •
attack to an oncoming supersonic flow
p0119 A81-19337
Plane vortex gas flows emphasizing supersonic
case'
a-391
SDPBBSOHIC FLOi IHLEXS SUBJECT IHDKI
p0123 A81-19634
On a linear theory of a supersonic flow past a
delta wing with subsonic leading edges
p0149 A81-19872
A cost-effective method for shockr-free
supercritical wing design
[AIAA PAPES 81-0383] p0166 A81-20796
Calculation of supersonic gas flows about Kings
p0170 A81-21201
Calculation of internal and external flow field
and cowl pressure drag in the supersonic
axisymmetric nose inlets
p0224 A81-23730
Lifting surface theory and the numerical method of
wings with small angles of sideslip at subsonic,
and supersonic £ feeds
P0224 A81-23851
Slightly blunted cone in a supersonic flow at
angle of attack
• P0225 A81-23908
self-excited oscillations of supersonic flow in a
sudden enlargement of a duct
P0228 A81-24081
numerical simulation of supersonic flow around
solids of revoluticn with a leading detachment
zone
p0231 A81-2U757
Evaluation of blade element performance of
compressor rotor blade cascades in transonic and
low supersonic flow range
P0296 A81-29102
On some methods of supersonic unsteady lifting
surface analysis
[AIAA 81-0614] p0307 A81-29497
An improved potential gradient method to calculate
airloads on oscillating supersonic interfering
surfaces
£A1AA 81-0646] p0307 A81-29499
Interaction of a gas jet from a jet engine with
the destroyed surface of a multiphase disperse
medium
P0319 A81-3'0152
Calculation of supersonic flow around a wing with
constant curvature of its leading edges
., p0413 A81-35916
Calculation of supersonic flow past interfering
wings
.' ' i • p0413 A81-36455
Calculation of flow past wings with supersonic
sharp edges
pO»18 A81-3694U
Accuracy and application of a second-order theory
for three-dimensional supersonic and low
hypersonic unsteady flows aroung a thin wing
. ' p0419 481-37335
A PAHSCHIC Havier-stokes sclver for two
dimensional flow about arbitrary airfoil sections
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1195] p0454 A81-38077
Measured pressure distributions and shock shapes
on a simple delta wing ' ' •
p'0617 A61-46479
Analytical characteristics methods: Applications
. [VKI-PRBPBIHT-1980-10] p0021 H81-10011
Measured pressure distributions and shock shapes
on a Butler wing
[CUED/A-AEBO/Tfl-9] pC090 H81-'13026
Downwash calculation at close range behind a
trapezoidal wing in supersonic .flow
[FFA-TN-AO-1661] p0125 H81-13925
Transonic wind tunnel development '(1940 - 1950)
p0185 881-15971
A higher order panel method for linearized
supersonic flow
[NASA-CB-3062] p0262 B81-19022
Investigation of. plume induced separation on a
full-size missile at supersonic velocities
[AD-AQ9ii712] p0277 H81-19212
Investigations of free-jet test requirements and-
techniques with emphasis on the adaptable jet
stretcher .
[AD-A098710] . pQ439 1181-25044
An aerodynamic analysis of deformed wings in
subsonic and supersonic flow
[AD-A101675] . p0580 H81-30091
Basic studies of body vortices at 'high angles of
attack and supersonic speeds
CAD-A102241] p0594 H81-31154
SOPEBSOHIC PLOB IHLBIS
0 SOPEBSOHIC ISLETS
SOPEBSOKIC FLOTTEB
Experimental verification of unsteady aerodynamic
models of supersonic (installed flutter
p0295 A81-29094
Supersonic stall flutter of high-speed fans •
[ASHE PAPEB 81-GT-184] . p0317 A81-30078
Experimental determination of unsteady blade
element aerodynamics in cascades. Volume 2:
Translation mode cascade
 :
[SASA-CB-165166] p0140 S81-14976
SDPEBSOSIC ISLETS
Experimental investigation of a high-aspect-ratic
supersonic inlet
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1397] p0515 A81-42187
Supersonic stall flutter of high speed fans in
turbofan engines • .
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often ignored
p0482 A81-40750
The 1980 Aircraft Safety and Operating Problems,
part 2
[BAS4-CP-2170-PT-2] p0267 B81-19056
TBBHI1AL 60IDABCB
Procedures to improve flight safety in wind shear
conditions
p0014 481-11666
Computer-aided methods for redesigning the
stabilized pitch control system of a semi-active
thermal homing missile
pOOSI 481-13250
Bealizatioa of a method of extremal targeting in a
problem -of aircraft landing control
p0625 481-4S943
Flight ternination receiver/decoders design,
performance and certification
[4D-A089746] p0037 881-11045
A mathematical model of the CH-53 helicopter
[H4S4-TH-81238] ' p0075 B81-12065
Study of helicopter performance and terminal
instrument procedures
[4D-4090052] p0092 B81-13046
Flight evaluation of the terminal guidance systei
£B4S4-CB-163859] p0142 B81-14991
Applicated techniques for the control of approach
traffic
[DFVLB-BITT-79-20] p0142 B81-14992
Flight investigation of a four-dimensional
terminal area guidance system for Si'OL aircraft
[BASA-Ta-81271] p0260 B81-19014
4-405
TEBHAEY SYSTEHS (DIGITAL) SUBJECT IHDEI
IBBHABY SYSTBHS (DIGITAL)
0 DIGITAL SYSTEHS '
TEBHilH . .
Information requirements for airborne 'electronic
terrain naps .
p0325 £81-30334
aerial collisions Kith relief features ..•• '
-P0557 £81-44323
Heal-time feasibility for generation of nonlinear
teitared terrain
[AD-A095070] . . p0277 H81-19141
TBBBAIH ABALYSIS
Single-parameter terrain classification for
terrain following
p0066 A81-15882
Autonomous navigation using passively sensed
terrain images , • „ • ' • • . . . ,
p0110 £81-17977
IEBBAIH COHTOOB HATCBIBG BATIGA1IOI SISTBfl
0 TEBCOH
TBBBAIH FOLLOIIBG AIBCBAFI
Sukhoi's pivotal interdictor . '
p0109 A81-17832
A mobile computer-aided detection and tracking
system for low-flying attack aircraft
p0152 A81-20098
•Load snubbing1 - A solution to the problem of
terrain flying with external cargo
£ AHS 80-32] p0476 481-40162
Ose or atmospheric electric fields for vertical
stabilization and terrain avoidance
(AIAA 81-1848] . , p0556 A81-44126
Output predictive algorithnic control - Precision
tracking with application to terrain following
p0564 A81-45573
Output predictive algorithaic control - Precision
tracking with application to terrain following
p0567 481-46280
Evolution of tactical and nap displays for high.--1
performance aircraft
p0212 H81-17072
A study of the effect of terrain on helicopter
noise propagation by acoustical oodeling
[AD-A097626] • . pC394 B81-23864
XES1 BEDS
D TEST EQOIPflBHT ', .
TEST CHABBESS
HI AHECHOIC CHAMBEBS
. A comparison between electric field strengths
similarly generated and measured in the open
air, in a shielded enclosure and in a large
aircraft hangar, over frequency range 10 to 110 •
HHZ .: • • . .
[BSBE-HEHO-3248] p0084 B81-12353
Comments on settling chamber design for quiet,
blow dona wind tunnels
[HASA-TM-81948] p0335 HE1-20085
TEST EQOIPHEHT
Hultiple-component lightning high-current testing
, . p0056 A81-14255
An apparatus for the simulation of an air intake
at high angle of attack in a compressor test
facility
[ONEBA, TP BO. 1981-35] p0460 A81-39238
Standard Avionics Testteds
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1731] p0528 A81-43172
An equipment for testing and measuring a Helmet
Mounted Sight and Display system with a coupled
TV-camera in the flight simulator for research
of the DFVIB . . , .
[DFVLB-HITT-80-04] p0092 B81-13052
. Equipment for testing and neasuring a "helnet
mounted.sight and display" system with a.coupled
movable television camera in the
flight-simulator for research of the DFVLB
[DFVLB-HITT-80-04] . p0129 881-13960
TEST FACILITIES
BT ABECHOIC CHAHBEBS .
BT BALLISTIC BABGES
HT BLOHDCIN MIND TDBBELS
BT CASCADE NIBD TOBHELS
ST CBTOGEHIC USD TOSHELS
BT EHGIHE 'i'ESTIHG LAEOBATOBIES
BT EHVIBOHHEHTAL LABCBATCBIES .
BT HYDBADLIC TIST TOBBELS
BT HYPEBSOHIC ilBD 10BBELS - • • . • •
BT LOW SPEED HIHD TDHBELS ., . •
BT SOCKET TEST FACILITIES ' "
HT SLOTTED IIHD IOHHELS -'. . > .
HI SUBSOHIC HIHD TDHBELS
HI SyPEBSCSIC RIBD TOBBELS • , . • '
HT TEST STANDS .
HT TBABSOHIC BIND TUNNELS
HT TBISCSIC HIBD TUHHELS • '. -
HT SIHD 10BBELS
Hind tannel model support, controlled by four
microprocessors
[OSEBA, TP BO. 1980-149] p0174 A81-21917
Escape systems testing on the Hollbman .high speed
test track ,.-
p0175 A81-22088
Effect of facility variation on the acoustic
characteristics of three single stream nozzles
p0178 A81-22534
'Simulation of apparent acceleration on flight
test stands
p0223 A81-23405
The OSAF Armament Division Structural Dynamics Lab
p0347 A81-30689
Aerodynamic trials with the linear motor-driven
platform at the Toulouse Aeronautic Testing Center
for aircraft acceleration and deceleration
tests
[AAAF PAPEB BT 80-41] p0369 A81-33943
Description of the warm core turbine facility and
the warm annular cascade facility recently
installed at BASA Lewis Besearch Center
[SAE PAPEB 801122] p0396 A81-34158
A forward look at gas turbine testing facilities
TSAE PAPEB 801124] p0396 A81-34159
lest stand for the study of flow systems in wind
tunnels
p0409 A81-35009
lest facility for the measurement of infrared
radiation from jet engine exhaust systems
p0462 A81-39503
BAPC gyroscopic moment test facility
[AIAA 2APEB 81-1480] p0506 A81-40900
• 1ELS - A facility to observe the effect of
simulated flight maneuver loads on turbine engines
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1591] p0508 A81-40966
A compact installation for testing vectored-throst
engines
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1592] p0508 A81-40967
Combined environment reliability testing /CEET/ as
applied to engine mounted electronic controls
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1500] p0516 A81-42204
Digital controls in a large engine test facility
p0532 £81-43715
Boise reduction test facilities at Douglas Aircraft
p0570 A81-46375
Shielded enclosure test bed regnirement
[AD-A092589] p0198 B81-16073
Aeronautical systems technology needs: Escape,
rescue and survival and test facilities and test
equipment
[AD-AC97827] .. p0423 B81-24020
Investigations of free-jet test requirenents and
techniques with emphasis on the adaptable jet
stretcher '
[AD-A0987.10] p0439 B81-25044
Guide for users of the Bational Transonic Facility
- [HASA-TH-83124] p0550 B81-29139
TEST FIBIIG
HI S1ATIC FIBIHG
Application of aerodynamic jump prediction theory
to supersonic,-high fineness ratio, cruciforn
finned bodies
[AIAA EAPEB 81-0222] p0162 A81-20685
IESI BABGES
BT BALLISTIC BANGES
TEST STAHDS
Test-stand combustion chamber for the study and
development of forced working processes for
jet engines • '
p0319 A81-30151
Test stand for the experimental study of auxiliary •'
power supplies
p0319 Al1-30i53
Propeller propulsion integration, phase 1
conducted in langley 30 by 60 foot full scale
wind tunnel
[HASA-CB-163921] p0196 H81-16058
Tests of large coapressors at CE pr
p0432 N81-24.096
TEST VEHICLES ;
HT FLIGHT TEST VEHICLES
£-406
SUBJECT IBDEI TBBBBOCOOPLB PIBOHETEBS
High bypass tnrbofan component development,
modification 2
[AD-A093156] p0215 881-17093
TBSTBBS
0 TEST EOOIPBENT
TESTIIG BACHIHBS
D TEST BQUIPBEHT
TBTHEBED BALLCOBS >
Air Force Geophysics laboratory aerodynamically
tethered balloon, 45,000 cable feet
[AD-A096758] p0372 B81-22023
TEXTILES
Textile materials for commercial transportation
vehicles passenger aircraft
p0532 A81-43653
TP-30 BM6I8B
A jet engine monitor /JBB/ for the TA-7C
[AIAA PAFEB 81-1562] '' p0507 481-10947
IF-31 EH6IBB
Banafactaring technology for low temperature
composite engine frames for TF-34 engine
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1355] pOSOl A81-40837
A-10/TF34 Turbine Engine Monitoring System
evaluation and implementation
[AIAA PAPBB 81-1447] p0505 A81-40880
TF34 engine compression system computer study
simulation of flow stability
[HASA-CB-159889] pOl43 H81-15005
A-10/TF34 Turbine Engine Bonitoring System (TEDS)
p0599 H81-31211
SF-41 EH6IHE
TF41/A7-B engine monitoring system implementation
experience
[SAE PAPBB 801222] p0404.A81-34226
TF41/Lamilloy Accelerated flission Test,
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1349] p0501 A81-40833
Fuel character effects on the TF41 engine
combustion system
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1391] p0503 A81-40858
IPX AIBCBAFT
0 F-111 AIBCBAIT
- THBODOBSEH TBA1SFOBBAIIOS
Flag-lag-torsional dynamics of eztensional and
inextensional rotor Hades in hover and in
forward flight
[NASA-CB-164475] p0486 H81-26117
THBOflEHS
HI BAIES THEOBBH
THEBBAL AGI9ATIOH
0 TflEBHAl EHEBGY
THEBBAL BAITBBIES
High power silver zinc and thermal batteries for
missiles and aviation applications
p0235 A81-25612
THEBBAL COHDOCTIVITI
Integral methods for solving thermal conductivity
problems and their application to evaluating
heat exchange in certain gas-turbine elements
p0285 A81-28128
IHBBBAL CCHTBOL COAHHGS
Cost/benefit analysis of advanced materials
technologies for future aircraft turbine engines
[HASA-CB-165225] p0144 1181-15006
TBBBBAL COHBEHTS
D COHVECTI7B FLOB
IHBBfliL CICLIBS XBSSS
Hethod for evaluating the resistance of
gas-turbine installation disks to thermal cycling
p0364 A81-33168
Determination of fatigue life by testing materials
for thermal fatigue
p0532 A81-43774
IHEBBAL DECOHPOSI1IOB
HT P2BOLY.SIS
TBBBBAL EFFECTS
0 IBBPBBATOBE EFFECTS
IHBBBAL EFFICIEBCI
0 THEEHODIBASIC EFFICIEBCT
fHBBHAL BIEBGT
Characteristics of thermal energy separation in a
gas ejector
p0281 A81-27371
Parabolic Dish Solar Thermal Power Annual Program
Beviev Proceedings
[HASA-CB-164696] p0587 B81-30525
THEBBAL EIRBGI SZOBAGE
D HEAT SIOBAGE
SHBBHAI. EXPABSIOB
Thermal expansion melding process for aircraft
composite structures
[SAE PAPEB 800612] p0062 A81-15334
Effect of various environmental conditions on
polymer matrix composites
p0039 H81-11130
THBBBA1 FAII60E '
Hethod for evaluating the resistance of
gas-turbine installation disks to thermal cycling
p0364 481-33168
Determination of fatigue life by testing materials
for thermal fatigue
R0532 A81-43774
Procedure for pressure contact on high-power
semiconductor devices free of thermal fatigue
[BASA-TB-75733] p0376 1181-22054
THBHHAL liSOLAIIOH
Effectiveness of. a gas curtain in Laval nozzles
under nonrated flow conditions
,p0417 A81-36737
IHEBBAL FOIEB
0 TOBBOGENZBATOBS
THEBBAL PEOPBBTIBS
D THEBBODIMABIC PBOPEBTIES
THEBHAL IBOIBCTIOB
Pilot installations for deposition technignes in
the case of components exposed to heat and for
diffusion joining of power plant components
. p0449 A81-37634
Structural tests on space shuttle thermal
protection systen constructed with nondensified
and densified Li 900 and LI 2200 tile
[HASA-TH-81903] p0257 H81-18410
IHBBBA1 BADIATIOH
- Effect of thermal radiation on the integrity
pressurized aircraft evacuation slides and slide
materials
[AD-A098179] p0424 N81-24039
THEBHAL BESISTAHCE
Development of the self-temperature compensated
resistance strain gage used up to 700 C
[ASBE PAPEB 81-GT-118] p0316 A81-30022
Hethod for evaluating'the resistance of
. gas-turbine installation disks to thermal cycling
p0364 481-33168
THEBBAL SHIEIDIHG
0 HEAT SHIILDIHG . •' • '
THEBBAL SIBOLATIOH
The application of interactive graphics to thermal
modeling
. [AIAA fAPEB 81-1180] p0459 A81-39159
THEBHA1 STABILITY
HT TEBPSBATOBE DEPEHOEBCE
Joint-laboratory gualification testing of oils for
gas turbine engines
p0103 A81-17375
High-teaperature strength of alloys for gas
turbine engines —- Bussian book
p0482 A81-4C616
High-char-forming composite laminates
. • • p0532 481-43652
THEBBAL STBBSSES
. Effect of temperature dependent mechanical •
properties on thermal stress in cooled turbine
blades
[ASHE PAPEB 81-GT-105] p0315 A81-30010
A periodic problem in viscoelasticity with
variable coefficients
p0419 A81-37143
Investigation of the cooling of the turbine rotor
blade of a gas-turbine power system
p0465 481-40020
The. effect, of thermal stresses on the integrity of
three built-up aircraft structures
[HASJ-TH-81352] p0075 H81-12064
High temperature strain gage system for
apolication to turbine engine components
[AD-A101713] p0583 B81-3C132
The nature of operating flight loads and their
effect on propulsion system structures
p0599 H81-31207
. THEBHAL VACDOH TESTS
Effect of various environmental conditions on
pclymer matrix composites
p0039 B81-11130
THBBHCCHEBISTBI
Thermodynamics of organic compounds
[AD-A093087] . p0222 H81-17936
THBflflOCCDPLE PIBOBESEB5
Surfaca pyrometry in presence of radiation from
A-407
fHBBHOCOOPIES SUBJECT IBOEX
other sources with application to turbine blade
temperature measurement
[HASA-TP-1754]
 P0036 H81-11039
THEBHOCOOPLES
An optimum design procedure of total-temperature
thermocouple probes
p0108 A81-17807
THEEHODYHABIC CICLES
HI BBAITOH CICIE
NT STIBLIHG CYCLI
Economics of heavy fuels in gas turbines and
combined cycles
£ASHE PAPBB 81-61-45] p0312 A81-29959
Engine cycle selection for advanced technology
engine studies
[A3HE PAPEB 81-6T-191] p0317 481-30081
KOSFIG and BEKCBFIG; Two interactive
preprocessing to the Navy/NASA Engine Program
(HHEP)
[HASA-ia-82636] p0446 881-25698
THBBHODIHAHIC EFFICIEBCY
Preliminary study on reheat combustor for advanced
gas turbine
[ASME PAPE£ 81-GT-29] p0311 A81-29944
Application of water coding for improved gas
turbine fuel flexibility and availability
[ASHE P8.PEE 81-GI-68] p0313 A81-29977
Modified Brayton cycles utilizing alcohol fuels
[ASME PAPEB 81-GT-103] p0315 A81-3CC09
Design analysis of high-efficiency low-stress
ceramic gas turbines
[ASME PAPEB 81-GTr130] p0316 A81-30034
Thermodynamic comparison of the efficiencies of
semiclosed- and open-loop air cooling systems of
gas turbine engines
p0509 A81-41029
IBEBHODYHAHIC PBCPBBTIBS
HT CfilTlCAL POIB1
HT SPECIFIC HEAT
HI THEBMA1 COHEUCTIVITY
HT THEHflAl BXPAHSIOH
HT THEBflAL STABltlTY
HT THEBBOPHYSICAl PEOPEBTIES
Basic problem of the analytical design of aircraft
gas turbine engines. II
p0299 A81-29305
Time dependent Havier-Stokes solution of a
turbulent gas jet ejected from a rectangular
orifice into a high-subsonic crossflow
p0138 1181-14964
Combustor liner durability'analysis
[HASA-CB-165250] p0213 B81-17079
Investigation of air solubility in jet A fuel at
high pressures
[NASA-CK-3422] p0378 H81-22130
THEBBODYHAHICS
MI AEBOTHEBMODYHAHICS
HT COH30STIOH PHYSICS
Thermodynamics of organic compounds
[AD-A093087] p0222 H81-17936
THEBBOELASTICITY
HI AEBOTHEBMOE1ASTIC1TY
THEBHO6BAHS
0 BECOBUIHG INETEOHEH1S
D TEMPEBATOBE HEASUBIHG IHSTBUMEH1S
THEBHOBBCHAHICAL IB E A IB EH I
Thermomechanical behavior of a mechanically
alloyed Al-4.0Bg ponder alloy
p0409 A81-34851
THBBHOBECHAHICS
0 THEEBODYHAHICS
THBBHOBETBY
0 TEMPEBAIOBE.MEASOBEHEHT
IHEBHOPHYSICA1 PBOPEBIJES
HT CBITICAL POIS1
HT SPECIFIC HEAT
HT TEHPEBATUBE DEPEHDENCE
HT THEBBAL COHDOCTIV1TY
HT THEBHAL STABILITY
Kevlar - Theme-physical properties
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1104] p0459 A81-39104
Aviation turtine fuel properties and their trends
[HASA-TH-82603] p0444 M81-25232
IHEBHOPHYSICS
0 ThEBBODYHAMICS
THEBHOPLASTIC BESIBS .
Graphite thermoplastic YC-14 outboard elevator
p0530 A81-43631
A resin injection technique for the fabrication of
aero engine composite components
[PKB-90024] p0131 H81-14004
Advanced fiber reinforced-thermoplastic structures
[AD-A096759] , p0377 N81-22106
THEBHOE1ASTICITY
Thermoplastic strengthening of a gas-turbine
engine disk lock joint - Determination of the
residual stresses >
p0365 A81-33169
fBEBBOSEHIHG BESIHS
HT EPOXY BESIHS
HI KEV1AB (TBAEEHABK)
HT PBESOLIC BESIHS
THEBHOSTABI1ITY
0 IHEBBA1 STABILITY
THEBHOTBOPISH
0 TEMPEBATUBE EXPECTS
THICK FILMS
A new approach to thick-film resistors
p0232 A81-24968
THICKHBSS
On the unsteady wake-induced lift on a slotted
airfoil.. II - The influence of displacement
thickness fluctuations
p0229 A81-24237
Determination of the thickness of blades of open
wheels of radial-axial turbines
P0242 A81-26994
THICKHESS BATIO
A mathematical computer simulation of stationary
and nonstationaryflow of an ideal
incompressible fluid around solid profiles and
arrays
p0237 A81-26045
THIS AIBFOILS
HT IHFIHITE SPAN HIHGS
HT TUIH HIHGS
numerical solution of transonic flow through a
cascade with slender profiles
p0170 A81-21197
Analysis of a symmetric transonic aerofoil with
the finite element method - A new upwinding
technique
p0183 A81-22984
On the unsteady wake-induced lift on a slotted
airfoil. II - The influence of displacement
thickness fluctuations
p0229 A81-21237
Influence of hinge line gap on aerodynamic forces
acting on a harmonically oscillating thin
profile in an incompressible flow. I, II
p0348 A81-30956
Steady flow and static, stability of airfoils in
extreme ground effect
p0355 A81-31686
Oscillating airfoils in shock-free transonic flows
p0410 A81-35026
Isotheroal forging of fan blades
[AiAA EiPEi 81-1405] p0503 A81-40862
Evaluation of two-dimensional subsonic oscillatory
airforce coefficients and loading distributions
p0617 A81-4E480
IBIH FILES
The application of liquid crystals in experimental
aerodynamics
. p0238 A81-26123
Sputtering and ion plating for aerospace
applications
[HASA-TH-81726] p0337 H81-2C424
IHIB PLATES
Influence of boundary-layer suction on the
emission spectrum on a thin plate performing
oscillations under, the action of pressure
pulsations in aircraft noise reduction
p0054 A81-13573
Influence of boundary*layer suction on the
spectrum of radiation from a thin plate
vibrating under the action of pressure
fluctuations in aircraft noise reduction
p0238 A81-26137
Stability and ultimate strength of carbon fiber
reinforced plastic panels
p0481 A81-4C521
THIB iALLED SHELLS
Finite element calculation of thin-wall reinforced
shells of the fuselage type with aqcount for
physical nonlinearity and loss of stability of
certain elements
A-408
SUBJECT IHDEX THBBB DIBEBSIONAL FLO!
P0235 481-25679
Application of hybrid schemes in analysis of
thin-wall structures by the displacement method
p0235 A81-25681
Application of the Semi-Loof thin shell element to
the analysis of aircraft engine structures
p0518 481-42704
Calculation of natural vibrations for thin-vailed
irregular reinforced shells of tie helicopter
fuselage type using the finite-element work method
p0614 A81-48097
IHIH 1ALLS
Geometrically nonlinear theory for calculating
thin rods of a wing profile
p0625 481-49935
Strength calculation of thin-wall rods of
significant taper
p0625 481-49937
IHIH iIHGS
HT INFINITE SPAN HINGS
Flow past a slender profile in a channel with
permeable walls
p0004 481-10916
A finite-span wing in transonic flow
p0054 481-13741
Calculation of the nonlinear aerodynamic
characteristics of finite-span wing
p0063 481-15388
Determination of the effect of transverse cutouts
on the hydrodynamic characteristics of a
finite-span wing in the case of steady and
unsteady notion near a wall
; P0119 481-19335
On a linear theory of a supersonic flow past a
delta wing with subscnic leading Edges
p0149 481-19872
Unsteady subsonic motion of a wing near a screen
p0225 481-23889
The effect of the aspect ratio of delta wings on
the stractare of the near vortex wake
p0413 481-36467
Calculation of the nonlinear aerodynamic
characteristics cf a wing of finite span
p0417 481-36738
Accuracy and application of a second-order theory
for three-dimensional supersonic and low
hypersonic unsteady flows aronng a thin wing
p0419 481-37335
Ving with finite span in a transonic flow
p0420 481-37480
Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of
a deformable wing, moving near a screen
p0625 481-49948
Some particular configuration effects on a thin
supercritical variable camber wing
pOISS 1181-16005
Aerodynamic effects of nearly uniform slipstreams
on thin wings in the transonic regime
[HASA-CB-152351] p0249 N81-18027
Experimental investigation of the flow on the
suction side of a thin Delta wing
[HASA-3B-75897] p0338 H81-21024
THIHHEBS
0 SOLVENTS
THREADS
Cold-forming of internal threads
p0551 H81-29294
THBBB DIHBHSIOHAL BOOBCABJ LAIBB
Local properties of three-dimensional separation
lines in vortex layers
[DSLB PAPEB 79-063] p0016 481-11780
Three-dimensional boundary layer transition via
the mechanisms of 'attachment line
contamination' and 'cross flow instability'
p0115 481-18122
Three-dimensional wing boundary layer calculated
with eight different aethods
p0171 481-21555
Surface-oriented coordinates for boundary-layer
calculations in the case of general configurations[DOLE PAPEB ei-oi4j poeos 431-47557
Beview of theoretical and experimental results on
three dimensional turbulent wakes and boundary
layers
[OHEBA-HT-1980-4] p0126 H81-13930
Core compressor exit stage study. Volume 2: Data
and performance report for the baseline
configuration
[BASA-CB-159498] p0195 H81-16051
HADY-1, a FOETKAN program for the compressible
stability analysis of three-dimensional boundary
layers
p0586 H81-30388
THBEB DIHENSIOBAL FlOB
HI SECONDARY P10K
Investigation of lateral forces and moments in the
case of asymmetric gas flows in nozzles
p0004 481-10913
Beview of numerical methods for the problem of the
supersonic flow around bodies at angle of attack
P0011 481-11639
Experimental investigations to fully map the flow
field around a wind tunnel model of a transport
airplane
[S4E P4PEB 800630] p0063 481-15345
Thin-layer approximation for three-dimensional
supersonic corner flows
p0067 481-15900
The coordinate-deformation method in the problem
of a supersonic gas flow over an airfoil
delta wings
p0123 481-1S631
Body-fitted 3-D full-potential flow analysis of
complex ducts and inlets
[AI4A PAPEB 81-0002] p0156 481-20527
Three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer
development and separation in V/STOL engine
inlets at incidence with small-cross flow and
curvature influences
. [AI4A P4PEB 81-0254] p0163 481-20703
3-D viscous analysis of ducts and flow splitters
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0277] . p0163 481-20720
Three-dimensional model of spray combustion in gas
turbine combustors
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0324] p0165 A81-2C751
Flight experiments with a slender cone at angle of
attack
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0337] p0165 481-20761
Calculation of supersonic gas flows'about wings
p0170 481-21201
Slightly blunted cone in a supersonic flow at
angle of attack
p0225 A81-23908
Transient three-dimensional flow along a porous
plate
p0231 481-24815
Linearized analysis of the three-dimensional
compressible flow through a rotating annular
blade row
p0234 A81-25446
On the solution of Navier Stokes equations of the
flow in turbomachines
p0296 A81-29099
Numerical computation of compressible steady
cascade flows
p0296 A81-29100
Analysis of turbulent boundary layer on cascade
and rotor blades of torbomachinery
p0296 481-29106
Three dimensional flow in annular diffnsers with
two vortex distributions at'entry
p0297 481-29112
A diagonal form of an implicit
approximate-factorization algorithm
p0300 A81-29363
On the theory of a wing with small aspect ratio in
a hypersonic flow
p0309 481-29860
Three-dimensional oscillatory piecewise
continuous-kernel function method. I - Basic
problems. II - Geometrically continuous wings.
Ill - sings with geometrical discontinuities
p0411 A81-35631
Accuracy and application of a second-order theory
for three-dimensional supersonic and low
hypersonic unsteady flows aronng a thin wing
p0419 481-37335
Some recent applications of high-lift
computational methods at Boeing
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1657] p0534 A81-43940
Analysis of calculated three-dimensional inviscid
flow fields with embedded shock waves
(presentation of a field solution) , part 1
[ESA-TT-558] p0022 N81-10017
Unsteady three-dimensional subsonic flow in a
solid propellant rocket motor including the
effect of motor rotation
p0095 H81-13085
A-409
IHBBB DIBEHSIOHAL HOXIOH SOBJECT IHDBX
Full potential solution of transonic guasi-3-D
flow through a cascade using artificial •"•• •
compressability . •
[SASA-TB-81637] ' p0140 N81-14980
Development of finite-volume methods for
three-dimensional transonic flows
[AD-A090829] . p0141 881-14986
Vortex aethods for two- and three-dimensional flov
simulations • •
p0145 B81-15313
Three dimensional internal flows in' • • ' : • • ,
turbomachinery, volume 1-
[AD-A092737] . . p0197 1181-16065
Three-dimensional internal flows in
turbomachinery, volume 2
[AD-A093130] p0215 881-17090
Current problems in tuxbomacninery fluid dynamics
[AD-A093375] p0219 ,881-17387
Separation behavior of boundary layers on
three-dimensional Kings -
[BASA-ia-75877] p0262 H81-19027
The calculation of guasi-three-dioensional
frictionless compressible flov in axial
tarbomachines partial differential equations
[PNB-90047] p0275 881-19127
Topology of three-dimensional separated flows
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Experimental and analytical study on the flutter
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Structure and decay characteristics of turbulence
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Jet wing interaction to give improved combat
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The determination of the induced drag on slim
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theories and new trainers
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[SAE 2APEB 801167] p0401 A81-34199
Flight Simulation Technologies Conference, long
Beach, Calif., June 16-18, 1981, Technical Papers
p0414 A81-36554
Improved G-Cueing System
[AIAA 81-0987] p0416 A81-36572
The evolution of real-time digital simulation of
aircraft for training applications
p0615 A81-48358
Microprocessor software applications for flight
training simulators
p0044 N81-11658
The problems with the interface system of the
visual simulator as a cause of Pilot Induced
Oscillations (PIO's) in flight simulators
[SBB-OA-528-80-OE] p0276 H81-19140
Visual system Technology: Status and problems
training simulators
p0336 N81720099
Learning guide for the terminal configured vehicle
advanced guidance and control system mode select .
panel
[ IIASA-CE-165751] • p0580 N81-30098
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The semi-operational evaluation of the trajectory
prediction method for Signal Automatic Badar
Processing (SAEP) 2 air traffic control
[HLB-HP-79038-0] p0332 S81-20059
TBAJECTOBX AHALISIS
Store separation trajectory analysis
pOOSO A81-13216
Dynamic errors of the Kalman filtering of
trajectory parameters for radar tracking of
aircraft maneuvers
p0366 A81-33687
Investigation of a strapdown attitude and heading
reference system utilizing ring laser gyros
p0484 H81-26092
Minimus noise impact aircraft trajectories
[HASA-CB-164719] p0594 881-31159
TBAJECTCBX COHTBOL
HT TBAJECTOBY OPTIHIZATIOH
Output predictive algorithmic control - Precision
tracking with application to terrain following
p0567 A81-46280
Flight termination receiver/decoders design,
performance and certification
[AD-A089746] p0037 H81-11045
TBAJECTOBI HEASOBBHBHT
Laser-optic method for investigating the
trajectories and bending-torsional deformations
of lifting propeller blade models
p0418 A81-36940
TBAJECIOBI OPTIHIZATIOB
Aircraft performance optimization by forced
singular perturbation
p0014 A81-11667
Single-parameter terrain classification for
terrain following
p0066 A81-15882
Application of trajectory optimization principles
to minimize aircraft operating costs
p0155 A81-20466
Application of singular perturbation theory to
onboard aircraft trajectory optimization for
coumercial jet transport aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0019] p0158 A81-2C543
High altitude launch of the Cruise Missile
P0179 A81-22608
Optimization of airplane time to reach a given
flight altitude and speed
P0235 A81-25685
Finite-difference gradients versus
error-quadrature gradients in the solution of
parameterized optimal control problems
p0421 A81-37568
The improvement of aircraft specific range by
periodic control
[AIAA 81-1748] . - . p0553 A81-44080
Fuel optimal aircraft trajectories with fixed
arrival times - -
[AIAA 81-1749] . . . . . p0554 A81-44081
Effects of displacement and rate saturation on the
'control of statically unstable aircraft
[AIAAr 81-1752] . . . . p0554 A81-44082
Boost-glide range-optimal guidance
[AIAA' 81-1781] P0554 A81-44096
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Time-constrained maximum-energy turns for
modern fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1686] p0561 A81-44578
Practical solutions to the aircraft nininua fuel,
fixed-range, fixed time-of-arrival trajectory
optimization problem
p0563 181-45515
Evaluation of a computer-generated perspective
tunnel display for flight path following
[HASA-TP-1736] p0129 H81-13958
Time-constrained maximum-energy turns
[AD-A094733] . p0273 N81-19107
Optimum maneavers of supersonic aircraft, voluies
1 and 2
p0332 N81-20060
Haximnm information trajectory fcr an air to air
missile intercept
[AD-A101497] p0585 881-30160
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IBAHSDUCBBS
NT ELECTEOACOUSTIC TBANSDUCEBS
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NT PBESSOBE SENSOBS
Transducer installation for the Sea King UK 50
mathematical model validation flight tests
[AD-A089924] p0043 H81-11365
IBAHSFEB FOHCTIOHS
Longitudinal equivalent systems analysis of Bavy
tactical aircraft
[AIAA 81-1775] p0554 A81-44094
Low-order approaches to high-order systems -
Probleas and promises for analysis of
aircraft pitch dynamics
[AIAA 81-1774] p0556 AS1-44134
Hultivariable identification using centralized
fixed modes
p0079 N81-12091
Hultivariable synthesis with transfer functions
applications to gas turbine engines
pOOBO 881-12102
An investigation of the dynamic stalling
characteristics of rotating axial-flow
compressor blades
p0093 881-13054
TBABSFEB OF TBAINIHG
Transfer and cost effectiveness of ground-based
flight trainers
p0064 A81-15693
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BT COOBOI8ATE TBAHSFOBBATIOBS
TBAHSFOBflBBS
Dynamic simulation of airborne high poiier systems
[AD-A101316] p0552 H81-29362
IBA8SIBBX HEATIBG
Further studies of the influence of thermal
effects on the predicted acceleration of gas
turbines
[ASMS PAPEB 81-GT-21] p0311 A81-29938
Stress analysis of first turbine vane using a
3-dimensional model vith non linear material
behavior subjected to transient temperatures
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1437] p0504 A81-40873
TBABSIBBT LOADS
HT BLAST LOADS
NT COST LOADS
NT IBPACT LOADS
BT LANDING LOACS
HT SHOCK LOADS
TBABSIBBI OSCILLA1IOHS
Analysis of aircraft longitudinal handling qualities
[AIAA 81-1771] p0554 A81-44092
Transient vibrations of elastic panels due to the
impact of shock naves
p0616 A81-48385
IBABSIEBT BESPOBSB
Hen techniques for the measurement of natural and
sianlated lightning phenomena
p0057 A81-14268
Evaluation of lightning-induced transients in
aircraft using high-voltage shock excitation
techniques
p0057 481-14269
Prediction and experimental verification o f ' - •
transient airfoil action in .a snail wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0052] p0159 A81-20568
Dielectric electrostatic charge reduction
[SAB PAPEB 810571] p0519 A81-42736
A method for the.prediction of wing response to
nonstationary buffet loads
[AO-A093037] . p0208 881-17043
Extended frequency tnrbofan model
[HASA-CB^165261] p0335 N81-20078
Gas turbine engine transient testing
p0431 881-24091
Blade loss transient dynamics analysis, volume 1.
Task 1: Survey and perspective aircraft gas
turbine engines
[BASA-CB-165373-VOL-1J p0496 B81-27089
Blade loss transient dynamics analysis, volume 2.
Task 2: Theoretical and analytical development.
Task 3: . Experimental verification
[BASA-CB-165373-VOL-2] p0496 N81-27090
Blade loss transient dynamics analysis. Volume 3:
User's manual for TETBA program
[NASA-CB-165373-VOL-3] p0496 H81-27091
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TBAHSISIOB AHPLIFIBBS
An Jf-tand power GaAs FET amplifier for military
avionics radar applications
p0350 A81-31122
TBAHSISfOBS
NT FIELD EfFECT TBANSISTOBS
TBABSIT SATELLITES
An integrated Omega/satellite radio navigation
system
P0566 A81-45767
IBAHSIXIOB FLOW
Nonstatiouary method for the direct statistical
modeling of rarefied-gas flows
p0069 A81-16454
Dialogue on bridging some gaps in stability and
transition research in external, internal
and free-shear layer through-flow systems
p0115 A81-1E105
Transient three-dimensional flow along a porous
.plate
p0231 A81-24815
IBAHSITIOB HETALS
NT COBALT
HT IBOB ISOTOPES
NT SILVEB
NT TITANIOH
NT TUNGSTEN
Procedure for pressure contact on high-power
semiconductor devices free of thermal fatigue[SASA-TH-75733] p0376 H81-22054
TBABSLATIOMAL HOTIOH
NT SECC8CAEY FLOH
NT THBEE DIHEHSIONAL FLOH
NT THBEE DIMENSIONAL MOTION
Equivalent system analysis of translation rate
command systems for hover and lew speed flight[ A I A A PAPEB 81-1858] ' p0560 A81-44557
Experimental determination of unsteady blade
element aerodynamics in cascades. Volume 2:
Translation node cascade
[NASA-CB-165166] p0140 H81-14976
Probabilistic analysis of foundation forces for a
class of unbalanced rotating machines
p0145 B81-15362
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TBABSaJSSION EFFICIENCY
IHOX - High speed communications bus
[S4E PAPEB 801146] p0398 A81-34175
Omega station 10.2 kHz signal coverage prediction
diagrams
p0512 481-11760
& six-channel quick-look unit foe the aerodynaaics
division HKI airborne data acquisition package[AD-A089975] p0043 N81-11364
TBANSHISSIOH LIBBS
NT BEAM WAVEGUIDES
NT COdSOHICATICli CABLES
NT HICEOSTBIP TBANSHISSICN LINES
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NT STBIP TRANSMISSION LINES
NT iAVEGUIDJSS
TEAHSHISSIOH LOSS
Theoretical and experimental evaluation of
transmission loss of cylinders
(AIHA PAPEB 81-1971] p0618 A81-48612
TBANSSISSIONS (BACHI8E ElBBBBIS)
An analytical method to calculate misalignment in
the journal bearing of a planetary gear system
p0004 A81-10839
Advanced transmission component development and
test program for helicopters
pOIOS A81-17507
Drive system development for the 1980's
helicopter transmissions
p0105 A81-17508
Developueut of helicopter transmission components
for the 1980s
pOIOS A81-175C9
Hater content of helicopter gear oils
[ASHE PAPEB 80-C2/DET-12] p0116 A81-18640
A low height 2300 KM helicopter transmission with
an enclosed planetary gear
[ASHS PAPEI 80-C2/DET-17] p0116 A81-18612
Approximation of gear transmission error by
standard gear errors
[ASHE PAPEB 80-C2/DET-71] p0117 A81-16646
Experience with advanced high performance gear steel
for CH-47
[ASHS PAPEB 80-C2/DE1-77] pOI17 J81-18648
Gear unit noise and transmission errors
helicopter system
p0150 A81-20060
Gear meshing action as a source of vibratory
excitation
p0150 A81-20061
Development and application of an analytical
method for predicting helicopter transmission
noise
p0150 A81-20062
Modelling technigues for the reduction of noise
and vibration in gearboxes
p0151 A81-20063
The reliability of helicopter reduction gears
p0237 A81-28473
Device for lubricant flow measurement and
conservation
p0288 A81-287II3
Helicopter transmission fatigue life
p0291 A81-29058
Driving dynamics of a high-speed
positive-displacenent poop aad gas-turbine drive
during startup of flight vehicles
p0319 A81-30155
Drive system technology advancements
transmissions for CB-47D helicopter
p0356 A81-32015
Beasaring dynamic stresses on helicopter
transmission gear teeth utilizing telemetry
p0361 A81-32859
Advanced generating system egnipment for aircraft
p0420 A81-37414
Computerized gear grinding system development
[AHS 80-48] p0476 A81^40163
Advancements in dimensional inspection of
helicopter gearboxes and transmission cases
[AHS 80-36] . p0476 A81-40165
Advanced transmission component development
p0575 A6.1-46634
Designing safety into helicopter transmissions
p0575 A81-46638
Advanced .transmission components investigation
program: Bearing and seal development[AD-A090675] p0076 N8.1-12075
Gas turbine engines and transmissions for bus
demonstration programs
fCOO-4867-07] p0134 N81-14329
Compensating linkage for main rotor control
[HASA-CASB-LAB-11797-1] p0270 S81-1S087
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Omega transmitter outages, January to December 1979
[AD-A093425] p0207 H81-17035
Investigation of low level aircraft nonavibnic
nonlinear interference
[AD-A098784] p0491 N81-26349
TBANSOCEANIC FLIGHT
Solo navigation in a light aircraft
p0407 A81-34337
Aircraft operating efficiency on the North
Atlantic, a challenge for the 1980's
p0267 N81-19060
IBAHSOBIC AIBCBAPT
D SOEEBSC«IC AIBCBAFT
TBANSOBIC AIBCBAFT TECHNOLOGY PBOGBAB
0 TACT PEOGBAH
XBANSONIC COflPBBSSOBS
Comparison of experimental and computational shock
structure in a transonic compressor rotor
IASHE EAPEB 80-GT-81] p0109 A81-17953
Analysis of the difficulties in high performance
compressor data reduction
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1981-7] p0296 A81-29107
fleasureneuts of aerodynamic damping in the HIT
transonic rotor
[NASA-CB-163988] p0274 N81-19122.
TRANSONIC FLIGHT
Besearch on transonic wings at the National
Aerospace laboratory, Japan
p0011 A81-11640
Qualitative calculations of transonic drag-rise
characteristics using the equivalence rule
. p0058 A81-14393
Transonic axisymmetric bodies with minimal wave drag
P0102 A81-17048
The determination of the induced drag on slim
uings with high lift systems in the transonic
region
£HBB-FE122] p0121 A81-19400
Adaptive airfoils and wings for efficient
transonic flight
p0153 A81-20349
Delta canard configuration at high angle of attack
p0154 A81-20351
An evaluation of wind tunnel test technigues for
aircraft nozzle afterbody testing at transonic
Hach numbers
[AD-A091775] p0126 N81-13931
Transonic wing technology for transport aircraft
p0188 N81-16002
Design and experimental verification of a
transonic wing for a transonic aircraft
p0188 N81-16003
Some particular configuration effects on a thin
supercritical variable canber wing
p0188 B81-16005
TBANSONIC FLOI
Asymoetric flow of subsonic and sonic jets over an
infinite wedge
p0004 A81-10919
Flow computation around multi-element airfoils in
viscous transonic flow
p0011 A81-11641
Calculation of plane transonic flows using the
integral equation method and shock fitting
P0016 A81-11779
An example of the transonic flow past a body with
a discontinuity in the contour curvature
p0019 A81-12367
Transonic flow past a wing profile in channels
with peraeable walls
P0054 A81-13533
A finite-span wing in transonic flow
P0054 A81-13741
Harmonically oscillating airfoil in transonic
stream of air
p0054 A81-13753
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Study of a variable sweep wing in sub or transonic
flow
[OHEBA. IP HO. 1S78-106] p0058 481-11391
Design and analysis of slat systems in transonic
flow
p0058 £81-14392
A simplified theory of oscillating aerofoils in
transonic flow - Beview and extension
p0060 A81-14945
Burnerical solutions of transonic flows by
parametric differentiation and integral eguation
techniques
p0067 A81-15896
The supercritical profile of the supercritical wing
p0107 A81-17522
Finite difference computation of the steady
transonic potential flow around airplanes
p0107 A81-17802
An aerodynamic design method for transonic axial
flow compressor stage
p0108 A81-17805
Numerical simulations of a segmented-plenun,
perforated, adaptive-wall wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0160] p0162 481-20640
On the derivation of universal indicial functions
for unsteady transonic flow
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0323] p0165 A81-20753
Higher-accuracy finite-difference schemes for
transonic airfoil flcwfield calculations
[AIAA PAPEE 81-0381] p0166 A81-2079U
Numerical solution of transonic flow through a
cascade vith slender profiles
p0170 A81-21197
Analysis of a symmetric transonic aerofoil with
the finite element method - A new upwind ing
technique
p0183 A81-2298U
Transonic flow calculations over two-dimensional
canard-wing systems
[AIAA PAPEB 79-1565] p0183 A81-23367
Transonic flews of a multireacting gas mixture
through a Laval nozzle
p0225 A81-23909
A contribution to the computation of transonic
supersonic flows over blunt bodies
p0230 A81-24423
Plane transonic solution with 'shock by direct
iteration
p0231 A81-2«81«
Numerical computation of transonic potential flow
through nozzles
p0233 A81-25353
Secent developments in integral equation method in
transonic flow
p023» A81-25384
Some problems of modeling high-speed aerodynamics
in wind tunnels and tubes
p0237 481-26118
Transonic maneuver/cruise airfoil design employing
active diffusion control
P0239 461-26511
Evaluation of blade element performance of
compressor rotor blade cascades in transonic and
low supersonic flow range
p0296 381-29102
The accuracy of aean-streao-line .method in
subsonic and transonic regions
.p0296 A81-29105
A method for obtaining shockless transonic flows
past two-dimensional airfoils whose profiles are
partially modified from a given arbitrary profile
p0298 A81-29201
A diagonal form of an implicit
approximate-factorization algorithm
P0300 A81-29363
Linear/nonlinear behavior in unsteady transonic
aerodynamics
£AIAA 81-06K3] p0306 A81-29196
Transonic flatter and gust-response tests and
analyses o£ a wind-tunnel oodel of a
torsion-free-wing fighter airplane
[AIAA 81-0650] . p0307 A81-29503
finite elenent methods for transonic
blade-to-blade calculation in tnrboaachines
[ASHE PAPEB 81-GT-5] p0310 A61-29930
Semi-inverse method of computation in inviscid
transonic flows - Application to the design of
turbomachines blades profiles
[ASHE PAPEB 81-GT-206] p0318 A81-30096
Subsonic and transonic flow on a wing at different
sweep angles. I
p0351 A81-31219
Subsonic and transonic flow on a wing at different
sweep angles. II
p0351 A81-31250
Transonic viscoas-inviscid interaction over
airfoils for separated laminar or turbulent flows
p035U A81-31612
Oscillating airfoils in shock-free transonic flows
p0410 A81-35026
The influence of surface roughness on boundary
layer flow and separation at transonic speeds
p0413 A81-36U68
ling with finite span in a transonic flow
p0420 A81-37480
A PABSOHIC Navier-Stokes solver for two
dimensional flow about arbitrary airfoil sections
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1195] . pO«5U A81-38077
Experimental-programme - Transonic wing-TST
pO«57 Aei-3880«
Transonic swept wings studied by the lifting-line
theory
p0509 A81-i)1090
Transonic wicg design using potential-flow codes -
Successes and failures
[SAE PAPEB 810565] p0518 A81-12730
The calculation of transonic blade tip flow at
helicopter rotors
[DGLH IAEEB 81-025] p0608 A81-1755U
Vortex bursting on slender delta wings in
. transonic flow and its influence on missile
aerodynamic characteristics
[DGLB PAPEB 81-OU7] . p0611 A81-17622
Comparison of computational and experimental jet
effects
[ilAA PAPEB 81-1192] p0626 A81-<49979
An investigation of scale effects on the transonic
flow over swept wings. Part 2: Heasnrements on
a model of a variable-sweep strike-fighter
configuration
[ABC-B/B-38'l2-PT-2] p0021 N81-10010
A comprehensive evaluation and analysis of
transonic flow calculations on three related
wing-body configurations
[FFA-TH-AU-KI18-PT-1] p0022 N81-10013
A comparison of Newton-like methods for the
transonic small disturbance eguation
[AD-A090270] p0033 N81-11017
Component-adaptive grid embedding
pO-1'37 H81-11697
An investigation into grid patching techniques
p0137 N81-1«708
Transonic wind tunnel tests on an oscillating wing
with external store. Cart 4: The wing with
underving: Store
[AD-A077370] . p0139 N81-14969
Full potential solution of transonic gnasi-3-D
flow through, a cascade using artificial
compressability
[HASi-TH-81637] pOIIO N81-14980
A method for obtaining shockless transonic flows
past airfoils, partially modified from a given
arbitrary airfoil
[SAL-TB-602T] p0111 N81-14983
Development of finite-volume methods for
three-dimensional transonic flows
[AD-A090829] p0141 881-11)986
Application of transonic potential calculations to
aircraft and wind tunnel configurations
p0186 H81-15992
Study of transonic flow fields about aircraft:
Application to external stores
p0187 1181-15998
Design of advanced technology transonic airfoils
and wings
p0187 H81-16000
Aerodynamic interaction between a close-coupled
canard and a sweptback wing in transonic flow
p0189 H81-16013
Some aerodynanic interference effects that
influence the transonic performance of combat
aircraft
p0189 H81-16014
Supercritical flow past symmetrical airfoils
{AD-A093300J p0203 H81-1698H
An approximate factorization solution of the
Havier-Stokes equations for transonic flow using
body-fitted coordinates with application to BACA
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644010 airfoils
p0249 B81-18024
Aerodynamic effects of nearly uniform slipstreams
on thin .wings in the transonic regime
[BASA-CB-152351] p0249 B81-18027
Transonic flow studies
[HASA-CR-163965] p0249 H81-18029
Influence of free-stream Bach ouster on transonic
shock-wave boundary-layer interaction
[BLB-HP-78013-U] p0256 H81-18325
Predicted and experimental steady and unsteady
transonic flows about a biconvex airfoil
[BASA-TB-81262] p0258 B81-18742
Unsteady transonic small disturbance theory with
strong shock waves
[HASA-CB-166157] p0261 H81-19020
A panel methcd to determine loads on oscillating
airfoils in transonic flow with embedded shock
waves
[HLB-HP-80005-0] p0330 B81-20039
Technical evaluation report on the Fluid Dynamic
Panel Symposium on Subsonic/Transonic
Configuration/Aerodynamics
[AGABD-iB-146] p0392 B81-23431
Civil component program ling Section. New
calculation methods for subsonic and transonic
interference with planar and spatial flows
[BHFT-FB-K-80-022] p0424 BS1-24034
Preliminary calibration of the transonic test
section of the BIAS! trisonic tunnel
[BIAST-SO/19] pOU35 B81-24116
Turbulent interactions on airfoils at transonic
speeds: Recent developments
pO<483 B81-26047
Some applications cf aerodynamic formulations to
problems in aircraft dynamics
p0592 B81-31121
Three-dimensional transonic flow analysis
[AD-M01944] p0593 H81-31153
On the spanvise uniformity of wind tunnel test
data of transonic airfoils
[HAL-TH-665] p0627 H81-32118
TBAHSOHIC FLDTTEB
Prediction of transonic flutter for a
supercritical wing by modified strip analysis
and comparison with experiment
[AIAA 81-0609] p030U A81-29471
A wind-tunnel study cf the flutter characteristics
of a supercritical wing
p0308 A81-29504
Transonic flutter study of a wind-tnnnej. model of
an arrow-wing supersonic transport
[AIAA 81-0654] p0308 A81-29506
Transonic dip mechanism of flutter of a swepttack
wing. II
p0559 A81-44447
Numerical study of transonic flutter of a two
dimensional airfcil
[BAL-TB-617T] p0090 H81-13023
Effects of angle of attack and ventral fin on
transonic flutter characteristics of an
arrow-wing configuration
[BASA-TM-81914] p0145 S81-15397
Experimental and analytical study on the flutter
and gust response characteristics of a
torsion-free-wing airplane model in the
langley transonic dynamics tunnel
[SASA-CB-159283] p0340 S81-21059
Transonic flutter study of a wind-tunnel model of
an arrow-wing supersonic transport SCAT-15F
model test in the Langley Transonic Dynamics
Tunnel
[BASA-TH-81962] p0388 S81-23071
Transonic flutter and gust-response tests and
analyses of a wind-tunnel model of a torsion
free wing airplane
[BASA-TH-81961 ] p0388 B81-23072
Prediction of transonic flutter for a
supercritical wing by modified strip analysis
and comparison with experiment
[HASA-TH-83126] p0445 H81-25432
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Subsonic/supersonic nonvectored aeropropnisive
characteristics of uonaxisymnetric nozzles
installed on an 1-18 model
[AIAA PAPEE 61-1445] p0504 Aol-40878
TBAHSOBIC SPEED
Modification of wing sections to optimize
transonic performance
p0226 A81-2H011
Transonic rotor noise - Theoretical and
experimental comparisons
p0364 A81-33049
Propellers for economic flight at high speeds
[AAAF PAPEB HT 80-34] p0369 A81-33936
Acoustic shock waves generated by a transonic
helicopter blade
[AHS 80-63] p0479 A81-40186
Calibration of a blowdown-to-atmosphere cryogenic
wind tunnel
P0038 H81-11060
Characteristics and status of the OS national
Transonic Facility
p0038 M81-11065
Evaluation of aircraft interference effects on
external stores at subsonic and transonic speeds
p0187 H81-15997
An investigation of a swept wing-body
configuration with drooped leading edge at low
and transonic speeds
p0189 N81-16012
Overview of advanced wing design Ames 12-Foot
Pressure Tunnel and 11-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel
p0260 H81-19012
Experimental studies of scale effects on
oscillating airfoils at transonic speeds
p0386 881-23054
Development for new laboratories for future testing
p0433 B81-24105
1BAHSOHIC TDBBIBES
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TBABSOHIC BIHD SOSHBLS
A system for model access in tunnels with an
unbreathable test medium
p0015 A81-11672
A simple laser interferometer for wind tunnel f lew
visualisation
p0018 A81-12078
Testing stand for the measurement of nonsteady
aerodynamic forces in the transonic wind tunnel
at Soettingen
p0065 A81-15703
Measurements of flow quality in the Ames 2 x 2ft
transonic wind tunnel
[AIA1 P4PEB 81-0156] p0161 A81-20636
Investigation of transient processes in the
perforated working section of a wind tunnel
p0237 A81-26122
Adaptive-wall wind-tunnel development for
transonic testing
p0352 A81-31367
Measurement of recovery temperature on an airfoil
in the Langley 0.3-m transonic cryogenic tunnel
[AIAA PAPE2 81-1062] p0459 A81-39074
European transonic wind tunnel ETH - Status of the
project at the end of the predesign phase
[DGLB PAPEB 81-027) p0609 A81-47563
A fan pressure ratio correlation in terms of Hach
number and Beyaolds number for the Langley 0.3
meter transonic cryogenic tunnel
[MASl-TP-1752] p0021 881-10005
An introduction to dynamic derivatives (3) methods
of oscillating models in pitch and yaw in a 530
by 810 millimetre transonic wind tunnel
[ABL/AEBO-SOTE-390] p0021 B81-10007
The European Transonic Rind tunnel ETB
p0038 B81-11064
Transonic cascade wind tunnel oodification and
initial tests
[AD-A091080] p0090 S81-13031
Further investigations of adaptive-wall wind tunnels
[AD-A091774] p0131 H81-13977
Transonic wind tunnel development (1940 - 1950)
p0185 B81-15971
iind tunnel wall interference
[AD-4093301] p0217 B81-17104
Evaluation of the acoustic and aerodynamic
characteristics of several slot-baffle
configurations for transonic wind tunnel walls
[AD-AOS3957] p0217 B81-17106
Effects of window configuration on model pressure •
distribution in wind tunnels with perforated walls
[AD-A094213] p0277 B81-19142
Adaptive-wall wind-tunnel investigations
[AD-A096325] p03«3 B81-21088
A-418
SOBJECT ISDEI TBABSPOBT AIBCBAFT
Description of 0.166-scale model of high-speed
duct of national transonic facility
[BASA-TH-81949] p0377 B81-22061
High frequency drive mechanism for an active
controls systems aircraft control surface
p0378 H81-22400
Description of recent changes in the Langley 6- by
28-inch transonic tunnel
[BASA-TH-81947] p0391 H81-23096
Transonic uind tunnel measurements of tailplane
and elevator effectiveness of the Jindivik 203B
target aircraft
[AD-A098180] p0424 N81-24031
Evaluation of turbulence reduction devices for the
Langley 8-foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel
[HASA-TH-81792] p0434 B81-24114
Estimation of fan pressure ratio requirements and
operating performance for the National Transonic
Facility
[HASA-T«-81802] pO«35 K81-2«115
Considerations for the installation of honeycomb
and screens to reduce wind-tunnel turbulence
[HASA-Tn-81868] pOSSO H81-29137
Guide for users of the national Transonic Facility
[NASA-TH-83124] pOSSO N81-29139
Ball interference effects: status review
p0592 N81-31141
Comments on Beynolds number effects and the role
of DIP in the development of air vehicles
p0592 N81-31142
Aircraft design using the National Transonic
Facility
p0593 B81-31143
Proposed aeroelastic and flutter tests for the
national Transonic Facility
p0593 B81-31144
Preliminary user planning for the HASA national
Transonic facility
p0593 H81-31145
Beport of the panel on fluid dynamics
p0593 B81-31146
High lift technology
p0593 H81-31147
Configuration aerodynamics
p0593 N81-31148
Beport of the panel on aeroelasticity and unsteady
aerodynamics
p0593 N81-31149
Beport of the wind tunnel/flight correlation panel
p0593 B81-31150
High Reynolds number research regnirements for
space vehicle design
p0593 H81-31151
Supplemental calibration of the AEDC-PBT 16 ft
transonic tunnel aerodynamic test section
[AD-A102384] p0630 B81-32155
TBAHSOHICS
0 TBAHSOBIC FLOB
XE&BSPABBHCE
Evaluation of the impact computer program as a
linear design tocl for bird resistant aircraft
transparencies
[AD-A091051] p0091 N81-13039
Snperhard transparent coating optinization program
£AD-A091083] p0092 H81-13048
Aircraft transparency optical quality: Hew
methods of measurement
[AD-A096183] p0341 H81-21070
Validation of a bird substitute for development
and qualification of aircraft tranparencies
[AD-A097736] p0424 H81-24036
Study and evaluation of existing techniques for
measuring aircraft windscreen optical quality:
Development of new techniques for measuring
aircraft windscreen optical distortion
[AD-A097731] p0426 N81-24049
TBAHSPABEBT BATEBIALS
0 TBABSPABEBCE
TBABSPIRATIOH
An optiaal-surface-transpiration subsonic
panel-aethod for iterative design of complex
aircraft configurations
[AI4A PAPEB 81-1254] p0458 A81-39012
IHAHSPIHATIOH COOLIBG
D SBEAT COOLIBG
TBABSPOHDBBS
A new generation IFF - The AB/APX-100/7/ transponder
p0350 A81-31132
Hew technology applied to an IFF diversity
transponder
p0350 A81-31133
Noncoherent C-band transponder standards
[AD-A091282] p0095 H81-13251
Detection of military aircraft in an Air Traffic
Control Badar Beacon System (ATCBBS) environment
[AD-AO 93427] p0207 N81-17036
Summary of transponder data. Hay 1979 - November
1979
£AD-A097569] p0386 B81-23061
Badar Beacon Transponder (BBX) functional
description
[AD-A100665] p0547 N81-29112
Badar Beacon Transponder (BBX) installation and
siting criteria
[AD-A100S66] p0547 N81-29113
JBAHSPOBT AIBCBAFT
BT A-300 AIBCHAFT
HT BOEISG 727 AIBCflAFT
BT BOEING 737 AIBCBAFT
HT BCEIHG 747 AIBCBAFT
BT BOEIHG 757 AIBCBAFT
BT BOEINS 767 AIBCfiAFT
HT.C-130 AIRCBAFT
HT C-135 AIBCBAFT
. BT C-141 AIBCBAFT-
HT CAHGO AIBCBAFT
HT CH-47 HEilCOPTEB
HT CCNCOEDE AIBCBAFT
HT DC 3 AIHCBAFT
HT DC 8 AIECBAFT
BT DC 9 AIBCBAFT
HT DC 10 AIBCBAFT
HT DH 121 AIBCBAFT
HT DH 125 AIBCBAFT
NT EUROPEAN AIBBDS
HT F-27 AIBCBAFT
HT H-53 HEilCOPTEB
HT HFB-320 AIBCBAFT
HT 1-1011 AIBCBAFT
BT LIGHI TRANSPOBT AIBCBAFT
NT BYSTEBE 20 AIBCBAFT
NT S-61 HELICOPTEH
BT SH-3 iiEIICOPTEB
. HT SHOE! BAD! AIBCBAFT
NT SfAHlCADEE AIBCBAFT
HT TAUKEE AIBCEAFT
NT OU-60A HEilCOPTEB .
NT YC-14 AIBCBAFT
How to improve the performance of transport
aircraft by variation of wing aspect-ratio and
twist /12th Daniel and Florence Guggenheim
International Memorial Lecture/
p0006 A81-11602
numerical optimization - An assessment of its role
in transport aircraft aerodynamic design through
a case study
p0006 A81-11604
Flying qualities criteria for advanced control
technology transports
pOUOS A81-11618
Damage tolerance concept for transport aircraft . .
structures
pOOSO A81-12970
Application of advanced technology for improving
the integration of engine and airframe for
fu ture transport aircraft
p0058 A81-14389
Experimental investigations to fully map the flow
field around a wind tunnel model of a transport
airplane
[SAE PAPEB 800630] p0063 A81-15345
How do aircraft break down - Some studies of
reliability data feedback
p0068 A81-16423
Principle for the design of hybrid control systems
for passenger transport systems
p0107 A81-17577
Some aspects of advanced flight management systems
and their application to modern transport aircraft
P0154 A81-20353
Disturbance estimation for a STOL transport during
landing
[A1AA PAPEB 81-0018] p0158 A61-20542
Application of singular 'perturbation theory to
onboard aircraft trajectory optioization for
ccooercial jet transport aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0019] p0158 A81-20543
4-U19
YBABSPOai AIBCBAFf CC81D SUBJECT IHDBX
A head-tip display for Ion-visibility approach and
landing
[AIAA PAPEE 81-0130] p0161 A81-20623
Effect of transport aircraft wing loads spectral
variation on crack growth
P0172 A81-21738
The influence of beards on the efficiency of.
aviators' oxygen Basks
p0176 A81-22100
Study of a crack propagation on the flap rail cf a
transport aircraft
p0181 A81-22633
Integrated displays and controls design factors
for the 1990's transport aircraft
p0325 A81-30338
Airborne method to minimize fuel with fixed
time-of-arrival constraints
P0351 A81-312S7
Design considerations for future turboprop
transports
[SARE PA PEE 1340] p03S2 A81-31380
CH-53E coobat survivahiJity assessment and
survivability enhancement prograo '
[S&BE PA PEE 1384] p0354 A61-3KIOO
Airships - Transport of the future
P03S5 A81-31699
Comparison of computed and measured unsteady
pressure fields on a supercritical wing
[OHEBA, IP NO. 1981-12] p0359 A81-32541
European approaches to transport aircraft design[AIAA PAPEB 81-0926) p0363 A81-32934
Maintenance tcnorrow and the day after of
wide-bodied transport aircraft
P0367 A81-33790
Designing for aircraft structural crashvorthiness
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0803] p0367 A81-33882
Generalized active contrcl - Its potential and
directions of research
[AAAF PAPEB HI 80-29] p0369 A81-33928
Air transport flight parameter measurements
program - Concepts and benefits
[SAE PAPEB 801132] -p0396 A81-34163
History of SAE Committee S-7, Flight Deck and
Handling Qualities Standards for Transport
Category Aircraft
[SAE PAPBfi 801165] p0399 A81-34180
Secondary power system options for future military
aircraft
[SAE PAPBB.801192] pOIOI A81-34202
Small Transport Aircraft Technology /STAT/
Propulsion Study
[SAE PAPEB 801198] p0402 A81-34208
Bating hydrogen as a potential aviation fuel
[SAE PAPEB 80-11S2] p0406 A81-34243
Fireworthiness of transport aircraft interior
systems
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1142] p0459 A81-39131
Rind-tunnel tests of engine-egaipped models -
Comparison of two jet wash simulation methods
[OHEBA, TP HO. 1981-42] p0460 A81-39245
Contribution of technological progress to energy
savings and conservation to the design of new
aircraft
p0464 A81-39695
ATB 42 - A regional transport aircraft designed to
save energy
p0464 A81-39696
The future role of helicopters in public transport
p0466 A81-40078
The developing technology and. economics of large
helicopters
p0466 A81-40079
European cooperation in the tactical transport
helicopter .
p0466 461-40081
The ATB 42 - Progress report on a new aircraft
p0480 A81-40456
The supersonic fan engine - .An advanced concept in
supersonic cruise propulsion
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1599] p0508 A81-40973
Evolution of transport Kings - Frca C-130; C-111,
and C-5 to C-XX
p0510 A81-41333
C-X - A case for scenario-oriented, regoireoents
new long-range military transport prograa
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1690] p0527 A81-43159
Industrial leadership of an aircraft design class
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1723] p0528 A.-1-43166
Development of repair procedures for
graphite/epozy structures on commercial transports
P0531 A81-43645Closed-loop criteria for assessing
longitudinal-axis handling gualities of
transports in final approach
[AIAA 81-1773] p0556 A81-44133
Lateral-directional flying gualities of transport
aircraft
[AIAA PAPBB 81-1887] p0561 A81-44579
An analytical study of landing flare
[DJViB-FB-79T40] ' p0027 H81-10062
Exploratory study of hazard mitigation and
research in the air transport system
[AD-A089204] p0033 H81-11021
Container Life Adapter-Helicopter (CLAH)
operational prototype (preproduction)
militarized units for flight evaluation and
• operational testing[AD-A089794] p0035 B81-11034
Assessment of variable camber for application to
transport aircraft[HASA-CB-158930] p0071 N81-12016
.Air cargo market outlook and impact via the BASA
CLASS project Cargo/Logistics Airlift
Systems Study
[NASA-TH-81886] p0073 H81-12039
Fundamentals of conceptual design optimization of
subsonic transport aircraft
[VTH-LB-292] p0128 BSI-I^S!
Laminar-airfoils for transport aircraft
[DFVLB-HITT-80-07] p0129 H81-13952
Economic evaluation of flying-qualities design
criteria for a transport configured with relaxed
static stability
[HASA-TP-1760] p013'0 H81-13968
Theoretical investigation of the influence of
spoiler dynamics on the handling gualities of an
aircraft with direct lift control
[DFVLB-FB-80-07] p0131 H81-13975
A survey of nev technology for cockpit application
to 1990's transport aircraft simulators
[MASA-CB-159330] p0142 H81-14993
Advanced flight deck/crew station simulator
functional requirements
[SASA-CB-159331] p0142 H81-14994
Transonic ving technology for transport aircraft
pQ188 H81-16002
Design and experimental verification of a .
transonic ding for a transonic aircraft
p0188 H81-16003
Experimental study of the interaction between the
wing of a subsonic aircraft and a nacelle of a
high by-pass ratio engine
p0189 H81-16010
Dse of constrained optimization in the conceptual
design of a medium-range subsonic transport
[HASA-TP-1762] p0193 H81-16039
Advanced aerodynamics and active controls.
Selected HASA research
[HASA-CP-2172] p0259 H81-19001
Snail transport aircraft technology STAT
p0260 H61-1S007
The. EET Horizontal Tails Investigation and the BIT
lateral Controls Investigation Langley.
8-Foot Transonic Pressure.Tunnel
p0260 881-19009
Hind-tunnel investigation at Bach.numbers from
0.25 to 1.01 of a transport configuration
designed to cruise at near-sonic speeds
conducted in langley 8-foot transonic pressure
tunnel
[NASA-TH-X-2622] p0262 N81-19025
A head-up display format for transport aircraft
approach and landing
p0265 M81-19043
An evaluation of head-up displays in civil
transport operations
p0265 H81-19044
Fireworthiness of transport aircraft interior
systems •
p0267 H81-1S061
Light transport and general aviation aircraft "
icing research requirements
[BASA-CB-165290] p0269 SS1-19079
Preliminary wind-tunnel investigation of the
effects of engine nacelles on a transport
configuration with high lift drag ratios to a
Bach number of 1.00
A-120
SUBJECT IBDEX TOEBIBE BLADES
[HA3A-TH-82312] p0272 H81-19099
Issues of commonality. Volume 2: Issue analysis[A3-A095418J p0331 B81-20046
Application c£ linear quadratic control in
redaction cf aerodynamic forces on aircraft
p0332 BB1-20061
Integrated Application of Active Controls (IAAC)
technology to an advanced subsonic transport:
Project plan[BASA-CB-3305] p0332 B81-20062
stress analysis of aircraft modifications (C-141B
Aircraft). Joint Airborne Communications
Center/Command Post (JACC/CP) provisions[AD-A095634] p0334 881-20072
An analytical.study of tie longitudinal response
of airplanes to positive wind shear
[HASA-TP-1765] ' p0335 B81-20082
Tendencies in the development of subsonic
transport-aircraft under special considerations
of aerodynamics
[DFVLB-HITT-80-15] ' p0338 H81-21040
Design considerations fox composite fuselage
structure of commercial transport aircraft
£ NASA-CB-159296] p0378 H81-22419
Study of aircraft crashwoithiness for fire
protection
[HASA-CB-166159] p0424 B81-24035
A review of Australian investigations on
aeronautical fatigue . •[AD-A098300] p0426 881-24051
Propulsion system testing requirements for a
commercial transport
p0430 H81-24077
Development of test requirements for civil engines
: . p0430 B81-24079
Propulsion system study for Small Transport
Aircraft Technology (STAT)
[HASA-CB-165330] p0442 B81-25078
A look at NASA's Aircraft Energy Efficiency prograa
£PSAD-80-50] p0490 B81-26149
Determination of low-speed longitudinal
maneuvering criteria for transport aircraft with
advanced flight control systems[HLB-TB-79127-0] p0498 B81-27118
Aircraft energy efficiency. Overview
IHASA-FACIS-96/9-80] p0538 H81-28083
A structural load alleviation control system for a
large transport aircraft
[TT-8002] p0541 B81-28106
Effect of display size on utilization of traffic
situation display for self-spacing task
transport aircraft
[BASA-TP-1885] p0546 B81-29109
Application of advanced technologies to
derivatives of current stall transport aircraft
[HASA-CB-166197] p0637 B81-33190
THAHSPOBT PBOPEBIIBS
HI BDDI VISCOSITY
BT ELBCTBICAL BESISTIVITI .
HT IHEBHAL COBEOCTIVITI
HI VISCOSITY. •
TBAHSPOBTATIOH
BT 4IB TBABSPOBTATIOB
BT HABIBE TBABSPOBTATIOB
BT BAIL TBANSPCBTATIOH
HT SPACE SHUTTLE OBBITifi 101
BT SPACE SBOTTLE OBBITEBS
BT SEACE TBABSfOBTATIOB
HT DBBAB TBABSPOBTATIOB
Collision avoidance systems. Citations from the
BTIS data base[PB80-815020] p0193 1181-16038
TBABSPOH5AIIOH EHEBGI
Hydrogen - Its technology and implications. Volume
4 - Otilization of hydrogen Bock
p0016 A81-11751
Alternative energy sources for non-highway
transportation, appendices[DOB/CS-05438/T1-VOL-3] p0044 H81-11500
Alternative energy sources for non-highway
transportation, volume 1[DOE/CS-05438/T1-VOL-1] . p0044 H81-11513
Integrated Application of Active Controls (IAAC)
technology to an advanced subsonic transport:
Project plan
fHASA-CB-3305] p0332 H81-20062
IBABSPOBTA1IOB BBHOBKS
A new perspective in aviation systems planning
p0112 A81-18069
TBASSVEBSB ACCBLBHATIOS
Sensitivity of aircraft motion to cross coupling
and acceleration derivatives
p0592 881-31120
TBAPBZOIDAL BIBGS
Downvash calculation at close range behind a
trapezoidal wing in supersonic flow
IFFA-TH-AD-1661] . p0125 B81-13925
IBAVBLIBG HAVES
Compressible boundary-layer stability calculations
for sweptback wings with suction
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0196] p0169 A81-20840
TBEES (BATHBBATICS)
BT FAULT TBEES
TBEBDS
A Onited Kingdom view on future fuels
IPNB-9I10SB] p0602 881-31398
SBIAHGOLAB iIHGS
0 DELTA BIHGS
TBJDEBT AIBCBAFT
0 DH 121 AIBCBAFT
IBI66EBS
0 ACTOATCBS ' •
SBIB (BALABCE)
0 AEBODIBAHIC BALAHCE
TBISOBIC BIHD TOBHELS
Preliminary calibration of the transonic test,
section of the BIAST trisonic tunnel
[HIAST-80/1SJ p0435 B81-24116
TBOPOPAOSE
CAT altitude avoidance system
.[BASA-CASE-HPO-15351-1 ] p0202 B81-16677
TBOPOSPHEBE
Analysis of wind vector components in the lower
troposphere Applications to aircraft operations
at terminals
[AIAA PAP3B 81-0387] p0167 A81-2C799
Diagnosis-prognosis of intense turbulence, causing
aircraft buffeting, on the basis of
temperature-wind sounding
p0241 A81-26836
SBOUBLESBOOTIHG
D HAIBTEHANCE
TBOBCATIOH (BATBEBAXICS)
0 AfPBOXinATIOB
1BOBBIOHS
0 SHAFTS (HACBIBE.BLEflEHTS)
TBDSSBS
Bind loads for bar-truss structures
p0259 H81-18997
TDBIBG
0 PIPES (TUBES)
TOHB1IB6 BOTIOB
Aircraft body-axis rotation measurement system
[BASA-CASE-PBC-11043-1] p0375 B81-22048
TOHGSIEB
Plasma arc improves PM process - Tungsten free Ti
powder
p0227 A81-24045
TOBBEL BESISTOBS
D BESISTOBS
IOBBIBE BLADES .'
Turbine airfoil coating refurbishment
[AlflE PAPEB F79-10] p0059 A81-14770
Aerodaaping of tarbine blade vibrations under
conditions of flow separation by an
inhomogeneous stream
p0060 A81-14959
Variational principles and generalized variational
principles for the hybrid aerodynamic problem of
airfoil cascades on an arbitrary stream sheet of
revolution
p0107 A81-17741
Turbine blade technology - Present and future
fASHE PAPEB 80-C2/AEBO-10] p0116 A81-18639
Features improved cooling - Turbine blade redesign
boosts life
p0227 A81-24046
Heat transfer from a row of impinging jets to.
concave cylindrical surfaces
p0231 481-24924
Determination of the thickness of blades of open
wheels of radial-axial turbines
p0242 A81-26994
Aerodynamic study of flat turbine cascades with
additional blades in blade passages
p0281 A81-27373
Aerodynamic blade excitation in tnrbocompressors
p0282 A81-27612
A-421
TOHBIHB ENGINES SUBJECT INDBI
Increased fatigue resistance for blades of
stationary gas-turbine engines by ultrasonic
hardening with spherical particles
. . . . p0285 481-28134
The possibilities of improving the efficiency cf
gas turbines
p0288 481-28614
Discrete hole film ccolinq of turbine blades
P0293 A81-29073
Turbine blade cooling research at the von Kariaan
Institute ior Fluid Dynamics :
P0293 481-29076
High temperature metal natrix composites for gas
turbines
p0295 481-29090
Transpiration air cooled turbine blade - 4
technology for future generation aircraft and
industrial gas turbine engines using coal or
coal derived fuels
p0297 481-29115
Turbine blade construction of multistage
axial-flcw compressors •
p0309 481-29850
Finite element methods for transonic
blade-to-blade calculation in turbomachines
[ASME PAPER 81-G1-5] p0310 481-29930
Sensitivity of turbine blade temperatures to
tolerances of design variables
[ASHS P4PEB 81-61-90] p0314 481-29997
The present rcle of high speed cascade testing
[ASME PAPEB 81-61-95] p0314 481-30002
Effect of temperature dependent mechanical
properties on thermal stress in cooled turbine
blades
[43HE PAPEB 81-GT-105] p0315 481-30010
Flow transition phenomena and heat transfer over
the pressure surfaces of gas turbine blades
. [ASJiE PAPE£ 81-G1-107] p0315 481-30012
Fabrication of injection molded sintered alpha Sic
turbine components
[ASHE PAPEB 81-61-161] p0317 481-30060
4 time inarching finite volume method for
blade-to-blade flows using a body-fitted
curvilinear mesh
p0347 481-30717
Experimental determination of the stress intensity
factor for cracks with a curvilinear front in
complex parts /gas turbine blades/
p0351 481-31264
Mechanical properties of aluminum coatings on
heat-resistant steels
P0355 481-31668
Inspection of turbine blades using computer aided
laser technology
[SAE PAPEB 801173] p0400 481-34187
A periodic problea in visccelasticity with
variable coefficients
p0419 481-37143
Computer calculation of the characteristics of a
hybrid system for the cooling of gas turbine
blades
p0459 481-39217
Experimental determination of the circumferential
drift of edge wakes of guide vanes in a turbine
stage
p0466 481-40022
Processing for an improved impact resistant
composite blade for turbofan aircraft engines
[4IAA P4PEE 81-1356] p0501 A81-40838
Comparative efficiency of penetrating steam and
air cooling of gas turbine blades
p0509 481-41003
An experimental study of beat transfer on turbine
rotor blades
p0509 481-41033
The effect of various factors on the vibration
characteristics of composite blades of gas
turbine engines
p0524 481-42793
Projected power and specific fuel consumption
development of the Bells Boyce Gem engine
p0575 481-46637
Stability and flutter analysis of turbine blades
at low speed
p0612 481-47959
A process for protecting gas turbine blade cooling
passages against degradation
p0622 481-49209
Surface pyrometry in presence of radiation from
other sources with application to turbine tlade
temperature measurement
[N4SA-TP-1754] p0036 B81-11039
Performance of a steel spar wind turbine blade on
the Hod-0 100 fcH experimental wind turbine
f 8434-111-81588]
 P0043 B81-11448
Definitive generic study for the effect of-high
lift airfoils on wind turbine effectiveness,
executive summary '
[SEBI/TB-98003-2] p0043 N81-11492
low-cost directionally-solidified turbine blades,
volume 2 TFE731-3 turbofan engine '
[HASA-CB-159562] p0078'N81-12088
Optimized pitch controller for- load alleviation en
wind turbines
[FFA-TN-HU-2189-PT-1] p0087 N81-12634
Application of model lavs when determining the
heat transfer coefficients by experiments on
cooled turbine blades '
p0089 N81-12998
Performance evaluation of a prototype
noninterference technique for measurement of
turbine engines compressor blade stress
[AD-A090566] p0094'N81-13061
Heaa rotor wake characteristics of an
aerodynamically loaded 0.5 m diameter fan
[N4SA-TM-81657] • p0195 N81-16053
JT8D-15/17 high pressure turbine root discharged
blade performance improvement engine design
[NASA-CB-165220] p0214 S81-17080
The Shock and Vibration Digest, volume 12, number 11
[AD-4092384] p0257 861-18403
Vibrations of turbine engine blades by shell
analysis
p0257 N81-18404
Coupling of unsteady lift to acoustic duct modes
in an axial flow -fan ' •
[AD-A095080] : p0274 N81-19124
Design of turbine cascades with transitional
profile boundary layers
p0278 381-19456
Thermal and flow analysis of a convection
air-cooled ceramic coated porous metal concept
for turbine vanes
[NASA-TH-81749] p0376 N81-22056
Internal coating of air-cooled gas turbine blades
CN4SA-CB-165337] p0429 N81-24068
Experimental verification of turboblading
aeromechanics
.p0432 N81-24092
Fabrication process development of boron/aluminun
fan blades for high bypass engines
[H4SA-CE-165252] p0442 N81-25076
Blade loss transient dynamics analysis, volume 1.
• Task 1: Survey and perspective aircraft gas
turbine engines
[N4S4-CH-165373-VOL-1] p0496 N81-27089
Blade loss transient dynamics analysis, volume 2.
Task 2: Theoretical and analytical development,
lask 3: Experimental verification
[NASA-CB-165373-VOL-2] p0496 S81-27090
Blade loss transient dynamics analysis. Volume 3:
User's manual for TETB4 program
fHASA-CB-165373-VOI-3] p0496 N81-27091
Hingtip vortex turbine
[SISA-CASE-LAB-12544-1 ] p0496 N81-27096
Turbojet engine blade damping
CNA3A-CH-165406] p0549 H81-29130
Development and design of a large wind-turbine blade
fiber reinforced composites
[HBB-OD-301/80-OE] p0586 H81-30198
Automated Plasma Spray (APS) process feasibility
study
[NAS4-CE-165418] p0597 H81-31193
TDBBISE EHGIBES
ST BBISTOL-SIDDELEI BS 53 EHGIHE
NT DUCTED F48 ENGINES
NT G4S TOfiiUHE ENGINES
8T J-65 ENGZSE
NT J-79 ENGINE
NT J-85 ENGIHE
NT J-97 ENGINE ' ''
NT JET ENGINES
NT EAHJEI ENGINES
NT SOPERSOKIC COHBDSTIOH B40JET ENGINES
NT T-56 ENGINE
N T TF-30 ENGINE . . .
NT TF-41 ENGINE - • '
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SUBJECT IHDEI TOBBIBBS
HI TOBBOFAH EHGIHES
HI TOEBOJET EHGIHES -
HI TUBBOPBOP EHGIHES
Substantiation of cil change periods foe ship and
aircraft turbine engines
. , p0065 A81-15720
Helicopter propulsion system development and
qualification
pOIOS 881-17511
Effectiveness of turbine engine diagnostic systems
p0290 AB1-29053
Fabrication of injection melded sintered alpha Sic
turbine components
t&SHE P1PEB 81-61-161] p0317 481-30060
Description of the warm core turbine facility and
the varm annular cascade facility recently
installed at HASA Lewis Besearch Center
[SA2 PAPEH 801122] p0396 A81-34158
Control of particalate emissions froa turbine
engine test cells by cooling water injection
p0453 A81-37796
Blade tip ceramic cuter air seal for long-life
turbine engines
fAIAA PAPBB 81-1140] p0504 A81-40874
TELS - A facility to observe the effect of
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testing of advanced aircraft weighing systems
C S A W E PAPEB 1383] p03'53 A81-31399
•EIGHT BEDUCTION
Height optimization of wing structures according
to the gradient method
p0012 A81-11650
A penalty function method for structural optimuo
design with aeroelastic constraints
p0223 A81-23727
An extremely lightweight fuselage-integrated
phased array for airborne applications .
p0348 A81-30779
The structural weight fraction - Hevisited for
fighter/attack type aircraft
' f S A H E PAPEB 1365]
 P0353 A81-31387
PAEA8 - A new weight sizing routine
cost-effective computerized design for aircraft
[ S A M E PAPEB 1367] p0353 AK1-31389
The use of power-adaptive and power-reversible
flight control actuation systems to achieve
hydraulic power and system weight savings
f S A E PAPEB 801190] p0401 A81-34201
Dnistructure - A new concept for light weight
integrally stiffened skin structures
[SAE PAPEB 801231] p0405 A81-34233
Manufacturing technology for aircraft structural
components made of carbon-fiber reinforced
plastics
P0449 A81-37637
Components in hybrid- and fiber technology for
commercial aircraft of the Airbus family /flap
support, spoiler, and window frame/
p0450 A81-37644
Reducing the cost impact of helicopter internal
noise control
[AHS 80-59] p0478 A81-40183
The optimum design of non-moment lamin.-.ted
composite plate - According to static failure
strength condition
n0480 A81-40449
Design and concepts of composite structures
p0481 A81-40503
Improving the economy of subsonic transport
aircraft by means of aerodynamic approaches
p0510 A81-41336
Impact of advanced propeller technology on
aircraft/Mission characteristics of several
general aviation aircraft
[SAE PAPBB 810584] p0520 A81-42745
Fibre reinforced composite applications at De
Haviiland
[SAE PAPEB 810640] p0524 A81-42784
Commercial composite conpoaent service experience
in airplane structural design and
manufacturing
P0530 A81-43616
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Advanced composite applications in McDonnell
Dougals commercial transport aircraft
p0530 A81-43628
A synopsis of the Bavy A-7 Aircraft Eoel
Conservation program
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1681] p0535 A81-43949
Composite applications on Boeing commercial aircraft
p0557 A81-44341
Development cf composite material helicopter
structures
p0576 A81-46641
Development of the carbon fiber-reinforced side
rudder for the Airbus
[DGLB PAPER 81-055] p0607 A81-47551
Structural synthesis - its genesis and development
p0622 881-49076
Current and projected use of carbon composites in
Onited states aircraft
p0198 B81-16145
Application of carbon fibre composites to military
aircraft structures
p0199 H81-16147
Optimization of fiber reinforced structures to
satisfy aeroelastic requirements
[HASA-CR-164536] p0499 B81-27200
Helicopter technologies cf the future Height
redaction
[HBB-OD-314/80-OE] . p0583 S81-30125
BBIGETING FOBCTIONS
Precision correlation tracking via optimal
weighting functions
p0154 181-20450
8EIDED SXBUCIOBES
NT STEEL STHDCIDBES
Sliding-seal electron beam slot welding of an
aircraft ving closure beam
p0614 481-48142
•B10IHG
HT BRAZING
NT DIFFUSION HELDIHG
NT EL2CTBON BEAD HELDIHG
Application of weldbonding to A-10 production
aircraft
p0013 A81-11652
HBLDIBG HACHIUBS
Sliding-seal electron beam slot welding of an
aircraft wing closure lean
p0614 A81-48142
BEST GBBHAHI
0 G E B H A N Y
iESTLAHD AIBCBAFT
NT P-531 HELICCFTEB
Hestland BG30
P0466 A81-40082
BESILAHD P-531 HBLICOEIBB
0 P-531 HELICOPTER
BBSHBSS
D HOISTOBE CONTENT
BHBBLS
NT FLXBHEBLS
NT TURBINE WHEELS
NT VEHICLE HHEBLS
1HIH1
0 ROTATION
HHIBl INSTABILITY
0 BOTARY STABIII1Y
BHIHLING
0 ROTATION
BHIBIIHG IESTS
0 SPIN TESTS
BIDBBABD
0 BBOADBAHD
SIBHBfl FILSEBING
Noise suppression methods for robust.speech
processing
[AD-A100629] p0551 N81-29323
BI6HTHAH TBEOBX
0 FIELD THEOBY (PHYSICS)
BILDUFB
NT BIRDS
BIRD (HBTEOBOLOGY)
SI GBOOND BIND
NT COSTS
HT JET STREAflS (HETEOBOLOGY)
Experimental investigation of orographic waves and
vertical motions in the Krasnovodsk airport area
p0121 A81-19441
Evaluation of the effect of horizontal and
vertical stratification on the stability of air
flows
p0241 A81-26839
Binds and wind shear in-situ sensors .
P0136 N81-14563
Bind loads for bar-trass structures
p0259 N81-18997
BIND CIBCOIATI01
D ATllOSrHEflIC CIRCULATION
BIND DIBECTIOH
low-speed wind-tunnel tests of tvo weathercocking
sensors
[ 'JSBL-0171-TS] p0136 N81-14575
BIND EFFECTS
The sonic boom from an aircraft flying along an
arbitrary path in a stratified atmosphere in the
presence of a three-component wind
p0123 A81-19636
Dynamics and control of a Heavy Lift Airship in
cross wind hover
[ A I A A 81-1334] p0456 A81-38539
The turbulent wind and its effect on flight
[DTIAS-BEVIEB-44] p0033 N81-11020
Bind loading and response of a high-rise building
[CONF-810104-1] p0256 N81-18259
Hind loads on ilat plate photovoltaic array fields
[NASA-CB-164454] p0445 N81-25431
BIND HBASOBBflBHT
HT BIND VELOCITY HBASOBEHBHT
A low-level wind shear detection system
p0223 A81-23514
Onboard procedure for the measurement of wind
• shear gradients
[DGIB IAPEE 81-060] p0610 A81-47612
BIND PBESSDBE
Determination of wind stress from water level
fluctuations
N81-3C774
BIHD SHEAR
Procedures to improve flight safety in wind shear
conditions
p0014 A81-11666
Bind shear detection from PCM-recorded iiLS-flight
data
p0015 A81-11675
Bind shear effects on aircraft - Low-level shear
and clear-air turbulence as accident causes
P0067 A81-16136
Design and preliminary tests of an IR-airborne
LLBS remote sensing system Low Level Hind
Shear
[ A I A A PAPE3 81-0239] p0163 A81-20694
Hicrobursts as an aviation wind shear hazard
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0386] p0167 A81-20798
The effect of heavy rain on windshear attributed
accidents
[ A I A A PAPER 81-0390] p0167 A81-20800
Sources and detection .of atmospheric wind shear
[ A I A A PAPER 81-0391] p0167 A81-20801
A low-level wind shear detection system
p0223 A81-23514
Hind shear detection - Automatic alerting system
for airport applications
p0412 A81-35771
On-line wind shear 'generation for flight simulator
applications '
[AIAA 81-0970] p0414 A81-36559
Modelling of gusts and wind shear for aircraft
assessment and certification
p0528 A31-43376
Onboard procedure for the measurement of wind
shear gradients
[DGLR PAPEB 81-060] p0610 A81-47612.
Pilot-aircraft system reponse to wind shear
[NASA-C3-3342] p0031 H81-10636
Test and evaluation of the Airport Surveillance
Badar (ASB)-8 wind shear detection system' (phase
2), revision
[AD-A090111] p0042 H81-11290
Investigation of landing flare in the presence of
wind shear
[ESA-TT-631] . p0077 N81-12080
Sianlaticn comparison of a decoupled longitudinal
control system and a velocity vector control
wheel steering system.during landings in wind
shear
[NASA-TP-1734] p0081 H81-12109
Binds and Bind shear in-sito sensors
p0136 B81-14563
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The microburst: Common factor in recent aircraft
accidents
p0136 B81-11571
Doctor Fujita 's microburst analysis at Chicago
p0136 B81-11572
Clean air turbulence. Citations from the
International Aerospace Abstracts data base
[HASA-CB-163863] p01«6 M81-15649
AD airport wind shear detection and valuing system
using Doppier radar: A feasibility study
[BASA-CB-3379] p0202 B81-16681
Bind shear systems implementation plan,
benefit/cost study
[AD-A094168] p0253 B81-180S5
Magnitude and freguency of wind speed shears and
associated aowndrafts
p0267 B81-19055
An analytical study of the longitudinal response
of airplanes to positive wind shear
• [NASA-TP-1765] p0335 S81-20082
Groundspeed/airspeed differences as a vind shear
indicator and flight evaluation of a P«E-derived
system to determine groandspeed
[AD-A097566] p0393 S81-23768
Flight evaluation of a simple total energy-rate
system with potential wind-shear application
[NASA-TP-1851] p0427 B81-24058
Determination of wind stress from water level
fluctuations
M81-3077<J
Takeoff and missed approach under the influence of
wind shear flight safety considerations
[TUBS/SFB-58-80-05-01] . p0628 N61-32131
Simulator evaluation of the effects of reduced
spoiler and thrust authority on a decoupled
longitudinal ccntrol system during landings in
wind shear
[HASA-TH-83188] p0639 N61-33211
ilHD IOBHE1 APPABATOS
HT HIBD T U N N E L DRIVES
Add fluorescent ainitufts to the aerodynamicist's
bag of tricks
pOCCS A81-112U5
Three years of operation of the OBEBA pressurized
subsonic wind tunnel
[OBEBA, TP NO. 1980-129] pOOII A81-11669
A system for model access in tunnels with an
unbreathable test medium
p0015 A81-11672
A vaporizing coobustor with double combustion spaces
p0109 A81-17827
Some optimization problems of internal aerodynamics
p0237 A81-26120
Test stand for the study of flow systems in wind
tunnels
p0109 A81-35009
Digital simulation foe energy conservation in a
large wind tunnel plant system
p0613 A81-U8003
A rotating, wind tunnel balance and associated
experimental technigues
[AAAF-HT-80-13] p0218 N81-171C8
First results obtained with a rotating construction
used in measuring flying qualities of wind
tunnel aircraft models
[AAAF-8T-80-14] p0218 H81-17109
Botative balance of the I.H.F. .Lille and
associated experimental techniques
[BASA-TH-75886] p0276 881-19137
Comments on settling chamber design for quiet,
blowdown wind tunnels
[BASA-TH-81918] p0335 H81-20085
Application cf superconducting coils to the NASA
prototype magnetic balance
[HASA-CE-165660] p0336 S81-20086
Descripticn of 0.186-scale model of high-speed
duct of national transonic facility
[BASA-Tfl-81909] P9377 "81-22061
Evaluation of turbulence reduction devices for the
Langley 8-foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel
£BASA-Ta-81792] pO"3« S81-21111
A discussion document on the thernal design of
force balances fcr cryogenic wind tunnels
[ODEL-1321/80] p(W35 B81-2U119
Hind-tunnel measurement of aerodynamic derivatives
using flexible-sting rigs
• p0591 H81-31110
Botary and Hagnus balances - •- . •
p0591 B81-31111
Support interference
Hind funnels of 11 ASA
p0591 B81-31113
p0629 B81-32153
HIBD TUBBEL BALAHCES
0 HEIGHT IHDICATOBS
0 BIBB TUMSEL APPABATOS.
ilBD TOKBEL CAJ.IBHATIOB
Calibration of the high speed wind tunnel IVfi 150
in the supersonic range
. p0016 A81-11778
A fan pressure ratio correlation in terms of Bach
number and Reynolds number for the Langley 0.3
meter transonic cryogenic tunnel
[HASfl-IE-1752] p0021 B81-10005
A comparison of methods for calibration and use of
multi-component strain gauge vind tunnel balances
[AD-A090184] p008« B81-12391
Evaluation of a subsonic cascade wind tunnel for
compressor blade testing
[AD-A093591] p0218 B81^17107
Validation of the Hright-Patterson vertical wind
tunnel
[AD-A091777] p0277 B81-191U3
Preliminary calibration of the transonic test
section o£ the BIAST trisonic tunnel
[HIAST-80/19] pO«35 B81-24116
Hali interference effects: Status review
p0592 B81-31141
Beport of the wind tunnel/flight correlation panel
p0593 B81-31150
Supplemental calibration of the AEDC-PHT 16 ft
transonic tunnel aerodynamic test section
[AD-A102381] p0630 B81-32155
HBO TOBBZI DBIVES
Development of wind tunnel fan blade made of
composite materials
[MBB-UD-277-79-0] p0018 A81-12096
Estimation of fan pressure ratio requirements and
operating performance for the Bational Transonic
Facility
[BASA-TM-818U2] p0135 B81-24115
Analysis of the performance of the drive system
and cliff user of the Langley unitary plan wind
tunnel
[SASA-Tfl-83168] p0635 B81-33158
ilBD TOHHEL BODELS
High-lift investigations on some small aspect
ratio wings
p0011 A81-116U3
Adaptable wind tunnel walls for 2D and 3D model
tests
pOOII A81-11671
A system for model access in tunnels with an
unbreathable test medium
p0015 A81-11672
Towing tank tests on model wind turbine rotors
pOOSS 481-13860
Experimental investigations to fully map the flow
field around a wind tunnel model of a transport
airplane
[SAE PAFEB 800630] p0063 A81-15315
The practical application of the Hake Blocking
Corrections according to flaskell for large
wind tunnel models
[DGLB PAPEB 80-112] . p0121 A81-1S398
Hodel vibrations beyond low-speed stall
[OBBBA, TP BO. 1980-151] p0123 A81-19552
Laser measurement of angle of attack on
wind-tunnel models
p0151 A81-2C119
Hind tunnel model support, controlled by four
microprocessors
[OBBBA, TP BO. 1980-119] p017» A81-21917
Some aerodynamic properties of cones in viscous
supersonic flow
P0237 A81-26119
An experimental study of transmission, reflection
and scattering of sound in a free jet flight
simulation facility and comparison with t>eory
P0289 A31-28913
Computation of wind tunnel model deflections
for transport type solid wing
[AIAA 81-0182] --'P0300 A81-29381
Transonic flutter and gust-response tests and
-analyses of a .wind-tunnel model of a .
torsicn-free-wing fighter airplane- ' '- • •
l A I A A 81-0650] - . ' -P0307 A81-29503
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Transonic flutter stud; of a wind-tunnel model of
an arrow-wing supersonic transport
[AIAA 81-0651] p0308 481-29506
Comparison of calculated and measured helicopter
rotor lateral flapping angles •
p0357 A81-32018
An opto-electronic method for wind tunnel model
alignment
p0361 A81-32849
An apparatus for the simulation of an air intake
at high angle of attack in a compressor test
facility
[OHEBA, IP NO. 1981-35] p0460 A81-39238
Advanced nozzle integration for supersonic strike
fighter application
[AIAA PAPBB 81-1441] p0504 481-140875
The half-model technique in the wind tunnel and
its employment in the development of the Airbus .
family
[DGLB PAPEH 81-118] p0609 A81-47587
Hodel design and instrumentation experiences with
continuous-flow cryogenic tunnels
P0037.H81-11057
Hodel design and instrumentation for intermittent
cryogenic wind tunnels
p0037 H81-11058
The European Transonic Bind tunnel ETH
p0038 H81-11061I
The prediction of the bursting of laminar
separation bubbles in the design of two
dimensional high-lift aerofoils
[BAE-TB-80060] p0073 H81-12038
Synthesis of test results obtained with Concorde
at high incidences
[AAAF-HT-80-26] p0077 H81-12079
Store separation simulation in subsonic wind tunnels
[HBB-FE-123/S/POB/20] p0203 H81-16S88
A rotating, wind tunnel balance and associated
experimental technigues
[AAAF-NT-80-13] p0218 H81-17108
Experimental investigations on the V/STOL tunnel
at HASA/Langley Research Center
[HiSA-CB-165655] p0329 H81-20028
Support interference of wind tunnel models: A
selective annotated bibliography
[»iSA-Tfl-81909]
 P0335 H81-2008f
Static tests of tie J97 powered, external
augmenter K/SIOL vind tunnel model
[HAS1-CB-152403] p0337 H8.1-21010
Sodel vibrations below ION speed stall
p0447 H81-26017
Applications of half-model technique in dynamic
stability testing
p0591 B81-31114
Aeroelastic instability stoppers for wind-tunnel
models
[HASA-CASE-LAB-12720-1] p0601 H81-31229
Aeroelastic instability stoppers for wind-tunnel
models
[HASA-CASE-LiB-12458-1] p0601 H81-31230
•IHD TUBBEL STABILITY TESTS
Curved-flow, rolling-flow, and oscillatory
pure-yawing wind-tunnel test methods for
determination of dynamic stability derivatives .
p0241 A81-26933
Transonic flutter study of a wind-tunnel model of
an arrow-«ing supersonic transport
[AIAA 81-0654] p0308 A81-29506
Bind tunnel determination of dynamic
cross-coupling derivatives - A new approach
p0413 A81-35927
X-wing stability and control development and wind
tunnel demonstration tests - Helicopter,
conversion, and fixed wing flight
[AHS 80-27] p0475 A81-40157
Low-speed wind-tunnel tests of t»o weathercocking
sensors
[BSBL-0171-TH] p0136 B81-14575
Philosophy and results of steady and unsteady test
technigues en a large scale transport aircraft
model in'the OHEBA transonic tunnel SI HA. Fart
1: Philosophy and results of steady tests.
Part 2: Interest of large models in .unsteady
aerodynamics
. - • .. • •• - p0190 1181-16019
On the flight.mechanics of remotely piloted "vehicles
IBHT6-7BBT-79-28] • •p0209.H81-170U9
Dynamic Stability Parameters conferences ..'.
[AGABD-LS-1KI] p0590 H81-31105
Beview of techniques for determination of dynamic
stability parameters in wind tunnels
p0590 H81-31108
Direct forced-oscillation techniques for the
. determination of stability derivatives in wind
tunnels
p0590 N81-31109
Botary and Magnus balances
p0591 H81-31111
Curved-flow, rolling-flow, and oscillatory
pure-yawing wind-tunnel test methods for
determination of dynamic stability derivatives
p0591 N81-31112
Comments .on Reynolds number effects and the role
of NIP in the development of air vehicles
P0592 N81-31142
ilHD TOBBBL TESTS .
Investigation of high-manoeuvrability flight
vehicle dynamics
p0009 A81-11625
An experimental investigation of the interaction
between a glancing shock wave and a turbulent
boundary layer
. . p0012 A81-116U9.
Investigation of the stalling characteristics of a
general aviation aircraft
p001" A81-11665
Three years of operation of the ONEBA pressurized
subsonic wind tunnel
.[OHEBA, IP BO. 1980-129] p0014 A81-11669
DFVLB-dynamic model testing in wind tunnels for
active controls research
P0014 A81-11670
Adaptable wind tunnel walls for 2D and 3D model
tests
P0014 A81-11671
Some thoughts on the effects of flight on jet
noise as observed in actual flight and in wind
tunnels
p0016 A81-11723
A simple laser interferometer for wind tunnel flow
visualisation
P0018 A81-12078
Towing tank tests on model wind turbine rotors
P0055 A81-13860
Analysis and design of a ceramic nozzle insert for
the Laugley 8-foot high temperature structures
tunnel
p0060 A81-1U996
Developments in the area of cryo-wind.tunnel
technology by the DFVLB
P0065 A81-15702
• Testing stand for the measurement of nonsteady
aerodynamic forces in the transonic wind tunnel
at Goettingen
P0065 A81-15703
Boll and spin measurements in the low speed vind
tunnel at Braunschweig
pOOfaS A81-15704
Hodel vibrations beyond low-speed stall
[OBEBA. TP HO. 1980-15U] P0123 A81-19552
Some characteristics of subsonic flow over the
root area of a sweptback wing
P0123 A81-19633
Experimental study of the influence of supports on
the aerodynamic loads on an ogive cylinder at
high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0007] • p0156 A81-20531
Prediction and experimental verification of
transient airfoil motion in a small wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0052] p0159 A81-2C568
Effects of design variables on spoiler control
effectiveness, hinge moments, and wake turbulence
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0072] p0159 A81-20581
Unsteady fan blade pressure and acoustic radiation
from a JT15D-1 tnrbofan engine at simulated
forward speed
[AIAA PAPEi 81-0096] p0161 A81-20598
Heasorements of flow quality in the Ames 2 x 2ft
transonic wind tunnel
• [AIAA PAPEB 81-0156] p0161 A81-20636
Flight experiments with a slender cone at angle of
attack
[AIAA PAPEE 81-0337] p0165 A81-20761
The aerodynamics of inverted leading edge flaps on
delta wings • - •
[AIAA £APBB 81-0356] f>0165 A81-20775
A parametric study of the static longitudinal ' '
• " t aerodynamic characteristics of parallel lift
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delta wing configurations at low Reynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPES 81-0109] p0168 A81-20814
Bind tunnel nodel support, controlled by four
microprocessors
[ONEBA, IP HO. 1980-119] p0174 A81-21917
Investigation of the starting process of a
supersonic wind tunnel
P0228 A81-24080
Experimental investigations of the base pressures
found on a bluff bod; in ground effect
P0234 A61-25379
Some problems of modeling high-speed aerodynamics
in wind tunnels and tubes
p0237 A81-26118
The application of lagaid crystals in experimental
aerodynamics
p0238 A81-26123
Effect of contraction on screen-generated turbulence
P0284 A81-27900
Correlation of artificially induced .boundary-layer.
transition data at hypersonic speeds
P0285 A81-27911
Factors affecting afterbody drag
p0292 A81-29069
3ind-tunnel evaluation of NASA developed control
lavs for flutter suppression on a DC-10
derivative wing
[AIAA 81-0639] p0306 A81-29193
Qualitative comparison of calculated turbulence
responses with wind-tunnel measurements for a
DC-10 derivative wing with an active control
system .
[AIAA 81-0567] p0306 A81-29494
A wind-tunnel study of the flutter characteristics
o£ a supercritical wing
P0308 A81-29504
Subcritical flutter and oscillatory pressure
testing of a full-scale 727 inioard aileron in a
low-speed wind-tunnel
[AIAA 81-0656] p0308 A81-29508
Experimental investigation into the reaction of a
boundary layer to external periodic disturbances
p0309 481-29866
Development of a large-scale wind tunnel for the
simulation of tnrbcmachinery airfoil boundary
layers
[ASHE PAPEH 81-GT-6) p0310 A81-29931
The present role of high speed cascade testing
[ASflB PAPEB 81-GT-95] p0314 A81-30002
An opto-electrcnic method for wind tunnel model
alignment
P0361 A81-32849
Preliminary aerodynamic characteristics of several
advanced VSTOL fighter/attack aircraft concepts
[SAE PAPEB 801178] p0400 A81-34191
Applications of dynanic stability parameters to
problems in aircraft dynamics
p0410 A81-35552
The influence of surface roughness on boundary
layer flow and separation at transonic speeds
p0413 A81-36468
Laser-optic method for investigating the
trajectories and bending-torsional deformations
of lifting propeller blade models
p0418 ABI-OegilO
Aerodynamic characteristics of two VS10L fighter
. configurations
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1292] p0454 A81-38119
Heasurement of recovery temperature on an airfcil
in the Langley 0.3-m transonic cryogenic tunnel
'[AIAA PAPEB 81-1062] p0459 A81-39074
Tests of air inlets at Beynolds numbers comparable
to flight in the OHEBA F1 and S1BA wind.tunnels
[0NEBA, IP BO. 1981-36] p0460. A81-39239
An acguisition and analysis system for the dynamic
testing of air intakes '
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1981-37] . p0460 A81-39240
Rind-tunnel tests of engine-eguipped models -
Comparison of two jet wash simulation methods
[ONEBA, IP NO. 1981-42] p0460 461-39245
A half-model free-oscillation rig for
pitch-damping measurements in high speed wind
tunnels
p0461 .A81-39263
Aerodynamic study of a hovering rotor
p0468 A81-40098
Aerodynamic design of the Aerospatiale SA 365 0
Dauphin 2 helicopter
p0466 A81-40099
Bind tunnel evaluation of aeroelastically
conformable rotors
[ABS 80-23] p0475 A81-40153
Active control of the helicopter rotor for
vibration reduction
[ABS 80-68] p0479'A81-40188
Advanced nozzle integration for supersonic strike
fighter application
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1441] p0504 A81-40875
Effect of in-flight thrust reverser deployment on
tactical aircraft stability and control
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1446] p0504 A81-4CS79
A perspective on developing new inlet distortion
measurement and predictive methods
[AIAA PAPBB 81-1589] p0507 A81-40S64
Zero-length inlets for subsonic T/STO1 aircraft
[AIAA fAPEB 81-1396] p0515 481-42186
Experimental investigation of a high-aspect-ratio
supersonic inlet
[AIAA fAPBB 81-1397) P0515 A81-42187
Hind tunnel tests of sailwings for Darrieus rotors
p0518 A81-42678
Airfoils for light transport aircraft
f S A E BAEEB 810576] p0519 A81-42740
Noise and performance of general aviation aircraft
- A review of the MIT study
[SAE EAEEB 810586] p0520 A81-42747
Low and high speed propellers for general aviation
- Performance potential and recent wind tunnel
test results .
p0521 A81-42758
Investigation of a flight test method for the
measurement of propeller thrust
. [SAE PAEEB 810603] . p0521 A81-42760
Hind tunnel experiments on the divergence of swept
wings with composite structures
[AIAA EAEBB 81-1670] p0526 A81-43152
Experimental and analytical, development of an
advanced supersonic fighter concept
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1659] . p0534 A81-43941
Spin research on a twin-engine aircraft
[AIAA EAPEB 81-1667] p0534 A81-43943
Lift-enhancing surfaces on several advanced V/STC1
fighter/attack aircraft concepts
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1675] p0534 A91-43946
Prediction of dynamic stall and unsteady airloads
for rotor blades
p0571 A81-46604
Full-scale wind-tunnel test of the aeroelastic
stability of a bearingless main rotor
p0573 A81-46620
New designs for improved aerodynanic stability on
recent Aerospatiale helicopters
p0574 A81-46625
European transonic wind tunnel £TH - Status of the
project at the end of the predesign phase
[DGLB fAPBB 81-027] p0609 A81-47563
The influence of the airspeed on jet turbulence
and the conseguences for the jet noise
[DGLH EAPEE 81-021] p0609 A81-47595
Contribution to the determination of the drag
coefficient for air breathing flight vehicles on
the basis of wind tunnel measurements
[DGLB EAPEB 81-036] . p0610 A81-47604
Digital simulation for energy conservation in a
large wind tunnel plant system
' : p0613 A81-48003
Effects pt ilade-vane ratio and rotor-stator
spacing on fan noise with forward velocity
[ A I A A EAPEB 81-2032] p0620 A81-48628
Comparative acoustic wind-tunnel measurements and
theoretical correlations on subsonic aircraft
propellers at full-scale and model-scale
[AIAA FAPEB 81-2004] p0620 A81-48634
Comparison of computational and experimental jet
effects
[AIAA EAPEE 81-1492] p0626 A81-49979
An introduction to dynamic derivatives (3) methods
of oscillating models in pitch and yaw in a 530
by 810. millimetre transonic wind tunnel
[ABL/AEBO-SOTE-390] . p0021 H81-10007
Holographic investigation of slender body vortex
wakes
[AD-A089496] ' p0021 B81-10008
An investigation of scale effects on the transonic
flow over swept wings. Part 2: fleasnrements on
a model'of a variable-sweep strike-fighter
configuration
'[ ABC-B/H-3842-ET-2 ] " p0021 "N81-10010
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Boundary layer measurements on a two-dimensional
wing with flap
[BLB-IH-79009-0] p0022 H81-10014
Flov measurements in tie wake of. a wing fitted
with a leading-edge root extension (strake)
. £BAE-TB-79120] p0022 H81-10015
Full scale wind tunnel investigation of a
bearingless main helicopter rotor Ames 40 by
80 foot wind tunnel test using the BO-105
helicopter • .
[HAS4-CB-152373]' , p0033 B81-11014
Hind tunnel investigation of the aerodynamic
hysteresis phenonenon on the F-4 aircraft and
its effects on aircraft notion
£AD-A089851] p0033 H81-11016
Low-speed aerodynanic performance of .
50.8-centimeter-diaaeter noise-suppressing
inlets for the Quiet, Clean, short-haul
Experimental Engine (CCSEE) Lewis 9- t>j
15-foot low speed wind tunnel tests •
[HASA-TP-1178] p0035 H81-11037
Calibration of a blovdovn-to-atmosphere cryogenic
wind tunnel
p0038 H81-11060
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a 13
percent thick medium speed airfoil designed for
general aviation applications
£HASA-TP-1498] p0071 H81-12015
Influence of light aircraft architecture on its
spin characteristics
[AAAF-HT-80-11] pOOSI H81-12111
Hind tunnel test of a fighter aircraft wing/stcre
flutter suppression system: An international
effort
p0082 H81-12116
Hind tunnel tests en a fighter aircraft wing/store
flutter suppression system: The B.Ae control lav
p0083 H81-12119
Dynamic response o f . a forward-swept-ning nodel at
angles of attack up to 15 deg at a flach number
of 0.8 Langley transonic dynamics tunnel tests
[BASA-ia-81863] p0085 S81-12448
Besults of oscillatory pitch and ramp tests on the
SACS 0012 blade section
[ABA-HEBO-220] p0090 H81-13024
Model aerodynamic test results for two variable
cycle engine coannnlar exhaust systems at
simulated takeoff and cruise conditions
Lewis 8 by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel tests
[HASA-CB-159818] p0093'H81-13057
Iliad-tunnel test of an articulated helicopter
rotor model with several tip shapes
[HASA-ia-80080] p0125 H81-13918
Passive control of wing/store flutter
[HASA-T8-81865] p0125 K81-13922
Rotary balance data for a single-engine
agricultural airplane configuration for an
angle-of-attack range of 8 deg to 90 deg
£NASA-CS-3311] p0125 H81-13923
An evaluation of wind tunnel test techniques for
aircraft nozzle afterbody testing at transonic
Bach numbers
[AD-A091775] . p0126 H81-13931
Evaluation of wind tunnel nozzle afterbody test
techniques utilizing a modern twin engine
fighter geometry at Bach numbers from 0.6 to 1.2
— YF-17 aircraft
[4D-A091545] p0126 1181-13932
Advanced ejection seat for high dynamic pressure
escape, sind tunnel test
CAD-A091810] p0127 H81T13940
Active control of an explosive wing-store flatter
case .
£BBB-FB-17/S/PuB/25] p0131 H81-13973
Laser-Baman/fiayleigh flow diagnostic techniques
applied to subsonic flow
[AD-A091695] p0133 H81-14275
Transonic wind tunnel tests on an oscillating wing
with external store. Part 4: The wing with
under wing: Store
[AD-A077370] p0139 B81-14969
Hind-tnnnel measurements and comparison with
flight of the boundary layer and heat transfer •
on a hollow cylinder at Bach 3
[HASA-Tt-1789] p0140 1181-14975
Experimental aerodynamic characteristics of two
V/STOL fighter/attack aircraft configurations at
Bach nuabers from 0.4 to 1.4
EH4SA-TB-81234] p0140 B81-14981
An investigation of support-interference effects
fUAl-TB-622] p0141 H81-11984
Development of finite-volume methods for
three-dimensional transonic flows
TAD-A090829] p0141 N81-HI986
Finite element oethod study of
wing-fuselage-nacelle interactions of a Falcon
20 type aircraft at Bach = 0.79
p0187 S81-15994
Design aud experimental verification of a
transonic wing for a transonic aircraft
p0188 N81-16003
Jet wing interference for an overwing engine
configuration
p0188 1181-16008
Experimental study of the interaction between the
wing of a subsonic aircraft and a nacelle of a
high by-pass ratio engine
p0189 S81-16010
A wind tunnel investigation of the aerodynamic
characteristics of forward swept wings
supersonic cruise aircraft research
p0189 H81-16011
An-investigation of a swept wing-body
configuration with drooped leading edge at low
and transonic speeds
p0189 N81-16012
Aerodynamic interaction between a close-coupled
canard and a sweptback wing in transonic flow
p0189 H81-16013
P-3 Orion fuel-saving modification wind tunnel study
. [AD-A091906] p0194 H81-16044
Gravimetric investigation of the particle number
density distribution function in the high speed
cascade wind tunnel for laser anemometry
measurements
[ESA-TT-625] p01S7 H81-16069
A theoretical method for the simulation of
separation behavior of aircraft external stores
applications to computerized wind tunnel tests
[BBB-FE-122/S/PUB/16] p0203 H81-16987
The effects of warhead-induced damage on the
aeroelastic characteristics of lifting surfaces.
Volume 2: Aerodynamic effects
[AD-A093063] p0209 S81-17048
Bodel aerodynamic test results for two variable
cycle engine coannular exhaust systems at
simulated takeoff and cruise conditions.
Comprehensive data report. Volume 1: Design
layouts
£BASA-CB-159819-VOL-1J p0214 H81-17081
Bodel aerodynamic test results for two variable
cycle engine coannular exhaust systems at
simulated takeoff and cruise conditions.
Comprehensive data report. Volume 2: Tabulated
aeroynamic data book 1
EHASA-CB-159819-VOL-2-BK-1] p0214 B81-17082
flodel aerodynamic test results for two variable
cycle engine .coannular exhaust systems at
simulated takeoff and cruise conditions.
Comprehensive data report. Volume 2: Tabulated
aerodynamic data book 2
£UASA-CB-159819-VOL-2-BK-2] p021« H81-17083
Bodel aerodynamic test results for two variable
' cycle engine coannular exhaust systems at
simulated takeoff and cruise conditions.
Comprehensive data report. Volume 2: Tabulated
aerodynamic data book 3
EUASA-CB-159819-VOL-2-EK-3] p0214 H81-17084
Bodel aerodynamic test results for two variable
cycle engine coannular exhaust systems at
simulated takeoff and cruise conditions.
Comprehensive data report. Volume 3: Graphical
data book 1
[HASA-CB-159819-VOL-3-BK-1] . p0214 881-17085
flodel aerodynamic test results for two variable
cycle engine coannnlar exhaust systems at
simulated takeoff and cruise conditions.
Comprehensive data report. Volume 3: Graphical
data bcok 2
IBASA-CB-159819-VOL-3-BK-2] p0214 H81-17086
Laser scattering applications development test in
A£CC tunnel B at flach number 8
£AD-A093929] p0217 H8.1-17105
lie prediction of pressure distributions on an
arrow-wing configuration including the effect of
camber, twist, and a wing fin
,p0243 H81-17984
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Analytic development of improved supersonic'cruise
aircraft based on wind tunnel data
p0244 1181-17989
•Flight and tunnel test results of the BDC
mechanical jet noise suppressor nozzle
p0215 H8V-18000
Technology developuent status at McDonnell Douglas
p0248 HE1-18019
Hulticyclic controllable twist rotor data analysis
(HASA-CB-152251] .- . p0249 H81-18028
Development and wind tunnel Investigation of three
supercritical airfoil profiles for. transport
aircraft •
[BASA-TM-75840] p02<J9 H81-18030
Improvenents in the determination of convective
transfers from infrared thermography in wind
tunnel tests ':
. p0255 S81-18258
Forward velocity effects on tan noise and the
suppression characteristics of advanced inlets
. as measured in tbe HASA Ames 40 by 80 foot wind
tunnel: Acoustic data report >
[NASA-CR-152329] p0258 MS1-18798
The SET Horizontal Tails Investigation and tie BET
Lateral Controls Investigation Langley
' 8-Foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel
p0260 S81-19009
Natural laminar flow flight experiment Langley
8-Foot Transonic Pressure lunnel '
p0260 H61-19010
KC-135 ninglet flight results
p0260 N81-19011
Overview of advanced wing design Ames 12rPcot
Pressure Tunnel-and 11-Foot Transonic Hind Tunnel
' p0260 8:81-19012
Aeropropulsive characteristics of twin
uonaxisymmetric vectoring nozzles 'installed with
forward-swept and aft-rsvept wings in the
Langley 16 Foot Transonic Tunnel
[SASA-TP-1778] p0261 S81-19019
Pressure distributions for the GA( i ) -2 airfoil
with 20% aileron, 2551 slotted flap and 30%
Fowler flap • . . '
[NA5A-C.8-2948] p0262 N81-19023
' Effect of wing-transition location and slotted and
iwslotted flaps on aerodynamic characteristics
of a fighter model at high subsonic speeds
conducted in langley 8-foot transonic pressure
tunnel • i • . '
[NASA-Tfl-X-1849] . p0262 881-19024
iind-tunnel investigation at Hach numbers from
0.25 to 1.01 of a transport configuration
designed to cruise at near-sonic speeds
conducted in langley 8-foot transonic pressure
tunnel
[BASA-TH.-X-2622] p0262 881-19025
Experimental and theoretical study of flow fields
and store forces in close proximity to a trifle
ejection rack at transonic speeds •
[AD-A094751] p0263 881-19030
Survey of aircraft icing simulation test
facilities in North America
[8ASA-TH-81707] p0269 881-19078
Preliminary wind-tunnel investigation of the -
effects of engine nacelles on. a transport ' .
configuration with high lift drag ratios to a
Hach number of 1.00
[HASA-TH-82312] . p0272 B81-19099
Hind tunnel tests to deternine the behavior during
ejection of exterior stores at high and low speeds
[DLGR-79-096] p0272 H61-19102
Aerodynamic characteristics of a hypersonic cruise
aircraft concept with wing-mounted propulsion
systems at Hach numbers of 2.96, 3.£6 and 4.£3
Langley.unitary plan wind tunnel tests
[HASA-TH-81937] • -p0329 B81-20025
The elaboration of a new family of helicopter
blade profiles .
[NASA-TH-75907] .
 P0330 H81-20031
Recent progress in V/STOL aircraft technology
[BASA-TH-81281] p0333-H81-20066
Support interference of wind tunnel models: A
selective annotated'bibliography . •
[HASA-TH-81909] . p0335 S81-20064
A study of a VTOL thrusting ejector in low speed
flight, volume 2 .
[HASA-CB-166137-VOL-2] . . p0337 B81-21018
Low and high speed propellers for general ' ~
aviation: Performance potential .and recent wind
tunnel test results :
[BASA-TH-81745] fp0338 U81-21028
Unsteady pressure measurements during stall'and
buffeting wind tunnel tests
' [ESA-IT-641] ' p0339-.H81-21041
Flight safety of Bogallo hang gliders.'
Theoretical and experimental study of the flight
envelope wind tunnel tests for flight
characteristics ' •
[2SA-TT-634] - p0339 N81-21046
Experimental and analytical study-on the flutter
and gust response characteristics of a '
torsion-free-wing airplane Bodel in the
• 'Langley transonic dynamics tunnel
[JiASi-CB-159283] p0340 S81-21059
High frequency drive mechanism for an active
controls systems aircraft control surface
P0378 881-22400
Two-dimensional aerodynamic characteristics of the
NACA 0012 airfoil in the Langley 8 foot
transonic pressure tunnel . < • • • • •
I HASA-TM-81927] p0385 881-23036
• Full-scale aerodynamic characteristics of a
propellar installed on a small twin-engine
aircraft wing pauel•••
fNASA-TH-81285] p0385 K81-23039
Oscillatory flows from shock induced separations
on biconvex aerofoils of varying thickness in
ventilated wind tunnels1
 ' •' • • p0386. M81-23056
Preliminary design study of advanced composite
blade and hub and nonmechanical control system
for the tilt-rotor aircraft. Volume 2: Project
planning data
[NASA-CE-152336-2] p0387 H81-23065
Comparison of theoretical predictions o'f orbiter
airloads with wind tunnel and flight test
results for a Bach number of 0.52 . >
[MASA-TB-81358] ' p0387 H81-23066
Transonic flutter study of a wind-tunnel model of
an arrow-wing supersonic transport SCAT-15F
model test in the Langley Transonic Dynamics
Tunnel
[MASA-Ifl-81962] p0388 S81-23071
Aerodynamics, aeroelasticity, and stability-of
hang gliders. Experimental results Ames 7-
by 10-ft wind tunnel tests '
[HASA-IH-81269] p0423 N81-24025
Comparison of selected lift and sideslip
characteristics of the Ayres Thrush S2E-800,
wiuglets off and winglets on, to full-scale
wind-tunnel data
[SASA-CB-165710J p0423 N81-24026
A Jet-diffuser ejector for a V/STOL figiter
[SASS-CR-166161] p0428 S81-24064
Canadian studies of wind-tunnel corrections for
high angle of attack models
p0435 S81-24121
A review of the wall pressure signature and other
tunnel constraint correction methods for high
angle-of-attack tests ; -
P0435 H81-24122
Expected improvements on high angle of attack
model testing . • •
:• . p0436 881-24123
German activities on wind tunnel corrections
p0436 H61-24124
Icing tunnel tests of a glycol-exudin'g porous
leading edge ice protection system on a general
aviation airfoil
[HASA-CB-164377] p0439 881-25041
Hind tunnel tests of large- and small-scale rotor
hubs and pylons
. [iD-A098510] p0439 881-25043
Energy efficient engine, low-pressure turbine
boundary layer progran :
(HASA-CB-165338] : ' . p044'2 831-25077
Ilud loads on flat plate photovoltaic array fields
(NASA-CE-164454] p0445 881-25431
Phase 2 and 3 wind tunnel tests of the J-97'
powered, external augmentor V/S30L model —
conducted in Ames 40- by 80-foo't wind tunnel
(HASA-CB-152380] '; p0483 H81-26076
Subsonic tests of an all-flush-pressure-orifice
air data system • ' • •
f-HASA-TP-1871] • ' •- p0489 B81-26144Qualitative comparison of calculated turbulence
responses with wind-tunnel measurements for a
DC-10 derivative wing with an active control
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system
{ 8434-18-83144] ' p0491 881-26496
Design and wind tunnel tests of vinglets on a
DC-10 wing
[B4S4-CB-3119] p0492 N81-27046
Aerodynamic investigation of C-141 leading edge
modifications for craise drag reduction, test 2
[AD-A099662] p0492 881-27051
Hind-tunnel evaluation of B4S4 developed control
lavs for flatter suppression on a OC-10
derivative tring
[BAS4-TB-83143] . p0499 881-27548
Unpovered aerodynamic characteristics of a
15-percent scale model, of a tvin-engine commuter
aircraft
[B4S4-TB-81284] p0537 881-28055
From the civil component program 'IFAS1:
Fundamentals of engine simulation, using
tucboppvered simulator (IPS) technology in vind
tunnel tests ,
tBBPT-FB-8-80-030] p0541 H81-28111
Experimental aerodynamic characteristics of two
V/STOL fighter/attack aircraft configurations at
Bach numbers from 1.6 to 2.0 Ames 9 by 7
foot supersonic Hind tunnel
[BA.S4-TB-81286] p0579 881-30083
Analysis of Bach number 0.8 turboprop slipstream
wing/nacelle interactions
[N4S4-CB-166214] ' • p0579 881-30085
Botpc sake characteristics relevant to
rotor-stator interaction -noise generation
[B4S4-TH-82703] , p0583 881-30130
Subsonic pitch-up alleviation on a 74 deg delta ving
[BAS4-CB-165749] ' p0584 881-30137
Some experiences with active control of
aecoelastic response. ,
[NASA-TH-83179] p05£7 881-30469
Determination of aircraft dynamic stability and
control parameters from flight testing
p0591 881-31115
Aircraft design using the National Transonic
Facility
p0593 881-31143
. Proposed aeroelastic and flutter tests for the
National Transonic Facility ,
p0593 H81-31144
Preliminary user planning for the HASA National
Transonic facility
p0593 881-31145
Report of the panel on fluid dynamics
p0593 H81-31146
Sigh lift technology
p0593 881-31147
Configuration aerodynamics
p0593 881-31148
High Beynolds number research requirements for
space vehicle design
p0593 881-31151
Beport of the panel on theoretical aerodynamics
p0593 H81-31152
Unsteady airloads on oscillating wings in
post-stall condition
[DFVLB-FB-81-16]
 ; p0594 H81-31158
iind-tunnel studies of advanced cargo aircraft
concepts leading edge vortex flaps for drag
reduction
[NAS4-CB-164833] p0627 881-32117
On the spanwise uniformity of vind tunnel test
data of transonic airfoils
£NAL-TB-665] ' p0627 881-32118
Effect of sweep and aspect ratio on the
longitudinal aerodynamics of a spanloader ving
in and out cf ground effect vind tunnel tests
[HAS4-TB-80199] p0627 881-32119
Sting interference effects on the static dynamic
and base pressure measurements of the standard
dynamics model aircraft at Bach; numbers 0.3
through 1.3
[4D-4T02612] . p0627 H81-32124
Becent progress in V/STOL aircraft technology
p0633 B81r33144
Experimental and theoretical study of three
interacting', closely-spaced, sharp-edged 60 deg
delta wings at loy speeds
[B4SA-CB-3460] ' p0635 B81-33160
Bind tunnel testing of a windshield material or
supersonic aircraft
[AD-A103383] . p0635 881-33163
ilBD TUBNEi BALLS
Adaptable vind tunnel vails for 2D and 3D model
tests
'. . . p0014 481-11671
iind tannel vail interference in a test section
' . vith ventilated vails
p0015 481-11673
Lift effect on transonic wind-tunnel blockage
. p0066 A81-15883
A vail interference analysis in vind tunnels
p0104 A81-17472
' The practical application of the Rake Blocking
Corrections according to Baskell for large
vind tunnel models
[DGLB PAPEE 80-112] p0121 A81-19398
Numerical simulations of a segmented-plenum,
perforated, adaptive-vall vind tannel
[4144 P4PEB 81-0160] p0162 481-20640
Studies on Thvaites' method for vind tunnel
contraction >
p0282 A81-27884
Low-speed vind tunnels vith deformable walls
: . . ' • • ' • . . p0299 481-29304
Adaptive-vall wind-tunnel development for
transonic testing
p0352 A81-31367
Further investigations of adaptive-vall vind tunnels
[40-4091774] . p0131 881-13977
The resonance frequencies of ventilated vind tunnels
[4BC-B/B-3841] p0144 N81-15009
Bind tunnel vail interference
[AD-A093301] p0217 N81-17104
Evaluation of the acoustic and aerodynamic
characteristics of several slot-baffle
configurations for transonic vind tunnel vails
[AD-4093957] p0217 H81-17106
Hodel and boundary aerodynamic data from high
blockage two-dimensional airfoil tests in a
shallow unstreamlined transonic flexible walled
test section transonic self-streamlining
vind tunnel <
[BASA-CB-165685J p0343 881-21087
Wind tunnel corrections for high angle of attack
models
[4G4BD-B-692] p0435 N81-24120
4 review of research at SLS on vind-tannel
corrections for high angle of attack models
p0436 B81-24125
4 review of some investigations on vind tunnel
vail interference carried out in Sweden in
recent years
p0436 881-24126
Bind tunnel corrections for high angles of attack:
4 brief review of recent OK work
p0436 B81-24127
Mall interference effects: Status reviev
p0592 881-31141
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NT SUPEBSONIC HIND TUNNELS
NT TB4NS08IC HIND TUBBELS
NT TBISONIC ilBD TUNBELS
Signal processing for a six-component strain-gage
vind tunnel balance
p0049 481-12968
Active control of an explosive wing-store flutter
case Langley Research Center
p0082 881-12117
4 direct model pitch measurement with a laser
interferometer using retroreflectors
[4D-A090722] - p0094 881-13068
Evaluation of flov guality in'tvo large NASA vind
tunnels at transonic speeds
[SASA-TP-1737] p0095 B81-13303
4 computer-based laser Doppler velocieeter
[DFVlfi-HITT-79-14] p0133 B81-14289
Application of transonic potential calculations to
aircraft and wind tunnel configurations
p0186 881-15992
Propeller propulsion integration, phase 1
conducted in langley 30 by 60 foot full scale
vind tunnel
• [NASArCB-163921] p0196 881-16058'
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Simulation and control engineering'studies of
NASA-Ames 10 foot by 80 foot/80 foot by 120 foot
Hind tunnels
[HASA-CB-152145] p0276 B81-19136
Validation of the Bright-Patterson vertical, wind
tunnel-"
[AD-A094777] . p0277 M81-191II3
Operating characteristics cf tbe Langley Mach 7
Scramjet lest Facility
[HASA-Tfl-81929] ,p0335 N81-20083
Description cf 0.186-scale model of high-speed
duct of national transonic facility
[HASA-TH-81949] 'p0377 K81-22061
Heasurements of temperature and pressure
fluctuations in the T prime 2 cryogenic wind
tunnel
£BASA-2fl-75408] pO«90 H81-26158
Computer analysis of flow perturbations generated
by placement of choke buops in a Hind tunnel-
[HASA-TP-1892] P0579 H81-30088
Hind Tunnels of HASA
£BASA-SP-440] p0629 B81-32153
VABIATIOHS
Analysis of wind vector components in the loner
troposphere Applications to aircraft operations
at terminals
[AIAA PAPE.B 81-0387] p0167 A81-20799
SIHD VELOCITY
Catalog of sea state and wind speed in the South
Atlantic Sight
[NASA-CB-156872] p0137 N81-14601
H1HD VELOCITY BEASOBEHBBT
Hind speed measurement for wind turbine testing
: p0055 A81-13873
Analysis of wind vector components in the lover
troposphere Applications to aircraft operations
at terminals
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0387] p0167 A81-20799
Hind shear systems implementation plan,
benefit/cost study
[AD-A09U168] p0253 H81-18055
HIHDING
NT FILAHENT BINDING
HIBDBILLIBG
D AUTOBOTATIOB . '
HINDHILLS (HIHDPOHEBED HACB1BES)
Application cf a method for aerodynamic analysis
and design of horizontal axis'wind turbines,
part 1 i '
[FFA-3B-A0-1499-P1-1] p0086 B81-12633
Optimized pitch controller for load alleviation on
wind turbine's . ;
. [FFA-TH-HO-2189-PT-1 ] .p0087 S81-12634
Botor model for verification of computation methods
£ISD-262] p0145 N81-15467
Static deflection and eigenfreguency analysis of
the Nibe vind turbine rotors. Theoretical
background structural vibration
[BISOE-B-2199] p0279 N81-19497
Development and design of a large vind-turbine blade
fiber reinforced composites . '
[flBB-OD-301/80-OEJ p0586 B81-30198
BI8DOHS (APEBTOBBS)
Superhard transparent coating optimization program
[AD-A091083] p0092 N81-13048
.Effects of window configuration on model pressure
distribution in wind tunnels with perforated walls
[AD-A09«213] . p0277 B81-19142
Development of a CIC window frame, using short .
fiber pressing, technology -. jet aircraft cabin
windows .
[BBFT-FB-H-80-032] pOa99 B81-27208
BIBDPOBEB DTILIZAIIOB
Hind speed measurement for wind turbine testing
.p0055 A81-13873
Stability of large horizontal-axis axisynmetric
wind turbines ' . '
[NASA-TB-81623] . p0085 N81-12446
Botor model for verification of computation methods
[ISD-262] p01«5 B81-15a67
HIHPPOHEBED 6EHEBASOBS
lowing tank tests on model wind turbine rotors
. '. pOOSS A81-13860
Stability of large horizontal-axis axisymmetric
wind turbines
p0178 A81T22526
Hind tunnel tests of sailwings for Darriens rotors
p0518. A81-42678
Performance of a steel spar wind turbine blade on
the flod-0 100 kV experimental wind turbine
[NASA-TH-81588] p0043 B81-11448
.Definitive generic study for the'effect of high
lift airfoils on wind turbine effectiveness,
executive summary • •
[SEHI/TB-98003-2] . p0043 H81-11492
Becent darrieus Vertical-Axis Bind Turbine
aerodynamical experiments at Sandia National
Laboratories
[SAHD-81-M08C] ' p0588 881r3061S
BIBDPOBBBED POHPS, :
Improving the mechanical load matching of wind
.energy converters
pOOSS A81-13870
BIBDS ALOFT '' '
HT JET SlBEAflS (flBTEOBOLOGX) . ' • .
BIBDSCBEEIS . ' ' '
0 HIHDSBIELDS I : :
ilBDSBIELDS , .
Dse of similitude in analyzing aircraft windshield
anti-icing performance '•
' [AIAA PAPEB 79-1822]' i , p0051 A81-13218
Conputer analysis of bird-resistant aircraft
transparencies
p0175 A81-22087
Techniques for evaluation of aircraft windscreen
optical distortion ,
, . ' : , p0358 A81-32507
Evaluation of the impact computer program as a
lineat design tool for bird resistant aircraft
transparencies , '.
[AD-A091051] p0091 B81-13039
Superhard transparent coating optimization program
[AD-A091083] , p0092 H81-130«8
F-111 windscreen machining
[Y-2232']
 P0142 N81-1«995
Evaluation of bird load models for dynamic
analysis of aircraft transparencies'
[AD-A092909] • . p020tt B81-1£995
Potential of optical Fourier.analysis for ,
measuring windscreen distortion ,
[AD-A094127] p0259 S81-18853
Aircraft transparency optical quality: Bew
methods of measurement
[AD-A096183] ' p0341 N81-21070
Validation of a bird substitute for development
and qualification of aircraft tranparencies
[An-S097736) ' • pO«24 H81-2H036
Study and evaluation of existing techniques for
measuring aircraft windscreen optical quality:
Development of new techniques for measuring
aircraft windscreen optical distortion
[AD-A097731] ' pO«26 B81-240U9
Vied tunnel testing of a windshield material or
supersonic aircraft :
[AD-A103383] ' p0635 N81-33163
BIBG CABBEB
flission Adaptive Hing research programme
p0227 A81-21057
Onsteady aerodynamic propulsion
[AIAA 81-0645] p0307 A81-29498
Analysis and application of compliant rotor
technology
. ' p0467 A81-40086
A study of wing body blending for an advanced
supersonic transport ,
' . . . . ' p02«4 881-17987
HIBG FLAPS
NT LEADING EDGE FLAPS
BT LEADING EDGE SLATS .
HT TBAILIBG-EDGE FLAPS
BT VOBTEX FLAPS ' ' '
Leading-edge 'Vortex Flaps' for enhanced subsonic
aerodynamics of slender wings
p0012 .A81-11648
The aerodynamics of inverted leading edge1 flaps on
delta wings
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0356] p0165 A81-20775
Evaluation of the influence of local disturbances
of flow.past trailing and leading-flaps from
wino tunnel data on a rectangular wing section
•P0299 A81-29307
Prediction method for aeroaconstic loads on under
the wing blown flaps
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2038] p0621 A81-48644
A design of multi-element aerofoils for high lift
[3AL-TB-631] P0337 H81-21012
A-456
SUBJECT IBDBI 1IBG OSCI11ATIOIS .
•IHG FLO! HBTHOD TESTS
Add fluorescent minitufts to the aerodynamicist's
bag of tricks
pOOOS A81-11245
High-lift investigations on soae snail aspect
ratio wings
p0011 A81-11643
• Ringlets development at Israel Aircraft Industries
p0012 £81-11645
Adaptable wind tunnel vails for 2D and 3D model
tests
.p0014 481-11671
Transonic flow 'past a wing profile in.channels
vith permeable walls, '
p0054 481-13533
King-alone aerodynamic characteristics at high
angles of attack
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0008] p0157 A81-20532
Calculation cf the flow pattern behind an aircraft
wing
p0349 481-31041
Philosophy and results of steady and unsteady test
techniques on a large scale transport aircraft
Bodel in the ONEEA transonic tunnel S1 HA. Part
1: Philosophy and results of steady tests.
Part 2: Interest of large models in unsteady
aerodynamics
i p0190 H81-16019
BIH6 LOADIH6
Height optimization- of wing structures according
to the gradient method
p0012 A81-11650
Circulation Control ling /CCS/ flight tests
p0122 A81-19469
Effect of transport aircraft wing loads spectrum
variation on crack growth
' p0172 A81-21738
Research on vertex 'bursting in compressible flow
Thesis
p0230 A81-24477
Concerning the motion of a 'piloted aircraft • .
p0299 A81-29312
Fatigue sensitivity of composite structure for
fighter aircraft
•[AIAA ,81-0495] . .p0300 A81-29383
Concepts for improving the damage tolerance of
composite compression panels
p"0360 A81r32825
Effects of truncation of a predoninantly
compression load spectrum on the life of a .
notched graphite/efoxy laminate '
. p0418' A81-37137
Aerodynamic' characteristics of wings of arbitrary
planforn ,
p0461 A81-39267
^Design, analyses, and aodel tests of an
aeroelastically tailored lifting surface
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1673] p0566 A81-45974
Active gust- and maneuver load control concepts,'
taking intc account, as example, the Airbus
A300. I - Design of a controller in the temporal
domain for the alleviation of gust loads and the
control of the effectiveness for stochastic gusts
[DGLB P&PEB 81-065A] p0608 A81-47552
Active gust- and maneuver load reduction concepts,
taking into account, as an example, the Airbus
A300. II - Design of a controller for. gust and
• maneuver lead redaction in the frequency range
[OGLE PAPEE 81-065B] : p0608 481-47553
Estimation of wing nonlinear aerodynamic
characteristics at supersonic speeds ' •
[HASA-TP-1718] p0021 H81-10004
An analytical technique for approximating unsteady
aerodynamics in the tine domain
[HASA-Ip-1738] ' p0043 H81-11422
Assessment of variable camner for application to
transport aircraft
[HASA-Cfi-158930] p0071 1181-12016
Effects of nonlinearities on wing store flutter
[HBB-FE-17/S/POB/27J .p0131 H81-13974
Transonic wind tonnel tests on an oscillating wing
with external store. Part 4: The wing with
underwing: store
[ADTA077370] p0139 H81-14969
Feasibility study for C-141B reduction of wing
loads by nprigging the .ailerons
[AD-A094634] ?0272 881-19105
Unsteady airloads on a harmonically pitching wing
with external store
[ KLB-MP-80004-U] p0330 N81-20038
Experimental and analytical study on the flutter
. and gust response characteristics of a
torsion-free-wing airplane model in the
Lan<|ley transonic dynamics tunnel
[HASA-CB-159283] p0340 H81-21059
Additional information about Fighter Aircraft
loading Standard for Fatigue Evaluation (FALSTAFF)
[HIfc-TB-79056-a] p0344 H81-21391
Comparison of theoretical predictions of orbiter
airloads with wind tunnel and flight test
results for a Hach number of 0.52
CNASA-TH-81358] p0387 1181-23066
Application of vortex lattice methods to calculate
Lv (rolling moment due to sideslip)
[PB81-166167] p0487 S81-26123
A structural load alleviation control system for a
large transport aircraft
(11-8002] p0541 H81-28106
Fatigue crack growth in 7175-17651 material under
flight siaulation loading. Information f rom a
Douglas report effect of trausport/bomccr
loads spectrum on crack growth
[VTH-H-392] , . p0542 N81-28493
BIHG BACE11E COHFIGOHATIOHS
Calculation of the flow field around
engiue-wing-configurations •
p0007 481-11613
Finite element method study of
wing-fuselage-nacelle interactions of a Falcon
20 type aircraft at Hach = 0.79
' . p0187 N81-15994
Experimental study of the interaction between the
wing of a subsonic aircraft and a nacelle, of a
high by-pass ratio engine
p0189 H81-16010
Theoretical and Experimental 'Studies of
aerodynamic interference effects aerodynamic
forces on winglets and on wing nacelle
configurations for the TC-14 and KC-135 aircraft
p0190 R81-16017
Aerodynamic characteristics of a hypersonic cruise
aircraft concept with v'ing-noun ted propulsion
systems at Hach'numbers of -2 .96, 3.96 and 4.63
langley unitary plan wind funnel tests
[BASA-Ta-81937] ' p0329 1181-20025
Analysis of dach number 0.8 turboprop slipstream
wing/nacelle interactions
[BASA-CB-166214] p0579 S81-30085
•IHG OSCIIlillOlS
Active flutter suppression design and test - Ajoint U.S.-F.B.G. program
p0009 481-11621
A nonlinear, discrete-vortex-perturbation method
for unsteady lifting-surface problems with edge
separations .
p0058 481-14394
A simplified theory of oscillating aerofoils in
transonic flow - Review and extension
p0060 A81-14945
The method, of superelements in the dynamics of
complex structures • '
p0101 A81-16969
Experimental study of the snap-through
oscillations of an empennage
p029S 481-29313
Active control of forward swept wings with
divergence and flutter aeroelastic instabilities
[4144 81-0637] p0306 481-29491
Hind-tunnel evaluation of BASA developed control
laws for flutter suppression on a DC-10
derivative wing
[AIAA 81-0639] p0306 A81-29493
Qualitative comparison of calculated turbulence
responses with wind-tunnel measurements for a
DC-10 derivative wing with an active control
system '
[AIAA 81-0567] p0306 A81-29494
Aerodynamic modeling of an oscillating wing with
external stores
[AIAA 81-0*48] p0307 481-29501
Transonic flutter and gust-response tests and
analyses of a wind-tunnel aodel of a
torsion-free-wing fighter airplane
[AIAA 81-0650) p0307 A81-2S503
A wind-tunnel study of the flutter characteristics
of a supercritical ving
p0308 A81-2S504
A-457
ilHG P&HELS SOBJBC1 IHDBX
Transonic flutter study of a wind-tunnel model of
an arrow-wing'superscale transport
[AIAA 81-0£54] - . • p0308 181-29506
Flight test results of an active flatter
suppression system installed on a remotely
piloted.research vehicle
[AIAA 81-0655] . p0308 A81-29507
Application of a flight test and'data analysis
technique to flutter of a drone aircraft
[AIAA 81-0652] p0308 A81-29511
Influence of binge line gap on aerodynanic forces
acting on a harmonically oscillating thin
profile in an incompressible flow. I, II
p0348 881-30956
Neasurement of the aerodynamic forces acting on a
harmonically oscillating ving at high subsonic
speeds
p0349 A81-31042
Comparison of computed and measured unsteady •
pressure fields en a supercritical wing
[OHEBA, IP MO. :1981-12] p0359 A81-32541
A new method of airfoil flutter control
p0367 431-33811)
Three-dimensional oscillatory piecewise
continuous-kernel function method. I - Basic
problems. II - Geometrically continuous wings.
Ill - Wings with geometrical discontinuities'
p0111 A81-35631
Measurement of derivatives for an oscillating
airfoil with flap
p0111 AS 1-35635
Concerning one self-similarity property in flatter
analysis :
p0413 A81-36464
A vortox-iattice method for calculating
longitudinal dynamic stability derivatives of
oscillating delta wings
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1676] i p0561 A81-44570
Evaluation of two-dimensional subsonic oscillatory
airfore a coefficients and loading distributions
p0617 A81-48460
Besults of oscillatory pitch and ramp tests on the
NACA 0012 blade section
[ABA-HEHO-220] p0090 N81-13024
Unsteady wakes downstream from a profile
oscillating in incidence aerodynamic flow
tests on helicopter rotor'blade profiles
[AAAF-HT-80-10] p0204 H81-16989
An asymptotic unsteady lifting-line theory with
energetics and optimum notion of
thrust-producing lifting surfaces
[HASA-CB-165679] p0385 881-23035
Experimental studies of scale effects on '
oscillating airfcils at transonic speeds
p0386 M81-23054
Some remarks on the unsteady airloads on
oscillating control surfaces in subsonic flow
p0386 H81-23055
Airplane wing vibrations due to atmospheric
turbulence , .. • :
[HASA-CR-3431] . pOU38 U81-24.679
Unsteady airloads on oscillating wings in
post-stall condition
[DF7LB-FB-81-16] p0594 M81-31158
BIHG PAHB1S
Simulated aircraft takeoff performance with
frosted wings
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0404] p0167 AS1-20811
FloH visualization through the use of toe
smoke-wire technique •
[AIAA PAPEE 81-0412] p0168 A81-20816
Graphite polyimide fabrication research for '
supersonic cruise aircraft
p0182 A81-22665
Vibrations of multispan stiffened plates via
modified Bolotin method
p0241 A81-26954
Aerodynamic surface cooling for laminar flov
control for hydrcgen-fueled subsonic aircraft
[SAE PAPER 801155] p0407 A81-34245
The optimum design of non-moment laminated
composite elate - According to static failure
strength condition
p0480 A81-40449
A-7 composite outer wing service experience
p0530 A81-43617
Sliding-seal electron beam slot welding of an
aircraft wing closure beam
p0614 A81-48142
The effect of the skewness of the skin panels on
stresses in conical wings '
p0625 A81-49930
flight simulation environmental fatigue crack
propagation in 2024-33 and 7475-T761 aluminum
wing panels for transport aircraft
[HLB-HP-30003-U] p0043 H81-11415
BIHG PLASFOEBS '.
HI AHBOH K.THGS
St DELTA BINGS " ' ' '
HT IHPIHITE SPAN KINGS
NT SBiPl FOBIABD 8IHGS
HT SIEPTBACK MIUGS
HI TBAFEZOIDAi RINGS
HT V4BIABIE SHEEP ilMGS
Honlinear aerodynamic characteristics of a thin
airfoil of arbitrary plane configuration
p0123 A81-19629
Thin niDimna-drag airfoils
p0123 A81-19630
A cost-effective method for shock-free
supercritical wing design ' '
[AIAA PAPBB 81-3383] p0166'A81-20796
iing analysis by the plate analogy using an
integral-difference method
p0235 A81-2S680
Computation of wind tunnel model deflections -—
for transport type solid wing
[AIAA 81-0482] p0300 A81-29381
Study of the characteristics of a base-vented wing
ia nonlinear theory
[AAAF PAPEB HT'80-40) p0369 481-33927
Aerodynamic load distribution along the span of an
asymmetric wing
p0413 A81-35915
Integrated wing-engine system for airliners
p0450 A81-37638
Aerodynamic characteristics of wings 'of arbitrary
planform
pOU61 A81-39267
Experimental and analytical development of an
advanced supersonic f-ighter concept[ A I A A PAPEI 81-1659] ' p0534 A81-43941
Survivors on the BPV front
p0577 A81-46725
Induced drag ideal efficiency factor of arbitrary
lateral-vertical wing forms
[HASA-CB-3357] p0072 S81-12022
Laminar-airfoils for transport aircraft
[DFV1B-HITT-80-07] • p0129 S81-13952
Interference aspects of the A310 high speed wing
configuration
p0188 H81-16001
Interference effects of concentrated blowing and
vortices ou a typical fighter configuration
p0188 H81-16009
A study of wing body blending for an advanced
supersonic' transport
p0244 M81-17987
A higher-order trapezoidal vector vortex panel for
subsonic flov
[AD-A094775] p0263 H81-19032
Analytical study of STOL Aircraft in ground
effect. Part 1: Honplanar, nonlinear wing/jet
lifting surface method '
[HASA-CB-152087-PT-1 ] p0271 H81-19096
Conceptual/preliminary design study of subsonic
v/stol and stovl aircraft derivatives of the S-3A
[HASA-Ttl-81310] p0547 H81-2S118
Investigation of aerodynamic stall 'alleviation on
a swept planform wing using leading edge
modifications
[AD-A101239] p0548 H81-29122
SIH6 PBOFILBS
HT BIHG SPAN •
Hev concepts for design of fully-optimized •
configurations for future supersonic aircraft
P0007 A81-11606
Longitudinal motion of low-flying vehicles in '
nonlinear flowfields
P0009 A81-11626
Research on transonic wings at the National
Aerospace Laboratory, Japan ' '
P0011 A81-11640
Optimizing the fixed leading edge shape of a
transonic wing to suit the landing high-lift
'reguirements
pOOII A81-11644
A-458
SUBJECT IBDEX ilBG SC1I
Tcansonic flow past a wing profile in channels
with permeable vails ,
pOOSU 481-13533
'Determination of the vorticity of a .
small-aspect-ratio wing in hypersonic flow
p0054 A81-13544
Bxperimental investigations on a harmonically
swinging trail edge flap with a space
[DSLB PAPEB 80-029] p0055 A81-13925
The supercritical profile of the supercritical wing
p0107 481-17522
Stationary displacement of a cod] by a shock wave
p0107 481-17622
The matrix analysis of wings ,
p0108 A81-17818
Some characteristics of subsonic flow over the
root ar.ea of a sweptback-wing
p0123 481-19633
Hinged strakes for enhanced maneuverability at
high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPEE 81-0357] p0165 461-20776
Structural weight comparison of a joined wing and
a conventional wing
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0366] , , p0166 A61-20785
A parametric study of the static longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of parallel lift
delta wing configurations at low fieynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0109] • . p0168 A81-20814
Calculation of supersonic gas flows about wings
p0170 A81-21201
A penalty function method for structural optimum
design with aeroelastic constraints
p0223 A81-23727
Lifting surface theory and the numerical method of
wings with small angles of sideslip at subsonic
and supersonic speeds
p0224 A81-23851
The controlled growth method - A tool for
structural optimization
{AIAA 81-0519] p0301 487-29400
Prediction of transonic flutter for a ,
supercritical wing by modified strip analysis
and comparison with experiment
[AIAA 81-0609] p0304 A81-29471
An improved potential gradient method to calculate
airloads on oscillating supersonic interfering
surfaces
[AIAA 81-0646] p0307 A8.1-29499
A hybrid state vector approach to aeioelastic
analysis with application to composite lifting
surfaces : ,
[AIAA 81-0626] p0308, A81-29512
A theoretical treatment of lifting surface theory
of an elliptic wing
. . . p0347 A81-30653
Subsonic gas flow past a wing profile
. p0349 A81-31034
Study of a propulsive system .aerodynamic
characteristics of proposed model
p0366 A81-33673
Vortex-flow aerodynamics - An emerging design
capability >
• . p0366 A81-33717
Determination of the vorticity on a wing of small
aspect ratio in a hypersonic stream
p0411 A81-35668
Calculation of supersonic flow around a wing with
constant curvature .of its leading edges
p0413 A81-35916
Concerning one self-sinilarity property in flatter
analysis
, p0413 A81-36464
Integrated wing-engine system for airliners
p0450 A81-37638
Bing of new technology test specimen - Structural
design and method tof wing construction
p0450 A81-37639
-,An optimal-surface-transpiration subsonic
panel-method for iterative-.design of complex
aircraft configurations
[AIAA PAPEE 81-1254] p0458 481-39012
Investigation of shot peering as a forming process
for aircraft wing skins
p0458 A81-39046
Tcansonic swept wings studied by the lifting-line
theory
p0509 A81-41090
Transonic,wing design using potential-flow codes -
Successes and failures
•.[SAB EAPEB 810565] . ,.p0518 A81-42730
Effects of wingtip modifications on handling
qualities of agricultural aircraft
' [SAB PAPEB 810606] ' p0522 A81-42763
Surface-oriented coordinates for boundary-layer
calculations in the case of general configurations
f D G L S PAPEH 81-014] p0608 A81-47557
Geometrically nonlinear theory for calculating
thin rods of a wing profile
p0625 A81-49935
Heasured pressure distributions and shock shapes
on a Butler wing
[CDED/i-AEIO/IB-9] p0090 H81-13026
Development of finite-volume methods for
three-dimensional transonic flows
[AD-A090829] pOl4l N81-14986
A system for aerodynamic design and analysis of
supersonic.aircraft. Pact 4: Test cases
CNASA-CB-3354] . . ,p0185 H81-15977
A constrained inverse method for the aerodynamic
design of thick wings with given.pressure
distribution in subsonic flow
p0188 H81-16006
Design study for the inner wing of a transonic
wing-body combination of aspect ratio 8
. . • p0190 N81-16015
Development and wind tunnel investigation of three
supercritical airfoil profiles for transport
aircraft
[SASA-IB-75840] p0249 M81-18030
The elaboration of a new- family of helicopter
blade profiles • -<
[NASA-1B-75907] p0330 H81-20031
Experimental flutter at high subsonic speeds and
its theoretical prediction, taking into account
wing thickness and Beynolds .number
P0385 H81-23052
Civil component program iing Section. Transonic
wing development for the european airbus
fBHFT-FB-S-80-021} . •• p0426 B81-21052
Civil component program ling Section. The design
. of the transonic airfoil Va 2
[BHFT-FB-H-80-023] p0426 N81-24053
The supercritical profile of the supercritical wing
[HASA-T8-76605] . p0494 H81-27075
ilHC BOOTS
Some characteristics of subsonic flow over the
root area of a sweptback wing
p0123 481-19633
Effect of impact .damage on the XFV-12A composite
wing box
P0182 A81-22676
Solar powered aircraft
[8ASA-C4SB-LAB-12615-1] p0628 N81-32138
BIHG SLATS • .
0 LEADING EDGE SLAIS
ilHG SLOTS
The performance of slotted blades in cascade
p0002 481-10632
Determination of the effect of transverse cutouts
on the nydrodynaaic characteristics of a
finite-span wing -.in. the case of steady and
unsteady motion near a wall
P0119 A81-19335
On the unsteady wake-induced lift on a slotted
airfoil. II - The influence of displacement
thickness fluctuations
I • p0229 481-21237
Effect of wing-transition location and.slotted and
aaslotted flaps on aerodynamic characteristics
of a fighter model at high subsonic speeds
conducted in langley 8-foot transonic pressure
tunnel
[ HASA-IH-Z-1849] . p0262 H81-19024
1IHG SPAB
4 finite-span wing in transonic flow
p0054 461-13741
Steady flow past a rectangular wing with
circulation that is variable along the span
p0099 481-16551
Spanwise distribution of control points in the
method of finite elementary solutions
[AIAA PAPEB 79-1879] . p0169 A81-2101.1
Vibrations of nultispan stiffened plates via
modified Bolotin method
p0241 481-26954
iing with finite span in a transonic flow :
p0420 481-37480
A-459
HIH6 TiBKS SUBJECT IBDBZ
ilHG TASKS
Beport on a cooperative programme on Active
Flutter Suppression
[AGABD-B-689] p0082 881-12115
Hind tunnel test of a fighter aircraft wing/store
flutter suppression system: An international
effort .
P0082 881-12116
Active control of an explosive wing-store flutter
case Langlev Besearch Center
p0082 H81-12117
Bind tunnel tests on a fighter aircraft wing/store
flutter suppression system: The B.Ae control lav
P0083 H81-12119
A study of the effects of store aerodynamic on
. Ming/store flutter
P0490 881-26153
BIBG TIP VOBIICES
Method for. reducing the tangential velocities in
aircraft trailing vortices
p0066 A81-15880
The static pressure in a vertex core
p0228 A81-24072
On a generalization of- Kadeu's problem of
initially planar semi-infinite vortex sheet rollup
p0288 A81-28676
Co-axial rotor aerodynamics in hover
p0465 A81-39899
Vortex drag reduction by diffusing vanes - Design
for the 'Thrush' agricultural aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 810605] p0521 A81-42762
Investigaticns cf vortex formation on Kings Kith
cropped leading edges
[DGLB PAPEB 81-016] p0610 A81-47601
BIHG TIPS
Application of a tip-fin controller to the Shuttle
Orbiter for improved jaw control
[AIAA PAPEB 81-OC74] p0159 481-20582
Effects of vingtip modifications on handling
gualities of agricultural aircraft
[SAE FAPEB 810606] p0522 481-12763
Full scale visualization at the ting tip vortices
generated by a typical agricultural aircraft
[NASA-CB-159382] pC071 N81-12019
Hingtip vortex turbine
[HASA-CASE-LAR-12S44-1] p0496 K81-27096
BIBS-FUSELAGE S1OBBS
A study of the effect of store aerodynamics of
wing/store flutter
[AIAA 81-0604] p0304 461-29467
Evaluation of methods for prediction and
prevention of King/store flutter
[AIAA 81-0606] p0304 A81-29469
FJ.OV phenomena along fuselages and King-fuselage
systems of gliders
[BASA-TH-75401] p0186 H81-15983
Demonstration of a method for determining critical
store configurations for ving store flutter
[AD-A092257] . p0197 1181-16068
A theoretical method for the simulation of
separation behavior cf aircraft external stores
applications to computerized nind tunnel tests
[HBB-FE-122/S/POE/16] p0203 H81-16967
A study of the effects of store aerodynamic on
wing/store flutter
p0490 S81-26153
BIHG LETS
Kinglets development at Israel Aircraft Industries
P0012 A81-11645
Aeroelastic tailoring cf a composite Kinglet for
KC-135 •
[AIAA 81-0607] p0304 A81-29470
The calculation of lift and drag characteristics
of subsonic nings vith vinglets
p0480 A81-40442
Flight evaluation cf the effect of vinglets on
performance and handling gualities of a
single-engine general aviation airplane
[BASA-TH-81892] p0071 H81-12012
Induced drag ideal efficiency factor of arbitrary
lateral-vertical wing forms
[HASA-CB-335.7] p0072 H81-12022
Theoretical and Experimental studies of
aerodynamic interference effects aerodynamic
forces on winglets and en ving' nacelle
configurations for the 1C-14 and KC-135 aircraft
p0190 N81-16017
Advanced aerodynamics and active ccntiols.
Selected tlASA research
[HASA-CP-2172] - • p0259 H81-19001
KC-135 vinglet flight results
p0260 N81-19011
Design- and Hind tunnel tests of Kinglets on a
DC-10 King .-'•'.
[NASA-CB-3119] p0492 881-2704,6
BIHGS
HI AKBOR RINGS
NT BEABINGLESS BOTOBS ' • •
HT CAHBEBED IIHGS ' • '
»T CBUCIFOBB HIHGS
HT DELTA HIHGS
NT FIXED HIHGS
HT FLEXIBLE HINGS'•
NT GAH-2 AIBFOII
NT INFINITE SPAN HIHGS
NT LIFTING EOTGBS
NT LOH ASPECT BATIO HIHGS
NT OBLIQUE RINGS
NT BECTA8GULAB HIHGS
NT BIGID BOTOBS ' ' '
HT BIGID RINGS
NT EQTAEY HIHGS
NT SLEBDfiB ilNGS
NT SDPEBCBITICAL HIHGS
HT SREPT FCBHABD HIHGS
NT SREPT HINGS
NT SREPTBACK WINGS
HT THIN KINGS
NT TIP DBIVEH BOTOBS
NT TBAEE20IDAL HINGS
NT TRISTED HINGS •
NT VABIABLE SHEEP HIBGS
.Numerical optimization - An assessment of its role
in transport aircraft aerodynamic design through
a case study
' ' . p0006 A81-11604
Advanced combat aircraft ving design
p0007 A81-11608
Linear vortex theories of a profile and King Kith
air intake
p0019 A81-12703
Application of fracture mechanics in designing
lower wing skin of transport aircraft
p0102 A81-17049
Adaptive airfoils and wings for efficient
transonic flight
p0153 A81-20349
An analysis of gap effects on ving-elevon
aerodynamic characteristics
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0364] . p0166 A81-20783
Damping of aircraft wing vibrations ty
automatically controlled internal forces
p0170 A81-21060
On the use of complex form of the Strouhal number
in the study of nonlinear aeroelasticity
p0231 A81-24723
The Coronel"Transverse Ring Flight system
P0231A81-24748
Numerical study of stream surface structure near
highly loaded wings . *
p0235 A81-25682
King flapping vith minimum energy
p0283 A81-27889
The effect of jet non-uniformity on the lift of an
augmentor King
p0298 A81-29144
Aerodynamic efficiency of the King of neK
technology, a comparison of design expectation
and flight test result '
p0450 A61-37645
Application of BFBP Crack Patching to Hirage III
aircraft
p'0481 A81-4C586
Effect of engine noise on aircraft ving laminar
boundary-layer stability
p0510 A81-41255
Evolution of transport vings - From C-130, C-141,
and C-5 to C-XX
' .' • • ' pOSVO A81-41333
Composite Ring/Fuselage program
P0530 A81-43629
Automatic damping of vibrations of an airplane
wing by internal control forces
P0577 A81-16783
Bodel design and instrumentation for intermittent
cryogenic vind tunnels
- .
 :
 p0037 881-11058
A-460
SUBJECT IHDEX X IIHG BOTOBS
Low drag airfoil design utilizing passive laminar
flow and coupled diffusion control technigues
[AD-A090778] p0072 881-12024
Aircraft accident report: Allegheny Airlines,
Inc., Hord 262, Hohawk/Frakes 298, n29824,
Benedum Airport, Clarksburg, Rest Virginia,
February 12, 1979
[SISB-AAB-79-12) p0073 H81-12044
Optimal design studies on conposite Kings with
static and dynamic constraints
[AAAF-HT-79-29J p0077 H81-12077
Aeroelastic optimization with multiple constraints
[AD-A090775J p0085 881-12451
Jet wing interference for an overwing engine
configuration
p0188 881-16008
A method for the prediction of wing response to
nonstationary buffet loads
[AD-A093037] p0208 B81-17043
Comparison of flight lead oeasurements obtained
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Training effectiveness of platform motion:
Beviev of motion research involving the
advanced sinulator for pilot training and the
simulator for air-to-air combat
[AD-A095930] p0343 H81-21089
Actual versus simulated equipment for aircraft
maintenance training: Cost implications of
the incremental versus the unique device
IAD-A102388] p0590 881-31104
AIB FOBCE HOHAH HBSOOBCBS LAB., IB16HT-PATTEBSOH
AFB, OHIO.
Optical infinity lens development for flight
simulator visual displays
P0212 1181-17071
AIB FOBCE IBST. OF AVIATICH HEDICIBB,
FOEBSTBHFBIDBBDCK (iEST GEBBAHI).
The effects of ear protectors and hearing losses
on sentence intelligibility in aircraft noise
p0604 H81-31464
AIB FOBCB IBST. OF 4VI4TIOB flBDICIHB. BABCHIB6
(BEST GBBHABX).
Voice warning systems: Some experimental
evidence concerning application
. • . p0603 H81-31458
AIB FOBCE IBST. OF TECH.. iBIGBT-PATTBBSOl AFB, OHIO.
An analysis of Air Force management of Turbine
Engine Monitoring Systems (TEHS)
[4D-4089365] p0028 H81-1C070
A controlled evaluation of the differences
between tvo approaches to reliability
investment screening
[4D-4087506] p0031 B81-10446
Time dependent Havier-Stokes solution of a
turbulent gas jet ejected from a rectangular
orifice into a high-subsonic crossflov
p0138 B81-14964
A feasibility study for advanced technology
integration for general aviation
[AD-A092437J pOISS H81-15975
Aircrew compliance with standard operating
procedures as a component of airline safety
[AD-A092443] p0191.B81-16023
The effects of the direction of control loading
on a one-dimensional tracking task
[AD-A092459] p0197 H81-16067
Application of scheduling heuristics on the
aircraft maintenance depot
[AD-A094815] p0261 881-19015
Calculation of airloads for a flexible wing via
BASIBAB
[AD-AP?«770J p0263 .881-19031
A higher-order trapezoidal vector vortex panel
for subsonic flow
. [AD-A094775] p0263 H81-19032
An interactive computational aerodynamics
analysis program
[AD-A094765] p0263 1181-19033
lime-constrained maximum-energy turns
[AD-A094733] p0273 S81-19107
Investigation of an improved flutter speed
prediction technique for damaged T-38
horizontal stabilators using BASTBAB
[AD-A094769] p0273 H81-19109
Validation of the Bright-Patterson vertical wind
tunnel
IAD-A094777] p0277 B81-19143
Optimization of strategic airlift in flight
refueling
(AD-A101137) p0539 881-28090
.Quantifying reactive maneuvers
[4D-4101136] p0539 H81-28091
Flight control system analysis and design for a
remotely piloted vehicle with thrust vectoring
unit
[AD-A100808] p0540 H81-28105
Snrvivability study of a FLIB equipment fighter
on a night penetration of a Soviet army
[AD-A101186] p0547 H81-29120
Direct digital design method for reconfigurable
mnltivariable control laws for the A-7D
Digital 2 aircraft
[AD-A100794] p0549 1181-29136
Multiple arrested synthetic aperture radar
[AD-A101143J p0551 H81-29317
Computer analysis of 400 HZ Aircraft electrical
generator test data
[4D-4100785] p0552 1181-29354
Maximum information trajectory for an air to air
missile intercept
[AD-A101497] p0585 881-30160
A study of the factors affecting productivity at
the Baval Air Bework Facilities
[AD-A103783] p0631 881-33134
A prescriptive model for resource allocation at
the intermediate level engine facility .
[AD-A10378S] p0632 881-33135
AIB FOBCE HATBBIALS LAB.. BBIGHT-PATTBBSOB AFB, OHIO.
Air Force technical objective document FT 1981
[AD-A089709] p0048 H81-12010
AIB FOBCB FACEAGIHG EVALOAIIOB AGBBCY.
iBIGHT-PATTEESOB AFB, OHIO.
Evaluation/redesign of the F-10S pitch rate gyro
pack
[AD-A092109] p0194 1181-16048
Test and evaluation'of foaa-in-place fuel tank
container
[AD-A095747] p0334 1181-20073
AIB FOBCB SPACE DIV., LOS ABGELBS, CALIF.
Havstar field test results
p0484 1181-26100
AIB FOBCB SISIEHS COMB4HD, iBIGHT-PATTEBSOH AFB,
OHIO.
Investigation of a strapdown attitude and
heading reference system utilizing ring laser
gyros
p0484 881-26092
Kho needs engine monitoring?
p0599 H81-31209
P100 engine diagnostic system status to date
p0599 B81-31210
AIB FOBCE 1EIGHT AEBOBAOIICAL LABS.,
•BIGHT-PA1TEBSOB AFB, OHIO.
A numerical simulation.of hypersonic viscous
flow over arbitrary geometries at angle of
attack
[414A F4PBB 81-0050] p0158 A61-20566
Subsonic/supersonic nonvectored aeropropnlsive
characteristics of nonaxisymmetric nozzles
installed on an F-18 model
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1445] p0504 481-40878
Air Force applications and in-service experience
with composite structures
p0041 D81-11148
The role of advanced technology of turbine
engine life cycle cost
p0047 581-11927
Design of a lateral stability augmentation •
system for the F106 to improve lateral
handling qualities during tracking
[AD-A091014] p0094 '(181-13067
Effects of downstream distance on.turbulence .
decay for the compressor research facility low
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AIB FBABCB, PABIS. COBPOBAIB SOOBCE IBDEI
conditioning system
EAD-A091543] p0133 H81-14276
A vind tunnel investigation of the aerodynamic
characteristics of forward swept Kings
p0189 B81-16011
Flame tube and ballistic evaluation of Explosafe
aluminum foil for aircraft fuel tank explosion
protection
[AD-A093542] p0208 B81-17046
Experiments with a supersonic multi-channel
radial diffusec
£AD-A094192] p0257 H81-18374
Estimation and statistical averaging applied tc
redundant strapped dovn inertial sensors for
navigation and flight control
[AD-A094465] p0276 B81-19133
Calibration of an axial fan at various power
settings for use on a quarter scale XC-8A air
cushion model
[AO-A097043] p0374 H81-22042
Vibration test level criteria for aircraft
equipment
[AD-A098675] p0442 H81-25070
Hydrocarbon type analysis of jet fuels by fl-1
and C-13 HUB
[OOB/LEXC/BI-81/1] . p0551 981-29260
A continuously reconfiguring • ,
multi-microprocessor flight control system
£AD-A101412] P0584 H81-30138
High angle of attack missile aerodynamic at Bach
numbers 0.30 to 1.5
[AD-A010210] POS85 1181-30159
• Determination of aerodynamical!? adequate fillet
geometry in turbocompressor blade rows
[AD-A102170] p0600 H81-31219
Views on V/STOL tactical fighter aircraft:
Technology needs and relationships to the
runway denial problems
p0632 H81-33142
AIB FBAHCB, PABIS.
Inrbine engine tests as seen by an aircraft
company
p0430 H81-24084
AIBCBAFX BBSBABCH ABO DEVELOPBBBT OfflT. BDIHBOB6
(AOSIBALIA) .
Fitment of TABAB standby attitude indicators to
flacchi aircraft
[AD-A089378] . p0035 1181-11036
Pilatus porter: Provision of revised take-off
and landing performance data
[AD-A089964] p0076 H81-12068
Development of an instrument for the accurate
measurement of aircraft airspeed and altitude
[AD-A103421] p0638 1181-33204
AIBCBAFT BBSEABCH ASSOC1ATIOH LTD., BBDPOBD
(EBGLABD) .
Besnlts of oscillatory pitch and ramp tests on
the BACA 0012 blade section
[ABA-HEBO-220] • p0090 881-13021
An investigation into grid patching techniques
p0137 H81-14708
Prospects for exploiting favourable and
minimizing adverse aerodynamic interference in
external store installations
P0167 881-15996
AIBESBABCB BP6. CO., PBOBBIX, ABIZ.
Small Transport Aircraft Technology /STAT/
Propulsion Study
[SAE PAPEB 801198] - p0402 A81-34208
Compound Cycle Turbofan Engine (CC1E). Task 9:
Carbon-Slurry Fuel Combustion Evaluation Program
[AD-A089451] p0029 H81-10072
Cost/benefit, analysis of advanced materials
technology candidates for the 1960's. part 2
[SASA-CB-165176] p0048 H81-11953
Low-cost directionally-solidified turbine
blades, volume 2
[HASA-CB-159562] pOC78 881-12088
General Aviation Turbine Engine (GATE) study
[HASA-CBr 159482] p0274 H81-19117
QCGAT mixer compound exhaust system design and
static big model test report
[BiSA-CB-135336] p0274 B81-19119
Development of test requirements for civil and
military auxiliary power units
p0430 B81-24083
Abradable compressor and turbine seals, volume 2
tBASA-CB-159662] p0497 H81-27098
AIBESBABCB BP6. CO., IOBBABCB, CALIF.
Crash snrvivable flight data recording system
study
[AD-A101503] P0583 881-30127
AKBOH OBIV., OHIO.
nonlinear rotor dynamics analysis
P0257 H81-18405
ALABAHA OHIV., OBIVBBSITt.
Prediction of particle paths for flow of a
gas/solids suspension through a cascade of
flat plates
p0256 H81-18352
ALFA BOHEO S.P.A., BAPLBS (IZALI) .
Big investigation of a . two stage single shaft
low cost turbine
p0432 H81-24099
ALLEB CLABK BBSEABCB CEBIBB, TOBCBSTBB (E1G1AID).
The electrical effects of joints and bonds in
carbon fiber composites
p0199 H81-16153
AHAP IBDOSTBIBS. COLOBBIA, BO,
Impact of low altitude coverage requirements on
air-ground communications . .
[AD-A101642] p0586 H81-30338
AHEBICAB AIBLIBBS, IBC., TOLSA, OK11. •
A new method for estimating transport aircraft
direct operating costs
P0046 H81-11915
ABBBICAH BLBCTBOHZC LABS., IBC., LABSDALE, PA.
Low cost airborne microwave landing system
receiver, task 3 •
[HASA-CB-152409] p0075 H81-12054
ABALXTIC SCIBBCES COBP., BEADIBG, BASS.
Omega signal coverage prediction diagrams for
10.2 kHz. Volume 1: Technical approach
[AD-A092741] p0192 B81-16030
Omega signal coverage prediction diagrams for
10.2 kBz. Volume 2: Individual station
diagrams • >
[AO-A092742] p0192 B81-16031
Omega signal coverage prediction diagrams for
10.2 kBz. Volume 4: Bearing angle tables
[AO-A092744] p0192 B81-16032
Besearch in moltirate estimation and control
[AO-A094070] p0253 H81-18062
ABALYTICA1 flBCBASICS ASSOCIATES, IBC.. BABPTOB, VA.
Guidance and control system research for
improved terminal area operations
p0264 H81-19038
Terminal'area automatic navigation, guidance,
and control 1: Automatic rollout, tnrnoff,
and taxis
[HASA-CB-3451] p0600 B81-31224
AHALITICAL BBCBABICS ASSOCIATES, IBC.. BODBTAIB
VIBi, CALIF.
Application of trajectory optimization
principles to minimize aircraft operating costs
p0155 A81-20466
Airborne method to minimize fuel with fixed
time-of-arrival constraints
p0351 481-31297
Practical solutions to the aircraft minimum
fuel, fixed-range, fixed time-of-arrival
trajectory optimization problem
p0563 A81-45515
Generation of optimum vertical profiles for an
advanced flight management system
[NASA-CB-165674] p0331 B81-20051
AHHAiEBE BBBABISCBB BBTBIBBB G.B.B.B.. BOEDBBTAL
(BBS! GBBBABZ).
Development of gas turbine components, using
silicon nitride
rBHFT-FB-T-79-152] p0275 B81-19129
Development of high strength silicon carbide
materials for gas turbine applications
[BHPT-FB-T-80-025] p0497 B81-27102
APPLIED PBISICS LAB., JOHHS BOPEIBS OBIV., LAOBEL,
BO.
The1 17th JABHAP combustion meeting, volume 1
[HASA-Tfl-82238] ' p0200 B81-16253
ABGOBBE BASIOBAL LAB., ILL.
Impact of aircraft emissions on air quality in
the vicinity of airports. Volume 2: An •••
updated model assessment of aircraft generated
air pollution at LAI, JFK and OBD
[AD-A091005] p0096 H81-13545
Impact of aircraft emissions on air quality in
the vicinity of airports. Volume 1: .fiecent
airport measurement programs, data analyses.
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COBPOBATB SOOBCE IHOBI ABHI BBSBABCH UO IBCBBOLOGI LABS.,
p0201 H81-16628
and subBOdel development
[AD-A089962]
ABIHC BESBiBCH COBS., ABBAFOLIS, HO.
Aircraft (edification Qanageaent evaluation
[AD-A096458] p0381 H81-22974
Development of avionics installation interface
'standards
(AD-A101423] p0583 H81-30128
Cost benefit and failure criticality analyses of
the Standard Avionics Integrated Control
System (SAICS) concept
[AD-A102197] p0629 H81-32144
ABIZOHA STATE OHIV. . tBHPB.
Streanvise flon and heat transfer distributions
for jet array impingement vith crossflov
[ASHB PAPBB 81-GI-77] p0313 A81-2998S
ABIZOBA OBIV., IOCSOH.
Transonic flow studies
[BASA-CB-163965] p0249 B81-18029
ABBABBBT DBVBLOIBBBT ABO IBS! CBHTBB, B6LIB AN, PL A.
Tactical navigation system testing
p0544 H81-29066
AHHI ABBOHBOICAL BBSBABCH LAB., FOBS BOCKBB, ALA.
Vibration in a Helmet Mounted Sight (HflS) using
•echanical linkage
[&D-4098533] . p0442 H81-25071
ABfll AVIAIIOH CBHTBB. FOB! BOCKBB, ALA.
Fielding of an advanced helicopter. The OH-60A
Black Hawk: Initial operational experience
p0632 H81-33141
ABHI AVIATIOB DBVBLOBBBHT TEST ACSIVISZ, FOBI
BOCKEB, ALA.
Functional testing airborne navigation equipment
[AD-A097115] P0387 B81-23062
Functional testing airborne radars
£AD-A097562] . p0392 H81-23358
ABHI AVIATIOH BB6IBEEBIB6 FLIGHT ACTIVItl, EDBABDS
AFB, CALIF.
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation AH-1S
helicopter vith ogee tip shape rotor blades
IAD-A089625] p0027 H81-10061
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation AB-1S(PBOD) helicopter equipped with a substitute
straight exhaust pipe -
IAD-A092614] p0194 H81-16045
Preliainary Airworthiness Evaluation (FAE 1) of
the TCH-47D helicopter
IAD-A092633] p0194 B81-16046
Prelininar; airworthiness evaluation OH-58C
• helicopter configored with a last aonnted sight
[AD-A094172] p0252 B81-18052
JDH-1H ice phobic coating icing tests
[AD-A096361] p0340 H81-21062
Artificial and natural icing tests .production
DB-60A helicopter
[AD-A096239] p0340 H81-21063
AB-Is (Prod) airworthiness and flight
characteristics for instrument flight
IAD-AI00946] p0548 881-29121
AB-1 lightweight airborne launcher jettison
evaluation
[AO-A101461] p0582 B81-30119
ABHI AVIATIOH BBSBABCB ABO DBVBLOPHBHI COflHABO,
CLBVBLAHD, OHIO.
An experimental evaluation of the performance
deficit of an aircraft engine .starter turbine(SAB PAPEB 801137] p0397 A81-3U168
Effects of geometric variables on rub
characteristics of Ti-6Al-4V[HASA-TP-1835] p0336 H81-20245
Component research for future propulsion systems
IBASA-TH-82613] p0376 B81-22055
ABBI AVIAIIOH BBSBABCH ABO DBVBLOPHBHT COHBAHD,
FOB! BOSZIS, VA.
Test and evaluation of improved aircrew
restraint systems for combat helicopers
p0205 H81-17017
Combat damage- assessment
p0488 881-26132
ABfll AVIATIOB BBSBABCB AID DEVBLOPHBHT COBHABO,
HAHPTOI, Vi.
Hind-tunnel test, of an articulated helicopter
rotor model -with several tip shapes
[BASA-TH-80080] . p0125 B81-13918
A flight investigation of performance and loads
'for a helicopter with BC-SC2 main-rotor blade
sections • . •
[HASA-Tfl-81898] p0186 881-15982
Fluid mechanics mechanisms in the stall process
of helicopters
[HASA-IH-81956] p0338 B81-21027
ABBI AVIATIOH BBSEABCH AHD DBVBLOPHBHT COflHABO,
BOFFETT FIELD. CALIF.
The role of the research simulator in the
systems development of rptorcraft
[HASA-TH-81276] p0272 H81-19101
The role of the research simulator in the
systems development of rotorcraft
p0633 H81-33146
ABHX AVIAIIOH BBSEABCH ABO DBVBLOPHBHT COHHABO, ST.
LOOIS. HO.
.The ZV-15 tilt rotor research aircraft
• [HASA-TH-81244] p0026 B81-10054
OS Army design-to-cost experience
p0045 H81-1190S
LB-80 flight test report
[AD-A090284] p0075 H81-12058
An airborne programmable digital to video
converter interface and operation manual
[AO-A096422] p0446 H81-25691
Synopsis of specialists' fleeting on Helicopter
Fatigue Hethodology
p0487 881-26129
ABHX AVIOHICS BBSBABCB ABO DBVBLOPHBHT ACTIVITY,
FOBI HOiHOOTH, B. J.
Army GPS-doppler hybrid navigation system
[AD-A090394] p0075 H81-12062
Electronic voice communications improvements for
Army aircraft
p0603 H81-31454
ABHI COLD BEGIOBS BBSEABCH AID BHGIBEBBIHG LAB..
HABOVEB, B. H.
Fabric installation to minimize reflection crack
on taxiways at Ihale Airbase, Greenland
(AD-A103737] p0639 B81-33214
ABHI COHSTBOCTIOH BBGIHEBBIH6 BBSEABCH LAB.,
CHAHPAIGB. ILL.
Cooonnity reaction to iopalse noise: Initial
Army survey
[AO-A101674] p0588 H81-30659
ABBI EBGIBBEB BATBBBAIS BIPBBIHEHT STATIOH,
VICKSBOBG, HISS.
Porous portiand cement concrete: The state of
the art
[AD-A098177J p0436 B81-24187
ABBX HATBBJALS ABD HBCBABICS BESEABCB CBHTEB,
•AIBBSOBB, BASS.
Acoustic emission as a HOB technique for
determining composite rotor blade reliability
[AO-A090440] p0076 H81-12070
Computer techniques for ultrasonic inspection
[AD-A095285] p0337 H81-20447
ABHI HISSILB COBBABD, BBDSTOBB ABSBHAl. ALA.
Field evaluation of the LB80 land navigation
system
[AD-A091885] p0193 H81-16035
Investigation of plume induced separation on a
full-size missile at supersonic velocities
[AD-A094742] p0277 H81-19212
ABHI PBOPOLSIOH LAB., CLBVBLAHD, OHIO.
Loss model for off-design performance analysis
of radial turbines with pivoting-vane,
variable-area stators
[SAB PAPEB 801135] p0397 A81-34166
Component research for future propulsion systems
p0454 A81-38058
Effect of a part-span variable inlet gnide vane
on the performance of a high-bypass turbofan
engine .
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1362] p0502 A81-40842
The response of turbine engine rotors to
interference rubs
[AD-A090408] p0093 H81-13060
ABHI BBSBABCB ABO IBCBHOLOGI LABS., FOB! EOSTIS. VA.
Status of improved antorotative landing
capability research
[AD-A090431] p0076 H81-12072
On the use of active higher harmonic blade pitch
control for helicopter vibration reduction
(AD-A090398J p0076 B81r12074
ABBI BBSBABCB ABO IBCBBOLOGX LABS., HOFFBTT FIELD,
CALIF. . •
The ZV-15 tilt rotor research aircraft
p0100 A81-16588
The challenge of unsteady separating flows •
•p0411 A81-35647
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ABBT B8SEABCH US I. FOB TflB BBHATIOBAL ABO COBPOBATB SOOECE IBDEI
Development of a comprehensive analysis for
rotorcraft. I - Botor nodel and Hake analysis
p0465 A81-39896
Investigation of control, display, and
crew-loading requirements for helicopter
instrument approach
[AIAA 81-1820] p0555 A81-44110
A flight investigation,, of static stability,
control augmentation, and flight director
influences on helicopter IFB handling qualities
p0574 A81-46623
A. piloted sianlation .of the backup, control
system engagement for the YAH-61 .
p0576 A81-46646
Experimental and analytical studies of a model
helicopter rotor in hover
IAD-A089780] p0035 N81-11033
Stability of nonnnifcrm rot'or blades in hover
using a mixed formulation
[AD-A090756] pOC76 B81-12071
Transonic 'rotor noise. - theoretical and
experimental comparisons '
. [AD-A090806] p0088 H81-.12824
Viscous-inviscid interaction on oscillating
airfoils in subsonic flow
[AD-A093970] p0203 H81-16983
Characteristics of flight simulator visual systems
£ HASJ-TM-81278] , p0340 881-21060
ABBI BESBABCH IHST. JOB IBS BEHATIOBAl AHD SO.CIU
SCIBHCES, A1BIAHDBIA, TA.
Helicopter electro-optical systea display .
requirements. 1: The effects of CBT display
size, system gamma function, and terrain type
on pilots reguired display luminance
[AD-A089755] p0035 B01-11035
ABHI STBOCIDBES LAB., BABE10H, TA.
Effects of commercial aircraft operating
environment on composite materials
p0182 A81-22681
ABHZ TEST AHD E7ALOATICS CCBBABD, ABBBDBEB PBOVIH6
6BODBD, HD.
Aircraft icing instrumentation: Unfilled needs
p0135 H81-14560
Functional testing communication equipment
(avionics)
[AD-A092825] p0201 B81-16375
Testing aircraft instruments
[AD-A095680] . ' p0334 H81-20075
ABO, IBC., ABHOJ.D AIB FOBCB STATICB, TEB8.
Fog dispersion
[SAE PAPEB 801133] p0397 A81-34164
Hind tunnel investigation of the aerodynamic
hysteresis phenomenon on the f-t aircraft and
its effects on aircraft motion
[AD-A089851] p0033 881-11016
An evaluation of statistical methods, for the
prediction of maximum time-variant inlet total
pressure distortion
[AD-A089817] • ,p0036 881-11040
Hissile motion sensitivity to dynamic stability
derivatives
[AD-A089750] p0038 881-11093
Performance evaluation of a prototype
noninterference technique for measurement .of
turbine engines compressor blade stress
[AD-A090566] p0094 N81-13061
A direct model pitch measurement with a laser
interferometer using retroreflectors
[A0-A090722] p0094 881-13068
An evaluation of wind tunnel test technigues for
aircraft nozzle afterbody testing at transonic
Bach numbers ,
[AD-A09177S] p0126 B81-13931
Evaluation pt wind tunnel.nozzle afterbody test
techniques utilizing a modern twin engine ,
fighter geometry at Bach numbers from 0.6 to 1.2
[AD-A091545] p0126 H81-13932
Laser-Baman/Bayleigh flow diagnostic techniques
applied to subsonic flow
[AD-A091695] p0133 H81-14275
Laser scattering applications development test
in ABDC tunnel B at Bach number 8
[AD-A093929] p0217 B81-17105
Evaluation ot the acoustic and aerodynamic
characteristics of several slot-baffle
configurations for transonic wind tunnel walls
[AD-A093957] p0217 B81-17106
Effects of window configuration.on model
pressure distribution in wind tunnels with
perforated walls . . .
[AD-A094213] p0277 B81-19142
Inlet-engine compatability testing technigues in
ground test facilities - -. ,
p0431 ,1181-24090"'
- • Investigations of free-jet test requirements and
techniques with emphasis on the adaptable jet
stretcher . . - , ' . '
[AD-A098710] ' ' p0439 881-25044
Sting interference effects on the static dynamic
and base pressure measurements] of the standard
dynamics model aircraft at Hach numbers 0.3 . .
through 1.3 .. .
[AD-A102612] p0627 881-32124
Captive aircraft testing at high angles of attack
[AD-A103108] ' . p0628 881-32140
Supplemental'calibration of the AEDC-PNT 16 ft
transonic tunnel aerodynamic test section.
[AO-A102384] p0630 881-32155
Rind, tunnel testing of a .windshield material or
supersonic aircraft . . , •• . '
[AD-A103383] p0635 881-33163
ASSOCIATIOB AEBOHAOTIQOE ET ASTBOBAOTIQOE DB
FBABCB, PABIS.
Examination of the vortex regime for highly
swept wings by extrapolation of the Jones method
[AAAF-BT-80-25] p0204 H81-16992
ATLAHTIC BESEABCH COBP., GAIHESVILLE. TA.
Effects of advances in propulsion technology on
, missile effectiveness :
[AD-A090645] p0081 N81-12106
ATOBIC EHEBGY COBHISSIOB BESEABCB ESTAB1ISBMEBT,
BISO (OEHHABK).
Static deflection.and eigenfreguency analysis of
the Nibe wind turbine rotors. Theoretical
background • . '
[BISOE-B-2199] p0279 H81-19497
AOBOBH OBIV., ALA. , .
Automatic handoff of multiple targets
[AD-A093483] p0217 H81-17101
An aerodynamic analysis of deformed wings in
subsonic and supersonic flow
tAD-A101675] p0580 B81-30091
AOTOHATIOB IBDOSTBIBS, IHC.. SILVEB SPBIB6, BD.
Becommended short-term ATC improvements for
helicopters. .Volume 2: Becommended
helicopter ATC training material
[AD-A089441] , p0024 881-10029
Becommended short-term ATC improvements for ,
helicopters. Tolume 3: Operational
description of experimental LOBAB-C flight
following (LOFF) in the Houston area
[AD-A089385] p0024 H81-10030
Proposed ATC system for the Gulf of Bexico:
Helicopter operations development program
[AD-A089430] , . p0025 H81-10036
Preliminary test plans of ATC concepts for
longer term improvement helicopter development
program
[AC-A089407] . p0025 881-10037
Becommendations for short-term simulation of ATC
concepts. Helicopter operations development
program • .
[AD-A089435] . p0025 1181-10038
Becommended short-term ATC improvements, for
helicopters. Tolume 1: Summary of short term
improvements
[AD-A089521] p0025 H81-10041
Hind shear systems integration plan, TICOH
(visual confirmation) reliability analysis
[PB80-218233] p0128 B81-13949
Bind shear systems implementation plan,
benefit/cost study . ,- ,
[AD-A094168] . p0253 B81r18055
ATCO LYCOBIIG DIV., SIBATFOBO, COBB.
Design of an exhaust mixer nozzle for the
Avco-Lycoming Quiet Clean General Aviation
. Tnrbofan (QCGAT)
[BASA-CB-159426] p0274 881^19120
Begenerative engine analysis program
(AD-A095144] p0274 H81-19123
High performance auxiliary power 'unit technology
demonstrator
[AD-A098618] p0444 H81-25085
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service evaluation '
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aircraft crashworthiness
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concept for Love Field, Dallas, Texas
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Test and evaluation of the Airport Surveillance
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Tower Cab Digital Display
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Exhaust emissions characteristics and
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Exhaust emission characteristics and variability
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assessment tests
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Wing spillage tests using antiaisting fuel
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A aicrocoapnter-based signal data converter for
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Gronndspeed/airspeed differences as a wind shear
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Effect of thermal radiation on the integrity
pressurized aircraft evacuation slides and
slide materials
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Visual confiraation of voice takeoff clearance
(VICOB) operational evaluation, volume 1
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Visual confirmation of voice takeoff clearance
.(VICOB) operational evaluation. Volume 2:
Operations and maintenance manual
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Airport Surface Detection Equipment (ASDE)-3
operational evaluation
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propulsion safety
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performance/test and evaluation
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Analytical investigation of tine correction in .'
alpha-beta tracking filters with application
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frequency omnidirectional radio range system,
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Kerosene Conference
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A compendium of aircraft cockpit vision surveys,
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Cabin safety
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flow over arbitrary geometries at angle of
attack
[AIAA EAPEB 81-0050] p0158 A81-20566
Acoustics of rotors utilizing circulation control
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0092] p0160 A81-20596
Unsteady fan blade pressure and acoustic
radiation from a JT15D-1 tnrbofan engine at
simulated forward speed
[AIAA FAPBB 81-0096] p0161 A81-20598
A head-up display for low-visibility approach
and landing
[AIAA FAPBB 81-0130] p0161 A81-20623
QSBA Joint Bavy/BASA sea trials
[AIAA FAPBB 81-0152] p0161 481-20633
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Design and preliminary tests of an IE-airborne
LIBS remote sensing system
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0239] p0163 A81-2C694
Aircraft NO/x/ emissions and stratospheric ozone
reductions -'Another look • '
[AIAA PAPEE 81-0306] p0164 A81-20741
A discrete vortex nethod for the non-steady .
separated flow over an airfoil ..
p0179 A81-22568
Drag redaction - Jet breakup correlation with
kerosene-based additives . ''
p0225 A81-23923
Design for snpercommuters
p0227 AS 1-24048
Unsteady Newton-Busemann flow theory. I - Airfoils
p0234 A81-25512
Bing flapping with minimum energy
p0283 A81-27889
A diagonal form of 'an implicit
approximate-factorization algorithm
p0300 A81-29363
Adaptive-wall wind-tunnel development for
transonic testing
p0352 A81-31367
Ose of mnltiblade sensors for on-line rotor
tip-path plane estimation
p0356 A81-32010
Quiet propulsive-lift technology ready for civil
and military applications ' ,.
p0359 A81-32521
Preliminary aerodynamic characteristics of
several advanced VSTCL fighter/attack aircraft
concepts
[SAE PAPEB 801178] "'' p0400 A81-34191
AD-*1 oblique wing aircraft program
[SAE PAPEB 801180] p0400 A81-34193
The challenge of unsteady separating flows
p0411 A81-35647
Low-visibility visual simulation with real fog
[AIAA 81-0982] p0415 A81-36569
Component research for future propulsion systems
p0454 A81-38058
Fireworthiness of transport aircraft interior
systems
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1142] ~ p0459 A81-39131
Development of a comprehensive analysis for
rotorcraft. I - Botor model and wake analysis
- p0465 A81-3S896
A pilot's assessment of helicopter
handling-quality, factors common to both
agility and instrument flying tasks
p0471 481-40120
Identification of a linear model of
rotor-fuselage dynamics from nonlinear
simulation data " '
p0472 A81-4C125
Computerized three-dimensional aerodynamic
design of a lifting rotor blade
[AHS 80-2] p0473 A81-40137
Navigation errors encountered using '
weather-mapping radar for helicopter IFB
guidance to oil rigs
:
 [AHS 80-16] p0474 A81-40147
A piloted simulator investigation of static
stability and stability/control augmentation
effects on helicopter handling qualities .for
instrument approach
[AHS 80-30] p0476, A81-.40160
NASA/FAA 'flight-test investigation of helicopter
microwave landing system approaches' ' . , "
[AHS 80-55] p0478 A81-40180
Transonic swept wings studied by the
lifting-line theory '
p0509 A81-410.90
Helicopter theory
' p0513 A81-41823
Transonic wing design using potential-flow codes
- Successes and failure's
[SAB PAPEB 810565] p0518 A81-42730
Full-scale study'of the cooling system
aerodynamics of an' operating .piston engine
installed in a light aircraft w'ing panel ' .
[SAE PAPEB 810623] p0523 A81^42777
Lift-enhancing surfaces on several advanced
V/STOL fighter/attack aircraft concepts '
[AIAA PAPEB 81-'1675] *. . p0534 A81-.43946
Analysis of aircraft longitudinal handling'* ':,
. qualities V
[AIAA 81-1771] p0554 A81-44092
Investigation of control, display, and
crew-loading requirements foe helicopter
instrument approach '
[AIAA 81-1820] p0555 A81-44110
Kinematic properties 'of rotary-wing and
fixed-wing aircraft in steady coordinated
high-g turns
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1855] p0560 A81-44554
Automatic helical rotorcraft descent and landing
using a Microwave Landing System
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1857] p0560 A81-44556
A vortex-lattice method for calculating
longitudinal dynamic stability derivatives of
oscillating delta wings
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1876] p0561 A81-44570
Clear air turbulence - An airborne alert system
p0562 A81-44648
Numerical and classical analysis of V/STOL
aircraft using selected propulsion systems
[AIAA PiPBB 81-1676] p0563 A81-44898
Full-scale wind-tunnel test of the aeroelastic
stability of a bearingless main rotor
p0573 A81-46620
A flight investigation of static stability,
control augmentation, and flight director
.influences on helicopter IFfi handling qualities
p0574 A81-46623
Influence of sideslip on the kinematics of the
helicopter in steady coordinated turns
p0576 A81-46644
A piloted simulation of the backup control
• system engagement for the IAH-64
p0576 A81-46646
lime delays in flight simulator visual displays
p0615 A81-48369
NASA Aviation Safety Beporting System
[NASA-TH-81225] p0023 1181-10021
The 17-15 tilt rotor research aircraft
[NASA-TH-81244] p0026 N81-10054
A piloted simulator investigation of static
stability and stability/control augmentation
effects on helicopter handling qualities for
instrument approach
[NASA-TH-81188] p0029 N61-10077
Simulating study of the interaction between the
propulsion and flight control systems of a
subsonic lift fan VTOL
[HASA-TH-81239] p0036 N81-11043
Flight evaluation of stabilization and command
augmentation system concepts and cockpit
displays during approach and landing of
powered-lift STO1 aircraft
[NASA-TP-1551] p0037 B81-11044
A mathematical model of the CH-53 helicopter
[NASA-TH-81238] p0075 881-12065
Experimental study of supersonic viscous leeside
flow over a slender delta wing
[BASA-TH-81248] p0133 N81-14265
Experimental aerodynamic characteristics of two
V/SIOL fighter/attack aircraft configurations
at Bach numbers from 0.4 to 1.4
[NASA-TH-81234] p0140 1181-14981
Vortex methods for two- and three-dimensional
flow simulations
p0145 N81-15313
Human Factors of Flight-deck Automation:
NASA/Industry Borkshop
- [BASA-Tfl-81260] p0191 N81-16022
Sample data effects of high-pass filters
[HiSA-TP-1797] p0193 N81-16040
ihe use of total simulator training in
transitioning air-carrier pilots: A field
evaluation ' ' ' .
[BASA-Tfl-81250] p0204 HS1-16994
An advanced electronic cockpit instrumentation
system: The coordinated cockpit display
p0213 H81-17074
Civil markets 'for buoyant heavy-lift vehicles
[BASA-TB-81270] p0248 N81-1<<023
Predicted and experimental steady and unsteady
transonic flows about a biconvex airfoil
[NASA-TH-81262] p0258 H81-18742
Small transport aircraft technology
p0260 B81-19007
Overview of advanced wing design
. ' p0260 881-19012
Advanced turboprop installation aerodynamics
' p0260 B81-19013
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Flight investigation of a four-dimensional
terminal area guidance system for S101 aircraft
[SASA-TB-81271] p0260 H81-19014
Unsteady transonic small disturbance theory with
strong shock waves
[BASA-CB-166157J p0261 B81-19020
A method for determining landing runway length
' for a STOL aircraft
p0264 881-19041
Flight tests of IPS landing approach systems for
helicopters -
p0265 HE1-1S042
A head-op display format for transport aircraft
approach and landing
p026S 861-19043
An evaluation of head-up displays, in civil
transport operations
p0265 B81-19044
Application of the epidemiologies! model in
studying human error in aviation
P026S 881-19046
The 1979 clear air turbulence flight test program
p0266 881-19050
flight tests of a clear-air turbulence alerting
. system .
P0266 B81-19052
Fireworthiness of transport aircraft interior
systems
p0267 H81-19061
Historical overview of v/STOL aircraft technology
[H4S4-TH-81280] p0272 881-19100
The role of the research simulator in the
systems development of rotorcraft
[BASA-TB-81276] p0272 B81-19101
Flight-test evaluation of SICL control and
flight director concepts in a powered-lift
aircraft flying curved decelerating approaches
[BASA-TP-1641] p0275 B81-19131
Sidelooking laser altimeter for a flight simulator
[BASA-CASB-ABC-11312-1] p0278 B81-19439
The phenomenon of dynamic stall
[BASA-TB-81264] p0329 B81-2C029
An extension of the local momentum theory to a
distorted wake model of a hovering rotor
(HASA-TH-81258] p0329 B81-20030
Becent progress in V/STCl aircraft technology
[BASA-TB-81281] p0333 B81-2C066
Characteristics of flight simulator visual systems
[BASA-TH-81278] p0340 881-21060
Flying-qualities criteria for wings-level-turn
maneuvering during an air-to-ground weapon
delivery task
[NASA-TM-81266] p0342 881-21083
Kinematic .properties of the helicopter in
coordinated turns
[BASA-TP-1773] p0374 881-22039
Component research for future propulsion systems
[BASA-TB-82613] p0376 H81-22055
Topology of three-dimensional separated flows
[BASA-Tfl-81294] p0385 881-23037
Full-scale aerodynamic characteristics of a
propellar installed, on a small twin-engine
aircraft wing panel
[HASA-TH-81285] p0385 881-23039
Experimental studies of scale effects on
oscillating airfoils at transonic speeds
p0386 881-23054
Aerodynamics, aeroelasticity, and stability of
hang gliders. Experiaental results
[BASA-TB-81269] p0423 B81-24025
lop-mounted inlet system feasibility for
transonic-supersonic fighter aircraft[BASA-TB-81292] p0428 B81-24066
A1C simulation of helicopter IFB approaches into
major terminal areas using BBAV, BIS, and CD1I[BASA-TB-81301] p0492 B81-27061
Dnpowered aerodynamic characteristics of a
15-percent scale model of a twin-engine'
commuter aircraft[BASA-TH-81284] p0537 881-28055
Conceptual/preliminary design study of subsonic
v/stol and stovl aircraft derivatives of the
S-3A
[HASA-TH-81310] p0547 B81-29118
Effect of display update interval, update type,
and background on perception of aircraft
separation on a cockpit display en traffic
information[BASA-TB-81171] p0548 B81-29127
Binimnm fuel horizontal flightpaths in the
terminal area
[BASA-TB-81313] . p0549 881-29133
Influence of friction forces on the motion of
7301 aircraft during landing operations on
ships at sea
[BASA-TB-81305] . p0579 881-30080
Experimental' aerodynamic characteristics of two
V/STOI fighter/attack aircraft configurations
at Bach numbers from 1.6 to 2.0
[BASA-Tfl-81286] p0579 B81-30083
Guidelines for line-oriented flight training,
volume 1
[BASA-CP-2184] pOSSO 881-30101
Simulation study of two VIOL control/display
systems in IBC approach and landing(BASA-IH-81295) p0584 B81-30136
Aerodynamic mathematical modeling.- basic concepts
p0590 B81-31106
Impact of high-alpha aerodynamics on dynamic
stability parameters of aircraft and missiles
p0590 881-31107
Botary and Hagnus balances
p0591 881-31111
Some applications of aerodynamic formulations to
problems in aircraft dynamics
p0592 881-31121
Information transfer problems in the aviation
system
IBASA-TP-1875] : p0594 881-31162
Dimensions of the information transfer problem
p059U H81-31163
Information transfer in the surface component of
the system: Coordination problems in air
traffic control
p0594 881-31165
Information transfer between air traffic control
and aircraft: Communication problems in
flight operations
; p0595 881-31166Information transfer within the cockpit:
Problems in iutracockpit communications
p0595 881-31167
Information transfer daring contingency
operations: Emergency air-ground comnunications
p0595 881-31168
The information transfer problem summary and
comments
p0595 881-31169
Vehicle concepts and technology reguirements for
buoyant heavy-lift systems[BASA-TP-1921] . p0596 881-31185
A fall-scale wind tunnel investigation of a
helicopter bearingless main rotor[SASA-TH-81321] p0628 881-32137
Flight evaluation of the STOL flare and landing
daring night operations[BASA-la-81312] p0629 881-32151
Historical overview of 7/STOL aircraft technology
p0633 B81-33143
Becent progress in V/5TOL aircraft technology
p0633 881-33144
The role of the research simulator in the
systems development of rotorcraft
p0633 881-33146
Ames Research Center publications: A continuing
bibliography, 1980
[BASA-IB-81308] p0641 881-34138
HATIOBAL ABBOBAOTICS AID SPACE ADBIBISTBAIIOB. HUGH
I. DBTDBB FLIGHT BBSBABCH CBBTEB, BDBABDS. CALIF.
Flight experience with flight control redundancy
management
p0042 881-11274
The effect of thermal stresses on the integrity
of three built-up aircraft structures[BASA-TB-81352] p0075 881-12064
Clear air turbulence: • Historical comments
p0136 881-14562
Flight evaluation of a simplified gross thrust
calculation technique using an F100 turbofan
engine in an F-15 airplane
. [BASA-IP-1782] p0143 B81-15000
Skin friction measuring device for aircraft
;[BASA-CASE-FBC-11029-1) p0210 B81-17057
Description of the HiBAT Tailored composite
structure and laboratory measured vehicle
shape under load[BASA-IH-81354] p0251 881-18047
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Ground and flight test experience vith a triple
redundant digital fly by wire control system
P0259 H81-19006
natural laminar flov flight experiment
p0260 B61-1S010
KC-135 uinqlet flight results
p0260 H81-19011
Hade vortex attenuation flight tests; A status
report
P0267 H81-19057
Diversity techniques for onnidirectional
telemetry coverage of the HiMAT research vehicle
[HASA-TP-1830] p0334 881-20074
Aircraft body-axis rotation measurement systen
[HASA-CASE-FBC-11043-1] p0375 B81-22048
Comparison of theoretical predictions of orbiter
airloads vith vind tunnel and flight test
results for a Bach number of 0.52
[HASA-TB-81358] p0387 H81-23066
A comparison of laboratory measured temperatures
vith predictions for a spar/skin type aircraft
structure
[HASA-TB-81359] . p0387 H81-23067
Aircraft canopy lock
[HASA-CASB-FBC-11065-1] p0426 H81-24047
Application of a performance modeling technique
* to an airplane vith variable sweep wings
[HASA-TP-1855] p0426 H81-24048
Subsonic tests of an all-flush-pressore-orifice
air data system
[HASA-TP-1871] p0489 N81-26144
Correlation of predicted and flight derived
stability and control derivatives vith
particular application to tailless delta ving
configurations
[HASA-TM-81361] p0490 H61-26154
Practical aspects of instrumentation
installation in support of subsystem testing
p0546 H81-29090
Comparison of three thrust calculation methods
using in-flight thrust data
[NASA-TH-81360] p0581 H81-3C111
User's manual for FS1IP-3. FLEXSTAB loads
integration program
[HASA-Tfl-81364] p0589 N81-3C815
BATIOBAL AEBOHAOTICS AHD SPACE ADBIBISTBAIIOB.
FLIGBI BESBABCB CBBTIB, BD1ABDS. CALII.
Flight experiments vith a slender cone at angle
of attack
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0337] p0165 A81-20761
Qualification of BiflAI flight systems
pC179 A81-22603
Boundary layer stability analysis of a natural
laminar flov glove on the F-111 TACT airplane
p0233 A81-26503
AD-1 oblique ving aircraft program
[SAB PAPEB 801180] pOUOO A81-34193
Estimation of dynamic stability parameters from
drop model flight tests
p0410 A81-35551
Flight test cf a full authority Digital
Electronic Engine Control system in an F-15
aircraft
. [AIAA PAPEB 81-1501] p0507 A81-40912
Flying qualities criteria and flight control
design
[AIAA 81-1823] p0556 A81-44127
BATIOBAL ABBOBAOIICS ABO SPACE ADHIBISTBAUOB.
GODDABD SPACE FLIGBT CEHIEB, 6BHB1BBII. BD.
Electronic search and rescue aids
P0286 A81-28300
Seasat altimeter height calibration
[BASA-TB-82040] p0279 B81-1S526
Apparatus for and method of compensating dynamic
unbalance
[SASA-CASE-GSC-12550-1] pC378 H81-22358
Lightning electric field measurements which
correlate vith strikes to the BASA F-106B
aircraft, 22 July 1980
[HASA-Tfl-82142] p0491 B81-26643
HATIOHAL ABBOBAOIICS ABB SPACE ABBI1ISIBAIIOB.
L7HDOH B. JOHBSOB SPACE CB1TBB. BOOSXCB, IBZ.
Annual survey of spaceflight safety systems:
11th supplement. Survey period - July
1980-June 1981
[JAF PAPEB 81-251] . p0607 A81-47425
Surface finishing . ' .
[HASA-CASE-BSC-12631-3] p0132 581-14077
BATIOHAL AEBOBAOIICS ABO SPACE ADBIIISTBATIOB. JOBS
F. KBHHBDI SPACE CBIIBB, COCOA BEACB, FLA.
System for refurbishing and processing parachutes
[HASA-CASE-KSC-11042-1] p0138 H81-14967
BAIIOHAL ABBOBADIICS ABO SPACE ADalHISTBATIOH.
LABGLEI BESEABCH CBITEB, BABPIOB, TA.
A naoerical study of candidate transverse fuel
injector configurations in the Langley
scramjet engine
p0003 A81-:10709,
Flameholding characteristics of a svept-strut H2
fuel-injector for scramjet applications '
p0003 A81-10711
A system for model access in tunnels vith an
anbreathable test medium
p0015 A81-11672
Status of knowledge of sonic booms
p0017 A81-11822
Figure control of flexible structures - Optical .
surfaces of thin deformable primary mirrors
p0060 A81-14994
Analysis and design of a ceramic nozzle insert,
for the Langley 8-foot high temperature
structures tunnel
p0060 A81-14996
Avionics and displays in a future airspace system
p0112 A81-18070
A status report on BASA general aviation
stall/spin flight testing
p0122 A81-19471
Badiation boundary conditions for vave-like
equations . . .
p0153 A81-20223
Application of trajectory optimization
principles to minimize aircraft operating costs
.pOISS A81-20466
Ring-alone aerodynamic characteristics at high
angles of attack
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0008] p0157 A81-20532
Application of a tip-fin controller to the
Shuttle Orbiter for improved yav control
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0074] p0159 A81-20582
Electromagnetic measurement of lightning strikes
to aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0083] p0160 A81-20588
Unsteady fan blade pressure and acoustic
radiation from a JT15D-1 turbofan engine at
simulated forward speed
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0096] p0161 A81-20598
numerical study of a scramjet engine flov field
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0186] p0162 A81-20659
Hinged strakes for enhanced maneuverability at '
high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0357] p0165 A81-20776
A computer graphics display technique for the
examination of aircraft design data
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0370] p0166 A81-20788
A computer-aided design system geared tovard
conceptual design in a research environment
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0372] p0166 A81-20789
Perspectives on.jet noise
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0428] p0168 A81-20829
Operation and evaluation of the Terminal
configured Vehicle Mission simulator in an
automated terminal area metering and spacing
ATC environment
p0171 A81-21709
Civil aviation applications of Bavstar/GPS
through differential techniques
p0177 A81-22374
Flight test evaluation of a digital controller
used in a VIOL automatic approach and landing
system
p0179 A81-22549
Graphite polyimide fabrication research for
supersonic cruise aircraft
p0182 A61-22665
Effects of commercial aircraft operating
environment on composite materials
P0182 A81-22681
Design for supercommnters .
P0227 A81-24048
Ihe Aerospace Vehicle Interactive Design system
[AIAA FAPEB 81-0233]. p0234 A81-25475
Large-eddy breakup scheme for turbulent viscous •
drag reduction
P0239 A81.-26507.
Drag characteristics of V-groove and transverse
curvature riblets
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p0239 A81-26510
Hybrid suction surface for turbulent boundary
layer flow
p02aO A81-26513
Design considerations of advanced Bupercritical
Ion drag suction airfoils
p0240 181-26514
Compliant surfaces - Introduction
p0240 461-24515
Curved-flow, rolling-flow, and oscillatory
pure-yawing wind-tunnel test nethods for
determination of dynamic stability derivatives
p0241 A81-26933
Computation of wind tunnel model deflections
[Alii 81-0182] p0300 A81-29381
IPAD applications to the design, analysis,
and/or machining of aerospace structures
[AIAA 81-0512] p0301 A81-2S388
Sensitivity of optima solutions to problem
parameters
[AIAA 81-0548] p0301 A81-29399
The controlled growth method - A tool for
structural optiaization
[AIAA 81-0549] p0301 A61-29400
Historical development of flatter
[AIAA 81-0591] p0302 A61-29419
Prediction of transonic flutter for a
supercritical King by modified strip analysis
and comparison with experiment
[AIAA 81-0609] p0304 A81-29471
Hind-tunnel evaluation of BASA developed control
laws for flutter suppression on a DC-10
derivative wing
[AIAA 81-0639] p0306 A81-29493
Qualitative comparison of calculated turbulence
responses with wind-tunnel measurements for a
DC-10 derivative wing with an active control
system
[AIAA 81-0567] p0306 A81-2S494
Comparison of analysis and flight test data for
a drone aircraft with active flatter suppression
[AIAA 81-0640] p0306 A81-29495
Linear/nonlinear behavior in unsteady transonic
aerodynamics
[AIAA 81-0643] p0306 A81-29496
On the convergence of unsteady generalized
aerodynamic forces
[AIAA 81-0647] p0307 A81-29500
Transonic flatter and gust-response tests and
analyses of a wind-tonnel model of a
torsion-free-wing fighter airplane
[AIAA 81-0650] p0307 A81-29503
Transonic flutter study of a wind-tunnel model
of an arrow-wing supersonic transport
[AIAA 81-0654] p0308 A81-29506
Flight test results of an active flatter
suppression system installed on a remotely
piloted research vehicle
[AIAA 81-0655] p0308 A81-2S507
Application of a flight test and data analysis
'technique to flatter of a drone aircraft
[AIAA 81-0652] p0308 481-29511
Fluid mechanics mechanisms in the stall process
of airfoils for helicopters
p0360 A81-32779
Concepts-for improving -,the damage tolerance of .
composite compression panels
p0360 481-32825
Vortex-flow aerodynamics - An emerging design
capability
p0366 A81-33717
Designing for aircraft structural crashworthiness
[AIAA PAPEE 81-0803] p0367 A81-33882
Acoustic performance evaluation of an advanced
DH-1 helicopter main rotor system
[AHS PAPBB 81-58] p0370 A81-33952
Air transport flight parameter measurements
program - Concepts and benefits
[SAB PAPBB 801132] p0396 481-34163
Flight test experience using advanced airborne
equipment in a time-based metered traffic
environment
[SAB PAPBB 801207] p0403 481-34215
Bating hydrogen as a potential aviation fuel
[SAB PAPBB.80-1152] . p0406 481-34243
Estimation of dynamic stability parameters -from
drop model flight tests '
p0410 A81-35551
Applications of dynamic stability parameters to
problems in aircraft dynamics
p0410 A81-35552
In-flight jet engine noise measurement system
p0410 A81-35553
Hake vortex alleviation
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0798] p0412 A81-3S723
Effects of truncation of a predominantly
compression load spectram on the life of a
notched graphite/epoxy laminate
p0418 481-37137
Aerodynamic features of designed strake-wing
configurations
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1214] p0454 A81-38084
fleasorement of recover; temperature on an
airfoil in the Langley 0.3-m transonic
cryogenic tunnel
[AIAA CAPEB 81-1062] p0459 481-39074
A survey of heating and turbulent boundary layer
characteristics of several hypersonic research
aircraft configurations
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1145] p0459 481-39134
Application of unsteady airfoil theory to rotary
wings
p0465 A81-39874
Subsonic/supersonic nonvectored aeropropalsive
characteristics of nonaxisymmetric nozzles
installed on an F-18 model
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1445] p0504 A81-40878
An integrated transportation and operations
comparison of space and ground based OTV's
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1456] p0505 A81-40882
A parametric study of staged fuel injector
configurations for scramjet applications
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1468] p0505 A81-40888
Pilot guidance and display considerations for
energy efficient flight profiles
p0513 481-41924
Becommendations for the H4S4 Avionics program
for the 1980's
p0517 481-42436
Analytical techniques for the analysis of
stall/spin flight test data
[S4E PAPEB 810599] p0521 481-42756
Determination of crash test pulses and their
application to aircraft seat analysis
[SAE PAPBB 810611] p0522 481-42767
Aircraft subfloor response to crash loadings
[SAE PAPEB 810614] p0522 481-42770
Aerodynamic design data for a cruise-matched
high performance single-engine airplane
[SAB PAPEB 810625]. p0523 481-42779
Flight test evaluation of advanced syobology for
general aviation approach to landing displays
[4IAA CAPEB 81-1643] p0526 481-43142
The influence of leading-edge thrust on twisted
and cambered wing design for supersonic cruise
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1656] p0526 A81-43146
Advanced turboprop cargo aircraft systems study
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1684] p0526 481-43156
BASA service experience with composite components
p0529 A81-43607
Airborne antenna pattern calculations
p0532 481-43708
Historical trend in the research and development
of aircraft
[4IAA PAPEB 81-1613] p0533 481-43934
Progress in supersonic cruise technology
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1687] p0535 A81-43950
Can advanced technology improve future commuter
aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1729] . p0536 A81-43959
Bnltiobjective insensitive design of airplane
control systems with uncertain parameters
[AIAA 81-1818] p0555 481-44108
Determination of model structure and parameters
of an airplane from pre- and post-stall flight
data
[AI44 P4PEB 81-1866] . p0560 481-44562
Pareto-optimal multi-objective design of
airplane control systems
p0563 481-45518
Aircraft noise control in the 1980's
p0567 481-46352
A program to support the fall utilization of
data from existing social surveys of
environmental noise
p0570 A81-46374
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Trailing edge noise prediction fron measured
. surface pressures
p0616 A81-48395
The role of the helical jet node in aerodynamic
noise generation
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1963] p0618 A81-46607
Laboratory study of efficient add-on treatments
for interior noise control in light aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1969] p0619 A81-46618
Ground,effects on aircraft noise for a.wide-body
commercial airplane
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1988] p0620 A81-46638
Influence of landing gear flexibility on
aircraft performance daring ground roll
p0622 A81-49375
Estimation of wing nonlinear aerodynamic
characteristics at supersonic speeds
[BASA-XP-1718] p0021 H81-10004
A fan pressure ratio correlation in terms of
Bach number and Beynolds number for the
Langley 0.3 meter transonic cryogenic tunnel
[BASA-TP-1752] p0021 B81-10005
Bibliography on aerodynamics of airfraue/engine
integration of high-speed turbine-powered
aircraft, volume 1
[ NASA-IBr8 18 14] p0035 B81-11032
Model design and instrumentation experiences
with continuous-flow cryogenic tunnels
p0037 B81-11057
Characteristics and status of the US National
Transonic Facility
p0038 H81-11065
A probabilistic analysis of electrical equipment
vulnerability to carbon fibers
[BASA-Tfl-80217] p0038 H81-11113
Graphite-epoxy panel compression strength
reduction due to local impact
p0040 B81-11139
The potential for damage from the accidental
release of conductive carbon fibers from
aircraft composites
p0041 B81-11143
Composite components on commercial aircraft
p0041 B81-11147
An analytical technique for approximating
unsteady aerodynamics in the time domain
[BASA-TP-1738] p0043 N81-11422
Flight evaluation of the effect of Kinglets on
performance and handling qualities of a
single-engine general aviation airplane
[BASA-TB-81892] p0071 N81-12012
Lov-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a 13
percent thick medium speed airfoil designed
for general aviation applications
[NASA-TP-1498] pOC71 H81-12015
Experimental and theoretical aerodynaoic
characteristics of two hypersonic cruise
aircraft concepts at Bach numbers of 2.96,
3.96, and 4.63
[BASA-TP-1767] pOC72 B81-12021
Air cargo market outlook and impact via the BASA
CLASS project
[BASA-TB-81886] pOC73 B81-12039
A simulator study for the development and
evaluation of operating procedures on a
supersonic cruise research.transport to
minimize airport-community noise
[BASA-IP-1742] pOC73 B81-12043
Simulation comparison of a decoupled
longitudinal control system and a velocity
vector control wheel steering system during
landings in wind shear
[SASA-TP-1734] pOC81 N81-12109
Wind tunnel test of a fighter aircraft
wing/store flutter suppression system: An
international effort
p0082 H81-12116
Dynamic response of a forward-swept-wing model
at angles of attack up to 15 deg at a Bach
number of 0.8
[BASA-TB-81863] pOCSS B81-12448
A comparison of the three methods used to obtain
acoustic measurements for the BASA Flight
Effects Program
[BASA-IH-81906] p0088 B81-12822
Besearch and technology of the Langley Research
Center . . . . .
[HASA-Tfl-81910] p0089'H81-12977
Pseudosteady-state analysis of nonlinear.
aircraft maneuvers .
(BASA-TP-1758] p0094 881-13065
Evaluation of flow quality in two large BASA
• wind tunnels at transonic speeds
[BASA-TP-1737] p0095 H81-13303
Hind-tunnel test of an articulated helicopter
rotor model with several tip shapes
[BASA-Tfl-80080] . p0125 881-13918
A computer program for the design and analysis '
of low-speed airfoils, supplement
[SASA-Tfl-81862] p0125 881-13921
Passive control of wing/store flutter
[BASA-TB-81865] p0125 B81-13922
Evaluation of a computer-generated perspective
tunnel display for flight path-following
tBASA-TP-1736] . p0129 881-13958
Development of a computer program data iase:.of a
navigation aid environment for simulated IFB
flight and landing studies
[BASA-IH-80064] . p0129 881-13959
Economic evaluation of flying-qualities design
criteria for a transport configured with ,
relaxed static stability
[NASA-TP-1760] p0130 881-13968
Assessment of ground effects on the propagation
of aircraft noise: The T-38A flight experiment
[BASA-TP-1747] p0137 881-14788
Aerodynamic side-force alleviator means
[BASA-CASE-LAB-12326-1 ] p0139 N81-14968
Investigation of convergent-divergent nozzles
applicable to reduced-power supersonic cruise
aircraft
[BASA-TP-1766] . p0139 881-14972
Bibliography of Supersonic Cruise Besearch (SCE)
program from 1977 to mid-1980
[BASA-BP-1063] p0139 881-14973
Leading-edge deflection optimization for a
highly swept arrow wing configuration
[BASA-TP-1777] p0139 881-14974
Hind-tunnel measurements and comparison with
flight of the boundary layer and heat transfer
on a hollow cylinder at Bach 3
[BASA-TP-1789] p0140 H81-14975
Simulator study of conventional general aviation
instrument displays in path-following tasks
with emphasis on pilot-induced oscillations
[BASA-TP-1776] p0142 U81-14997
Effects of angle of attack and ventral fin on
transonic flutter characteristics of an
arrow-wing configuration
[BASA-TB-81914] p0145 881-15397
Effects of sidewall geometry on the installed
performance of nonaxisymmetric
convergent-divergent exhaust nozzles
[BASA-TP-1771] . p0185 881-15976
Effect of wing location and strakes on stability
and control characteristics of a monoplanar
circular missile with low-profile tail fins at
supersonic speeds
[NASA-TH-81878] p0186 H81-15978
A' flight investigation of performance and loads
for a helicopter with BC-SC2 main-rotor blade
sections
[BASA-TB-81898] p0186 H81-15982
Some wake-related operational limitations of
rotorcraft
[BASA-TH-81920] p0186 B81-15985
Use of constrained optimization in the
conceptual design of a medium-range subsonic
transport
[BASA-TP-1762] p0193 B81-16039
Large-scale carbon fiber tests . .
[BASA-TB-80218] p0198 H81-16137
Current and projected use of carbon composites
in United States aircraft
P0198 B81-16145
The 17th JABNAF combustion meeting, volume 1
[BASATTB-82238] p0200 B81-T>253
Experiments using electronic display information
• • • ' • p0213 H81-17077
Supersonic Cruise Besearch 1979, part 1
- [HASA-CP-2108-PT-1] p0243'H81-17981
Overview of the Langley subsonic research effort.
on SCB configuration
. . . . . ' ' ' ' ' ' ' p0243 H81-17982
'Besults of(a"low-speed wind.tunnel test of the
HOC 2.2fl supersonic cruise aircraft
configuration' • • • ' ...
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p0243 B81-17983
The prediction of pressure distributions on an
arrow-wing configuration including the effect
of carter, twist, and a King fin
p02«3 H81-17984
Supersonic wings with significant leading-edge
. thrust at cruise
p0244 B81-17990
Development of SCB Aircraft takeoff and landing
procedures for community noise abatement and
their impact on flight safety
p0245 881-17994
Effects of nozzle design on the noise from
supersonic jets
p0246 B81-18001
Supersonic Cruise Besearch 1979, part 2
[HASA-CP-2108-PI-2] p0246 H81-18005
Supersonic cruise research aircraft structural
studies: Bethods and results
p0246 H81-18008
An assessment of buffer strips for improving
damage tolerance
p0247 B81-18009
Bisk to the public fron carbon fibers released
in civil aircraft accidents
[HASA-SP-448] p0254 H81-18096
Ceramic and coating applications in the hostile
environment of a high temperature hypersonic
wind tunnel
[BASA-TH-81931] p0254 H81-18199
Geometric methods in computational fluid dynamics
p0256 B81-18331
Structural tests on space shuttle thermal
protection system constructed with
nondensified and densified Li 900 and LI 2200
tile
£BASA-TH-81903] p0257 B81-18410
A crack-closure model for predicting
fatigue-crack growth under aircraft spectrum
loading
[HASA-Ta-81941] p0257 B81-18412
Advanced aerodynamics and active controls.
Selected HASA research
£HASA-CP-2172] p0259 H81-19001
Langley Besearch Center contributions in
advancing active control technology
p0259 H81-1S002
Status and future plans of the Drones for
Aerodynamic and Structural Testing (OAST)
program
p0259 H81-19003
In flight direct strike lightning research .
p0259 H81-19005
Investigation of powered nacelles en a high
aspect ratio HASA supercritical wing, phase 2
P0260 B61-19008
The BET Horizontal Tails Investigation and the
BET Lateral Controls Investigation
p0260 H81-19009
Leading edge vortex flaps for drag reduction
[HASA-CASB-LAB-12750-1] p0261 B81-19016
Aeropropulsive characteristics of twin
nonaxisymmetric vectoring nozzles installed
with forward-swept and aft-swept wings
[HASA-TP-1778] p0261 H81-19019
Effect of wing-transition location and slotted
and nnslotted flaps on aerodynamic
characteristics of a fighter model at high
subsonic speeds
[HASA-TH-X-1849] p0262 H81-19024
Bind-tnnnel investigation at Bach numbers from
0.25 to 1.01 of a transport configuration
designed to cruise at near-sonic speeds
[HASA-TB-Z-2622] p0262 H81-19025
The 1980 Aircraft Safety and Operating Problems,
part 1
[HASA-CP-2170-PT-1J p0264 B81-19035
Test results of flight guidance for fuel
conservative descents in a time-based metered
air traffic environment
p0264 881-19036
A pilot's subjective analysis of a Cockpit
Display of Traffic Information (CDTI)
p0264 H81-1S037
Guidance and control system research for
improved terminal area operations
P0264 B81-19038
Operational considerations in utilization of
microwave landing system approach'and landing
guidance
p0264 881-19039
General aviation single pilot IFB autopilot study
P0265 H81-1904S
flow a pilot looks at altitude
p0265 H81-19047
Summary of flight tests of an airborne lighting
locator system and comparison with
ground-based measurements of precipitation and
turbulence
p0266 N81-19048
In-flight direct-strike lightning research
p0266 H81-19054
The 1S80 Aircraft Safety and Operating Problems,
part 2
[HASA-CP-2170-PT-2] p0267 H81-19056
Basic research in wake vortex alleviation using
a variable twist King
p0267 H81-19058
BASA/FAA general aviation crash dynamics program
p0268 H81- 19064
Current research in aircraft tire design and
performance
p0268 H81-19065
Beview of antiskid and brake dynamics research
p0268 H81-19066
Studies of some unconventional systems for
solving various landing problems
p0268 M81-19067
Becent progress toward predicting aircraft
ground handling performance
p0268 H81-19068
The HASA digital VGB program, early results
p0268 H81-19069
Evaluation of emergency-locator-transmitter
performance in real and simulated crash tests
p0268 N81-19070
Sources, control, and effects of noise from
aircraft propellers and rotors
p0269 B81-19073
HASA progress in aircraft noise prediction
p0269 H81-19074
Compensating linkage for main rotor control
[ HASA-CASE-LAB-11797-1] p0270 881-19087
Preliminary wind-tunnel investigation of the
effects of engine nacelles on a transport
configuration with high lift drag ratios to a
Bach number of 1.00 ,
[HASA-TH-82312] p0272 H81-19099
Thrust augmented spin recovery device
[HASA-CASE-LAB-11970r2] p0275 881-19130
Scientific and Technical Information Output of.
the Langley Besearch Center, for calendar year
1976
. [HASA-TH-82310] p0279 1181-19964
Aerodynamic characteristics of a hypersonic
cruise aircraft concept with wing-mounted
propulsion systems at Bach numbers of 2.96,
3.96 and 4.63
[HASA-TH-81937] p0329 881-20025
A computer technique for detailed analysis of
mission radius and maneuverability
characteristics of fighter aircraft
[HASA-TP-1837] p0329 881-20026
A pilot training manual for the terminal
configured vehicle electronic horizontal
situation indicator
[HASA-Tfl-81959] p0330 H81-20044
Operational considerations in utilization of
microwave landing system approach and landing
guidance '
[HASA-TB-81945] p0331 B81-200SO
An analytical study of the longitudinal response
of airplanes to positive wind shear
[HASA-TP-1765J p0335 H81-20082
Operating characteristics of the Langley Bach 7
Scramjet Test Facility
[HASA-TH-81929] p0335 881-20083
Support interference of wind tunnel models: A
selective annotated bibliography
[HASA-Tfl-81909] p0335 B81-20084
Comments on settling chamber design for gniet,
blowdown wind tunnels
£BASA-TH-81948] p0335 881-20085
Charts for determining potential minimum
sonic-bocm overpressures for supersonic cruise
aircraft ' ' " " . ' . ' .
[HASA-TP-1820J P°337 H81-21016
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Plaid mechanics mechanisms in the stall process
of helicopters
[HASA-TH-81956] p0338 N81-21027
Eecent progress towards predicting aircraft
ground handling ferfcrmance
[BASA-^TB-81952] p0339 B61-21044
Subjective field study of response to impulsive
helicopter noise
CHASA-TP-1833] p0345 H81-21873
Sources, control, and effects of ncise from
aircraft propellers and rotors
[HASA-TB-81971] p0345 881-21904
Pressure and force data for a flat King and a
warped conical ving having a sbockless
reco repression at Bach 1.62
[HASA-TP-1759] p0372 H81-22016
Analytical study of the cruise performance of a
class of remotely piloted, microwave-powered,
high-altitude airplane platforms
[HASA-Tfl-81969] p0374 H81-22040
Description of 0.186-scale node! of high-speed
duct of national transonic facility
[HASA-TB-81949] p0377 K81-22061
Airfraoe noise of a small model transport
aircraft and scaling effects
[HASA-TP-1858] p0380 H81-22832
Two-dimensional aerodynamic characteristics of
the BACA 0012 airfoil in the Langley 8 foot
transonic pressure tannel
[HASA-TB-81927] p0385 N81-23036
Transonic flutter study of a wind-tunnel model
of an arrow-wing supersonic transport
[HASA-TB-81962] p0388 1181-23071
Transonic flutter and gust-response tests and
analyses of a wind-tannel model of a torsion
free uihg airplane
[HASA-Tfi-81961] p0388 B81-23072
Description of recent changes in the Langley 6-
by 28-inch transonic tunnel
[HASA-TB-81947] p0391 H81-23096
Dean-flow and turbulence measurements in the
vicinity of the trailing edge of an HACA (63
sub 1)-012 airfoil
IHASA-TP-1845] p0392 H81-23410
An airport community noise-impact assessment model
[HASA-TH-80198] p0393 H81-23713
Lateral attenuation of high-by-pass ratio
engined aircraft noise
[HASA-TB-81968] p0394 N81-23862
Design and experimental results for a
natural-laminar-flow airfoil for general
aviation applications
[HASA-TP-1861] p0423 H81-24022
Flight evaluation of a simple total energy-rate
system with potential wind-shear application
[NASAHTP-1854] pO«27 H81-24058
Velocity vector control system augmented with
direct lift control
[HASA-CASE-LAB-12268-1] p0433 H81-24106
Evaluation of turbulence reduction devices for
the Langley 8-foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel
[HASA-TH-81792] p0134 H81-24114
Estimation of fan pressure ratio regnirements
and operating performance for the national
Transonic Facility
[HASA-TS-81802) p0435 H81-24115
Tire/wheel concept
[ HASA-CASE-LAB-11695-2] p0437 H81-24443
Static and yaved-rclling mechanical properties
of two type 7 aircraft tires
[HASA-TP-1863] pO«37 H81-24471
Airport noise impact reduction through operations
(HASA-IB-81970) p0438 H81-24855
Application of a flight test and data analysis
technique to flutter of a drone aircraft
[HASA-TB-83136] p0441 N81-25066
Besearch related to variable sweep aircraft
development
[NASA-TB-83121] p0441 H81-25067
Prediction of transonic flutter for a
supercritical wing by modified strip analysis
and comparison with experiment
(HASA-TB-83126] p0445 881-25432
Acoustic facilities for human factors research
at NASA Langley Besearch Center: Description
and operational capabilities
[HASA-TM-81975] p0446 H8.1-25765
A procedure for designing forebodies with
constraints en cross-section shape and axial
area distribution
[HASA-TP-1881] p0483 S81-26078
A learning guide for the terminal configured
vehicle electronic horizontal situation
indicator
[HASA-TH-83128] p0484 H81-26083
Cooling system for high speed aircraft
[HASA-CASB-LAB-12406-1 ] p0485 1181-26114
Flight test results of an active flutter . .
suppression system installed on a remotely
piloted research vehicle • .
[8ASA-TH-83132] p0486 H81-26118
Simplified design point performance model of a
dry turbofan engine cycle
[BASA-Tfl-83112] p0490 S81-26148
Pitch attitude stabilization system utilizing
engine pressure ratio feedback signals
[BASA-CASE-LAB-12562-1] p0490 H81-26152
Qualitative comparison of calculated turbulence
responses with Hind-tunnel measurements for a
DC-10 derivative wing with an active control
system
[NASA-TH-83144] p0491 H81-26496
Structures and Dynamics Division research and
technology plans, fiscal year, 1981
[HASA-TH-83137] p0491 H81-26497
Thunderstorm hazards flight research: Storm
hazards 1980 overview
[BASA-TH-81974] p0493 H81-27062
iingtip vortex turbine
fHASA-CASE-LAB-12544-1] p0496 H81-27096
A digital program for calculating the
interaction between flexible structures,
unsteady aerodynamics and active controls
[BASA-TH-80040] p0498 H81-27115
Wind-tunnel evaluation of HASA developed control
lavs for flutter suppression on a DC-10
derivative wing
[BASA-TB-83143] p0499 H81-27548
Explosively activated egress area
[HASA-CASE-LAB-12624-1 ] p0546 B81-29107
Effect of display size on utilization of traffic
situation display for self-spacing task
[BASA-TP-1885] p0546 M81-29109
Evaluation of Microwave Landing System (MIS)
effect on the delivery performance of a
fixed-path metering and spacing system
[HASA-TP-1844] p0546 M81-29111
OS and OSSB Military Aircraft and Hissile
Aerodynamics 1970-1980. A selected, annotated
bibliography, volume 1
[BASA-Tfl-81951] p0547 H81-29119
Considerations for the installation of honeycomb
and screens to reduce wind-tunnel turbulence
[BASA-TB-81868]
 P0550 S81-29137
A rectangular rod-wall sound shield
[HASA-CASE-LAB-12883-1 ] pOSSO S81-29138
Guide for users of the Bational Transonic Facility
[BASA-TB-83124]
 P0550 H81-29139
Effect of simulated in-flight thrust reversing
on vertical-tail loads of F-18 and F-15
airplane models
[BASA-TP-1890] p0579 H81-30086
Ding-alone aerodynamic characteristics for high
angles of attack of supersonic speeds
[BASA-TP-1889] p0579 B81-30087
Computer analysis of flow perturbations
generated by placement of choke bumps in a
wind tunnel
[BASA-TP-1892] . p057.T H81-30088
The use of interpractive graphic displays for
interpretation of surface design parameters
[BASA-1H-81963] p0581 1181-30110
Behavior of aircraft antiskid braking systems on
dry and wet runway surfaces:
Hydromechanically controlled system
[BASA-TP-1877] p0581 H81-30112
Carbon/graphite composite material study. 3: .
Agency program activities. Bational
Aeronautics and Space Administration (HASA)
p0585 H81-30189
Carbon/graphite composite material study,
appendix A and appendix B
P0585 H81-30190
Some experiences with active control of
aeroelastic response
[BASA.-TB-83179] p0587 1181-30469
A nethod for obtaining reduced-order control
laws for high-order systems using optimization
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techniques
[HASA-IPT1876] p0589 H81-3C851
Curved-flow, rolling-flow, and oscillatory
pore-yawing wind-tunnel test methods for
determination of dynamic stability derivatives
p0591 H81-31112
Estimation of dynaiic stability parameters' frou
drop model flight tests
p0591 H81-31116
Applications of dynaiic stability parameters to
problems in aircraft dynamics
p0592 H81-31122
•all interference effects: status review
p0592 B81-31141
Beport of the panel on fluid dynaoics
P0593 H81-31146
High lift technology
p0593 B81-31147
Configuration aerodynamics
p0593 B81-31148
Beport of the panel on aeroelasticity and
unsteady aerodynanics
p0593 B81-31149
Beport of the wind tunnel/flight correlation panel
P0593 H81-31150
High Eeynolds number research reguirements for
space vehicle design
p0593 B81-31151
Beport of the panel on theoretical aerodynamics
p0593 B81-31152
ieroelastic instability stoppers for Hind-tunnel
models
[HASA-CASE-LAB-12720-1] p0601 H81-31229
Aeroelastic instability stoppers for Hind-tunnel
models
[HASA-CASE-LAB-12458-1] p0601 H81-31230
HLS antenna locations for the deBaviland DASH 7
aircraft
[HASA-TH-83195] p0602 B81-31418
Effect of sweep and aspect ratio on the
longitudinal aerodynanics of a spanloader wing
in and out of ground effect
[HASA-TH-80199] p0627 B81-32119
Solar powered aircraft
[HASA-CASB-LAB-12615-1] p0628 H81-32138
Dser's manual for a computer program to
calculate discrete fregnency noise of
conventional and advanced propellers
[HASA-TH-83135J pO£31 H81-32966
Analysis of the performance of the drive system
and diffnser of the Langley unitary plan Hind
tunnel
[NASA-XH-83168] pO£35 881-33158
Stability and control characteristics of a
three-surface advanced fighter configuration
at angles cf attack op to 45 deg
[HASA-TH-83171] pO£35 H81-33159
Simulator evaluation of separation of display
parameters in path-fallowing tasks
[BASA-lP-1915] p0638 H61-33203
Simplified off-design performance model of a day
turbofan engine cycle
[HASA-IH-83204] pO£39 H81-33206
Propulsive lateral control nozzle
[HASA-CASB-LAB-12136-1] pO£39 H81-33210
Simulator evaluation of the effects of reduced
spoiler and thrust authority on a decoupled
longitudinal control system during landings in
Hind shear
[BASA-IH-83188] pO£39 H81-33211
Flight test of a pure-tone acoustic source
[HASA-TP-1898] p0641 H81-33945
Boise suppression characteristics of
peripherally segmented duct liners
[HASA-IP-1904] " p0641 B81-33946
BAXIOBAL ABBOBAOZICS ABB SPACE ADHIBISTBATIOH.
LBIIS BESEABCB CBBTBB, CLEVBLAHD, OHIO.
Advanced fuel system technology for utilizing
broadened cxoperty aircraft fuels
p0007 A81-11612
Optimum subsonic, hi'gh-angle-of-attack nacelles
p0012 A81-11646
Inlet flow distortion in tnrbomacbinery
[ASBE PAPEB 80-61-20] p0109 A81-17952
Calculated and experimental data for a 118-m*
bore roller bearing to 3 million OB
[ASHE PAPEB 80-C2/XOB-14] p0117 A81-16668
Performance of computer-optimized tapered-roller
bearings to 2.4 lillion DB
tASBB PAPEB 80-C2/IDB-18] p0117 A81-18672
Dynamic characteristics of a high-speed rotor
with radial and axial foil-bearing supports
[ASHE CAPBB 80-C2/LUB-35] p0117 481-18683
Lubrication of rolling element bearings
p0118 A81-18738
Scale effects on turbulent boundary layer
development and flow separation around V/STCL
inlets at high incidence
[A1AA PAPEE 81-0014] p0157 A81-20538
Three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer
development and separation in V/STOL engine
inlets at incidence with small-cross flow and
curvature influences
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0254] p0163 A81-20703
Ozone contamination in aircraft cabins - Besults
from GASP data and analyses
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0305] p0164 A81-20740
An analytical approach to airfoil icing
[AIAA EAPEB 81-0403] p0167 481-20810
Bean rotor wake characteristics of an
aerodynamically loaded 0.5 CD diameter fan
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0208] p0168 A81-20830
Icing tunnel tests of a glycol-exuding porous
leading edge ice protection system on a
general aviation airfoil
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0405] p0168 A81-20837
Numerical techniques in linear duct acoustics -
A status report
[ASBE PAPEB 80-HA/BC-2] p0170 481-21120
Stability of large horizontal-axis axisyametric
Hind turbines
p0178 481-22526
Hew interpretations of shock-associated noise
with and without screech
p0178 A81-22527
Core noise measurements from a small, general
aviation turbofan engine
p0178 A81-22531
Effect of a semi-annular thermal acoustic shield
on jet exhaust noise •
p0178 A81-22532
Effect of facility variation on the acoustic
characteristics of three single stream nozzles
p0178 A81-22534
BASA's activities in the conservation of
strategic aerospace materials
p0179 A81-22535
The future of aeronautical propulsion
p0290 A81-29052
Flow separation in inlets at incidence angles
p0297 A81-29114
Superhybrid composite blade impact studies
[ASHE PAPEB 81-61-24] p0311 A81-29940
Development of a low HO/x/ lean premixed annular
combnstor
[ASHE EAPEB 81-GI-40J . p0312 A81-29954
BASA research in aeropropnlsion
[ASHE PAPEB 81-GI-96] p0314 A81-30003
Lou HO/x/ and fuel flexible gas turbine combnstors
[ASHB PAPEB 81-61-99] p0315 A81-30006
Design and development of the combnstor inlet
diffuser for the BASA/GE energy efficient engine
[ASHE PAPEB 81-61-129] p0316 A81-30033
Supersonic stall flutter of high-speed fans
[ASHE PAPEB 81-61-184] p0317 A81-30078
Effect of time-dependent flight loads on •
turbofan engine performance deterioration
[ASHE PAPEB 81-61-203] p0318 A81-30093
High temperature electronic requirements in
aeropropulsion systems
p0359 &81-32547
Factors which influence the behavior of turbofan
forced mixer nozzles
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0274] p0359 A81-32549
Improved components for engine fuel savings
(SAE PAPBB 801116] p0395 A81-34152
Performance deterioration of commercial
high-bypass ratio turbofan engines
[SAE PAPEB 801118] p0396 A81-34154
A status report on the Energy Efficient Engine
Pro'ject
[SAB PAPEB 801119] p0396 A81-34155
Ihe BASA high-speed turboprop program
[SAE PAPBB 801120] p0396 A81-34156
Description of the warm' core turbine facility
and the warm annular cascade facility recently
installed at BASA Lewis Research Center
[SAE PAPEB 801122] p0396 A81-34158
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Loss model for off-design perforaance analysis
of radial turbines with pivoting-vane,
variable-area staters
[SAB P4PEB 601,135] p0397 A81-34166
An experimental evaluation of the performance
deficit of an aircraft engine starter turbine
[SAB PAPBB 801137] p0397 A81-34168
Composite vail concept for high-temperature
turbine shrouds - Heat transfer analysis
[SAE PAPEB 801138] p0397 A81-34169
Future challenges in V/SICI flight propulsion
control integration
[SAE PAPBB 801140] p0397 £81-34170
Some advantages of methane in an aircraft gas
tarbine
[SAB PAPEB 801154] p0398 A81-34177
Beverse thrust performance of the C.CSEE variable
pitch turbofan engine
[SAB PAPEB 801196] p0402 A81-34206
Comparison of predicted engine core noise with
proposed FAA helicopter noise certification
requirements
p0454 A81-38062
A nonlinear propulsion system simulation
technique for piloted simulators
p0454 A81-38064
Application of unsteady airfoil theory to rotary
Kings
p0465 A81-3S874
Improved coobustor durability - Segnented
approach vith advanced cooling techniques
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1354] p0501 A81-4C836
Effect of a part-span variable inlet guide vane
on the performance of a high-bypass turbofan
engine
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1362] p0502 A81-40842
Small gas-turbine combnstor study - fuel
injector evaluation
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1388] p0502 A81-40857
Selected results from combustion research at the
Lewis Research Center
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1392] p0503 A81-40859
JT9D performance deterioration results from a
simulated aerodynamic load test
[AIAA PAPBB 81-1588] p0507 A81-4C963
Turbine bypass engine - A new supersonic cruise
propulsion concept
[AIAA PAPBB 81-1596] p0508 A81-4C971
The supersonic fan engine - An advanced concept
in supersonic cruise propulsion
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1599] p0508 A81-4C973
The B3 combnstors - Status and challenges
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1353] p0514 A81-42176
Zero-length inlets for subsonic V/STCL aircraft
[AIAA PAPBB 81-1396] p0515 481-42186
Factors influencing the predicted performance of
. advanced propeller designs
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1564] p0516 A81-42210
Lov and high speed propellers for general
aviation - Performance potential and recent
vind tunnel test results
p0521 A81-42758
An overview of general aviation propulsion
research programs at NASA-Lewis Research Center
[SAE PAPBB 810624] p0523 A81-42778
Turbomachinery noise studies of the AiBesearch
QCGAT engine with inflow control
[AIAA PAPE£ 81-2049] p0619 481-48621
Effects of blade-vane ratio and rotor-stator
spacing on fan noise vith forward velocity
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2032] p0620 A81-48628
Comparison of predicted engine core noise vith
current and proposed aircraft noise
certification requirements
[AIAA PAPBB 81-2053] p0620 A81-48635
Sixer nozzle aeroacoustic characteristics for
the energy efficient engine
[AIAA PAPBB 81-1994] p0621 A81-4E639
An improved prediction method for noise
generated by conventional profile coaxial jets
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1991] pO£24 A61-4S743
Comparisons of four alternative powerplant types
for future general aviation aircraft
[HASA-TH-81584] p0028 B81-10067
Hew interpretations of shock-associated noise
with and without screech
[BASA-TH-81590] p0032 H81-1C807
Low-speed aerodynamic performance of •
50.8-centiieter-diaaeter noise-suppressing
inlets for the Quiet, Clean, Short-haul
Experimental Engine (QCSEE)
[BASA-TP-1178] p0035 H81-11037
Off-design performance less model for radial
turbines with pivoting, variable-area stators
[BASA-IP-1708] p0036 H81-11038
Surface pyronetry in presence of radiation frog '
other sources with application to turbine
blade temperature oeasurement
[HASA-IP-1754] p0036 H81-11039
Snperhybrid composite blade impact studies
[HASA-TH-81597] p0043 H81-11412
Performance of a steel spar vind turbine blade
on the Hod-0 100 kl experimental wind turbine
[NASA-Tfl-81588] p0043 B81--11448
An automated procedure for developing hybrid
computer simulations of turbofan engines
[BASA-Tfl-81605] p0044 H81-11688
Core noise measurements from a small, general
aviation turbofan engine
[BASA-TH-81610] p0044 H81-11769
Effect of a semi-annular thermal acoustic shield
on jet exhaust noise
[ HASA-1H-81615] p0044 1181-11770
Bffect of hole geometry and Electric-Discharge
Machining (BOH) on airflov rates through small
diameter holes in turbine blade material
[HASA-TP-1716] p0078 H81-12089
Propulsion Controls, 1979
[HASA-CP-2137] p0078 H81-12090
Hultivariable identification using centralized
fixed modes
p0079 H81-12091
Performance seeking controls
p0079 H81-12092
F100 multivariable control synthesis program: A
reviev of full scale engine altitude tests
p0079 B81-12093
Propulsion control and control theory: A new
research focus
pOOSO B81-12099
Stability of large horizontal-axis axisymmetric
vind turbines
[NASA-TH-81623] p0085 H81-12446
NASA Besearch in aeropropnlsion
p0089 N81-12980
Progress in materials and structures at Lewis
Research Center
p0089 B81-12982
NASA contributions to radial turbine aerodynamic
analyses
[NASA-TH-81644] p0090 N81-13019
NASA Besearch in aeropropnlsion
[NASA-IH-81633] p0093 H81-13056
Ignition of lean fuel-air mixtures;in a
premixing-prevaporizing duct at temperatures
op to 1000 K
[NASA-TH-81645] p0095 N81-13465
Tabulations of ambient ozone data obtained by
GASP airliners, Barch 1975 to December 1977
[NASA-1H-81528] p0096 H81-13568
Finite element analysis of inviscid subsonic
boattail flow
[NASA-IH-81650] p0140 H81-14977
Supersonic stall flutter of high speed fans
[NASA-TH-81613] p0140 N81-14978
Solution of plane cascade flow using improved
surface singularity methods
[HASA-TH-81589] p0140 H81-14979
Full potential solution of transonic gnasi-3-D
flov through a cascade using artificial
compressability
[HASA-TH-81637] p0140 H81-14980
Curved centerline air intake for a gas turbine
engine
[8ASA-CASE-LEH-13201-1] p0143 N81-14999
Analysis of pressure spectra measurements in a
ducted combustion system
[NASA-TH-81583] p0146 H81-15768
Ozone contamination in aircraft cabins: ' Results
from GASP data and analyses
[HASA-TB-81671] p0191 N81-16021
Cold-air investigation of first stage of
4-1/2-stage, fan drive turbine vith average :
stage-loading factor of 4.66
[HASA-IP-1780] -p0195 H81-16050
An-overview'Of general aviation propulsion
research programs at NASA Lewis Besearch Center
[NASA-Xfl-81666] p0195 B81-16052
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Bean rotor wake characteristics of- an
aerodynamically loaded 0.5 n diameter fan
[HASA-TH-81657] p0195 H81-16053
Experimental analysis of IBEP in a rotary
combustion engine
[H4S4-TH-81662] p0195 B81-16054
Propulsion system mathematical nodel for a
lift/crnise fan «/STOL aircraft
[BASA-TB-81663] p0195 B81-16055
High temperature electronic requirements in
aeropropulsion systems
[HASA-TB-81682] p0201 B81-1t388
Composite containment systems for jet engine fan
blades
[BASA-TB-81675] p0220 H81-17480
Statas of noise technology for advanced
supersonic cruise aircraft
p0246 B81-18002
Advanced technology for controlling pcllatant
emissions from supersonic cruise aircraft
p0246 H81-18004
Pneumatic boot for helicopter rotor deicing
p0267 B81-19059
Aircraft operating efficiency on the North
Atlantic, a challenge for the 1S80's
p0267 H81-19060
The use of AntiBisting Kerosene (AHK) in
turbojet engines
p0267 H81-19063
Becent developments in aircraft engine noise
reduction technology
p0269 B81-19072
Survey of aircraft icing simulation test
facilities in Horth America
£BASA-TB-81707] p0269 H81-19078
Apparatus for sensor failure detection and
correction in a gas turbine engine control
system
[BASA-CASE-LEI-12907-2] p0273 B81-19115
Integrated control system for a gas turbine engine
£BASA-CASE-LEi-12594-2] p0274 B81-19116
Seasons for low aerodynamic performance of
13.5-centimeter-tip-diameter aircraft engine
starter turbine
[HASA-TP-1810] p033<l B81-2C076
Effects of geometric variables on rub
characteristics of Ti-6Al-4V
[BASA-TP-1835] p0336 B81-20245
Sputtering and ion plating for aerospace
applications
[BASA-Tfl-81726] p0337 B81-20424
Low and high speed propellers for general
aviation: Performance potential and recent
wind tunnel test results
[BASA-TB-81745] p0338 B81-21028
Exhaust emission survey of an F100 afterburning
tnrbofan engine at simulated altitude flight
conditions .
[HASJ-TH-81656J p0342 B81-21078
Analysis of atmospheric ozone levels at
commercial airplane cruise altitudes in vinter
and spring, 1976 - 1977
[BASA-TP-1807] p0345 H81-21685
An approach to real-time simulation using
parallel processing
[BASA-TB-81731] p0345 H81-21803
Component research for future propulsion systems
[BASA-Tfl-82613] p0376 B81-22055
Thermal and flow analysis of a convection
air-cooled ceramic coated porous metal concept
for turbine vanes
[BASA-Tfl-81749] p0376 B81-22056
An evaluation of a simplified near field noise
model for supersonic helical tip speed
propellers
[BASA-TB-81727] p0380 B81-22836
The propeller tip vortex. A possible
contributor to aircraft cabin noise
[BASA-TB-81768] p0380 B81-22838
Comparison of predicted engine core noise with
proposed FAA helicopter noise certification
requirements
[BASA-TH-81739] p0381 H81-22839
A nonlinear propulsion system simulation
tehnigue for piloted simulators . - - •
[BASA-TB-82600] * p0390 H81-23085
Combustion system processes leading to corrosive..
deposits
[BASA-IB-81752] " p0391 -H8.1-23243
BEGA16 - Computer program for analysis and
extrapolation of stress-rapture data
fBASA-TP-1809] p0393 B81-23486
Fundamental heat transfer research for gas
turbine engines
[HASA-CP-2178] p0428 B81-24063
Investigation of performance deterioration of
the CP6/JI9D high bypass ratio turbofan engines
p0431 B81-24086
Effect of hydroprocessing severity on
characteristics of jet fuel from OSCO 2 and
Paraho distillates '
[BASA-TP-1768] p0436 B81-24283
Evaluation of a pneumatic boot deicing system on
a general aviation wing model
[BASA-TB-82363] p0441 B81-25065
Comparison of BASA and contractor results fron
aeroacoustic tests of QCSEE OTH engine
£BASA-lfl-81761] ,p0443 H81-25079
Measurement of aerodynamic work during fan flatter
IBASA-TB-82652] p0443 B81-25080
Effect of a part-span variable inlet guide vane
on the performance of a high-bypass turbofan
engine
[BASA-Tfl-82617] p0443 H81-25081
JT9D performance deterioration results from a
simulated aerodynamic load test
[BASA-TB-82640] p0443 N81-25082
Selected results from combustion research at the
Lewis Eesearch Center
[BASA-TB-82627]
 P0443 B81-25083
High-response measurements of a tnrbofan engine
during nonrecoverable stall
[BASA-TB-81759] p0443 B81-2S084
Aviation turbine fuel properties and their trends
[BASA-TB-82603] p0444 B81-25232
KOHFIG and BBKCBFIG: Two interactive
preprocessing to the Navy/NASA Engine Program
(BBEP)
[BASA-Tfl-82636] p0446 B81-25698
Additional noise data on the SB-3 propeller
[BASA-TB-81736] p0447 H81-25767
Turbine bypass engine: A new supersonic cruise
propulsion concept
CNASA-XB-82608] p0489 B81-26145
Small gas-turbine combnstor study: Fuel
injector evaluation
[HASA-TH-82641] p0490 B81-26146
:Factors influencing the predicted performance of
advanced propeller designs
[BASA-TB-82676] p0492 H81-27042
The supersonic fan engine: An advanced concept
in supersonic cruise propulsion
[HASA-TH-82657] p0496 B81-27094
Bixing effectiveness test of an exhaust gas
mixer in a high bypass turbofan at altitude
[HASA-TB-82663] p0496 B81-27095
The E3 combustors: Status and challenges
[BASi-TB-82684] p0539 B81-28095
Aerospace in the future
tBASA-TB-82664] . p0543 B81-29063
Supercritical fuel injection system
[BASA-CASE-lEi-12990-1 ] p0549 B81-29129,
BASA's activities in the conservation of
strategic aerospace materials
IBASA-Tfl-81617] • p0550 B81-29205
Cobalt: A vital element in the aircraft engine
industry
[BASA-TB-82662] p0551 B81-29206
Application of computer generated color graphic
techniques to the processing and display of
three dimensional fluid dynamic data
[BASA-TB-82658] p0552 H81-29782
Bo tor wake characteristics relevant to
rotor-stator. interaction noise generation
[BASA-TB-82703] p0583 H81-30130
Test results of the Chrysler upgraded automotive
gas turbine engine: Initial design
[BASA-Tfl-81660] p0588 H81-30562
Conditioned pressure spectra and coherence
measurements in the core of a tnrbofan engine
[BASA-TB-82688] p0589 B81-30907
Fiber optics- for aircraft engine/inlet control
[BASA-TB-82654] p0597 B81-31190
Advanced subsonic transport propulsion
£BASA-TB-82696] . . p0597 H81-31195
Aircraft Engine Diagnostics , • • •
[BASA-CP-2190] v .-• p0597 H81-31196
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An introduction to NASA's turbine engine hot
section technology (BOST) project
P0599 H81-31206
Conservation of Strategic Aerospace Materials
(COSAH)
P0599 B81-31208
Computer program to predict aircraft noise levels
[BASA-TP-1913] p0641 881-33947
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Fog dispersion
£SAE PAPBB 801133] . . p0397 A81-34164
Proceedings: Fourth Annual Borkshop on
fleteorological and Envircnmental Inputs to
Aviation systems
[HASJ-CP-2139] p0135 B81-14555
Survey of workshops on Heteorological and
Environmental Inputs to Aviation Systems
P013S B81-14556
Aviation meteorology research and development:
A status report
P0135 B81-14557
Federal Aviation Administration and Bational .
Beather Service Aviation Besearch and
Development
p0135 B81-14558
Aeronautical concerns and Bational Aeronautics
and Space Administration atmospheric
electricity projects
P0136 B81-14567
The 1979 clear air turbulence flight test program
p0266 S81-19050
Pulsed Doppler lidar for the detection of
turbulence in clear air
p0266 B81-19051
Magnitude and frequency of wind speed shears and
associated downdrafts
p0267 B81-19055
The Passive Optical Sample Assembly (POSA) on
STS-1
[BAS4-TH-82407] p0337 B81-2C868
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Power control for hot gas engines
[BAS»-CASB-BPO-14220-1] p0133 B81-H318
CAT altitude avoidance system
[BASA-CASE-HPO-15351-1] p0202 B81-16677
Low-frequency radio navigation system
[BASA-CASE-BPO-15264-1] p0373 B81-22036
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Automated pilot advisory system test and
evaluation at Hanassas Hunicipal Airport
p0264 N81-19040
Hallops severe storms measurement capability
p0266 B81-19049
Development and evaluation of a prototype
in-flight instrument flight rules (IFB)
procedures trainer
[BASA-TH-73292] p0490 B81-26156
BATIOBAL ABBOSPACB LAB., ABS1EBDAB (BETBBBLABDS) .
In-flight measurement of aerodynamic loads on
captive stores. Bguiiment and results
£BLB-flP-79013-0] p0022 B81-10012
Boundary layer measurements on a two-dimensional
wing with flap
[BLB-TB-79 009-0] p0022 B81-10014
The European Transonic Bind tunnel ET1
p0038 B81-11064
Flight simulation environmental fatigue crack
propagation in 2024-T3 and 7475-1761 aluminum
[BLB-BP-80003-0] p0043 B81-11415
Evaluation of Levinsky's method for the
calculation of the lift distribution on a King
in' propulsive jets
[BLB-TB-77 104-0] p0073 B81-12033
Developments in aircraft structural materials
[BLB-HP-79042-0] p0077 B81-12081
Application of fracture mechanics to built-up
structures
[BLB-BP-79044-0] pC086 881-12475
Flight simulation environmental .fatigue crack
. propagation in 2024-13 and 7475-T761 aluminan
£BLB-BP-80003-0] pOC86 B81-12477
Transonic Hind tunnel tests on an oscillating
wing vith external store. Part 4: The wing
with under wing: Store
£AD-A077370]- p0139-88 .-14969
A constrained inverse method for the aerodynamic .,
design of thick wings with given pressure
distribution in subsonic flow
p0188 B81-16006
Influence of free-stream Bach number on
transonic shock-nave boundary-layer interaction
[S1B-HP-78013-0] p0256 B81-18325
Unsteady airloads on a harmonically pitching
ving with external store
[BIB-BP-S0004-0] p0330 B81-20038
A panel method to determine loads on oscillating
airfoils in transonic flov with embedded shock
. waves
£BIB-BP-80005-OJ p0330 B81-20039
The semi-operational evaluation of the -
trajectory prediction method for Signal -t
Automatic Badar Processing (SABP) 2
IBLB-BP-79038-0] p0332 B81-20059
Integral eguation methods for multi-element
airfoil analysis and design ., ..
[HIE-HP-79020-D] p0338 H81-21038
On the role of laminar separation bubbles in
airfoil leading edge stalls
[BLB-HP-80010-0] p0339 B81-21042
Additional information about Fighter Aircraft
Loading Standard for Fatigue Evaluation
(FALSTAFF)
[BLB-TB-79056-0] p0344 B81-21391
A review of research at BLB on wind-tunnel
corrections for high angle of attack models
P0436 B81-24125
Lasting friendship. A review of the F-27
fatigue evaluation program carried out by.
Fokker-VFS
[BLB-1B-78150-0] p0495 B81-27086
State of the art and statistical•aspects of
helicopter fatigue substantiation procedures
[BLB-BP-80025-0] p0496 B81-27087
Determination of low-speed longitudinal
maneuvering criteria for transport aircraft
with advanced flight control systems
[BLB-SB-79127-0] p0498 H81-27118
Data acquisition and analysis system as a
training device for simulated conventional
weapon delivery
p0544 B81-29072
A method for measuring take-off and landing
performance of aircraft, using an inertial
sensing.system
p054S B81-29088
Evaluation of Ting's method for the calculation
of the lift distribution on a wing in
propulsive jets
[BLB-TB-80078-0] p0594 B81-31157
Damage tolerance of a landing gear component
after many takeoffs and landings
[BLB-BP-79039-0] p0596 B81-31189
Prevention of corrosion and fatigue failure of
helicopter gas turbine compressors
[BLB-HP-80024-0] p0600 H81-31222
Data acquisition and analysis system as a
training device for simulated conventional
weapon delivery
[BLB-BP-80027-0] p0630 B81-32164
BATIOBAL ABEOSPACE LAB., BBBE1OOBD (BBTBEBLABDS).
State of the art and statistical aspects of
helicopter fatigue substantiation procedures
p0487 B81-26127
BATIOBAL 1BBOSPACE LAB., TOKYO (JAPAB) .
Numerical study of transonic flutter of a two
dimensional airfoil
[BAL-TB-617T] p0090 581-13023
A method for obtaining shockless transonic flows
past airfoils, partially modified from a given
arbitrary airfoil
[BAL-IB-602T] p0141 B81-14983
An investigation of support-interference effects
[BAL-TB-622] p0141 B81-14984
A design of multi-element aerofoils for high lift
(BAL-SB-631) p0337 B 81-21012
On'the spanwise uniformity of wind tunnel test
data of- transonic airfoils
[BAL-TB-665] p0627 B81-32118
Anti-symmetric elastic properties of composite
plates of satin weave cloth
.[BAL-CB-649T] p0639 B81-33238
BATIOBALiBOBEAD OF StABDABDS, BASHIBGTOI, D.C.
Ignition of a liquid fuel[AD-A089295] p0030 B81-10128
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Doctor Fojita's microbnrst analysis at Chicago
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' A method of performance prediction for
centrifugal compressors.. Part 1: Analysis.
Part 2: . Comparison Kith experiment
[ABC-B/B-3843] p0031 H81-10436
Free-jet testing of powerplants for aircraft and
missiles
p0431 881-21089
HiTIOBAL HECHiHJCAL BBGIBBBBIBG BBSBABCB IBS!.,
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Ose of composite materials for helicopter rotor
blades
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Design and preliminary tests of an IB-airborne
LLBS remote sensing system
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0239] p0163 A81-20694
Clear air. turbulence - An airborne alert system
p0562 A81-Q4648
Ihe microburst: Common factor in recent'
aircraft accidents
p0136 H81-14S71
Aircraft sensor quality in SESAHB 1979: Besalts
of toyer fly-bys and aircraft intercompariscn
[PB81-176596] p0552 H81-29722
BATIOBAL EBXSICAL. LAB., IIDDIBGTOB (BI6LABD).
The rating of helicopter noise: Development of
a proposed impulse correction
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BAIIOUL BESBABCH COOHCIL 01 CABADA. OHABA
(OBTABIO).
A comparison of methods for calibration and use
of multi-component strain gauge wind tunnel
balances
[AD-A090484] pOC84 H81-12394
fhe tale of two wings
p0188 H81-16004
Gas turbine engine transient testing
p0431 B8.1-24091
•ATIOBAL IECHIICAL IBFOBBAIIOB SEBVICB,
SFBIBGFIEU, VA.
Search and rescue methods and equipment. A
bibliography with abstracts[PB80-812837] p0023 H81-10026
Bird .strikes and aviation safety. Citations
from the BUS data base
[PB80-812944] p0024 B81-1C027
Airfield pavement evaluation. Citations from
the HTIS data base
[PB80-812860J p0030 B81-10083
Closed loop control systems: Aircraft.
Citations froa the BUS data base[PB80-813710] pOC82 B81-12114
Airport noise. Citations from the BUS data base
[PB80-813231] p0088 B81-12667
Hicrovave landing systems. Citations from the
Engineering .Index data base •[PB80-814643] p0128 B81-13947
Hicrowave landing systems. Citations from the
BXIS data base
[PB80-814635] p0128 H81-13948
.Hanenvering .aircraft: Boise pollution and
control. Citations from the BXIS data base
[PB80-815566] p0135 B81-14525
Collision avoidance systems. Citations from the
BUS data base
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Air traffic control simulation models.
Citations from the BUS data base
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Evaluation of Discrete Address Beacon System(DABS) BBC[PB81-154387] .. . p0441 B81-2S062
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D. C.
Annual review of aircraft accident data, O.'s.
General aviation calendar year 1978[PB80-201916] p0024 B81-10028
AEBOBEIICO DC-10-30. Il-DOB, over Luxembourg.
Earope[HISB-AAB-80-10] p0073 B81-12042
Aircraft accident report: Allegheny Airlines,
Inc., Hord 262, Bohawk/Frakes 298, n29824,
Benedam Airport, Clarksburg, Best Virginia,
February 12, 1979
[BTSB-AAB-79-12] p0073 B81-12044
Aircraft accident report: Hew lork Airways,
Inc., Sikorsky S61-L, B618PA Bevark, Bev
Jersey, April 18, 1979
[BTSB-AAB-79-14] p0074 B81-12045
Aircraft accident report: Champion Hone
Builders company. Gates Learjet 25B, B999HG,
Sanford, Berth Carolina, September 8, 1977
£BTSB-AAB-79-15] p0074 B81-12046
Aircraft accident reports. Brief format, OS
civil aviation: Issue no. 11, 1979 accidents
tBTSB-BA-80-8] p0075 B81-12053
Briefs of accidents involving coauuter air
carriers and on-demand air taxi operations,
U.S. General Aviation 1978
[PB81-101701] p0141 B81-14987
Conmuter airline safety
[PB81-104267] p0141 H81-14988
Briefs of fatal accidents involving weather as a
cause/factor, OS General Aviation, 1978
[PBS 1-110827] p0192 B81-16028
Listing of accidents/incidents by aircraft nake
and model. United States Civil Aviation, 1978
(PB81-110280] p020S 881-16999
Aircraft Accident Beport: Air Pennsylvania 501,
Piper Pi-31-350, H5BS Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, July 25, 1980
[PB81-910401] p0269 B81-19077
A technique for recovering nonsynchronized data
from a digital flight data recorder
p0328 B81-20020
Safety report: Ihe status of general aviation
aircraft crashworthiness
[PB81-160798] p0484 B81-26084
BAVAL ABBOSPACE HEDICAL BBSEABCB LAB., PBBSACOLA.
FLA.
Energy maneuverability display for the Air
Combat flanenvering Bange/Tactical Training
System (ACBB/1ACIS)
[AD-A092974] p0208 B81-17041
Phonological variants in medial stop consonants
under simulated operational environnents:
Implications for voice activated controls in
aircraft
p0603 B81-314521
 Clear speech: A strategem for improving radio
communications and antonatic speech
recognition in noise
p0603 B81-31453
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An .active control system for helicopter
vibration reduction by higher harmonic pitch
[AHS 80-71] p0479 A81-40189
An ABC status report
p0572 A81-46610
Bain rotor siz deqree-of-freedoa isolation
system analysis
[HASA-CB-16S665] p0444 H81-25090
Helicopter gearbox testing
p0488 H81-26137
Advancing Blade Concept (ABC) technology
demonstrator
[AD-A100181] p0538 N81-28087
Advancing blade concept helicopter mission
capabilities
p0634 H81-33151
SIBHOBDS PBBCISIOB PBODOCTS. IBC., VBBGBBBES,
VEBHOHT.
Effects on anti-static additives on aircraft
capacitance fuel gaging systems
[AD-A092907] p0211 H81-17059
SIBDLA. IBC., TBHPB, ABIZ.
Aircraft crash survival design guide. Volume 1:
Design criteria and checklists, revision
[AD-A093784] p0204 1181-16997
SBITHS IHDOSIBIBS LTD., BASIBGSTOKE (EBGLABD).
Hicroprocessor system test and monitoring
p0497 H81-27108
Fault trees and system reliability analysis with
reference to the control of aircraft engines
p0498 N81-27109
SOCIBTB BICBOIDBBO, TOOLODSE (FBAHCE) .
Development tests of an engine with linited life
p0433 N81-24103
SOCIETE BATIOHALB D'BIODES ET DE COBSTBDCTIOB DE
HOTEOBS D'AVIATIOB, HOISSI-CBAHAIEL (FBAHCE).
Studying the exhaust gas from a post combustion
turbojet engine
p0089 N81-12996
The specification of development tests for the
engine of a combat aircraft
p0430 H81-24082
Design development, and certification of a CFB56
engine: Besistance to the ingestion of
foreign bodies
p0431 N81-24087
SOCIETE HATI01A1B D*ETUDE ET OB COBSTBOCTIOB DE
BOTBUBS D'AVIAIIOB, SDBESBES (FBABCB).
Baterial and structural problems in aircraft
engine tecbnology
[AAAF-Bf-79-23] p0216 H81-17096
SOCIBTB BATIOBALB IBDOSXBIBLLE AEROSPATIALE, CABBBS
(FBABCB) .
Evolution of materials and associated
technologies in the makeup of aerospace
materials, part 1
[AAAF-HT-79-22-PT-1] p0209 H81-17050
Evolution of materials and associated
technologies in the makeup of aerospace
materials. Part 2: Examples
[AAAF-HT-79-22-PT-2] p0209 H81-17051
SOCIEIB BATIOBALB IBDOSTBIELLE AEBOSPAIIALE, LBS
HDBEAOX (FBABCB) .
Applications of pyrotechnignes in aviation
[SBIAS-792'422-103] p0023 H81-10025
SOCIBTB BATIOHALB IBDOSTBIBLLB AEBOSPATIALE,
HABIGHABE (FBABCB.)
Erosion and impacts on coaposite helicopter blades
pOOOO H81-11138
Design-to-cost applied to the AS350 helicopter
p0046 B81-11916
Impact of modern materials on the developnent of
rotating airfoil eguipment
[AAAF-BT-79-43] p0083 H81-12182
Bew materials and helicopter certification
IAAAF-BT-79-26] p0210 H81-17052
Fatigue analysis of composite materials using
the fail-safe concept
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SOCIBTE BATI01ALB IBDOSTHIBLLE AEROSPATIALE, PABIS COBFOBAIE SODBCE IBDEI
p0487 H81-26131
Fatigue tests on the total structure of the
Gazelle SI 341 helicopter
. p04S8 N81-26136
Applications of composite materials for the
construction of military helicopters
pOe33 N81-33147
The consequences of certain operational
requirements on the conceptual design of
combat helicopters
p0634 H81-33153
SOCIBTE HATI01A1B IBDGSTBIELLE ABEOSPATIA1E, PABIS
(FBABCB) .
Organizing a desiqn-to-cost program
p0046 H81-11914
The effect of the in-service environment on
composite materials (resume of the April 1980
Athens conference)
p0199 N81-16146
Quality in design
[SHIAS-802-111-108] p0427 H81-24054
The AIBBOS hydraulic systems
[SHIAS-802-111-111] p0427 B81-24055
Generalities on active control. Potentials and
research trends
[SBIAS-802-111-112] p0427 S81-24056
Development of instrumentation for pilots. CB1
screens
[SBIAS-802-111-114] p0428 H81-24061
System digitization: Its effect in the cockpit
[SBIAS-802-111-115] p0428 H81-24062
SOCIETE BATIOIALB IBDOSTBIBLLE ABBOSPATIALB,
SDBESBES (FBABCE).
Elastomers used in aeronautics industry
[SHIAS-801-551-105] p0031 H81-1C168
Tests on the fire resistance behavior of
materials inside civil aircraft
[SHIAS-801-551-101] pOC74 N81-12052
The resistance of tank protective measures to
microorganisms
tSBIAS-801-551-107] p0144 B81-15072
SOCIETE BATIO1ALE IHDOSTBIELLE AEROSPATIALE,
TOOLOOSE (FEAICE) .
Synthesis of test results obtained with Concorde
at high incidences
[AAAF-BT-80-26] p0077 H81-12079
The future cockpit of the next generation of
civil aircraft
[SNIAS-802-111-113] p0427 B81-24057
performance control and qualification tests of
civil aviation turbine engines in tests
conducted by airframe manufacturers
p0430 B81-24078
Total energy and flight control
£SHIAS-802-111-102] p0434 H81-24110
Theoretical and experimental studies of crack
propagation
[SBIAS-802^111-107] p0437 H81-24482
SOLAB TDBBIBES IBTEBBATICBAL, SAB DIEGO, CALIF.
Development of a lou BO/x/ lean premized annular
coobustor
[ASHE PAPEE 81-GT-40] p0312 A81-29954
Internal coating of air-cooled gas turbine blades
[HASA-CB-165337] p0429 B81-24068
SOMOBOBD COBP.. BBSTCEBSTEB, PA.
Ultrasonic cold forming of aircraft sheet
materials
[AD-A096351] p0344 B81-21239
SOUTHAHETOH DBIV. (BBGLABD).
The principles and applications of cryogenic .
wind tunnels
p0037 H81-11049
Static charge in aircraft fuel tanks
[AD-A093552] p0208 H81-17045
flodel and boundary aerodynamic data from high
blockage tvo-dimensicnal airfoil tests in a
shallow unstreanlined transonic flexible
nailed test section
[BASA-CB-165685] p0343 B81-21087
An active noise reduction system for aircrew
helaets
p0604 N81-31470
SODTHEBB CALIFOBHIA ASSOCIATIOB OF GO? BBB BESTS. LOS
ABGBLES
Southern California aviation system study
[PB80-215S44] p0125 N81-13916
SOOTHiEST EESEABCH IBS!., SAB ABTOBIO, TEX.
Analytical procedures for characterizing
unregulated emissions from vehicles using
middle-distillate fuels
[PE81-136186] p0344 B81-21165
Engine isolation for structural-borne interior
noise reduction in a general aviation aircraft
[NASA-CB-3427] p0446 H81-25766
Behavior of fuels at low temperatures
[AE-A100332] . p0542 U81-28276
Fuel microemulsions for jet engine smoke reduction
[AD-A100489] p0542 B81-28277
SPECTBOB DETELOPHEBT LADS., IBC.. COSTA BBSA, CALIF.
Fuel injector characterization studies
(BASA-CB-165200] p0143 B81-15003
A study in flow control and screening methods •
for aircraft laser turrets
[AD-A101723] p0548 H81-29126
SPEBBI FLIGHT SISSEBS, FHOEBIX, AEIZ.
V/STOi ABB digital avionics system for OH-1fl :
[BASA-CB-152179] p0273 B81-19112
V/STOLAHD digital avionics system for XV-15 tilt
rotor
(SASA-CB-152320] p0375 H81-22047
SBI IHTBBBATIOBAL COBE., BEBLO PABK, CALIF.
Airport and airspace delay model description
(AD-A090781) p0074 B81-12049
Analysis of middle distillate fuels by field
ionization mass spectrometry
[AD-A099407] p0491 B81-26209
Engineering effects of advanced composite
materials on avionics
[AD-A104015] p0640 B81-33240
STABFOBD OBIV.. CALIF.
Disturbance estimation for a STOL transport
during landing
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0018] - p0158 A81-20542
A numerical simulation of hypersonic viscous
flow over arbitrary geometries at angle of
attack
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0050] p0158 481-20566
Prediction and experimental verification of
transient airfoil motion in a small wind tunnel
( A I A A EAPEB 81-0052] p0159 A81-20568
Partially confined multiple jet mixing
p0234 A81-25513
The controlled growth method - A tool for
structural optimization
[AIAA 81-0549] p0301 A81-29400
Dynamic analysis of a free-tip rotor
[AIAA 81-0618] p0305 A81-29479
A hybrid state vector approach to aeroelastic
analysis with application to composite lifting
.surfaces
[AIAA 81-0626] p0308 A81-29512
Dynamic stability of a rotor blade using finite
element analysis
[AIAA 81-0615] p0309 A81-29513
Adaptive-wall wind-tunnel development for
transonic testing
p0352 A81-31367
On making things the best - Aeronautical uses of
optimization /Bright Bros, lecture/
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1738] p0528 A81-43175
Design for active and passive flutter
suppression and gust alleviation
P0253 B81-18063
Application of holography to the study of
helicopter rotor flow fields
[HASA-CB-164293] p0392 H81-23433
Aerodynamics, aeroelasticity, and stability of
hang gliders. Experimental results
[HASA-TH-81269] p0423 H81-24025
Strake/delta wing interactions at high angles of
attack
[BASA-CB-166183] p0483 B81-26072
A model-following technique for.insensitive
aircraft control systems
p0600 881-31223
STATE OUT. OF BB1 YOBS AT BOFFALO, ABHBBST.
Cooperative investigation of the noise producing
region of an azisymmetric jet
[AD-A089692] p0045 N81-11774
STETEHS IBSX. OF TECH.. HOBOKB1, B. J.
The influence of gyroscopic forces on the
dynamic behavior of rotating blades
P0295 A81-29098
Overview: BASA/AF/Bavy Symposium on
Aeroelasticity of Turbine Engines
[HASA-CB-164419] ' p0444 B81-25089
STRATEGIC AIB COflHAHD, OFFOR AIB. BEBB.
Optimal nuclear radiation criteria for
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COBPOBATB SOOBCB IHDBI TBCfliOLOGI, IBC., DAITOB, OHIO.
p0548 B81-29125
aeronautical systeas
[AD-A101651]
STOTTGiBT 01IV. (BESX GBBBABI).
Rotor nodel for verification of computation
methods
[ISD-262] p0145 881-15467
SOBDSTBA8D COBP., BOCHFOBD, III.
An experimental evaluation of the performance
deficit of an aircraft engine starter turbine
[SAB PAPEB 801137] p0397 481-31168
SIBACDSE BBSEiBCH COBP.. B. I.
Electromagnetic coupling to advanced coaposite
aircraft with application to trade-off and
specification determination
p0200 H81-16166
Advanced composite aircraft electromagnetic
design and synthesis
[AD-A096291] p0341 881-21069
SIBACOSB 0117., H. I.
Aeroaconstics of a porous plug jet noise
suppressor
[BASA-CB-164549] p0500 881-27884
SISTBB DBVB10PBBBT COBP., SABIA HOBICA, CALIF.
Testing of composite structures
[AAAP-BT-79-41] p0083 881-12181
SISTBBS ABO APPLIED SCIBSCBS COBP., BABPTOS, 7A.
Aircraft BO/x/ emissicns and stratospheric ozone
reductions - Another look
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0306] p0164 A81-2C741
An experimental Investigation of a large delta P
settling chamber for a supersonic pilot goiet
tunnel
[BASA-CB-3436] p0434 H81-24112
SISTEBS AHD APPLIED SCIEBCES COBP., BI7EBDALB, HD.
A survey of conputer simulations of digital
avionics systems
[AO-A091943] p0195 B81-16049
SISTBBS COBTBOL. IBC.. PA10 ALTO, CALIF.
Prediction and experimental verification of
transient airfoil motion in a small Mind tunnel
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0052] p0159 A81-20568
Turbine engine fault detection and isolation
program, phase 1. Volume 2: Requirements
definition for an integrated engine monitoring
system
[AD-A093226] p0215 B81-17088
Turbine engine fault detection and isolation
program, phase 1. Volume 1: Requirements
definition for an integrated engine monitoring
system
[AD-A093225] p0215 881-17089
Hnltivariable control synthesis program:
Control aspects of the F100 altitude
demonstration of the multivariable control
system
[AD-A093868] p0216 881-17095
Development cf advanced techniques for
rotorcraft state estimation and parameter
identification
[HASA-CB-159297] p0271 861-19098
Simulation and control engineering studies of
BASA-Ames 40 foot by 80 foot/80 foot by 120
foot wind tunnels
[BASA-CB-152145] p0276 B81-19136
DBKFIS user's guide: Discrete Extended Kalman
Filter/Smoother program for aircraft and
rotorcraft data consistency
[BASA-CB-159081] p0379 N81-22722
SCI Identification (SCIDBT) program user's guide
[BASA-CB-159082] p0379 H81-22723
BLSCIDHT user's guide maximum likehood parameter
identification computer program with nonlinear
rotorcraft model
[ BASA-CB-159083] p0380 881-22724
SCI model structure determination program (OSB)
user's guide
[BASA-CB-159084] p0380 B81-22725
IBDES User's guide mnltistep input design with
nonlinear rotorcraft modeling
[BASA-CB-159085] p0380 881-22726
SISTBBS COBTBOL, IBC., BEST PAlfl BEACH, PLA.
Candidate CDTI procedures study
[BASA-CB-165673] p0373 B81-22032
Bational icing facilities requirements
investigation
[AD-A102520] p0602 B81-31238
SISTBBS BESBABCa LABS,, IBC., DAITCB, OHIO.
Aircraft engine nacelle fire test simulator.
Volume 1: Technical
[AD-A089629] p0030 H81-10081
A unltivariate approach to handling qualities
rating scale development
[AD-A089825] p0037 881-11047
The stress behavior of three advanced nickel
base snperalloys during high temperature low
cycle fatigue
[AD-A091694] p0131 881-14061
SISTEHS IECBBOLOGX, IBC.. HABIBOBHB, CALIF.
Simulation of Heavy Lift Airship dynamics over
large ranges of incidence and speed
[AIAA 81-1335] p0457 A81-38540
Generic multi-body formulation of heavy lift
airship equations of motion
p0563 A81-45539
Practical optimal flight control system design
for helicopter aircraft. Volume 2: Software
user 's guide
[BASA-CB-152306] p0081 H81-12110
Analyses of shuttle orbiter approach and landing
conditions
[BASA-CB-163108] p0498 H81-27113
Development of handling quality criteria for
aircraft with independent control of six
degrees of freedom
[AD-A100045] p0498 B81-27117
Investigation of high-angle-of-attack
maneuver-limiting factors. Part 1: Analysis
and simulation
[AD-A101646] p0581 B81-30113
Investigation of high-angle-of-attack
maneuver-limiting factors. Part 2: Piloted
simulation assessment of Bibrle departure
criteria
[AD-A101647] p0581 881-30114
Investigation of high-angle-of-attack
maneuver-limiting factors. Part 3:
Appendices, aerodynamic models
[AD-A101648] p0581 B81-30115
TECHBIOB - ISBAEL IIST. OF TECH., HAIFA.
Active controls for flutter suppression and gust
alleviation in supersonic aircraft
[BASi-CH-163934] p0216 N81-17097
1ECBHISCHB HOCHSCHULE, AACBBS (BEST GEBHABI) .
On the flight mechanics of remotely piloted
vehicles
[BBVG-FBBT-79-28] p0209 881-17049
Identification of jet engine damages by engine
trend analysis LEADS 200 data
p0328 881-20014
Some effects of compressor fouling on the
behavior of a turbojet engine
p0328 881-20015
TBCBBISCBB fiOGBSCHOOL. DELFT (BBTBEBIABDS) .
Fundamentals of conceptual design optimization
of subsonic transport aircraft
[VTH-LB-292] p0128 B81-13951
Trouble shooting in aeronautics and the
usefulness of microscopes
[VTU-1B-305] p0537 881-28069
Aerodynamic and aeroelastic research on tipvane
turbines
[VTB-1B-302] p0540 B81-28100
Fatigue properties of adhesive-bonded laminated
sheet material of aluminum alloys
[VTH-lfi-276] p0542 B8 1-28489
Fatigue crack growth in 7475-T7651 material
under flight simulation loading. Information
from a Douglas report
[VTH-fl-392] p05«2 881-28493
TECHBISCHB OBIVEBSIIAET, BBOBSIICE (BEST GEBBABT).
Takeoff and missed approach under the influence
of wind shear
[TDBS/SFB-58-80-05-01] p0628 B81-32131
IECHBISCBE OBI7EBSITAET, BOUCH (BEST GEBBABI).
flight data recording and data processing for
light airplanes and gliders
P0328H81-20008
TECHHOLOGI, IBC., DAITOB, OBIO.
Structural Integrity Recording System (SIB) for
O.S. Army AB-1G Helicopters
[AD-A097283] p0393 881-23438
Structural Integrity recording System (SIBS) for
O.S. Army AH-1S helicopters
[AD-A098236] p0427 B81-24060
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TEL-AVIV OBIT. COBPOBATB SOOBCB IBDBX
TEL-AVIV OBIV. (ISBAEL).
Radiation boundary conditions for nave-like
equations
p01S3 £61-20223
TELEDXHE CAB, TOLEDO, OHIO.
Effect of tine-dependent flight loads on
tnrbofan engine performance deterioration
[ASBE FAFEB 81-G1-203] p0318 A81-3C093
Hulti-plane high speed ralancing techniques and
the use of a high specific stiffness Ti-Borsic
material for vibration control
[AD-A093122] . p0215 H81-17092
TELEDXHE COHTIHE8IA1 HOTOBS. BOBILE, ALA.
Advanced Technology Spark-Ignition Aircraft
Piston Engine Design Study
[HASA-CB-165162] p0130 BE1-13963
IEHHESSEE OBIV., KHOXVILLE.
A general mapping procedure for variable area
duct acoustics
[AIAA FAPEB 81-0094] p0160 A81-2C597
Fluid-dynamic and acroacoustic investigations of
shrouded jets
p02S6 881-16318
IEHHESSEE OHIV., 10LLABOBA.
Fog dispersion
[SAE FAFEB 801133] p0397 A81-34164
TEHHESSEE DBIV. SPACE IBS!., T01LAHOH1.
Proceedings: Fourth Annual Horkshop on
Meteorological and Environmental Inputs to
Aviation systems
[HASA-CP-2139] p0135 H81-14555
Airplane wing vibrations due to atmospheric
turbulence
[HASA-CB-3431] p0438 881-24679
Unsteady swirling flows in gas turbines
[AD-A102852] p0629 H81-321SO
A flight test evaluation of the Ball-Bartoe
jetving propulsive lift concept
[AD-A103579] pO€37 1181-33195
TBBBESTBIAL BBVIBOHBEBIAL SPECIALIST, IRC.,
PHOEBIX. B.I.
Handbook on bird management and control
[AD-A089009] p0023 H81-10024
TEXAS AfiB DBIV., COLLEGE STATIOH.
Electromagnetic precipitation and ducting of
particles in turbulent boundary layers
p0239 A81-26506
Probabilistic analysis of foundation forces for
a class of unbalanced rotating machines
p0145 881-15362
The role of coherent structures in the
generation of noise for subsonic jets
[HASA-CB-164214] p0380 B81-22833
TEXAS TECHHOLOGICAL OHIV., LOBBOCK.
numerical analysis of the flov in the connecting
passage between the fan section and high
pressure section of a turbojet engine
[AD-A090506] pOOSI 1181-12107
TEXAS OHIV. AT ABLIiGlOH.
A pure direct force/moment control for coaxial
counterrotating lotors
p0144 H81-15007
The criticality of engine exhaust simulations en
VSTOL model-measured ground effects
p0486 H81-26115
Development of a ground signal processor for
digital synthetic array radar data
[HASA-CB-161074] p0602 H81-31421
TEXAS OHIV. AT AOSTIH.
The effects of warhead-induced damage on the
aeroelastic characteristics of lifting
surfaces. Volume 1: Aeroelastic effects
[AD-A091674] p0129 H81-13955
The effects of warhead-induced damage on the
aeroelastic characteristics of lifting
surfaces. Volume 2: Aerodynamic effects{AD-A093063] p0209 881-17048
TEXTBOH BELX AEBOSPACE CO., BOFFALO, i. I.
Aeroelastic and dynanic finite element analyses
: of a bladder shrouded disk
[HASA-CB-159728] p0278 B81-19479
Hastran level 16 theoretical manual updates for
aeroelastic analysis of hladcd.discs
[8ASA-CB-1S9823] p0279 H81-1S480
HASTBAH level 16 user's manual updates for
aeroelastic analysis of Haded discs
[HASA-CB-159824] p0279 H81-1S481
HASTBAH level 16 prograaoer's manual -updates for
aeroelastic analysis of Haded .discs
[HASA-CB-159825] p0279 881-19482
HASTBAH level 16 demonstration manual updates
for aeroelastic analysis of bladed discs
[HASA-CB-159826] p0279 881^19483
TBXSBOH BELL HBLICOPTEB, FOBT BOBTB, 1EX.
The XV-15 tilt rotor research aircraft
p0100 A81-16588
in-flight structural dynamic characteristics of
the XV-15 tilt rotor research aircraft
[AIAA 81-0612] p0304 A81-29474
A low-cost forward fairing for the Bell Long
Banger Helicopter
p0531 A81-43644
Fly-by-wire versus dual mechanical controls for
the Advanced Scout Helicopter: Quantitative
comparison
[AD-A096089] p0343 881-21085
Flight test evaluation of a nonlinear hub spring
on a OB-1B helicopter
[AD-AOS8794] p0486 881-26121
Helicopter component fatigue life determination
p0488 H81-26135
Total main rotor isolation system analysis
fHASA-CB-165667] p0494 881-27076
Helicopter propulsion system reliability and
engine monitoring assessments
p0599 H81-31213
An overview of SAE ABP 1587: Aircraft gas
turbine engine monitoring system guide
p0600 H81-31217
Bission potential of derivatives of the XV-15
tilt rotor research aircraft
p0634 H81-33150
TBOHSOfl-CSF, PABIS (FBAHCE) . ••
Large area gas discharge displays
p0212 881-17070
TBOBH-BBIBAB LTD., CHADDEBTOH (BBGLABD) .
Cathode ray tubes and plasma panels as display
devices for aircraft displays
p0212 881-17069
THBEE-0 FLOHZ DJP, IBC., HOFFETT FIELD, CALIF.
Flight experiments with a slender cone at angle
of attack
[AIAA FAFEB 81-0337] ' p0165 A81-20761
TISDALE (HE1BT F., SB.). TBEASOBE ISLABD, FLA.
Velocity vector control system augmented with
direct lift control
[BASA-CASE-LAB-12268-1] p0433 881-24106
TOLEDO OBIV., OHIO.
Application of unsteady airfoil theory to rotary
wings
p0465 A81-39874
Sensor/actuator failure detection and isolation
for airireathing propulsion systems
p0564 A81-45551
Sensor/actuator failure detection for tnrbofan
engines
pOOSO H81-12104
TOBOBTO OHIV.. DOHHSVIEB (OBTABIO).
Perspectives on jet noise
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0428] p0168 A81-20829
Effect of various environmental conditions on
polymer matrix composites
p0039 H81-11130
Heave instabilities of amphibious air cushion
suspension systems
[DIIAS-246] p0144 B81-15156
Aircraft annoyance evaluations using field and .
laboratory simulation techniques
[OIIAS-248] p0146 H81-15580
A study of the performance of an Olson type
active noise controller and the possibility of
the reduction of cabin noise
[UTIAS-TH-228] p0552 H81-29924
TOBOBTO OBIV. (OBTABIO) .
The turbulent wind and its effect on flight
[01IAS-BEVIEB-44] p0033 881-11020
TBAHSPOBTaTIOH BESBABCH BOABD, BASBIBGTOH, D.C.
Sealing joints and cracks, thin resurfacing, and
locating voids under concrete slabs
[PB80-215635] p0132 H81-14182
Aviation forecasting and systems analyses
[PB81-174252] p0493 881-27068
Computer graphics applications
[FB81-215246] p0637 H81-33188
TBAHSPOBTATIOH SISTEHS CEHTBB, CAHBBID6E, BASS.
Visual confirmation (VICOH) of voice take-off
clearance of cost-and-deployment analyses and
strategies
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COBPOBATE SOOBCE IHDBX VIGIAB HBSB4BCB ASSOCIATES, IHC..
\ [AD-A091007] pOC91 881-13038
General Aviation Activity and Avionics Survey
[AD-A097604] p0389 B81-23081
Detection performance evaluation of the ASDE-3
using fixed frequency and freqnencyagile
operation
£AD-A099513] p0499 S81-27372
Helicopter noise analysis: Bound-robin test
[AD-A103724] p0641 H81-33948
IBB DBFBBSB AID SPACE SISIBHS 6BOOP, BEDOBDO BEACH,
CALIF.
Airborne Systems Software Acquisition
Engineering Guidebook for software cost
analysis and estiaating
[AD-A100215] p0543 H81-28785
Airborne Systens Software Acquisition
Engineering Guidebook for contracting for
software acquisition
[AD-A100217] P0543 B81-28786
Airborne Systens software Acquisition
Engineering Guidebook for application and use
of the guidebooks (series overview)
[AD-A100216] P0543 1181-26787
Airborne Systems Software Acquisition
Engineering Guidebook for supportable airborne
software
[AD-A100213] P0543 H81-28788
Airborne Systens Software Acquisition
Engineering Guidebook for software development
and support facilities
[AD-A100214] p0543 H81-28789
IBB. ISC., CLBVELABD, OHIO.
Fabrication process development of
boron/alnninnn fan blades for bigb bypass
engines
fBASA-CE-165252] p0442 B81-25076
Automated Plasma Spray (APS). process feasibility
study
[HASA-CB-165418] p0597 B81-31193
IBB SISIBHS ABO BHEBGI, BIDCBDO BEACH, CAUF.
Holographic investigation of slender body vortex .
wakes
[AD-A089496] pOQ21 B81-10008
TOEBIBGBB OBIV. (IESI 6EBHABI).
Horizontal conponents of the atmospheric
electric field. Studies of the atmospheric
electric field in view of electrostatically
controlled automatic pilot applications
[BBVG-FBIiT-80-7] p0345 H81-21677
TOFTS OBI?., HEDFOBO, BASS.
Evaluation of the potential format and content
of a cockpit display of traffic information
P0053 A81-13419
u
OHIOH Oil CO. OF CA1IFOBHIA, LOS ABCE1BS.
Fuel/engine/airframe trade off study
[AO-A097391] P0388 H81-23073
OSITBD AIB LUES. IBC., SAB FBABCISCO, CALIF,
fieliability-centered maintenance
p0047 H81-11917
DBIIED AIBCB&FI COBP., STBATFOBD, COBS.
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p0574 A81-46628
DAAK51-80-C-0008
p0438 B81-24862
DAAK70-78-C-0198
p0194 N81-16047
DAAK70-79-C-0150
p0358 A81-32499
DAAK70-80-C-0001
P0542 B81-28276
DAAK70-80-C-0129
p0429 N81-24069
DAAK80-79-C-0270
p0573 A81-46615
DAAK80-79-C-0282
p0251 N81-18042
DAAK80-80-C-0806
p0640 H81-33240
DACA89-79-C-0004
p0167 A81-20809
DABC04-69-C-0016
p0165 A81-20768
DABPA OBDEB 2828
P0257 H81-18419
p0258 H81-18420
DE-AC01-79CS-50069
p0074 H81-12051
p0638 M81-33201
DE-AC02-78CS-54867
p0134 B81-14329
DE-AC02-80EB-10570
p0135 B81-14363
DE-AC 03-78ET-12293
p0094 B81-13064
DE-AC03-79ET-15332
p0145 B81-15414
DE-AC03-79ET-15425
p0134 H81-14327
DE-AC04-76DP-00487
p0144 B81-15148
DE-AC04-76DP-00789
p0588 N81-30615
p0638 B81-33200
DE-AC05-76ET-15343
pOOSS B81-12426
DE-AC05-760B-05035
p0085 N81-12426
DE-AC05-77CS-05438
p0044 H81-11500
DE-AC05-77CS-55438
p0044 H81-11513
DE-AC06-76EB-01388
p0257 B81-18359
DE-AC08-76DP-00099
p0256 B81-18259
DE-AI01-77CS-51040
p0095 B81-13465
p0132 H81-14082
'p0588 N81-30562
DE-AIO1-78CS-54209
pOOSS 081-12943
DE-AT04-81AI.-16228
p0587 H81-30525
DEM3-17
p0274 N81-19118
DEN3-146
p0315 A81-30006
DES3-167
p0317 A81-30060
DEH3-168
p0317 A81-30060
DEPiRTBEHT OF ENEBGI DEN3-1
p0317 A81-30060
DFG-SFB-38
p0275 H81-19126
BIIC-9ST79-00058
p0477 A81-40171
DBA001-79-C-0155
p0196 H81-16063
DHA001-79-C-0205
p0198 M81-16073
DOT-CG-951480-A
p0192 H81-16030
p0192 H81-16032
DOT-FA01-80-C-10080
p0630 H81-32158
DOT-FA01-80-I-10535
p0441 N81-25062
DOT-FA01-81-C-0001
p0368 A81-33891
DOT-FA01-81-C-10001
p0440 N81-25056
DOT-PA03-80-C-00093
p0522 A81-42768
DOT-FA03-81-B-50006
p0526 A81-43143
DOT-FA70BAI-175
p0024 H81-10034
p0339 H81-21048
DOI-FA72MA-741
p0174 A81-21967
DOT-FA72IAI-261
p0331 H81-20055
p0387 H81-23063
DOI-FA72WAI-817
p0250 N81-18040
p0270 N81-19084
DOT-FA75BA-3662
p0250 N81-18036
DOT-FA76gAI-612
p0206 H81-17025
p0206 881-17026
DOT-FA77MA-4033
p0074 N81-12049
DOT-FA77iAI-704
p0584 H81-30141
DOT-FA77HAI-736
p0096 B81-13545
p0201 N81-16628
DOT-FA77BAI-778
p0219 H81-17342
DOI-FA77iAI-808
p0163 A81-20691
DOT-FA77BAI-817
p0547 H81-29112
p0547 N81-291I3
DOT-FA78BA-4075
P0340 H81-21052
DOI-FA78IA-4105
P0202 H81-16629
DOT-FA78iA-4121
p0221 H81-17848
DOT-FA78BA-4143
p0096 H81-13719
p0096 H81-13720
DOT-FA78BA-4159
p0023 H81-10023
DOI-FA78BA-4161
p0589 N81-30911
DOI-FA78BA-4242
p0391 N81-23097
DOT-FA78BA-4258
p0252 H81-18053
DOI-FA78BAI-830
p0586 H81-30338
DOT-FA78BAJ-834
p0630 H81-32156
DOT-FA78H1I-893
p0164 A81-20740
p0096 N81-13568
p0345 N81-21685
DOT-FA78BAI-895
p0034 H81-11028
DOT-FA78BAI-4190
p0589 H81-30910
DOT-FA79HA-6010
p0600 H81-31218
DOT-FA79HA-6065
p0255 H81-18201
DOT-FA798A-6083
p0253 H81-18057
DOT-FA79BA-4184
p0114 A81-18089
DOT-FA79BA-4268
P0093 H81-13053
DOT^FA79aA-4279
p0024 H81-10029
p0024 H81-10030
p0025 H81-10036
p0025 H81-10037
p0025 N81-10038
P0025 H81-10041
p0128 N81-13949
p0253 M81-18055
DOT-FA79BA-4302
p0440 N81-25061
DOT-FA79WA-4310
P0503 A81-40867
DOT-FA79BA-4320 '
p0491 B81-26394
DOT-FA79BA-4334
p0438 N81-24846
DOT-FA79BA-4335
p0640 M81-33392
DOT-FA79HA-4355
p0219 H81-17327
DOT-FA79HAI-019
p0092 H81-13046
p0095 H81-13072
DOT-FA79BAI-131
p0436 N81-24187
DOT-FA80BA-4370
p0512 A81-41764
p0613 A81-48009
p0024 N81-10032
p0250 N81-18038
p0250 N81-18039
p0250 N81-18041
p0425 N81-24044
DOT-FA80BAI-4370
p0581 1181-30107
DOT-FA021B-0119
p0091 H81-13038
DOT-BS57-80-C-00103
PQ368 A81-33883
DOT-TSC-1397
p0640 H81-33390
DOT-TSC-1750
p0273 H81-19114
DBET-78-490
p0369 A81-33927
DBET-79-515
P0370 A81-33950
DSA900-77-C-3840
p0197 H81-16070
DSS-2SO-76-00253
p0057 A81-14270
DT-FA01-81-C-10001
p0639 H81-33216
p0639 H81-33217
D1FA-01-80-I-10510
p0339 H81-21049
DTFA-03-80-C-00070
p0551 H81-29247
DTFA01-80-C-10080
p0602 H81-31238
DIFA03-80-C-00082
p0596 B81-31183
D10S59-80-C-00028
p0270 881-19083
E(49-18)-2465
p0312 A81-29965
EC-77-A-31-1011
p0132 H81-14082
EC-77-A-31-1040
p0274 B81-19118
D-2
COHTBACT BOBBEB INDEX
EF-76-5-01-2479
. p0004 A61-1081IO
EF-77-A-01-2593
p0391 H8 1-23243
EG-77-C-01-4042
p0043 H81-11492
EPA-68-01-3514
p0087 H81-12644
EPA-68-02-2497
p0344 H81-21165
EPA-68-02-3122
p0588 H81-30700
ET-78-C-01-3391
p0527 A81-43163
EX-76-C-01-1806
p0134 H81-14332
EX-76-I-01-1028
p0043 881-11448
FAA PBOJ. 022^242-830
p0042 N81-11290
FAA PBOJ. 034-241-510
p0636 U81-33181
FAA PBOJ. 043-311-520
p0207 H81-17035
FAA PBOJ. 045-390-130
p0128 H81-13945
FAA PBOJ. 052-241-320
p0595 H81-31181
FAA PBOJ. 054-241-04
p0270 H81-r19084
FAA PBOJ. 122-115-540
p0636 H81-33183
F&A PBOJ. 143-102-540
p0440 881-25059
FAA PBOJ. 143-152-400
p0425 881-24041
p0425 H81-24042
FAA PBOJ. 154-451-180
p0393 N81-23768
FAA PBOJ. 161-350-320
p0255 H81-18201
FAA PBOJ. 181-350-320
p0424 H81-24039
FAA PBOJ. 181-520-100
p0344 H81-21215
FAA PBOJ. 201-521-100
p0094 S81-13062
p0196 H81-16064
FAA PBOJ. 219-151-140
p0034 B81-11024
FAA PBOJ. 219-151-200
p0386 N81-23060
FBV-F-AO-1283
p0171 A81-21555
FHV-F-AU-1379
p0171 A81-21555
FHV-F-K-80123-78-017-21-001
p0125 881-13925
FHV-F-K-82223-76-001-21-001
p0022 881-10013
F4D600-79-C-0001
p0186 B81-15992
F04606-79-G-0082
p0583 H81-30128
p0629 H81-32144
F04701-77-C-0107
p0463 A81-39640
F04701-78-C-0021
p0173 A81-21913
F04701-79-C-0080
p0038 H81-11118
F08603-80-C-0602
p0334 H81-20072
F08635-77-C-0377
p0023 881-10024
F08635-78-C-0027
p0306 A8 1-29489
F08635-79-C-0040
p0030 B81-10080
F08635-79-C-0119
p0156 A81-20531
F08635-79-C-0158
p0311 A81-29943
F08635-79-C-0213
p0542 H81-28277
F09603-80-C-0602
p0334 H81-20071
F09603-80-G-0417
p0272 H81-19105
F19628-73-C-0155
p0372 H81-22023
F19628-77-C-0232
p0352 A81-31370
F19628-78-C-0006
p0024 N81-10034
p0025 N81-10039
p0206 B81-17025
p0206 881-17026
p0219 H81-17342
p0339 881-21048
F19628-79-C-0001
p0173 A81-21880
F19628-79-C-0161
p0331 H81-20045
F19628-79-C-0173
p0640 881-33393
F19628-80-C-0002
p0034 B81-11028
p0270 N81-19084
p0331 B81-20055
p0387 H81-23063
p0547 H81-29112
p0547 H81-29113
F29601-78-C-0082
p0219 H81-17333
F29601-80-C-0022
p0548 881-29126
F30602-78-C-0120
p0491 N81-26349
F30602-78-C-0329
p0347 A81-30776
pOS62 A81-44623
F30602-79-C-0068
p0201 1181-16357
F30602-79-C-0152
p0617 A81-48544
F33515-76-C-3072
p0581 881-30113
F33615-C-74-3010
p0535 A81-43953 .
p0535 A81-43954
F33615-C-75-3131
p0535 A81-43953
p0535 A81-43954
F33615-C-77-3030
p0535 A81-43953
p0535 A81-43954
F33615-C-5084
p0503 A81-40861
F33615-73-C-2046
p0234 A81-25446
F33615-73-C-5027
p0311 A81-29939
F33615-74-C-2016
p0026 H81-10055
F33615-74-C-2017
p0313 A81-29980
F33615-74-C-5180
p0257 081-18419
p0258 H81-18420
F33615-75-C-1130
p0083 881-12191
F33615-75-C-2053
p0216 881-17095
F33615-75-C-3112
p0172 A81-21741
F33615-75-C-5218
p0211 861-17062
p0389 H81-23083
p0390 881-23084
F33615-76-C-2036
p0163 A81 -20705
F33615-76-C-2038
p0257 H81-18394
F33615-76-C-2075
p0583 H81-30132
F33615-76-C-2084
p0030 881-10081
F33615-76-C-2167
p0241 A81-26862
F33615-76-C-3048
p0377 H81-22106
F33615-76-C-3070
p0204 881-16996
F33615-76-C-3072
p0581 881-30114
p0581 881-30115
F33615-76-C-3077
p0494 H81-27080
p0495 H81-27081
p0495 H81-27082
p0495 H81-27083
F33615-76-C-3103
p0204 881
p0638 881
p0638 881
F33615-76-C-3111
p0531 A81
p0030 881
F33615-76-C-3116
p0172 A81
F33615-76-C-3135
p0374 881
P0375 881
F33615-76-C-5172
p0029 881
P0335 881
F33615-76-C-5191
p0131 881
F33615-76-C-5311
pOOOS 481
F33615-77-C-0073
p0277 881
F33615-77-C-0075
p0381 881
p0381 881
p0381 H81
p0392 N81
p0632 881
F33615-77-C-0080
p0601 H81
F33615-77-C-0514
p0221 H81
F33615-77-C-0520
p0539 H81
F33615-77-C-1227
p0461 A81
F33615-77-C-1252
p0321 A81
F33615-77-C-2015
p0444 B81
F33615-77-C-2018
p0214 881
F33615-77-C-2055
p0444 081
p0444 881
F33615-77-C-2062
p0504 481
F33615-77-C-2069
p0171 A81
F33615-77-C-2096
p0240 481
F33615-77-C-3035
p0619 481
F33615-77-C-3041
p0321 481
F33615-77-C-3051
p0483 881
F33615-77-C-3115
p0209 881
F33615-77-C-3123
p0300 A81-
F33615-77-C-3126
p0637 881
F33615-77-C-5005
pOSIt A81
F33615-77-C-5082
p0218 881
F33615-77-C-5172
p0036 881-
F33615-77-C-5188
p0400 A81
F33615-77-C-5221
p0305: A81-
F33615-78-C-0115
p0331 H81-
p0331 U81-
F33615-78-C-0122
p0027 881-
p0027 U81-
p0027 B81
p0027 H81-
F33615-78-C-0501
p0426 H8V
F33615-78-C-1489
p0324 481
F33615-78-C-1496
p0350 A81-
F33615-78-C-1559
p0028 H8V
F33615-78-C-1563
p0116 A81-
p0321 A81-
-16995
-33196
-33197
-43650
-10152
-21738
-22044
-22045
-10074
-20080
-14061
-11338
-19141
-22971
-22972
-22973
-23325
-33136
-31234
-17849
-28088
-39349
-30258
-25085
-17087
-25086
-25087
-40870
-21505
-26609
-48626
-30250
-26082
-17047
-29382
-33192
-41650
-17235
-11041
-34187
-29482
-20046
-20047
-10056
-10057
-10058
-10059
-24049
-30327
-31125
-10063
•18576
•30261
F33615-78-C-1612
p0339 H81-21051
F33615-78-C-1634
p0327 A81-30358
F33615-78-C-2001
p0388 881-23073
F33615-78-C-2006
p0029 881-10073
F33615-78-C-2008
p0367 A81-33868
p0134 881-14325
F33615-78-C-2018
p0497 881-27100
F33615-78-C-2043
p0297 A81-29111
F33615-78-C-2060
p0215 881-17093
F33615-78-C-2062
p0215 881-17089
F33615-78-C-2162
P0215 S81-17088
F33615-78-C-2202
P0552 881-29536
F33615-78-C-3014
P0006 481-11604
P0190 881-16016
F33615-78-C-3028
p0021 881-10008
F33615-78-C-3402
p0424 881-24036
F33615-78-C-3602
p0244 881-17991
F33615-78-C-3614
P0258 881-18733
F33615-78-C-3616
P0498 M81-27117
F33615-78-C-5108
P0559 A81-44396
F33615-78-C-5224
P0539 881-28089
F33615-78-C-5234
p0557 A81-44342
p0612 A81-47813
F33615-79-C-0013
p0602 881-31235
F33615-79-C-0521
P0210 881-17058
F33615-79-C-0608
p0580 881-30102
F33615-79-C-1739
p0615 A81-48373
F33615-79-C-1870
p0195 881-16049
F33615-79-C-1932
P0273 881-19113
F33615-79-C-1939
p0326 481-30347
F33615-79-C-2002
P0566 A81-45894
F33615-79-C-2006
p0322 A81-30284
F33615-79-C-2018
P0215 881-17092
F33615-79-C-2033
p0278 881-19323
F33615-79-C-2047
p0552 881-29362
F33615-79-C-2065
p0504 481-40869
F33615-79-C-2075
p0314 A61-29995
F33615-79-C-2083
P0586 N81-30282
F33615-79-C-2090
p0630 H81-32290
F33615-79-C-3001
p0158 A81-20566
F33615-79-C-3019
p0217 S81-17103
F33615-79-C-3030
p03^7 A81-29497
F33615-79-C-3208
pOOQD 881-11778
F33615-79-C-3217
pOSSB A81-44385
F33615-79-C-3401
P0200 N81-16213
F33615-79-C-3406
p0127 N81-13940
F33615-79-C-3407
P0373 881-22033
D-3
COHfBACT HDHBEB IHDEX
F33615-79-C-3ai1
p0211 881-17060
F33615-79-C-3417
p0330 H81-20034
F3361 5-79-03604
p0324 481-30328
F33615-79-C-3622
p0324 A81-30329
F33615-79-C-5152
p0530 A81-43624
F33615-80-C-0117
p0427 H81-24059
F33615-80-C-0135
p0583 H81-30127
F33615-80-C-2001
p0583 H81-30131
F33615-80-C-3205
p0301 481-29389
F33615-80-C-3401
p0638 581-33196
p0638 B81-33197
F33615-80-C-3604
p0556 AS 1-44134
F33615-80-C-5102
p0381 H81-22974
F33615-80-E-0134
p0442 B81-25072
F33657-70-C-800
p0479 £81-40324
F33657-72-C-089
p0619 A81-48626
F33657-72-C-0829
p0492 B81-26849
F33657-72-C-0833
p0492 B81-26847
F33657-75-C-0529
p0403 A81-34212
F336S7-76-C-0500
p0056 A81-14258
F33657-76-C-0677
p0543 H81-28785
p0543 1181-28786
p0543 H81-28787
pOS43 B81-28788
p0543 B81-28789
F33657-77-C-0391
p0029 H81-10072
F33657-78-C-0473
p0116 481-18576
F33657-78-C-0500
p0327 481-30354
F33657-79-C-0378
p0211 H81-17059
F33700-78-C-0001
p0172 A81-21738
F34601-77-A-0176-SA47
p0559 A81-44396
F40600-77-C-0009
p0618 A81-48606
F40600-78-C-0003
p0131 B81-13977
F44620-75-C-0047
p0187 B81-15998
F44620-76-C-0096
p0593 H81-311S3
F49520-78-C-0041
p0215 H81-17090
F49620-76-C-0014
p0612 A81-47959
F49620-77-C-013
pOIIS A81- 18105
F49620-77-C-0023
p0036 H81-11042
P0483 H81-26035
F49620-77-C-0029
p0540 B81-28099
F49620-77-C-0044
p0083 881-12192
F49620-77-C-0066
p0137 H81-14789
F49620-78-C-0023
p0375 H81-22049
F49620-78-C-0041
p0197 881-16065
F49620-78-C-0045
p0629 H81-32150
F49620-78-C-0047
p0045 H81-11774
F49620-78-C-0070
p0081 881-12108
F49620-78-C-0084
p0314 A81-29986
P0219 H81-17387
F49620-78-C-0105
pOOSS B81-12451
F49620-78-6-0064
p0310 A81-29931
F49620-79-C-0002
P0335 H81-20079
F49620-79-C-0054 •
p0165 A81-20753
F49620-79-C-0070
p0541 H81-28108
P0541 881-28109
F49620-79-C-0130
p0211 881-17061
F49620-79-C-0158
p0037 881-11047
F49620-80-C-0003
p0423 881-21*028
F49620-80-C-0082
p0504 A81-40870
p0602 081-31320
F744620-76-C0044
p0183 A81-23367
JPI-954833
p0445 881-25431
MD-77.93304,00
P0156 A81-20474
BDA903-77-C-0107
p0631 881-33133
HIPB-FI1455-80-00621
p0551 881-29260
HIPB-FI3592-80-10039
P0548 881-29126
HIPB-Z-70099-6-65439
p0601 H81-31233
MOD-AT/2170/065/XB
p0502 £81-40856
HOD-2026/019XB/EP
p0067 481-16019
HA61-3 p0333 H81-20065
HAG1-10
p0618 481-48613
p0438 N81-24856
HAG 1-70
p0146 881-15702
HAG 1-88
p0549 H81-29132
HAG1-112
p0380 H81-22833
8AG1-129
pOSOO H81-27884
HAG1-133
p0639 H81-33205
HAG2-8 p0391 881-23093
HAG2-38
p0486 H81-26116
p0486 H81-26117
BAG2-45
p0392 H81-23433
HAG3-18
p0160 481-20597
HAG 3-28
p0167 A81-20810
HAG3-36
p0257 H81-18404
HAG3-67
p0137 H81-14789
pOSOO H81-27886
HAG3-71
p0439 B81-25041
HAG3-74
p0506 £81-40903
B4G4-1 p0540 H81-28102
HAG4-5 p0583 881-30134
p0584 881-30135
HASA OBDBB A-70215-B
p0261 B81-19020
BASA OEDEE A-77455-B
p0261 881-19020
HASA OBDEB L-11593
p0127 B81-13941
HASA OBDEB L-12343-B
p0329 H81-20028
HASA OBDEB 1-13435-B
p0333 881-20068
BASA OBDEB P-74271
p0343 881-21084
HASH-2342
p0381 B81-22969
BASH-
HASB
HASH-
BASB-
HAS1
HAS1-
HAS1
HAS1
8431
BAS1
HAS1
B4S1
HAS1
HAS1-
HAS1-
HAS1-
HAS1-
H4S1-
BAS1-
BAS V
8AS1
H4S1
HAS1
BAS1-
B4S1
HASV
HAS1
p0389 B81
p0543 H81
2797
p0337 B81
p0483 B81
3079
p0413 A81
3198
p0146 H81
p0249 H81
p0253 H81
p0338 H81
p0377 H81
p0377 H81
p0379 H81
p0379 H81
p0379 H81
p0494 H81
p0494 H81
p0499 H81
p0542 B81
p0542 B81
3199
p0031 B81
p0032 B81
p0138 B81
p0262 H81
p0262 H81
p0276 B81
p0276 B81
p0276 H81
p0330 B81
p0376 B81
p0379 B81
p0490 H81
pOSOO B81
p0542 H81
•4141
p0243 881
•11668
p0343 H81
•12806
p0279 H81
•12875
p0243 H81
•13479
p0404 481
•13500
p0543 H81
•13681
p0378 881
•14101
p0153 A81
•14549
p0271 881
p0379 881
p0379 B81
p0380 B81
p0380 881
p0380 881
•14611
p0345 B81
•14621
p0244 H81
•14675
p0498 H81
•14724
p0494 H81
•14732
p0190 H81
•14742
p0084 H81
p0332 B81
p0498 H81
•14743
p0492 H81
•14837
p0637 B81
•14849
p0090 H81
p0125 B81
•14861
p0446 H81
•14880
p0386 H81
•14892
p0171 A81
•14962
p0243 H81
-15069
p0277 H81
•23078
•29034
•21010
•26076
-35927
•15579
•18030
•18061
•21024
•22060
•22098
•22589
•22593
•22594
•27075
•27079
•27692
•28606
•28608
•10576
•10577
•14962
•19026
•19027
•19132
•19137
•19139
•20031
•22054
•22590
•26158
•27883
-28610
-17984
-21131
-19484
-17984
•34221
•28783
•22129
•20223
•19098
•22722
•22723
•22724
•22725
•22726
•21871
•17989
•27114
•27077
•16016
•12225
•20062
•27116
•27046
-33191
•13022
•13923
•25766
-23059
•21552
•17984
•19232
HAS1-
HAS1-
BAS1-
BAS1-
BAS1-
BAS1-
HAS1-
HAS1-
HAS1-
B4S1-
HAS1-
HAS1-
BASV
BAS1-
B4S1-
HAS1-
BAS1-
HAS1-
HAS1-
BAS1-
HAS1-
HAS1-
BAS1-
BAS1-
BAS1-
B4S1-
HAS1-
BASV
HAS1-
HAS1-
HAS1-
84S1-
HAS1-
BAS1-
BAS1-
BAS1-
HAS1-
15085
p0620 A81
p0202 H81
15090
p0340 H81
15116
p0600 B81
15148
p0198 B81
p0550 H81
15154
P0520 £81
p0491 881
15214
p0385 B81
15231
p0071 B81
15268
p0249 1)81
P0249 881
p0594 881
15269
p0531 £81
15325
P0158 481
p0332 881
15412
p0340 881
15414
p0393 H81
15497
P0351 A81
p0563 481
p0331 H81
15510
P0218 H81
15534
p0125 881
P0139 881
p0139 B81
p0185 H81
15546
P0142 881
P0142 H81
15605
P0247 881
15644
p0194 881
15673
pOSSO 881
15678
p0243 881
15708
p0193 881
15720
p0244 H81
15724
p0434 881
15740
p0447 H81
15770
P0185 881
15782
p0258 881
15783
p0201 881
15795
p0201 881
15810
P0256 H81
15829
p0590 881
15833
p0617 A81
p0537 881
15845
p0491 H81
15949
p0378 881
15971
p0589 881
15988
p0392 B81
16000
p0032 881
P0072 881
p0333 B81
P0596 881
16037
p0595 B81-
•48637
•16853
•21058
•31224
•16139
•29165
•42747
•26845
•23053
•12016
•18032
•18033
•31160
-43645
•20544
•20062
•21059
•23487
•31297
•45515
•20051
-17171
13920
14970
•14971
15977
•14993
•14994
•18010
•16042
•30098
•17984
•16041
•17987
•24111
25768
15974
•18799
•16416
•16416
•18331
30962
•48559
•28070
•26846
•22419
•30908
•23411
•11013
•12022
•20067
•31184
D-4
COHIEACT SOHBEH IBDBX
BAS1-16088
P0505 i8 1-40882
HAS1-16096
P0434 881-24112
BAS1-16114
P0300 AS 1-29381
BAS1-16144
P0425 881-24040
BAS1-16147
P0508 A81-40970
P0555 A81-44109
BAS1-16168
P0444 H8 1-25090
BAS1-16176
P0329 S81-20027
HAS1-16211
P0494 H8 1-27076
NAS1-16247
P0373 B81-22032
SAS1-16255
P0520 A81r42744
P0197 H8 1-16066
BAS1-16259
P0584 881-30137
BAS2-7306
P0273 H81- 19112
HAS 2-772 9
P0262 B81-19022
BAS2-78QO
P0304 A8 1-29 47 4
HAS2-8558
P0251 H81-18044
HAS2-8675
P0258 H81-18798
HAS2-8726
P0249 H81-18028
BAS2-8874
P0190 881-16018
BAS2-9081
P0157 A81-20541
NAS2-9153
P0254 H8 1-18097
BAS2-9319
P0271 881-19096
P0271 H81-19097
BAS2-9328
p0619 A81-48626
HAS2-9332
p0075 881-12054
HAS2-9337
p0386 H81-23058
BAS2-9352
p0270 B81-19088
P0270 H81-19089
P0270 B81-19090
p0271 H81-19091
p027T 1181-19092
p0271 H81-19093
p0271 B81-19094
BAS2-9399
p0143 N81-14998
BAS2-9434
p0391 H81-23095
BAS2-9450
p0273 881-19111
BAS2-9513
P0190 H81-16018
p0251 881-18045
HA S2- 96 05
P0261 H81-19018
BAS2-9646
p0261 H81-19017
8AS2-9665
p.0276 881-19136
HAS2-9693
p0423 B81-24023
BAS2-9741
p0343 H8 1-21086
HAS2-9805
p0387 H81-23068
BAS2-9881
p0164 A81-20741
SAS2-9883
P0435 H8 1-24122
HAS2-S887
p0441 H81-2S064
BAS2-9913
p0249 H81-18027
BAS2-9946
pOOSI H81-12110
HAS2-9977
P0218 H81-17175
HAS2-06017
p0579 H81-30084
HAS2-10021
p0389 H81-23080
BAS2-10059
P0278 881-19412
BAS2-10060
P0372 H81-22031
P0373 1181 -22037
p0493 H81-27063
P0546 H81-29108
P0546 H81-29110
P0581 H81-30106
HAS2-10097
P0271 881-19095
BAS2-10160
P0387 881-23064
P0387 881-23065
HAS2-10294
P0538 B81 -26084
P0538 B81-28085
P0538 B 81 -28086
BAS2-10324
P0253 881-18060
BAS2-10326
P0375 881-22047
BAS2-10330
P0457 A81-38540
P0563 A81-45539
BAS2-10333
P0033 B81-11014
BAS2-10344
P0384 881-23030
P0384 881-23031
P0384 881-23032
P0384 881-23033
8AS2-10352
P0161 A81-20636
BAS2- 10373
P0428 B81-24064
8AS 2-10494
P0337 881-21017
P0337 881-21018
8AS2-10505
P0023 881-10019
8AS2-10515
P0333 881-20063
8AS2-10556
P0442 881-25074
BAS2-10571
P0637 B81-33190
BAS2-10578
P0165 A81-20761
BAS2-10583
P0424 881-24035
8AS2-10649
P0635 B81 -33162
8AS2-10680
P0540 881-28096
BAS2- 10722
P0599 881-31213
BAS2-10881
P0579 881-30085
8AS2-101211
P0479 A81-40189
BAS3-71
p0441 861-25065
BAS3-11175
P0231 A81-24924
8AS3-18021
P0497 881-27097
BAS3-19429
P0376 B81-22052
BAS3-19698
P0132 881-14082
BAS3-19777
P0203 881-16854
BAS3-20048
P0245 881-17997
BAS3-20050
P0289 181-28943
BAS3-20055
P0140 881-14976
BAS3-20060
P0442 881-25075
BAS3-20061
P0093 B81-13057
P0214 881-17081
P0214 881-17082
p0214 881-17083
p0214 B81-17084
p0214 881-17085
p0214 881-17086
p0245 881-17997
BAS3-20066
p0562 A81-44666
BAS3-20070
P0078 881-12086
p0195 B81-16051
BAS 3-20072
p0144 881-15006
P0598 881-31204
8AS3-20073
p 00/4 8 881-11953
p0078 881-12088
P0497 B81-27098
8AS3-20091
P0314 A81-29987
BAS3-20112
p0597 B81-31193
BAS3-20115
P0442 B81-25076
BAS 3-20380
p0065 A81-15796
8AS3-20382
p0278 881-19479
p0279 B81-19480
p0279 881-19481
p0279 881-19482
p0279 881-19483
8633-20582
p0220 881-17846
p0245 881-17999
BAS3-20584
p0274 881-19120
P0629 881-32147
BAS3-20585
p0274 881-19119
BAS3-20591
p0078 881-12087
BAS3-20599
p0143 881-15005
8AS3-20602
P0245 B81-17997
BAS 3-20630
p0214 B81-17080
8AS3-20631
P0078 881-12085
8AS3-20632
p0318 A81-30093
p0390 881-23086
p0598 881-31199
BAS3-20643
P0316 A81-30033
P0375 881-22051
8AS3-20646
P0442 881-25077
p0496 B81-27093
BAS3-20755
P0274 881-19117
BAS3-21037
P0182 A81-22664
8AS3-21259
p0143 881-15004
BAS3-21269
p0165 A81-20767
BAS3-21272
P0130 881-13963
BAS3-21288
p0143 B81-15003
BAS3-21391
p0147 881-15769
BAS3-21461
p05i5 A81-42186
BAS 3-21468
P0483 881-26075
BAS3-21593
p0084 881-12255
BAS3-21607
p0335 881-20078
BAS 3-21 608
P0245 881-17999
BAS3-21708
p0549 B81-29130
BAS3-21815
P0539 881-28094
BAS3-21836
p0213 881-17079
BAS3-21987
P0621 A81-48640
BAS3-21996
p0442 881-25078
BAS3-21997
p0402 A81-34208
BAS3-21999
p0213 881-17078
BAS3-22045
p0277 881-19316
8AS3-22049
p0597 881-31194
BAS3-22050
p0428 881-24067
BAS3-22053
p0496 881-27089
p0496 881-27090
P0496 881-27091
BAS3-22117
p0256 881-18331
8AS3-22160
p0376 881-22053
8AS3-22165
p0546 B81-29093
BAS3-22186
p0269 .BE1-19079
BAS3-22361
p0387 B81-23069
BAS3-22384
p0388 881-23070
BAS3-28142
p0429 B81-24068
BAS3-210376
p0501 A81-40839
BAS4-2344
p0377 881-22059
BAS4-2534
p0130 881-13969
BAS4-2581
p0498 881-27113
BAS4-2675
P0556 481-44135
p0485 881-26109
BAS5-24300
P0115 A81-18100
BAS5-25444
p0023 881-10020
BAS6-2639
p0137 881-14601
BAS7-100
P0169 A81-20840
P0623 A81-49729
p0624 A81-49731
p0087 881-12646
pOOSS 881-12943
p0196 881-16056
P0202 B81-16677
p0373 B81-22036
p0587 881-30525
8AS8-32692
P0135 881-14555
p0438 881-24679
BAS8-33369
p0167 A81-20811
8AS8-33458
p0031 881-10636
p0202 881-16681
BAS8-33541
p0397 A81-34164
BAS9-15591
p0190 881-16020
BAS9-15800
p0629 881-32143
BAS9-16062
p0440 881-25050
p0440 881-25051
BAS9-16104
p0602 d81-31421
BA7I TASK LTF-79-12
p0230 A81-24285
BCA2-OE-730-601
p0509 A81-41090
BCC1-6 p0518 A81-42728
P0438 B81-24857
BCC1-9 p0627 881-32117
BCC2-13
p0309 A81-29513
BCC2-55
P0483 881-26072
BCB-530-501
p0509 181-41090
BE-506 1-012
p0086 881-12633
D-5
COBTBACT BOHBEB IHDBZ
BE-5061-013
p0087 B81-12634
p0141 B81-14985
HEBDDC-9240
p0288 £81-28676
NGL-05-020-2113
p0301 A81-29400
p0308 A81-29512
p0528 481-43175
HGL-05-046-002
p0053 A8 1-13121
BGL-22-009-124
p0155 A81-20471
HGL-22-009-383
p0109 A81-17953
BGL-22-009-640
p0371 H81-22002
HGL-33-018-003
p0207 H81-17039
P0541 B81-28176
HGH-05-020-019
p0158 A81-20542
BGB-11-002-185
p0629 H81-32154
BOB-14-001-008
p0167 A8 1-20798
BGB-22-009-818
p0385 B8 1-23035
BGB-25-001-005
p0454 A81-38077
HGB-36-009-017
p0371 H81-22003
BGB-39-009-017
p0141 N81-14989
BIVB-1068
p0073 H81-12033
BIVB-1745
p0498 B81-27118
HIVB-1768
p0594 B81-31157
BIVB-1812
p0022 B81-10014
HIVB-1819
p0338 H81-21038
BOAA-NA-80AAD0001
p0167 A81-20798
HB PBOJ. 047-202
p0394 U81-23966
p0394 S81^23967
HB PBOJ- 094-391
p0444 B81-25089
HB FBOJ. 215-262
p0596 N8 1-31188
NB PEOJECT 036-C97
p0003 A81-10749
BSEBC-A-7945
p0100 A81-16712
HSEBC-A-9185
p0302 A81-29407
BSF ATH-79-21260
p0167 A81-20798
BSF CHE-79-16933
p0348 A81-30786
HSP 75-18141
p0234 A81-25585
HSG-1077
p0494 B81-27078
SSG-1083
P0372 B8 1-22015
HSG-1139
p0262 H81-19021
HSG-1165
p0262 S81-19023
KSG-1219
p0067 A81-15896
HSG-1262
p0058 A81-14394
HSG-1315
p0243 H81-17985
HSG-1331
p0378 H81-22282
BSG-1355
p0380 B81-22727
BSG-1356
p0336 N81-20086
BSG-1377
p0616 A81-48395
BSG-1402
p0196 H81-16058
HSG-1411
p0499 881-27200
BSG-1450
P0303
BSG-1453
. P0239
HSG-1454
p0186
p0251
BSG-1490
p0066
p0134
HSG-1503
p0083
HSG-1509
p0594
HSG-1511
p0071
HSG-1560
p0059
p0423
HSG-1561
p0559
p0384
BSG-1570
p0066
HSG-1574
p0423
NSG-1578
p0364
p0467
BSG-1583
p0619
BSG-1585
p0627
HSG-1587
p0554
HSG-1591
p0239
p0587
HSG-1633
p0522
BSG-1640
p0543
BSG-1650
p0345
BSG-1655
p0532
p0437
BSG-1958
p0438
BSG-2112
p0249
HSG-2129
p0169
BSG-2156
p0053
BSG-2165
p0254
BSG-2194
p0060
BSG-2219
p0254
HSG-2266
p0549
p0549
BSG-2269
p0053
BSG-2328
p0220
BSG-3012
p0109
HSG-3036
p0624
HSG-3045
pOOSO
HSG-3048
pOOSO
HSG-3073
p0297
HSG-3075
p0313
HSG-3079
p0274
HSG-3084
p0564
HSG-3116
p0631
.HSG-3119pooeo
BSG-3171
p0143
A81-29455
A81-26506
B81-15986
H81-18046
A81-15894
B81-14347
H81-12120
H81-31159
B81-12019
A81-14475
B81-24024
A81-44424
M81-23034
A81-15881
B81-24026
A81-33050
A81-40089
A81-48615
H81-32121
A81-44082
A81-26508
H81-30392
A81-42763
B81-28810
081-21864
A81-43708
H81-24321
B81-24602
B81-18029
A81-21010
A81-13419
B81-18139
A81-14945
B81-18139
B81-29134
H81-29135
A81-13421
H81-17623
A81-17954
A81-49736
H81-12105
B81-12103
A81-29114
A81-29985
H81-19122
A81-45551
B81-32956
B81-12100
H81-15001
HSG-3189
p0109 A81-17952
BSG-3208
p0313 A81-29982
BSG-3212
p0540 B81-28097
BSG-3218
p0297 A81-29108
HSG-3238
p0220 B81-17624
HSG-3266
p0296 A81-29106
HSG-3306
p0344 B81-21211
p0378 B81-22130
BSG-4002
p0159 A81-20568
HSG-4017
p0207 B81-17038
NSG-4018
p0554 A81-44093
NSG-4019
p0520 A81-42751
BSG-4022
p0142 B81-14991
BSG-7172
p0343 B81-21087
HSG-7373
p0216 S81-17097
H00014-75-C-0432
p0564 A81-45588
H00014-75-C-0451
p0394 B81-23966
p0394 B81-23967
B00014-75-C-0520
p0509 A81-41090
B00014-75-C-0543
p0003 A81-10749
B00014-76-C-0068
p0132 H81-14064
B00014-76-C-0260
p0168 A81-20818
N00014-77-C-0052
p0343 B81-21088
H00014-77-C-0180
p0071 B81-12013
N00014-77-C-0247
p0116 A81-18578
B00014-77-C-0662
p0570 A81-46483
B00014-78-C-0049
p0336 S81-20345
B00014-78-C-0079 .
p0141 B81-14986
p0186 B81-15992
S00014-78-C-0381
p0596 B81-31188
H00014-78-C-0490
p0594 B81-31154
HOO014-78-00590
p0156 A81-20526
H00014-78-C-0673
p0341 B81-21069
B00014-79-C-0431
p0563 AS 1-45522
p0253 B81-18062
H00014-79-C-0765
p0444 B81-25089
H00014-79-C-0953
p0441 B81-25068
H00014-80-C-0053
p0550 B81-29140
H00019-75-C-0521
p0403 A81-34212
H00019-76-C-0423
p0403 A81-34212
p0506 A81-40910
B00019-76-C-0666
p0452 A81-37659
B00019-78-C-0206
p0600 B81-31220
H00019-79-C-0062
p0197 H81-16068
B00019-79-C-0136
p0072 S81-12026
B00019-79-C-0172
p03«1 H81-21069
B00019-79-C-0229
p0091 H81-13034
B00019-79-C-0435
p0400 A81-34189
H00019-80-C-0057
p0439 M81-2S046
B00019-80-C-0126
p0637 B81-33195
H00019-80-C-0226
p0566 A81-45891
H00019-80-C-0227
p0516 A81-42205
B00024-18-C-5384
p0066 A81-15882
B00024-78-C-5384
p0511 A81-41748
p0200 H81-16253
H00024-79-C-6043
p0090 B81-13033
P0274 H81-19124
H00039-79-C-0124
p0155 A81-20470
BO0123-75-C-1075
P0088 H81-12653
H00123-78-C-0193
p0221 H81-17902
H00140-78-C-1491
p0219 H81-17281
B00167-80-C-0058
p0548 H81-29122
B00167-80-C-0066
p0486 B81-26120
B00173-70-C-0045
p0551 B81-29323
N00173-79-C-0462
p0491 H81-26209
H60530-79-C-0169
p0263 H81-19030
B60921-77-C-0117
p0149 A81-19940
B61339-76-C-0086
p0615 A81-48359
B61339-78-C-0076
P0198 B81-16072
H61339-79-D-0008
p0146 B81-15729
B62269-76-C-0293
P0439 B81-25047
B62269-76-C-0318
P0239 A81-26511
H62269-77-C-0442
P0239 A81-26512
P0072 H81-12024
B62269-78-C-0043
p0638 B81-33199
K62269-78-C-0363
p0388 H81-23075
B62269-78-C-0379
p0201 B81-16357
B62269-78-C-0414
p0028 H81-10068
B62269-79-C-0275
p0218 H81-17242
H62269-79-C-0277
p0239 A81-26512
p0072 N81-12024
H62269-79-C-0292
P0216 B81-17100
B62269-80-C-0200
p0252 H81-18050
p0252 B81-18051
H62269-80-C-0210
P0548 B81-29124
H62269-80-C-0232
p0558 A81-44384
B62269-80-C-0366
p04Q1 N81-25069
P0540 H81-28103
B62269-80-C-0720
P0561 A81-44580
H68335-78-C-1121
P0220 B81-17476
B68335-79-C-2055
P0157 A81-20539
PBOJ. AFS-560-79-17
p0129 B81-13956
BB-BLD-1977-1.3.1
P0498 B81-27118
BB-BLD-1978-1.3
P0498 B81-27118
BB-BLD-77017
p0498 H81-27118
BB-BLD-77017/1
p0498 881-27118
D-6
COBIBACI BDBBEB IHDKX
BB-ELD-78017
p0498 1181-27118
HB-BLD-78017/1
p0498 881-27118
BB-BLD/78011
p0495 H81-27086
BB0140941
p0272 B81-19103
BB0141104
p0594 881-31154
BB0220844 .
p0393 B81-23«66
SP32392591
p0091 H81-13036
SBC-GB/4/21344
p0541 H81-28106
SBI EBOJ. PIU-8903
p0491 B81-26209
SBI PEOJ. 6824
p0074 881-12049
TC-01SO-T800-7-7536
p0302 481-29407
H-7405-BHG-26
p0142 881-14995
H-7405-ESG-36
p0135 881-14550
H-7405-EBG-48 .
p0085 881-12427
iF41400
p0441 H81-25069
KF4140100
p0393 881-23466
HF21200000
p0597 H81-31191
HF41400000
p0216 881-17094
p0218 881-17 24 2
p0385 881-23043
p0486 88 1-26 119
HF41421000
pOSSI 881-30116
p0627 881-32128
iF41421Q91
p0486 881-26120
IF41461400
pOSSO 881-29140
HF60532000
p0439 881-25047
WF61562001
p0392 881-23288
HF212421091
p0597 881-31191
XF21232061
P0495 881-27084
TF53536091
p0030 881-10079
ZF21242001
p0202 881-16770
ZF32300000
p0263 881-19030
ZF54502001
p0039 881-11120
ZF66412001
p0252 881-18054
P0490 881-26151
075-725-470
p0206 881-17024
201-521-160
p0600 881-31218
219-151-120
P0193 881-16034
304-90-00
p0378 881-22130
500-i2-12
P0552 881-29782
501-31-33-05
p0125 881-13921
503-03-13-02
p0547 881-29119
505-01-12
p0429 881-24068
505-01-13-02
p0186 881-15985
505-04 p0036 B81-11039
p0078 B81-12089
505-04-13-57
p0546 881-29109
505-04-82
p0140 881-14977
505-05 p0035 881-11037
505-05-92
p0446 881-25698
505-06-13-02
p0262 881-19021
505-06-33-10
p0071 881-12015
p0262 881-19023
505-06-53-01
. p0384 881-23034
505-C6-64
p0130 881-13969
505-07-33-04
p0498 881-27115
505-10-13-01
p0494 881-27078
505-10-13-16
p0125 881-13923
505-15-01-01
p0262 881-19025
505-23-6A
p0496 881-27095
505-31-11-05-00-21
p0258 881-18742
505-31-23-04
p0335 881-20085
p0434 881-24112
505-31-33-04
p0385 881-23036
p0391 861-23096
505-31-33-05
p0423 881-24022
505-31-43-01
p0021 881-10004
p0372 881-22016
505-31-43-02
p0434 881-24114
p0550 881-29137
505-31-53-01
p0021 N81-10005
p0343 881-21087
505-31-63-01
p0377 H81-22061
p0435 881-24115
505-31-63-04
p0550 881-29139
505-31-73-01
p0072 881-12021
p0329 881-20025
p0581 881-30110
505-32 p0140 881-14980
p0195 881-16050
505-32-64
p0443 881-25084
505-32-02
p0195 881-16053
p0583 881-30130
p0589 881-30907
p0641 881-33947
505-32-03-01
p0137 881-14788
505-32-03-04
p0088 B81-12822
p0641 881-33945
505-32-03-05
p0392 881-23410
505-32-03-06
p0380 881-22832
p0641 881-33946
505-32-13-01
p0139 881-14972
505-32-32
p0443 881-25083
p0490 881-26146
505-32-42
p0336 881-20245
505-32-£2
p0597 881-31190
505-32-62
p0443 881-25080
505-32-72
p0631 881-32956
505-32-82
p0201 881-16388
505-32-92
p0496 881-27094
505-32-93-01
p0335 881-20083
505-33-23-02
p0257 881-18412
505-33-52
p0496 881-27089
p0496 881-27091
505-33-53-01
p0125 881-13922
p0340 881-21059
P0388 881-23072
505-33-53-03
p0345 881-21904
505-33-53-07
pO<141 881-25066
p0445 881-25432
p0486 881-26118
505-33-54
p0589 881-30815
505-33-63-02
p0134 881-14347
p0491 881-26496
P0499 881-27548
p0587 881-30469
505-34-11
p0492 881-27061
505-34-13-02
p0602 881-31418
505-34-23-01
p0129 881-13958
505-34-33-01
P0427 881-24058
505-34-33-02
p0043 881-11422
p0490 881-26148
505-34-33-05
p0130 881-13968
P0193 881-16039
505-34-33-06
p0081 881-12109
505-34-43-05
P0146 881-15702
505-35-13-01
P0345 881-21873
P0393 881-23713
p0438 881-24855
p0446 881-25765
505-35-21
p0191 N81-16022
p0548 881-29127
505-35-21-01-00
P0580 881-30101
505-35-31
p0204 881-16994
p0579 881-30080
505-35-41
p0372 881-22031^'
p0373 881-22037
P0546 881-29108
P0546 881-29110
p0581 881-30106
p0594 881-31162
505-36-31
p0193 H81-16040
505-41-13-01
p0372 881-22015
505-41-13-03
- p0094 881-13065
505-41-13-06
p0090 881-13022
p0333 881-20068
505-41-22
p0195 881-16052
p0195 881-16054
505-41-43-01
P0491 881-26845
p0631 1181-32966
505-41-52
P0338 881-21028
505-41-73-01
p0129 881-13959
P0142 H81-14997
505-41-73-04
p0638 S81-33203
505-42-13-08
p0338 881-21027
505-42-21
p0029 B81-10077
p0329 B81-20030
p0374 B8 1-22039
p0549 B81-29134
p0549 881-29135
505-42-62
p0443 1181-25079
p0443 H81-25081
p0483 881-26075
p0546 881-29093
505-42-71
p0036 881-11043
p0140 881-14981
p0272 881-19100
p0441 881-25064
p0547 881-29118
p0584 881-30136
505-43-14
p0540 881-28102
505-43-23-01
p0035 881-11032
p0261 B81-19019
p0579 881-30086
p0635 881-33159
505-43-23-02
p0140 881-14975
P0186 881-15978
p0579 B81-30087
p0635 881-33158
505-43-23-04
p0627 881-32119
505-43-23-06
p0579 881-30088
505-43-24
P0426 881-24048
505-43-31
p0342 881-21083
505-43-33-01
p0085 881-12448
505-43-33-05
p0441 881-25067
505-43-71
p0579 881-30083
505-44-12
p0269 881-19078
P0269 881-19079
p0388 881-23070
505-44-13-01
p0493 881-27062
505-44-22
P0277 881-19316
p0345 881-21685
505-44-23-01
P0335 881-20082
505-44-23-03
P0264 881-19035
p0267 881-19056
505-44-33-01
p0339 B81-21044
p0437 B81-24471
P0581 B81-30112
505-51-11
p0133 881-14265
506-51-34
p0143 881-15000
p0489 881-26144
506-53-12
p0337 881-20424
506-53-31
p0385 B81-23037
506-53-63-05
p0254 881-18199
506-53-64
p0075 B81-12064
p0387 B81-23067
506-63-40
p0498 881-27113
506-89-01-01
p0257 881-18410
510-55-02
p0442 B81-25075
510-56-01-00
p0254 B81-18097
512-55-11
p0023 881-10021
530-01-13-01
P0071 881-12012
p0185 B81-15974
p0423 881-24026
530-01-13-02
pOS^ B81-22040
P0596 881-31184
530-02-11
p0240 B81-18023
530-03-13-02
P0329 881-20026
530-03-13-03
P0185 B81-15976
530-04-11
P0385 881-23039
p0537 881-28055
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COBIH1CI IDBBEB IIOBZ
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p0594
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p0032
P0072
p0073
530-05-12
p0093
p0489
532-01-11
p0075
532-02-11
p0037
p0275
532-04-11
p0026
532-05-11
p0428
p0483
532-05-12
P0195
533-01-13-07
p0145
p0388
533-01-43-01
P0139
P0186
p0243
533-01-43-02
p0139
533-03-14
P0251
p0334
533-01043-81
p0246
534-01-13-14
p0095
534-02-13-01
p0259
534-02-14
p0581
534-03-23-01
p0038
p0198
p0218
534-04-13-51
p0546
534-04-13-55
p0484
534-13-55
pOSSO
535-01-12
p0539
P0597
535-02-12
p0093
535-03-12
p0380
p0330
p0447
p0492
535-04-12
p0443
554-04-13-55
p0330
720-01-00-18-
P0262
734-10-11
p0218
776-81-63
p0587
778-32-01
p0095
p0588
989-13-22
p0438
992-21-01-90-
p0340
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H81-12022
H81-12039
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H81-11044
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H81-10054
1181-24064
1181-26076
881-16055
H81-15397
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H81-14973
H81-15982
H81-17981
1181-14974
B81-18047
1181-20074
H81-18005
H81-13303
H81-19001
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H81-11113
H81-16137
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A-7968 .............. - m/m NRl-lifmu*t
-8022
-8070
-8125
-8190
-8311
-8338
-83l»3
-8345 ...i
-8346
-8361
-8399 ..............
-8408 ..............
-84 11
-8432 .
-8436
-8457 ..............
-8464 ..............
-8474
-8478
-8481 ... .
-8511 ..............
-8512
-8552 .
-8554
-8559
-8567 ..............
-8575
-8585-70L-1 ........
-8592
-8606
-8641 ......i
-8655
-8665
-8676 '.
1-8696 ..............
A-8704 '.'.....
AAAF PAPER HI 80-29
AAAF PAPEB HI 80-33
AAAF PAPEB HI 80-34
AAAF PAPEB HI 80-35
AAAF FACES- HI 80-36
AAAF PAPEB HI 80-38
AAAF PAPEB HI 80-40
AAAF PAPEB SI 80-11 .
AAAF PAPEB HI 80-54
AAiF PA PEE HI 80-58
AAAF PAPEB HI 80-61
AAAF-HI-79-22-PI-1 ..
.............. p0596 H81-31185*t
p0548 H81-29127*!
p0029 H81-10C77**
.............. p0275 S81-19131**
.............. p0023 881-10021**
pC140 H81-14S81*!
p0026 H81-10054**
.............. pC075 H81-12065**
.............. p0036 H81-11043*!
p0193 H81-16C40**
.............. p0374 H81-22C39*t
p0133 H81-14265**
.............. p0204 H81-16994**
.............. p0191 N81-16022*f
.............. p0329 H81-20030*!
.............. p0258 H81-18742*!
.............. p0329 H81-2CC29*t
.............. p0340 H81-21060**
.............. p0385 H81-23039*f
.............. p0342 H81-21C83**
.............. p0272 H81-19100*t
.............. p0333 881-20066**
.............. p0537 H81-28055**
pC3E5 H81-23037**
p0579 H81-30083**
.............. p05S4 B81-31162**
p0428 H81-24066**
.............. pOSSO H81-30101*t
.............. p05E4 H81-30136**
p0492 H81-27061**
.............. pfl579 H81-30080**
.............. p0641 H81-34138**
.1 .......... p0547 H81-29118**
.............. p0549 H81-29133*t
. ........... p0628 H81-32137**
.............. p0629 H81-32151*f
.............. p0369 A81-33928
p0369 A81-33S33
.............. p0369 A81-33936
p0369 A81-33923
.............. pC369 A81-33937
p0369 A81-33931
.............. p0369 A81-33S27
.............. p0369 A81-33S43
.............. p0370 A81-33948
.............. p0370 A81-33950
P0209 H81-17C50 *
AAAF-HT-79-22-PI-2 p0209 H81-17051
AAAF-HT-79-23 p0216 H81-17096
AAAF-HT-79-24 p0077 H61-12076
AAAF-HT-79-25 p0086 H81-12463
AAAF-NT-79-26 p0210 H81— 17052
AAAF-HI-79-29 p0077 H81-12077
AAAF-HT-79-30 p0210 H81-17053
AAAF-BT-79-32 p0210 H81-17054
AAAF-NI-79-33 * p0086 H81— 12464
AAAF-HT-79-38 p0083 H81-12180
AAAF-HI-79-41 p0083 H81-12181
AAAF-HT-79-43 p0083 H81-12182
AAAF-HI-79-44 p0083 H81-12183
AAAF-HI-80-10 p0204 H81-16989
AAAF-HI-80-11 ..................... p0081 H81-12111
AAAF-H1-80-12 p0082 H81-12112
AAAF-HT-80-13 p0218 H81-17108
AAAF-HT-80-14 ..................... p0218 H81-17109
AAAF-HT-80^15 p0210 H81-17055
AAAF-HT-80-16 p0210 1181-17056
AAAF-HT-80-25 ...4.. p0204 H81-16992
AA4F-BT-80-26 p0077 N81-12079
AAS PAPEB 81-024 ...... ........... p0361 A81-32886 *
AAS 80-032 - p0120 A81— 19375
ACEE-25-FB-1564 ................... p0579 H81-30085**
ACOBEX-78-315 .......... ... p0088 H81-12653 *
AD-A010210 .......... ..... . p0585 'H81-30159
AD-A077370 p0139 H81-14969
AD-A087492 ............. . ..... p0030 H81-10152
AD-A087506 p0031 N8 1-1 0446
AD-A089009 .... p0023 H81-10024
AD-A089010 p0032 H81-10580
AD-A089019 ............ .. p0378 H81-22420
AO-A089076 ........................ p0032 H81-10581
AD-A089181 .. p0023 N81-10023
AD-A089182 p0029 H81-10073
AD-A089204 p0033 H81- 11021
AD-A089240 ........................ p0026 H81-10055
AD-A089266 p0030 H81-10079
AD-A089279 . ... p0028 H81- 10069
AD-A089295 p0030 H81-10128
AD-A089336 ' p0028 H81-10068
AD-A089365 ....... ... . ..... .. p0028 H81-10070
AD-A089378 . . p0035 H81-11036
AD-A089385 p0024 H81-10030
AD-A089407 p0025 H81-10037
AD-A089408 ...................... . p0024 H81-10032
AD-A089430 p0025 H81-10036
AD-A089431 p0023 H81-10022
AD-A089435 . p0025 H81-10038
AD-A089440 ...................... . p0024 H81-10034
AD-A089441 p0024 H81-10029
AD-A089450 ....................... p0024 H81-10031
AD-A089451 . p0029 H81-10072
AD-A089496 ....... ... . .. p0021 H81-10008
AD-AC89521 p0025 H81- 10041
AD-A089524 p0029 H81-10074
AD-A089525 p0027 H81-10060
AD-A089527 ... p0041 H81-11233
AO-A089536 p0027 H81-10056
AD-A089537 ........................ p0027 H81-10057
AD-A089538 p0027 H81-10058
AO-A089539 ..... p0027 H81-10059
AD-A089570 ....... ... p0028 B81-10063
AD-A089606 ............'............ p0030 H81-10080
AD-A089611 .... ..... p0025 H81-10039
AD-A089625 ......... ... ....'...... p0027 B81-10061
AD-A089629 p0030 H81-10081
AD-A089692 ...... .. . ..... p0045 B81-11774
AD-A089709 p0048 B81-12010
AO-A089746 P0037 H81-11045
B-1
BBPOBT/ACCESSIOB HUMBBB IHOBI
AD-A089748
AD-A089750
AD-A089752
AD-A089755
AD-A089770
AD-A089780
AD-A089791
AD-A089794
AD-A089817
AD-A089825
AD-A089851
AD-A089894
AD-A089914
AD-A089924
AD-A089963
AD-A089964
AD-A089975
AD-A089977
AD-A089996
AD-A090050
AD-A090052
AD-A090111
AD-A090112
AD-A090127
AD-A090270
AD-A090280
AD-A090282
AD-A090283
AD-A090284
AD-A090331
AD-A090394
AD-A090398
AD-A090408
AD-A090431
AD-A090440
AD-A090484
AD-A090506
AD-A090520
AD-A090525
AD-A090536
AD-A090546
AD-A090566
AD-A090616
AO-A090643
AD-A090645
AD-A090675
AD-A090722
AD- AO 90756
AD-A090762
AD-A090775
AD-A090778
AD-A090781
AD-A090803
AD-A090806
AD-A090829
AO-A090834
AD-A090975
AD-A091005
AD-A091007
AD-A091011
AD-A091016
AD-A091017
AD-A091051
AD-A091074
AD-A091080
AD-A091083
AD-A091089
AD-A091129
AD-A091155
AD-A091156 i
AD-A091173
AD-A091235
AD-A091282
AD-A091378 .
AD-A091543
AD-A091545
AD-A091636
AD-A091637
AD-A091674
AD-A091687
AD-A091694
AD-A091695
AD-A091712
P0034 H81-11023
p0038 H81-11C93
p0036 B81-11042
p0035 H81-11035
p0045 H81-11778
p0035 B81-11033
p0036 B81-11041
p0035 H81-11034
p0037 N81-11047
p0033 B81-11016
p0038 H81-11118
p0034 H81-11024
p0043 H81-11365
p0034 H81-11028
p0076 B81-12068
p0043 N81-11364
P0034 B81-11026
p0034 H81-11C25
p0071 H81-12013
p0039 H81-11120
p0037 N81-11046
p0092 H81-13046
p0042 N81-11290
p0038 B81-11117*
p0038 H81-11116
p0033 H81-11C17
p0088 H81-12653
p0087 881-12651
p0087 B81-12652
p0075 H81-12058
p0072 H81-12026
p0075 B81-12062
p0076 B81-12C74
p0093 H81-13C60
p0076 H81-12072
p0076 N81-12070
p0084 B81-12394
pCC81 H81-12107
p0088 H81-12928
p0076 B81-12073
p0083 B81-12192
p0081 B81-12108
p0094 N81-13061
p0091 B81-13C42
p0085 H81-12395
pCC81 B81-12106
p0076 B81-12C75
p0094 B81-13068
p0076 B81-12C71
p0083 (181-12191
p0085 B81-12451
p0072 H81-12024
p0074 H81-12049
p0074 H81-12048
p0088 H81-12824
p0141 B81-14986
P0093 H81-13053
p0092 B81-13049
p0096 1181-13545
p0091 B81-13038
p0094 B81-13062
p0094 H81-13067
p0096 B81-13719
p0096 H81-13720
p0091 H81-13039
p0092 B81-13C47
p0090 H81-13031
p0092 H81-13048
p0091 .B81-13040
pCC94 H81-13069
p0095 H8 1-13 072
p0090 H81-13033
p0091 S81-13036
J0095 B81-13251
p0091 B81-13034
p0133 B81-14276
P0126 H81-13932
p0146 H81-15729
p0128 H81-13S45
p0129 B81-13S55
p0134 881-11325
p0131 H81-14C61
p0133 B81-14275
p0130 H81-13966
AD-A091756 p0134 B81-
AD-A091774 p0131 B81-
AD-A091775 p0126 H81-
AD-A091785 p0132 B81-
AD-A091788 p0127B81-
AD-A091810 p0127 B81-
AD-A091861 P0132 H81-
AD-A091885 p0193 B81-
AD-A091905 p0196 B81-
AD-A091906 p0194 B81-
AD-A091938 p0192 881-
AD-A091943 ..; p0195 B81-
AD-A091981 p0201 B8 1-
AD-A092016 p0191 B81-
AD-A092057 p0194 B8 1-
AD-A092109 p0194 H81-
AD-A092136 p0192 H81-
AD-A092138 p0196 B81-
AD-A092193 p(M92 H81-
AD-A092228 p0202H81-
AD-A092229 p0196
AD-A092240 p0201
H81-
N81
AD-A092257 p0197 B81-
AD-A092291 p0196 H81-
AD-A092292 p0191 B81-
AD-A092316 p0201 B81-
AD-A092384 p0257 B81-
AD-A092437 p0185 H81-
AD-A092443 p0191 B81-
AD-A092450 p0193 H81-
AD-A092459 p0197H81-
AD-A092478 p0197 N81-
AD-A092561 p0198 B81-
AD-A092585 p0193 H81-
AD-A092589 p0198 H81-
AD-A092591
 P0202 H81-
AD-A092614 p0194 H81-
AD-A092633 p0194 B81-
AD-A092682 p0194 B81-
AD-A092686 p0198 B81-
AD-A092696 p0202 B81-
AD-A092721 p0191 B81-
AD-A092737 .;. p0197 B81
AD-A092741 p0192 B81-
AD-A092742 p0192 H81-
AD-A092744 p0192 H81-
AD-A092788 p0200 N81-
AD-A092825 . . p0201 B81
AD-A092904 p0214 H81
AD-A092906 p0211 H81-
AD-A092907 p0211 B81-
AD-A092909 p0204 B81-
AD-A092920 p0217B81-
AD-A092945 p0219 H81-
AD-A092965 p0219 N81-
AD-A092974 p0208 H81-
AD-A092992 p0210 B81-
AD-A093037 p0208H81-
AD-A093057 p0215 B81-
AD-A093063 p0209N81-
AD-A093065 p0205 B81-
AD-A093087 p0222 N81-
AD-A093095 p0219 H81-
AD-A093113 p0216 B81-
AD-A093122 p0215 B81-
AD-A093125 p0209B81-
AD-A093130 p0215 B81-
AD-A093144 p0221.H81-
AD-A093156 p0215B81-
AD-A093225 p0215 B81-
AD-A093226 p0215B81-
AD-A093253 . p0216 H81-
AD-A093267 p0221 B81-
AD-A093281 p0211 B81-
AD-A093300 p0203 B81-
AD-A093301 p0217 H81-
AD-A093304 p0221 B81-
AD-A093307 p0211 B81-
AD-A093311 P0208 B81-
AD-A093314 p0220 H81-
AD-A09337S p0219 H81-
AO-A093425 P0207H81-
AD-A093426 p0221 S81-
AO-A093427 p0207 B61-
AO-A093428 p0221 B81-
AD-rA093448 p0206 B81-
AD-A093449 ' p0206 H81-
AD-AQ93483 . . . p0217 B8.1-
.AD-A093515 : p0252 B81
14324
13977
13931
14084
13938
13940
14064
16035
16062
16044
16027
16049
16430
16024
16043
16048
16029
16060
16033
16629
16063
16627
16068
16064
16025
16357
18403
15975
16023
16034
16067
16070-.
16072
16036
16073
16825
16045
16046 •
16047
16071
16770
16026
16065
16030
16031
16032
16213
16375
17087
17061
17059*
16995
17103
17299
17342
17041
17058
17043
17091
17048
16998
17936
17327
17100
17092
17047
17090
17848
17093
17089
17088
17099
17853
17062
•16984
17104
17902
17060
17042
•17476
17387
17035
•17851
•17036
•17852
•17025
•17026
•17101
-.18049
• B-2-
BEPOBT/ACCESSICB HOBBEB IHDEZ
AD-A093542 - p0208 881
AD-A093552 p02C8 881
AD-A093553 p0206 S81
AD-4093591 pO<18 881
AD-A093748 p0206 H81
AD-A093749 p0206 881
AD-A093750 p02C6 881
AD-A093758 p0208 B81
AD-A093772 p0219 B8V
AD-A093774 p02C6S81
AD-A093775 p0207 881
AD-A093776 pQ2C7 H81
AD-A093777 p0207 881
AD-A093784 p020a H81
AD-A093803 p021S H81
AD^A093842 p0219 H81
AD-A093868 p0216 B81
AD-A093888 p020t 881
AD-A093929 p0217 861
AD-A093948 p0221 H81
AD-A093953 p0216 B81
AD-A093957 p0217 B81
AD-A093970 i. p0203 B81
AD-A093992 P0218 B81
AD-A094031 p0252 B81
AD-A094070 p02£3 881
AO-A094071 p0250 B81
AD-A094073 p0251 881
AD-A094124 p0250 B81
AD-A094127 p0259 881
AD-A094152 p0250H81
AD-A0941S4 - p0253 881
AD-A094167 p0257 B81-
AD-A094168 p0253 B81-
AO-A094169 p0250 S81-
AD-A094170 p0255 B81-
AD-A094172 p 0 2 f 2 B 8 1 -
AD-A094175 p0252 881-
AD-A094177 p0250H81-
AD-A094192 p0257 B81-
AD-A094195 p0250 M81
AD-A094213 pC277 N81
AD-A094225 p0252 N81
AD-A094226 p02f2 H81
AD-A094227 p0258 881
AD-A094264 .' p0446 B81
AD-A094323 p 0 2 4 9 B 8 1
AD-A094349 p0257 B81
AD-A094350 p02S8 H81
AO-A094382 p0254 881
AD-A094465 p0276 881
AD-A094567 p 0 2 5 3 B 8 1
AD-A094608 p0254 881-
AD-A094615 p0254 881
AO-A094634 pC272 881
AD-A094672 p0272 881-
AD-A094705 p0273 881
AD-A094724 p0277 B81
AD-A094733 p0273B81
AD-A094742 .' pC277 B81
AD-A094751 P02C3 B81
AD-A094765 .. p0263 881
AD-A094769 , p C 2 7 3 B 8 1
AD-A094770 - p0263 B81
AD-4094775 - p0263 881
AD-A094777 pC277S81
AD-A094815 p0261 B81
AD-A094B20 p C 2 0 0 B 8 1
AD-A094888 p0272 881
AD-A094989 p0263 B81
AD-AOS5009 p0269B81
AD-A095049 p0270 881
AD-A095057 p0278881
AD-A095063 p0263 881
AD-A095070 p0277 881
AD-AO95076 p0270B81
AD-A095080 p0274
AD-A095144 p0274
881
881
AD-A095148 p0273 881-
AD-A095285 p0337 881-
AD-A0952S7 p0333 881
AD-A095354 p0331 881
A0-A095a17 p0331 881
AD-A095018 p0331 881
AD-A095149 p033-2 B81
AD-A095462 p033-1 881
AD-A095464 F0330B81
AD-A095554 . .'.' p0336 B81
AD-A095584' .-.' p0335 881
17C46
17C45
17024
17107
17C27
17028
17C29
17C44
17333
17030
17031
17C32
17033
16997
17242
17281
17095
16996
17105
17649
17094
17106
16S83
17235
18054
18C62
18041
18042
18C37
18853
18C38
18057
18394
18 055
18036
18201
18052
18053
18C40
18374
18039
1S142
18051
18C50
18733
25578
18034
18419
18420
18139*
19133
18C59
18066
18067
19105
19106
19113
19305
19107
19212
19030
19033
19109
19031
19032
19143
19015
16253*
19103
19028
19C80
19C84
19323
19C29
19141
19085
19124
19123
19114
20447
20C69
20C45
20047
20C46
2CC56
20C55
20C34
20345
20080•
AD-A095617 p0334 881-20070
AD-A095634 :.. p0334 881-20072
AIHA095659 p0334 881-20071
AD-A095680 p0334 H81-20075
AD-A095705 ; p0335 881-20079*
AD-A095747 p0334 B81-20073 •
AD-A095930 p0343 881-21089
AD-A096074 p0341 881-21068
4D-A096088 p0341 881-21067
AD-A096089 p0343 881-21085
AD-A096183 p0341 H81-21070
AD-A096237 p0342 H81-21072
AD-A096238 p0341 881-21071
AD-A096239 p0340 H81-21063
AD-A096245 p0339 881-21051
AD-A09625S p0341 881-21066
AO-A096264 p0340 H81-21052
AO-A096265 p0339 H81-21048
AD-A096276 p0339 H81-21049
AD-A096285 p0340 H81-21053
'AD-A096291 p0341 881-21069
AD-A096293 p0339 B81-21050
AD-A096325 p0343 881-21088
AD-A096326 p0344 881-21215
AD-A096329 p0341 881-21065
AD-A096351 p0344 881-21239
AD-A096359 p0342 881-21076
AD-A096361 p0340 881-21062
AD-A096422 p0446 B81-25691
AD-A096450 p0441 881-25068
AD-A096458 p0381 881-22974
AD-A096542 p0377 881-22063
AD-A096550 p0374 881-22041
AD-A096571 p0373 B81-22034
AD-A096572 p0374 881-22044
AD-A096587 p0374 881-22043
AD-A096594 p0375 881-22045
AD-A0965S7 p0373 881-22033
AO-A096688 p0381 881-22971
AD-A096689 p0381 881-22972
AD-A096690 p0381 881-22973
AD-A096758 p0372 H81-22023
AD-A09675S p0377 881-22106
AD-A096828 p0439 881-25047
AD-A096870 p0375 881-22050
AD-A096881 p0373 H81-22035
AD-A096980 p0375 B81-22049
AD-A097043 p0374 B81-22042
AD-A097115 p0387 881-23062
AD-A097125 p0392 881-23288
AD-A0971S5 p0384 881-23024
AD-A0971S8 p0391 881-23249
AD-A097199 p0389 881-23077
AD-A097230 p0393 881-23466
AD-A097283 p0393 H81-23438
AD-A097289 p0391 881-23089
AD-A097334 p0391 881-23097
AD-A097339 p0389 B81-23083
AD-A097356 p0385 M81-23043
AO-A097391- p0388 881-23073
AD-A097419 p0388 881-23074
AD-A097438 p0390 881-23084
AD-A097505 p0388 881-23075
AD-A097517 p0394 881-23937
AD-A097522 p0389 881-23082
AO-A097538 p0394 881-23966
AD-A097540 p0394 881-23967
AD-A097548 p0384 881-23025
AD-A097551 p0390 881-23088
AD-A097552 p0390 B81-23087
AD-A097562 p0392 881-23358
AO-A097566 p0393 881-23768
AD-A097568 p0386 881-23060
AD-A097569 p0386 881-23061
AD-A097570 p0387 881-23063
AD-A097604 • • p0389 881-23081
AD-A097626 p0394 H81-23864
AD-A097663 p0388 881-23076
AD-A097692 p0392 B81-23375
AD-A097727 p0437 H81-24363
AD-A097731 p0426 H81-2404V
AD-A097736 p0424 881-240^6
AD-A097756 p0425 B81-24041
AD-A097827 p0423 H81-24020
AD-A097863 p0427 H81-21059
AD-A098030 .' p0424 B81-24037
AD-A098093 •. p0425 B81-24042
AD-A098096 ' '. p0424 881-24038
AD-A0980S7 •.- .' .' 'p0438 881-24846
B-3
BBEOBT/ACCBSSIOB HDHBEB IBDEX
AD-AC98098 p0423 B81-24028
AD-A098155 p0434 B81-24108
AD-A098161 p0438 B81-24£62
AD-A098173 p0425 B81-24C44
AD-A098177 p0436 B81-24187
AD-A098178 p0435 B81-24118
AD-AOS8179 p0424 B81-24C39
AD-A098180 p0424 B81-24031
AD-A098236 p0427 B81-24060
AD-A098293
 P0429 B81-24C69
AD-A09829a p0426 881-24050
AD-A098300 p0426 H81-24C51
AD-A098305 ., .... p0437 H81-24284
AD-A098414 p0444 B81-25C89*
AD-AQ98417 p0446 N81-25437
AD-A098438 p0446 H81-25637
AD-A098445 p0446 H81-25638
AD-A098451 p04«0 H81-25061
AD-A098480 p0440 B81-25059
AD-A098481 p0445 B81-25240
AD-A098490 p0440 H81-25C58
AD-A098509 p0441 H81-25069
AD-A098510 p0439 H81-25043
AD-A098528 p0440 H81-25060
AD-A098533 p0442 H81-25071
AD-A098584 pO«42 N81-25C72
4D-A098589 p0439 1181-25045
AO-A098614 p0444 H81-25C86
AD-A098618 p0444 B81-25C85
AD-A098623 p0444 B81-25087
AD-A098651 p0440 N81-25C56
AD-A098675 p0442 B81-25070
AD-A098703 p0439 H81-25046
AD-A098709 p0444 B81-25C88
AD-A098710 p0439 B81-25044
AD-A098784 p0491 B81-26349
AD-AC98788 p0492 H81-26C47
AD-A098794 p0486 H81-26121
AD-A098799 p0492 B81-26£49*
AD-A099130 p0491 N81-26394
AD-A099147 p0493 B81-27065
AD-A099169 p0490 B81-26151
AD-A099176 pO«93 H81-27C64
AD-A099192 p0486 1181-26120*
AD-A099218 p0484 H81-26090
AD-A099236 p0486 B81-26119
AD-A099298 p04E4 B81-26C86
AD-A099326 p0484 B81-26088
AD-A099327 pO«83 1181-26035
AD-A099330 p0495 B81-27C81
AD-A099331 p0495 H81-27082
AD-A099332 pO«95 H81-27C83
AD-A099391 pOU94 B81-27C80
AD-A099404 pO<!83 B81-26082
AD-A099407 pO«»91 B81-26209
AD-A099513 pO<»99 B81-27372
AD-A099525 pO«»94 H81-27073
AD-A099623 p0499 H81-27206
AD-A099632 pO<!93 B81-27071
AD-A099662 p0492 B81-27C51
AD-A099694 pOSOO B81-27889
AD-A099765 pO«95 B81-27084
AD-A099814 pOSOO B81-27890
AD-A099894 p0497 B81-27100
AD-A100018 pO«S3 B81-27C72
AD-A100045 p04S8 B81-27117
AD-A100110 p0537 B81-28060
AD-A100136 p0537 B81-28C76
AD-A100181 p0538 B81-28C87
AD-A100199 p0541 H81-28108
AD-A100200 p0541 H81-28109
AD-A100213 p0543 H81-28788
AD-A100214 p0543 881-28789
AD-A100215 p0543 B81-28785
AD-A100216 p0543 881-28787
AD-A100217 p0543 B81-28786
AD-A100332 p0542 B81-28276
AD-A100334 p0540 881-28104
AD-A100370 p0537 H81-28C77
AO-A100386 p0540 881-28103
AD-A100489 p0542 B81-28277
AD-A100496 p0539 H81-28C89
AD-A100525 p0540 881-28099
AD-A1'00551 p0539 H81-28C88
AD-A100575 p0539 881-28092
AD-A100577 p0539 B8I-28093
AD-A100629 • pOSEV 881-29323
AD-A100665 .;.. p0547 881-29112
AD-A100666 -pQ547 -"H81-29113
AD-A100691 - p0552 B81-29661
AD-A100692 p0551 B81-29247
AO-A100696 p0550 B81-29140
AD-A100785 p0552 B81-29354
AD-A100794 p0549 B81-29136
AD-A100808 p0540 N81-28105
AD-A100836 p0547 B81-29116
AD-A100946 p0548 881-29121
AD-A101102 p0549 B81-29131
AD-A101136 p0539 B81-28091
AD-A101137 p0539 B81-28090
AD-A101143 p0551 B81-29317
AE-A101186 p0547 B81-29120
AD-A101239 p0548 B81-29122
AD-A101309 p0581 B81-30116
AD-A101316 p0552 B81-29362
AD-A101347 p0580 B81-30103
AD-A101412 p0584 B81-30138*
AD-A101423 p0583 B81-30128
AD-A101461 p0582 B81-30119
AD-A101473 p0580 B81-30104
AD-A101482 p0584 B81-30141
AD-A1014S7 p0585 B81-30160
AD-A101503 p0583 B81-30127
AD-A101516 p0548 B81-29123
AD-A101595 p0583 B81-30131
AD-A101601 i pOSSO B81-30102
AD-A101603 p0582 B81-30117
AD-A101640 i p0548 B81-29124
AD-A101642 p0586 B81-30338
AD-A101643 p0552 B81-29536
AO-A101646 p0581 B81-30113
AD-A101647 p0581 B81-30114
AD-A101648 p0581 B81-30115
AD-A101651 p0548 B81-29125
AD-A101673 p0586 B81-30282
AO-A101674 p0588 B81-30659
AD-A101675 p0580 H81-30091
AD-A1016S8 p0582 B81-30120
AD-A101713 p0583 H81-30132
AD-A101723 p0548 B81-29126
AD-A101726 p0587 B81-30476
AD-A101731 p0581 H81-30107
AD-A101768 p0589 B81r30911
AD-A101828 p0589 B81-30910
AD-A101944 p0593 1181-31153
AD-A101951 p0602 B81-31235
AD-A102023 p0595 H81-31182
AD-A102028 p0601 BB1-31232
AD-A102113 p0597 B81-31191
AD-A102155 p0596 1181-31188
AD-A102159 p0600 M81-31218
AD-A102163 p0595 N81-31181
AD-A102170 pOSOO B81-31219
AD-A102196 p0630 B81-32156
AD-A1021S7 p0629 B81-32144
AD-A102241 p0594 B81-31154
AD-A102257 p0600 B81-31220
AD-A102336 p0602 B81-31320
AD-A102355 p0602 B81-31236
AD-A102384 p0630 N81-32155
AD-A102388 p0590 H81-31104
AD-A102420 p0601 B81-31233
AD-A102495 p0596 S81-31187
AD-A102510 p0601 N81-31234
AD-A102519 p0596'B81-31183
AD-A102520 p0602 1181-31238
AB-A102521 p0630 B81-32158
AD-A102575 pCi28 B81-32141
AD-A102612 p0627 B81-32124
AO-A102626 p062"> B81-32152
AD-A102750 p0628 B81-32142
AD-A102771 p0630 B81-32290
AD-A102803 p0628 B81-32130
AD-A102852 p0629 B81-32150
AD-A102873 - p0630 B81-32273
AD-A102923 p0631 S81-32522
AD-A103090 p0627 B81-32128
AD-A103108 p0628 B81-32140
AD-A103191 p0636 B81-33175
AD-A103261 p0638 B81-33196
AD-A103262 p0638 B81-33197
AD-A103282 p0635'B81-33173
•AD-A103316 p0636 B81-33174
AO-A103351 p0636 B81-33182
AD-A103383 p0635 H81-33163
AD-A103421 p0638 B8.1-33204
AD-A103434 p0637 881-33192
AD-A103535 p0637 B81-33194
. B-4
BBPOBT/ACCBSSIOB BOBBBB IBDBX
AD-A103575 p0636 881-
AD-A103579 pO£37 H81
AD-A103623 p0631 H81
AD-A103724 p0641
AD-&103737 p0639
H81-
881
AO-A1037S3 p0631 881-
fiD-A 103785 p0632
AD-A103936 p0640
881
881-
AD-A103837 p0640 881-
AO-A103894 p0636
AD-A103927 p0640
881
881
AD-A104015 p0640 H81-
AD-A104089 p0632 881-
AD-A104137 p0638 881
AD-A104145 p0640 881-
AD-A104150 p0636
AD-A104154 p0639
B81
881
AD-A104155 p0639 B81-332
AD-A104161 p0636 881-
33181
33195
33 133
33S48
33214
33134
33135
33241
33390
33183
33393
33240
33136
33199
33392
33184
33216
17
33177
AD-B200630 p0219 H81-17333
AD-B430597 p0439 H81-25C45
AD-K800237 p0373 B81-22035
AD-E850038 p0446 1181-25(37
AD-E850039 p0446 881-25*38
AD-B900008 p0132 B81-14C84
AD-E900014 p0127 B81-13S38
AD-E900032 p0197 H81-16C70
AO-E900055 s p0263 B81-19030
AD-E950035 p0193 B81-16035
AD-E950071 p0217 B81-17101
AO-E950082 , p0277 B81-19212
AD-TB-80-59 p0373 B81-22035
ADCB-80-1 p0197 B81-16068
AEDC-1B-79-59 p0217 B81-
AEDC-TB-79-63 p0126 B81-
AEDC-TH-79-77 p0036 B81-
AEDC-TB-79-87 pC094 B81-
AEDC-TB-80-1 p C 2 7 7 B 8 1 -
ABDC-TB-80-5 p0094 881-
AEDC-TB-80-8 p0126B81-
AEDC-TB-80-10 p0033 881-
ABDC-TB-80-11 p0038 H81-
ABDC-TB-80-20 p0133
AEDC-TB-80-32 p0630
sei-
ne 1
ABDC-TB-80-34 , p0131 H81-
AEDC-TB-80-35 p0439 881-
ABDC-TB-80-60 p0628 881
AEDC-TB-81-3 p0627 881-
17106
13932
11040
13C68
19142
13061
13931
11016
11093
14275
32155
13S77
25044
32140
32124
AEDC-TSB-80-V16 p0217 881-17105
ABDC-TSB-81-V18 p0635 B81-33163
AEH-200 p0034 B81-11026
AEBO-454.017/80 p0434 B81-24110
AEBOCHEH-TP-407 p0540 B81-28099
ABSO-161-01-80 p0088 881-12653
AFAL-1B-79-1235 p0028 B81-10C63
APAHBL-TB-80-98 p0539 S81-28C88
APABBL-TB-80-104 p0259 B81-18853
AFAHBl-TB-80-105 p0041 B81-11233
APABB1-TB-80-116 p0210 B81-17C58
AFABBL-TB-80-128 p0446 B81-25578
AFAHBL-I.B-80-130 p0249 H81-18034
AFABB1-TB-81-21 p0341 B81-21070
AFABBi-TB-81-25 p0426 B81-24049
AFABB1-TB-81-28 pOSOO. B81-27889
AFAP1-TB-76-43-VOL-6 p0026 H81-10055
AFAPL-TB-7a-6-P5-6~ p0257 B81-18394
AFAPL-TB-79-2072 • p0029 B81-10C73
AFAPt-TB-79-2095 p0254 B81-18139*
APESC/ESL-TB-79-29 p0029 H81-10073
APESC/ES1-TB-79-30 p0067 B81-12651
AFESC/ESL-Tfl-79-43 p0030 B81-10080
APESC/ES1-TB-80-1 p0023 B81-10C24
APBSC/BSL-TB-80-04 pC088 881-12653
AFESC/ESL-TB-80-17-VOI-1 p0032 B81-10580
AFESC/BSL-TB-80-17-VOL-2 p0032 B81-10581
AFESC/ESL-TB-80-25 • . p0542 B81-28277
AfESC/ESL-TB-80-32 p0194 B81-16043
AFESC/ESi-IB-80-38 p0087 H81-12652
AJESC/BSL-1B-80-46 p0278 881-19323
AFESC/ESL-TB-81-09 : p0540 B81-28099
APFDL-TB-76-140 p0492 N81-26847
APPDL-TB-77-128 p0492 B81-26849*
APFDL-TB-78-194-P1-4 p0139 H81-14969
AFPDL-TB-79-3103 p0091 B81-13039
AFFIC-TIB-77-1-VOL-1 p0076 881-12073
APFIC-TIfl-77-1-?01-2 p0076 H81-12073
AFF1C-TIH-79-2 p0076 881-12073
AFFTC-TIB-81-1 p0548 881-29123
AFGL-1B-80-0226 p0331 B81-20045
AFGL-TB-80-0367 p0372 881-22023
APBBL-TP-81-17 p0590 881-31104
AFBB1-TB-79-4 p0211 881-17062
AFHB1-TB-79-27 p0277 B81-19141
AFBBl-Tfl-79-51 .p0343 B81-21C89
APBBL-TB-80-20 p0254 881-18066
AFBBL-TB-80-60 p0602 881-31235
AFBBL-TB-81-3 p0601 B81-31234
AFBB1-TB-81-4-1-VC1-1 p0389 B81-23083
AFBB1-TB-81-4-1-V01-1 p0390 881-23084
APISC-TB-81-001 p0635 881-33173
AFIT-CI-80-10T p0197 B81-16067
AFIT-CI-80-22D p0185 881-15975
AFIT-CI-80-30D p0191 881-16023
AFII-CI-80-67T p0587 881-30476
AFIT-CI-80-68T p0585 881-30160
APIT-LSSB-10-81 p0631 881-33134.
AFIT-1SSB-26-81 p0632 881-33135
AFII-LSSB-36-80 p0031 881-10446
AFIT-LSSB-68-80 p0028 881-10070
AFIT/DS/EB/81-1 p0551 881-29317
AFIT/6AE/AA/80D-2 p0263 B81-19031
AFIT/6AE/AA/80D-9 p0263 881-19033
APIT/GAE/AA/80D-10 p0277 881-19143
AIIT/GAE/AA/80D-12 p0540 B81-28105
AFII/GAE/AA/80D-14 p0263 881-19032
AFIT/GAE/AA/80D-17 p0273 881-19107
AFIT/GAE/AA/80D-21 p0273 881-19109
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AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
PAPEB 81
PAPEB 81
EAPEE 81
FAPEB 81
EAPEB 81
FAPEB 81
PAPEB 81
FAPEB 81
PAPEB 81
FAPEE 81
FAPEE 81
PAPEB 81
FAPEB 81
FAPEB 81
PAPEB 81
PAPEB 81
PAPEB 81
FAPEE 81
EAPEE 81
PAPEB 81
FAPEE 81
FAPEB 81
PAPEB 81
PAPEB 81
PAPEB 81
FAPBB 81
PAPEB 81
FAPEB 81
PAPEB 81
FAPEB 81
PAPEB 81
PAPEB 81
PAPEB 81
PAPEE 81
PAPEE 81
PAPEB 81
PAPEB 81
PAPEB 81
PAPEB 81
PAPEB 81
PAPEB 81
FAPEE 81
FAPEE 81
EAFEB 81
PAPEB 81
EAPEE 81
PAPEB 81
PAPEB 81
PAPEB 81
PAPEE 81
PAPEE 81
PAPEE 81
PAPEE 81
PAPEB 81
PAPEE 81
PAPEB 81
PAPEE 81
PAPEE 81
PAPEE 81
PAPEE 81
PAPEB 81
PAPBB 81
FAPEB 81
PAPEB 81
FAPEB 81
PAPEE 81
PAPEB 81
PAPEB 81
PAPEB 81
PAPEB 81
PAPEB 81
FAPEB 81
PAPEB 81
PAPEB 81
PAPEB 81
PAPEB 81
EAPEB 81
FAPEB 31
PAPEB 81
PAPEB 81
PAPEB 81
PAPEB 81
PAPEB 81
PAPEE 81
PAPEE 81
PAPEB 81
PAPEB 81
PAPEB 81
PAPEB 81
1447 p0505 A81
1448 p0515 A81
1156 pOSOS A81
11(67 p0505 A81
-1168 p0505 A81-
-1171 pOSOS A81-
1175 p0505 A81
1477 p0505 A81
1478 pOSOS A81
-.1480 p0506 A81
•1485 p05C6 A81
1486 p0506 A81
•1488 p0506 A81
•1490 p0506 A81
•1492 p0626 A81
•1494 F0566 481
-1496 p0566 A81
-1498 p05C6 A81
-1499 p05C6 A81
-1500 p0516 A81
-1501 p0507 A81
-1502 p0516 A81
-1503 p0566 A81
-1504 p0516 A81-
1506 p0507
1562 p05C7
A81
A81
-1564 p0516 A81-
1565 p05C7 A81
1566 p0507 A81
1588 p0507 481
1589 p0507 A81
1590 p05C7 A81
1591 p0508 A81
1592 pOSOS A81
•1593 F0508 A81
1594 p0508 A81
•1595 pOSOS AST
1596 p0508 481
•1597 '. p0508 A81
•1599 p05C8 A81
•1611 p0533 A81
•1613 p0533 A81
•1616 p0524 A81
•1619 p0525 A81
•1620 P0525 A81
-1623 p0525 A81-
•1624 p0525 A81
•1637 p0525 A81
•1638 p052S A81
•1639 p0525 A81
•1640 P0525 A81
•1642 p0525 A81
•1643 p0526 A81
•1646 p0526 A61
•1648 p0533 A81
•1649 p0526 A81
•1650 p0533 A81
•1651 p0533 A81
•1652 p0533 A81
•1654 p0616 A81
•1655 p0533 A81
•1656 p0526 A81
•1657 p0534 A81
•1659 p0534 A81
•1660 p0526 A81
•1663 p0534 A81
•1667 p0534 A81
•1669 p0534 A81
•1670 . p0526 481
•1671 p0534 A81
-1673 p0566 A81-
1675 p0534 A81
1676 p0563 A81
•1678 p0534 A81
-1679 p0534 A81-
1681 p0535
1684 p0526
A81
A81
-1685 p0526 A81-
-1686 p0527 A81-
-1687 p0535 A81-
•1690 pO£27 A81-
•1691 p0535 A81
•1692 p0617 A81
•1693 p0563 A81
•1696 p0535 A81
•1697 p0535 A81
-1700 p0527 A81
•1706 p0527 A81
•1707 p0535 A81
40680
42199
40882*
40687
4088B*
40691
40895
40897
40898
40900
40903*
40904
40906
4G908
49979
45893*
45894
40910
40911
42204
40912*
42205
45891
42206
40913
40947
42210*
40S48
40949
4C963*
40964
40965
4C966
40967
40568
40969**
40970**
40S71**
40S72**
40573**
43933 *
43934**
43128
43129
43130
43132
43133
43137
43138
43139
43140
43141
43142*
43143
43935
43144
43S36
43937
43938
48416
43939
43146*
43940
43941
43147
43942
43943
•43944
•43152
43945
45974
43946*
44898*
43947
43948
43949
43156*
43157
43158
43950*
43159
-43952
-48H17
-44899
-43953
-43S54
-43161
-43162
-43S55
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIA&
AIA&
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
AIAA
PAPEE 81-
PAPEB 81-
FAPEE 81-
PAPEB 81-
FAPEB 81-
PAPEB 81-
FAfEB 81-
EAFEB 81-
PAPBB.81-
FAPEB 81-
PAPEE 81-
FAPEB 81-
PAPEE 81-
PAPCE 81-
PAPEB 81-
PAPEE 81-
PAPEB 81-
PAPEE 81-
PAPEE 81-
PAFEB 81-
PAPEE 81-
PAPEE 81-
FAPEB 81-
PAPBB 81-
PAPEE 81-
PAPEB 81-
PAPEE 81-
PAPEB 81-
PAPBE 81-
PAPEE 81-
PAPEB 81-
PAPEE 81-
PAPEB 81-
PAPEB 81-
PAPEE 81-
PAPEB 81-
PAFEE 81-
PAPEB 81-
PAPEB 81-
PAPEE 81-
PAPEE 81-
PAPBE 81-
PAPEE 81-
PAPEB 81-
PAPEE 81-
PAPEE 81-
PAPBB 81-
PAPEE 81-
PAPZE 81-
PAPBB 81-
PAPEE 81-
PAPBB 81-
PAPEE 81-
PAPEE 81-
PAPEB 81-
PAPEE 81-
PAPEB 81-
PAPBB 81-
PAFBB 81-
PAPBB 81-
fAEBE 81-
PAPEE 81-
80-1S38
81-0477
81-0482
81-0491
81-0492
81-0495
81-0508
81-050S
81-0512
81-0513
81-0514
81-0518
81-0521
81-0524
81-0529 -
81-0533
81-0544
81-0548
81-0549
81-0552
81-0553
81-0557
81-0567
81-0571
81-0574
81-0591
81-0604
1709 p0527 481-43163
1710 P0535 A81-43956
1713 P0527 A81-43164
1715 p0527 A81-43165
•1723 p0528 A81-43166
1729 p0536 A81-43959*
1730 p0528 A81-43169
1731 p0528 A81-43170
1733 p0528 A81-43171
1734 ...'... p0528 A81-43172
1735 p0536 A81-43960
1736 p0528 A81-43173
1738 p0528 A81-43175**
•1855 p0560 A81-44554**
1857 p0560 481-44556**
•1858 p0560 A81-44557 *
•1864 p0560 A81-44561 *
1866 p0560 A81-44562**
•1867 p0560 A81-44563 *
1876 p0561 A81-44570**
1884 p0561 A81-44576 *
1885 p0561 A81-44577 *
1886 - p0561 A81-44578 *
1887 p0561 A81-44579 *
1889 p0561 A81-44580 t
•1892 p0561 A81-44581 *
1963 p0618 A81-48607**
1969 p0619 481-48618*1
1970 p0618 A81-48608 *
1971 p0618 A81-48612**
1981 p0624 A81-49736**
1982 p0618 A81-48602 *
1988 p0620 481-48638*1
1990 p0620 A81-48636 *
1991 p0624 A81-49743**
1994 p0621 A81-48639**
2003 p0619 A81-48615**
2004 p0620 A81-48634 *
2005 p0624 A81-49732 *
•2007 p0621 A81-48640**
2018 ... p0624 A81-49731**
2020 p0623 A81-49730 *
2022 p0618 481-48606 *
2025 .. p0618 481-48610 *
2026 p0623 481-49729**
2027 p0623 A81-49728**
2028 p0621 A81-48647 *
2029 p0623 A81-49727 *
2032 p0620 A81-48628**
2034 p0619 A81-48627 *
2035 p0619 A81-48626**
•2036 p0619 A81-48625**
2037 p0620 A81-48629 *
•2038 p0621 A81-48644 *
2040 p0619 A81-48620 *
•2041 p0618 A81-48613**
2044 p0621 A81-48651 *
•2048 p0620 481-1*8637**
2049 p0619 481-48621**
2053 p0620 A81-48635**
2054 p0621 A81-48653
2064 p0616 A81-48401
p0052 A81-13364
p0300 A81-29378
p0300 A81-29381*
... p0302 A81-29420
p0300 A81-29382
p0300 A81-29383
p0300 A81-29386
p0301 A81-29387
p0301 A81-29388*
p0301 A81-29389
p0302 A81-29427
p0302 A81-29424
p0303 A81-29442
p0303 A81-29445
p0303 A81-29450
p0303 A81-29453
p0301 A81-29396
P0301 A81-29399*
p0301 A81-29400*
p0301 481-29402
' p0302 A81-29403
P0303 A81-29455*
p0306 A81-29494*
p0302 A81-29405
p0302 A81-29407
p0302 A81-29419**
p0304 A81-29467 *
E-8
BBEOBT/ACCBSSIOB BOBBEB IBDEZ
4IA1 81-0606
AIAA 81-0607
AIAA 81-0609
AIAA 81-0610
AIAA 81-0612
AIAA 81-0613
AIAA 81-0614
AIAA 81-0615
AIAA 81-0616
AIAA 81-0617
AIAA 81-0618
AIAA 81-0621
AIAA 81-0626
AliA 81-0633
AIAA 81-0635
•AIAA 81-0637
AIAA 81-0639
AIAA 81-0643
AIAA 81-064,4
AIAA 81-0645
AIAA 81-0646
AIAA 81^0647
AIAA 81-0648
AIAA 81-0649
AIAA 81-0650
AIAA 81-0652
AIAA 81-0654
AIAA 81-0655
AIAA 81-0656
AIAA 81-0964
AIAA 81-0965
AIAA 81-0968
AIAA 81-0970
AIAA 81-0971
AIAA 81-0973
AIAA 81-0974
AIAA 81-0975
AIAA 81-0978
AIAA 81-0980
AIAA 81—0982
AIAA 81-0986
AIAA 81-0987
AIAA 81-1309
AIAA 81-1311
AIAA 81-1312 .
AIAA 81-1321
AIAA 81-1323
AIAA 81-1325 .
AIAA 81-1327
AIAA 81-1328
AIAA 81-1330
AIAA 81-1333
AIAA 81-1334
AIAA 81-1335
AIAA 81-1337
AIAA 81-1339
AIAA 81-1748
AIAA 81-1749
AIAA 81-1752
AIAA 81-1753
AIAA 81-1771
AIAA 81-1772
AIAA 81-1773
AIAA 81-1774 >
AIAA 81-1775
AIAA 81-1777
AIAA 81-1781
AIAA 81-1796
AIAA 81-1798
AIAA 81-1818
AIAA 81-1819
'AIAA 81-1820
AIAA 81-1821
AIAA 81-1823
AIAA 81-1838 ...
AIAA 81-1839
AIAA 81-1848
p0304
F0304
p0304
p0304
p0304
p0305
p0305
p0309
p0305
p0305
p0305
p0305
F0308
p0305
p0306
p0306
p0306
p0306
F0307
p03C7
p0307
p03C7
p0307
p0307
F0307
p0308
p0308
p0308
p0308
p0414
p0414
p0414
p0414
p0415
F0415
p0415
p0415
F0415
p0415
p0416
p0416
p0455
p0455
p0456
p0456
p0456
p0456
p0456
p0456
p0456
p0456
p Oil 56
p0457
p0457
p0457
P0553
p0554
..' ... p05£4
p0554
F0554
p0554
p0556
p0556
p05S4
p0554
F0554
p0556
p0555
p0555
p0555
P0555
p0555
F0556
p0555
p0555
p0556
A81-29469
A81-29470
A81-29471*
A81-29472
A81-29474*
A81-29475
A81-29476
A81-29513*
A81-29477
A81-29478
A81-29479*
A81-29482
A81-29512*
A81-29488
A81-29489
A81-29491
A81-29 493*1
481-29496*1
A81-29497
A81-29498
A81-29499
A81-29500*
A81-29501
A81-29502
A81-29503**
A81-29511**
481-29506*1
A81-295C7*!
A81-29508
A81-36555
A81-36556
A81-36557
A81-36559
A81-36560
A81-36562
A81 -36563
A81-36564
A81-36566
A81-36568
A81-36573
A81-36572
A81-38527
A81-38528
A81-38529
A81-38J32
A81-38533
A81-38534
A81-38535
A81-38536
A81-38J37
A81-38538
AS 1-38539
A81-38540*
481-38541
A81-38542
A81-44C80
A81-44C81
A81-44C82*
A81-44083
A81-44092*
A81-44C93*
A81-44133
A81-44134
A81-44C94
A81-44095
A81-44C96
481-44135**
481-44101 t
481-14108*1
481-144109*4
481-44110**
481-44111 *
481-44127**
481-44122 «
AS 1-44 123 *
481-44126 *
AIAA-PAPBE-81-0151 f0581 H81-30116 t
AIAA-PAPEB-81-0639 p0499 881-27548*1
iIAA-PAPEB-81-1564 j)0492 S81-27C42*t
AIAA-PAPEE-81-2052 p0589 B81-30907M
AIAA-81-0051 F0203 H81-16983 *
AIAA-81-0567 p0491 B81-26496**
AIHE PAPEfi 779-10 ...... p0059 A81-14770 *
AIBESEABCH-21^2861 p0274 H81-19119M
AIBESEABCH-21-2953-2-VOL-2 p0078 N81-12088*t
AIBESBABCB-21-2997 p0274 H81-19117*t
AIBESEABCB-21-3213-2 p0497 N81-27098**
AIBESEABCB-21-3663-PT-2 :. p0048 H81-11953*»
AHA-80-1 p0600 H81-31224**
AHMBC-IB-80-25 p0134 H81-14324 *
AHHBC-TB-80-44 p0038 H81-11116 t
AaHBC-IB-80-57 p0337 B81-20447 t
AHHBC-TB-81-1 p0344 H81-21239 t
AHHBC-TB-81-32 p0640 H81-33241 t
APE-79-021 p0134 H81-14324 *
AB-2 p0278 H81-19464 *
AB-3 p0585 H81-30188 t
AB-6 p0343 H81-21131*t
AB-76-3 p0262 B81-19023*»
AB-001-724 p0021 H81-10007 t
AB-001-777 p0341 H81-21065 *
AB-001-798 p0377 B81-22063 *
4B-001-806 p0043 H8 1-11365 *
AB-001-808 p0263 H81-19028 I
AB-001-811 p0389 B81-23077 *
AB-002-036 p0136 B81-14575 t
AB-002-236 p0499 H81-27206 *
ABA-HEHO-220 p0090 H81-13024 *
ABBBL-MB-03C79 p0439 H81-25045 *
ABC-B/H-3841 p0144 1181-15009 *
ABC-B/H-3842-PT-2 p0021 B81-10010 *
ABC-B/H-3843 p0031 N81-10436 *
ABC-B/H-3848 p0082 M81-12113 *
ABC-37815 p0021 B81-10010 i
ABC-37974 p0144 B81-15009 *
ABC-38052 p0031 H81-10436 *
ABC-38053 p0031 H81-10436 *
ABC-38234 p0082 S81-12113 *
ABD-443 p0339 H81-21050 *
ABD-500 p0435 B81-24118 *
ABDO-TI-466 p0638 B81-33204 *
4EDO-TI-6S8 p0076 B81-12068 t
ABI-TB-441 p0035 H81-11035 *
ABL-TB-81-21 p0602 B81-3H21**
ABL/ABBO-BOTE-390 p0021 H81-10007
4E1/AEEC-NOTE-MOO p0424 B81-24031
ABL/AEBO-TH-318 p0201 B81-16430
ABL/AEBO-TH-319 p0043 B81-11364
AB1/AEBO-TH-322 p0043 B81-11365
AB1/AEBO-TH-325 ..i p0374 B81-22043
ABL/HECH-EBG-BOTE-377 p0341 B81-21065
4B1/BECB-EBG-BOTE-378 p0389. B81-23077
ABL/PSU/TB-80-45 p0090 B81-13033
ABL/PSO/IH-80-188 p0274 B81-19124
ABl/STHOC-BOTE-459 p0263 B81-19028
ABL/STBOC-BOTE-461 p0384 B81-23024
ABl/STBOC-HCTE-465 p0499 H31-27206
AB1/STEOC-TB-327 p0426 B81-24051
ABI./STBOC-381 p0391 B81-23249
AB1/SIS-71 p0377 B81-22063
ABO-14100.1-E p0196 B81-16062
AEO-14795.1-E p0394 B81-23864
AEO-15666.4-A-E p0580 B81-30091
ASC-B-126 p0071 B81-12013
ASD-TB-80
ASD-TB-80
ASD-TB-80
ASD-TB-80
ASD-TB-80
ASD-TB-80
ASD-TB-80
ASD-TB-80
ASD-TB-80
ASD-TB-80-
ASD-TB-80
•5010 p0423 B81-24020
•5011 p0423 B81-24020
-5024 p0543 B81-28786
-5025 p0543 B81-28785
•5026 p0543 B81-28788
•5027 p0543 B81-28789
-5028 p0543 B81-28787
-5035 p0426 B81-24050
•5037 p0628 B81-32142
•5038 p0208 B81-17044
-5050-VOL-1 p0539 B81-28092
B-9
BBPOBT/ACCESSICH HOBBEB IHDEX
ASD-TB-80-5050-H01-2 p0539 H81-28093
ASD-TE-81-5008 p0423 B81-24020
ASD-TB-81-5009 pO<!27 H81-24059
&SD-TB-81-5010 p0442 B81-25C72
ASD-TB-5011 p0583 H81-30127
ASD-81-6-1 E0466 B81-26116*t
ASF-300 p0033 H81-11C22 t
ASLE PBEPBIBT 80-1C-6E-3 p0118 A81-18758
ASLE PBEPBIB1 80-1C-84-6 p0118 A81-18748
ASLE FBEPBIBT 81-AH-6A-3 p0367 A81-33£68
ASHE PAPJ3B 80-C2/DET-17
ASHE PAPEB 80-C2/DET-71
ASHE PAPEB 80-C2/DET-77
ASHE PAPEB 80-C2/DE1-103
ASHE PAPEB 80-C2/LDE-14
ASHE PAPEfl 80-C2/LOB-17
ASHE IAPEB 80-C2/10B-35
*ASHE PAPEB 80-61-16
ASHE PAPEB 80-GT-81
ASHE PAPEB 80-G3-95
ASHE PAPEB 80-B4/DSC-12
4SHE P4PEB 80-i4/BC-2
4SHE PAPEE 81-GB-216
ASHE PAPEB 81-G1-1
ASHE PAPEE 81-G1-2
ASHE PAPEB 81-61-3
ASHE PAPEB 81-G3-5
ASHE PAPEB 81-G3-6
iSBE PAPEB 81-G1-15 i
ASME PAPEB 81-61-21
ASHE PAPEB 81-G1-24
ASHE PAPEB 81-GI-25
ASHE PAPEB 81-61-26
ASHE PAPEB 81-61-27
ASHE PAPBB 81-G1-29
ASHE PAPEB 81-61-31
ASHE PAPEB 81-61-34
ASHE PAPEB 81-61-35
ASHE PAPEB 81-61-40
ASHE PAPEB 81-61-41
ASHE PAPEB 81-61-45
ASHE PAPEB 81-61-49
ASHE PAPEB 81-61-53
ASHE PAPEB 81-61-60 ...
ASHE PAPEB 81-61-62
ASHE PAPEB 81-61-68
ASHE PAPEB 81-61-71
ASHE PAPEB 81-61-72
ASHE PAPEB 81-6T-73
ASHE PAPEB 81^61-76
ASHE PAPEB 81-63-78
ASHE PAPEB 81-61-79
ASHE PAPEE 81-6T-87
ASHE PAPEB 81-6T-88
ASHE PAPBB 81-61-90
ASHE PAPEB 81-61-95
ASBE PAPEB 81-61-96
ASHE PAPBB 81-61-100
ASHE PAPBB 81-63-103
ASHB PAPEB 81-61-105
ASHE PAPBB 81-61-107 ...
ASHE PAPEB 81-61-111
ASHE PAPBB 81-61-113
4SBE PAPBB 81-61-114
ASHE PAPEB 81-61-128
ASHE PAPBB 81-61-129
ASHE PAPEB 81-61-130
ASHE PAPEB 81-61-132
ASHE PAPBB 81-61-137
ASHE PAPEB 81-61-138
4SHE PAPEB 81-fil-15<l .
•.ASHE PAPBB 81-61-161
ASHE PAPEB 81-61-184
ASHE PAPEB 81-61-189
p0116 A81-1B642
p0117 481-18646
pC117 481-18648
p0117 481-18£54
p0117 481-18668*1
p0117 A81-18671 *
p0117 A81-18683**
p0019 A81-12609 t
p0109 A81-17953*<
p0109 A81-17954**
p0170 A81-21C83 *
p0170 A81-21120*!
p0318 A81-30104
.p0310 A81-29926
p0310 A81-29927
p0310 A81-29928
p0310 A81-29S30
p0310 A81-29931
...... p0310 A81-29S37
...... p0311 A81-29938
p0311 A81-29940*
p0311 A81-29941
p0311 A81-29942
p0311 A81-29943
p0311 A81-2SS44
• p0312 A81-29S46
p0312 A81-29S48
p0312 A81-2SS49
p0312 A81-29954*
p0312 A81-29S55
p0312 A81-29S59
p0312 A81-29S62
p0312 A81-29S65
p0313 A81-2S570
p0313 A81-29S72
p0313 A81-2SS77
p0313 A81-29980
p0313 A81-29981
p0313 A81-29S82*
p0313 481-29984
p0314 A81-29986
(0314 A81-29S87*
p0314 A81-29994
p0314 A81-29995
..... p0314 A81-29S97
..... p0314 A81-30002
p0314 A81-30003*
p0315 481-30007
p0315 481-30009
p0315 481-30010
p0315 481-30012
p0315 481-30C16
.i... p0315 A81-30C17
p0315 A81-30018
p0316 AS 1-30032
p0316 A81-30033*
p0316 A81-30034
p0316 A81-30035
p0316 A81-30039
..... p0316 A81-30041
p0317 A81-30053
.I... p0317 A81-30060**
p0317 A81-30C78*t
..... p0317 A81-30082 *
ASHE PAPEB 81-GT-191 p0317 A81-3008i» t
ASHE PAPEE 81-61-194 p0317 A81-30086,*
ASHE PAPEB 81-G1-199 p0317 481-30090 *
ASHE PAPEE 81-GT-202 p0318 A81-30092 *
ASHE PAPEH 81-G1-203 p0318 A81-30093M
ASHE PAPEB 81-GT-206 p0318 481-30096 t
ASHE PAPEE 81-GT-208 p0318 481-30097*1
ASHE PAPEB 81-GI-209 p0318 481-30098 f
ASHE P4PEE 81-G1-213 p0318 A81-30102 t
ASBL-TB-196-2 p0549 S81-29134**
ASBL-TB-196-3 p0549 H81-29135*f
ATC-B-91000/9CB-66 p0072 H81-12026
AIC-B-91100/9CB-71 p0072 H81-12024
ATC-93
 P0387 S81-23063
ATC-96 p0034 H81-11028
A1C-101 p0331 881-20055
A1C-102 p0250 881-18040
ATC-103 p0270 881-19084
A1C-104 p0547- 881-29112
A1C-106 p0547 1181-29113
ATB-2
 P0446 881-25437 t
AV-B-80/540 p0101 A81-16721 t
AVBADCOM-TH-81-B-1 p0186 881-15982*1
AVBADCOH-1B-79-49 p0125 881-13918*1
AVB4DCOH-TB^80-4-15 p0026 881-10054*1
AVBADCOH-1B-80-C-13 , p0036 H81-11038**
AVBADCCH-TB-80-C-17 p0334 881^20076*1
4VBADCCH-TE-80-C-19 p0336 B81-20245**
AVB4DCOH-IB-80-D-27 p0486 H81-26121 *
AVBADCOH-TB-BO-E-4 *.. p0446 B81-25691 *
AVBADCOB-TB-81-B-l) p0546 B81-29109**
AVBADCOH-TB-81-C-10 p0443 H81-25081*t
4VB4DCOB-1B-81-C-12 p0376 881-22055*1
4VBADCCH-1B-81-C-24 p0496 881-27095**
AVSD-0154-80-BB p0085 N81-12427 f
BBH-3869 p0221 881-17849 I
EB8-4220 p0589 881-30910 t
BBN-4420 p0258 K81-18799**
BBB-4435 p0438 H81-24862 «
BBH-10667-10676 p0202 N81-16629 t
BDH/H-79-733-IB p0580 H81-30102 t
BFG-80-31-023 p0255 S81-18201 t
BH-BI-8477 p0392 H81-23269 t
BHPT-FB-T-78-02 p0376 H81-22054*t
BHFT-FB-1-79-137 p0275 H81-19128 *
BHFT-FB-T-79-152 p0275 K81-19129 *
BHFT-FB-T-80-025 p0497 H81-27102 t
BHFT-FB-B-79-42 p0425 H81-24045 *
BHFT-FB-i-80-008 p0425 N81-24046 *
BHFT-FB-S-80-021 p0426 H81-24052 t
BHFT-FB-1-80-022 p0424 K81-2403U t
BHF1-FB-B-80-023 p0426 H81-24053 *
BHFT-FB-i-80-030 p0541 H81-28111 *
BHF1-FB-B-80-032 p0499 M81-27208 *
BHF1-01ZA005/BIS1003 p0497 N81-27102 *
BBVG-FBIiT-79-28 p0209 H81-17049 <
BHVG-FBiT-80-4 p0342 H81-21074 *
BB»G-FBiT-80-7 . p0345 H81-21677 *
BBL-51390 p0630 H81-32273 f
BB72779 p0022 B81-10015 *
BB73151 ' p0031 881-10436 *
BB73152 p0021 H81-10010 t
EB73155 p0026 H81-10044 t
BB73233 p0144 881-15009 t
BB73471 p0084 H81-12353 t
EB73977 p0084 881-12320 *
BB74711 i p0330 881-20040 •
BB74909 p0073 881-12038 f
BB78387. p0605 881-31588 t
BB78592 p0601 881-31225 *
BB79052 ;... p0026 881-10045 *
B-10
BBPOB1/ACCESSIOH BOBBBB IBDBX
BB79052 p0026 H81-10G46 *
BB79125 p0022 H81-10016 I
BO-242 ;.. p0434 H81-24109 *
BO-248 i p0338 H81-21C3S t
BO-251 . p0375 S81-22046 t
H81-20043 *
H81-20193 *
BO-257 p0330
BD-258 p0336
CALSPAH-BK-6040-A-2 p0343 H81-2U88 *
CALSPAB-6286-F-1 p0638 B81-33199 *
CALSPAH-6339-F-3
 F0130 H81-13S69**
C4LSP4B-6374-4-1 p0131 H81-13977 *
C4LSE4B-6486-4-1 p0196 B81-16C63 t
CASS-H7-80-02 p0339 B81-21C49 *
CBL-T8-1561-4DD p0219 H81-17299 *
CEL-TB-1578 p0030 B81-10079 *
CEBL-Tfl-S-100 . p0588 S81-30659 *
CETIH-14-F-091 p0256 H81-18322 *
CHEP-95-4120-VOL-39 pC600 M81-31220 t
CB-ISSB-0082-5247 p0033 881-11020 t
COBF-801114-1 p0135 H81-14550 *
COBF-801211-1 p0193 H81-16C37 t
COBF-810104-1 p0256 B81-18259 t
COBF-810226-5 p0588 N81-30ei5 *
COBF-810816-1 p0638 H81-33200 *
COO-4867-07 p0134 M81-14329 *
CPIA-POBL-329-VCL-1 p0200 881-16253*
CBI-7846-14 p0023 B81-10020**
CBIMC/FBL-281-3 p02£2 B81-19021**
CBBEL-SB-81-10 p0639 881-33214 *
CSC/TB-80/6008 pd46 881-15729 *
CSIB-HE-1674 p0550 B81-29167 *
CDED/A-AEBO/TB-9 p0090 881-13026 *
COED/A-TOBBO/TB-98 p0090 881-13021 t
CDBD/A-TOBBO/TB-101 p0093 B81-13059 I
C60-904/201 p0552 881-29536 t
D-210-11788-1 p0329 881-20027**
DABC08-B-310-6 p03£7 H81-23C62
DAHCOH-B-310-6 pC392 H81-23358
DCIEH-TC-80-C-66 p0375 B81-22C50
DDA-EDB-9762 p0029 B81-1CC73
DDA-EDB-10339 p0081 B81-12108
bELEl-TB-78-2990-3 p0440 B81-25058
DELET-TB-79-029C-1 f0437 B81-24360
DE81-029834 p0638 881-33201
DF71B-FB-78-09 p0022 881-10017
DF7LB-FB-78-26 p0022 H81-10C18
&FVLB-FB-79-12 p0197 B81-16C69
DFTLB-FB-79-14 pC086 881-12536
DFVIB-FB-79-18 .... p 0 2 / 6 H81-19135
DFVLB-FB-79-20 p0077 B81-12C80
DFF1B-FB-79-29 pOSOO 881-27893
DF7LB-FB-79-38 p0025 B81-10C43
DFVLB-FB-79-38 p0373 B81-22038
DFV1B-FB-79-40 {0027 B81-10C62
DFVLB-FB-80-01 p0132 B81-14195
DF?LB-FB-80-02 p0372 B81-22029
DFYiB-FB-80-06 .. p0127 881-13S42
DFVLB-FB-80-07 p0131 B81-13S75
DFVLB-FB-80-13 p0128 B81-13944
DF7LB-FB-80-14 •. p0130 H81-13S70
DFVLB-FB-80-16 p0138.881-14796
DFV1B-FB-80-22 p0126 B81-13929
DF7LB-FB-81-15 p0601 881-31226
BFVLB-FE-81-16 p0594 B81-31158 t
DF»LB-HITT-79-C9
DFVLB-HITT-79-10
DFVLB-H1TT-79-13
DFVLB-HIT1-79-14
DFVLB-BITT-79-16
DFVLB-HIIT-79-20
DFVLB-BIIT-80-04
DFVLB-BIT1-80-04
DFVIB-«III-80-05
DFVLB-BITT-80-07
DFV1B-HITT-80-C8
DPV1B-HITT-80-14
DFVLB-HITT-80-15
DFV1B-HITT-81-02
CG1B PAEEE 79-063
DG1E PACEE 80-029
DGIB PAPBB 80-103
DGLE PAPEE 80-106
DGLB PAPEB 80-109
DGIB PAPEB 80-110
DG1S PAPEE 80-111
DGIB PAPEB 80-112
DGIB PAPEB 80-116
DGIB PAPEE 81-003
DGLB PAPEB 81-014
DGIB PAPEE 81-021
DGIB PAPEB 81-025
DGLB PAEEB 81-026
DGLB PAPEB 81-027
DGLB PAPEB 81-034
DGLB IAPEE 81-035
DGLB PAPEB 81-036
DGLB PACEB 81-046
DGLB PAPEE 81-047
DGLB PAPEB 81-052
DGLB PAPEB 81-055
DGLB PAPEE 81-056
DGLB PAPEB 81-057
DGLB PAPEE 81-060
DGLB PAPEE 81-062
DGLB PAPEB 81-063
DGIB PAPEE 81-064
DGLB PAPEB 81 -065 A
DGLB PAPEB 81-065B
DGIB PAPEE 81-066
DGLB. PAEEB 81-067
DGLB PAPEE 81-118
DGLB-79-091
D6LB-79-094
DGLB-79-OS8 ;
p0339 .B81-21041
P0028 881-10064
p0030 B81-10078
p0133 B81-14289
p0130 881-13971
P0142 B81-14992
P0092 881-13052
p0129 881-13960
P0126 881-13926
p0129 881-13952
p0075 881-12063
p0332 881-20058
p0338 B81-21040
P0538 881-28080
P0016 481-11780
.P0055 A81r13925
p0120 481-19392
P0120 A81-19393
p0120 A81-19395
P0120 481-19396
p0120 A81-19397
p0121 481-19398
p0121 481-19399
P0611 A81-47621
p0608 A81-47557
.......... p0609 481-47595
p0608 481-47554
p0608 481-47555
p0609 481-47563
p0609 481-47585
p0608 481-47556
p0610 481-47604
p0610 481-47601
p0611 481-47622
p0609 A81-47564
p0607 A81-47551
p0610 A81-47603
P0609 A81-47565
p0610 A81-47612
p0610 481-47609
p0609 481-47580
p0611 481-47620
p0608 481-47552
p0608 A81-47553
. p0610 A81-47616
p0608 A81-47562
p0609 A81-47587
p0203 881-16987
p0220 B81-17483
p0203 881-16988
DGBST/CSIB-63-FB-138 p0146 B81-15579*t
DHC-DBD-77-4 p0337 881-21010**
DHC-DBD-80-1 p0483 B81-26076*!
D1GB-79-096 : .... p0272 881-19102 I
084-5268F p0196 881-16063
DBA-5341F p0198 881-16073
DOD-4650.4-P-70L-1 p0206 B81-17030
DOD-4650.4-P-VOL-2 p0207 B81-17031
DOD-4650.4-E-VOL-3 p0207 881-17032
DOD-4650.4-P-7OL-4 p0207 881-17033
DOE/BETC/PFS-81/2 p0445 B81-25255
DOE/CS-0069/1 p0278 B81-19464
DOE/CS-05438/T1-7CL-1 p0044 881-11513
DOE/CS-05438/T1-WOL-3 p0044 B81-.11500
DOZ/CS-50069/T1 p0638 881-33201
DOE/CS-50069/1
 P0074 881-12051
DOE/EB-01388/463 p0257 B81-18J59.
DOE/BB-10570/1 p0135 H81-143J3
DOE/ET-12293/T1 p0094 B81-13064
DOE/ET-15332/S1 p0145 B81-15114
DOE/ET-15425/T1 p0134 881-14327
DOE/JPL-1060-46 p0587 881-30525*1
DCE/JPL-954833-81/3 p0445 881-25431**
DOE/LEIC/BJ-81/1 p0551 881-29260 *
DOE/BASA/1028-27 p0043 B81-1K48**
DCE/BAS4/2593-27 p0391 B81-23243**
BCE/BAS4/9698-2 p0132 H81-14082**
B-11
BEPOBT/ACCBSSIOB HOBBBB IBDBI
DOT-TSC-BSPA-80-16-VOI.-1 ....
DOT-TSC-BSPA-80-16-VCI.-2 ....
DOT-TSC-BSPA-80-16-VOI.-3 ....
DOT-1SC-BSPA-80-16-7CI.-4 . ..
DBSHI/BG-80-22 ...... .
DBSTB-BP-702-105 ....
DHSTE-HP-702-r105 .... . ....
DTHSBDC/AEBO-1272
DTBSBDC/ASED-80/24 ..........
DTHSBDC/ASED-81/10 ••-
D6-41840-V ^...
D6-41840-2
D6-44815-9
D6-46350
D6-46691 ..-.
D6-46699
D6-48058
D6-49273
D94-10089-2-BEV-A
D180-26023-1
D194-10074-2 . ..
D194-10089-3
D194-10089-4 ........'. ..
D210-11560-1-¥OI-1 .......
D210-11569-2-VO1-2 .......
D210-11583-1
D210-11659-1 .
D210-11676-1 ........
D2536-941001 ..
D2536-941002 ........
D2536-941005
2-396
B-417 ... .
B-455
'E-461 .' .
E-468 ...............
E-477
E-495
E-540 . ..
E-558 •.
B-561 '.. .
B-567 ^
E-568
...... p0206 H81-17030 1
...... p0207 881-17031 t
...... p0207 H81- 17032 f
...... p0207 H81- 17033 4
.... p0193 H81-16C35
... p0387 881-23062
.... p0392 H81-23358
..... p0637 B81-33194
. • p0332 B81-20C62**
..... pC392 H81-23325
p0394 S81-23937
. p0381 B81-22973
p0434 H8 1-24 108
. ... {0252 H81-18053
..... p0033 881-11014*4
p0374 H81-22011 t
p0279 881-19480*4
p0279 881-19483*4
p0036 881-11039*4
..... p0078 B81-12C89*4
p0036 H81-11038**
p0345 881-21685*4
p0140 881-14979*4
£-569 . .....
E-574 ................ ..
E-575
E-580 ... ...........
E-598 ....................
£-607
£-612
•E-616 ....................
£-617
£-623 . ...
£-633 ... ........... .
£-645
1-651 ;..
£-673
E-674
1-676 . ...
E-686 . ........ .
1-700 ...
E-708 ................. ..
£-733 i
£-736 :....
E-744 .
E-768 ... ... ....
£-778 ..................
£-787 ..................
E-791
£-799 .. ..............
E-804 ..................
E-815 . ....... ....
£-821
E-822
£-845
E-847 ..................
£-851 ... .........
i-855
E-869
£-880
1-889
£-891 . ......
£-895 ................'...
E-904 , .....................
£-917
£-923 ....... .......
£-926 .. .... ... ...
£-931)
E-938 ....... ........
1-942 ..................
E-970
£-979
1-984 .. . .....
Z-2239' .................
E-9356-1 ............... .
E-9356-3 .. ..........
E-9542 ..................
ECAC-CB-79-127 ..........
ECAC-CB-80-044 ...........
ECAC-EB-77-031 ...........
ECAC-PB-77-061 .........
ICAC-J?B-80L008
ECAC-PB-80-012 . '. . .
EDH-984 ..................
EDB-10156 .. •
EDB-10361-V01-2 • . .... ...
££2-48-1 ........ ........
EEB-48-2
EIB-0073'3 ............. ...
BBDEAVOB-302
EPA-550/9-70-313-2 .......
EPA-550/9-79-313-1
EPA-6CO/2-80-068 .....
EPA-600/4-79-078
EPA-600/4-81-005.
. p0032 H81-10807*#
....... . p0543 B81-29063**
..... . pOOIH H81-11688**
......... p0044 H81-11769*!
. .. p0140 H81-14978**
...... .. p0044 S81-11770**
........ p0436 M81-24283*!
. . . p0085 H8 1-12446*4
...... . p0093 M81-13056*l
....... . p0140 B81-14977*t
. p0342 M81-21078*
.. ... . p0195 B81-16053**
p0195 M81- 16052*1
. . p0220 B81-17480**
. p0201 S81-16388*!
.. .. . p0641 881-33947**
pQ269 H81-19078*t
. p0391 881-23243*4
p0380 881—22836*4
. p0337 881-20424*1
p0345 H81-21803**
p0381 H81-22839**
p0338 881-21028*4
... . p0447 881-25767*4
p0376 881-22056*4
... . p0380 881-22838*4
.... P0443 881-25084*4
p0597 881 31196*4
. p0390 881-23085*4
p0444 881-25232*4
. p0489 881-26145*4
........ p0443 881-25081*4
p0443 881—25083*4
..'p0446 881-25698*4
p0490 1181—26146*4
. .... p0443 B81-25082**
......... p0539 881-28095*4
... ... . p0597 881-31190*4
p0496 881-27094*4
p0552 H81-29782**
........ p0551 881-29206*4
p0496 881-27095*4
... ... p0492 881-27042*4
p0589 881-30907*4
. .. p0597 881-31195*4
p0583 K81 30130*4
.1 p0211 H81-17059*4
... .. p0090 881-13019*4
p0095 881-13465*4
. p0035 H81-11037*4
. p0025 881-10039 4
....... p0219 H81-17342 4
... .... p0339 H81-21048 4
p0024 881-10034 4
p0206 881-17025 4
p0206 881-17026 t
......... p0439 H81-25047 4
.... .. p0209 881-17047 4
p0274 881-19118*4
... p0140 881-14976*4
......... p0440 881-25061 4
......... p0491 881-26394 4
pQ077 881-12082
......... p0144 H81-15148 4
......... p0087 881-12645
......... p0087 1181-12644
p0344 881-21165
p0096 1181-13555
P0499 H81-27714
BEPOBT/ACCBSSIOB HOBBBB IBDBI
EPA-600/9-80-035 p0588 881-30700
EPA-600/9-81-009 p0586 H81-30313
EB-8174-P fOHU2 881-25076*
EB-15047 p0035 881-11034
BBIB-138300-57-T p0194 B81-16C47
ESA-TT-532 p0382
ESA-TO)-558 p0022
H81-
S8V
ESA-TT-585 p0022 B81-
ESA-TT-625 p0197 B81-
ESA-TT-627 • pOC86 H81
ESA-TT-630 p0276 H81-
ESA-TT-631 ....i pC077 H81
ESA-TT-633 p03<!4 H81-
ESA-TT-634 p0339 B8V
ESA-TT-639 pC088 B81-
ESA-TT-641 ...J p0339 B81-
ESA-TT-648 pOSOO 881
ESA-TT-652 p0255 B81-
ESA-TT-655 p0373B81-
ESA-TT-668 p0538B81
ESA-TT-680 p0129 B81
23008
10C17
10018
16C69
12536
19135
12080
213UO
21046
12826
21041
27893
18244
22038
26C79
13952
FAA-CT-79-53 p0094 881-
FAA-CT-80-11 p0250 881-
FAA-CT-80-17-A-BEV ' p0042 B81-
FAA-CT-80-18 ' p0128 881-
FAA-CT-80-19 p0532 B81-
FAA-CT-80-20 p0193 881
FAA-CIr80-29 p0393B81-
FAA-CT-80-30 p0636B81
FAA-CT-80-31 : . .'. p0091 H81-
FAA-CT-80-36 p0196 H81
FAA-CT-80-37 p02C7 B81
FAA-CT-80-38 .;.. p0636 H81-
FAA-CI-80-40 p0034 B81-
FAA-CT-80-43 p038j6 B31
FAA-CT-80-45-PT-2 ...i p04S4 881-
FAA-C5-80-46 p02C6 H81-17024 t
FAA-CT-80-47 p0484 B81-26090 *
FAA-CT-80-51-1 ; pCSSS B81-31181 t
FAA-C5-80-60-1-V01-1 p0425 B81-24041 *
FAA-CI-80.-60-2-V01-2 p0425 B81-24042 t
FAA-CT-80-61 pC270 H81-19CE5 t
FAA-CT-80-166. p0023 B81-10022 *
FAA-CT-80-170 i p0034 B81-11C24 I
13062
18C37
11290
13945
2CC56
16034
23V68
•33183
13042
16CE4
17036
33182
11025
23060
27C73
ESDO-75017 p0026 M81-10C53
ESDO-80006 p0021 N81-10001
ESDU-80009 p0026 B81-10C53
ESL-710816-9 ' p0336 B81-20345 «
ESL-711679-2 p0201 B81-16357 t
ESP-8111 '. p0442 H81-25072 t
,EXXOB/BL.2PE.80 . p0219 B81-17281 t
FAA-AAS-80-1 .- p0391 H81-23097 *
FAA-AEE-80-34 p0552 B81-29661 *
FAA-AEE-81-13 p0611 H81-33S48 t
FAA-AFO-500-20 p0129 B81-13956 *
FAA-AH-81-7 p0636' H81-33175 *
FAA-AB-81-10 ' p0636 B81-33174 t
FAA-APO-80-13 p0438 B81-24E46 t
FAA-AFO-81-6 ' , pCESS .H81-31182 t
FAA-AS-80-2-VOL-2 pCCS4 B81-13069 «
F'AA-ASF-80-2 p0033 881-11022 »
FAA-ASF-80-3 p0192 B81-16C27 *
FAArASF-80-4-VOI-1 p0191 H81-16024 *
FAA-ASF-80-4-VO1-2A p0493 B81-27C65 t
FAA-ASF-80-4-V01-2B p0493 H81-27C64 t
FAA-ASF-81-1 p0424 B81-24038 f
'FAA-ASP-80-2A p0023 B81-10023 *
FAA-AT-81-1 p0636 B81-33184 t
FAA-A?P-79-11 p0074 B81-12C49 I
FAA-AVP-80-4 p0074 U81-12048 *
FAA-AVP-80-7 ^ p0024 H81-10031 t
IAA-CT-80-196 p0207 B81-17035
IAA-CT-80-210 p0252 B81-18053'
FAA-CT-81-5 p0386 H81-23061
FAA-CT-81-6 p0440 H81-25059
FAA-CT-81-7 p0484 B81-26088
IAA-CT-81-9 p0636 H81-33181
IAA-CT-81-11 p0344 B81-21215
IAA-CT-81-12 p0440 B81-25060
IAA-CT-81-18 p0600 H81-31218
IAA-CT-81-28 p0424 B81-24039
IAA-CT^81-35 p0602 N81-31238
IAA-CI-81-40-VOL-1 p0580 N81-30104
IAA-CT-81-51 p0551 B81-29247
IAA-CT-81-150 p0253 H81-18C57
IAA-CT-81-151 p0255 H81-18201
PAA-CI-81-157 p0444 B81-25088
IAA-CT-81-181 p0580 B81-30103
FAA-ED-18-5A p0444 N81-25088
IAA-ED-18-6 p0023 B81-10022
IAA-EE-43 p0096 .H81-13568*
IAA-EE-80-1-VC1-3 ;. p0096 M81-13719
IAA-EE-80-1-V01-5 p0096 B81-13720
IAA-EE-80-09A p0201 H81-16628
IAA-EE-80-09B-VOL-2 p0096 H81-13545
IAA-EE-80-19 p0589 H81-30910
IAA-EE-80-26 p0096 H81-13717
FAA-EE-80-37 p0202 B81-16629
IAA-EE-80-40 p0201 H81-16627
IAA-EE-80-41 p0221 K81-17851
PAA-EE-80-42 .' p0221 B81-17852
FAA-EE-80-46-TOL-2 p0221 B81-17853
IAA-EE-80-46-VOL-3 p0221 H81-17848
FAA-EE-81-1 : p0345 881-21685*
FAA-EH-79-2J p002f H81-10032
FAA-Efl-80-7 p0537 H81-28076
FAA-EH-80-7-»OL-1 p'0493 B81-27071
IAA-EH-80-7-VCI-2 p0493 H81-27072
IAA-EH-80-10 p0034 B81-11026
FAA-EH-80-11-VOL-1 p0640 B81-33390
IAA-EB-80-16-70L-1 p0250 M81-18041
rAA-Efl-80-16-VOI.-2 p0250 B81-18038
IAA-EH-81-1-VOI-1 ... p0639 881-33216
FAA-EH-81-1-VOL-2 p0639 H81-33217
FAA-EB-81-7 p0596 N81-31183
FAA-BS-80-7 p0273 B81-19111
IAA-BS-81-1 p0389 B81-23081
IAA-BD-78-121 p0340 B81-210S2
JAA-BD-79-11-ADD p0219 H81-17299
IAA-HD-79-88 p0024 B81-10034
IA'A-BD-80-2 p0387 US 1-23063
FAA-HD-80-3-BEV-1 p0250 B81-18039
IAA-BD-80-7 p0340 B81-21053
FAA-BD-80-21-B-BE7 p0042 B81-11290
IAA-BD-80-47 p0128 B81-13945
FAA-BD-80-58 p0092 N81-13046
IAA-BD-80-61 p0128 H01-13949
FAA-BD-80-64 ...I p0029 B81-10077*
FAA-BD-80-67 p0135 B81-14555»
IAA-BD-80-68 p0093 B81-13053
IAA-BD-80-69 p0215 H81-17091
FAA-BD-80-73 p0193 H81-16034
PAA-BD-80-75 p0250 H81-18037
PAA-BD-80-79 p0034 881-11025
IAA-BD-80-81 p0034 881-11028
FAA-BD-80-65 p0025 B81-10036
IAA-BD-80-86 p0025 H81-10038
IAA-BD-80-87 p0025 B81-10037
FAA-BD-80-88-V01-2 p0024 H81-10029
FAA-BD-80-88-V01-3 p0024 B81-10030
PAA-BD-80-88-1 p0025 B81-10041
IAA-BD-80-89 p0206 B81-17025
PAA-BD-80-91 p0206 H81-17026
FAA-BD-80-93 p0025 B81-10039
FAA-BD-80-101 p0091 H81-13042
IAA-BD-80-103 p0253 B81-18055
IAA-Bfl-80-105 p0034 B81-11024
FAA-BD-80-107 p0095 B81-13072
PAA-BD-80-108 p0091 E81-13038
FAA-BD-80-110 p0436 B81-24187
IAA-BD-80-112 ' p0630 881-32156
FAA-BD-80-113 p0207. H81-17035
PAA-BD-80-114-1-7CL-1 pO«25 B81-24041
PAA-BD-80-1I4-2-VOL-2 p0425 B81-24042
JAA-BD-80-116 p0219 B81-17327
B-13
BEPOBI/ACCBSSICB BOHBEB IHDBJ
FAA-BD-80-124-P3-2 ........
FAA—BD— 80— 125-1 • •
FAA— HD-80-137— 2
FAA-BD-80-141 .............
FAA— BD— 81-1 . ..... ....
FAA-BD-81-5 ...............
FAA— BD— 81-6 ....... *
FAA-BD-81-9 ...............
FAA-BD-81-12 ..............
FAA-BD-81-16 ..............
FAA-BD-81-31 ..............
PAA-BD-81-35 ..............
FAA-BD-81-41 ..............
FAA-BD-81-49 ..............
FAA-BD-81-56 ..............
FAA-BD-81-68 ..............
FAA/EE-81-10 ..............
FAA/BD-81-3 ...............
FE-1806-72 ................
FFA-1B-AO-1418-PT-1 .......
FFA-TB-AO-1499-EI-1 .......
FFA-TB-AD-1661 ............
FFA-IM-HU-2189-P1-1 .......
FFA-TH-BU-2189-PT-3 .......
FFA-133
FFH-279-PT-2 ..............
FlOi-BB-166 ...............
FO-1533
FOK-BO-1235 ...............
FOK-BO-1238
FOK-BO-1240 ...............
FOK-BO-1241
P0595
........ pC270
pC491
........ p0440
. p0393
........ p0440
........ p0584
p0440
........ oO"39
........ p0586
........ p0484
........ p0425
........ p0435
p0636
........ p0630
........ p0499
........ ;0636
........ p0581
........ pO£40
........ p0589
p0339
........ p0134
........ p0022
p0086
........ p0125
........ p0087
........ p0111
........ p0141
p0218
........ p0141
p0121
........ p0582
p0514
........ pOS41
D0542
BS1-18C36 f
B81-17342 t
S81-27073 f
H81-31 181 *
H81-18040 t
D81-19C84 *
081-25061 t
B81-26394 *
B81-25060 t
H81-23768 t
H81-25059 *
H81-30141 *
B8 1-25056 *
H81-21C49 *
B81-30338 t
B81-26088 t
H81-24C44 t
B81-24118 t
B81-33183 t
U81-32158 t
B8 1-27 372 t
081-33181 t
K8 1-30 107 *
H8 1-33 392 t
B81-30911 f
H81-21 C50 t
B81-14332 *
N81-1CC13 f
881-12*33 t
B81-13925 *
H81-12£34 t
B81-14S65 t
B81-14S85 f
881-17110 *
881-14966 t
A81-19398 t
B81-30124 *
A81-42139
881-28189 f
U81-28190 *
FB-HTBD(CA)-80-13-VOL-2 p0023 881-10019**
FB-12976 p0442 881-25075**
FB-13019 p0085 881-12426 t
FB-13370 p0539 B81-28C94**
FB-13983 p0335 B81-20C78*t
FB1/BD-80/135 p0547 B81-29112 t
FSC-24235
 P0429 B81-24C69 *
FSD-7511-81-06 p0425 881-24040**
FSI-1140 p0252 B81-18049 t
FTL-B79-10 p0249 B81-18C32*t
FT1^B80-10 p0249 B81-18033**
FTL-B80-11 p0594 881-31160*1
1
FOB-43-1980 '. . p0628 881-32136 *
6A-380 p0217 B81-17102 t
GACIAC-SB-80-02 p0197 B81-16C70 t
GAO/BASAD-81-2 . p0341 B81-21071
6AO/HASAD-81-3 p0333 B81-20C69
GAO/HASAD-81-11 p0342 881-21072
GAO/BASAD-81-20 p0388 B81-23C74
GAO/PSAD-80-72 p0088 881-12S28
GBBA-2448 p0092 B81-13048
GPO-50-158 p0091 H81-13041
GPO-50-388 '.... p0126 B81-13S33
GPO-50-923 p0032 B81-10578
GPO-51-381 p0075 H81-12055
SPO-60-512 p0073 881-12041
GPO-60-652 p0092 B81-13045
GFO-65-265 p0203 881-16952
GPO-67-439 p0216 K81-17098-
GPO-68-717 ; p0073 881-12040
6PO-69-199 p0439 881-25049
GPO-71-290 p0203 B81-16953
GPO-75-804 p0601 881-31231
GPO-79-432^?01.-4 p0590 881-31030
GIL-157 p0274 881-19122**
GIB-2136 .p0134 K81-14327 *
B-1118: p0143 H81-15000**
B-1122 p0489 881-26144**
B-1131 p0426 881-24048**
B-1133 : p0334 B81-20074**
B-1136 .p0092 881-13044**
B-1138 p0075 B81-12064**
B-1141 p0581 B81-30111**
B-1144 p0251 B81-18047**
B-1158 p0589 B81-30815**
BEL-TM-5-81 pOSOO 881-27890 «
BEL-TH-17-80 p0092 881-13050 *
HEL-TH-21-80 p0205 881-16998 •*
BEL-TB-14-80 p0193 881-16036 *
BE242-311/80 p0494 B81-27C79**
BB-80-15 p0439 881-25043 *
BH-80-466 p0486 881-26120**
BK-80071 p0276 881-19132**
HK-80072 •. p0377 881-22060**
BOBEIBE1L-77SBC53 p0377 881-22059**
HOHEIHEL1-80SEC22 p0204 B81-16996 *
BSEB-7667 p0444 H81-25087 t
BSEB-7668-FOL-2 p0444 B81-25086 *
HIB-5-78 p0254 881-18097**
HIS/79/3 p0587 881-30154 *
IAF PAPEB 80-D-171. p0115 A81-18318
IAF PAPEB 80-F-270 p0115 A81-18371
IAF PAPEB 80-IAA-17 p0115 A81-18410
IAF PAPEE 81-251 p0607 A81-47425*
ICAF-1168 : p0043 881-11415 *
ICAS-80-8.2 ...............
ICAS-80-19.1
IEBL-BTP-1077
IBPE-1944-BPE/262 .........
IBPE-1992-Ef E/285 .........
IBIG-STANDABD-115-80
ISBB-0-309-03062-5
ISBB-0-309-03091-9 ........
ISBB-0-309-03 112-5 ........
ISBB-0-309-03201-6 ........
ISBH-0-7988-1470-5 ........
ISBH-0-85679-290-X .......
ISBB-0-85679- 292-6 ........
ISBB-2-7170-0569-2 ........
ISBB-2-7170-0570-6 ........
ISBB-2-7170-0571-4 ........
ISBB-2-7170-0572-2
ISBB-2-7170-0574-9 . .....
ISBH-2-7170-0577-3
ISBB-2-71 70-0578-1 .
ISBB-2-7170-0580-3 . .. ..
ISBB-2-71 70-0581-1 ........
ISBB-2-71 70-0586-2 . .
ISBB-2-71 70-0589-7 .. .....
ISBH-2-7170-0591-9
ISBB-2-71 70-0592-7 .
ISBH-2-7170-0606-0
ISBB-2-7170-0607-9
ISBB-2-71 70-0608-7
ISBB-2-71 70-0609-5
p0427 H81-24057
pQ437 881-24482
p0588 881-30700
p0585 B81-30158
....... p0586 B8 1-30331
p0095 881-13251
p0132 881-14182
p0270 S81-19083
....... p0493 B81-27068
p0637 881-33188
p0550 B81-29167
....... p0021 881-10001
p0026 881-10053
p0209 881-17050
....... p0209 881-17051
p0216 881-17096
....... p0077 B81-12076
........ p0086 B81-12463
........ p0210 881-17052
p0077 881-12077
........ p0210 B81-17053
........ p0210 881-17054
........ p0086 881-12464
p0083 881-12180
........ p0083 881-12181
........ p0083 B81-12182
........ p0083 B81-12183
........ p0204 881-16989
........ p0081 881-12111
p0082 H81-12112
p0218 881-17108
B-14
BEEOBT/ACCBSSIC8 HDBBEB 1HDEX
ISBH-2-7170-0610-9 .........
ISBH-2-7170-061 1-7 .........
ISBB-2-7170-0612-5 .........
ISBH-2-71 70-062 1-4 ......
ISBH-2-7170-0622-2 ...'......
ISBH-87-550-0627-2 .........
ISBH-92-835-0268-X .........
ISBH-92-835-0270-2 .........
ISBH-92-835-0273-6
ISBH-92-835-0282-5
ISBH-92-835-0283-3 .........
ISBH-92-835-0287-6
ISBH-92-835-0289-2 .........
ISBH-92-835-0294-9 ......
ISBH-92-835-1379-7 .........
ISBH- 92-835-1 380-0 ..L ......
ISBH-92-835-1381-9
ISBH-92-835-1385-1
ISBH-92-835-1386-X .........
ISBH-92-835-1388-6
ISBH-92-835-1389-4 .........
ISBH-92-835-1390-8 .........
ISBH-92-835-1392-2 .........
ISBH-92 835-2107-2
ISBH-920-835-1371-1
ISD-262 ....i
IS1-GO-201/80 ..............
ISL-CO-2 18/79
ISL-CO-220/79 ..............
i
ISSH— Si-0081-5640
ISSH-0072-4130 .............
ISSH-0078-3781
ISSH-0081-5640
ISSH-0082-5255
ISSN-0082-5255 .............
ISSB-0082-5263 .............
ISSB-0143-7143 .............
ISSH-0170-1339
ISSH-0170-1339
ISSH-0170-1339
ISSH-0170-1339
ISSH-0170-1339 .............
ISSH-0170-1339
ISSH-0170-1339 .............
ISSB-0170-6071
ISSH-0309-6521 .............
ISSH-0340-7608 .............
IS SH— 0340-7608
ISSH-0340-7608 .............
ISSH-0361-1981
ISSH-0361-1981 .............
ISSH-0389-4010 .............
ISSH-0389-4010 .............
ISSH-0418-6435
....... p0218 H81-17109
p0210 H81-17055
....... -pOI10 H81-17C56
p0204 H81-16992
....... p0077 H81-12079
pO'J79 H81-22C66
....... p0279 H81-19497
pC045 H81-11902
....... p0082 H81-12115
....... p0039 H81-11128
....... p0429 H81-24071
....... p0435 H81-24120
p0434 H81-26091
....... pC4E7 H81-26126
....... p0632 H81-33137
p0333 H81-20C64
....... p0392 H81-23431
....... p0497 H81-27103
....... p0590 H81-31105
....... p0541 H81-28107
p0603 H81-31449
....... p0640 H81-33503
pQ596 H81-31186
....... p0635 H81-33161
. p0033 H81-11C19
....... p0211 H81-17C63
....... p0145 H81-15467
....... p0147 H81-15E19*
p0133 H81-14300
....... p0133 H81-14292
p0125 H81-13925
....... p0379 H81-22666
....... p0126 H81-13930
....... p0141 .H81-14S85
....... p0144 H81-15156
....... p0146 H81-15580
....... p0552 H81-29S24
p0138 H81-14792
p0424 H81-24C34
....... p0425 H81-24045
....... p0425 H81-24C46
....... p0426 H81-24C52
....... p0426 H81-24053
....... pC499 H81-272C8
....... p0541 H81-28111
p0145 H81-15467
....... p0090 H81-13021
....... p0275 H81-19128
p0275 H81-19129
p0497 H81-27102
....... p0493 H81-27C68
pflf37 H81-J3188
....... p0627 H81-32118
....... p0639 H81-33238
DC279 H81-19497
ISO-EBI-AHES-81104 p0335 H81-20C79**
JPl-fOB-80-55 p0087 H81-12646**
JPl-EUB-80-63 p01S6 H81-16C56*t
JP1-POB-80-69 p0088 H81-12S43**
JP1-JOB-81-44 p0587 H81-30525**
JPL-5105-83 p0587 H81-30525**
JSC-17490 • p0629 H81-32143**
KO-PB1-399-3 p0423 H81-24C26**
KU-FB1-414-1 p0185 H81-15974**
KO-FBI-417-16 p0438 H81-24657**
KU-FB1-464-1 p0439 H81-25C41**
KD-FB1-464-2 p0441 H81-25065**
KO-FBL-490-1-PT-1 p0583 H81-30134**
KU-FB1-490-1-PT-2 p05£4 B81-30135**
L-6613 p0262 B81-19024**
L-8226 F0262 H81-19025**
L-12774 p0125 B81-13S18**
L-12976 p0071 H81-12015**
L-13251-VOL-1 p0035 H81-11032*»
1-13253 p0129 B81-13958**
L-13255 p0043 H81-11422*t
1-13385-PT-1 p0243 H81-17S81*#
L-13385-PT-2 p0246 H81-18005**
£-13448 pOGSS B81-13303*f
L-13523 ; p0377 H81-22061**
L-13589 p0021 H81-10004**
L-13609 p0391 H81-23096**
1-13623 p0335 H81-20082**
L-13713 p0021 H81-10005**
L-13738 pOOSV H81-12109*!
L-13743 p0094 H81-13065*t
L-13764 p0139 H81-14973**
L-13765 p0137 H81-14788**
1-13785 p0142 B81-14997**
L-13820 p0139 H81-14974**
L-13826 p0185 H81-15976**
L-13852 p0186 H81-15978**
L-13856 p0372 H81-22016*!
L-13868 p0072 H81-12021**
L-13872 p0085 H81-12448**
L-13881 p0073 H81-12043**
L-13902 p0261 H81-19019**
L-13944 p0130 H81-13968*«
1-13946 p0193 H81-16039**
L-13959 p0392'H81-23410*l
1-13960 p0071 N81-12012**
1-13974 p0139 B81-14972**
1-14010 p0125 H81-13922**
1-14044 • p0140 S81-14975*!
1-14069 p0546 H81-29111*t
1-14077 p0550 M81-29139*!
1-14108 p0434 H81-24114**
1-14109 p0550 H81-29137*!
1-14112 p0581 H81-30110**
1-14114 p0145 H81-15397**
1-14117 p0423 H81-24022*t
1-14125 p0437 H81-24471**
1-14168 p0329 881-20025**
1-14174 p0335 H81-20083**
1-14190 p0337 H81-21016**
1-14198 p0335 H81-20084**
.1-14205 p0345 H81-21873**
1-14209 p0427 H81-24058**
1-14213 p0329 H81-20026**
1-14215 p0146 881-15702*1
1-14254 p0264 H81-19035**
1-14254 p0267 H81-19056**
1-14257 p0380 N81-22832**
1-14278 p0259 H81-19001**
1-14330 p0331 H81-20050**
1-14344 p0435 N81-24115**
1-14354 p0339 H81-21044**.
1-14355 p0589 H81-30851**
1-14374 p0631 H81-32966**
1-14392 p0547 H81-29119**
1-14395 p0446 H81-25765**
1-14415 p0579 B81-30088**
1-14418 p0546 H81-29109**
1-14433 p0635 H81-33159**
1-14468 p0345 H81-21904**
1-14516 p0483 H81-26078**
1-14521 p0641 H81-33946**
1-14531 ...'. p0579 H81-30086**
1-14543 p0635 H81-33158**
1-14546 p0579 H81-30087**
1-14549 p058-1 H81-30112**
1-14590 : p0638 H81-33203**
1-14600 p0641 B81-33945**
1-14652 p0639 H81-33211**
li-OB-80-2485 p0135 H81-14550 *
1C-80-23303 p0132 H81-14182
1C-80-82605 p0270 B81-19083
1C-80-6000205 p0336 H81-20323
1C-80-6000206 -p0336 H81-20322
1C-81-9570 p0637 B81-33188
1CD-80-65 p0487 H8 1-26125
1CD-80-89 p0389 B81-23079
1EHSCO-16941 p0629 H81-32143**
1680EB0006-VC1-1 p0027 B81-10056 »
1G80EB0007-VCL-2 '. p0027 H81-10057
LG80EB0008-VOL-3 p0027 H81-10058
1680EB0009-V01-4 p0027 H81-10059
1680EB0013-V01-1 p0331 B81-20047
1680EB0013-VOL-2 p0331 H81-20046
1G80EB0035 p0142 B81-14994**
1G80EB0112 p0193 H81-16041**
1G80EB0144 p0272 B81-19105 *
1G81EB0074 p0142 H81-14993**
B-15
HEEOBI/ACCBSSJCH HDBBEH IBDEX
LG81EE0162 p0589 B81-30908**
LHSC-D767313 p0339 881-21051 *
LBSC-HBBC-TH-D697882 p0201 H81-16116**
LOG-C3932 .. p0072 H81-12020 t
LB-28568 p0277 B81-19232**
LB-29540 p0378 B81-22119**
LB-29623 p0342 H81-21079**
LiP-939 p0272 B81-19099*t
LIC-78-36 p0274 881-19120*1
LIC-80-27 p0629 B81-32147**
LTC-80-55 p0444 M81-25085 t
LYC-80-73 p0274 H81-19123 t
BAE-1466 p0596 N81-31188 t
BBB-FE-2/S/POB/26 p0131 H81
BBB-IE-17/S/POB/24 p0131 881
BBB-FE-17/S/PUB/25 p0131 H8l
HBB-FE-17/S/PDB/27 p0131 881
BBB-FE-17/S/PDB/42 p0608 481
BBB-IE-122/S/PUB/13 p0128 H81
BBB-FE-122/S/PUB/16 p0203 H81
BBB-FE-122/S/PDB/17 p0220 H81-
BBB-FE-122/S/POE/41 p0608A81-
BBB-FB-123/S/POB/20 p0203
BBB-FE-127/S/POB/23 p0495
881
881
14C06 t
13572 *
13573 t
13574 *
47556
13950 t
16587 *
17483 t
47557
16588 t
27C85 *
47552BBB-FE-172/S/POE/39 pC6C8 481-
BBB-FE122 p0121 481-19400 t
BBB-PUB-P-0001 p0251 B81-18048 t
HBB-S/POB/32 p0582 H81-30122 f
BBB-OA-528-80-OE p0276 B81-19140 t
BBB-UA-549/8Q-OE p0585 H81-30143 t
BBB-OD-274/79-OE p0582 H81-30121 f
BBB-OD-275-79-0 p0018 481-12C97 .
BBB-DB-276-79-0 p0018 481-12C94
BBB-OD-277-79-0 pOOIB 481-12C96
BBB-OD-301/80-OE p0586 B81-30198 *
BBB-OD-304/80-OE p0586 1181-30199 t
BBB-OD-305/80-OE p0582 N81-30123 *
BBB-OD-306/80'-OE p05£4 H81-30139 *
BBB-DD-307/80-OE p05£4 H81-30140 i
MBB-DD-308/80-OE p0587 881-30485 *
BBB-DD-309/80-OE p0580 H81-30105 t
HBB-OE-311-80-0 p0119 481-19300 *
BBB-OD-312-80-OE p0449 481-37636 *
BBB-OD-314/80-OE p05£3 H81-30125 t
HBB-OD-320-81-OE p0608 481-47554 *
BBB-UD-321-81-OI pC608 481-47555 I
BBB-OI-07-81 p0607
HBB-OI-08-81 p0608
481-47551 *
481-47553
BBB-278-79-0 pOOIS 481-12095
BDC-J4649 p0190 881-16020*1
BDC-J4665 p0386 B81-23C58**
BDC-J4673-V01.-2 p0440 881-25050**
HDC-J7191 P0492 B81-26£47 «
BDC-Q0722 p0593 881-31153 *
HE-BT-81003 p0444 H81-25C89**
BHSBP-80-20 p0144 B81-15148 t
BIT-TB-207 p0336 B81-20C86«t
HIT/1BP/IBB-80-2 p0132 B81-14064 *
HBC-D4-934 pC083 B81-12191 «
HSSD-EIRS-4SE-81-3 p0186 B81-15S86**
BSSD-EIRS-4SE-81-3 p0251 B81-18046**
HSSO-EIBS-4SE-81-4 p0196 B81-16C58*»
HTP-6-3-024 p0201 H81-16375 t
BTP-6-3-025 p0201 B81-16375 *
BTE-79i00158 p0340 S81-21053
BTB-79»00235^?OL-1 p0250 H81-18041''
BTB-79i00235-»CI-2 p0250 B81-18038
BTB-79R00415 p0024 1181-10032
BTB-80R301 p0425 H81-24044
BTB-80I302 p0581 B81-30107
BTB-80B00100-fiEV-1 p0250 B81-180i9-
BIB-81B16-VCL-1 p0639 B81-33216
BTB-81B16-VOL-2 p0639 H81-33217
BTB-81W49 :. p0440 B81-25056
B78-75 p0340 B81-21052
H4-80-247 p0045 B8-1-11778
B4-80-333 p0200 B81-16213
BJ-81-110 p0269 B81-19079*
B4C/FB-303F/01 p0640 B81-33392
B4C/FB-3030/01 p0219 H81-17327
B4DC-13920-2 p0334 B81-20070
B4DC-13920-2 p0596-B81-31187
B4DC-75353-60 p0439 B81-25047
B4DC-77108-30 ' p0388 B81-23075
B4DC-77318-60 p0638 B81-33199-
H4DC-79095-60 p0218 B81-17242
B4DC-79119-60 i.. p0072 B81-12024
B4DC-79125-60 p0216 B81-17100
B4DC-79133-60-VCL-2 p0028 B81-10068
B4DC-79133-60-TOL-3 p0028 H81-10069
B4DC-79199-6Q p0277 B81-19305
H4BC-79239-60-VOL-1 p0252 B81-18051
B4DC-79239-60-VOL-2 p0252 B81-18050
B4DC-79256-60 p0548 B81-29124
B40C-80046-60 p0039 881-11120
B4DC-80081-60 p0091 H81-13040
B4DC-80094-60 p0216 B81-17094
B4DC-80109-60 p0208 B81-17042
B4DC-80205-60 p0385 B81-23043
B4DC-80207-60 -p0392 M81-23288
B40C-80208-60 p0191 B81-16025
B40C-80232-60 p0424 B81-24037
B4DC-80246-60 p0441 B81-25069
B4DC-81031-60 p0540 B81-28103
B4DC-81049-50 p0597 B81-31191
B4DC-81051-60 p0486 N81-26119
B4DC-81065-60 p0636 H81-33177
B4DC-81066-60 .; p0628 B81-32130
B4DC-81165-60 ^.... p0628 B81-32141
B4DC-81186-60 p0629 881-32152
B4E-1B-600 p0084 881-12394
B4E-IB-601 p0208 N81-17043
B4E-LB-604 p0547 881-29116
B4E-1B-605 ...-. p0390 B81-23088
B4E-LTB-H4-43 i p0298 481-29145
H4EC-BISC-91-OB019 p0341 881-21068
B4EC-91-7983 p0269 S81-19080
B4EC-92-143 p0220 881-17176
BAEC-92-146 p0550 881-29140
B41-1B-602I p0141 881-14983
B41-TB-617T p0090 881-13023
B4L-TB-622 p0141 B81-14984
BAi-TB-631 p0337 B81-21012
B41-TB-649T p0639 B81-33238
B41-TB-665 , i p0627 B81-32118
B4BBL-SE-80-4 p0208 881-17041
B4S4-C4SE-4BC-11312-1 p0278 881-19439*
B4S4-C4SE-FBC-11029-1 p0210 B81-17057*
B4S4-C4SE-FBC-11043-1 p0375 881-22048*
B4S4-C4SE-FBC-11065-1 p0426 881-24047*
BAS4-C4SE-GSC-12550-1 p0378 B81-22358**
B4S4-C4SE-KSC-11042-1 p0138 881-14967*
B4S4-CASE-14B-11695-2 p0437 881-24443*
B&S4-C4SE-14B-11797-1 p0270 881-19087*
BSS4-C4SE-L4B-11970-2 p0275 881-19130*
B4SA-C4SE-14B-12136-1 p0639 881-33210**
B4S4-CASE-L4B-12268-1 p0433 881-24106*
B-16
BEPOBI/1CCBSSIOH BOBBEB IBBEX
BASA-CASE-LAB-12883- ........
HASA-CASB-LEH-1 '201-1 ........
HASA-CP-2108-PT-2 .. ........
HASA-CP-2137 .................
HASA-CP-2167 ...... ......
HASA-CP-2170-PT-1 ............
HASA-CP-2184 ...... . ......
HASA-CB-2948 .................
HASA-CB- 3 005 ....... . ......
HASA-CB-3062
HASA-CB-3149 .................
HASA-CB-3226 .. ...... ......
HASA-CB-3311 .................
HASA-CE-3354 .................
HASA-CB-3369 .................
HASA-CB-3403 .................
HASA-CB-3409 .................
HASA-CB— 3418 ...... ... ......
HASA-CB-3422 .................
HASA-CB-3427 .................
BASA-CB-3431 ......... ......
HASA-CB-3433 .................
HASA-CB-3436 ... ......
HASA-CB-3444 .................
BASA -CB-3460 .................
BASA-CB-3461-VO1-1 ...........
BASA-CB-3464 .................
HASA-CB-135117 ......
BASA-CB- 1353 8 6 ...............
HASA-CB-152119 ...............
BASA-CB- 152145 .'.... .........
HASA-CB-152149 ...............
HASA-CB- 152251 ...............
HASA-CB- 1522 92 ...............
BASA-CR- 152303- VOL- 1-PT-1 ....
HASA-CB- 152303- VOL-4-PI-1 '
..... p0485 H81-26114*
.. .. p0601 H81-31230**
..... p0496 881-27096*1
..... p0546 H81-29107**
..... p0601 B81-31229**
..... p0261 H81-19016**
..... p0550 H81-29138**
..... p0274 H81-19116*
..... p0273 H81-19115»
..... p0549 H81-29129*
..... p0143 H81-14999*
..... p0246 H81-18005*f
..... p0078 881-12090**
..... p0146 N81-15702*f
..... p0264 H81-19035**
..... p0259 S81-19C01*t
..... pOSBO H81-30101*f
..... p0262 H81-19C23*t
..... p0071 881-12014*1
..... p0262 H81-19022**
..... p0203 881-16854**
..... f0134 H81-14347*t
..... p0125 B81-13C23**
..... pC165 H81-15c77*t
..... p0201 H81-16416**
..... pC279 B81-19484**
..... p0343 B81-21C86**
..... p0378 881-22129*1
..... p0378 881-22130**
..... f0446 H81-25766**
..... p0138 881-24679**
..... p0392 881-23111**
..... p0434 881-24112**
..... p0587 881-30392**
..... pC635 881-33160**
..... (0595 B81-31171**
..... p0637 H81-33191**
..... p0497 B81-27C97**
..... p0274 881-19119**
..... p0254 H81-18C97**
..... p0273 H81-19111**
..... p0249 H81-18C28**
..... pG218 H81-17175**
..... p0270 H81-19C8S**
F0271 H81-19C91**
HASA-CB- 152303— V01— 6-PT-1 •
HASA-CB-1 52303-V01-7-PT— 1
HASA-CB- 152306 . ....
BASi-CE- 152316 ...............
8ASA-CB-152320
HASA-CB- 152321 . .. .. ....
HASA-CB-152329
HASA-CB-152331 .. . ....
HASA-CB-152336-1
HASA-CB- 152336-2 .............
HASA-CB- 152356 *
HASA-CB-152357-YOL-2 .....
HASA-CB-152373 .
HASA-CB-152378 ...............
HASA-CB-152380
HASA-CB-152390 . .. ........
HASA-CB-152391-VOL-1
HASA-CB-152391-VOL-2
HASA-CB-1 52391 -VOL-3
HASA-CB- 15239 1-VOL-4 ...
HASA-CB- 152 39 9
HASA-CB-152401 .
HASA-CB-152403 .... ....
HASA-CB- 152 4 05
HASA-CB-152408 ... ...
HASA-CB-152409
HASA-CB- 154 170
HASA-CB- 15687 1 .
HASA-CB-1 56872
HASA-CB-.158930 ...
HASA-CB- 158954
HASA-CB-159005 .. .
HASA-CB- 159 01 0
HASA-CB-159060 .....
HASA-CB-159062 .... . . .....
HASA-CB- 159 081
HASA-CB-159082 . . .....
• HASA-CB-159083
HASA-CB-159084 ... .... ......
BASA-CB-159085
BASA-CB- 159 1 12
HASA-CB-159195
' HASA-CB-1592 1 1 .....
HASA-CB- 15922 1 ... .....
HASA-CB- 15926 2
HASA-CB-159283 . .....
HASA-CB- 159296 .....
HASA-CB-1592S7
HASA-CB- 159328 ... . .......
HASA-CB- 159330
HASA-CB-15933 1 ....
HASA-CB- 159355 .....
BASA-CB-1 5936 1
HASA-CB- 159 36 2
BASA— CB- 159363'
HASA-CB-159365 ..
HASA-CB— 159370
BASA-CB-15937 1 • . ....
HASA— CB 159372
HASA-CB- 15938 1
BASA— CB-159382 ... . .....
HASA-CB -1593 8 7
HASA-CB- 159426 ..
HASA-CB-159482 . ....
HASA-Cfi-1 59498
HASA-Cfi-159499 .
8ASA-CB-1 59562
BASA-CB- 159584
HASA-CB-1 59662
HASA-CB- 159728 . . .....
HASA-CB-15981 8 .
HASA-Ct-159819-¥OL-1 ...
BASA-CB-1 59819-VOL-2-BK-1
HASA-CB-159819-TOL-3-BK-1
BASA-CB- 159823 .....
BASA-CB- 15982 4
BASA-CB— 15S825 . . .
HASA-CB- 159826
BASA-CB-1 59865
HASA-CB- 159867 .. •
BASA-CB-1 59869 . .. ..
HASA-CB-159879
p0271 H81-19093**
p0271 H81-19094**
pOOSI B81-12110**
p0251 881-18045**
p0375 H81-22047**
p0271 H81-19095**
... p0258 H81-18798**
p0251 B81- 18044**
p0387 881-23064**
p0387 H81-23065**
..... p0249 B81- 18027**
p0220 B81-17623**
p0220 H81-17624**
.... p0278 B81-19412**
p0033 H81-11014**
..... p0333 H81-20063**
p0483 H81-26076**
..... p0023 881-10019**
p0384 B81-23030**
..... p0384 HB1-23031**
..... p0384 B81-23032**
.... p0384 881-23033**
p0253 881-18060**
. . p0143 H81-14998*
..... p0337 H81-21010**
p0389 H81-23080**
. .. p0386 881-23058**
..... p0075 881-12054**
p0344 881-21211**
.. p0343 H81-21084**
p0137 881-14601**
.. .. p0071 H81-12016**
..... p0084 881-12225**
p0262 881-19021**
p0498 881-27116**
..... p0494 881-27077*8
... p0494 H81-27078**
p0379 H81-22722**
.... p0379 H81-22723**
p0380 H81-22724**
.... p0380 881-22725**
p0380 H81-22726**
p0194 881-16042**
..... p0434 N81-24111**
p0218 B81-17171**
.... p0543 H81-28763**
p0333 H81-20067**
..... p0340 881-21059**
..... p0378 H81-22419**
p0271 B81-19098**
. .. p0127 881-13941**
p0142 881—14993**
p0142 H81-14994**
..... p0193 881-16041**
p0032 881—11013**
p0343 N81-21131*9
p0258 881-18799**
... . p0249 H81-18033**
p0590 H81-30962**
. p0197 H81-16066**
p0083 H8 1 12120**
p0185 H81-15974**
..... p0071 M81-12019**
p0249 N81- 18032**
. p0274 H81— 19120**
... p0274 H81— 19117**
p0195 H81-16051**
•p0078 H8 1-12086**
p0078 H81-12088**
p0375 H81-22051**
p0497 H81-27098**
p0278 H81-19479**
p0093 H81-13C57**
p0214 881-17081*1
p0214 H81-17082**
p0214 H8 1— 17083**
p0214 H81-17084**
p0214 H81-17085**
p0279 H81-19480**
p0279 H81— 19481**
p0279 B81-19482**
P0279 831-19483**
p0274' H 8 1— 1911 8* f
. .. p0078 H81-12085**
.... p0220 H81-17846**
P0078 H81-12087**
E-17
BEPOBT/ACCESSICB BOHBEB IBDEI
HASi-Cfi-160036 ............
HAS1-CB-160909 ............
HASA-CB-160963 ............
HASA-CB-160995-V01-1 ......
H1SA-CB- 161074 ............
HASA-CE-161089 .............
HASA-CB-163093 ............
HASA-CB-163097 ............
HASA-CB-163099 ............
HASA-CB-163105 ............
HASA-CB-163106
HASA-CB- 163108 ............
HASA-CB- 163112 ............
HASA-CB-1 63656 .......... .
HASA-CB-163675 ............
HASA-CB- 163684 ............
HASA-CB-163744
HASA-CB-163747 .............
H4SA-CB- 163824
HASA-CB-163833 ............
HASA-CB- 163833 ............
HASA-CB- 163837 ............
HASA-CB-163850
HASA-CB- 163855 .............
HASA-CB-163857 ............
HASA-CB- 163 85 9 ............
HASA-CB- 163863
HASA-CB-163864
HASA-CB-163877 ............
HASA-CB- 163920 ............
HASA-CB-163921
HASA-CB- 163934 ............
HASA-CB-163946 ............
HASA-CB- 163965
HASA-CH- 163967 ............
HASA-CB-163979 .............
HASA-CB-163988 ............
HASA-CB- 163995
HASA-CB-164057 ............
HASA-CB-164189
HASA-CB-164195 ............
HASA-CB- 16421 4 ............
HASA-CB- 164220
HASA-CB- 164221 ............
HASA-CB- 164222 .............
HASA-CB- 164273 ............
HASA-CH- 164293
HASA-CB- 164295 .............
HASA-CB-164299 ............
HASA-CH-164321 ............
HASA-CB- 164348 ............
HASA-CB-164350 ............
HASA-CB-164351 ............
KASA-CB- 164370 ............
HASA-CB-164377 ............
HASA-CB- 1644 19 ............
HASA-CH-164454
HASA-CB-164475
HASA-CB- 164523 ............
HASA-CB- 164536 ............
HASA-CB- 16454 9 ............
HASA-CB- 164560 ............
HASA-CB- 164620
HASA-CB-164634
HASA-CB-164635 .............
HASA-CB-164642 .............
HASA-CB- 164664 ............
HASA-CB-164684 ............
HASA-CB-164685 .............
HASA-CB- 1646 96 ............
HASA-CB- 1647 19 ............
HASA-CB-164829 ............
HASA-CB-164833 ............
HASA-CB- 164843 ............
HASA-CB- 164872
HASA-CB-165141 ............
HASA-CB-165162
HASA-CB-165165 ............
HASA-CB-165166 ............
HASA-CB- 165176 ............
HASA-CB-165185
HASA-CB-165188 ............
HASA-CB-165200
HASA-CB- 16521 7
HASA-CB- 165 220 ............
HASA-CB- 165225
HASA-CB-165244 ............
SASA-CB- 165250
....... (0023 H81-10020**
........ p0190 H81-16C20*f
...... p0440 H81-25050**
....... pC440 881-25051**
........ p0602 H81-31121**
........ p0629 881-32143**
....... p0377 H81-22C59**
p0130 B81-13S69**
p0092 H81-13044**
p0207 H81-17G38**
....... p0342 881-21079**
........ p04S8 H81-27113*f
....... p0540 H81-28102**
....... p0026 881-10049**
p0028 H81-1CC65**
....... p0038 881-11117**
....... p0088 881-12943**
....... p O O £ 7 H81-12646**
....... p0137 H81-14789**
p0129 H81-13957**
....... p0129 S81-13S57**
....... p0125 881-13917**
pOUll H81-14S89**
....... p0143 881-15C01**
....... p0146 H81-15648**
p0142 H81-14991**
p0146 H81-15649*f
........ p0142 H81-14996**
....... p0196 H81-16C56**
........ p0186 N81-15S86**
p01S6 S81-16C58**
p0216 H81-17C97**
... . p02C7 H81-17039**
p0249 881-18029**
p02£1 881-18016**
....... p0254 881-18139**
....... p0274 H81-19122**
p0335 H81-20C79**
....... p0333 H81-20C65**
....... p0345 H81-21£64**
....... p0381 H81-22S69*t
....... p0380 881-22833**
... . p0378 H81-22282**
....... p0380 881-22727**
....... p0376 H81-22052*t
....... p0393 881-23461**
....... p0392 B81-23433**
....... p0391 881-23095**
....... p0438 881-24602**
....... p0391 H81-23C93**
p0438 H81-24£56**
....... p0437 881-24321**
....... p0423 881-24024**
....... p0438 B81-24£57**
....... p0439 H81-25C41*t
........ p0444 881-25089**
....... p0445 H81-25431*f
p04£6 H81-26117*f
....... p0492 H81-26E49**
........ p0499 B81-27200**
....... pOSOO B81-27£84**
....... p0543 B81-28810**
....... p0500 H81-27E86**
....... p0541 H81-28176**
....... p0540 H81-28097**
_. pOc43 H81-29C34**
....... p0549 H81-29132**
....... p0583 H81-30134**
p05£4 H81-30135**
....... p0587 H81-30525**
p0594 B81-31159**
........ p0629 881-32154**
........ p0627 881-32117**
...... . p0627 H81-32121*f
........ p0639 B81-33205**
pfl143 B81-15004**
...... p0130 H81- 13963**
p0084 B81-12255**
........ p0140 H81-14S76**
........ p0048 H81-11S53**
p0629 H81-32147**
........ p0147 H81-15769**
p0143 H81-15003*t
........ p0376 881-22053**
........ p0214 H81-17C80*t
p0144 881-15006**
........ p0213 B81-17C78**
P0213 H81-17C79**
HASA-CB-165252
HASA— CB- 16525 8 .
HASA— CB- 165290
HASA-CB-165310
HASA— CB-165313 .......
HASA-CB-165330 ...........
BASA-CB-165336 ..............
HASA-CB- 165337 ..............
HASA-CB-165338
HASA— CB-165344 ....... .
HASA-CB- 165360
HASA-CB-165361 ..............
BASA— CB-165373-VOL-1
HASA-CB- 165373-VOI-2
BASA-CB-165373-V01-3 .... ...
HASA-CB-165374
• HASA— CB-1 65406 ..
BASA-Cfi-165418 ...... . .
BASA-CB-165456 .............
HASA-CB- 1654 8 6
HASA-CB-1 65626
HASA-CB-1 £564 9 .............
HASA-CB- 1656 54
HASA-CB— 165655 ......... ...
HASA-Cfi-1 65660
HASA-CB-165665 ......... ...
HASA-CB-165666 ..............
HASA-CB-1 65667 ... ..
HASA-CB- 165673 .............
HASA-CB-165674
HASA-CB-165675 .............
HASA-CB-1 65679
HASA-CB-1 65680 ..............
BASA-CB-165685 .............
BASA-CB-165687 ........ ....
HASA-CB-1 65700 .............
HASA-CB-165706 ..............
HASA-CB-1 65708 .............
HASA-CB-1 657 10
HASA-CB- 1657 1 4 .... ........
HASA-CB-165715 .............
HASA-CB- 165732
HASA-CB-1 65749 .............
HASA-CB-1 65751 ..............
- HASA-CB-1 65765 .. ... . .
HASA-CB-165768 ..............
BASA-CB-166129-701-1 ... ...
HASA-CB- 166 12 9-VOL-2 ........
BASA-CB-166129-VOL-3 ........
HASA-CB-166136
HASA-CB-166137-VOL-1 ........
HASA-CB-166137— Y01-*2 ...
HASA-CB-166146 ..............
HASA-CB-166157 ..............
BASA-CB-166159
BASA-CB-166161
BASA-CB-166162
HASA-CB-166163
BASA-CB-166165 .............
BASA-CB-166166 .............
HASA-Cfi-166170 .............
HASA-CB-166173
HASJ-CB-166183 ..............
HASA-CB- 166194 .............
HASA-CB-166197 .......... .
HASA-CB- 1662 12 '............
HASA-CB- 16621 4
BASA-CB-166230 ............
HASA-CB- 166231
HASA-CB-166233 ..............
HASA-CB-166234 ............
HASA-CB- 166236 ..............
HASA-FACIS-96/9-80 ..........
HASA-HEiS-BJ5lEASE-81-96 .. .
HASA-BP-1063 ...
BASA-SP-440 .................
HASA-SP-448 ..... .....
HASA-TH- 1-1849 ..............
HASA-TH-X-2622 ..... . .....
HASA-TH-72837 . .............
HASA-TB-73292
p0277 H81— 19316*#
p0269 N81-19079*#
...... p0483 H81- 26075*1
p0428 B8 1-24067*1
. p0442 H81-25078*4
...... p0387 H81-23069**
p0429 H81-24068**
...... p0442 H81-25077*!
. p0388 H81-23070*!
...... p0539 H81-28094**
...... p0546 H8 1-29093* I
p0496' H81-27089**
...... p0496 H81-27090**
...... p0496 H81-27091*!
...... p0496' H81-27093**
p0549 H81-29130*!
. p0597 H81-31193*!
...... p0597 881-31194**
p0631 H81-32956**
p0202 H81-16853**
...... p0198 H81-16139**
p0594 B81-31160**
. p0329 H81-20028**
p0336 N81-20086**
p0444 B81-25090**
p0329 H81-20027**
p0494 H81-27076**
p0373 H81-22032**
...... p033 1 H81-20051**
.... p0537 H81- 28070**
p0385 H81-23035**
...... p0333 H81-20068**
..... p0343 H81-21087**
. p0340 H81— 21058**
...... p0386 H81-23059**
...... p0384 H81-23034**
...... p0425 H81-24040**
...... p0423 H81- 24026**
p0498 881-27114*1
...... p0447 H81-25768**
...... p0491 H81-26845**
...... p0584 H8 1-30 137**
...... p0580 H81-30098**
.... p0550 H81-29165**
...... p0596 H81-31184**
p0538 H81- 28084**
. ... p0538 H81-28085**
...... p0538 H81-28086**
...... p0579 B81-30084**
...... p0337 881-21017**
... p0337 H81-21018**
...... p0441 H81-25064**
...... p0261 H81-19020**
. .... p0424 H8 1-24035**
...... p0428 H81-24064**
...... p0442 H81-25074**
.... p0540 881-28096**
. . p0373 H8 1-22037**
...... pQ372 881-22031**
p0635 881-33162**
p0387 88 1-23068**
...... p0483 H81- 26072**
...... p0486 881-26116**
. p0637 881-33190**
.. . p0493 881-27063**
p0579 881-30085**
. . p0546 H81-29108**
. ... p0546 B81-29110**
...... p0549 H81-29135**
. p0549 H81-29134**
...... p0581 B81-30106**
... . p0538 H81-28083**
p0492 H81-27060*
p0139 H81-14973**
...... p0629 H81-32153**
...... p0254 H81-18096**
...... p0262 H81-19024**
...... p0262 HS1-19025**
...... p0445'H8 1-25432**
P0490 881-26156**
E-18
BEPOBT/aCCESSIOH BOBBEB IBOBI
BASA-TH-
HASA-TH-
HASA-TH-
HASA-TH-
HASArTH-
HAS4-TH-
BASA-TH-
BASA-TH-
BASA-TH-
HASA-TH-
HASA-TH-
HASA-TH-
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
HASA-TH-
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TB
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
BASA-TH
HASA-TH
BASA-1H
HASA-TH-
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
HASA-TH
SASAr-TH
BASA-TH-
HASA-TB
HASA-TB
HASA-TB-
HASA-TB
HASA-TB-
BASA-TB
HASA-TB
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH-
HASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
BASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
HASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
BASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
HASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH-
HASA-TH-
•75401 p0166 H81-
•75402 p0186 H81-
•75408 p0490 B81-
•75733 p0376 H81-
•75777 p0138 H81:
75784 : .. p0146 H81-
75790 p0031 H81
•75823 p0032 H81-
•15810 p0249 S81
•75863 F0262 H81-
•75870 P0377. B81
•75872 p0253 H81-
•75873 p0542 H81-
•75877 p0262 H81
•75879 p0379 B81
•75886 pC276 H81-
•75887 p0276 H81
•75892 F0500 B81
•75897 p0338 B81-
•75906 p0499 H81-
•75907 p0330 H81
•76<»57 p0377 H81-
•76458 F0276 H81
•76533 p0379 B81-
•76573 p0379 H81
-76575 p0379 H81
•76577 pO£42 H81
•76579: p0542 H81-
-76534 p0494 B81-
•76605 p0494 H81-
•80040 p0498 H81-
•80064 pC129 H81-
•80080 p0125 H81-
•80198 p0393 N81-
•80199 pO£27 B81-
•80217 p0038 B81
•80218 p0198 H81-
•80454 p0538 H81-
•81171 p0548 H81
•81188 p0029 H81-
•81225 p0023 H81-
•81234 pOIIO N81-
-81238 p0075 H81-
-81239 p0036 H81-
-81244 pOC26 H81-
-31248 p0133 H81-
•31250 p0204 H81
•81258 p0329 H81-
•81260 p0191 H81
-81262 p0258 H81-
81264 • p0329
81266 p0342
H81
B81
-81269 p0423 H81-
-81270 p0248 S81-
1-81271 p0260 H81-
81276 p0272 H81
81278 F0340 H81
81280 p0272 881
81281 p0333 H81
81284 p0537 H81
81285 p0385 H81
81286 ". p0579 H81
81292 p0428 H81
-81294 pC3£5 B81-
1-81295 p0584 B81-
•81301 p0492 B81-
•81305 p0579 H81-
•81308 p0641 B81
•81310 p0547 B81
81312 p0629 H81
•81313 p0549 B81
81321 F0628 H81
81352 p0075 881
•81354 F0251 H81
1-81358 p0387 H81-
•81359 , p0387 H81
•81360 p0581 H81
•81361 p0490 H81-
•81364 p0589 881
•81528 p0096 H81
81583 p0146 B81
•81584 p0028 B81
-81588 p0043 H81-
81589 pOIUO B81
•81590 p0032 881-
81597 p0043 B81-
81605 p0044 B81-
81610 p0044 H81
81613 F0140 H81
15S83*I
15S84*«
26158**
22054**
14S62*t
15579**
10576**
10577**
18030**
19026**
22C98**
18061**
28606*4
1S027**
22593**
19137**
19139**
27683**
21C24**
27692**
20031**
22C60**
19U2**
22589**
22594**
22590**
286C8**
28610**
27C79**
27C75**
27115**
13S59**
13918**
23713**
32119**
11113**
16137**
28C83**
29127**
1CC77**
10021**
14981**
12C65**
11043**
10054**
14265**
16994**
20030**
16022**
18742**
20C29**
21083**
24025**
18023**
19014**
19101**
21060**
19100**
20C66**
28055**
23039**
30C83**
24066**
23037**
30136**
27061**
30C80**
34138**
29118**
32151**
29133**
32137**
•12064**
18047**
23C66**
23C67**
30111**
26154**
30ei5*»
13568**
15768**
10067**
11448**
14S79**
10807**
11112**
11688**
11769**
14S78**
HASA-TH
HASA-TH-
BASA-TH
HASA-TH-
BASA-TH-
BASA-TH-
BASA-TH
BASA-TB
HASA-TH
HASA-TB
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
HASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
HASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
BASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
BASA-TH
HASA-TH
BASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
BASA-TB
BASA-TB
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
BASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
BASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
BASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
BASA-TH
HASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
BASA-TH
HASA-TH
HASA-TH
•81615 p0044 881-
•81617 p0550 H81-
-81623 : pOOSS H81-
•81633 p0093 H81-
•81637 p0140 B81-
•81644 p0090 B81-
•81645 p0095 B81-
•81650 - p0140 881-
•81656 p0342 H81-
-81657 p0195 B81-
-81660 p0588 B81-
-81662 p0195 881-
-81663 p0195 H81-
•81666 p0195 B81-
•81671 p0191 H81-
•81675 p0220 H81-
•81682 p0201 H81-
•81707 p0269 N81-
•81726 p0337 H81-
-81727 p0380 H81-
-81731 p0345 B81-
-81736 p0447 B81-
-81739 p0381 B81-
-81745 p0338 B81-
-81749 p0376 H81-
•81752 p0391 H81-
-81759 p0443 H81-
-81761 p0443 H81-
•81768 p0380 B81-
-81792 p0434 881-
-81802 p0435 B81-
-81814 p0035 881-
•81862 p0125 B81-
•81863 p0085 B81-
-81865 p0125 881-
•81868 p0550 B81-
-81378 p0186 881-
-81886 p0073 881-
-81892 p0071 H81-
-81898 p0186 881-
-81903 p0257 H81-
-81906 p0088 H81-
-81909 p0335 H81-
81910 p0089 B81-
81914 p0145 B81-
81920 p0186 B81-
81927 p0385 B81-
81929 p0335 B81-
81931 p0254 B81-
81937 p0329 S81-
81941 p0257 B81-
81945 p0331 H81-
81947 p0391 H81-
81948 p0335 H81-
81949 p0377 B81-
81951 p0547 B81-
81952 p0339 H81-
81956 p0338 B81-
81959 p0330 B81-
81961 p0388 H81-
81962 p0388 H81-
81963 p0581 H81-
81968 p0394 H81-
81969 p0374 B81-
81970 p0438 B81-
81971 p0345 B81-
-81974 P0493 881-
•81975 p0446 B81
•82040 p0279 B81-
•82142 p0491 B81-
-82238 p0200 B81-
-82252 p0198 1181-
•82310 p0279
•82312 p0272
881
B81
-82352 p0437 H81-
82363 p0441
•82388 p0097
•82407 p0337
-82600
881
881-
B81-
p0390 H81-
•82603 p0444 H81-
•82608 p0489 H81-
•82613 p0376 B81-
•82617 pOQ43 B81-
•82627 p0443 B81-
•82636 p0446 H81-
•82640 p0443 881-
82641 p0490 B81-
•82652 p0443 B81-
•82654 p0597 881-
11770**
29205**
12446**
13056**
14980**
13019**
13465**
14977**
21078*
16053**
30562**
16054**
16055**
16052**
16021**
17480**
16388**
19078**
20424**
22836**
21803**
25767**
22839**
21028**
22056**
23243**
25084**
25C79**
22838**
24114**
24115**
11032**
13921**
12448**
13922**
29137**
15978**
12C39**
12012**
15982**
16410**
12822**
20084**
12977**
15397**
15985**
23036**
20083**
18199**
20025**
18412**
20050**
23096**
20085**
22061**
29119**
21044**
21027**
20044**
23072**
23071**
30110**
23862**
22040**
24855**
21904**
27062**
25765**
19526**
26643**
16253*
16114**
19964**
19099**
24389**
25065**
13804**
20868**
23085**
25232' *
26145**
22055**
25081**
25083**
25698**
25082**
26146**
25080*1
31190**
BBPOBT/4CCESSICB BUBBBB JBDEX
BASA-TH-62657 pC496 B81-27C94**
BASA-TB-82658 p0552 B81-29782**
BASA-TB-82662 p0551 B81-29206**
HASA-TH-82663 p0496 881-27095**
BASA-TB-82664 p0543 B81-29063*1
8ASA-TH-82676 p0492 B81-27C42**
BASA-Tfl-82684 p0539 881-28095*1
SASA-TB-82688 i. p0589 B81-3C907**
SASA-Tfl-82696 p0597 B81-31195**
HASA-TH-82703 p0583 881-30130**
BASA-Tfl-83112 p0490 B81-26148**
SASA-TB-83121 p0441 H81-25067*t
HASA-TB-83124 p0550 B81-29139**
BASA-TB-83126 p0445 B81-25432**
SASA-TB-83128 (0464 881-26083**
BASA-TB-83132 p0466 881-26118**
HASA-TH-83135 p0631 881-32966**
BASA-TB-83136 p0441 881-25066*1
BASA-TH-83137 p0491 881-26497**
HASA-Tfl-83143 p0499 881-27548**
BASA-TH-83144 p0491 B81-264S6**
BASA-TB-83168 p0635 881-33158**
HASA-Tfl-83171 p0635 881-33159*1
BASA-TH-83179 p0587 N81-30469**
BASA-TH-83188 .. p0639 881-33211**
NASA-TB-83195 p0602 881-31418**
BASA-TB-83204 p0639 881-33206**
BASA-TP-1178 p0035 881-
BASA-TP-1498 p0071 H81
BASA-TP-1551 p0037 881-
BASA-TP-1641 p0275 H81
BASA-TP-1708 p0036 881-
HASA-TP-1716 p0078 881-
BASA-IP-1718 p0021
HASA-TP-1734 pCC81
881
881-
HASA-1P-1736 p0129 881-
NASA-TP-1737 p0095 881-
MASA-TP-1738 p0043 881-
NASA-TP-1742 p0073 881
HASA-TP-1747 f0137 881-
BASA-TP-1752 pOOi! 881-
HASA-TP-1754 p0036 881-
HASA-TP-1758 pC094 881-
HASA-TP-1759 pC372 881-
H ASA-IP-1760 p0130 881-
NASA-TP-1762 pfl193 881-
BASA-TP-1765 p0335 881
BASA-TP-1766 p0139 881
BASA-TP-1767 p0072 B81-
BASA-TP-1768 p0436 881-
BASA-TP-1771 pd£5 B81
BASA-1P-1773 pC314 B81-
BASA-TP-1776 p0142 881-
HASA-TP-1777 p0139 881
NASA-TP-1778 p0261 881
HASA-TP-1780 p0195 881-
BASA-TP-1782 p0143 881-
BASA-TP-1789 p0140 881
BASA-TP-1797 p0193 B81-
BASA-IP-1807 p0345 881
HASA-IP-1809 p0393 881-
HAS A-IP-1810 p0334 881-
HASA-TP-1820 p0337 881
HASA-TP-1830 p0334 H81
BASA-TP-1833 p0345 881
BASA-TP-1835 p0336 881
BASA-TP-1837 p0329 881
BASA-TP-1844 p0546 881
BASA-TP-1845 p0392 881
BASA-TP-1854 pO«27
BASA-TP-1855 p0426
B81
881
BASA-TP-1858 p0380K81-
HASA-TP-1861 p0423 B81-.
HASA-TP-1863 p0437 881-
BASA-TP-1871 p0489 881-
MASA-TP-1875 p0594 881
BASA-TP-1876 p0569 881
BASA-TP-1877 p0581 881-
BASA-IP-1881 .. p0483 881-
BASA-IP-1885 p0546 H81-
BASA-TP-1889 p0579 881-
BASA-TP-1890 p0579 B81-
BASA-TP-1892 p0579 B81-
BASA-TP-1898 p0641 B81
BASA-TP-1904 pC641 B81
BASA-TP-1913 p0641 B81
BASA-TP-1915 p0638 B81
BASA-TP-1921 p0596 B81
11(37*»
12015**
11044**
19131**
11038**
12C89**
10004**
12109**
13958**
13303**
11422**
12043**
14788**
10C05**
11039**
13065**
22016**
13968**
16C39**
20C82**
14972**
12021**
24283**
15S76**
22C39**
14997**
14S74**
19019**
16C50**
15COO**
14975**
16C40**
21685*4
23486**
20076**
21016**
20C74**
•21673**
•20245**
20C26**
29111**
23410**
•24058**
24048**
22£32*»
24022**
24471**
26144**
31162**
30£51*«
30112**
26C78**
29109**
30087**
30C86**
30C88**
33S45**
33946**
33947**
33203*4
31185**
BAVAIB-518-1 p0341 881-21069'*
BAVTHAEQDIPC-IH-321 p0601' 881-31232'*
BATIBAECDIPC-IU-322 p0192 881-16033 *
BATTBAEQUIPC-78-C-0076-1 p0198 881-16072 (
BEAB
HEAB
BEAB-
BEAB
BEAB
BEAB
BEAB
BEAB
BEAB-
BEAB
BEAB
BEAB-
-IB-158
-IB-161
-IB-183
-TB-187
-TB-210-
-TB-210-
-Tfi-210-
-TB-210-
-TB-222
-TB-226
-IB-228
-IB-230
p0071 881-12014**
p0251 881-18044*1
p0261 B81-19018**
p0251 881-18045**
•VCI-1 p0495 B81-27081
•V01-2 p0494 881-27080
VOL-3 -.. p0495 B8'l-27082
•VOI-4 i p0495 881-27083
... p0263 881-19030
: p0594 881-31154
p0085- 881-12451
' i p0261 H81-19020*
BF-86/8-79 p0437 881-24389**
B61E-H78029 .-.i....i p0031 881-10436
B6TE-B78031 p003l 881-10436
BIASI-80/19
 P0435 881-24116
BIASI-80/52 p0434 881-24107
BLB-HP-78013-0 p0256 B81-t8325
BLB-HP-79013-D p0022 B81-10012'
BLB-BP-79020-D p0338 B81-21038
B1B-BP-79038-D p0332 881-20059
B1B-BP-79039-U p0596 881-31189
B1B-HP-79042-0 p0077 881-12081
B1B-BE-79044-D p0086 881-12475
B1B-BP-80003-U p0043 N81-11415
B1B-BP-80003-0 p0086 881-12477
B1B-HP-80004-D p0330 881-20038
BIB-BP-80005-0 p0330 B81-20039
BLB-HP-80010-U i p0339 881-21042
BLE-Hf-80024-0 p0600 B81-31222
BLB-HP-80025-0 p0496 B81-27087
B1E-BP-80027-U •. p0630 881-32164
BLB-TB-77104-U ...... .- p0073 H81-12033
BIE-TE-78106-0 p0139 B81-14969
BLB-TB-78150-0 p0495 881-27086
BLB-TB-79009-D p0022 881-10014
BLE-TB-79056-U p0344 881-21391
BLB-TB-79127-U p0498 881-27118
BLB-TB-80078-D p0594 881^31157
BOAA-81020304 p0552 H81-29722
BOSC/TB-591 p0221 881-17902
BOSC/IB-646 p0484 881-26086
BPL-AC-93 p0138 881-14792
BPS53-81-001 p0202 881-16825
BPS54-79-019 p0341 881-21067
BPS67-80-014 p0254 881-18067
8PS67-80-018 p0537 881-28060'
BBC-18227 p0084 881-12394
BBC-18629 p0208 881-17043
BBC-19164 p0390 881-23088
BBC-19271 p0547 881-29116
NBL-BB-4385 p0202 881-16770
BBL-BB-4481 p0393 881-23466
BB1-8445 p0272 881-19103
BB1-8480 p0495 881-27084
BB80B-102-VOL-1 p0337 881-21017**
BB80B-102-VCL-2 p0337 881-21018**
8B81B-2 p0388 881-23075 *
BSBC/TB-80-208 p0091 881-13036 *
BSRC/TB-80-216 p0038 B81-11117**
BSiC/IB-80-271 p0033 B81-11017 t
B1IA/BEEI-80-53 PU441 881-25062 «
BTIS/PS-78/0539 p0023 881-10026 t
H11S/PS-78/0685 p0030 881-10083 *
BIIS/PS-78/0694 p0024 881-10027 *
B-20
BBPOBT/ACCBSSIC8 BQBBEB IBDEX
ITIS/PS-78/0731
BTIS/ES-78/0732
BIIS/PS- 78/0788 ..
HTIS/PS-78/0807
HTIS/PS-78/0809
BTIS/PS- 78/0883
HTIS/PS-78/0930
HTIS/PS-79/0649
HTIS/PS-79/0753
BTIS/ES-79/0777
BTIS/PS-79/0778
BTIS/PS- 79/07 99 ..........
BUS/PS- 79/0858/5 1..
BTIS/PS-79/0859/3
BTIS/PS-79/0875/9
8TIS/PS-79/0878
BTIS/ES- 79/09 01
8TIS/PS-79/0960
STIS/PS-79/0973
BIIS/PS-79/1017
p0128 H81-13948
p0128 B81-13947
p0207 B81-17C37
p0088 881-12667
p0082 H81-12114
pC193 H81-16C38
p0135 H81-14E25
p0023 B81-10026
p0024 B81-10027
p0128 H81-13S48
p0128 B81-139Q7
p0207 B81-17037
p0146 881-15649*1
p0125 881-13917**
p0142 H81-14SS6*!
p0088 B81-12667 1
p0082 B81-12114 *
p0193 H81-16C38 1
F0135 881-14525 *
p0129 881-13957*4
HTSB-AAB-79-12 p0073 B81-12044 «
HTSB-AAH-79-14 ..... p0074 B81-12C45 t
BTSB-AAB-79-15 p007« B81-12046 •
HISB-AAB-80-10 p0073 881-12042 t
8ISB-AAB-81-1 p0269 B81-19077 t
HTSB-AAS-80-1 p0141 881-14988 *
BTSB-AUH-80-1 •., p0205 B81-16999 t
STSB-AHH-80-5 p0192 881-16C28 «
HTSB-AflB-80-11 ... p0141 B81-14987 *
BTSB-AfiG-80-1 p0024 881-1CC28 f
HTSB-BA-80-8 p0075 B81-12C53 t
HTSB-SB-80-2 p0484 B81-26C84 *
U8C-TP-6184 .. p0132 B81-14C84 *
SHC-TE-6210 p0263 H81-19030 *
HifC-TP-6211 pC197 881-16070 t
HBC-TF-6218 p0127 H81-13938 *
N122 p0394 881-23966 t
HI25 p0394 B81-23967 *
OHEBA-HT-1979-4 p0088 881-12826 *
OBEBA-HT-1979-5 p0344 H81-21340 *
OBEBA-NT-1979-8 p0339 H81-21046 *
OBEBA-HT-1980-4 p0126 881-13930 *
OBEBA. TP HO. 1978-106 p0058 A81-14391 *
OBEBA, IE HO. 1980-122 pOC17 A81-11S20 *
OBEBA, TP BO. 1980-125 ..... .. p0011 481-11638
08EBA, TP HO. 1980-126 pOOIS A81-11674
OHEBA. IE 80. 1980-127 p C C C 9 481-11£23
OBEBA. TP HO. 1980-129 p0014 481-11669
OHEBA, TP 80. 1980-149 p0174 A81-21S17
OBEBA, TP 80. 1980-154 p0123 481-19552
OBEBA, TP 80. 1981-4 p0158 A81-20559
OBEBA, TP 80. 1981-7 pC296 A81-29107
OBEBA, TP 80. 1981-12 p0359 A81-32541
OBEBA, TE HO. 1981-17 p0359 481-32534
OHEBA, TP BO. 1981-31 p0351 481-31285
OBEBA, TP HO. 1981-35 p0460 A81-39238
OHEBA, TP HO. 1981-36 p0460 A81-39239
OHEBA, TP 80. 1981-37 p0460 A81-39240
08KBA, TP BO. 1981-39 p0460 A81-39242
OHESA..TP 80. 1981-42 p0460 A81-39245
OHB-CB-212-266-1 p0441 B81-25068
OHB-CB-215-262-1F p0596 H81-31188
OB-16127 pC091 H81-13C40 «
ODBL-1321/80 p0435 B81-24119 t
PAPBB 810610 p0522 A81-42766
PAPEB-BB-35 p0031 B81-10454 t
PAPEB-10 pC631 H81-32J22 *
PAB-018-81 pC630 B81-32158 4
PAB-037-80 pCOSS H81-13C72 *
tATB-1080-80-6 p0211 H81-17C61 t
EB80-201916 p0024 H81
EB80-213119 p0096 H81-
PB80-215544 p0125 H81
EB80-215635 p0132 H81-
PB80-218233 p0128 H8 1-
PE80-225691 ...^ p0129 U81
PB80-808546 p0026 H81-
PE80-808603 p0031 H81-
PB80-808611 p0029 88V
PB80-809023 p0028 H81
PB80-809064 p0026 N81
PB80-809072 p0026 H81
PB80-812837 p0023 881
PB80-812860 p0030 881-
PB80-812944 p0024 H81-
PB80-813231 p0088 H81
PB80-813710 p0082 H81
EB80-814635 p0128 S81
EB80-814643 p0128 H8V
EB80-815020 p0193 881
PB80-815566 p0135881-
EB80-815&89 p0146 881-
PB60-815921 p0142 N81
PB80-815947 p0146 N8V
PB81-101701 p0141 H81-
EB81-104267 p0141 H81-
EB81-110280 p0205 881-
EB81-110827 p0192 H81-
PB81-114886 p0270 H81-
PB81-134686 p0381 N81-
EB81-136186 p0344 H81-
EB81-137473 ' p0389 H81-
PB81-144180 p0389 881'
PB81-150021 p0392 H8 1-
PB81-154367 p0441
EB81-160798 p0484
88 V
H81-
PB81-160814 p0487 B81-
PB81-166159 p0487 881-
FB81-166167 p0487N81-
PB81-166183 p0487 H81-
PB81-168734 p0499 N81-
EB81-174252 p0493H81
EB81-176067 p0588 H81-
PB81-176596 p0552881
EB81-183477 p0586 881-
PB81-210130 p0641 H81-
PB81-211757 p0641 H81-
EB81-215246 p0637 S81
EB81-800104 p0207 H81-
FB81-910401 p0269 881-
10028
13555
13916
14182
13949
13956
10048
10441
10076
10065*
10050
10049*
10026
10083
10027
12667
12114
13948
13947
16038
14525
15649**
14996*8
15648**
14987
14988
16999
16028
19083
22969*
21165
23079
23078
23269
25062
26084
26125
26124
26123
26122
27714
27068
30700
29722
30313
34108
34109
33188
17037
19077
PCBP-2 p0497 881-27098**
EB-TBADE-BE-0012 p0146 H81-15729 *
EBL-1978-22 p0436 881-24213 *
PBB-90013 p0072 H81-12029 «
EBB-90017 p0335 H81-20081
EHB-90018 p0088 H81-12825
PBB-90019 p0084 H81-12209
PHB-90021 p0029 B81-10075
IHB-90022 p0275 H81-19126
FHB-90024 p0131 B81-14004
EBB-90029 p0138 H81-14793
EBB-90032 p0138 H81-14795
EBB-90034 p0130 H81-13964
EHB-90043 p0338 H81-21037
EHB-90047 p0275 H81-19127
EBB-90058 p0583 H81-30133
EBB-90068 p0602 R81-31398
FSAD-80-50 p0334 H81-20077
FSAD-80-50 p0490 88 1-26149 *
PSO/TOBBO-B81-7 p0540 881-28097**
FTFO-80-22 p0334 881-20073 *
FTPT-80-16 p0194 B81-16048 *
PTB-81-7 p0378 H81-22282**
FiA-PE-11878-PI-2 p0029 H81-10074
PBA-FB-t1878-VCl-1 p0036 H81-11041
PBA-FB-13036A p0134 881-14325
PB4-PE-13144 p0335 881-20080
FBA-FB-13514 p0091 H81- 13034
B-21
BEEOBf/ACCBSSICS HUHBEB IBDBX
-75 p0390PHA-5512
P8A-5515-138 p0214
PBA-5523-92 pOC78
PBA-5550-5-.70L-2-BK-3 p0214
PBA-5550-37 ". p0093
PBA-5550-50-VOL-1 p0214
PBA-5550-50-VOL-2-BK-1 p0214
PBA-5550-50-VOI.-2-BK-2 p0214
PBA-5550-50-VOL-3-BK-1 p0214
PiA-5550-50-VOL-3-BK-2 p021«
PBA-5584-33 ' p0215
PBA-5594-141 p0442
PBA-5594-159 p0496
PBA-5635-II3 p0147
PBA-5684-19 . p0213
PBA-5697-29 pC277
PBA-5706-16 p0428
PBA-5755 pOW
B81-23C86**
H81-17080**
B81-12C87**
H81-17C84*t
B81-13057**
B81-17C81**
B81-17C82**
B81-17C83**
H81-17C85*f
B81-17086**
B81-17C91 t
B81-25077**
B81-27093**
B81-15769**
H81-17C79**
881-19216*1
B81-24C67**
B81-15006*t
P81-10097 ,p0492 B81-27060*
QHC/EP-1034 p0487 B81-26122 *
QHC/EP-1035 pC467 B81-26124 *
QBC/EJP-1038 p0487 N81-26123 f
QPB-10 p0550 B8.1-29165**
QB-11 pC023 B81-10C21**
QTPB-5 p0194 881-16042**
QTPB-9 '. pC1S8 881-16139**
QTPB-12 p0085 H81-12426 *
B-SAI-03/81-03 p0434 881-24112*1
E-1562 p0249 B81-18026**
B-161B p0393 881-23467*1
B-1627A p0582 B81-30117 t
BAD-219-030-03 p0586 N81-30282 *
BADC-TB-80-302 p0201 881-16357 t
BADC-TB-81-26 p0491 H81-26349 *
BADC-IB-81-116 p0640 881-33393 t
BAE-AEBO-3464 p0022 H81-10015 t
BAE-ABBO-3476 p0330 B81-20C40 *
BAE-ABBO-3479 p0073 881-12038 t
BAE-FS-140 P0605 B81-31588 *
BAE-BAD-BA7-VOL-1 p0026 B81-10C44 *
BAE-SIBOCT-BF/B/0794 p0022 B81-10C16 «
BAE-TM-PS-313 p O O E 4 B81-12320 t
BAE-IB-77184 p0021
BAE-TB-78038 p0144
881-10010 *
881-15009 t
BAE-TB-79029 pOC82 881-12113
BAE-TB-79052-VOI-1 i. p0026
BAE-TB-79052-701-2 - p0026
881-10044
B81-10045
BAE-TB-79052-?OL-3 p0026 B81-10046 t
BAE-TB-79120 p0022 881-10015 t
BAE-TB-79125 p0022 H81-10016 t
BAE-TB-80039 ' .. p0330 881-2C040 t
BAE-TB-80060 p0073 B81-12C38 *
BAE-1B-81014 '.... p06C5 B81-31588 t
BABD/B-2440-AF
BABD/B-2565-AP
BABD/B-2731-PA/E .
BAUD/KB-10233-HflSA
p0036 S81-11012 *
p0483 S81-26C35 t
p0631 H81-33133 «
P0273 B81-19111*t
BE-623-PT-1 p0637 H81-33192 *
BEPT-D-19 p0031 881-10576**
BEPT-B81-91441031 p0549 881-29130**
BEPI-5BB/TFB8-80/001 ....... ... p0446 H81-25637
BEPI-5RB/7FBB-80/002 p0446 H81-25638
BEPT-21-3365-A ". p0029 B81-10C?2
BEPT-21-3805(01) p0583 B81-30131
BEPT-22 -. '... p0088 B81-12824
BEPI-25 '... F0035 881-11033
BEPT-81-17693 ..'. p0583 881-30127
BEPT-81APB521 1 p0582 881-30120
BEPT-14S p0379 881-22666 *
BEPI-0747-81^P1-1 p0441 881-25064*1
BEPT-1310-B-0020 p0437 B81-24360 *
BEPT-2258-02-1-2439 p0629 881-32144 *
BEPT-2258-03-2-2477 p0583 881-30128 *
BEPI-4215 p0345 881-21871**
BEPT-7430-927001 p0279 881-191(84**
BISOE-M-2199 p0279 !s81-19497 *
BHCS-80002 p0601 881-31225 *
.BB-80-8 p0344 881-21239 (
BSG-313-72 p0037 S81-11045 *
BSG-313-80 p0037 H8,1-11045 i
BSBE-BEflO-3248; p0084 M81-12353 *
B1CA/DO-134 p0336 B81-20323 t
BTC1/DO-172 p0336 B81-20322 t
BTCA/DO-173 ' p0336 881-20323 4
BTCA/DO-177 p0595 881-31180 *
B1CA/DO-177 p0628 881-32133 *
BIH-0180 p0198 B81-.16072 *
BTI/1825/01-01F p0537 B81-28070**
B75AE6026-VCI-1 p0376 881-22052**
B77AEG229-VOL-1 p0497 88,1-27097**
B78AEG612 p0143 B81-15005**
B79AEG052-VOL-2 p0028 B81-10068 *
B79AEG052-VOL-3 p0028 B81-10069 *
B79AEG123 p0214 881-17087 *
B79AEG274 p0375 881-22051**
B79AEG338 p0203 B81-16854**
B80-954440-17 p0084 N81-12255**
B80AEG068' p0442 881-25078**
B80AEG312-VCI-2 p0195 B81-16051**
B80AEG313-?CL-3 p0078 N81-12086**
B80AEG369 p0220 881-17846**
B80AEG388 p0583 B81-30V32 *
B80AEG429 p0143 881-15004**
B80AEG6.18 p0278 B81-19323 *
B81AEG213 p060C S81-31218 *
B81AEG219 .-. p021 3 B81-17078**
B81AEG257 p0442 B81-25074**
B81AEG311 p0376 881-22053**
B81AEG381-VOL-1 p0496 881-27089**
B81AEG381-VCL-2 p0496 B81-27090**
B81AEG381-VOL-3 p0496 B81-27091**
B81AEG393 p0597 B81-31194**
SAAB-TB-AE-72-IT-2 p0086 H81-12465 *
SAALC/SFS-TB-80-1 p0092 B81-13049 *
SAC/1GBE-S-110 p0548 881-29125 *
SAE PAPEB 80-1152 p0406 A81-34243*
SAE PAPEB 800601 p0061 A81-15326
SiE PAPEB 800602 p0061 A81-15327
SAE PAPEB 800605 p0061 A81-15328
SAE PAPEB 800606 p0061 A81-15329
SAE PAPEB 800607. p0061 A81-15330
SAE-PAPEB 800608 p0061 A81-15331
SAE PAPEB 8006C9 p0062 A81-15332
SAE PAPEB 800610 p0062 A81-15333
SAE PAPEB 800612 p0062 A81-15334
SAE PAPEB 800614 p0062 A81-15335
SAE PAPEB 800616 ..'. p0062 A81-15336
SAE PAPEB 800617 p0062 A81.-15337
SAE PAPEB 800618 '. p0062 A81-15338
SAE PAPEB 800621 p0062 A81-15339
SAE PAPEB 800622 p0063 481-15340
SAE PIPES 800625 p0063 481-15341
SAE PAPEB 800626 p0063 A81-15342
SAE PAPEB 800627 p0063 481-15343
SAE fAPEE 800629. p0063 A81-15344
SAE PAPEB 800630 p0063 481-15345
SAE PAPEB 801100 p0512 A81-41776
SAE PAPEB 801101 p0513 A81-K1777
SAE PAPEB 801110 p0395 481-34151
SAE PAPEB 801116 p0395 A81-34152*
SAE PAPEB 801117 p0395 A81-34153
SAE PAPEB 801118 p0396 481-34154*
SAE PAPEB 801119 p0396 A81-34155*
SAE PAPEB 801120 '. • p0396 A81-34156*
B-22
BEfOBI/JCCBSSICH BDBBEB ISDEX
SAE
SAE
S&E
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAB
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE.
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAB
SAE
SAE
SAE
FAFEB
PAFEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEfi
CAPEB
FAPEB
PAPEB
FAPEB
PAPEB
•FAPEB
FAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEfi
PAPEB
FAPEB
PAFEB
TAPES
FAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
FAFEB
FAPEB
FAPEB
FAPEB
FAFEfi
PAPEB
PAFEB
FAFEB
PAPEB
FAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
FAFEB
FAFEB
FAPEB
PAPEB
FAPEB
FAFEB
PAFEB
PAPEB
FAPEB
PAFEB
PAPEB
FAPEB
PAPEB
FAFEB
FAPEB
PAPEB
FAFEB
PAPEB
FAFEB
FAPEB
PAPEB
FAPEB
FAFEB
FAFEB
PAPEB
PAPEfi
PAPEB
PAFEB
PAPEB
FAPEE
PAPBB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
FAFEB
PAPEB
FAPEB
FAFEB
PAPEB
FAPEB
PAFEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
PAFEB
PAFEB
PAPEB
PAPEB
801121 p03S6 A81-
801122 p0396 A81
80112<« .- . pC3S6 A81-
801131 p0396 A81
801132 p0396 A81
601133 pC397 481
601134 p0397 A81
801135 pC397 A81
801136 p0397 481
801137 p0397 A81
801138 pC3S7 A81
801140 p0397 481
801141 p0398 A81
801142 pC398 48V
801144 p0398 481
801145 pC398 A81-
801146 p0398 481
801147 p0398 481
801148 p04C6 A81-
801149 p0406 A81
801151 p0406 481
801153 p04C7 A81
801154 p0398 A81
801155 p04C7 A81
801156 p0407 A81
801158 p0399 A81
801163 p0399 481
801165 p0399 A81
801166 p0399 A81
801167 p0399 481
801168 . p0399 A81
801169 p0399 A81
80117C p0400 A81-
801173
 F0400 A81
801175 p0400 A81-
801176 p0400 A81
801177 p04CO A81-
801178 ' p0400 A81
80117S p0400 A81
801180 p0400 A81
801181 p0401 481
801183 p0401 A81
801185 p0401 A81-
801187 p0401 A81
801188 p0401 481
801190 p04C1 481
801192 p0401 481
801193 p0402 A81
801194 p0402 A81
801195 p0402 A81
801196 p04C2 481
801197 p0402 A81
801198 p0402 A81
801199 p0402 481
801200 p0402 A81
801201 p0403 481
801203 p0403 A81
801205 p0403 481
801206 p0403 A81
801207 p0403 A81
801208 p0403 A81
801209 p0404 A81
801210 p0404 481
801211 p0404 A81
801212 p0404 A81
801213 p0404 481
801214 p0404 481
801218 p0404 481
801219 p0404 481
801222 fQIOt A81
801224 p0405 481
801225 p04C5 A81
801226 p0405 481
801227 p0405 A81-
801228 p0405 481-
801230 p0405 A81-
801231 p0405 A81-
801237 p0405 A81-
801238 p0406 A81
801239 p0406 A81-
801242 p0406 A81
801243 p0406 A81
810560 p0518 481
810562 p0518 481
810565 p0518 A81-
810567 p0518 A81
810569 p0519 A81
810570 p0519 A81
810571 p0519 A81
-34157
-34158*
-34159
-34162
-34163*
-34164*
-34165
-34166*
-34167
-34168*
-34169*
-34170*
-34171
-34172
-34173
•34174
-34175
-34176
-34240
-34241
-34242
-34244
-34177*
-34245
-34246
-34178
-34179
-34180
•34181
-34182
-34183
•34184
-34185
-34187
•34188*
-34189
34190
34191*
34192
34193*
34194
34196
34198
34199
34200
•34J01
34202
34203
34204
•34205
•34206*
•34207
•34208*
•34209
•34210
34111
•34212
•34213
34214
•34215*
34216
34217
•34218
34219
•34220
34221*
34222
34224
34225
34226
34227
34228
34229
34230
34231
34232
34233
34235
34236
34237
34238
34239
42126
42728*
42730*
42732
42734
42735
42736
SAE FAPEB
SAE PAFEB
SAE FAFEB
SAE PAPEB
SAE FAFEB
SAE PAPEB
SAE PAFEB
SAE FAFEB
SAE FAFEB
SAE FAPEB
SAE PAFEE
SAE PAPEfi
SAE PAPEfi
SAE PAPEfi
SAE FAPEB
SAE PAPEfi
SAE PAFEB
SAE PAPEfi
SAE PAPEfi
SAE PAPEB
SAE FAFEfi
SAE FAPEE
SAE PAPEfi
SAE PAFEE
SAE PAPEfi
SAE PAPEfi
SAE PAPEB
SAE PAPEB
SAE PAPEfi
SAE PAPEfi
SAE PAPEfi
SAE PAPEfi
SAE PAPEfi
SAE PAPEfi
SAE PAPEfi
SAE PAPEfi
SAE PAFEE
SAE PAFEB
SAE FAPEB
SAE PAPEfi
SAE PAPEB
810572 p0519 A81-
810573 p0519 A81-
810576 p0519 AST
810577 p0519 A81
810579
 P0519 A81
810580 p0519 A81
810582 p0520 A81
810584 p0520 A81-
810585 p0520 481-
810586 p0520 A81-
810591 p0520 A81-
810592 p0520 481-
810593 p0520 A8V
810596 p0520 A81-
810597 p0521 A61-
810599 p0521 A81-
810600 p0521 A81-
810602 p0521 A81-
810603 p0521 481-
810604 p0521 A81-
810605 p0521 A81-
810606 p0522 481-
810608 p0522 48V
810611 p0522 481-
810612 p0522 481-
810613 p0522 A81-
810614 p0522 A81
810615 p0522 A81
810617 p0523 481
810618 p0523 A81
810619 p0523 A81
810620 p0523 481
810622 p0523 481
810623 p0523 481-
810624 p0523 481
810625 p0523 481
810628 p0524 481
810629 p0524 A81-
810630 p0524 481
810640 p0524 481-
810642 p0524 481-
42737
42738
42740
42741
42742
42743
42744*
42745
42746
42747*
42750
42751
42752
42754*
42755
42756*
42757
42759
42760
42761
42762
42763*
42765
42767*
42768
42769
42770*
42771
42772
42773
42774
42775
42776
42777*
42778*
42779*
42780
42781*
42782
42784
42785*
SAI-80-020-CP p0083 H81-12192 f
SAI-80-022-CP p0392 881-23411**
SAI-81-030-CP p0602 H81-31320 *
SAH-TB-80-29 p0130 H81-13966
SAB-TB-80-48 pOSSO 881-30102
SABD-80-2479C p0193 H81-16C37
SABD-81-1108C p0588 H81-30615
SA8D-81-1278C p0638 H8 1-33200
SAPB-39 p0207 881-17039*1
SAB-40 pOS41 H81-28176**
SASB-1 pOSOO 881-27884**
SASB-3 .. p0344 H81-21211*f
SAiE PAPEB 1331 p0352 481-31376
SAKE PAFEB 1336 p0352 A81-31377
SAIE PAFEB 1338 p0352 A81-31378
SAIE PACES 1339 p0352 A81-31379
SARE PAPEB 1340 p0352 A81-31380
SABE FAEEB 1341
 P0353 A81-31381
SARE FAFEB 1343 p0353 481-31382
SABE PAPEB 1345 p0353 481-31383
SARE EAFEE 1346 p0353 A81-31384
SABE FAPEB 1347 p0353 481-31385
SABE PAPEB 1351 p0353 A81-31386
SABE PAPEE 1365 p0353 A81-31387
SAiE FAFEB 1366 p0353 481-31388
SAHE PAFEB 1367
 P0353 A81-31389
SARE PAFEB 1383 p0353 481-31399
SAHE FAFEfi 1384 p0354 481-31400
SARE PAFEB 1385
 P0354 A81-31401
SABE FAFEB 1386 p0354 481-31402
SC595.44C5A p0257 881-1841.' *
SC595.65IB : p0258 B81-18420 f
SD-TB-80-65 p0038 H81-111ia I
SDL-80-2122-13F ...i p0143 D81-15003**
SEB-13452 p0548 H81-29124 *
SEB-69065 p0538 881-28087 i
SEB-70471 p0444 881-25090**
B-23
BBPOBT/ACCBSSICB HOBBBB IHOEZ
SEBI/TB-98003-2 p0043 H81-11492 t
SHIAS-792-422
SHIAS-801-551
SBIAS-801-551
SHIAS-801-551
SHIAS-802-111
SHIAS-802-111
SHIAS-802-111
SHIAS-802-111
SHIAS-802-111
SNIAS-802-111
SHIAS-802-111
SHIAS-802-111
•103 p<3023 H81-10025
•101 p0074 H81-12052
-105 P0031 H81-10168
•107 p0144 N81-15072
102 p0434 H81-24110
-107 p0437 881-24482
1C8 p0427 H81-24054
•111 p0427 H81-24C55
•112 p0427 N81-24056
•113 p0427 H81-24057
•114 p0428 H81-24C61
•115 p0428 H81-24C62
SP-5317 p0092 H81-13044**
SBBI-B-4828-16, p0429 H81-24068**
SBC-TB-81-1170 p0638 B81-33200 I
SBC-80-TB-57-PT-6
SB1-9799
p0257 H81-18394 t
p0131 N81-14061 *
STI-TB-1081-1-P1-1 p0581 H81-30113 *
SM-TB-1081-1-P1-2 p0581 H81-30114 t
STI-TB-1081-1-PT-3 p0581 H81-30115 t
STI-TB-1135-1 p0498 H81-27117 t
SO-JIAft-TB-30 p0483 B81-26C72*#
SBBI-HBD118 p0542 H81-28277 *
SBBI-02-4860 p0446 881-25766*4
TASC-TB-1356-1 p0253 H81-18062 *
TASC-IB-3077-2-W01-1 pC192 H81-16030 t
TASC-TB-3077-2-V01-2 p0192 H81-16031 *
TASC-TH-3077-2-VOL-« p0192 H81-16032 t
TCAE-1701 (0215 H81-17092 *
TCBL-17 p0335 H81-20079**
TFD-81-01 p0249 H81-18C29**
TI-r683 p0035 H81-11C36 i
TH-76 p0141 H81-14989*t
TOP-6-3-013 p0334 H81-20075 t
TOP-6-3-025 p0201 B81-16375 *
TOP-6-3-205 pC387 H81-23C62 t
TOP-6-3-223 p0392 H81-23358 *
TB-2-S3020/IB-52726 p0483 H81-26C75*4
TB-80-4102-PT-1 p0539 H81-28C89 t
IB-0080(5950-01)-1 p0038 H81-11118 t
TB-1127-1-VOL-2 pOOBI H81-12110**
TB-1137-1 p0498 H81-27113**
TB-7927 p0204 H81-16S97 t
TBAHS-15028 p0335 H81-20C81 I
TBAHS-15068 p0275 H81-19126 I
TBAHS-15261 p0583 H81-30133 t
TBAHS-15292 p0275 H81-19127 *
TBB/TBB-752 p0132 H81-14182 *
TBB/IBB-768 p0493 B81-27C68 t
TBB/TBB-787 p0637 H81-33188 *
TBH-EB-8019-F p05S7 H81-31193*4
TBB-30323-6003-TO-00 p0543 H81-28767
IBB-30323-6007-10-00 p0543 H81-28786
IBB-30323-6012-10-00 pO£43 H81-28765
TBB-30323-6015-10-00 p0543 H81-28788
TBB-30323-601 9-10-00 p0543 H81-28789
IBB-32399-6002-OT-00 p0021 H81-10C08
TSC-FAA-80-15-?CL-1 p0640 H81-33390
TSC-FAA-80-16 p009 1 1181-13038
TSC-FAA-80-25 p0273 H81-19114
TSC-FAA-81-1 p0389 H81-23C81
TSC-FAA-81-13 p0641 H81-33S48
TT-677 p0132 H81-14195 4
Tl-8002 p0541 H8 1-28106 t
TOBS/SFE-58-80-05-01 p0628 H81-32131 I
OCIA-EBS-8037 'p0631 H81-32956*!
OCB1-15257 p0085 H81-12427"4
ODB-TB-80^59 p0204 H81-16995
ODB-TB-80-61-IT-2 p0638 H81-33197
' ODB-TB-80-69 p0424 B81-24036
ODB-TB-80-73-VOL-1 p0374 H81-22044
DDB-TB-80-73-VOI-2 p0375 B81-22045
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